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0622

Wed.

시간

장소

16:00-18:00

등록 및 리셉션

17:00-18:00

다학제간 공동연구를 위한 기술교류회

0623
장소
시간

Thu.

제1발표장 제2발표장
(컨벤션홀III)

(301)

제3발표장
(302)

제4발표장 제5발표장 제6발표장
(600A)

(600B)

8:30

(601)

전산유체1

다상유동1

난류1

열전달1

복합화력

연소

발전1
10:15-10:25
전산유체2

다상유동2

난류2

열전달2

복합화력
발전2

11:55-13:25
전산유체3

다상유동3

COVID-19

열전달3

복합화력
발전3

14:55-15:05
15:05-16:20

전산유체4

다상유동4

디지털트윈/

신재생/

메타버스

풍공학1

공기역학1

인공지능1

생체유체1

유체구조

실험/

상호작용1

가시화2

공기역학2

인공지능2

생체유체2

유체구조

실험/

공기역학3

인공지능3

상호작용2

가시화3

청정가스

유체기계/

복합화력

환경유체1

발전4

일반유체2/
조선해양1

일반유체1

유동제어/
원자력

개회식 및 시상식(컨벤션홀 III)

16:50-16:55

Break
특별강연 1: 오세기 (LG 전자)(장소:컨

특별강연 2: 김용환 (서울대학교)(장

벤션홀III)

소:301/302)

17:25-17:30

18:30-20:30

가시화1

Break

16:30-16:50

17:30-18:00

실험/

나노/마이크로
유동1

Break

16:20-16:30

16:55-17:25

(607)

Lunch
청정가스

13:25-14:55

(603/604) (605/606)

Break
청정가스

10:25-11:55

(602)

등록
청정가스

9:00-10:15

제7발표장 제8발표장 제9발표장 제10발표장

Break
특별강연 3: 김희동 (안동대학교)(장소:컨

특별강연 4: 황창전 (한국항공우주연구원)(장

벤션홀III)

소:301/302)
만찬(컨벤션홀 I/II)

나노/마이크로
유동2
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0624
장소
시간

Fri.

제1발표장 제2발표장
(컨벤션홀III)

(301)

제3발표장
(302)

제4발표장 제5발표장 제6발표장
(600A)

(600B)

8:30
전산유체5

다상유동5

-

조선해양2

비뉴턴유체/

나노/마이크로

유체윤활1

유동3

스마트

인공지능

나노/마이크로

모빌리티1

CFD1

유동4

Break
전산유체6

다상유동6

-

탄소중립1

수소에너지2

11:20-11:30

선박/해양1

조선해양3

Break
특별강연 5: 김무환 (포항공과대학교)(장소:컨벤

특별강연 6: 이정상 (보라매병원)(장

션홀III)

소:301/302)

11:30-12:00
12:00-13:00

Lunch

13:00-14:30

15:30-15:45

(607)

일반유체3

환경유체2

10:15-10:20

14:30-15:30

(603/604) (605/606)

유체기계/
수소에너지1

풍공학2

10:20-11:20

(602)

등록
신재생/

9:00-10:15

(601)

제7발표장 제8발표장 제9발표장 제10발표장

포스터 세션(3층 로비)
전산유체7

다상유동7

다상유동8

탄소중립2

추진

선박/해양2

우수논문시상식, 경품추첨( 컨벤션홀 III)

스마트

인공지능

비뉴턴유체/

모빌리티2

CFD2

유체윤활2

조선해양4
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㩲䛞㦮 㡆ῂṲ㠦 㧞㠊㍲ CFD ⓪ ┺㟧䞲
⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䢲㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㩚䐋㩗㧎 㡊㥶㼊 㥶☯
䟊㍳㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㩲䛞 䚲Ⳋ 㧊㔂 ⱐ䧮, ⌟㧻ἶ
㩲ク ㎇⓻, ㎎䌗₆ Ṗ⬾ ㎎㩲 䒂㧛, 㧎▫㎮
䈷䌧㦮 ⶒ ⊩㦢 㔲Ṛ, 㔳₆㎎㻯₆ ⏎㯦 䣢㩚㑮,
Ὃ₆ 㼃㩫₆ 㰧㰚ὒ ṯ㦖 Ṗ㩚 䔏䢪♲ ㎇⓻
䢫╖♮ἶ
㧞┺.
䟊㍳㦮
䟊㍳㠦☚
㩗㣿㧊
⽋㧷☚Ṗ ⏨㞚㰖ἶ ′⳾Ṗ 䄺㰦 ➆⧒ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪
Ἒ㌆ 㔲Ṛ㦖 䟊ἆ䟊㟒 䞶 㑯㩲㧊Ⳇ ⌟㧻ἶ 㹿㌗,
㎎䌗₆ ⌊ ⶒ 㥶☯, 㠦㠊䄾 ㏢㦢 ❇㦖
╖䚲㩗㦒⪲ 䟊㍳㧊 㠊⩺㤊 ⶎ㩲⪲ ⋾㞚 㧞┺.
㾲⁒㠦⓪ 㔺ⶒ ⳿㠛㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㔲䠮㦚 ╖㼊䞶 㑮
㧞⓪ Ṗ㌗ Ỗ㯳 ₆㑶ὒ ⳾◎ ₆ ㍺Ἒ⪲ ῂ㫆,
㩲㠊, ㎇⓻㦚 㔲㓺䎲 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ 䐋䞿䞮⓪ ❪㰖䎎
⳿㠛 ₆㑶⪲ 䟊㍳ ₆㑶㧊 㩚䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ
CFD ☚ 㧊⩂䞲 ┺㟧䞲 䟊㍳ ⻫✺ὒ ⽋䞿♮㠊
䢲㣿♮⓪ 䟻㦒⪲ 㩚䞮ἶ 㧞┺.
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㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㍶㦮 㔺䟊㡃 㤊䟃㠦㍲ ┺⬾㠊㰖⓪
㡂⩂ 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 ㎇⓻䟊㍳㦚 䟊㍳䞮⓪ 㔲㓺䎲㦚
❪㰖䎎 㡗㡃㠦㍲ ῂ䡚䞮⓪ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦚
Ṳ䞮⓪ ộ㦚 ⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 䔏䧞 ㍶㦮
㤊䟃ἓ⪲㠦 ➆⧒ Ṗ₢㤊 ⹎⧮㠦 ㌳䞶 䟊㟧䕢⯒
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 㡞䁷䞮ἶ 㧊⪲ 㧎䞲 ㍶㦮 㤊☯ὒ
㫆㫛㎇⓻ ❇㦚 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ₆⻫㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺.
䟊㟧㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 䕢㦮 ┾₆ 㡞䁷㦖 䐋Ἒ㩗㦒⪲
㧊⬾㠊㰖⓪ ộ㧊 㧒㩗㧊⋮, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㍶㠦 㧻㹿♲ 䕢 ⩞㧊▪(wave radar)⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㍶㦚 ₆㩦㦒⪲ 㑮 km 㡗㡃 ⌊㠦㍲ 䟊㟧䕢㦮
3 㹾㤦 ὋṚ ⼖䢪⯒ 10~30  ⻪㥚㠦㍲
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ₆⻫㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ,
㧊⩝Ợ 㡞䁷♲ 䟊㟧䕢Ṗ 㥶₆䞮⓪ ㍶㦮
㫆㫛㎇⓻
❇㦚
㤊☯㎇⓻,
⁎Ⰲἶ
㍶㦮
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 䟊㍳䞮ἶ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 䞮⓪ ₆⻫☚
Ṳ䞮㡖┺.
㧊⯒
㥚䟊
㑮㩫♲
impulse-response-function ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞲 㤊☯䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮ἶ, 㩫㑮 㭧 MMG 㫆㫛 ⳾◎㦚 䢫╖䞮㡂
䟊㟧䕢⪲
㧎䞲
䚲⮮⩻㦚
䙂䞾䞲
䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ, 㧊⩂䞲 ⳾✶ 䟊㍳✺㧊
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰦☚ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲
┺⬾ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ 䟊㟧 㤊䟃 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦖 㧊 ⚦
㭒㩲㠦
Ὃ䐋㩗㦒⪲
䞚㣪䞲
㟒㧊┺.
㯟,
㡆⬢㏢⳾⨟㦚 㭚㧊⓪ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 㤊䟃㦚 䐋䞲
䌞䌚㏢䢪㢖
▪㠊
㧦㥾㤊䟃㍶㦚
㥚䞲
❪㰖䎎₆㑶㠦 ⳾⚦ 䞚㣪䞲 ⶎ㩲㧊┺. ⡦䞲,
㧊⩂䞲 㔺㔲Ṛ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦖 䟊㌗㠦㍲㦮 㡂⩂
㥚䠮㎇㦚 㡞䁷䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 㡞䞮⓪ ₆⻫㦒⪲☚
䢲㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㠊, 䟻䤚 㡂⩂ 㟒㠦㍲ ₆㡂⯒ 䞶
ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
╖㤆㫆㍶䟊㟧㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䟊㟧 㤊䟃 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦚 㥚䞲 㔺㔲Ṛ
䟊㟧䕢㢖 ㍶㦮 㥶㼊㎇⓻ 㡞䁷* ₖ㣿䢮 1,
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㧊㨂䤞 1, 㧊㨂䞯 1, ⋾㥺㍲ 1, 㟧䧂㍳ 1; 1Seoul National University

䄾㎮䢖ɿ

㍶䟊㟧㥶㼊㡃䞯
㟒⓪
㾲⁒
4
㹾
㌆㠛䡗ⳛ㦒⪲ 㧒䅂㠊㰖⓪ ❪㰖䎎 ₆㑶㦮 ╂ὒ
㩗㣿㧊 㩦㹾 䢫╖♮ἶ 㧞┺. 䔏䧞 䌞䌚㏢䢪㢖
❪㰖䎎䢪⓪
䡚㨂㦮
㾲╖
䢪⚦㧊┺.
⽎

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 17:30 – 18:00

Hydrogen Enrichment into Slush LNG* Heuy
Dong Kim1, Kang-Ki Lee2, 1Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Andong National University, Korea, 2High
Power System, AVL List GmbH, Austria

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is a well-known fuel consisting mainly of Methane as main component of natural
gas and is produced by liquefying the natural gas from
gas fields at a temperature of 111 K. Since LNG has a
very low sulfur content it significantly reduces the
emission of harmful pollutants compared to other fossil
fuels. As LNG has a high calorific value and is also
chemically stable under normal usage conditions, it is
extensively used as fuel for large engines for ships or
power plants. However, in recent years Methane has
been identified as green-house gas which has a high
global warming potential. Therefore, it is necessary to
reform LNG so it emits less pollution and has a higher
combustion efficiency in engines. This can be done by
enriching LNG in a slush state with Hydrogen molecules during its phase transition. In recent, this new
innovative technology has been drawing a lot of attention in terms of practical use of fuel in the future. The
introduction of the Hydrogen enrichment into slush
LNG involves various interesting thermo-fluid dynamics phenomena which are not well understood yet. In the
current lecture, an innovative method for the production
process of Hydrogen enriched slush LNG is introduced
and the related thermo-fluid dynamics are described in
detail with an emphasis on the promising potential as a
fuel for LNG engines.
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Introduction to Urban Air Mobility(UAM) and
CFD Applications* 䢿㺓㩚 1; 1Korea Aerospace
Research Institute(KARI)
㣪㯞㦢 㔶Ṳ⎦ 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆⪲ 㩚 ㎎Ἒ㩗
Ṳἓ㨗㧊
䂮㡊䞲
UAM
㦮
Ṳ⎦

Ṳ㽟ἓ㥚㠦 ╖䟊 ㌊䘊⽊ἶ, ’22.6 㤪 䡚㨂
650 㡂Ṳ㦮 eVTOL(electric Vertical Take-Off &
Landing) 䟃Ὃ₆ ṲṲ⎦㧊 㧞⓪◆, 㧊⯒
⋶Ṳ㠜⓪ Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆䡫, ⋶Ṳ㧞⓪ ⽋䞿䡫, ⋶Ṳ㧞⓪
㩚䢮䡫㦒⪲
⻪㭒䢪䞮㡂
㎇⓻-⽋㧷㎇
㍺Ἒ㡗㡃㌗㠦㍲ 㧻┾㩦㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺. 㧊㠊㍲ UAM
eVTOL 㦮 䟋㕂₆㑶㧎 ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚 (DEP, Distributed
Electric
Propulsion)

㧦☯㧦㥾
゚䟟㩲㠊₆㑶 ❇㦚 ゚䟟㔲䠮㦚 䐋䟊 ₆㑶㔲㡆
(TRL6)䞮ἶ, 㧊㢖 㡆Ἒ䞮㡂 㧎㯳₆㑶㦚 Ṳ䞮⓪
ῃṖ R&D ㌂㠛㧎 OPPAV ₆㑶Ṳ㌂㠛 Ṳ㣪 
Ṳ 㰚䟟㌂䟃㠦 ╖䟊 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺. ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚㧊
㩗㣿♲ ㌞⪲㤊 䡫㔳㦮 䟃Ὃ₆㣿 ゚䟟㩲㠊⻫䂯㦚
゚䟟㔲䠮㦚 䐋䟊 Ṳ䞮⓪ OPPAV 㿫㏢₆
゚䟟㔲䠮 ἆὒ⯒ ㍺ⳛ䞲┺. OPPAV 㿫㏢₆⓪

‘22 ⎚Ⱖ ゚䟟䞶 ₆㑶㔲㡆₆(㽳㭧⨟ 650kg,
⋶Ṳ䙃
7m)
╖゚
44%㿫㏢(㽳㭧⨟
46kg,
⋶Ṳ䙃 3.1m)䞲 䟃Ὃ₆㧊┺. Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ 㦒⪲
UAM
㠦
CFD
Ṗ
㌂㣿♮⓪
㌂⪖⪲
Ṳ⎦₆⽎㍺Ἒ┾Ἒ㠦 ㌂㣿♮⓪ 㩚₆㼊 䟃⩻䟊㍳,
Ὃ⩻䞮㭧䟊㍳ ❇ὒ 㭒㣪ῂ㎇䛞㧎 䝚⫃ ㍺Ἒ䟊㍳,
㓺䞒⍞ Ὃ⩻䟊㍳ ❇㦮 OPPAV ㍺Ἒ㔲 㰗㩧
㌂㣿䞲 ㌂⪖⯒ ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ, eVTOL 㧊㹿⮯ ゞ☚⯒
㩲䞲䞮⓪ ㏢㦢 䟊㍳ 㩗㣿 ㌂⪖㢖 eVTOL 㤊㣿ὒ
ὖ⩾䞮㡂
㭖
㔺㔲Ṛ
㩫⽊㩲Ὃ㧊
䞚㣪䞲
☚㕂₆㌗㡞䁷 㩗㣿 ㌂⪖㠦 ╖䞮㡂 ㍺ⳛ䞲┺.
䡂Ⰲ䆻䎆 ⪲䎆 䤚⮮㦮 ἓ㤆 50 㡂⎚ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊
ⶒⰂ 䡚㌗㦮 ₆⽎㧊 㿿㔺䧞 㡆ῂ/′ⳛ♮㠊 㡾
Ⳋ ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚₆㑶, Ⲗ䕆䝚⪲䗶⩂Ṗ 㩗㣿♲
eVTOL 㦮 Ὃ⩻ ⶒⰂ 䡚㌗㦖 䟻䤚 ㎇⓻/㞞㩚㎇
䟻㌗㦚 㥚䟊 㡆ῂ/′ⳛ♮㠊㟒 䞶 㟒Ṗ Ⱔ㦒Ⳇ,
䐋㌗ ⳾㑲♮⓪ ⳿㩗䞾㑮⓪ 㾲㩗䢪⯒ 䐋䟊㍲ 㧒㩫
㩫☚ 㾲㩗䢪Ṗ Ṗ⓻䞮㰖Ⱒ ⽊┺ 䋆 䣾ὒ⯒ Ṭ₆
㥚䟊㍲⓪ ⶒⰂ 䡚㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㩫䢫䞲 㧊䟊⯒ 䐋䟊
㺓㦮㩗㧎 Ṳ⎦㦚 ☚㿲䟊㟒 䞮⸖⪲ ⶒⰂ䡚㌗
㡆ῂṖ 㭧㣪䞮┺ἶ ㌳ṗ䞲┺. ⡦䞲 㡞⯒ ✺Ⳋ
㩚₆㼊 䟃⩻ 10% 㩖Ṧ㦖 䟃㏣ỆⰂ 15%㧊㌗㦚
ộ㻮⩒
㯳Ṗ㔲䌂
㑮
㧞⓪
䣾ὒṖ
㧞⓪
UAM 㟒㠦㍲ Ὃ₆㡃䞯㧦✺㦮 㡃䞶㦖 ⰺ㤆
㭧㣪䞮┺ἶ ㌳ṗ䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋 㡆ῂṲ㌂㠛㦮 㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦(22ACTOB151661-04)㠦
㦮䟊
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. KARI ṫ䧂㩫/ 㩫₆䤞/ 㥚㎇㣿
㌂┮ὒ KAIST 㧊㌗⽟ᾦ㑮┮℮ Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.
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Condensation, Boiling, Two Phase Flow and
University ₖⶊ䢮; Pohang University of Science
and Technology
㤦㧦⩻ 㩚㏢㦮 㭧╖㌂ἶ 㔲 ỿ⋿Ịⶒ⌊㦮
㞫⩻ ⼖䢪⓪ ㌂㎇ ⶒ㰞㦮 㣎 㥶㿲㠦 ἆ㩫㩗
㡃䞶㦚 䞮Ợ ♲┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒ ἶ㞫 ἶ㡾㦮
㑮㯳₆Ṗ ỿ⋿Ịⶒ㦮 ⌊⼓㠦㍲ 㠒Ⱎ⋮ 㦧㿫♮⓪
㰖⓪ 㤦㩚㦮 㞞㩚㎇ 䘟Ṗ㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 㭖┺.
㧊⯒ 㥚䞮㡂 ゚㦧㿫 ₆㼊(Ὃ₆)Ṗ 㧞⓪ ἓ㤆
㦧㿫㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⯒ ㌂ 䞯㥚 ⏒ⶎ㦒⪲ 㔲㧧䞲
ộ㧊 Ἒ₆Ṗ ♮㠊 ⌟㧻ἶ ❇㦮 Ṗ㩚 ₆₆㠦㍲㦮
㦧㿫
䡚㌗㠦
╖䞲
㡆ῂ⯒
ᾦ㑮Ṗ
♮㠊
㔲㧧䞮㡖┺. ㌗ ⼖䢪 㡊㩚╂㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ ⻪㥚⓪

㠒Ⱎ♮㰖 㞠㞚 ゚❇ 䡚㌗㦒⪲ 䢫㧻♮㠞㦒Ⳇ,
㦧㿫ὒ ゚❇㦚 㽟㰚䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㡂⩂ 㞞㠦 ╖䞲
㡆ῂ㢖 ⌟ṗ ⓻⩻㦚 䟻㌗ 㔲䌂 㑮 㧞⓪
㡊ᾦ䢮₆㦮 ㍺Ἒ ἓ䠮㦚 㩫Ⰲ䞮㡖┺. 䔏䧞
䟋㦋䞿⪲㦮 㣎⼓㠦㍲ 䞚㣪䞲 ἶ㡊㥶㏣㦮 ⌟ṗ
㞞㠦 ╖䞲 ἓ䠮㦚 Ṛ┾䧞 ㏢Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲
㧊⩂䞲 㡆ῂ ὒ㩫㠦㍲ ㌂㣿䞲 㡂⩂ Ṗ㰖㦮 䁷㩫
⻫ 㡞⯒ ✺Ⳋ 㭧㎇㧦⯒ 㧊㣿䞲┺ ▮㰖
Ṗ㏣₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 Ṗ㔲䢪 ἆὒ⯒ 㩫Ⰲ䞮ἶ 㧊⩂䞲
㧊㌗ 㥶☯ 䡚㌗㦚 㤦㧦⩻ 㟒⯒ ゚⫅䞮㡂
㡊ᾦ䢮₆, 䡞㞷 䦦⯚ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㟒⪲㦮 䢫㧻
ἓ䠮㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞮㡖┺. Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲ 㧊ὋἚ ╖䞯㦚
㤊㡗䟊 ⽎ ἓ䠮㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 㞴㦒⪲㦮 㦋䞿
ᾦ㥷ὒ 㡆ῂ㠦 ╖䞲 ㌳ṗ㦚 Ṛ┾䧞 㠎 䞮㡖┺.
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ἆク㧊 㭧䡫 㑮㏷₆㦮 Ὃ⩻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㎇㠦
ὖ䞲 㩚 ㌆ 䟊㍳* 㧻╖㧋1, 㧊䡗㰚1, 㩫䢎㰚1,
㧊䞯㰚1,2, ⳛ⏎㔶1,2;

1Gyeongsang

National University,

2

Research Center for Aircraft Core Technology

゚䟟 㭧㠦 ㌳䞮⓪ 䟃Ὃ₆ ἆク 䡚㌗㦖 䟃Ὃ₆㦮
㞞㩚ὒ ⰺ㤆 ⹖㩧䞲 ὖἚṖ 㧞┺. 䟃Ὃ₆ 䚲Ⳋ㠦
㹿♲ ἆク㦖 䟃Ὃ₆ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪⯒ ㌳㔲䅲
Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇ὒ 㫆㫛 㞞㩫㎇㠦 㩫㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮Ợ
♮㠊 䟃Ὃ₆ 㞞㩚㦚 㥚䡧䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⹎
㡆䟃Ὃ㼃㠦㍲ ′㩫䞮⓪ 14 CFR FAR 25 Appendix
C 㦮 CM (Continuous Maximum) 㫆Ị㠦㍲ Kawasaki C-2
㭧䡫 㑮㏷₆Ṗ 45 ☯㞞 Holding 䞶 ➢⯒ Ṗ㩫䞮㡂
ἆク 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⋮㞚Ṗ ἆク㠦 ➆⯎
Ὃ⩻ 㡗䟻㎇㦚 ゚ᾦ  ㍳䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ ἆὒ⓪
䟻䤚 㭧䡫 㑮㏷₆ Ṳ㦚 㥚䞲 ἆク Ṧ䟃㎇ 㧎㯳,
ἆク ⽊䢎 㔲㓺䎲 ㍺Ἒ㠦 䢲㣿䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF2017R1A5A1015311)

☯㿫 䝚⪲䗶⩂ Ὃ⩻㎇⓻ 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䞲 Actuator Surface
₆⻫ 䘟Ṗ  Ṳ㍶ 㡆ῂ * ₖ┺䡲 1, 㡺㎎㫛 1, 㡗⹒ 2,
☯䤞 1; 1Pusan National University, 2Korea Aerospace
Research Institute
☯㿫 䝚⪲䗶⩂⓪ ⚦ 䝚⪲䗶⩂ ㌂㧊㦮 Ṛ⁏(axial spacing)ὒ ㌂㧊ṗ(azimuthal angle), 䣢㩚㏣☚㢖 ṯ㦖
┺㟧䞲 䕢⧒⹎䎆⪲ 㧎䟊 㔺䠮㩗, 㑮䂮㩗㧎 㡆ῂ 
㎇⓻ 䘟Ṗ㠦 㧞㠊 ゚㣿ὒ 㔲Ṛ㩗 㩲㟓㧊 ➆⯎┺. ⽎
䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㔲Ṛ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 Ὃ⩻䟊㍳ ₆⻫㧎 actuator
surface method(ASM)㦮 ☯㿫 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䟊㍳㠦 ╖䞲
㎇⓻
㡞䁷
㩫䢫☚⯒
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
䟊㍳㠦⓪

₆㭖㍶(reference
line)
㍶㩫㦮
㧚㦮㎇㦒⪲䎆
㧦㥶⫃ἶ な⩞㧊✲ 3 㹾㤦 䣾ὒ⯒ 㡗 Ṗ⓻䞲 improved ASM 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. ╖㌗ 䡫㌗㦒⪲⓪ T-motor
艧㦮 24 inch ㌗㣿 䝚⪲䗶⩂⯒ ㍶㩫䞮㡖ἶ, ₆⻫㦮
㩫䢫☚⯒ 䘟Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ㌗㣿 CFD 䆪✲㧎 ANSYS
Fluent
⯒
㌂㣿䞲
䟊㍳
ἆὒ㢖
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
䣢㩚(counter-rotating) 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 ἓ㤆 㿫 Ṛ⁏㧊
䋊㑮⪳ ㌗/䞮┾ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮㡂
㌗┾ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 Ὃ⩻㎇⓻㦖 ┾㧒 䝚⪲䗶⩂㢖 㥶㌂䞲
㑮㭖㦒⪲
䣢⽋♮㰖Ⱒ,
䞮┾
䝚⪲䗶⩂⓪
㌗┾
䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 䤚⮮ 㡗䟻㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻㧊
Ṧ㏢䞮㡖┺. ☯䣢㩚(co-rotating) 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 ἓ㤆
㌂㧊ṗ㠦 ➆⯎ ㌗/䞮┾ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 㿪⩻㦮 㯳Ṧ㧊
㌗♮㠊 ⋮䌖⋮Ⳇ, ㌂㧊ṗ㧊 㧧㞚㰞㑮⪳ full
CFD 㢖㦮 㡺㹾Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ☯䣢㩚 䝚⪲䗶⩂㠦
╖䞲 㡞䁷 㩫䢫☚ Ṳ㍶㦚 㥚䟊, ㍶䟟㡆ῂ⯒ 䌫㦒⪲
₆㭖㍶(reference line)㠦 㥶☚♮⓪ ㌗/䞮┾ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮
㡗䟻㦚 ⽊㩫䞮⓪ ₆⻫ 㡆ῂ⯒ 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
㌗/䞮┾ な⩞㧊✲㦮 ỆⰂ㠦 ➆⯎ 㡗䟻㦚 ἶ⩺䞶 㑮
㧞⓪ ₆㭖㍶ ㏣☚ ⽊㩫㔳㦚 㥶☚䞮㡂 㩗㣿䞮ἶ,
㡆㏣䞮Ợ 㩗䂋♲(stacked) ㎎ Ṳ㦮 ㌂ṗ ⋶Ṳ ⶎ㩲㠦
㤆㍶㩗㦒⪲
㩗㣿䞮㡂
Ṳ㍶
䣾ὒ⯒
䢫㧎

Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 improved ASM 㧊 ☯㿫
䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 Ὃ⩻㎇⓻㦚 䞿Ⰲ㩗㧎 㩫䢫☚⪲ 㔶㏣䞮Ợ
㡞䁷 Ṗ⓻䞮Ⳇ, 䟻䤚 Ṳ㧎㣿䟃Ὃ₆  㩚₆☯⩻
㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㢖 ṯ㦖 䟃Ὃ₆ ₆㼊㦮 㽞₆ ㍺Ἒ
┾Ἒ㠦㍲ ⰺ㤆 㥶㣿䞮Ợ 䢲㣿 Ṗ⓻䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
* 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦
㡆ῂ㤊㡗゚㰖㤦㌂㠛(₆⽎㌂㠛)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ ἆὒ㧛┞┺. [ὒ㩲ⳛ : eVTOL 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 MDO
㍺Ἒ 䝚⩞㧚㤢䋂 ῂ㿫㦚 㥚䞲 Ὃ⩻⳾✞ ῂ䡚,
ὒ㩲ἶ㥶⻞䢎: FR22E01W01]

゚䟟䢮ἓ㠦 ➆⯎ 㽞㦢㏣ 䦷㧛ῂ 㥶☯ 䔏㎇ ㍳*
ₖ㨂㤦 1, ⁒䢣 1; 1AGENCY FOR DEFENSE
DEVELOPMENT
▫䕆✲ ⧾㩲䔎 㿪㰚₆ὖ㦖 㡆㏢㔺⪲ 㥶㧛♮⓪
㢚㩚㡆㏢ Ṗ㓺㢖 Ὃ₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㡆㏢䞮㡂 㿪⩻㦚
㌳㔲䋾┺. 䦷㧛ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 㥶㧛♲ Ὃ₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂
Ṗ㓺⯒ 2 㹾 㡆㏢䞮⸖⪲, 㽞㦢㏣ 䦷㧛ῂ㦮 Ὃ₆㥶⨟
 㞫⩻㏦㔺 ㎇⓻㠦 ➆⧒ 㡆㏢䣾㥾 䔏㎇㧊 ἆ㩫♲┺.
䦷㧛ῂ ⌊ 㥶☯㦖 ゚䟟䢮ἓ㠦 ➆⧒ Ὃ₆㥶⨟ ⼖䢪,

㩚㞫⩻ 䣢⽋⮶ Ṧ㏢, ゚╖䃃 㥶☯  㡆㏢㔺 ⌊
㥶⪲㦮 ‶㧒 䢮ἓ 㫆㎇ ❇㧊 ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ゚䟟䢮ἓ㠦 ➆⯎ 㽞㦢㏣ 䦷㧛ῂ 㥶☯
䔏㎇ ㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㿪㰚₆ὖ ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚
㡞䁷䞮㡖┺.

➢ⶎ㠦, 㹿ク 䢮ἓ㠦㍲㦮 㞞㩚䞲 㤊㣿㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪
䝚⪲䗶⩂㢖 ⋶ṲṚ Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 ἆク 䡫㌗ 
㎇⓻ ⼖䢪⯒ 㡞䁷䞶 䞚㣪Ṗ 㧞┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪
HALE 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 䝚⪲䗶⩂-⋶ṲṚ Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞲
㹿ク 䢮ἓ㠦㍲㦮 ㎇⓻ ⼖䢪⯒ 㑮䂮䟊㍳㩗㦒⪲
㍳䞮㡖ἶ, ἆク㧊 ㌳䞮Ⳋ ㎇⓻㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

Analysis of Multiple Shock Wave Oscillations in a
Scramjet Isolator* Jintu K James1, ₖ䌲䢎 1, ₖ䧂☯ 1; 1
㞞☯╖䞯ᾦ
The multiple shock waves inside the isolator of a scramjet
engine decelerate the flow from supersonic conditions to
subsonic depending on the operating conditions. The structure and dynamics of multiple shock waves inside a constant
area isolator of a model scramjet engine are studied numerically using a finite volume solver. The flow is accelerated
through a nozzle with an exit Mach number of 1.75 and continues in the constant area isolator where the multiple shock
waves are formed. To analyze the effect of duct acoustics on
the dynamics of shock train oscillations, three ducts with a
duct length of 0D, 50D, and 150D are attached to the exit of
the isolator, where D is the isolator exit height. The variation
of shock train location is analyzed from the numerical
Schlieren images. The wall static pressure variation along the
bottom wall and four specific locations are monitored. The
wall shear stress variation along the wall provides the location of separation and reattachment points in the flow field.
The variation of the shock train length and the separation
bubble size are analyzed for different exit duct lengths. The
standard deviation of pressure signal on the wall surface and
the correlation between pressure signals at maximum deviation point to other locations are analyzed to understand the
mechanism of shock oscillations in detail.
*This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF-2021R1I1A3044216)

䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䤚⮮ Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 ἶἶ☚
㧻₆㼊Ὃ 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 㹿ク 䢮ἓ㠦㍲㦮 ㎇⓻ 䟊㍳
㰖⹒1, ㏦㺂′2, 㧊ὖ㭧1; 1Seoul National University,
2Cheongju

University

ἶἶ☚ 㧻₆㼊Ὃ 䟃Ὃ₆(High-Altitude Long-Endurance,
HALE)⓪ ἶ☚ 20km 㩫☚㦮 ㎇䂋ῢ㠦㍲ 㧻㔲Ṛ
㼊Ὃ䞮Ⳋ㍲ ὖ䁷, Ṧ㔲  䐋㔶 㭧Ἒ ❇ ┺㟧䞲
㧚ⶊ⯒ 㑮䟟䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䟃Ὃ₆┺. HALE 䟃Ὃ₆㠦
ἆク㧊 ㌳䞮Ợ ♮Ⳋ 䟃Ὃ₆ ㎇⓻㦮 㩖䞮䢪 䞮㭧
㭧Ṗ㠦 㦮䟊 㧚ⶊ ἶ☚₢㰖 ☚╂䞮㰖 ⴑ䞮⓪ ㌗䢿㧊
㌳䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ ㌂㣿♲ EAV-3 䟃Ὃ₆⓪
⋶Ṳ㠦 ㍺䂮♲ 䝚⪲䗶⩂⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 㿪⩻㦚 ㌳㔲䋺₆

㎎㎮: 㩚㌆㥶㼊 2
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55
㩲 1 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ⼧㑮(㿿⋾╖䞯ᾦ)

゚㩫⪂ 䕾⍦ ₆ eVTOL ゚䟟㼊 Ὃ⩻䟊㍳ ₆⻫
Ṳ* 䌲ⳛ㔳1, 㧊㤆㔏1, ₖ☯⋾1, 㧻⼧䧂2, ☯䤞1;
1

Pusan National University, 2Korea Aerospace Research

Institute
゚ᾦ㩗 㩫䢫䞲 ἆὒ⯒ 㔶㏣䞮Ợ 䣣✳ Ṗ⓻䞮Ⳋ㍲☚
⽋㧷䞲 䡫㌗㠦☚ 㥶㡆䞲 ╖㦧㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲 Ὃ⩻䟊㍳
₆⻫㦖 eVTOL ゚䟟㼊㦮 Ṳ⎦ ㍺Ἒ 㔲 䄾㎟ ㍶㩫 
㌂㧊㰫㦚 㥚䞲 ㎇⓻䟊㍳, 䕢⧒⹎䎆 㡆ῂ㢖 䔎⩞㧊✲
㓺䎆❪⯒
䐋䞲
㾲㩗䢪㠦
㥶㣿䞮┺.
゚㩫⪂
䕾⍦₆⻫㠦 ₆䞲 Ὃ⩻䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦚 Ṳ䞮ἶ, 㧊⯒
eVTOL ゚䟟㼊 Ὃ⩻䟊㍳㠦 㩗㣿䞮㡂 㔺㣿㎇㦚
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. 㣿㿲  㭧㻿 䕾⍦₆⻫㦚 ₆㦒⪲
゚㩫⪂ 䕾⍦ 䆪✲⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, actuator disk theory ⪲ 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䤚⮮ 䣾ὒ⯒ 㡗䞮㡖┺. 䂮Ⱎ䋂
ⶎ㩲⪲
䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㥶ⶊ㧎Ἆ㣿Ṳ㧎㣿䟃Ὃ₆(optional piloted personal aerial
vehicle, OPPAV) 䡫㌗㦚 ㍶㩫䞮㡂 㡺䝞㏢㓺 䕾⍦₆⻫
 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯 䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ┺㟧䞲
㫆Ị㠦 ╖䞲 䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦮 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㥚䟊 㻲㧊゚䟟
㫆Ịὒ
ṗ㏣☚
㫆Ị㠦
╖䞲
䟊㍳㦚
㿪Ṗ⪲
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ゚䟟 ☯㡃䞯  㞞㩫㎇ ㍳㠦 㣪ῂ♮⓪
Ὃ⩻ ⹎Ἒ㑮㦮 䟊㍳  䣣✳ ₆⓻㦚 㿪Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
OPPAV 䡫㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㞞㩫㎇ ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒ Ἒ㌆䟞㦒Ⳇ, 㧮
㞢⩺㰚 ἓ䠮㩗 ₆⻫㧎 DATCOM  㢖⮮ỿ㧦⻫
₆㦮 䟊㍳ ₆⻫㧎 AVL 㦮 Ἒ㌆ ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
* 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦
㡆ῂ㤊㡗゚㰖㤦㌂㠛(₆⽎㌂㠛)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ ἆὒ㧛┞┺. [ὒ㩲ⳛ: eVTOL 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 MDO
㍺Ἒ 䝚⩞㧚㤢䋂 ῂ㿫㦚 㥚䞲 Ὃ⩻⳾✞ ῂ䡚,
ὒ㩲ἶ㥶⻞䢎: FR22E01W01]

UAM 䟃Ὃ₆ 㔶㏣ Ὃ⩻ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䞲 Actuator

Disk/Surface ₆⻫㦮 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䤚⮮ 㡞䁷㎇
䘟Ṗ* 㧊㨂☯1, 㫆䌲䢮2, 㡗⹒2, ☯䤞1; 1Pusan National University, 2Korea Aerospace Research Institute
Actuator ₆⻫㦚 ἆ䞿䞲 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯(computational
fluid dynamic, CFD) 䟊㍳㧦⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䝚⪲䗶⩂ Ὃ⩻
䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ, 䛣☯ 㔺䠮 ◆㧊䎆  sliding mesh
₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲 full CFD 䟊㍳ὒ㦮 ἆὒ ゚ᾦ⯒ 䐋䟊
䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䤚⮮ 㡞䁷㠦 ╖䞲 㩫䢫㎇ὒ 㔶⬆㎇㦚
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦㦮 quad tilt propeller
゚䟟㼊㦮 䝚⪲䗶⩂⯒ 䂮Ⱎ䋂 ⶎ㩲⪲ ㍶㩫䞮㡖┺.
┾☛ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㠦 ╖䟊 㡂⩂ 㩚㰚゚, 㡜⹎⊚⩒ṗ
㫆Ị㠦㍲ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䞮⮮
䟻㦮 㭒㣪 㥚䂮✺㠦㍲ ἓ 䟻㦚 ➆⧒ 䤚⮮
㥶☯㦮 ㎎ ㏣☚ ㎇ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. Actuator
₆⻫㦮 ἆὒ⓪ な⩞㧊✲ root ⁒㦚 㩲㣎䞲 㡗㡃㠦㍲
㩚㩗㦒⪲ full CFD ἆὒ㠦 ゚ᾦ㩗 㧮 㧒䂮䞮⓪
ộ㦒⪲
䢫㧎♮㠞┺.
㡜⹎⊚⩒ṗ㧊
㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳
な⩞㧊✲ root ⁒㦮 㡺㹾Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ㠦㍲⓪ actuator
₆⻫ὒ full CFD 䟊㍳ ἆὒ ⳾⚦ 䣢㩚 䟻 ㏣☚
㎇㧊 㩖㡞䁷♮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧊㠊㍲ 䤚⮮
Ṛ㎃㧊 ㌳ Ṗ⓻䞲 䌶► 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䅖㧊㓺㠦 ╖䞲
actuator ₆⻫㦮 䤚⮮ 㡞䁷㎇㦚 㿪Ṗ⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
䝚⪲䗶⩂ Ṛ Ṛỿ ❇㦮 䡫㌗ ⼖㑮㠦 ➆⯎ 㡗䟻㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺.
* 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦
㡆ῂ㤊㡗゚㰖㤦㌂㠛(₆⽎㌂㠛)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ ἆὒ㧛┞┺. [ὒ㩲ⳛ: eVTOL 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 MDO
㍺Ἒ 䝚⩞㧚㤢䋂 ῂ㿫㦚 㥚䞲 Ὃ⩻⳾✞ ῂ䡚,
ὒ㩲ἶ㥶⻞䢎: FR22E01W01]

Iced 㠦㠊䙂㧒㦮 Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗 ㎇⓻  ㏢㦢 ㌳ 㡞䁷*
㧊䡗㰚 1, 㧻╖㧋 1, 㟧㰚㣿 1, 㧊䞯㰚 1,2, ⳛ⏎㔶 1,2;
1Gyeongsang National University, 2Research Center for Aircraft Core Technology
Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) ₆ 䟊㍳㧦㧎 PowerFLOW ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 Iced 㠦㠊䙂㧒㠦 ╖䞲 Ὃ⩻ὒ
㏢㦢㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. Ⲓ㩖 NASA 㦮 Iced GLC-305
䡫㌗㠦 ╖䞲 Ὃ⩻ 㔺䠮ἆὒ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇㠦
╖䞲 Ỗ㯳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ┺㦢㦒⪲ 䒂ὒⳊ (Permeable
Surface) ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞲 Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings
(FW-H) 㩫㔳㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㤦ỆⰂ ㌂ ㏢㦢 䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. Clean, Iced 㠦㠊䙂㧒㦮 Ὃ⩻  ㏢㦢䟊㍳
ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ ㍳䞮㡖㦚 ➢, 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮⓪ 㥶㌂䞮㰖Ⱒ
Iced 㠦㠊䙂㧒㦮 㔺㏣ṗ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮㡖ἶ 䟃⩻ Ἒ㑮Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, 㞴㩚㠦 㯳㔳♲ ἆク㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 Iced
㠦㠊䙂㧒㠦㍲⓪ ⋲⮮㦮 㤊☯㠦⍞㰖Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 㥶☯
㏢㦢㧊 䋂Ợ ㌳䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF2017R1A5A1015311)

✲⪶ ⪲䎆 Ṛ㦮 Ὃ⩻ Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ㢖 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒ㠦
╖䞲 㑮䂮㩗㡆ῂ ₖ䤞㨂1, 㧻䢎㭖1, 㩫㰖㧎1, ₖ⼧㑮1;
1

Chungnam National University

✲⪶ 㔲㧻㦮 䢫㌆㠦 ➆⧒ ┺㟧䞲 䡫㌗㦮 Ṳ㧊
㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. 䔏䧞 㰖Ⳋὒ Ṗ₢㧊 ⪲䎆Ṗ 㧻㹿♲
✲⪶ ṯ㦖 ἓ㤆 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒ⪲ 㧎䟊㍲ Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻㧊
╂⧒㰚┺. 㧊⓪ 㞞㩫㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂶 㑮 㧞㠊
㩗㩞䞲 ㍳ὒ 㡆ῂṖ 㣪ῂ♲┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪
㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒṖ 㩫㰖 ゚䟟䞮⓪ ✲⪶ ⪲䎆㦮 㫢㤆 Ṛỿ㠦
➆⯎ Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊 㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ⯒
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. 26in ⪲䎆㦮 㿪⩻ ⼖䢪⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮₆ 㥚䟊
㌗㣿 㩚㌆ 䟊㍳䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 Fluent 㦮 MRF(Multiple
Reference Frame)㔳ὒ SM(Sliding Mesh)㔳㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳ỿ㧦⓪ 㽳 300 ⰢṲ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺.
ἶ㩫 㡗㡃(Stationary Zone)㦮 ┻㡗㡃㦚 Wall,
㌗㡗㡃㦚 Velocity Inlet, 䁷Ⳋ㡗㡃㦚 Pressure
Outlet 㫆Ị㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. ⋲⮮⳾◎⪲ k-omega SST
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. OGE(Out of ground effect)㠦㍲G ⪲䎆G ㌂㧊㦮G
ỆⰂṖG 㿪⩻G ⼖䢪G ㍳䞲G ἆὒSG 㑮䘟ỆⰂṖG Ṧ㏢䞾㠦G
➆⧒㍲G ⪲䎆G ⊳┾㠦㍲㦮G ㌗䢎G Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ⪲G 㧎䟊G
㿪⩻㧊G Ṧ㏢䞲G ộ㦚G 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺U ⡦䞲, 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒ㠦
㦮䞲 Ὃ⩻ Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ㦮 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 IGE(In
ground effect)㦮 ⏨㧊(z/R)⯒ 0.5 ⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. 㰖Ⳋ
ỆⰂ(z/R)Ṗ Ṧ㏢䞾㠦 ➆⧒㍲ ⪲䎆 㞚⧮㦮 㞫⩻㧊
㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 ⪲䎆⪲G 㥶㧛♮⓪G ㏣☚ṖG Ṧ㏢䞮㡂G 䖂G
㿪⩻㧊G 䟻㌗♮㠞┺UG 㑮䘟ỆⰂṖG Ṧ㏢䞾㠦G ➆⧒㍲G
⪲䎆G ⊳┾㠦㍲㦮G ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃㦒⪲G 㧎䞲G 㿪⩻㧊G Ṧ㏢G
゚㥾㧊G 㯳Ṗ䞲G ộ㦚G 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺UG 㧊⓪G 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒṖG
⪲䎆G Ṛ㦮G Ὃ⩻G Ṛ㎃㠦G 㡗䟻㦚G ⹎䂮⓪G ộ㦚G 䢫㧎䞶G
㑮G 㧞㠞┺UG

㏢䡫 ☯㿫㩚 ⪲䎆 㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲㦮 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒ 䟊㍳
㧻䢎㭖1, ₖ䤞㨂1, 㩫㰖㧎1, ₖ⼧㑮1; 1Chungnam National
University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㏢䡫 ☯㿫㩚 䣢㩚㧋₆㦮 ゚䟟㎇⓻
㭧 㧊⮯  㹿⮯ ❇ 㰖Ⳋ䣾ὒ⯒ ⓪ ㌗䢿㠦㍲
⪲䎆㠦 ㌳䞮⓪ 㿪⩻㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ 㩚㌆䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦚
䐋䟊 䢫㧎䞮ἶ ⁎ ἓ䟻㎇㦚 ㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. ⚦
Ṳ㦮 䝚⪲䗶⩂Ṗ 㫗㦖 Ṛỿ㦒⪲ ⺆㡊♮㠊 ㍲⪲ ╖
䟻㦒⪲ 䣢㩚䞮⓪ ☯㿫㩚 ⪲䎆 㔲㓺䎲 䡫㌗㠦
╖䟊, 㔲㓺䎲ὒ 㰖Ⳋ㦮 ㌂㧊㦮 ỆⰂ  ⪲䎆㦮
䣢㩚㑮 ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㔲㓺䎲 㩚㼊 㿪⩻ὒ ṗ

な⩞㧊✲㠦 ㌳䞮⓪ Ṳ⼚ 㿪⩻㦚 Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. ㌗㣿
㥶㼊 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 Ansys fluent 㦮 Sliding
mesh ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⋲⮮ 㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 䟊㍳ ἆὒ 㩚㼊 㔲㓺䎲㦚 ₆㭖㦒⪲
┾㧒 ⪲䎆 㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲㦮 㰖Ⳋ 䣾ὒ㠦 ゚䟊 ☯㿫㩚
㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲ ▪ ⏨㦖 㿪⩻ ㌗㔏䙃㦚 ⽊㧒 ộ㦒⪲
㡞䁷♮㠞┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㔲㓺䎲 䞮 ⪲䎆㦮 㿪⩻㦖
㰖Ⳋὒ㦮 ỆⰂṖ Ṗ₢㤢 㰞 㑮⪳ 䋆 䙃㦒⪲ 㯳Ṗ䞲
◆ 䟊 ㌗ ⪲䎆㦮 㿪⩻㦖 ỆⰂ㢖 䋆 㡗䟻㧊 㠜⓪
ộ㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆♮㠞┺.

LBM 䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ⪲䎆-₆㼊 ㌗䢎㧧㣿 ㏢㦢
㡞䁷 㡆ῂ* ₖ㦖⹒1, 㟧㰚㣿1, 㧊䡗㰚1, ⳛ⏎㔶1,2,
1,2;

㧊䞯㰚

1Gyeongsang

National University,

2Research

Center for Aircraft Core Technology
⪲䎆⓪ 䣢㩚㧋 ゚䟟㼊㦮 㿪⩻㦚 ㌳䞾ὒ ☯㔲㠦
⏨㦖

㑮㭖㦮

㏢㦢㦚

㌳㔲䋾┺.

⪲䎆

な⩞㧊✲

⊳┾㠦㍲ ╂䞮⓪ ṫ䞲 ㎎₆㦮 㧋┾ 㢖⮮⓪ ☯㼊 
ῂ㫆ⶒὒ

ṫ䞲

䣢㩚㧋₆㦮

Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗

Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗

㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚
㎇⓻ὒ

㧒㦒䋺ἶ,

㏢㦢

䔏㎇㦚

⼖䢪㔲䋾┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM) ₆⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞲 㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ⪲䎆 䣢㩚Ⳋ
㞚⧮㠦 㥚䂮䞲 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 㥶ⶊ㢖 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
⪲䎆 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻  㥶☯㧻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㧦
Ỗ㯳㦚 㥚䟊 NASA㠦㍲ 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞲 ┾㧒 ⪲䎆
⳾◎ὒ

⪲䎆-₆㼊

⳾◎㠦 㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚

㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

䒂ὒⳊ (Permeable Surface) ₆⻫ ₆㦮 Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) 㩫㔳㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㦢䟻㌗㌂⻫
䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ὖ䁷㧦 㥚䂮㠦㍲㦮 ⪲䎆 Ὃ⩻㏢㦢㦚
㡞䁷䞮ἶ

⪲䎆-₆㼊

㌗䢎㧧㣿

䣾ὒṖ

㏢㦢

䔏㎇

⼖䢪㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ἶ㺆䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311, NRF-2021R1C1C1010198)

㎎㎮: 㩚㌆㥶㼊 3
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 13:25 – 14:55
㩲 1 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ṫ㎇㤦(㍲ṫ╖䞯ᾦ)

Efficient mesh deformation method using hybrid
RBF interpolation on Multi-block structured
meshes 䠞㧻䡚1, 㑮䡫1; 1Konkuk University

ỿ㧦 ⼖䡫 ₆⻫㦖 ἓἚⳊ㦮 㧊☯㧊 䙂䞾♲ 㥶☯㦮
゚㩫㌗ 㩚㌆ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊 䞚㑮㩗㦒⪲ 㣪ῂ♲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⼧⪂䢪♲ Multi-block 㩫⪂ ỿ㧦Ἒ㠦
䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㩗㣿 Ṗ⓻䞲 RBF interpolation ₆㦮
ỿ㧦 ⼖䡫 ₆⻫㦚 䌖╏㎇ὒ 䣾㥾㎇㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. TFI,
Spring analogy ⯒ ἆ䞿䞲 䢒䞿 ₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿㦚 㭚㧊₆ 㥚䞮㡂 Greedy algorithm 㦚
㩚㻮Ⰲ ὒ㩫㠦 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. ⼖䡫 ₆⻫㦮 䌖╏㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 2 㹾㤦 㧋䡫  3 㹾㤦 㥶䞲 ⋶Ṳ
゚㩫㌗ 䞒䃃 㤊☯㠦 ╖䞲 㩚㌆ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ 䛣☯
㔺䠮ὒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ ⰺ㤆 ⁒㩧䞲 ἆὒ⯒ 㠑㠞┺.

Navier-Stokes 㩫㔳㠦㍲ Diagonally Implicit
Runge-Kutta㢖 DADI⯒ ἆ䞿䞲 㔲Ṛ㩚㰚₆⻫
㍳ ₖ䌲㤇1, 㑮䡫1; 1Konkuk University
㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㠦㍲ ㌂㣿♮⓪ 㔲Ṛ 㩚㰚 ₆⻫㦖 䋂Ợ
㣎㨂㩗(Explicit) ₆⻫ὒ ⌊㨂㩗(Implicit) ₆⻫㦒⪲
ῂ♲┺. 㣎㨂㩗 ₆⻫㦖 ῂ㫆㩗㦒⪲ ┾㑲䞮Ⳇ, 䔏㩫
㫆Ị㠦㍲ ⏨㦖 㩫䢫☚㦮 Ἒ㌆㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ
㑮䂮㩗 㞞㩫㎇ 㩲䞲 ➢ⶎ㠦 䔏㩫 䋂₆ 㧊䞮㦮 ⶒⰂ㩗
㔲Ṛ Ṛỿ㧊 㣪ῂ♲┺. 䔏䧞, ⼓Ⳋ ⁒㻮㠦㍲⓪ Ⱏ╖䞲
Ἒ㌆㧦㤦㧊 䞚㣪䞮Ợ ♮㠊 ἶ ⩞㧊⏖㯞㑮 ⶎ㩲㠦㍲
㩗㣿䞮₆ 㠊⪋┺⓪ ┾㩦㧊 㧞┺. ⌊㨂㩗 ₆⻫㦖
㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ 䋆 㔲Ṛ Ṛỿ㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂☚ 㑮䂮㩗
㞞㩫㎇㧊 ⽊㧻♮㠊 Ἒ㌆㧦㤦 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ 䣾㥾㩗㧎
Ἒ㌆㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ῂ㫆㩗㦒⪲ ⽋㧷䞮Ⳇ
ὒ☚䞲 㑮䂮 㩦㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ゚㩫㌗ 㥶☯㠦㍲ 䟊㦮
㔶⬆㎇㧊 ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ 㫇䞮┺. 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 㹾㧊⪲
㧎䟊 㔲Ṛ 㩫䢫☚Ṗ 㭧㣪䞲 ⶎ㩲㠦㍲⓪ 㣎㨂㩗
₆⻫㦚 Ἒ㌆㧦㤦ὒ 㑮䂮 㞞㩫㎇㠦 㭧㩦㦚 ⚦⓪
ⶎ㩲⓪ ⌊㨂㩗 ₆⻫㦚 ㍶㩫䞮㡂 Ἒ㌆㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ 㑮䂮 㞞㩫㎇ὒ 㔲Ṛ 㩫䢫☚ ⚮ ┺ 㭧㣪䞲
゚㩫㌗ 㥶☯㠦㍲⓪ ⚦ ₆⻫㦮 㧻㩦㦚 ἆ䞿䞲 㔲Ṛ
㩚㰚 ₆⻫㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔲Ṛ 㩫䢫☚㢖
㑮䂮 㞞㩫㎇㧊 ⽊㧻♮⓪ DIRK(diagonally implicit
Runge-Kutta) 㔲Ṛ 㩚㰚 ₆⻫㦮 ㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
DIRK ₆⻫㦖 ₆㫊㦮 Runge-Kutta(RK) ₆⻫㦚
⌊㨂㩗㦒⪲ 㻮Ⰲ䞲 ₆⻫㧊┺. 㧊⪲ 㧎䟊 ⌊㨂㩗
₆⻫㧊㰖Ⱒ, RK 㦮 䔏㎇㧊 㧞㠊 㑮䂮 㞞㩫㎇ὒ 㔲Ṛ
㩫䢫☚Ṗ ⥆㠊⋮┺⓪ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺. DIRK ₆⻫㦮 ⽋
Ἒ㌆㦚 㻮Ⰲ䞮⓪ ὒ㩫㦖 Ἒ㌆㧦㤦㦚 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲
㌂㣿䞮⓪ DADI ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂 㻮Ⰲ䞮㡖┺. ┺㟧䞲
㔲Ṛ 㩚㰚₆⻫ὒ DIRK ₆⻫㦮 䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡂
DIRK 㦮 㧊㩦㦚 ㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

Numerical Analysis of High-order Shock capturing
schemes for Implicit Large Eddy Simulation ῃ䣾㰚 1,

䢣㥺䚲 1, 㧊ὖ㭧 1; 1Seoul National University

╖䟊 㫡㦖 㑮⪊㎇㦚 ⽊㡂㭢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

╖㢖⮮⳾㌂(LES; Large Eddy Simulation)⓪ Laminar separation
bubble,
䂋⮮㠦㍲
⋲⮮⪲㦮
㻲㧊ṯ㦖
゚㍶䡫㎇㧊 䋆 㥶☯䡚㌗✺㦚 䢫㧎䞮₆㠦 㾲㩗䢪♲
⻫㧊┺. ⁎⩂⋮, 㣎㨂㩗 ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 small eddy ⯒
⳾㌂䞮⓪ ⻫㦖 explicit LES ⓪ 㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯㠦
㩗㣿䞮₆㠦 䞲ἚṖ 㧞ἶ, Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿㧊 䋂┺⓪ ┾㩦㧊
㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㾲⁒㠦⓪ 䞚䎆Ⱇ  ⼚☚㦮 㣎㨂㩗
⳾◎ 㠜㧊 㑮䂮 ₆⻫㦮 ㏢㌆⨟㦒⪲ small eddy 㦮
Ệ☯㦚 ⳾㌂䞮⓪ ⻫㧎 ⌊㨂㩗 ╖㢖⮮⳾㌂ (ILES;
Implicit LES)㦮 䞚㣪㎇㧊 ╖⚦♮ἶ 㧞┺. ILES ⓪ ὋṚ
㹾 ₆⻫㦮 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⧒ ⁎ ㎇⓻㦮 㹾㧊Ṗ 䋂₆
➢ⶎ㠦 ILES 㦮 㩫䢫☚⯒ 㩫䢫䧞 䕢㞛䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪
ὋṚ 㹾 ₆⻫㦮 㑮䂮 ㏢㌆⨟ὒ ⹖㩧䞲 ὖ⩾㧊 㧞⓪
spectral property 㢖 local accuracy ⯒ ㍳䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞲┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἶ㹾 shock-capturing scheme 㦚 hybrid-type, error-optimized type, shock sensor type ὒ ṯ㧊
㎎ Ṗ㰖⪲ ⮮䞮ἶ, ╖䚲㩗㧎 㑮䂮 ₆⻫㦚 ㍲⪲
゚ᾦ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 㑮䂮㩗 䔏㎇㦚 䕢㞛䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ADR
㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖ἶ local truncation error analysis ⯒ 䐋䟊
shock-capturing scheme 㦮 local accuracy 㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲ SD7003 㧋䡫㠦 ╖䟊 ILES ⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡂
㍳ ἆὒ⯒ 䢫㧎䞮㡂 ⽊㞮┺.

* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧛┞┺ (No.2020R1A2B5B01002249).

A high-order projection method for incompressible
turbulent flows Thi Quynh Nguyen1, Hyung Teak Ahn1;
1School

of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, University of Ulsan, Ulsan, KOREA
In the present work, a highly efficient incompressible flow
solver with a semi-implicit time advancement on a fully
Cartesian grid using a high-order projection method, namely
the rotational incremental pressure-correction projection
method. The second-order projection method is adopted for
the pressure Poisson equation. The Taylor Green vortex test
demonstrates the high accuracy of the proposed numerical
method. By applying the proposed numerical method, we
compute turbulent channel flows at low and moderate Reynolds numbers. It is found that the predictions of turbulence
statistics and especially energy spectra can be improved by
adopting the high-order scheme rather than the traditional
non-incremental pressure-correction scheme.

㰖㑮 䞾㑮 ὋṚ ₆ 3-point WENO 㑮䂮 ₆⻫*
An approximate Riemann solver for shallow flows
in porous media* 㩫㨂㡗 1, 䢿㰚䢮 2; 1Seoul National
University, 2Seoul National University
㔳㌳㧊⋮ ῂ㫆ⶒ✺ 㭒㥚⪲ 䦦⯊⓪ 㻲㑮 䦦⯚(shallow
flows)㦚 ⳾㦮䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ⼓ἓἚ㫆Ị㦚 ỿ㧦ⰳ㠦
㡂䞮㡂㟒
䞲┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ,
┺㑮㦮
㔳㌳㧊⋮
⽋㧷┺┾䞲 ῂ㫆ⶒ✺ ㌂㧊 㫗㦖 ₎✺㦖 ㎎⹖䞲
ỿ㧦ⰳ㦚 㣪䞮Ⳇ 㧊⓪ Ⱔ㦖 Ἒ㌆⨟㦚 㥶䞲┺. 䔏䧞,
☚㔲 䢣㑮 ⳾㦮㢖 ṯ㧊 㡞䁷㦮 㔶㏣㎇㧊 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲
ἓ㤆Ṗ 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 ⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮₆㠦⓪ ⶊⰂṖ 㧞┺.
㧊⩂䞲 ⶎ㩲⯒ ⁏⽋䞮₆㥚䟊 ㎇₊ ỿ㧦ⰳ㠦㍲☚
㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲 ἶ㼊 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 㡗䟻㦚 㡗䞮₆ 㥚䞲
⻫✺㧊 㡆ῂ♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ⁎ 㭧㠦㍲ ┺Ὃ☚
⳾䡫(porosity model)㧊 Ἒ㌆⨟ὒ 㩫䢫☚⯒ Ṗ㧻 㧮
䌖䡧䞲 ⳾䡫㦒⪲ ⽊ἶ♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㧊⩂䞲
㔲⮮㠦 ⰴ䀆 ┺Ὃ☚ ⳾䡫㦚 㻲㑮㩫㔳㠦 ἆ䞿䞲
┺Ὃ㎇ 㻲㑮㩫㔳(porous shallow water equations)㠦
╖䞲 ⰂⰢ䟊⻫㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡖┺. ┺Ὃ㎇ 㻲㑮㩫㔳㦖
゚㠚⹖ 㕣ἷ㍶䡫 䘎⹎ 㩫㔳㦒⪲ ゚⽊㫊䡫
㏢㓺䟃(non-conservative product)㧊 㫊㨂䞮Ⳇ, 䟊Ṗ
㣪㏢䕢㦮 㫆䞿㦒⪲ ⋮䌖⋲┺. 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 㑮䞯㩗
䔏㰫㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂 㢚㩚 㩫䟊⻫(complete exact solver)㦚
ῂ㿫䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒ 㤊㣿䞮㡂 㽳 ⳾✶ 㫛⮮(17 㫛⮮)㦮
㩫䟊⯒
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
ῂ㿫♲
㩫䟊⻫㦮
ῂ㫆⯒
䌫㦒⪲ ⁒㌂ⰂⰢ䟊⻫㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ⳾✶ 㩫䟊㠦

㧊ἓ⪳ 1, 㾲㩫㧒 1, 㥺㩫䢎 2; 1 㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ
㑮䞯Ἒ㌆䞯(Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯), 2 㧊䢪㡂㧦╖䞯ᾦ 㑮䞯ὒ
⽎ ⏒ⶎ㦖 㰖㑮 䞾㑮⯒ ₆㩖⪲ 䞮⓪ 䞾㑮ὋṚ 㥚㠦㍲
㌞⪲㤊 ⽊Ṛ⻫㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ, 㧊⯒ ₆㦒⪲ 䞮㡂 3 㹾
㩫䢫☚㦮 WENO (Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory)
㑮䂮 ⻫㦮 ⓻⩻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䋺⓪ ộ㠦 ⳿㩗㦚 ⚦ἶ
㧞┺. 㡆㏣㩦㧊 㧞⓪ ῂ㩗㦒⪲ ✲⩂㤊 䞾㑮⯒
ἶ㹾 㩫䢫☚⪲ ⁒㌂䞮⓪ WENO ⻫㦖 hyperbolic
conservation laws 㢖 ṯ㦖 㕣ἷ䡫 䘎⹎ 㩫㔳㦮
㡆㏣㩗㧎 㑮䂮䟊⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮⓪◆ 㧞㠊㍲ 㩗䞿䞲 㑮䂮
⻫㧊┺. ₆㤎₆Ṗ 䋂Ệ⋮ ザ⯊Ợ 㰚☯䞮⓪ 䡚㌗㦚
⁒㌂䞮⓪ WENO 㦮 ⓻⩻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䋺₆ 㥚䞮㡂, ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆㫊㦮 WENO ⻫㧊 㩫㦮♲ ╖㑮㩗
┺䟃㔳 䞾㑮 ὋṚ㦚 㧦㥶 ⼖㑮⯒ Ṗ㰚 㰖㑮
䞾㑮ὋṚ㦒⪲ 䢫㧻䞮ἶ, 㧊㠦 ╖㦧䞮⓪ ㌞⪲㤊
⽊Ṛ⻫㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺. 㩲㔲䞮⓪ ⽊Ṛ⻫㦮 䟋㕂㧊
♮⓪ 㦒⪲, WENO ⻫㦮 ⓻⩻㦚 ṫ䢪䞮⓪
㡃䞶㦚
䞮⓪
㧦㥶
⼖㑮㦮
㫆Ị㦚
╁䧢
䡫㔳(closed-form)㦒⪲ 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 ㌞⪲
Ṳ♲ 3 㹾 㩫䢫☚㦮 WENO ⻫㦚 4 㹾 㩫䢫☚⪲
䟻㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㧊ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ⡦䞲 ┺㟧䞲
㌗䢿㠦㍲ WENO ⻫㦮 ⓻⩻㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂
㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯㦮 㰖⺆ 㩫㔳㧊 ♮⓪ 㡺㧒⩂ 㩫㔳㦚
₆㦒⪲ ῂ㎇♲ ⰂⰢ ⶎ㩲✺㦚 ┺⬾㠞┺. 㑮䂮

ἆὒ✺㦚 ゚ᾦ䞾㦒⪲㖾, ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲ 㩲㔲䞮⓪ ㌞⪲㤊
WENO ⻫㧊 ┺⯎ 3 㹾 㩫䢫☚㦮 WENO
⻫✺⽊┺ 㩧㽟 㡆㏣Ⳋ(contact discontinuity) 㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ 㑮䂮㩗 㠦⍞㰖 ㏢㔺㧊 㩗㦢㦚 ⽊㧊ἶ, 㧊⯒
䐋䟊 ⹎㎎䞲 㥶☯㦮 㑮䂮 ⳾㌂⯒ ┺⯎ 3 㹾 㩫䢫☚㦮
WENO ₆⻫✺ ⽊┺ 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆䞾㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧊Ⳇ
(No.2022R1A2C2003643), 㧊㠦 Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

㫛䣷゚㠦㍲ 㡆㏣㩗㧎 䙂⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ ộ㠦 ╖䟊
㍳㦚 䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㢖⮮㦮 㩫䢫䞲 䟊㌗㦚 㥚䞮㡂 LES
₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮 ‘ⶊ㧎₆
⺆䎆Ⰲ ἶ䣾㥾䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 㡊㩚╂  㥶㼊㡃䞯 ₆㑶
䡗㔶㧎㨂㟧㎇(G032350212)’ 㰖㤦㦚 㞮㔋┞┺.

㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䌶► ⋶Ṳ㦮 ₆䞮䞯㩗
㥚䂮 ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 3 㹾㤦 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇ 㡆ῂ 㧊☯䡚 1,
㥺┾䞮 1, ㍲㤆ゞ 1, ₖ䤞㨂 1, ₖ⼧㑮 1, 1Chungnam National University

㎎㎮: 㩚㌆㥶㼊 4
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 15:05 – 16:20
㩲 1 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㑮䡫(Ịῃ╖䞯ᾦ)

┺㟧䞲 㫛䣷゚⯒ Ṗ㰚 ⶊ❮ 䘟䕦㠦㍲㦮 ✍㩚
㢖⮮ 䦮Ⱂ 䔏㎇㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* ῢ䡚㰚 1, 㧻㎎ⳛ 1,
ₖ☯⻪ 2; 1 ῃⰓῆ㌆╖䞯ᾦ, 2Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics
㧚㦮㦮 ⶒ㼊㠦㍲ 㢖⮮ 䦮Ⱂ㦖 䟃⩻, 㰚☯ 㯳Ṗ, 䕢㏦
 㟧⩻ Ṧ㏢ ❇ ₆Ἒ㦮 䣾㥾㠦 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲ 㡗䟻㦚
⹎䂮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㧊 㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲 㭒䕢㑮 䟊㍳㧊 䞚㑮⪲
䟟䟊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⁎ 㭧 ╖ 䚲㩗㦒⪲ 㧋䡫, 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪,
⁎Ⰲἶ ⶊ❮ 䘟䕦㦚 㡞⪲ ✺ 㑮 㧞⓪◆, 㡂₆㍲
㦢ṗ㧊 㧞⓪ 㧋䡫ὒ ⶊ❮ 䘟䕦㦖 ṗṗ 㞴㩚ὒ
✍㩚㠦㍲ 㢖⮮Ṗ ㌳䞮㡂 ㍲⪲ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦 㦮䟊
▪㤇 ⽋㧷䞲 㥶☯㧊 ㌳䞲┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ ἷ⮶㧊 㧞⓪
ⶒ㼊⓪ ἓἚ䂋ὒ 䞾℮ ☯♲ 㢖⮮ 䦮Ⱂ㧊㰖Ⱒ ⶊ❮
䘟䕦㠦㍲⓪ 㞴㩚㦮 ⳾㍲Ⰲ⪲ 㧎䟊
ỿ䧞 Ⰲ♮₆
➢ⶎ㠦 㑲㑮䞮Ợ Ⰲ♲ 㢖⮮⪲ 㧎䞲 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦
╖䟊 ㍳䞶 㑮Ṗ 㧞┺. 㧊 ┺㟧䞲 㫛䣷゚⯒ Ṗ㰚
ⶊ❮
䘟䕦㠦㍲㦮
㥶☯
䟊㍳㦖
㡺⧮
㩚䎆
㡆ῂ♮㠊㪎 㢪┺. Ota 㢖 Kon 㦖 ╏㔲 ╖ 㡆ῂṖ
㥶㍶䡫 ⳾◎㠦 㰧㭧㩗㦒⪲ 䟟䟊㪎 㻮㦢㦒⪲ ⶊ❮
䘟䕦㠦㍲ Ⰲ♲ 㥶☯㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㡊㩚╂ 㔺䠮㦚
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. 㧊 ➢ 䘟䕦 ⼓Ⳋ㠦㍲㦮 Reynolds 㢖
Nusselt 㑮㦮 㔺䠮 ㌗ὖ㔳㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 䤚㠦 Nakamura ❇㦖 㔺䠮ὒ 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 䘟䕦 ₎㧊 䟻㠦
➆⧒ Strouhal 㑮Ṗ 㽳 4 Ṳ㦮 㡆㏣ mode ⯒
ἂ䞮㡖ἶ, 䟊╏ mode ✺㦖 㞴㩚㠦㍲ Ⰲ♲ 㢖⮮Ṗ
✍㩚㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭒ἶ 㧊 ➢ ㌳䞮⓪ 㞫⩻䕢Ṗ ┺㔲
㞴㩚㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭒⓪ feedback loop ⪲ 㧎䞲 㥶☯ 㧶⁞
ἆὒ⪲ ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ Mills ❇ὒ Tan ❇㦖 㡂⩂
⏒ⶎ ἆὒ ゚ᾦ⯒ 䐋䟊 䔏㩫 㫛䣷゚㠦㍲⓪ 㡆㏣
ῂṚ㧊
㌳䞮㰖
㞠ἶ
㡆㏣㩗㧎
䙂☚⯒
⽊㡂㭒㠞㰖Ⱒ, 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎 ⶒⰂ㩗 ㍺ⳛ㦖 㩲㔲♮㰖 ⴑ
䟞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 䟊╏ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩲㔲♮㰖 ⴑ䞲 䔏㩫

㧻㹾 UAM 㦮 㑮㣪 㯳Ṗ㠦 ➆⧒ ⏨㦖 䣾㥾㦚 㰖┢
䌶► ⋶Ṳ㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἶ ⩞㧊⏖㯞㑮 㥶☯㠦㍲ 䌶► ⋶Ṳ
⺆䂮㠦 ➆⯎ 3 㹾㤦 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㠦
㧊㣿♲ ⋶Ṳ⓪ NACA 0012 㧋䡫㧊Ⳇ ㌗㣿 䆪✲㧎
Fluent 㦮 SST k-omega ⋲⮮ ⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䌶►
⋶Ṳ ⺆䂮⯒ 㑮䘟 Ṛỿὒ 㑮㰗 Ṛỿ㦚 ∪ṖⳆ
䟊㍳㦚
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
㑮䘟
Ṛỿ㧊
Ṗ₢㤎㑮⪳
㞴⋶Ṳ㦮 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮㢖 㔺㏣ 㦢ṗ㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
Slotted wing effect ⪲ 㧎䟊 ✍⋶ṲṖ 㞴⋶Ṳ 䤚⮮⯒
㩫㼊㔲䌊㦒⪲㖾 㥶☯ Ⰲ⯒ 㰖㡆㔲䋾 ἆὒ㧊┺.
⁎⩂⋮ ✍⋶Ṳ㦮 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮Ṗ 䡚㩖䧞 㭚㠊 㽳 㟧⩻
Ἒ㑮⓪ Ṧ㏢䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 ⋶Ṳ ⊳ 㢖⮮㦮 㡗䟻㦒⪲
㥶☚ 䟃⩻ 㯳Ṗ㠦 ➆⧒ 㞫⩻ 䟃⩻㦮 㯳ṖṖ
㧊㠊㰖㰖Ⱒ Ⱎ㺆 䟃⩻㦮 Ṧ㏢⪲ 㩚㩗㦒⪲ 㞴⛺
⋶Ṳ ⺆䂮㠦 ➆⯎ 䟃⩻ Ἒ㑮㦮 㡗䟻㦖 ⹎⹎䞮㡖┺.
㑮䘟 Ṛỿ㧊 䋊㑮⪳ 㞴⋶Ṳ 䤚⮮㦮 㡗䟻㧊 㭚㠊✺㠊
㞴⛺ ⋶Ṳ㦮 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮 㹾㧊Ṗ 㭚㠊✺㠊 㞴⛺ ⋶Ṳ㠦
ἶ⯎ 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮⪲ ㌆♮Ⳇ 㾲㩗㦮 㟧䟃゚⯒
㩲Ὃ䞮㡖┺.
䞲䘎
㑮㰗
Ṛỿ㠦㍲⓪
✍⋶Ṳ㦮
㞴⋶Ṳ㠦 ゚䟊 ⌄㦖 ⺆䂮Ṗ ✍⋶Ṳ㦮 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮⯒
㯳Ṗ㔲䅲 ⏨㦖 㽳 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮⯒ 㥶☚䞮㡖┺. ⌄㦖
✍⋶Ṳ ⺆䂮㠦㍲⓪ 㑮䘟 Ṛỿ㧊 Ṗ₢㤎㑮⪳ slotted
wing effect Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 㟧⩻ Ἒ㑮㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㔺㏣
㎇⓻㧊 ⰺ㤆 䟻㌗♮㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 㟧䟃゚
⡦⓪ 㔺㏣ ㎇⓻ 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䟊 䞚㣪㠦 ➆⧒ 䌶► ⋶Ṳ
⺆䂮⯒ 㩗㩞䧞 ㍶䌳䞶 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ 䢫㧎㧊
♮㠞┺.

㰚☯㑮㭒㔺 ⌊ 䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮㦮 䣾㥾㩗 㤊㣿㦚
㥚䞲 䐋䞿ⶒⰂ⳾◎ ῂ㿫㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* 㧊㩫䧂1,
㡺㨂㤦1, ₖ₎㤦1; 1㍶䟊㟧䝢⧲䔎㡆ῂ㏢
㰚☯㑮㭒䡫 䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮⓪ 䋂Ợ 㰚☯㑮㭒㔺, 䎆ゞ,
㩚₆⪲ ῂ㎇♮Ⳇ 㣎䟊㠦㍲ 㧛㌂♲ 䕢☚㠦⍞㰖㠦
㦮䟊 㰚☯㑮㭒㔺 ⌊ Ὃ₆Ṗ 㞫㿫♮Ệ⋮ 䖓㺓♮㠊
㣎
Ὃ₆㢖㦮
㞫⩻㹾⯒
㌳㔲䋾┺.
Ὃ₆Ṗ

㞫㿫♮Ⳋ ⌊ Ὃ₆ 㞫⩻㧊 㣎 Ὃ₆ 㞫⩻⽊┺ ⏨Ợ
♮㠊 Ὃ₆⓪ ⌊㠦㍲ 㣎⪲ 䦦⯊Ợ ♮ἶ ╖⪲
Ὃ₆Ṗ 䖓㺓♮Ⳋ 㣎 Ὃ₆ 㞫⩻㧊 ⌊ Ὃ₆
㞫⩻⽊┺ ⏨Ợ ♮㠊 Ὃ₆⓪ 㣎㠦㍲ ⌊⪲ 䦦⯊Ợ
♲┺. 䦦⯊⓪ 㥶☯㠦⍞㰖㠦 㦮䟊 䎆ゞ㦖 㠊ⓦ
䟻㦒⪲ 䦦⯊✶ 䞲 㴓 䟻㦒⪲ Ἒ㏣ 䣢㩚䞮☚⪳
㍺Ἒ♮㠊 㩚₆⯒ Ἒ㏣ ῂ☯䞮Ợ ♲┺. 䟊㟧䕢⓪
⼖☯㎇㧊 ⰺ㤆 䄺㍲ 䕢㦮 䋂₆Ṗ 㞚㭒 㧧㦖 ἓ㤆⋮
ⰺ㤆 䋆 ἓ㤆㠦 䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮⯒ ῂ☯䞶 㑮 㠜⓪
㌗䢿㧊
㧦㭒
㌳䞲┺.
㧧㦖
ἓ㤆⓪
ⰺ㤆
㠦⍞㰖⼖䢮㥾㧊 㧧㞚 㦮⹎Ṗ 㠜ἶ ⰺ㤆 䋆 ἓ㤆⓪
䎆ゞ 㧻䂮㠦 ㏦㌗㦚 㭚 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㧊⯒ 㩗㩞䧞
㩲㠊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧊䕾㓺 ⺎ぢ, 㥶⨟㫆㩞⺎ぢ⯒
㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲
㍺䂮䞮㡂
㤊㣿䞮ἶ
㧞┺.
➆⧒㍲
䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮㦮 㠦⍞㰖 䣾㥾㦚 ⏨㧊ἶ 㞞㩫㩗㦒⪲
㤊㣿䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ₆㑶㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㾲⁒㠦 Ⱔ㦖
ὖ㕂㦚 ἶ 㧞⓪ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 ₆㑶㦖 Ṗ㌗⳾◎㦚
Ⱒ✺㠊 㔺㩲⳾◎㦚 㤊㣿䞮⓪◆ ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞㠊
㧊⩂䞲
₆㑶㦚
㩗㣿䞲┺Ⳋ
㧊⯒
䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲
㤊㣿䞮⓪◆ ₆㡂䞶 ộ㦒⪲ ㌂⬢♲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊㍲⓪
㔺㩲⳾◎㦚 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ 㩲㠊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Ṗ㌗⳾◎㦮
Ṳ㧊 䞚㣪䞲◆ 䟊㟧䕢㦮 㥚䠮㣪㏢⯒ ἓ㤆㠦 ➆⧒
㩫䟊㰚 㔲Ṛ 㧊⌊㠦 ⹎Ⰲ 㼊䋂䞮ἶ 㔺㩲⳾◎㦚
㩲㠊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 䟊㍳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Ṗ㌗⳾◎
Ṳ㧊
㔲 䞮┺.
㰚☯㑮㭒㔺
⌊
㥶☯䟊㍳㦚
㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㧦㥶䚲Ⳋ㥶☯, 㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯㦚 䟊㍳䟊㟒
䞮ἶ 㩚₆ ⳾◎㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 䞮⯒ ἶ⩺䟊㟒
䞮⸖⪲ Ἒ㌆㠦 Ⱔ㦖 㔲Ṛ㧊 ㏢㣪♮⸖⪲ 㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲
䟊㍳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⶒⰂ⳾◎㦚 Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺ ⡦䞲
⼖☯㎇㧊 䋆 䟊㟧䕢㦮 㡗䟻㦚 ⶒⰂ⳾◎ὒ 㩧⳿䞮₆
㥚䟊 IoT ㎒㍲ ◆㧊䎆 ₆㦒⪲ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 㣪㏢
₆㑶㧎 ₆Ἒ䞯㔋 ₆ 㡞䁷 ⳾◎㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡂
㩗㣿䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㓺Ⱎ䔎 㤊㣿/㥶㰖⽊㑮 㼊Ἒ ῂ㿫㦚 㥚䞲
㰚☯㑮㭒䡫 䕢⩻㩚 㔲㓺䎲㦮 Digital Twin ₆㑶
Ṳ(4/5) ὒ㩲(PES4410)⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Numerical analysis of underwater laser cutting process
with supersonic assist gas* 㧊䞯㍶ 1, ṫ㎇㤦 1; 1Sogang
University
⩞㧊㩖 㩞┾㦖 ἶ㿲⩻ ⩞㧊㩖 オ㦚 䞲 㩦㠦 㰧㭧䞮㡂
㨂⬢⯒ 㣿㦋 㔲䋺ἶ, ἶ㞫 ⽊㫆 Ṗ㓺⪲ 㣿㦋♲
㨂⬢⯒ 㩲Ệ䞲┺. 㑮㭧 ⩞㧊㩖 㩞┾㦖 㧪䟊㦮 ㌳㎇ὒ
㌆䙂Ṗ 㩗ἶ 㤦ỿ 㩲㠊Ṗ 㣿㧊䟊 㤦㧦⩻ 㔲㍺ 䟊㼊㢖
㍶, 䟊㟧 䝢⧲䔎 㥶㰖⽊㑮  䟊㼊㠦 ㌂㣿♲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ⓪ ⁎☯㞞 㔺䠮㠦 㦮㫊䞮▮ 㽞㦢㏣ ⽊㫆Ṗ㓺
㑮㭧 ⩞㧊㩖 㩞┾㦚 CFD ⪲ ῂ䡚䞮ἶ, Ὃ㩫 㫆Ị㠦
➆⯎ 㩞┾㦮 㩚┾㦧⩻ὒ 㡾☚ 䙂, Ὃ☯㦮 䡫㌗㦚
ὖ㺆䟞┺. ἓ䢪 ₆㼊 ㌗䌲㩫㔳 (stiffened equation of

state)㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂 3D RANS 㞫㿫㎇ 㧊㌗ 㥶☯ (compressible two-phase flow)㦒⪲ ⳾㌂ 䟞┺. ⽊㫆Ṗ㓺㦮
㞫⩻, 㡾☚㢖 stand-off distance (SOD)㠦 ➆⯎ 㩞┾
㎇⓻㦚 䘟Ṗ䟞┺. 䌚㏢ṫ㦖 㓺䎢㧎Ⰲ㓺ṫ ⽊┺
㡊㩚☚㥾㧊 䄺 㡊㦚 ▪ ゾⰂ ㏢㌆ 㔲䋺ἶ, 㧊⓪
㩞┾ 㡾☚⯒ ⌄㿪㠊 㩞┾ ㎇⓻㦚 㩖䞮䟞┺.
⽊㫆Ṗ㓺㦮 㞫⩻㧊 䄺㰞㑮⪳ 㩞┾㦮 㩚┾㦧⩻㦖
䄺㪢㰖Ⱒ, ṫ㩲 ╖⮮⪲ 㧎䞲 ⌟ṗ 䣾ὒ⓪ 䄺㪎㍲
㩞┾ ㎇⓻㧊 ㌗㐚♮㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

Investigation of the effect of presence of sidewalls
on acoustic properties of a cavity using lattice
Boltzmann simulations* Kaluwila Mudiyanselage Uthpala1, ⳛ⏎㔶1,2, 㧊䞯㰚1,2; 1Gyeongsang National University, 2Research Center for Aircraft Core Technology
The acoustic propagation of a flow past a cavity is a complex
process of feedback of oscillations of the shear layer above
the cavity. The pressure waves that are generated due to the
shear layer of the flow hitting the downstream wall travel
upstream and interact with the shear layer at the separation
point. This creates a feedback mechanism that occurs at a
few strong resonant frequencies within the cavity. This work
aims to investigate the effect of spanwise periodic boundary
conditions (as opposed to a three-dimensional cavity with
sidewalls) on the aerodynamic and acoustic properties predicted by the Lattice Boltzmann-based solver PowerFLOW.
The three-dimensional unsteady simulations of a cavity of
length to depth (L/D) ratio of 4.5 are carried out for Mach
number 1.2 for both sidewall and spanwise periodic boundary conditions. Results are compared to available experimental data.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant funded by the Ministry of Science
and
ICT
(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311,
NRF-2021R1C1C1010198).
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ỿ㧦⽒䁶Ⱒ⻫㦮 ἓἚ㫆Ị 㧎Ṗ㔳㠦 ➆⯎
ἓ☯ⰻ 䡞⮮䔏㎇ ㍳ 㔏䡚 1, ₖὧ㤦 1, ₖ⚦㌗ 2;
1 㧊㠦㧊䔎ൽ, 2 㭧㞯⽊䤞⼧㤦

䦟㣎ὒ

☯ⰻἓ䢪⪲ 㧎䞲 ἓ☯ⰻ 䡧㹿㯳㦖 ␢㫎㭧㦮 㭒㣪

㤦㧎㦒⪲ 㩫䢫䞲 㰚┾ὒ 㰞⼧㦮 㡞䤚, 㡞䁷㧊
㭧㣪䞮┺.
㧊⯒
㡆ῂ䞮₆
㥚䞲
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦖
㧚㌗㦮䞯㦮 䂾㔋㩗㧎 㰚┾⻫㦚 ╖㼊䞶 㑮 㧞ἶ
㰞⼧㦮 㡞䤚, 㡞䁷㧊 ゚ᾦ㩗 㣿㧊䞮㡂 ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮⓪
⻫㧊┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ ₆㫊 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ┾㧒
ἓἚ㫆Ị㦚 ㌂㣿䞮⓪ ἓ㤆Ṗ Ⱔ㞚, ☯㧒 䡫㌗㠦 ╖䞲
ἓἚ㫆Ị 㧎Ṗ㔳㠦 ➆⯎ 䡞⮮䔏㎇ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞
㑮䟟♮㰖
㞠㞮┺.
⡦䞲
ỿ㧦㦮㫊㎇㧊
⏨㦖
㥶䞲㼊㩗⻫ὒ 㥶䞲㣪㏢⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ỿ㧦 ㌳㎇㠦
Ⱔ㦖 ゚㣿㧊 ㏢⳾♲┺⓪ 䞲ἚṖ 㫊㨂䞮㡖┺. ➆⧒㍲
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ἓἚ㫆Ị 㧎Ṗ㔳㠦 ➆⯎ ἓ☯ⰻ
䡞⮮䔏㎇ 䕢㞛ὒ ỿ㧦 㦮㫊㎇㧊 ゚ᾦ㩗 ⌄㦖
ỿ㧦⽒䁶Ⱒ⻫㦮 䢲㣿 Ṗ⓻㎇ 㩲㔲⯒ ⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䞲┺.
䟊㍳㦖 㧊㠦㧊䔎ൽ㠦㍲ 㧦㼊 Ṳ♲ NFLOW LBM 㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ Lee et al., 2002 㦮 㔺䠮ἆὒ⯒ 䐋䟊 䆪✲⯒
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. ἓἚ㫆Ị㦖 ☚䝢⩂ 㽞㦢䕢 䁷㩫Ṩ㦚
₆㦒⪲ 㽳 ㎎Ṗ㰖 ⻫㦒⪲ ῂ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ ゚㞫㿫㎇,
Ⓤ䏶┞㞞
⁎Ⰲἶ
ṫ㼊⯒
Ṗ㩫䞮㡂
䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ 㺚⍦㠦㍲ 㣪⼖㎇ 㥶㼊㦮 㥶☯ὒ 䢒䞿
䔏㎇㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳* 㫆㦖 1, ṫ䌲Ἲ 1; 1Korea
Aerospace University
㣪⼖㎇ 㥶㼊⓪ 㔲Ṛ 㦮㫊㎇ 㩦☚⯒ Ṭ⓪ 㥶㼊⪲㍲
㩚┾㦧⩻㠦 㦮䟊 㥶㼊㦮 ⹎㎎ῂ㫆Ṗ 䕢ᾊ♮ἶ,
㦧⩻㧊 㩲Ệ♮Ⳋ ぢ⧒㤊 㤊☯㠦 㦮䟊 ⹎㎎ῂ㫆Ṗ
┺㔲 䣢⽋♮⓪ 㥶㼊㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㣪⼖㎇
㥶㼊㦮 䔏㎇㦚 ⋮䌖⌊⓪ ⚦ Ṗ㰖 ⶊ㹾㤦 㑮㧎 kd 㢖
Th Ṗ 㥶㼊 䢒䞿㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 㞢㞚⽊ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
Moore ⳾◎㦚 ➆⯊⓪ 㣪⼖㎇ 㥶㼊㦮 ῂ㫆-㤊☯
㩫㔳㦚 㰞⨟ ⽊㫊㔳, 㤊☯⨟ 㔳ὒ ἆ䞿䞮㡂
㥶䞲㼊㩗⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 䛖㠞┺. 䃊㡺㓺 䢒䞿㦚
㥶☚䞮⓪ Staggered herringbone mixer (SHM)㠦㍲ 㥶☯,
⹎㎎ῂ㫆 ⼖䢪 ⁎Ⰲἶ 䢒䞿 䔏㎇㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲
㣪⼖㎇
㥶㼊㦮
⚦
ⶊ㹾㤦㑮(kd, Th) 㧊㣎㠦 ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮(Re)㦮 ⼖䢪㠦
➆⧒ 䢒䞿 䔏㎇㧊 ⼖䞮⓪ ộ㦚 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ ′ⳛ䞶 㑮
㧞㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺(No. 2022R1A2C1007886).

㞚

A Computational Model Considering Stochastic
Size and Density of Micro-dusts in the Subject with
Asthma Acute Exacerbation* 䢿㰖⹒1, ₖ㑮㩫2,
㧚㨂ὧ2,
2

㾲㌗䠢1;

1

Kyungpook

National

Kyungpook National University Hospital

University,

⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㠦 ╖䞲 ⏎㿲㦖 䘦  㕂㧻 ὖ⩾ 㰞䢮㦚
㌳㔲䋺Ệ⋮ 㞛䢪㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ 㡺⧮ ⏎㿲♮⓪
ἓ㤆 ₆ὖ㰖  䢎䦷₆ 㰞䢮 ㌳㦮 㥚䠮㧊
㯳Ṗ䞲┺ἶ ⽊ἶ♮㠞┺. ῃ⌊㠦㍲⓪ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖⪲ 㧎䞲
₆ὖ㰖  䘦 㰞䢮㠦 ╖䞲 ⽊ἶṖ 㫇䞮Ⳇ ☯ⶒ
㔺䠮㠦 ╖ 㦮㫊䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㧎㼊㦮 ₆ὖ㰖
ῂ㫆㠦㍲ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖Ṗ 㠊⟶䞲 㯳㹿 䔏㎇㦚 ⽊㧊⓪㰖㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 㫇䞮Ⳇ 㧊㠦 ╖䞲 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 㡆ῂ☚
䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 䋂₆㢖 ⹖☚ 䔏㎇㦚
㡗䞲 Ṗ㌗㦮 ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㧛㧦 㿪㩗 ⳾䡫㦚 Ṳ䞮ἶ,
㧊⯒ 㻲㔳
㎇ 㞛䢪 䢮㧦㦮 ⼖䡫♲ ₆ὖ㰖㢖 3 Ṳ㤪
䤚 䣢⽋♲ ₆ὖ㰖㠦 䦮⩺ 㠊⟶䞲 㯳㹿 䔏㎇㧊
㧒㠊⋮⓪㰖
゚ᾦ
㍳䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
䅊䜾䎆
┾䂋㾂㡗(CT)㦚 㑮䟟䞲 㻲㔳䢮㧦㦮 㧦⬢⓪ ἓ
╖䞯ᾦ ⼧㤦㠦㍲ 㩲Ὃ㞮㦒Ⳇ, 14 ⳛ㦮 䢮㧦 㭧 Ṗ㧻
₆ὖ㰖㦮 㑮㿫㧊 䋆 䢮㧦⯒ ㍶㩫䞮㡂 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦
䢲㣿䞮㡖┺. ₆㫊 㧦⬢㫆㌂[1]⯒ 䐋䟊 㭧ῃ㠦㍲
䁷㩫♲ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㦮 㧛☚ 䙂㢖 ⹖☚ 䙂Ṗ ṗṗ
a ȝP 㢖 1,500±400 kg/m3 㧎 ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊
䔏㎇㦚 㡗䞲 㧛㧦䟊㍳ ⳾䡫㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ⽎
⳾䡫㦚 䐋䟊 䣣✳䞲 㯳㹿䔏㎇㦖 ‶㧒䞲 㧛㧦 ⳾䡫㦚
䢲㣿䞲 ἓ㤆㠦 ゚䞮㡂, 㟓 50% 㩗Ợ ₆ὖ㰖㠦
㯳㹿♮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㿪䤚 ▪ Ⱔ㦖 㑮㦮 CFD
䟊㍳㦚 㔺㔲䞮㡂, 䐋Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ 㔶⬆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ἆὒ⯒
㠑ἶ, 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㧛㧦㦮 Ệ☯㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡂
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 ⏎㿲㧊 ₆ὖ㰖  䘦㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚
㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗㦒⪲ 㡞䁷䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
[1] Liu, Z., Hu, B., Ji, D., Wang, Y., Wang, M., & Wang, Y.
(2015). Diurnal and seasonal variation of the PM2. 5 apparent particle density in Beijing, China. Atmospheric Environment, 120, 328-338.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(NRF-2020R1F1A1069853) 
䢮ἓ 䢮ἓ₆㑶㤦(RE2018001360004)㦮 㨂㩫 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㥶㩚㼊䞚䎆
㩚₆㰧㰚㧻䂮㦮
㩚䔏㎇

㰧㰚䣾㥾㠦 ὖ䞲 㔺䠮㩗  㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ 㾲䢎㡆1,
䢣㔏☚1, ⏎㍶㫛1, 䞮Ⱒ㡗2, 㰚㕂㤦1; 1Air Solution Research Center in LG Electronics, 2Pusan National University
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㌂㣿䞮㡂 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞾㦒⪲㖾 㧛㧦 Ṛ㦮
㿿☢㧊 䞓㠛 ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 䣾ὒ⯒ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
䟊㍳㠦㍲
ἶ⩺䞲
㧛㧦⓪
㼃㏢₆
㔲䠮
㎇⓻
䎢㓺䔎㠦㍲ 㭒⪲ ㌂㣿♮⓪ Silica sand 㧊Ⳇ, ⹖☚Ṗ
2,650 kg/m3 㦮 ῂ䡫㧛㧦⪲ Ṗ㩫䞮㡖┺.

㎎㎮: 㩚㌆㥶㼊 7
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30
㩲 1 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㧻㎎ⳛ(ῆ㌆╖䞯ᾦ)

㧎Ὃ㰖⓻䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ╖⮮ RANS 䢫㔺☚
㩫⨟䢪 㡆ῂ 㩫㰖㑮1, ₖ㩫㤆1; 1Seoul National University of Science & Technology
㌆㠛Ἒ㠦㍲ RANS ⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ㍺ἚṖ 㡂㩚䧞
㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞㰖Ⱒ RANS 㩫䢫☚㠦 ╖䞲 㔶⬆☚Ṗ
⌄㦖 ㌗䢿㧊┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒ RANS 㠦 ╖䞲 䢫㔺☚
㩫⨟䢪(UQ) 㡆ῂṖ 2000 ⎚╖ 㧊䤚 ∎㭖䞮Ợ
㧊㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㧎Ὃ 㰖⓻ 䞯㔋㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 RANS 㢖 High-fidelity data ㌂㧊㦮 㡺㹾⯒
㡞䁷䞮⓪ ⻫㦚 䐋䞮㡂 Ỗ㯳 ◆㧊䎆Ṗ 㫊㨂䞮㰖
㞠⓪ ㌗䢿㠦㍲☚ ἆὒ㦮 䢫㔺☚⯒ 㑮㤪䞮Ợ 䕢㞛䞶
㑮 㧞⓪ ⻫⪶㦚 㩲㔲䞮⓪ ộ㦚 ⳿䚲⪲ 䞲┺. 㧎Ὃ
㔶ἓⰳ㦮 ἓ㤆 1D-CNN 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㭒⼖ ◆㧊䎆㦮
㡗䟻㦚 㦚 㑮 㧞Ợ ㍺Ἒ䞮㡖┺. 䞯㔋⮶, 㦖┟䂋,
⏎✲ 㑮㢖 ṯ㦖 Hyperparameter ⓪ 㧊㰖㞞 㾲㩗䢪⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡂 㧛⩻㠦 Ṗ㧻 㩗㩞䞲 Hyperparameter ⯒
ἆ㩫䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳ 䞮㡂 㧛⩻㧊 ╂⧒㰖▪⧒☚
㔶ἓⰳ㦮 ṫỊ㎇㦚 㥶㰖䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ 䞮㡖┺.
㾲㫛㩗㦒⪲ 㡺㹾⯒ 㡞䁷䟞㦚 ➢, ₆㫊 UQ 㔳㦚
䐋䞲 ⻫ὒ ゚ᾦ㔲 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ 䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ⻫㧊
㠦⩂ 㡗㡃㦚 ⽊┺ 㧮 㡞䁷䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲
㧎Ὃ㰖⓻䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䞮⓪ ⻫㦖 ₆㫊 㔳ὒ ╂Ⰲ
㔺㩲 㡺㹾⯒ 㩲Ὃ䞮⓪ 㧻㩦☚ 㧞┺. 㧦㎎䞲 ⌊㣿㦖
⽎ 䞯䣢 䚲㠦㍲ ⏒㦮䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.

ANSYS-CFX⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 ⌊ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦮 㩫㎇㦚 㥚䞲
㥶㧛 ⋲⮮ṫ☚ 㩗㣿 ⻫㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳* ₖ⹎䡚1,
ῢ䡚㰚1, 㧻㎎ⳛ1, 㫆㣿2; 1ῃⰓῆ㌆╖䞯ᾦ,
2

䞲ῃ㑮㧦㤦Ὃ㌂

䕢㧊䝚 ⌊㠦 㥶㼊Ṗ 㥶㧛♮Ⳋ 䕢㧊䝚 䚲Ⳋὒ㦮

㩦㹿㫆Ị㠦 㦮䟊 ἓἚ䂋(boundary layer)㧊 ╂䞲┺.
ἓἚ䂋㦖
㧛ῂ㠦㍲
㧒㩫
ỆⰂ
㧊㌗
㰖⋮Ⳋ
㭧㕂㠦㍲ Ⱒ⋮⓪◆, 㧊 ➢ ㏣☚Ṗ 㢚㩚╂䞮⓪
Ὁ₢㰖㦮 㡗㡃㦚 㑮⩻䞯㩗 㧛ῂ㡗㡃(hydrodynamic
entrance region)㧊⧒ἶ 䞮ἶ, 㧊 㡗㡃㦮 ₎㧊⯒
㑮⩻䞯㩗 㧛ῂ ₎㧊(hydrodynamic entrance length)⧒ἶ
䞲┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㧛ῂ 㡗㡃㦚 㰖⋲ 䞮⮮ 㡗㡃㦚
㢚㩚╂㡗㡃(fully developed region)㧊⧒ἶ 䞮ἶ, 㧊
㡗㡃㠦㍲⓪ ₎㧊䟻 ㏣☚䙂㦮 ⼖䢪⓪ 㧒㠊⋮㰖
㞠⓪┺. 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 䕢㧊䝚 ⌊㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪
㞫⩻㏦㔺  ㏣☚ 䙂 ❇㦮 ◆㧊䎆⯒ 㠑㦚 㑮
㧞㰖Ⱒ, 䡫㌗㧊 ≪ ➢Ⱎ┺ 㔺䠮 㧻゚⯒ ᾦ㼊䟊㟒
䞮⸖⪲ 㔺䠮Ⱒ㦒⪲ ⳾✶ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ ◆㧊䎆⯒
㠑₆㠦⓪ 㔲Ṛ㧊 Ⱔ㧊 ㏢㣪♲┺. ⁎㠦 ゚䟊
㑮䂮䟊㍳㦖 3D ⳾◎Ⱇ㦚 䐋䟊 㓓Ợ 䡫㌗㦚 㑮㩫䞶
㑮 㧞ἶ, ἓἚ㫆Ị㦒⪲ Ṩ㦚 㡂䞾㦒⪲㖾 ┺㟧䞲
㔺䠮䢮ἓ㦚 ῂ䡚䞶 㑮 㧞┺. 㡂₆㍲ ⌊㥶☯
㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞶 ➢ 䟊㍳㔲Ṛ㦚 㭚㧊₆ 㥚䟊
㌗䢿㠦 ➆⧒ 㧒㩫䞲 㥶㏣㫆Ị㧊 㞚┢ 㢚㩚╂♲
㥶☯ 䙂⯒ ἓἚ㫆Ị㦒⪲ 㡂䞶 㑮 㧞⓪◆, 㧊 ➢
㩗䞿䞲 ⋲⮮ ṫ☚⯒ ㍺㩫䟊㟒 䞲┺. ANSYS-CFX 㠦㍲
⋲⮮ ṫ☚ 㩗㣿㦚 㥚䞲 㡂⩂ ⻫✺ 㭧, ╖䚲㩗㦒⪲
㡗ῂ⺆(zero-gradient), k-epsilon ⻫ ⁎Ⰲἶ ₆⽎
㫆Ị(default conditions)㧊 㧞┺. ṗ ⻫㠦 ➆⧒ 䟊㍳
ἆὒ⓪ ╂⧒㰖₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ⌊ 㥶☯㠦㍲㦮 㞢ⰴ㦖
㑮䂮 䟊⯒ 㠑₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㩗䞿䞲 ⋲⮮ṫ☚ ⻫㦚
㍺㩫䟊㟒䞲┺.
➆⧒㍲
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
䕢㧊䝚
⌊㠦㍲ ⋲⮮ṫ☚ 㩗㣿 ⻫㠦 ➆⯎ 㢚㩚╂㥶☯
㏣☚ 䙂㢖 㞫⩻ῂ⺆⯒ 䢫㧎䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ANSYS
CFX ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䟞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮 ‘㑮㡊
⌟·⋲  㨂㌳㡊 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㔲㓺䎲 ₆㑶Ṳ 
㔺㯳(No.2020890100010)’㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞮㔋┞┺.

☯㩗ỿ㧦 ₆ 㰚☯ 㔺Ⰶ▪ ⋲⮮ 㥶☯ RANS
䟊㍳㠦 ╖䞲 FSI V&V 㡆ῂ ₖ㰖㡗1, ₖ㩫㤆1;
1

Seoul National University of Science & Technology

㥶㼊㢖 ῂ㫆㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿 䡚㌗㦖 㧦㡆Ἒ ⡦⓪ ㌆㠛㩗
ⶎ㩲㠦㍲ Ⱔ㧊 ὖ㺆♲┺. 㥶㼊-ῂ㫆 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚
㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㥶㼊-ῂ㫆 㡆㎇(FSI, Fluid-Structure
Interaction)₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㥶㼊 䦦⯚ὒ ῂ㫆㦮 ☯㩗
Ệ☯㦚
㡆Ἒ䞮㡂
䟊㍳䞮⓪
ὒ㩫㧊
䞚㣪䞮┺.
㥶㼊-ῂ㫆 㡆㎇ 䟊㍳㠦㍲⓪ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 ⼖䡫㧊⋮
⼖㥚⯒ ⋮䌖⌊₆ 㥚䟊 ἓἚⳊ㦚 㧊☯㔲䅲㭒㠊㟒 䞮ἶ
⁎㠦 ➆⯎ Ἒ㌆ ỿ㧦㦮 ⼖䡫㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⡦䞲
⋲⮮㫆Ị㠦㍲ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ⋲⮮ ⳾◎
㌂㣿㧊
ῢ㧻♲┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
䣷䟻㦒⪲
㭒₆㩗㦒⪲ ṫ㩲㰚☯䞮⓪ 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪㠦 ╖䞲

㥶㼊-ῂ㫆 㡆㎇ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ 䟊㍳㠦 ㌂㣿♲
☯㩗ỿ㧦㢖 ⋲⮮⳾◎㦮 㡗䟻㦚 Validation & Verification
(V&V) ὒ㩫㦚 䐋䟊 Ỗ㯳  䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 䟊㍳
䆪✲⪲⓪ Ansys Fluent 2020 R2 ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ 䆪✲ ⌊
☯㩗ỿ㧦 ₆⻫㧎 Smoothing, Layering ₆⻫ ❇㦚
㩗㣿䞮㡂 ₆⻫㠦 ➆⯎ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲
⋲⮮⳾◎㦖 SST k-Ȧ PRGHO ὒG Realizable k-İ PRGHO 㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡂 ṗ ⳾◎㦮 㡗䟻㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ㍳㦚 㥚䞲
䟊㍳ ἆὒ ◆㧊䎆⪲⓪ 䟃⩻ὒ 㟧⩻㦮 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⯎
⼖䢪㢖 㔲Ṛ 䘟‶Ṩ, Phase Diagram ❇㧊 㧞㦒Ⳇ ㍶䟟
㡆ῂ ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ, ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧦㎎䞲 ⌊㣿㦖 ⽎
䞯䣢 䚲㠦㍲ ⏒㦮䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.

㡃 䢫㔺㎇ 㩫⨟䢪⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䦷㹿 䔏㎇ ㍳㠦
ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* 䡚㡞㏪1, 㡺⁒㤆2, 㾲㩫㧒1; 1㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ
㑮䞯Ἒ㌆䞯(Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯),

2

㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ

Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯ὒ
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䕢ὒ㔲䠮 ἆὒ㠦 ╖䞲 㡃 䢫㔺㎇
㩫⨟䢪⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⳾◎㌗㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞮⓪ 㞢ἶⰂ㯮㦚
䐋䞮㡂 䦷㹿 ㎇⓻ ㍳㠦 ╖䞲 ⻫㦚 㩲㞞䞲┺. 㫛
㑮㏷ 㩫㔳ὒ 㦧 ㏣☚ ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 1 㹾㤦 䦷㹿
㑮Ⰲ 䟊㍳㧦⯒ ῂ㎇䞮㡂 ἶ㩫䂋 䦷㹿㩲㦮 䦷㹿
㦧㦚 ⳾㌂䞶 㑮 㧞ἶ, 䟊㍳㧦㦮 ⳾◎㌗㑮⯒
☚㿲䞾㦒⪲㖾 䦷㹿䔏㎇㦚 㩫⨟䢪 䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
㫛⧮㠦⓪ ゚䚲Ⳋ㩗 㔺䠮ὒ 䕢ὒ㔲䠮 ἆὒ㠦 ╖䞲
䣢‖㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂 ⳾◎ ㌗㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞮㡖㦒⋮, ⽎
㡆ῂ⓪ 䕢ὒ㔲䠮 ἆὒⰢ㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㡃 䢫㔺㎇
㩫⨟䢪 ㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ⳾◎㌗㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞲┺. 1 㹾㤦
䦷㹿 䟊㍳㧦⓪ ⌊㨂㩗 㔲Ṛ 㹾㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㫛 㑮㏷
㩫㔳ὒ 㦧⳾◎㦮 ṫ䞲 ἆ䞿㎇㦚 Ṭ⓪ 䟊㍳㧦⯒
Ṳ䞮ἶ, 㡃 䢫㔺㎇ 㩫⨟䢪 ⻫ 㭧㦮 䞮⋮㧎
Markov Chain Monte Carlo ㌮䝢Ⱇ㦚 䐋䞲 㧊㰖㞞
㿪⪶㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 䦷㹿㩲㦮 ⚦℮㢖 㥶⨟㠦 ➆⯎
䦷㹿㔺䠮㦮 䕢ὒἷ㍶㠦 ╖䟊 㡃䢫㔺㎇ 㩫⨟䢪
₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂 ⳾◎ ㌗㑮㦮 䢫⮶䙂  ṗ ㌗㑮
Ṛ㦮 ㌗ὖὖἚ⯒ 䐋䟊 䦷㹿 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㰖㤦
(No.
UD200013GD)

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦
(No.2022R1A2C2003643)㦚 㞚 㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ㧊Ⳇ
㧊㠦 Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

洢 愢祢沫

㎎㎮: ┺㌗㥶☯ 1
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 2 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ☯㭒(⁞㡺Ὃὒ╖䞯ᾦ)
₆䙂 㩲䔎㦮 ㌒㹾㤦 ₆䙂  㧛㧦 ☯㔲 䁷㩫* ㍲䡚▫ 1,
㡺㰚䢎 2, ₖἓ㻲 1; 1Pusan National University
⋲⮮ ₆䙂 㥶☯㦖 ₆Ἒ㩗 ῂ☯ 㠜㧊☚ ㍲⪲ ┺⯎
㌗㦮 㫊㨂⪲ 㧎䟊 ⶒ㰞, ⳾Ⲯ䎖  㠦⍞㰖 㩚╂㦮
䟻㌗㦚 ₆╖䞶 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ ⋲⮮ ₆䙂
㥶☯㦖 ┺㟧䞲 䢪䞯  䢮ἓ 㟒㠦㍲ 䢲㣿♮㠊㢪┺.
⁎⩂⋮, ⚦ ㌗㦮 䋆 Ὴ㩞⮶ 㹾㧊⓪ 㥶☯㦮 㩫䢫䞲
䁷㩫㦚 㠊⪋Ợ 䞮⓪ 㣪㏢⪲㖾 ⋲⮮ ₆䙂 㥶☯㦮 ▪
⋮㦖 㧊䟊⯒ 㥚䟊 䟊ἆ♮㠊㟒 䞶 ὒ㩲⪲ 㡂Ỿ㰚┺.
₆䙂 㩲䔎⓪ ⋲⮮ ₆䙂 㥶☯㦒⪲㖾, 㩲䔎 ⌊ ₆䙂⪲
㧎䟊 ₆䙂 䝢⭎㦮 䡫䌲⪲㦮 Ệ☯ ⼖䢪, ₆䙂㠦 㦮䞲
⋲⮮ 䔏㎇㦮 ⼖䢪 ❇㦚 ὖ㺆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ┺㟧䞲 ₆-㞷
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 䙂䞾䞮⓪ 㥶☯㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
‶㧒䞲 䋂₆㦮 ₆䙂⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪ ₆䙂 㩲䔎㠦 ╖䞮㡂
Shake-the-box 㞢ἶⰂ㯮㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 䞮⓪ 4D-PTV
₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ṗ ㌗㦮 㔲Ṛ䟊 ㏣☚㧻㦚 ☯㔲㠦
䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. ṗ ㌗㦮 ☯㔲 䁷㩫㦚 㥚䟊, ₆䙂㢖
㿪㩗㧛㧦 ṗ ㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㫆ⳛ ₆⻫  ₆䙂㦮 Ὴ㩞
䔏㎇㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㧊⹎㰖 㻮Ⰲ ₆⻫㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺.
䁷㩫㦚 䐋䟊, ₆䙂㦮 ⩻㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 potential ⌊ 㽞₆
Ṗ㏣ ῂṚ㦮 㫊㨂  ₆䙂 ⩻㠦 ₆㧎䞮⓪
㩲䔎-䝢⭎㦮 㻲㧊 ῂṚ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, ₆䙂
㩲䔎㦮
㰚䟟㠦
➆⧒
₆䙂
䙂㦮
⼖䢪⯒
䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㧊⓪ 㩲䔎 ⌊㦮 ⏨㦖 shear ⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪
㡗㡃㠦 ₆㧎䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䕢㞛♮㠞┺.
*㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
2021R1A2C2012469, NRF-2018-Global Ph.D. Fellowship
Program)

㹿♮⓪ 㤦Ⰲ⯒ 㧊䟊䞮ἶ, ⋮㞚Ṗ 㧛㧦㦮 㹿
䣾㥾㦚 㩲㠊䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ∎㭖䧞 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䟊 㡺ἶ
㧞┺.
䞚䎆㢖 ὖ⩾♲ ㍶䟟 㡆ῂ⯒ ㌊䘊⽊Ⳋ,
╖㦮 䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ Discrete Phase Model (DPM)㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡂 㧛㧦㦮 㤊☯㦚 䟊㍳䞮㡖┺. DPM 㦖 㧛㧦Ṗ
䞚䎆㠦 㻮㦢 㿿☢䞮㡂 㹿♮⓪ 㽞₆ ὒ㩫㦮
䟊㍳㠦⓪ 㩗䞿䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㧛㧦㦮 䋂₆  㧛㧦 Ṛ㦮
㿿☢ὒ ṯ㦖 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㰖 㞠₆ ➢ⶎ㠦
㧛㧦Ṗ 㹿♮⓪ 㩚㼊 䞚䎆Ⱇ ὒ㩫㦚 䟊㍳䞮₆㠦⓪
㩗䞿䞮㰖 㞠┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧛㧦㦮 䋂₆㢖
㧛㧦 Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 ἶ⩺䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Discrete Element Method (DEM)⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂, 㧛㧦Ṗ 䞚䎆㠦
㹿♮⓪ ☯㩗 ὒ㩫㦚 㩫䢫䞮Ợ 䟊㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺.
䔏䧞, 㧛㧦㦮 䋂₆  㩦㹿⩻(adhesion force)㧊 㹿
䣾㥾(deposition efficiency)㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
㡂₆㍲, 㹿 䣾㥾㦖 㿿☢ 䣾㥾(impaction efficiency)ὒ
㩦㹿 䢫⮶(sticking probability)㦮 ⚦ ┾Ἒ⪲ Ⰲ䞶 㑮
㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㧛㧦 䋂₆㢖 ὖ⩾♲ Stokes 㑮  ὖ㎇⩻㠦
╖䞲 㩦㹿⩻㦮 ゚㥾㠦 䟊╏䞮⓪ Adhesion 㑮Ṗ 㿿☢
䣾㥾  㩦㹿 䣾㥾㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 㩲㔲䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䞚䎆 㭒㥚㦮 Ὃ₆㢖 㧛㧦㦮 CFD-DEM
㡆㎇ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ANSYS Fluent 㢖 Altair
EDEM 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺.

㿿㩚䂋㠦㍲㦮 CFD-DEM ₆⻫ὒ Porous media model
䢲㣿䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ* ₖ⹒㧒, 㥺䡚㔳; Pusan national
university
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㿿㩚䂋㠦㍲㦮 㧛㧦, 㞷㼊, Ὃ₆⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪
┺㌗ 㥶☯㦮 ⺆㿲 Ệ☯㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞㠦 ╖䞲 ⳾㌂⯒ 㥚䟊 CFD-DEM
₆⻫㠦㍲⓪ 㧛㧦 㰗㩧 ㌳㎇䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, porous media
model 䢲㣿㔲㠦⓪ 㧛㧦㦮 㰗ἓ, Ὃ⁏⮶, 㥶㼊㦮 ⹖☚
 㩦㎇ ❇㦚 ἶ⩺䞲 ὖ㎇  㩦㎇ 㩖䟃㦚
ἶ⩺䞮㡖┺. 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ CFD-DEM ₆⻫ὒ porous
media model 㦚 ☯㔲㠦 ㌂㣿䞲 local porous media model 㠦 ╖䟊 Ṗ⓻㎇ 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲
㌂㣿♲ 3 Ṗ㰖 㑮䂮 䟊㍳ ἆὒ⓪ ㍶䟟 㡆ῂ✺㦮 㔺䠮
 㑮䂮 䟊㍳ ἆὒ✺ὒ ⰺ㤆 㧮 㧒䂮䞮⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. ➆⧒㍲ Ỗ㯳♲ local porous media
model 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ┺㟧䞲 Ὃ⁏⮶㠦 ➆⯎ 㞷㼊 ⺆㿲
Ệ☯㠦 ╖䞲 㡗䟻㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

CFD-DEM 㦚G 㧊㣿䞲G ⹎㎎㧛㧦㦮G 䞚䎆G 㹿 䟊㍳
ₖ⹎㍶ 1, 㭖㡗 2, ₖ☯㭒 1*; 1 ⁞㡺Ὃὒ╖䞯ᾦ
₆ἚὋ䞯ὒ, 2 ⁞㡺Ὃὒ╖䞯ᾦ ₆Ἒ㍺ἚὋ䞯ὒ
⹎㎎ Ⲓ㰖㢖 ṯ㦖 Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ┾㥚㦮 㧛㧦⓪ 㔶㼊㠦
㞛㡗䟻㦚 ⋒䂶 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ㌆㠛 䡚㧻㠦㍲ 㧊⩂䞲
⹎㎎ 㧛㧦✺㦚 Ệ⯊⓪ 䞚䎆㦮 㡃䞶㧊 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞮┺.
➆⧒㍲, Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂ㧦✺㧊 ⹎㎎ 㧛㧦Ṗ 䞚䎆㠦

䗚㓺 ⩞㧊㩖㢖 ⋮⏎㧛㧦⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 ⹎㎎㞷㩗
₆䙂䢪㠦 ὖ䞲 㔺䠮㩗 㡆ῂ ῢ㎎䢎1, ㏦₆䠢1;
1Sogang

University

⩞㧊㩖㠦 㦮䞲 㞷㩗㦮 ₆䙂䢪 (Optical droplet vaporization: ODV)⓪ ⺆ἓ 㞷㼊(ⶒ) ⌊㠦 㧞⓪ 䥮㎇

㞷㩗㦚 ₆䙂䢪䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⩞㧊㩖 䦷㑮㩲⯒ 㧊㣿䞮⓪
⻫㧊┺. ODV ⓪ ὧ㦢䟻 㡗㌗㰚┾ ㈦ 㞚┞⧒
㟓ⶒ㩚╂, ㎎䙂䕢ᾊ  䘦㌟䂮⬢ ❇ ┺㟧䞲
㦮䞯㟒㠦㍲ 㭒⳿ἶ 㧞┺. ODV 㦧㣿㠦㍲ ㌗⼖䢪
㞷㩗㦖 䡞ὖ ⌊ ㎎䙂㠦 䧮㦚 Ṗ䞶 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦
ODV ὖ⩾ 㞷㩗  ₆䙂㦮 Ệ☯㦚 㩫⹖䞮Ợ
㩲㠊䞮ἶ 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ộ㧊 㭧㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
37ȋj 㦮G ⶒ⪲G 㺚㤢㰚G 㞚䋂ⰊG 㑮㫆㠦G ⁞ ⋮⏎㧛㧦㢖
⊩⓪㩦㧊 29ȋj 㧎G dodecafluoropentaneG (DDFP) 㞷㩗㦚
⏩ἶ 䗚㓺 ⩞㧊㩖 (532nm)⯒ 㫆㌂䞮㡂 ₆䙂㦮 ㌳

㎇㧻㦚
☚Ⱃ䡚⹎ἓ㠦
㍺䂮♲
ἶ㏣䃊Ⲫ⧒
(450,000fps)⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ṗ㔲䢪䞮㡖┺. ⩞㧊㩖 ṫ☚,
㞷㩗㦮 䋂₆  ⋮⏎㧛㧦 㑮㠦 ➆⯎ ₆䙂㦮 ㌳㎇ 
㎇㧻 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.

㌗╖㔋☚㠦 ➆⯎ 㰗ᾦ⮮ ⌊ 㩲䔎㥶☯㠦㍲㦮
ἶ㼊㧛㧦 Ệ☯ 㔺䠮㩗 ὖ㺆* 㭒㡆 1, 䡫⹒ 1,2;
1

Seoul National University, 2Institute of Advanced Machines
and Design, Seoul National University
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖  COVID-19 㧊⩂㓺㢖 ṯ㧊 Ὃ₆⯒
ⰺṲ⪲ 䞮㡂 㩚䕢♮⓪ 㡺㡒㧛㧦㦮 Ệ☯ ⡦⓪ ῆ㰧
䡚㌗㦚 㧊䟊䞮ἶ 㩲㠊䞮₆ 㥚䞲 ┺㌗㥶☯ 㡆ῂṖ
䢲䞮Ợ 㰚䟟♮㠊 㢪㦒Ⳇ, 㩲䔎㥶☯ ⌊ Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲
㓺䅖㧒㦮 ἶ㼊 㧛㧦 Ệ☯㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ☚ 㧊⩂䞲
ⰻ⧓㠦㍲ 㭧㣪䞲 㦮⹎⯒ Ṗ㰚┺ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞┺. 䔏䧞,
㧛㧦⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪ 㩲䔎㥶☯㧊 㰗ᾦ⮮(crossflow)⯒
Ⱒ⋮Ợ ♮Ⳇ 㧮 㩫㦮♮⓪ 㢖⮮ ῂ㫆Ṗ 䡫㎇♮ἶ
㰗ᾦ⮮ ㏣☚ ╖゚ 㩲䔎 ㏣☚ ゚㠦 ➆⧒㍲ 㧛㧦 Ệ☯
䕾䎊☚ 㢚㩚䧞 ╂⧒㰖Ợ ♲┺⓪ ộ㧊 䡖㰚 Ṗ ⽎
㡆ῂ㰚㦮 ㍶䟟㡆ῂ㠦 㦮䟊 ′ⳛ♲  㧞┺. 㧊㢖
䞾℮, Ἒ㩞㠦 ➆⯎ ⋶㝾, 䔏䧞 㔺⌊㦮 Ὃ㫆 㫆Ị㠦
➆⧒ ⺆ἓ Ὃ₆㥶☯㦮 ㌗╖㔋☚Ṗ ⰺ㤆 䋂Ợ ⼖䞮Ợ
♮⓪◆, 㧊㠦 ➆⯎ 㧛㧦 Ệ☯㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⓪ 㰚䟟㧊
♮㰖 㞠㞮┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㰗ᾦ⮮ ⌊ ἶ㼊
㧛㧦⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪ 㩲䔎 㥶☯㠦㍲ Ὃ₆㦮 ㌗╖㔋☚⯒
30-70% ⻪㥚 ⌊⪲ 㫆㩞䞮㡂 㧛㧦 Ệ☯㦮 ⼖䢪⯒
ὖ㺆䞮ἶ
㧛㧦
⏣☚
䕾䎊
䡫㎇
Ⲫ䄺┞㯮㦚
′ⳛ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 㰗ᾦ⮮㦮 ㌗╖㔋☚  ㏣☚゚
(㩲䔎/㰗ᾦ⮮)⯒ 1.1 – 2.85 ⻪㥚㠦㍲ 㫆㩞䞮㡂 ┺㟧䞲
㥶☯ ῂ㫆(㢖⮮ ῂ㫆)⯒ ῂ䡚䞮㡖┺. 㧛㧦Ṗ Ṗ㰖ἶ
㧞⓪ 㩬㦢㎇(wettability)㧊 㭧㣪䞲 㧎㧦⪲ ㌳ṗ♮㠊,
Silicon 㦮 䂲㑮㎇(㩧㽟ṗ aၨ 㧛㧦㢖 PTFE 㦮
㏢㑮㎇(㩧㽟ṗ a ၨ  㧛㧦⯒ ṗṗ ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 㯟,
㧛㧦㦮 䢪䞯㩗 䔏㎇, Ὃ₆㥶☯㦮 ㌗╖㔋☚  㢖⮮
ῂ㫆⯒ ⼖㑮⪲ 䞮㡂 㧛㧦 ⏣☚ ⼖䢪⯒ 䁷㩫䞮ἶ 㧛㧦
㌆ 䕾䎊㦚 㩫㎇㩗  㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ ㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶(2020R1A2C2014510,
2021R1A4A1032023)  ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ Ὃ䞯 㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
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Analysis of Weak Explosion Flow at the Interface of
Air and Water* Jayabal Rajasekar1, Heuy Dong Kim1*
1Department

of Mechanical Engineering, Andong National
University, Korea

This study numerically analyzes the characteristics of shock
wave propagation in air, water, and interface. This study
discussed flow physics like reflection, transmission, cavitation, and shock wave propagation qualitatively and quantitatively. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation
is carried out in a domain that has air, water and TNT. Air,
water and TNT were modelled using the ideal gas equation
of state (EOS), polynomial EOS and Jones-Wilkins-Lee
(JWL) EOS respectively. In this simulation, TNT is numerically exploded at interface of air and water. In an air explosion, the shock wave propagates and reaches the air-water
interface. Due to the acoustic impedance of water, the incident shock wave reflects, and part of the wave is transmitted
into the water. The acoustic impedance of water is very much
higher than that of air, so this water surface acts like a solid
wall. On the other hand, in a water explosion, the incident
shock wave reaches the water-air interface. Due to acoustic
impedance of water shock wave reflects as expansion wave,
resulting in cavitation. In interface explosion, shock wave
propagates both air and water, the propagation and dissipation of shock wave was studied and compared. Hence in this
study, each case was numerically visualized, and the results
were compared with previous experimental results.
Keywords: shockwave, explosion, air-water interface,
acoustic impedance, computational fluid dynamics
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIP) (No. NRF-2021R1I1A3044216).

Numerical analysis of a phase change effect on the
multiple pulsations of the spark-generated bubble*
ₖ㎇䞯 1, 㾲ἓ㭖 1, ₖ㫛㞪 1,2; 1 ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ
䟃Ὃ㤆㭒Ὃ䞯ὒ, 2 ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ 䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㔶₆㑶㡆ῂ㏢
It is essential to accurately predict the bubble dynamics because it is associated with erosion and damage to underwater
structures. It has been known that shock waves and the jetting hit of bubbles are potential sources of the damage. These
effects result from not only the first bubble but also from
rebound bubbles (second, third, etc.). Thus, multiple bubble
pulsations should be investigated to predict the realistic
damage from bubble dynamics. Although some researchers

mentioned the importance of multiple pulsation research, the
complex phenomenon involving surface deformation near
the solid wall and the phase change effect make an analysis
of bubble dynamics difficult. In addition, since high temperature may easily develop inside a bubble at the end of the
bubble collapse, the phase change process inside the hot
vapor bubble is no longer assumed to be isothermal, which
has never been considered in the previous works. In this
study, analyses of 1) the bubble surface structure with and
without the phase change effect and 2) the phase change
effect on the rebound bubbles are investigated by applying
the isothermal and non-isothermal phase change models. In
the case without phase change, even if the first bubble dynamics is predicted precisely, the radius of rebound bubbles
is much larger compared to experimental data. When the
isothermal phase change model (Schnerr-Sauer model) is
applied, the history of bubble radius up to the second bubble
can be well-matched with experimental data by properly
selecting the bubble number density. However, the bubble
number density should be adjusted right after the growth of
the second bubble to capture the succeeding bubble pulsations. Thus, the non-isothermal phase change model (Physics-based model) developed in our research group is applied
to capture the bubble radius history up to the third pulsations
without tuning parameters. It is observed that the physics-based phase change model employs the bubble number
density separately (condensation, evaporation), and thus the
thermal effect inside the vapor bubble is accurately captured.
*The authors are grateful to the support by the U.S. Office of
Naval
Research
(ONR)
and
ONR
Global
(N62909-20-1-2085).

Study on liquid piston compression and expansion
system Mamun Md Abdullah Al1, Jayabal Rajasekar1 and
Heuy Dong Kim1; Department of Mechanical Eng., Andong
National University, Republic of Korea, 36729
A liquid piston concept is developed to increase the efficiency of gas compression and expansion. Because a liquid can
provide more the surface area in the gas chamber which
minimizes energy loss due to heat generation, thus creates
near-isothermal operation. Therefore, the liquid is used as a
medium to carry heat into and out of the compression and
there will be a heat transfer in between heated bulk gas to
liquid medium. Two-dimensional numerical simulations
were carried out to investigate liquid piston concept. The
compression/ expansion chamber is cylinder of 2.2 L volume with internal diamete of 76 mm and height of 483
mm.Present numerical result was validated with experimental of Wieberdink et al. After that, this result was compared with the solid piston case at the same corresponding
piston speed. Also, the liquid piston cases were compared
with the different piston speed. Moreover, different heat
transfer model and solid wall boundary conditions was studied for present investigation.

Keywords: Liquid Piston, Isothermal, Gas compression,
Solid piston, Heat transfer model

Thermal convection in non-colloidal suspensions*
ṫ㺓㤆 1, Parisa Mirbod2, Harunori N. Yoshikawa 3;
1
Jeonbuk National University, 2University of Illinois at Chicago, 3Université Côte d’Azur
This study explores thermal convection in suspensions of
neutrally-buoyant, non-colloidal suspensions confined between horizontal plates. A constitutive diffusion equation is
used to model the dynamics of the particles suspended in a
viscous fluid and it is coupled with the flow equations. We
employ a simple model for the effective thermal diffusivity
of suspensions. This model considers the effects of
shear-induced diffusion and gives the thermal diffusivity
increasing linearly with the thermal Péclet number and the
particle volume fraction (). Both linear stability analysis
and numerical simulation based on the mathematical models
are performed for various bulk particle volume fractions (b)
ranging from 0 to 0.3. The critical Rayleigh number (Rac)
grows gradually by increasing b from the critical value (Rac
=1708) for a pure Newtonian fluid, while the critical wavenumber (kc) remains constant at 3.12. The transition from the
conduction state of suspensions is subcritical in which it is
supercritical for the convection in a pure Newtonian fluid (b
= 0). The heat transfer in moderately dense suspensions (b =
0.2 ~ 0.3) is significantly enhanced by convection for small
Ra close to Rac. We also found a power-law increase of the
Nusselt number (Nu) with Ra, namely, Nu ~ Rab for relatively large values of Ra where the scaling exponent b decreases
with b. Finally, it turns out that the shear-induced migration
of particles can modify the heat transfer.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ 㩫(ᾦ㥷)㦮
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
₆㽞㡆ῂ㌂㠛㧚(No. 2021R1I1A3048306).

㨂㤦㦒⪲
㑮䟟♲

High-fidelity simulation of a liquid jet in supersonic
crossflow* Dokyun Kim1; 1Hongik University
The objectives of the present study are to develop and
demonstrate a high-fidelity simulation tool to predict atomization of liquid jet in supersonic environment targeting for
high-speed air-breathing systems. The main goal is to develop a novel energy and entropy preserving scheme that can
stably predict the physics of liquid atomization in a supersonic crossflow. The scheme will be constructed based on a
nearly skew-symmetric finite-volume discretization in unstructured Voronoi mesh to enable simulations of realistic
scramjet geometries with reasonable computational cost. The
numerical method proposed in the present work will be validated against the benchmark test cases and liquid jet injection in supersonic gas crossflow with Ma=1.94.
*This work was supported by U.S Air Force SBIR program

under the contract number FA8650-19-P-2025
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⻚な ᾊ㠦 㦮䞲 ⼓ ⁒㻮 㩚┾㦧⩻ 䙂
㩚㌆䟊㍳* ㎇䢎 1, Thanh-Phan Hoang1, 㤦′ 1;
1Pusan

National University

ῂ㫆ⶒ ⡦⓪ ⼓ ⁒㻮㠦㍲㦮 ⻚な ᾊ 㔲, ἶ㏣㦮
Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲㩲䔎㢖 䞾℮ ⼓Ⳋ㠦 ṫ䞲 㿿ỿ⩻㧊 㩚╂♲┺.
㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗✺㦖 㡺⧲ ₆Ṛ㠦 Ỏ㼦 㡆ῂ♲  㧞㰖Ⱒ
㩲䔎 㿿ỿ 㧊䤚 ⼓Ⳋ㦚 ➆⧒ 䡫㎇♮⓪ ἓ䟻 ㏣☚
㎇㠦
㦮䞲
㩚┾㦧⩻㠦
╖䞲
㡆ῂ⓪
㞚㰗
ῃ⌊㣎㩗㦒⪲ ⹎゚䞲 ㌗䌲㧊┺. ῂ㫆ⶒ 䚲Ⳋ㠦
㌳䞮⓪ 㩚┾㦧⩻㦖 㔳, 㫆㰗 ㏦㌗ ❇㦚 㥶䞶
㑮 㧞㦒⋮, 㧊⩂䞲 ⶒⰂ㩗 䔏㎇㦚 㧊㣿䞮Ⳋ 䚲Ⳋ
㧊ⶒ㰞 㩲Ệ ❇㦮 ₆㑶 Ṳ㠦 ☚㤖㧊 ♶ 㑮 㧞㠊
ὖ⩾ 㡆ῂ㦮 䞚㣪㎇㧊 ἶ㫆♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
⋮゚㠦-㓺䏷㓺 㩫㔳 ₆㦮 ‶㧒䢒㌗⮮⳾◎㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⼓ ⁒㻮 ⻚な 䖓㺓, ᾊ ὒ㩫㦚
㑮䂮⳾㌂䞮ἶ ⶊ㹾㤦ỆⰂ㠦 ➆⯎ ⼓Ⳋ 㩚┾㦧⩻㦮
㔲ὋṚ㩗 䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞮㡂 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ┺㌗㥶☯
㑮䂮⳾㌂㠦㍲ 䢒㌗⮮㦮 㦢㏣㧊 ⌄㞚㰖⓪ 䡚㌗㠦
₆㧎䞲 㑮䂮㩗 ṫ㎇ⶎ㩲 䟊ἆ  䟊㦮 㞞㩫㎇ 䢫⽊⯒
㥚䞮㡂 㡞㫆Ị䢪 ₆⻫㧊 㩗㣿♲ 㧊㭧㔲Ṛ 㩚㰚₆⻫㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
ἶ㩫䢫☚
㌗ἓἚⳊ
䙂㹿₆⻫㦚
ἆ䞿䞮㡂 㩫䢫䞲 ⻚な-㞷㌗ ἓἚⳊ㦚 Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

Effects of a Tube Diameter on Single Condensing
Bubble in Subcooled Liquid Flow* 㧊㍶㡓 1, HA
CONG-TU1, 㧊㨂䢪 1; 1Ulsan National Institute of Science
and Technology
ἶ㡊㤦㦒⪲䎆 ㌳♮⓪ ₆䙂Ṗ ὒ⌟ṗ 㥶☯ὒ
㦧䞮⓪ ₆䙂㦮 㦧㿫(Bubble condensation)㦖 㭧㣪䞲
㡊  ⶒ㰞 㩚╂ 䡚㌗ 㭧 䞮⋮㧊┺. 㦧㿫 䡚㌗㦖
┺㟧䞲 㡊 㧻䂮㠦 㦧㣿♮㠊 㧻䂮㦮 㞞㩫㎇㦚
㩲㠊䞮⓪◆ 㭧㣪䞲 㡃䞶㦚 䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ㌗⼖䢪⯒
☯䞮⓪ ┺㌗㥶☯㦒⪲ 䣾ὒ㩗㧎 㡊 㩲㠊⯒ 䞮₆
㥚䟊㍲⓪ ὒ⌟ṗ 㥶☯ὒ ㌗䢎㧧㣿䞮⓪ ₆䙂 㦧㿫㠦
╖䞲 㧊䟊Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㧊㩚 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ὒ⌟ṗ
㞷㼊㦮 㡾☚㢖 㔲㓺䎲 㞫⩻㧊 ₆䙂㢖 ὒ⌟ṗ 㞷㼊
㌂㧊㦮 㡊  ⶒ㰞 㩚╂㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪ ộ㦚

䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ ⼓㦮 㡗䟻㦒⪲䎆 ㌳䞮⓪
㥶☯䕾䎊㦮 㹾㧊⪲ 㧎䞮㡂 ⼓㧊 ₆䙂㦮 㦧㿫㠦
⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ἶ⩺䞮⓪ ộ㧊 㭧㣪䞾㠦☚ ῂ䞮ἶ
⼓㧊 㦧㿫 䡚㌗㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦖 㞚㰗₢㰖 ⽊ἶ♲
Ṗ 㠜┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆䙂Ṗ ὒ⌟ṗ
㥶☯㠦㍲ 㦧㿫䞶 ➢, 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ(Dtube)㧊 ₆䙂㢖
ὒ⌟ṗ 㥶☯ ㌂㧊㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚
㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ☯㧒䞲 㽞₆ ₆䙂
㰗ἓ㠦 ╖䞮㡂 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞶㑮⪳ ₆䙂㦮 㦧㿫
㏣☚⓪ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ ὒ⌟ṗ
㞷㼊㦮 㡾☚Ṗ ⌄㦚㑮⪳ 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ㠦 ➆⯎ ₆䙂㦮
㦧㿫㦖 ▪ 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 ⓪┺. 㧊 ➢, ⓦⰆ 㦧㿫
㏣☚⪲ ▪ 㡺⧮ ㌊㞚⋾㦖 ₆䙂⓪ ▪ ⏨㦖 㥚䂮₢㰖
㌗㔏䞲┺. ₆䙂㦮 㦧㿫 ㏣☚㠦 ╖䟊 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲
㍳䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 ₆䙂㦮 㡊㩚╂ Ἒ㑮⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
㧧㦖 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ㠦㍲ 㦧㿫 ₆䙂㦮 㡊㩚╂ Ἒ㑮⓪ 䋆
䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ⽊┺ ▪ 㧧Ợ ὖ㺆♮⓪◆, 㧊⓪ 䓲ぢ
㰗ἓ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞶㑮⪳ 㡊  ⶒ㰞 㩚╂㧊 Ṧ㏢䞾㦚
㦮⹎䞲┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞶㑮⪳ ₆䙂㦮 㡊
 ⶒ㰞 㩚╂㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ộ㦖 㧧㦖 䓲ぢ 㰗ἓ㠦㍲
₆䙂㢖
⼓
㌂㧊㦮
㫗㦖
Ṛỿ㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪
㡃㥶☯㦒⪲ 㧎䞮㡂 㧛ῂ㠦㍲ 㥶㧛♮⓪ ὒ⌟ṗ 㞷㼊Ṗ
₆䙂 䁷Ⳋ㠦 㿿䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮㰖 ⴑ䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㧚㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2019 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311,
NRF-2019R1A2C108385812)㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㔂Ⱅ 㺚⍦㠦㍲ ㌗㔏䞮⓪ ₆䙂 㼊㧎㧊 㥶☚䞮⓪ ₆䙂
Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿ὒ ₆䙂 㥶 㥶☯ 䔏㎇* 㡂㰖㦖 1,
䡫⹒ 1,2; 1Seoul National University, 2Institute of Advanced Machines and Design, Seoul National University
₆䙂⮮ 㥶☯㠦㍲ ₆䙂-₆䙂
⡦⓪ ₆䙂-㞷㼊㌗㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦖 ⶒ㰞, 㤊☯⨟, 㠦⍞㰖㦮 㩚╂㦚 ἆ㩫㰩⓪
㭧㣪䞲 㣪㧎㧊Ⳇ ₆䙂 ῆ㰧(self-induced clustering),
₆䙂 㥶☚ ⋲⮮(bubble-induced turbulence)㢖 ṯ㦖
䦻⹎⪲㤊 ⶒⰂ㩗 䡚㌗㦮 㤦㧎㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 Ⱔ㦖
㡆ῂ㧦✺㦮
ὖ㕂㦚
㞚㢪┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ
Ὼ㩗
㞞㩫㎇㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 䌖㤦䡫㦮 ₆䙂⓪ ┺㟧䞲 㡊㥶☯
㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲ ὖ㺆♮⓪ ộ㧚㠦☚ ῂ䞮ἶ ⽋㧷䞲
゚㩫㌗㌗䌲(unsteady)㦮
䤚⮮ῂ㫆
➢ⶎ㠦
㔺䠮㩗/䟊㍳㩗 㩧⁒㧊 ₢┺⪲㤢 㰧┾㩗 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ ⹎䦷䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆䙂 㼊㧎㠦㍲
₆䙂 Ṛ ỆⰂ㠦 ➆⧒, ⡦ 㥶☯㧊 ╂䞾㠦 ➆⧒
⼖䢪䞮⓪ ₆䙂 Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿ὒ ⁎⪲ 㧎䞲 㞷㼊㌗
㥶☯㦮 ㎃☯ ⼖䢪⯒ 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ ㍳䞮ἶ ⚦
㌗(phase)㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚
ῂ㎇䞮⓪
Ⲫ䄺┞㯮㦚
′ⳛ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 㔂Ⱅ 㺚⍦㠦㍲㦮 2 ㌗ 㧊⹎㰖 ㏣☚
䁷㩫 ₆⻫(two-phase particle image velocimetry)㦚 䐋䟊

0Hz(┾㧒 ₆䙂)-21Hz 㦮 ₆䙂㌳ 㭒䕢㑮 㫆Ị㠦㍲
㞷㼊㌗ 㥶☯㦮 ㏣☚㢖 ₆䙂㦮 ㏣☚⯒ ☯㔲㠦
䁷㩫䞮㡂 㭒䕢㑮Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ ₆䙂✺㧊 㕣㦚
㧊⬾ἶ(pairing),
㰧┾㦚
㧊⬾ἶ(clustering),
⼧䞿♮⓪(merging)
㑲㍲⪲
㧊⬾㠊㰚
₆䙂✺㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿 ὒ㩫㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⯒ ㌳㔲䋺⓪
㤦㧎㧊 ♮⓪ ㍶䟟 ₆䙂✺㦮 䤚⮮ 㫆Ị㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲 㞷㼊㌗㦮 䘟‶/㎃☯ ㏣☚Ṗ ⼖䢪䞮⓪ 㟧㌗㦚
㍳䞮㡂 ₆䙂✺㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㧊 㥶☯㦮 ⋲⮮⨟㦚 䋂Ợ
⼖䢪㔲䋺⓪ 㤦㧎㧊 ♶ 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 ′ⳛ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶(2020R1A2C2014510,
2021R1A4A1032023)  ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ Ὃ䞯 㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䢒䞿㎇ 㥶㼊 ㌂㧊㦮 ἚⳊ㦚 䐋ὒ䞮㡂 ㌗㔏䞮⓪
┾㧒₆䙂㠦 㦮䞲 ἚⳊ ᾦ⧖  㞞㩫㎇㠦 ╖䞲
㔺䠮㡆ῂ* 㾲′㎇ 1, 䡫⹒ 1,2; 1Seoul National University,
2
Institute of Advanced Machines and Design, Seoul National
University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䋂₆Ṗ 12 – 35mm 㧎 cap bubble
䡫㌗㦮 ₆䙂Ṗ 䢒䞿㎇ 㞷㼊 ㌂㧊㠦 䡫㎇♲ ἚⳊ㦚
䐋ὒ䞮㡂 ㌗㔏䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㥶☚♮⓪ ἚⳊ㦮 ᾦ⧖ 
㞞㩫㎇㠦 ╖䟊 㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ 䧞ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 㔺䠮㦖
⚦Ṳ㦮 㞷㼊 䂋(㞚⧮ 䂋: ⶒ-⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ 䢒䞿㞷, ⹖☚
1020-1260 kg/m3, 㩦☚ 1.2-900 cp; 㥚 䂋: ⶒ, ⹖☚ 998
kg/m3/, 㩦☚ 1 cp)㦒⪲ ἓἚ(interface)⯒ Ⱒ✶ 䤚
㰚䟟䞮㡖ἶ, 䋂₆Ṗ 䋆 cap bubble 㦚 Ⱒ✺₆ 㥚䟊
₆䙂⯒ 䅋㠦 ⳾㦖 䤚 ㌗㔏㔲䋺⓪ reverse cup method ⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡖┺. 㞚⧮䂋 㞷㼊㦮 㩦☚⯒ 㥚䂋 㞷㼊㦮
㩦☚⪲ ⋮ Ṩ㦚 㩦☚ ゚⪲ 㩫㦮䞮㡖㦚 ➢, 㩦☚
゚Ṗ 5 㧊䞮㧎 ἓ㤆 ₆䙂Ṗ 䢒䞿㎇ ἚⳊ㦚 㰖⋮Ṟ ➢
ⰺ㤆 ザ⯎ ㏣☚⪲ ἚⳊ㧊 ᾊ♮㠊 ἚⳊ㦮 䡫㌗㦚
⣲⪍䞮Ợ ὖ䁷䞮₆ 㠊⪋┺. 㩦☚ ゚Ṗ 10 㧊㌗㧎
ἓ㤆䎆 ἚⳊ 䡫㌗㧊 ὖ䁷♮₆ 㔲㧧䞮Ⳇ Kelvin-Helmholtz 㞞㩫㎇㧊 ὖ䁷♮₆ 㔲㧧䞮ἶ, 㩦☚
゚Ṗ 40 㧊㌗㧊 ♮Ⳋ Rayleigh-Taylor 㞞㩫㎇ὒ Kelvin-Helmholtz 㞞㩫㎇㧊 ṯ㧊 ὖ䁷♮⓪ 㡗㡃㧊
⋮䌖⋲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㞞㩫㎇㧊 ὖ䁷♮⓪ 㡗㡃✺㦚
Bond number 㢖 㩦☚ ゚㠦 ➆⧒ ☚䚲⪲ ⮮䞮ἶ,
䢒䞿㎇ ἚⳊ㠦㍲ 㞞㩫㎇㧊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㤦㧎ὒ 㠊⠑Ợ
╂䞮⓪ 㰖⯒ ㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ⡦䞲 㞞㩫㎇
╂㠦 㧞㠊 ἚⳊὒ ₆䙂㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿 㡃㔲 㭧㣪䞲
㣪㧎 㭧 䞮⋮⧒⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ, 㩦☚ ゚㠦 ➆⧒
ἚⳊὒ ₆䙂Ṗ 㠊⠑Ợ ⼖䡫♮⓪ 㰖⯒ ㍳䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
**⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶(2020R1A2C2014510,
2021R1A4A1032023)  ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ Ὃ䞯 㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

A numerical study on the bubble formation by gas
injection based on a coupling method* NGUYEN
DUY TRONG1, NGUYEN VAN TU1, PHAN THANH
HOANG1, NGUYEN QUANG THAI 1, WARN-GYU
PARK1; 1Pusan National University
In this study, we numerically investigated the formation of
bubbles by gas injection through orifices in a stagnant liquid
column and the flow field surrounding the bubbles after detachment under several flow conditions. To this end, we employed an enhanced coupling method that combines the advantages of mass conservation property of the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method with the boundedness and continuity of a conservative level-set (LS) function for multiphase computations to achieve a smoothened and sharpened
interface. The coupling method was integrated into an incompressible Navier–Stokes solver to investigate the bubbling flow under various injection conditions. The simulated
results were first validated against the experimental data of a
benchmark test case to assess its reliability. The capability of
the solver was also confirmed by examining the computed
results and comparing them with those of the other studies.
Subsequently, we simulated bubbling flow under different
injected gas conditions and several orifice radii. The simulated results indicated that at low gas injection flow rates, the
detachment time of bubbles, pinched off the orifice rim,
could be predicted depending on the orifice radius and volume flow rate of the gas, whereas orifice radius had a notable
influence on the detached volume of bubbles. In addition, the
gas injection flow rate had a significant influence on the
pressure field surrounding the bubbles after detachment,
which is useful for studying of the bubbling flows and for the
optimal design of small-scale systems.
* This work was supported by the Brain Pool Program
through the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF)
funded by the Ministry of Science and ICT (No.
2019H1D3A1A01103008).

On clustering in air bubble swarms* Ingu Lee1,
Haecheon Choi1; 1Seoul National University
Bubbly flows have numerous applications in industrial and
environmental situations, e.g. promoting heat and mass
transfer, reducing skin friction, and dispersing pollutants. A
better understanding of these flows is important for optimization and performance prediction. We perform direct numerical simulations of rising air bubbles in stagnant water to
investigate clustering in bubble swarms. Only horizontal
clustering occurs in the swarms with small bubbles (deq =
1mm, 2mm, and 3mm), and both horizontal and vertical
clustering do in the swarms with large bubbles (deq = 4mm).
Horizontal clustering is related with a side-by-side alignment
of bubble pairs after collisions. This alignment is maintained
until the distance between the bubbles is approximately three

times the diameter of the bubbles, and a counter-rotating
vortex pair occur between the bubbles during the alignment.
Vertical clustering is associated with a wake-bubble interaction. When a bubble is placed in the wake generated by the
preceding bubble, spherical and deformable bubbles move
away from and stay in the wake of the preceding bubble,
respectively.
*This research was supported by the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) (2021R1A4A1032023,
2022R1A2B5B02001586) and the Korea Institute of Science
and
Technology
Information
(KISTI)
(KSC-2020-CRE-0228).
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㩗㣿♮⓪ ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲 㭒㩲㧊┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㽞㦢䕢
㫆Ị㠦㍲ ┺㑮㦮 Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚な㧊 㧧㣿䞮⓪ ㎎䙂 
䝢⩟㔲な ῂ㫆㢖㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦖 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㠊⩺㤆Ⳇ
㧊⯒ ⳾㌂䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㑮䂮䟊㍳ ⳾◎ ⡦䞲 ⹎䦷䞲
㔺㩫㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪, ㎎䙂⯒ ῂ 䡫㌗㦮 㞫㿫㎇
㥶㼊⪲ Ṗ㩫䞮㡂 㑮㭧 㽞㦢䕢 䗚㓺㠦 㦮䞲 ⻚なὒ㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ 䟊㍳䞮㡖┺. ⻚なὒ ῂ㦮
ἓἚⳊ㦚 㿪㩗䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⚦Ṳ㦮 ⩞㎡ ỆⰂ䞾㑮⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, Tait ㌗䌲㩫㔳ὒ Isentropic ₆㼊
㌗䌲㩫㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ⶒὒ 䝢⩟㔲な ῂ㫆, ⻚な㦮
㞫㿫㎇ 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡖┺. 㞫⩻ 䗚㓺⪲ 㧎䞲
Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚な㦮 䖓㺓ὒ ᾊ, 䝢⩟㔲な ῂ㫆㦮
⼖䡫㦚 ㌊䘊⽊㞮㦒Ⳇ, ┺㑮㦮 Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚な㧊
䝢⩟㔲な ῂ㫆㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 䕢㞛䞮₆ 㥚䟊
Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚な Ṛ㦮 ỆⰂ, 䋂₆ ゚㠦 ➆⯎ Ἒ㌆㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

㫢㧻: 㧊㿿㡓(ἓ䧂╖䞯ᾦ)

Behavior of gas and vapor bubbles in ultrasound
fields and the cleaning effect in microchannels*
⪂ 1, ㍲㨂▫ 1, 㕂㤛㺂 1 ₖ䢎㡗 2, ₖ㤦㩫 1; 1Sogang
University, 2Seoul National University
Cavitation bubbles formed in ultrasound fields can be classified into gas and vapor bubbles depending on the constituent
substance of bubbles, and exhibit different dynamics in response to acoustic waves. Despite the different behavior of
gas and vapor bubbles, the role of gas and vapor bubbles in
ultrasonic cleaning still remains unclear. Here, we examined
the cleaning process by cavitation bubbles, and found clear
differences in the mechanical actions of gas and vapor bubbles in ultrasonic cleaning. We assessed the cleaning performance on the planar substrates, and demonstrated that one of
the gas and vapor bubbles is superior to the other depending
on contamination conditions. Based on the understanding of
the bubble behavior, we have extended our work to the role
of gas and vapor bubbles in microchannel cleaning. The
results of our study not only provide a better physical understanding of ultrasonic cleaning, but also propose novel ultrasonic cleaning technique to improve cleaning efficiency.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
⽊Ị⽋㰖㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ⽊Ị㌆㠛㰚䦻㤦㦮
⽊Ị㦮⬢₆㑶㡆ῂṲ㌂㠛
㰖㤦㠦 㦮䞮㡂 㧊⬾㠊㰚 ộ㧚OopX_jW[ZY).

㽞㦢䕢 㫆Ị㠦㍲ Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚なὒ 䝢⩟㔲な ῂ㫆㢖㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ 䢣㎇㰚 1, ㏦₆䠢 1,
1Sogang University
㽞㦢䕢⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ ⻚な㦮 ᾊ䡚㌗㦖 ṫ䞲
㿿ỿ䕢  㪅㧊 㑮♲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗㦖 䚲Ⳋ ㎎㻯,
⏏㫆 㩲Ệ, 㐚㍳㑶 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 䢮ἓ  㦮䞯 㟒㠦

A Numerical Study of Bubble Behavior Near A Moving
Body* NGUYEN QUANG-THAI1,2, VAN-TU NGUYEN1,
TRONG-NGUYEN DUY1, THANH-HOANG PHAN1,
WARN-GYU PARK1; 1Pusan National University, 2Vietnam
Academy of Science and Technology, Institute of Mechanics
Fundamentals of bubble dynamics are important for many
applications such as cavitation erosion, drag reduction, ultrasonic cleaning, shock wave lithotripsy, needle-free jet
injectors, etc. Due to varied reasons, the solid body can be
movable and influences bubble behaviors. In the study, behaviors of a single bubble near a moving body wall were
investigated under various conditions. Fixed and oscillating
cylinder rods were considered. A numerical model was conducted based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method and
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations on the general
curvilinear grid. To verify the numerical model, a comparative study of bubble oscillation between numerical simulation and published works of literature was performed. The
numerical results were agreement in well with the analytical
solution of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and experimental
data. Bubble radius, interface shape, jet formation, and wall
pressure load during the body wall moving were examined
and compared with the fixed condition. The numerical results
have demonstrated the significant effects of moving conditions on bubble dynamics. The bubble collapses more violently and faster than in the fixed condition (see following
Fig). Investigations of different shapes are needed to have a
solid understanding of phenomena, and this remains is
opened for future studies.
*This study was conducted with the support of the Basic
Science Research Program through the NRF Foundation
funded by the Korea Ministry of Education
(No.2020R1I1A3067229, No.2020R1I1A1A01072475).

㧧㦖 㰗ἓ㦮 㑮㰗 㤦䡫ὖ ⌊ ₆䙂 䋊⩂㓺䎆Ⱇ
䡚㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㔺䠮㩗 㡆ῂ* 㧊㩫㰚 1, 䡫⹒ 1,2;
1

Seoul University, 2Institute of Advanced Machines and Design, Seoul National University
⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮Ṗ O(10-100)⪲ ゚ᾦ㩗 㧧㦖 㫆Ị㠦㍲
㌗㔏䞮⓪ ₆䙂 2 ṲṖ Ṗ₢㤢㰖Ⳋ leading bubble 㦮
䤚⮮㠦 㦮䟊 trailing bubble 㧊 㑮䘟 䟻 䧮㦚 㞚
leading bubble 㡜㠦 㥚䂮䞮⓪ drafting-kissing-tumbling
(DKT) 䡚㌗㧊 ㌳䞲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗㧊
blockage
ratio(₆䙂㦮 䋂₆/ὖ㦮 䋂₆)Ṗ 0.1-0.3 㦒⪲ 䋆 ὖ
㥶☯㠦㍲ ㌳䞮Ợ ♮Ⳋ, DKT 䡚㌗ 㧊䤚㠦 ₆䙂
㭒㥚㠦 䞮䟻⮮(downward flow)Ṗ 䦦⯊Ⳋ㍲ ₆䙂✺㧊
㑮䘟㦒⪲ ⋮⧖䧞 ⺆㡊♲ ῂ㫆(side-by-side configuration)Ṗ 㞞㩫㩗㦒⪲ 㥶㰖♮⓪ 䦻⹎⪲㤊 䡚㌗㧊
⋮䌖⋲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ₆䙂 䋊⩂㓺䎆Ⱇ 䡚㌗㦖 ₆䙂Ṗ
2 Ṳ㠦㍲ ⰤỢ⓪ 6 Ṳ㧒 ➢₢㰖 㧒ὖ♮Ợ ㌳䞮Ợ
♲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 ⌊ἓ 3.96 mm 㦮
㑮㰗 㤦䡫ὖ㠦㍲ 1-10 cP 㩦☚㦮 㣿㞷 㞞㦮 ₆䙂
䋊⩂㓺䎆Ⱇ 䡚㌗㦚 ὖ㺆䞮ἶ ㌳ 㤦Ⰲ⯒ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
ὖ
⌊
₆䙂㦮
Ệ☯㦚
䁷㩫䞮₆
㥚䟊
⁎Ⱂ㧦(shadowgraphy) ₆⻫  Ὴ㩞⮶ ⰺ䃃(refractive
index matching) ₆⻫㦚, ₆䙂 㭒㥚㦮 㥶☯㧻㦚
䁷㩫䞮₆ 㥚䟊 2 ㌗ 㧛㧦 㡗㌗ ㏣☚Ἒ(two-phase particle image velocimetry) ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㎎Ⲫ㓺ൽ,
ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶(2020R1A2C2014510,
2021R1A4A1032023)  ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ Ὃ䞯 㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

₆䙂⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㽞㏢㑮㎇ 䚲Ⳋ 㥚 Ὃ₆䂋 ⽋㤦*
㎇䡚′ 1, 㾲䢣㍳ 1, 䞮䂮㤇 2, 㧊㿿㡓 2, 䡫⹒ 1,3; 1Seoul
National University, 2Kyung Hee University, 3Institute of
Advanced Machines and Design, Seoul National University
₆䙂 㭒㧛㦚 䐋䞲 air lubrication ὒ 㽞㏢㑮㎇ 䚲Ⳋ㦖
㍶ ❇㦮 㑮㭧 㧊☯ ⶒ㼊㦮 Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃 Ṧ㏢⯒ 㥚䟊
䢲䧞 㡆ῂ♦㰖Ⱒ, ṗṗ㦮 㔳㧊 Ṗ㰖⓪ 䞲Ἒ⪲
㧎䟊 㔺㣿㩗㧎 ₆㑶⪲㦮 㩚㧊 㰖㡆♮ἶ 㧞┺.
㩚㧦㦮 ἓ㤆 㭒㧛♲ ₆䙂Ṗ 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㠦 Ⲏⶒ㰖 㞠ἶ
㏢㌆♮⸖⪲ 䟃⩻㩖Ṧ㦚 㥚䟊 ㌗╏䞲 Ὃ₆ 㥶⨟㧊
䞚㣪䞮Ⳇ, 䤚㧦㦮 ἓ㤆 㽞㏢㑮㎇ 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㦮
Ὃ₆䂋(plastron)㧊 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⧒ ἶṞ♮⓪ 䞲ἚṖ
㫊㨂䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⚦ ⻫㦚 ἆ䞿䞮㡂
⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮 500,000 – 1,100,000 㦮 ⋲⮮ ἓἚ䂋
㥶☯㠦㍲ ⚦ 㫛⮮㦮 㽞㏢㑮㎇ 䚲Ⳋ(random roughness
 longitudinal groove) 㥚㦮 plastron 㦚 㞚㭒 㩗㦖
㥶⨟㦮 ₆䙂 㭒㧛㦚 䐋䟊 㥶㰖㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㦢㦚
㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ ′ⳛ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊, 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲
㌂♮⓪ ケ㦮 ₆ ⼖䢪⯒ 㩫⨟䢪 䞮㡂 plastron

㥶㰖 㟧㌗㦚 㥶㏣, Ὃ₆ 㥶⨟, 䚲Ⳋ 㫛⮮㠦 ➆⧒
4 Ṗ㰖 㡗㡃㦒⪲ ⮮䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. Longitudinal groove
䚲Ⳋ㦖 random roughness 䚲Ⳋ㠦 ゚䟊 ᾟ㧻䧞 㩗㦖
Ὃ₆㥶⨟㦒⪲ film 䡫䌲㦮 Ὃ₆䂋 㥶㰖Ṗ Ṗ⓻䞾㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲ 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㦮 䘟‶ Ὃ₆䂋
⚦℮㢖 䚲Ⳋ ₆ Ṛ㦮 scaling relation 㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡂
㎇Ὃ㩗㧎 plastron 㥶㰖⯒ 㥚䞲 ₆㭖㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㫆㍶䟊㟧ൽ,
䞲ῃ䟊㟧ἓ㺆㼃(20210584),
ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶(2020R1A2C2014510)

㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ
Ὃ䞯
㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: ┺㌗㥶☯ 5
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 2 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ㎇ῆ(㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ)
PEM 㑮㩚䟊 ㎇⓻㠦 ╖䞲 flow channel 䣾ὒ* ₖ㎇⁒ 1,
㩫㎇㣿 1; 1Chosun University
╖㦮 㠦⍞㰖⓪ 䢪㍳ 㡆⬢㠦㍲ 㠑㠊㰖⸖⪲ ₆㑶
Ṳ㠦 ➆⯎ 㠦⍞㰖 ㏢゚㦮 㯳Ṗ⓪ 㡾㔺Ṗ㓺 ⺆㿲⪲
㧎䞲 ₆䤚 ⼖䢪 ⶎ㩲✺㦚 㟒₆㔲䋺ἶ 㧞┺.
㑮㏢㠦⍞㰖⓪ 䢮ἓ㡺㡒 ⶒ㰞㦚 ⺆㿲䞮㰖 㞠ἶ 㠦⍞㰖
⹖☚Ṗ ⏨㞚 㡾㔺 Ṗ㓺 ⺆㿲 ⶎ㩲⯒ 䟊ἆ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
╖㼊㠦⍞㰖⪲ 㭒⳿㦚 ἶ 㧞┺. PEMWE (proton exchange membrane water electrolyzer)⓪ ㏢䡫䢪Ṗ
Ṗ⓻䞮ἶ ⏨㦖 㩚⮮ ⹖☚⪲ 㧧☯䞮㡂 ╖⨟㦮 㑮㏢⯒
㠑㦚 㑮 㧞⓪ 㑮㩚䟊 ⻫㧊┺. PEMWE Ṗ ἶ 㩚⮮
⹖☚ 㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㧧☯䞮Ⳋ Ⱔ㦖 ₆䙂Ṗ ㌳䞮㡂 mass
transport loss Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ ⶒ 㩚₆䟊 䣾㥾㧊
Ṧ㏢䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ mass transport loss ⯒ 㭚㧊₆
㥚䟊 㰗⪂䡫, ⼧⪂䡫, 㧊㭧 㺚⍦䡫 ㎎ Ṗ㰖㦮 㥶⪲⯒
㍺Ἒ䞮㡂 PEMEW 㦮 ㎇⓻㦚 ゚ᾦ䟞┺. ㎇⓻㦖 0~2.0
A/cm¸ ⻪㥚㦮 㩚⮮⹖☚⪲ 䁷㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 50 
70 ଇ㦮 ⶒ㦚 1.5~14.1 ml/min 㥶⨟ 㫆Ị㦒⪲ anode 㠦,
1.5 ml/min 㦮 ἶ㩫♲ 㥶⨟㦒⪲ cathode 㠦 Ὃ 䞮㡖┺.
Flow channel ὒ ㎖ ㎇⓻ Ṛ㦮 ὖἚ⯒ 㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䟊
ἶ㏣ 㧊⹎㰫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 two-phase flow 䕾䎊㦚
㍳䟞┺. 㔺䠮㠦 ㌂㣿♲ flow channel 㭧 ⼧⪂䡫㧊
Ṗ㧻 ⋮㊲ ㎇⓻㦒⪲ ⋮䌖⌂㦒Ⳇ 㧊⓪ ⶒ Ὃ 㦚
䟊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Taylor bubble ὒ 䞾℮ 㔂⩂⁎ 㥶☯㧊
㭒⪲ ㌳䟞₆ ➢ⶎ㧊┺. Ⳋ 㰗⪂䡫㦖 㟝㦖 㞷Ⱏ㦚
Ṗ㰚 䢮䡫 㥶☯㧊 㭒⪲ ㌳䞮㡂 mass transport loss ⯒
㭚㧒 㑮 㧞㠊 Ṗ㧻 㤆㑮䞲 ㎖ ㎇⓻㦚 㩲Ὃ䞮㡖┺.
*This study was supported the Technology Innovation Pro-

gram (20011633) funded by the Ministry of Trade, Industry
& Energy (MOTIE, Korea).

Resolved simulations of development and break-up
of liquid layer over a rotating disk 㤦㫛㺂 1, ₖ䌲㢚 1,
ṫ㎇㤦 1; 1Sogang University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㞷㼊 jet 㧊 rotating disk 㥚㠦㍲
㞷Ⱏ㦒⪲ ╂䞮⓪ two-phase 㥶☯ 䡚㌗㠦 ╖䟊
ἶ䟊㌗☚ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ, 㞷Ⱏ 㩚䕢 㭧
㌳䞮⓪ break-up, spiral wave ❇ instability ✺㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 䣢㩚 ㏣☚ (rpm), 㥶⨟, ⏎㯦 㫆Ị,
㩧㽟ṗ㠦 ➆⯎ coverage, velocity, wall shear stress ❇㦚
ὖ㺆䟞㦒Ⳇ, instability ㌳ 㤦㧎㦚 㧊䟊䞮₆㥚䟊 㭒㣪
force 䟃✺㦚 ⁒㌂䞮㡂 ㌗╖㩗㧎 㹾㧊⯒ ㍳䞮ἶ
ⶊ㹾㤦㑮⯒ 䘟Ṗ䟞┺. 㑲Ṛ 㥶☯㧻㦚 䐋䟊 㩧㽟ṗ㠦
䋆 㡗䟻㦚 ⓪ 㧧㦖 䋂₆㦮 ligament ✺㦮 ╂㦚
ὖ㺆䟞┺. ㏢㑮㎇㧒㑮⪳ coverage Ṗ 㧧㞚㰖Ⳇ ligament
╂⪲ 㧊㠊㰖⓪ 㞷Ⱏ break-up 㧊 ゾⰂ ㌳䞲┺.
⁎Ⰲἶ coverage ⓪ ⏎㯦 䔏㎇⽊┺ 㥶⨟  rpm 㠦
㡗䟻㦚 ⓪ ộ㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺. Instability ㌳ ὖ⩾
㩗㩞䞲 ⶊ㹾㤦䢪⯒ 䐋䟊 㡂⩂ 䅖㧊㓺✺㠦 ╖䞲
㌗㌂㎇  universal ἆὒ⯒ ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺.

Numerical simulation of two-phase flow by using
coupled level-set and volume-of-fraction method*
┺㧊㮦 1, ㎇ῆ 1; 1Seoul National University of Science
and Technology
Two-phase flow simulations have been developed to analyze
physics phenomena such as wave breaking and wind-wave
interaction for many years. A special treatment called interface construction was used to classify different fluids. According to prior research, the coupled Level-Set and Volume-of-Fluid method (CLSVOF) is one of the most effective
methods for constructing an interface between two fluids.
The CLSVOF algorithm has been developed and validated to
well-known cases. A test case known as Zalesak's rotation
notched disc was used to determine the CLSVOF method
accuracy. A notched disc was rotating in a circle with constant angular velocity over time in this case. The results show
that the level-set error near the interface is of the order of
10-4. Meanwhile, the mass error is on the order of 10-15. Another simulation called stretching fluid was carried out to
validate the CLSVOF method. The vortex flow spins the
fluid body and stretches it into a thin, then the reversed process occurs in the second half of the period. The level-set
norm order is of 10-4, and that of mass conservation is of 10-6
for the fine grid case.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮

㰖㤦㦚

The impact of gravity on the internal flow of slinger
atomizers* Ali Charanandeh1†, Yechan Seo1, Jeekeun Lee2;
1

Graduate school of Mechanical System Eng., Jeonbuk National University, Jeonju, 2Dept. of Mechanical System Eng.,
Jeonbuk National University, Jeonju
The present experimental study investigates the internal flow
of three slinger atomizers under the gravitational effect.
Three nozzles with an outer glass disk were designed to observe the nozzle's internal flow. An ultra-high-speed
FASTCAM SA-Z Camera was used to capture
high-resolution digital images at various rotational speeds
from 2000 rpm to 10000 rpm and different Feeding rates.
The experimental visualizations revealed that, contrary to
current speculations, the liquid flow distribution inside the
slinger nozzle is not uniform. Findings from this study illustrate the significant impact of gravity on the nozzle's internal
flow, which creates an arc-shaped wave inside the nozzle
cavity. This arc-shaped wave is one of the principal causes of
the unequal mass flow rates at nozzle orifice exits.
*This research was supported by the Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) and funded by the Ministry of Education.

Instability patterns of packed particles by a
nanoenergetic gas generator* 㥶㨂䠢 1,2, ₖ㰖䤞 2,
ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦, 2 ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢
㿿ỿ䕢, 䙃㞫 ❇ ⏨㦖 㞫⩻㧊 㧎Ṗ♲ 㧛㧦㌗ⶒ㰞㦖
㽞₆㠦 㞞㩫㎇ 䕾䎊㦚 䡫㎇䞮Ⳇ ㌆䞮Ợ ♮Ⳇ
䡫㎇♲ 䕾䎊㦖 㔲Ṛ㧊 ἓὒ䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㩲䔎㦮 䡫䌲⪲
㩚䞮Ợ ♲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㧛㧦㌗ⶒ㰞㦮 㞞㩫㎇
䕾䎊㦖 ⶒ㰞㦮 㫛⮮, 㧛☚, 㧎Ṗ㞫⩻ ❇㦮 㫆Ị㠦
➆⧒ ⼖䢪䞮Ⳇ ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㾲㫛 ㌆ 䡫䌲㠦 㡗䟻㦚
⹎䂮Ợ ♲┺. 㽞₆ 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⯎ 㞞㩫㎇ 䕾䎊㦮
⼖䢪⯒ ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㭖 2 㹾㤦 䡫䌲⪲ 㩲䞲♲
Hele-Shaw cell 㔺䠮㧻゚⯒ ῂ㎇䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㔺䠮㔺
′⳾㠦㍲ ㌂㣿Ṗ⓻䞲 ⋮⏎ 㠦⍞㰖ⶒ㰞 ₆㦮
Ṗ㓺㌳₆⯒
䢲㣿䞮㡖┺.
㡂⩂
ⶒ㰞㠦
╖䞲
㞞㩫㎇ 䕾䎊㦚 ㍳䞲 ἆὒ, 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⧒ 㞞㩫㎇
䕾䎊㦮 ⼖䢪Ṗ 䢫㧎♮㠞㦒Ⳇ 㧊⯒ 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ ⮮䞶
㑮 㧞㠞┺. 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 㩲㔲♲ 㞞㩫㎇ 䕾䎊
⳾◎㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 㧛㧦㌗ⶒ㰞㦮 ㌆䡫䌲⯒ ㌂㩚㠦
㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ₆㦚 Ⱎ⩾䞶 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲
₆╖♲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺

ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮

㞚
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㰖㤦㦚

㞚

6 㤪 23 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 10:20 – 11:20
㩲 2 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㫆╖㎇(ἓ╖䞯ᾦ)

Modelling of liquid film flow spreading over a rotating disk* ₖ☯㭒1, ₖ╖Ἆ1; 1䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
Liquid film flowing over a rotating disk enables the rapid
formation of liquid film with relatively predictable mean
flow rate and thickness, thus drawing attentions of many
researchers and engineers. The flow is accompanied by large
scale surface waves, which are known to affect the mean film
thickness and heat/mass transfer rate substantially. In the
present study, wave structures and underlying physics are
studied by visualizing liquid film flow spreading over a disk
rotating at high speed. Liquid is fed by a free surface jet impinging on the center of rotation. Low order numerical modeling is then presented to obtain quantitative velocity and
film thickness data. The wave formation and propagation
mechanism in liquid film spreading over a rotating disk is
distinct from other film flows due to the decrease in local
flow rate as the film flows downstream. In the high Reynolds
number flow near the jet impinging zone, turbulent structures
smaller than liquid film near the bottom (disk surface) suppress the formation of large two-dimensional surface waves.
The sub-depth scale turbulent structures are no longer dominant as the local flow rate reduces in the downstream, leading to the formation of seemingly chaotic two dimensional
surface waves. Thus the shallow water turbulence model and
the integral boundary layer model are both considered in
numerical modeling. Local spatial and temporal power spectra of film thickness, steepness and curvature are obtained
from the simulation results. Role of body forces and surface
tension in wave energy cascade through different scales are
investigated.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㭒㔳䣢㌂
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
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Validation of numerical simulation for snow accumulation on the train through an experiment*
㏦㑲䢎 1, 㰖㢚ῂ 1, ₖ⻪㑮 2, ṫ㥶㠛 1, 㧊ὖ㭧 1; 1Seoul
National University, 2Korea National University of Transportation
☯㩞₆ 㤊㡗♮⓪ 㡊㹾㠦⓪ ὒ 㠒㦢㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㹿㍺
䞒䟊Ṗ 㰖㏣㩗㦒⪲ ㌳䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ἶ㏣ 㡊㹾㦮
㞞㩫㎇㦚 ⽊㧻䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㡊㹾 㭒⼖㠦㍲ 㧒㠊⋮⓪
㦮 Ệ☯ὒ 㹿㍺ 䡚㌗㦚 㩫䢫䧞 ㍳䞮㡂 㹿㍺ 㰖
㧻䂮  㔲㓺䎲㦚 ㍺Ἒ䟊㟒 䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊, 䅊䜾䎆
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦖 㔲Ṛὒ ゚㣿 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ 䞚㑮㩗㧊┺.
⁎⩂⋮, ₆㫊 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㡊㹾 㹿㍺ 㔺䠮㦚 䢲㣿䞲
㑮䂮䟊㍳㦮 Ỗ㯳㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰖㰖 㞠㞚 㑮䂮䟊㍳ ⳾◎㦮

㔺㩲 㡞䁷 㩫䢫☚⯒ 䕢㞛䞮₆ ⰺ㤆 㠊⪋┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ⓪ 㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 2/3 㓺䅖㧒㦮 㡊㹾
⳾◎㠦 㰚䟟♲ 㹿㍺ 㔺䠮㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 㡊㹾 㹿㍺㠦
╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳ ⳾◎㦮 㔺䣾㎇㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮⓪ ộ㦚
⳿䚲⪲ 㰚䟟♮㠞┺. ㌂㣿♲  㧛㧦㧻 ⳾◎㦚
゚⫅䞮㡂 㹿㍺ 䡚㌗㠦㍲ 㭧㣪䞲  ⹖☚ 䙂,
䞾㔋⮶,  㧛㧦 䋂₆㢖 ὖ⩾♲ 㔺䠮 ㌗䢿㦚
ῂ䡚䞮⓪ ⻫㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺. 㩲㔲♲ ⻫㦚 䐋䟊 ⋮㡾
㹿㍺ 䡫㌗㦚 㩫⨟㩗, 㩫㎇㩗 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ ゚ᾦ䞲┺.
ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲,
㩚㼊㩗㧎
㹿㍺
䙂Ṗ
㔺䠮䂮㢖
゚ᾦ䞮㡖㦚 ➢ ㌗╏䧞 㥶㌂䟞ἶ 㩫⨟㩗㧎 Ṩ ⡦䞲
⏨㦖 㩫䢫☚⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䟞┺.
*
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋㦮
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋ὒ䞯₆㑶㰚䦻㤦
㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㌂㠛(22RTRP-B146019-05)㦮
㧧㎇♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㨂㤦㦒⪲
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A Study on the Four-Phase Flow Numerical Method
for Low-Sulfur Oil Peeling* 㧊㺚㤦 1, 㾲⁒䡗 1,
㔶㔏㤦 1; ₖ㎇㰚 2; 1Hongik University, 2Korea Institute of
Science and Technology
䟊㟧 䢮ἓ 㡺㡒 ⶎ㩲㠦 ὖ䞲 ὖ㕂㧊 ⏨㞚㰖Ⳇ
㩖㥶䢿㥶㦮 ㌂㣿㦚 䢫╖䞮⓪ 㿪㎎㧊ἶ, 㧊㠦 ➆⧒
㥶㿲 ㌂ἶ⯒ ╖゚䞲 㩲₆㑶 ⡦䞲 㭧㣪䞲 㡆ῂ
㭒㩲⪲
╖⚦♮ἶ
㧞┺.
㩖㥶䢿㥶⓪
₆㫊㦮
ἶ㥶䢿㥶㢖⓪ ┺⯊Ợ ⏨㦖 㩦☚㢖 ☛㎇  ⌄㦖
㣿䟊☚ ❇㦮 䔏㎇㦚 Ṭ₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ㌞⪲㤊 㩲₆㑶㦚
䞚㣪⪲ 䞮⋮ ὖ⩾♲ ₆㑶 Ṳ㦖 ⹎䦷䞲 ㌗䌲㧊┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䟊㟧㠦 㥶㿲♲ 㩖㥶䢿㥶⯒ 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲
䣢㑮䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂, 㑮㰗 䟻㦒⪲ 㧶Ỿ㧞⓪ 䂲㑮
㻮Ⰲ♲ 䘟䕦 䚲Ⳋ㠦 Ⲫ┞㓺䄺㓺Ṗ 䡫㎇♮ἶ 㧊⪲
㧎䟊 ⼓Ⳋ㠦 㹿♲ 㩖㥶䢿㥶Ṗ Ⰲ♮⓪ 䡚㌗㦚
㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ₆㫊 ╖㦮 㑮䂮䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲
㌂㣿䞮⓪ 2 ㌗ 㥶☯ 㑮䂮⳾◎㦮 ┾㑲䞲 ἚⳊ
㿪㩗㦒⪲⓪ 4 ㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㤖㰗㧚㦚 䕢㞛䞮⓪◆
㠊⩺㤖㧊 㧞㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆
㥚䞮㡂 ⩞ 䄾䒂㠊 㨂䡫㎇ ⻫(Level Contour Reconstruction Method, LCRM)㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 ⶒ, ₆⯚, Ὃ₆
3 ㌗ 㥶☯ 㑮䂮⳾◎㦚 Ṳ䟞┺. ⡦䞲 ₆㫊ⶎ䠢㦮
㔺䠮ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 Ṳ♲ 㑮䂮⳾◎㦮 䌖╏㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳䞲 䤚, ἶ㼊 䘟䕦㦚 㿪Ṗ䞲 4 ㌗ 㥶☯ 㑮䂮⳾◎⪲
䢫㧻䟞┺. 㧊 ⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ┺㟧䞲 㧛⩻㫆Ị㠦
➆⯎ 㩖㥶䢿㥶㦮 㥶☯ ⼖䢪⯒ ὖ㺆䟞┺.
*
⽎
䟊㟧㑮㌆ὒ䞯₆㑶㰚䦻㤦(KIMST-20210584)㦮
㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㡆ῂ⓪
㰖㤦㦚

Gas accumulation inside an inverse U-bend under
various liquid velocity conditions Jo, Yeonjin1, Jo,
Daeseong1; 1Kyungpook National University

⳾◎㦖 ⹎䦷䞲 㔺㩫㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪, 㥛㠦㍲㦮
㌗ἓἚⳊ

ἷ⮶㦚

ἶ⩺䞮㡂,

Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲

㓺䅖㧒㦮

㡊㩚╂ὒ 㥶☯㦮 䣾ὒ⯒ 㩗㣿䞲 ❪㧊㓺 ⩞㦮

㥶☯㔲㓺䎲 ⌊㠦 㡞₆䂮 ⴑ 䞮Ợ 㿫㩗♲ ₆㼊⓪
㥶㼊₆Ἒ㦮 ㎇⓻㩖䞮  䕢㏦, 㑮䂮㍳㦮 㔶⬆☚
㩖䞮 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 ⶎ㩲⯒ 㧒㦒䋾┺. 䔏䧞 㡃 U 㧦ὖ㠦
㿫㩗♮⓪ ゚㦧㿫㎇ ₆㼊⓪ 㿫㩗♮⓪ ₆㼊㦮 㟧㧊
Ⱔ㞚, 㥶㿲 㔲 ⺆ὖὒ 䗢䝚 ❇㠦㍲ 䟊ⲎⰗ 䡚㌗㦚
㌳㔲䅲 䋆 ㌂ἶ⪲ 㧊㠊㰞 㑮 㧞┺. 㡃 U 㧦ὖ㦖
⌊ἓὒ ἷ⮶㦖 ṗṗ 㟓 0.0548 m, 0.178 m ⪲
㩲㧧♮㠞┺. 㔺䠮㦖 㞞㩫㩗㦒⪲ 㭒㧛♶ 㑮 㧞⓪
㾲㏢䞲㦮 ₆㼊 㥶⨟ 1.5 m³/h 䞮㠦㍲ 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㦚
⼖䢪㔲䅲 ṖⳆ 㑮䟟♮㠞┺. ⡦䞲, ₆㼊㿫㩗㧊 ㌳䞶
㑮 㧞⓪ 㾲╖ 㥶⨟ 4.0 m³/h ₢㰖 㔺䠮㧊 㑮䟟♮㠞┺.
㞷㼊 㥶⨟㧊 2.5 - 4.0 m³/h 㧎 ἓ㤆, 㧒㩫 㔲Ṛ☯㞞
₆㼊Ṗ 㿫㩗♲ 䤚, 㿫㩗♲ ₆㼊Ṗ ▪ 㧊㌗ ㎇㧻䞮㰖
㞠㞮┺. ☯㔲㠦 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺 䞲Ἒ㩦 ⡦䞲 㧒㩫䞮Ợ
㥶㰖♮₆ 㔲㧧䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⯒ 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺 䞲Ἒ㩦㧊
㑮⪊䞮㡖┺ἶ 䚲䡚䞮㡖┺. Ⳋ, 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㧊 2.0
m³/h 㧎 ἓ㤆, 㿲ῂ 䁷 㑮㰗ὖ㠦㍲ ₆䙂Ṗ ザ㪎⋮Ṗ㰖
ⴑ䞮ἶ 㔂⩂⁎⯒ 䡫㎇䟊 㨂 㿫㩗♮⓪ 㟧㌗㦚 ⽊㧊Ⳇ,
㿲ῂ 䁷 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺 䞲Ἒ㩦㧊 䔏㩫 㥚䂮㠦 㑮⪊䞮㰖
㞠ἶ Ἒ㏣㩗㦒⪲ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ₆㼊㿫㩗 㔲㧧(OGA)
㰖㩦㦖 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㧊 ザ⯒㑮⪳ 㿲ῂ㠦 Ṗ₢㤢㰖⓪
ộ㦒⪲ 䢫㧎♮㠞┺. 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㠦 ➆⯎ 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺
䞲Ἒ㩦㦮 ⼖䢪⓪ 㧛ῂ 䁷 䞲Ἒ㩦ὒ 㿲ῂ 䁷 䞲Ἒ㩦㧊
┺⯊Ợ ⋮䌖⌂┺. 㧛ῂ 䁷 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺 䞲Ἒ㩦㦖 㞷㼊
㥶⨟㧊 ザ⯒㑮⪳ 㿲ῂ⪲ 䟻䟞ἶ, 㿲ῂ 䁷 㧎䎆䗮㧊㓺
䞲Ἒ㩦㦖 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㧊 ザ⯒㑮⪳ 㿲ῂ㠦㍲ Ⲗ㠊㪢┺.
㯟, 㞷㼊 㥶⨟㧊 ザ⯒㑮⪳ 㿫㩗♲ ₆㼊㦮 ₎㧊⓪
㰽㞚㰖⓪ 㟧㌗㦚 ⽊㡖┺.
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䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚㠦㍲㦮 ㌗⼖䢪㢖 㡊㩚╂㠦 ὖ䞲
㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ ₖ㨂䢣 1, ㏦₆䠢 1, 1Sogang University

䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚㦮

㎇⓻㦚

㍳䞮ἶ㧦

䞲┺.

❪㧊㓺

⩞㦮 䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚㠦㍲㦮 ㌗⼖䢪 䣾ὒ⯒ ⳾㌂䞮₆
㥚䞲

ⰺ䋂⪲

⳾◎㠦㍲⓪

₆㼊㧦㤊☯⪶ὒ

Clausius-Clapeyron 㩫㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲
⳾◎㠦㍲⓪

Young-Laplace

㩫㔳㦚

㌂㣿䞮㡂

㌗ἓἚⳊ ἷ⮶ 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡖┺. ⰺ䋂⪲ ⳾◎ὒ
Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲

⳾◎㦚

䄺䝢Ⱇ䞮㡂,

Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲

㓺䅖㧒㦮

䣾ὒ⯒ 㩗㣿䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒ 䏶╖⪲
㡂⩂ 㡊 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚㦮 ㌗⼖䢪, 㡊㩚╂
⁎Ⰲἶ 㞫⩻ṫ䞮㠦 ╖䞲 Ἒ㌆㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞㦚 䙂䞾䞲 㞷㩗 㯳㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮㩗
㡆ῂ* 㨂㎇ 1, ㏦₆䠢 1, 㩫䧂㑮 2, 㩫䡚㑯 2; 1Sogang
University, 2Agency for Defense Development
┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞䚲Ⳋ㠦 ἶ㹿♲ 㞷㩗(sessile drop)㦮
㯳㦖 㡆⬢㩚㰖, 㧟䋂㪅 䝚Ⰶ䕛, 䢪䞯ⶒ㰞㦮 㩲☛ ❇
┺㟧䞲 㟒㠦㍲ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ⶒⰂ 䡚㌗㧊┺. 㞷㩗㦮
㯳㦖 䢫㌆㠦 㭒⪲ 㦮㫊䞮Ⳇ 㞷㩗㦮 ἓ, 㩧㽟
ṗ☚, 䢫㌆ Ἒ㑮 ❇㠦 㡗䟻㦚 ⓪┺. ἶ㹿♲ 㞷㩗㦮
㯳⨟㦚 㩫䢫䞮Ợ 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲ 㯳₆㦮 䢫㌆㈦Ⱒ
㞚┞⧒ 㣎 㥶☯㠦 㦮䞲 ╖⮮ 䣾ὒ☚ 㡗䞲
Ἒ㌆㔳✺㧊 㩲㞞♮㠊 㢪┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㩲㞞♲ 㔳✺㦖
㯳㦮 ╖㧊 㣎 㥶㼊㢖 㞷㩗㦮 ἓἚⳊ㠦㍲
㌳䞲┺ἶ Ṗ㩫䞮Ⳇ, ┺Ὃ㎇ 㡗㡃㦚 䙂䞾䞲 ⳾◎㦮
㡆ῂ⓪ ⹎䦷䞲 㔺㩫㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ╖⮮䡚㌗ὒ
┺Ὃ㎇ 䣾ὒṖ ⳾⚦ ἶ⩺♲ ⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ⰺ㰞㠦
ἶ㹿♲ 㞷㩗㦮 㯳㦚 䟊㍳䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊
⹖☚㩫㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ, ┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞㧊 ῂ 䡫䌲㦮
㧛㧦⪲ ῂ㎇♲┺ἶ Ṗ㩫䞮㡖┺. 䒂ὒ㎇, Ὃ⁏⮶ ❇㦮
┺Ὃ㎇ 䔏㎇㧊 㯳₆ 䙂㢖 㯳⨟㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚
㫆㌂䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, ┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞 ⌊⪲ 䂾䒂䞮⓪
㯳⨟㦚 㣎 㥶㼊㦮 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⧒ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
912953101)㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㰖㤦(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:

㌗⼖䢪 ὒ㩫㦚 䙂䞾䞮㡂 ⼚☚㦮 ☯⩻ 㧻䂮 㠜㧊☚
㩗㣿㦮 㣿㧊㎇㠦 䧮㧛㠊 䟃Ὃ 㤆㭒 Ὃ䞯, 㩚㧦 Ὃ䞯,

㞷㩗G 㿿☢㔲G ἚⳊ㦮G 㩧㽟ṗ㠦G ➆⯎G 㥶㡆䞲G
䃪䕎⩞⻚⽊㦮G 㻮㰦G 䟊㍳* ₖ㺂䢎 1, 㾲⁒䡗 2,

㠦⍞㰖 Ὃ䞯 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㟒㠦㍲ 㩗㣿♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ

㔶㔏㤦*1; 1Hongik University, 2Hongik University

ὖ⩾

㥶㼊-ῂ㫆
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦖(Fluid-Structure
Interaction)
⋮㧤㠦 ⟾㠊㰖⓪ キ㤎㻮⩒ 㭒⼖㠦㍲ 㓓Ợ ὖ㺆䞶
㑮 㧞⓪ 䦪䞲 䡚㌗㧊┺. 㥚 䡚㌗㦖 ₆㫊㠦 㭒⪲
㡆ῂ♮㠞▮ ἶ㼊㢖 ┾㌗ 㥶㼊 Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿ὒ⓪

⏨㦖 㡊㩚╂⮶㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚⓪ ┾㑲䞲 㩲㧧ὒ

㡆ῂṖ

䢲䧞

㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ

㧞┺.

䞮㰖Ⱒ,

㥛㠦㍲㦮 Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ 㓺䅖㧒㦮 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 ❪㧊㓺
⩞㦮

䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚⯒

⳾㌂䞶

㑮

㧞⓪

㑮䂮䟊㍳

╂Ⰲ, 2-㥶㼊  ἶ㼊 Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲㖾 ἚⳊ㦮
㤖㰗㧚 䔏䧞 㩧㽟ṗ㠦 㦮䞲 㡗䟻㧊 㭧㣪䞮Ợ
㧧㣿䞲┺.
➆⧒㍲
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㥶㼊-ῂ㫆
㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦㍲ 㩧㽟ṗ㦮 㡗䟻㦚 㩚㩗㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮₆
㥚䟊 䞲㴓㧊 ἶ㩫♲ 㥶㡆䞲 䃪䕎⩞⻚⽊⪲ ⋯䞮䞮⓪
㞷㩗㠦 ὖ䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ┺㟧䞲
㩧㽟ṗ㠦 ╖䞲 䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞲 䤚 㩧㽟ṗὒ ⽊ ⊳┾
⼖㥚 ㌂㧊㦮 ⶊ㹾㤦 ὖἚ⯒ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧊㠦
㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ ⽊㦮 ⚦℮, 㞷㩗㦮 㽞₆ ㏣⩻ ❇ ┺㟧䞲
㧛⩻ ⼖㑮㠦 ➆⯎ 䃪䕎⩞⻚⽊㦮 Ệ☯㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡖ἶ
⁎ 㡗䟻㦚 䕢㞛䞮㡖┺.
*㧊

㎇ὒ⓪

㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮

㨂㤦㦒⪲

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂 ┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
2020R1A2C1003822).

Contact line dynamics in oil-water separation*
㾲⁒䡗 1,2, 㔶㔏㤦 1, ₖ㎇㰚 2; 1Hongik University, 2Korea
Institute of Science and Technology
ⶒ-₆⯚ Ⰲ⓪ 䟊㟧㠦㍲ 㥶㿲♲ ₆⯚ 㩲Ệ㠦
䢲㣿♮⓪ ❇ ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲 㡆ῂ㟒㧊┺. 㭒⪲
㓺䗖㰖㢖 Ⲫ㓂 䡫䌲㦮 Ⱏ ❇ ┺Ὃ㎇ ⶒ㰞㦚
䒂ὒ㔲䌊㦒⪲㖾 ⶒὒ ₆⯚㦚 Ⰲ䞮⓪◆, ⹎㎎䞲
ῂⲣ㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ ⶒ-₆⯚ Ṛ㦮 ἚⳊ㦮 Ệ☯㦖
㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ ὖ㺆䞮₆㠦 䞲ἚṖ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
Ⲫ㓂 ῂⲣ ㌂㧊⪲ 䦦⯊⓪ ⶒ-₆⯚ Ṛ㦮 Ệ☯㦚
㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 䟊㍳䟞┺. 㡂₆㠦㍲, ⼖䡫䞮ἶ
㤖㰗㧊⓪ ㌗ ἓἚⳊ㦚 㻮Ⰲ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⩞ 䄾䒂㠊
㨂䡫㎇ ⻫(LCRM: Level Contour Reconstruction Method)㦚 䢲㣿䟞┺. 㔺䠮 ◆㧊䎆㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ⯒ 䐋䟊 Ṳ♲
䆪✲㦮 㩫䢫㎇㦚 䢫㧎䟞ἶ, Ỗ㯳♲ 䆪✲⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
ⶒ㏣㠦㍲㦮 Ⲫ㓂䚲Ⳋ㧊 䂲㥶㎇(oleophilic), ⁎Ⰲἶ
㏢㥶㎇(oleophobic)㧒 ➢ 㡺㧒㧊 Ⲫ㓂 䚲Ⳋ 䟻㦒⪲
㭒㧛♮⓪ 䡚㌗㠦 ╖䟊 Ἒ㌆䟞┺. ṗṗ㦮 ἓ㤆㠦 ╖䟊
㡺㧒㦚 㭒㧛䞶 ➢㦮 㞫⩻㦚 ⼖䢪㔲䋺Ⳋ㍲ 㡺㧒㦮
䂾䒂 ₠㧊⯒ ὖ㺆䞮⓪ ❇ ⶒ-₆⯚ 㧊 Ⰲ♮⓪
㫆Ị㦚 㭧㩦㩗㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ KIST ₆ὖ ἶ㥶 ㌂㠛(2E31792)ὒ
䟊㟧㑮㌆ὒ䞯₆㑶㰚䦻㤦(KIMST-20210584) 㦮 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

洢 愢祢沫

㎎㎮: ⋲⮮ 1
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 3 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㧊㩫㧒(㞚㭒╖䞯ᾦ)

Investigation of particle collision by Eulerian particle-laden turbulence simulation 㧊㔂₆ 1, 㧊㺓䤞 1;
1Yonsei

University

㧛㧦㢖 ⋲⮮ ῂ㫆 Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎 㧧㣿㦚 㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䟊
⹎㎎㧛㧦㦮 㿿☢㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌞⪲㤊 㩧⁒ 㔳㦚
☚㧛䞮㡂 㫆㌂♮㠞┺. 㧊 㩧⁒ 㔳㦖 㧛㧦㦮
㤖㰗㧚㧊 ὋṚ㠦㍲ 㡆㏣㧊⧒ἶ Ṗ㩫䞮㡂 㠑㦚 㑮
㧞┺. 㯟, 㧛㧦㦮 ㏣☚⓪ 㥚䂮㠦 ➆⧒ ἶ㥶䞮Ợ
ἆ㩫♮⸖⪲ 㧛㧦㦮 䦦⯚(flow of particle)㧊 㫊㨂䞲┺.
☚㿲♲ 㡺㧒⩂Ⰲ㞞 㧛㧦 㤊☯ 㩫㔳㦖 ┾㑲䟊
⽊㧊㰖Ⱒ 䟊⓪ ⰺ㤆 ⽋㧷䞲 ὒ㩫㠦 㦮䟊 ἆ㩫♲┺.
䔏䧞, 2 㹾 ゚㍶䡫㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㧛㧦㏣☚ῂ⺆Ṗ 㥶䞲
㔲Ṛ ⌊㠦 ⶊ䞲╖⪲ ㌆䞮Ợ ♲┺. 㧊⩂䞲
㧛㧦㏣☚ῂ⺆㦮 㡆㏣㎇㦖 ⶒⰂ㩗㦒⪲ ⚦ 㧛㧦
㌂㧊㦮 㿿☢㦚 㦮⹎䞲┺. ⡦䞲, 㧛㧦㿿☢㦖 㧛㧦㦮
ῆ㰧䢪㢖☚ ὖ⩾㧊 ₠┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㧛㧦 ㏣☚ῂ⺆ 
㧛㧦 ⹖☚ 㑮Ṗ ㌆䞮⓪ ὒ㩫㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗㎎䞲 㫆㌂⓪
⋲⮮㠦㍲ 㧛㧦 㿿☢㦮 㠚⹖䞲 㑮䞯㩗 ㍲㑶㧊
Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊 Ṳ⎦㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂
┺㟧䞲 㓺䏷㓺 㑮㢖 㭧⩻㠦 ╖䞲 ㏣☚ῂ⺆  㧛㧦
⹖☚ 㑮㦮 䔏㧊㩦㦚 2 㹾㤦 Taylor-Green vortex 㥶☯,
2 㹾㤦 Ṧ㐚 ⋲⮮  3 㹾㤦 ❇㥚㎇ ⋲⮮㠦㍲
㫆㌂䞮㡖┺.

⋲⮮ 㥶☯㧊 ὖ㎇㧛㧦㦮 䂾ṫ㏣☚㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 㔺䠮㡆ῂ* ⺇㔏㭖 1, 㣿㎇ 1; 1Seoul
National University
⋲⮮
㑮㼊㠦㍲
ὖ㎇㧛㧦㦮
䂾ṫ㏣☚⓪
㩫䂮
㑮㼊㠦㍲⽊┺ ザ⯊ἶ, ⁎ 䂾ṫ㏣☚㦮 㯳Ṗ゚㥾㦖
㧛㧦㦮 ὖ㎇⩻ὒ ⋲⮮㦮 ₎㧊 㓺䅖㧒㠦 㡗䟻㦚
⓪┺ἶ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺(Wang and Maxey, 1993; Yang and
Lei, 1998; Yang and Shy, 2003). ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⋲⮮
㥶☯㠦㍲ ὖ㎇㧛㧦㦮 䂾ṫ㏣☚Ṗ ゾ⧒㰖⓪ 䡚㌗㦚
㤊☯㩫㔳㠦 ₆䞮㡂 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ ⳾㌂䞮ἶ, Ṳ㑮⪲
䦦⯚㠦㍲ ⋲⮮ 㡗䟻㦚 ⓪ ⹎㎎䝢⧒㓺䕇 㧛㧦㦮
䂾ṫ㏣☚⯒ 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮 ἆὒ⯒
㩫㰖 㑮㼊㠦㍲㦮 䂾ṫ㏣☚㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂, 䂾ṫ㏣☚
㯳Ṗ゚㥾㠦 ╖䞲 ⋲⮮ 㧎㧦㢖㦮 㡆ὖ㎇㠦 ╖䟊

㫆㌂䞮㡖┺. 㧛㧦㦮 䂾ṫ㏣☚⓪ PTV(Particle Tracking
Velocimetry) ₆⻫㦚 䐋䟊 䁷㩫♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, Ṳ㑮⪲
䦦⯚㦮 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㦖 PIV(Particle Image Velocimetry)
₆⻫㦚 䐋䟊 ㍳♮㠞┺. 㔺䠮㠦 ㌂㣿♲ 㧛㧦㦮 㡂⩂
㰗ἓ 㫆Ị㠦㍲ ⹎㎎䝢⧒㓺䕇 㧛㧦⓪ ⋲⮮ 䦦⯚㠦㍲
䂾ṫ㏣☚Ṗ ▪ ザ⯚㦚 ⽊㡖㦒Ⳇ, ⁎ 㯳Ṗ ゚㥾㦖
⋲⮮㦮 ₎㧊 㓺䅖㧒㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
₆㫊㦮
㩫㰖㑮㼊㠦㍲㦮
㾲㫛䂾ṫ㏣☚⯒
₆㦒⪲ 㡆ῂ♮㠊 㧞⓪ 䞮㻲ὒ 㡆㞞 ❇㦮 㧦㡆
㑮㼊㠦㍲ 㥶㌂  ⹎㎎䝢⧒㓺䕇ὒ ṯ㦖 ὖ㎇ 㧛㧦㦮
Ệ☯㦚 ⽊┺ ㌂㔺㩗㦒⪲ 㧊䟊䞮⓪ ◆㠦 ☚㤖㧊 ♶
ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䢮ἓ ⹎㎎䝢⧒㓺䕇 䁷㩫  㥚䟊㎇䘟Ṗ
₆㑶Ṳ㌂㠛(2021003110003)㦮
㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦㠦
㦮䞮㡂 㡆ῂ♮㠞㦒Ⳇ 㧊㠦 Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

䍃㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㭒㥚 ⋲⮮ 㥶☯ 㩲㠊*
㍲㭖㡗 1, 㥺㰚䡗 1, 㧊㩫㧒 1; 1Ajou University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䍃㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㭒㥚 ⋲⮮
㥶☯㦚 㩲㠊䞮㡖┺. ἶ⩺♲ ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮⓪ 㧦㥶 㥶☯
㏣☚㢖 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㰗ἓ㦚 ₆㭖㦒⪲ 㩫㦮䞮㡖㦚 ➢
3900 㧊┺. ⋲⮮ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊 dynamic global subgrid-scale ⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞲 large eddy simulation 㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 䍃㦖 㥶☯ ⰂṖ 㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䚲Ⳋ
㌗㢖 䞮㠦 䞲 㕣㦚 㹿䞮㡖┺. 㥶☯ 㩲㠊㦮
㾲㩗 ㎇⓻㦚 㺔₆ 㥚䞮㡂 䍃㦮 ⏨㧊㢖 ⍞゚ 
㧎㩧䞲 䍃 ㌂㧊 㓺䖂 䟻 Ṛỿ㠦 ╖䞲 ⰺṲ⼖㑮
㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㾲㩗㦮 ㎇⓻㦚 ⌊⓪ 䍃㦮
ⰺṲ⼖㑮㠦㍲ 㔺Ⰶ▪Ṗ ⓪ 䟃⩻  㟧⩻ ㎃☯㧊
ṗṗ 11%, 95% Ṧ㏢♮㠞┺. 䍃㧊 㹿♲ 㔺Ⰶ▪
䤚⮮㠦㍲⓪ 2 㹾㤦 㥶☯ ῂ㫆Ṗ ᾦ⧖♮㠊 㓺䖂
䟻㦒⪲ ⼖䢪䞮⓪ 3 㹾㤦 㥶☯ ῂ㫆Ṗ 䡫㎇♲┺.
㧊⪲ 㧎䟊 Kármán vortex shedding 㧊 㟓䢪♮ἶ
㔺Ⰶ▪㦮 䟃⩻ὒ 㟧⩻ ㎃☯㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮Ợ ♲┺. 䍃㦚
㧊㣿䞲 㥶☯ 㩲㠊㦮 ἓ㤆 㩲㠊 㔲 㿪Ṗ 㠦⍞㰖
㏢⳾Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮㰖 㞠ἶ, 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䡫㌗㦚 ⼖䢪㔲䌂
䞚㣪 㠜㧊 䍃㦚 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㹿䞮⓪ 㔳㦒⪲
Ṛ┾䧞 ῂ䡚䞶 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㔺㣿㩗㦒⪲ 䢲㣿♶ 㑮
㧞㦚 ộ㧊⧒ ₆╖♲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (2021R1F1A106326612).

㞚

Assessment of the effects of phase difference between the instability modes on boundary-layer
transition* ₖ⹒㤆 1, ₖ㔏䌲 1, 㧚㰖㎃ 1, Ray-Sing Lin1,
㰖㏪⁒ 1, ☯䤞 2; 1Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology, 2Pusan National University

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊⓪ ㌗⮮㠦㍲ 㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲
Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㧒㠊⋲┺⓪ 㩦㠦 㹿㞞䞮㡂,
㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲ Ṛ㦮 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㞞㩫㎇
⳾✲ ㌗䢎㧧㣿 㩲㠊⯒ 㑮䟟䟞┺. ㌗⮮㠦㍲ subharmonic resonance 㠦 㦮䟊 㞞㩫䟊㪎 ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊⯒
㟒₆䞮⓪ fundamental mode 㢖 subharmonic mode Ṛ㦮
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 䄾䔎⪺䞮㡖┺. Floquet
analysis ⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 ⚦ ⳾✲ Ṛ㦮 parametric resonance Ṗ
㧒㠊⋮⓪
㥚㌗㦚
㡞䁷䞮ἶ,
䙂ⶒ䡫
㞞㩫㎇
㩫㔳(parabolized stability equations)㦚 㧊㣿䟊 㥚㌗
㹾㧊⯒ 0 ☚䎆 180 ☚₢㰖 ⼖䢪㔲䅲 ṖⳆ 㞞㩫㎇
⳾✲ Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䟞┺.
ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲Ṗ Ṗ㧻 ザ⯊Ợ ㎇㧻䞮⓪
resonant phase 㠦㍲ 90 ☚ 㹾㧊⋮⓪ 㥚䂮㠦㍲ 㞞㩫㎇
⳾✲Ṗ Ṗ㧻 ⓦⰂỢ ㎇㧻䞮⓪ anti-resonant phase Ṗ
⋮䌖⌂┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㞞㩫㎇ 㧊⪶✺㦖 ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊 㧊㩚㦮
䂋⮮ 㡗㡃㠦Ⱒ 㩗㣿 Ṗ⓻䞮⸖⪲ 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊Ṗ ⋲⮮
㻲㧊㢖 ⋲⮮ ἓἚ䂋㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊
╖㢖⮮⳾㌂(large-eddy simulation)㦚 㧊㣿䟞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ䕖㦖
㍶䟟
㡆ῂ㠦㍲
Ṳ䞲
╖㢖⮮⳾㌂-㞞㩫㎇㧊⪶ ἆ䞿 ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䟊 㩫䢫䞲
resonant phase 㢖 anti-resonant phase 㫆Ị㠦㍲
╖㢖⮮⳾㌂⯒ 㑮䟟䟞┺. Resonant phase 㦮 ἓ㤆
¥5H 700-800 㠦㍲ 㻲㧊Ṗ 㧒㠊⌂㦒Ⳇ, 㧊㠦 䟊
anti-resonant phase ⓪ ⁎㠦 100 㧊㌗ ⓼䀆㰚
¥5H=800-950 㠦㍲ 㻲㧊Ṗ 㧒㠊⌂┺. 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊⯒
㧊㣿䟊 㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 㩲㠊䟞㦚 ㈦Ⱒ
㞚┞⧒ ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊 㩲㠊 Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 䢫㧎 䞶 㑮
㧞㠞㦒Ⳇ, 䟻䤚 ┺⯎ 㥶☯ 㫆Ị㠦㍲☚ 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊⯒
㩗㣿䟊⽊ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
(NRF-2021R1A2C1006193).
䞲ῃ㓞䗒䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
(KSC-2021-CRE-0153, KSC-2020-CRE-0057).

┺Ὃ㎇ 䚲Ⳋ㦚 䐋䞲 ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 㞞㩫䢪*
㧚㰖㎃ 1, ₖ⹒㤆 1, 㰖㏪⁒ 1ˋ, 㨂㡗 2, ☯䤞 2;
1Gwangju Institute of Sciecne and Technology, 2Pusan National University
⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋㠦㍲ ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊⯒ 㩚䤚⪲ 䟃⩻㧊⋮
Ὃ⩻Ṗ㡊ὒ ṯ㦖 Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗 䔏㎇✺㦖
ỿ䞮Ợ
⼖䢪䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ἶ㏣ ゚䟟㼊 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 䞶 ➢
⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊⯒ 㩫䢫䧞 㡞䁷䞮ἶ
㩲㠊䞮⓪ ộ㦖 㭧㣪䞮┺. ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋㦮 㭒
㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲㧎 2 㹾㤦 Mack 2 㹾 ⳾✲㦮 ㎇㧻㦚
㠋㩲䞾㦒⪲㖾 ἓἚ䂋㦚 㞞㩫䢪䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ 㡂⩂
㡆ῂ✺㧊 㧞㠞┺. 㡂⩂ 㩲㠊 ⻫ 㭧 ┺Ὃ㎇ 䚲Ⳋ㦚
㧊㣿䞲 ⻫㦖 㭒 㞞㩫㎇ ⳾✲⯒ 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲
㠋㩲䞾ὒ ☯㔲㠦 ┺⯎ 㩲㠊 ⻫㠦 ゚䟊 䘟‶ 㥶☯㠦

⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㧊 㩗┺⓪ 㧻㩦㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ┺Ὃ㎇ 䚲Ⳋ㧊 Mach 6 ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋ὒ
Mack 2 㹾 ⳾✲㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊 㫆㌂䟞┺.
㑮䂮䟊㍳㧦⪲⓪ 㞫㿫㎇ ἓἚ䂋 㥶☯㠦 ╖䟊 ἶ㩫⹖
Ἒ㌆㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲 OpenFOAM ₆㦮 rhoEnergyFoam 㧊
㌂㣿♮㠞┺. 䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ 䐋䟊 ┺Ὃ㎇ 䚲Ⳋ㧊
⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 ⌊ Mack 2 㹾 ⳾✲㦮 ㎇㧻㦚
䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㠋㩲䞶 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 䢫㧎䟞┺. ⡦䞲, ┺Ὃ㎇
䚲Ⳋ 㥶ⶊ㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊Ὃ⩻ Ἒ㑮⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮㡂 ┺Ὃ㎇
䚲Ⳋ㠦 㦮䟊 䘟‶ 㥶☯㧊 䋂Ợ 㡗䟻㰖 㞠㦢㦚
䢫㧎䟞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
2021
⎚☚
ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㦒Ⳇ
(No.
NRF-2021R1A2C1006193),
ῃṖ㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆⪲䎆
㽞ἶ㎇⓻
䅊䜾䕛
㧦㤦ὒ
₆㑶㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
(KSC-2021-CRE-0153, KSC-2020-CRE-0057).

㎎㎮: ⋲⮮ 2
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55
㩲 3 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 䢿㰚㥾(㌆╖䞯ᾦ)

Large eddy simulation of flow over a circular cylinder with a neural-network based subgrid-scale
model* ₖⳛ䢪 1, 㫛䢮 1, 㾲䟊㻲 1; 1Seoul National
University
A neural-network-based large eddy simulation (LES) is performed for flow over a circular cylinder. Fully connected
neural networks (FCNNs) with and without a fusion layer
(FL) are used to model subgrid-scale (SGS) stresses and their
performances are compared. Both FCNNs are trained with
the results from direct numerical simulation (DNS) at Re =
3900 and are applied to the flows at the trained Reynolds
number but with three different grid distributions. One is the
trained grid distribution, and two others are untrained grid
distributions that are coarser and denser than the trained one.
While the performance of the FCNN without FL is degraded
for the flows having untrained grid distributions, the FCNN
with FL shows improved performances not only for the flow
having the trained grid distribution but also for the flows
having untrained grid distributions.
This work is supported by the National Research Foundation
through
the
Ministry
of
Science
and
ICT
(2022R1A2B5B02001586) and the National Supercomputing
Center with supercomputing resources including technical
support (KSC-2021-CRE-0292)

The investigation and analysis of the turning point

at which the symmetry of the fluid behavior corresponding to Pr = 7 is broken between two vertical
walls maintained at different temperatures ṫ㤛₆ 1,

㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
(NRF-2021R1A2C1006193).
䞲ῃ㓞䗒䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
(KSC-2021-CRE-0153, KSC-2020-CRE-0057).

㧊㺓䤞 1; 1Yonsei University
Natural convection occurs in various forms around us, and it
is being applied and utilized in many fields. In this study, We
observed the natural convection of water in two vertically
infinite plates. The flow analysis is calculated using the Navier-Stokes equation and energy equation, solved by the
Boussinesq approximation using DNS(Direct Numerical
Simulation). The fluid domain to perform analysis was set
long in the direction of gravity to observe the characteristics
of the flow change better. The aspect ratio is 12:2:6
(stream:wall-normal:spanwise). The Rayleigh number was
gradually changed from 50000 to 1400000 for observing
laminar to turbulent flow. The flow developed from laminar
to soft turbulent flow through a time-periodic unsteady flow
range. Interestingly, after the initial turbulence (very mild
turbulence), an asymmetry of the flow field appeared. The
rising flow near the hot wall or the falling flow near the cold
wall became stronger and dominated the entire flow field.
This phenomenon was not observed after a certain Rayleigh
number after intermittent reversal of the dominant flow direction. In this regard, a more detailed analysis will be presented at the conference through video and statistics.

Direct numerical simulation combined with the stability theory for hypersonic boundary layer transition* ⺆䞮㭖 1, ₖ⹒㤆 1, 㧚㰖㎃ 1, 㰖㏪⁒ 1, 㨂㡗 2,
☯䤞 2; 1Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology,
2
Pusan National University
⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊Ṗ ㌳䞮Ⳋ ἓἚ䂋
⌊㦮 䢲䞲 䢒䞿㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 䚲Ⳋ Ⱎ㺆㧊⋮
㡊㥶㏣㧊
ỿ䞮Ợ 㯳Ṗ䞲┺. 㧊⓪ ἶ㏣ ゚䟟㼊
㎇⓻㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 ⋒䂮Ợ ♮㠊 㩫䢫䞲 ⋲⮮ 㻲㧊⯒
㩫䢫䧞 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ộ㧊 㭧㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪
㰗㩧㑮䂮⳾㌂(Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS)㢖 ㍶䡫
㞞㩫㎇ 㧊⪶(Linear Stability Theory, LST)㦚 ἆ䞿䞲
₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 Mach 6 䘟䕦 ἓἚ䂋 ⌊ ᾦ⧖㦮
㎇㧻㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. ₆㫊 㡆ῂ⪲䎆 ⁏㽞㦢㏣
ἓἚ䂋㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 㞞㩫䞮┺ἶ 㞢⩺㰚 Mack’s 2 㹾
⳾✲㦮 ㎇㧻㦚 ㍶䟟 㡆ῂ㦮 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦 ㌂㣿♲ ₆⻫㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦 㩗㣿♲
₆⻫㦖 ₆㫊 ⻫㠦 ゚䟊 㩗㦖 Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿㦒⪲ ᾦ⧖㦮
㎇㧻㦚 㧮 㡞䁷䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㑮䂮 Ἒ㌆㦖 Stanford University 㠦㍲ Ṳ䞲 Hypersonic Task-based Research (HTR) solver ⯒ 㑮㩫䞮㡂 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䟻䤚
┺㟧䞲 2 㹾㤦 ⳾✲㢖 oblique mode 㦮 㿪Ṗ⯒ 䐋䟊
3 㹾㤦 ἓἚ䂋 ⌊ ᾦ⧖ ㎇㧻 㡞䁷ὒ ⳾✲ Ṛ㦮
゚㍶䡫 ㌗䢎 㧧㣿㦚 䢫㧎䟊⽊ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

Direct numerical simulation of turbulent transitional flow in a stenosed artery* Dongmin Kim1, Jinyul
Hwang1, Too-Jae Min2, and Won-Min Jo2; 1Pusan National
University, 2Korea University College of Medicine
A blood flow in carotid arteries becomes unstable when
stenosis is severe. In particular, the stenosed internal carotid
artery induces the onset of turbulence in post-stenotic regions,
which may significantly damage the endothelial cells. In this
study, direct numerical simulation was conducted to explore
the turbulent transition phenomena in the stenosed, patient-specific carotid artery with special emphasis on the
wall-shear stress distribution. We assumed that the blood is
an incompressible Newtonian fluid and the blood vessel is a
solid wall. A pulsatile boundary condition was applied at the
inlet of the carotid artery. The Reynolds number ranges from
260 to 884 based on the inlet diameter and has a maximum
value of 1744 at the stenosis site. We observed the onset of
turbulence just before the systolic phase and found that the
turbulence is maintained up to the deceleration phase. The
probability density function of the wall-shear stress showed
that the negative wall-shear stress event frequently occurs
during the transitional phase. In addition, we found that the
negative wall-shear stress event is related to the area with a
high oscillatory shear stress index.
* This work was partly supported by Institute of Information
& communications Technology Planning & Evaluation
(IITP) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No.
2020-0-00228) and a grant from the National Research
Foundation of Korea (No. 2020R1F1A1048537).

Turbulent flow past isotropic porous cylinders:
Manipulation in flow pattern and aerodynamic
features* ₖ䌲䤞*1, ㍺㺂㑮 1, 䢣㰖䡲 1; 1Seoul National
University of Science and Technology
㾲⁒ ✺㠊 Ⱔ㦖 ὖ㕂㦚 ⓪ ☚㕂䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆 (Urban Air Mobility: UAM)⯒ ゚⫅䟊 ✲⪶ὒ ṯ㦖 ⹎⧮
㤊㏷㼊✺㦖 㩲䞲♲ ⺆䎆Ⰲ㦮 㣿⨟㦒⪲ 㧎䟊, ☯㼊㦮
ἓ⨟䢪㢖 ▪㠊 Ὃ⩻ (i.e. 䟃⩻, 㟧⩻,  㰚☯)
㩲㠊Ṗ 䞚㑮㩗㦒⪲ 㣪ῂ♲┺. 㾲⁒ 㡆ῂ㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ,
㧒㩗㦒⪲ ✲⪶㦒⪲ ╖䚲♮⓪ ⶊ㧎 䟃Ὃ₆⓪ 㩚㼊
㠦⍞㰖 ㏢゚⨟㦮 㟓 12%㦮 㠦⍞㰖⯒ ⽎㼊 䝚⩞㧚㦮
ⶊỢ⪲ 㧎䟊 ㏢゚䞮Ⳇ, ⁎㢖 ☯㔲㠦 ✲⪶㦮 㤖㰗㧚㠦
➆⧒ ㌳䞮⓪ 䟃⩻ 㡃㔲 㠦⍞㰖 ㏢⳾㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚
⋒䂲┺. 㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊, 㾲⁒ 㩗䂋 ṖὋ₆⻫㦚
䢲㣿䞲 ┺Ὃ ⶒ㰞㦚 㧦☯㹾, 䟃Ὃ₆ ❇ 㑮㏷₆₆⮮㦮
㽞ἓ⨟ ῂ㫆㨂⬢⪲㍲ 㩗㣿䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ 䡚㨂₢㰖

┺Ὃῂ㫆㠦 ╖䞲 㨂⬢㡃䞯㩗VG Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗
Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ 㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺.

Ệ☯㦮

⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ′䂯㩗㦒⪲ ῂ㫆䢪♲ ❇㎇ (isotropic)
䒂ὒ㥾㦚 Ṭ⓪ ┺Ὃ ㌂ṗ 㔺Ⰶ▪⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ ἶ ⩞㧊⏖㯞㑮 㡗㡃G Oyk¥vOXW[PPG 㠦㍲
㥶☯ 䕾䎊  䤚⮮ (wake)⯒ 㩲㠊䞮ἶ, 㧊㠦 ➆⯎
㔺Ⰶ▪㦮 ┺㟧䞲 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ 㡆ῂ䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ⽎ 㔺䠮㠦㍲⓪ i) 㾲⁒ ✺㠊 ザ⯊Ợ
㩚䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 3D 䝚Ⰶ䕛 ₆㑶㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 ┺Ὃ
ῂ㫆㦮 䡫䌲  䋂₆⯒ 㫆㰗㩗㦒⪲ ⼖䢪㔲䅲
䒂ὒ㥾㦚 ⰺṲ⼖㑮⪲ 䞮⓪ ❇㎇ ┺Ὃ ㌂ṗ
㔺Ⰶ▪⯒ 㩲㧧, ii) 䛣☯㠦㍲ 㧛㧦㡗㌗㥶㏣Ἒ (Particle
image velocimetry: PIV) ⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 䒂ὒ㥾㠦 ➆⯎
┺Ὃ ㌂ṗ 㔺Ⰶ▪㦮 䤚⮮  㥶☯ 䔏㎇㦚 Ṗ㔲䢪,
⁎Ⰲἶ iii) Three-component balance unit 㦚 䐋䟊
㔺Ⰶ▪㦮 䟃⩻㦚 ٻ䁷㩫䞮㡂 㔺Ⰶ▪㦮 ┺㟧䞲 Ὃ⩻
䔏㎇㦚 㧛㼊㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺U PDF 䡫㔳㧊
㞚┢ ⽎ MS-Word 䡫㔳㦒⪲ 㩲㿲䞮㡂 㭒㕃㔲㡺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦 (2021R1F1A1051076)͑
㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

A cross-flow analysis on the meandering structures
in a turbulent channel flow using DNS and GAN*
Mohammad Javad Sayyari1, Jinyul Hwang1, Kyung Chun
Kim1; 1Pusan National University
In this study, the meandering behavior of coherent structures
in a fully-developed turbulent channel flow is investigated
using the cross-flow data of DNS and GAN at a low friction
Reynolds number. For this purpose, the two-dimensional
DNS flow fields are extracted at a fixed stream-wise location
of the channel, and fed to a WGAN-GP to generate similar
but fake flow fields. It is shown that the one-point and
two-point statistics are well matched between the fake and
real data. Next, the flow fields are examined in terms of the
meandering motions. In particular, the angle and waviness of
the turbulent structures are computed and compared with
those obtained from the DNS data. The results reveal that the
GAN-based network is capable of capturing the meandering
motions and their characteristics hidden in the training data,
such as increase of the waviness with size of structures. Such
studies are required before these networks can be used for
generating inflow boundary conditions at high Reynolds
numbers in order to reduce the computational costs of the
DNS.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822)

㎎㎮: COVID-19

6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 13:25 – 14:55
㩲 3 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ㤦㩫(㍲ṫ╖䞯ᾦ)

Dispersion analysis of respiratory events in transfer
vehicles* Van-Thanh Ho1, Thi Thanh Giang Le1, Jihoon
Kim2, Jaiyoung Ryu1,2; 1Department of Intelligent Energy
and Industry, Chung-Ang University, 2Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University
During the pandemic, the transfer vehicles are considered as
an effective means of transporting patients and working environment for guardians. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems of the vehicles significantly impact patient-generated aerosol transmission. Therefore, the
optimization of the vehicle ventilation needs to be conducted
for safety of the guardians since the distance between the
patient and the guardian is very short. In this study, CFD
simulations of aerosol breathing of patients and guardians
were carried out to evaluate the evolution of respiratory contamination and thereby make appropriate designs for the
transfer vehicle ventilation system. The effects of various
breathing mechanisms from the patient and wearing masks to
prevent the spread of respiratory contaminants were investigated. Results showed that the optimum Air Changes per
Hour (ACH) value was 24 under ambient RH of 50% and
temperature range of 20ˀ22ଇ. The masks have blocked at
least 95% of respiratory aerosols and the leakage is mainly
tiny particles that need the energy to move to the downstream area and suck out. Tiny particles are less affected by
viscous dispersion; however, increasing mass flow rate of the
air at the patient region can dissipate their momentum and
kinetic energy more quickly, sucking them up as soon as they
exit the environment. Reducing transmission and exposure to
airborne particles will significantly aid future mitigation
strategies ensuring guardian safety.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MEST) (No. 2019R1A2C1087763). This work was
supported by the Mobile Clinic Module project from the
KAIST (MCM-2020-N11200221). This research was supported by the Chung-Ang University Research Grants in
2021.

⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 Ⱎ㓺䋂㦮 㹿㣿Ṧ 䘟Ṗ ₖ㤦㩫 1, 㾲㎎㰚 1,
⪂ 1, 䠞⋾Ị 1; 1Sogang University
㰖⯚㧊  ȝP 㧊䞮㦮 䋂₆⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖⓪
䢎䦷₆⯒ 䐋䞮㡂 䦷㧛䞲 ἓ㤆 㼊⌊ 䢎䦷 ₆ὖ㠦
㿫㩗♮㠊 ṗ㫛 㰞䢮㦚 㥶䞲┺⓪ ộ㧊 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺.
ⰺ⎚ 2 ⺇Ⱒ ⳛ㦮 ㌂⧢✺㧊 ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㠦 㦮䞲
㰗㩧㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦒⪲ ㌂ⰳ䞲┺ἶ 㿪㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㾲⁒
㞚㔲㞚 㰖㡃 ῃṖ✺㦮 ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 ⏣☚Ṗ 㰖㏣㩗㦒⪲

㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 ⽊㧚㠦 ➆⧒ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㠦 ╖䞲 㤆⩺
㡃㔲 䄺㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㦮 䦷㧛  㼊⌊
㿫㩗㦚 㰖䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㰚Ⱎ㓺䋂㠦 ╖䞲 ㌂⧢✺㦮
䞚㣪Ṗ 䄺㰖ἶ 㧞ἶ, 㧊⩂䞲 㣪ῂ㠦 ➆⧒ 㔲㭧㠦
┺㟧䞲 䡫䌲㦮 Ⱎ㓺䋂Ṗ 㿲㔲♮㠊 㧞┺. ⁎⩂⋮
㧊⩂䞲
┺㟧䞲
Ⱎ㓺䋂㦮
㎇⓻

㹿㣿Ṧ㦚
㫛䞿㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⻫㧊 㨂䞲 㔺㩫㧊ἶ
㧊㠦 ╖䞲 ⶒⰂ㩗㧎 㧊䟊 㡃㔲 㫇䞮┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㌂⧢㦮 䢎䦷 䔏㎇㦚 㡗䞲 䢎䦷 ⳾㌂
㧻䂮⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ⱎ㓺䋂㦮 ㎇⓻㦚 㩫⨟㩗㧎 㔺䠮㦚
䐋䞮㡂 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 Ⱎ㓺䋂㠦 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲
㧻㹿♲ 䖂 ⡦⓪ ⺎ぢ ṯ㦖 㹿ⶒ✺㧊 㹿㣿Ṧ㠦
㠊⟶䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪㰖 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
G

Impact of temperature and humidity on the spread
of COVID-19 within indoor environment* 䞲㭖 1,
㧊㎇ὧ 1, 㡺㩫㍳ 2, Steven Barrett2, 䢿㤦䌲 1; 1Department
of Mechanical Engineering, Seoul National University,
2
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
㎎Ἒ⽊Ị₆ῂ(World Health Organization, WHO) Ṗ
2020 ⎚ SARS-CoV-2 ⯒ ㎎Ἒ㩗 ╖㥶䟟㦒⪲ ㍶䙂䞲
㧊䤚, 䆪⪲⋮ 19 䢫㌆㠦 ➆⯎ 㡾㔋☚ ㌗ὖὖἚ
′ⳛ㦚 㥚䞲 ┺㟧䞲 ⏎⩻㧊 㧞㠊 㢪┺. ⁎⩂⋮ Ⱔ㦖
㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♦㦢㠦☚ 㞚㰗 㩚㎎Ἒ㩗㧎 䞿㦮Ṗ
㧊⬾㠊㰖㰖 㞠ἶ 㧞┺. 㧊⓪ ╖㦮 ㍶䟟㡆ῂṖ
㧊⩂㓺 㩚䕢Ṗ 㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㔺⌊ 䢮ἓ㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㰖
㞠ἶ 㔺㣎 䢮ἓ ◆㧊䎆⪲ ㍳㦚 䞮ἶ 㡾☚㢖 㔋☚㠦
➆⯎ ゚Ⱖ 㯳㠦 ╖䞲 㿿䞲 㔺䠮㩗 Ỗ㯳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㰖 㞠㞚 㟒₆♲ ⶎ㩲㧊┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ⲓ㩖 䟃㡾 䟃㔋 䢮ἓ 㺪⻚ ⌊㠦㍲ ┺㟧䞲
㔺⌊ 㡾㔋☚ 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⯎ 㞷㩗 㯳㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 㺪⻚ ⌊㠦 ⺆䂮♲ 㦢䟻 㧻䂮⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂
Ὃ₆ 㭧㠦 㥶㔲䋾 㞷㩗㦚 㾂㡗䞮㡂 㯳㦚
ὖ䁷䞮ἶ 㔺㩲 㞷㩗 㯳 ⳾◎Ⱇὒ ゚ᾦ Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺.
┺㦢㦒⪲ Ỗ㯳♲ 㯳 ⳾◎㦚 ₆㦒⪲ computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 㧛㠦㍲
䏶㿲♮⓪ ₆䂾 ゚Ⱖ㦮 Ὼ㩗㦚 ㍳䟞┺. 㡾☚⓪ 㞷㩗
Ὼ㩗㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮㰖 㞠⓪ Ⳋ 㔋☚⓪ 㰖⺆㩗㧎
㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺⓪ ộ㦚 䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ 䐋䟊 䕢㞛䞶 㑮
㧞㠞┺. ゚Ⱖ㦮 䋂₆Ṗ 䋆 ἓ㤆, 㔋☚Ṗ ⏨㦒Ⳋ ゾⰂ
┻㠦 ⟾㠊㰖ἶ 㧊☯ ỆⰂ ⡦䞲 㰽㞮┺. ╖⪲,
㧧㦖 ゚Ⱖ㦮 ἓ㤆 㔋☚Ṗ ⏨㦒Ⳋ ゚Ⱖ㧊 ▪ ⲖⰂ
㧊☯䞮ἶ ▪ ⌄㦖 ⏨㧊㠦㍲ 㯳㧊 ⊳⋮Ợ ♮㠊 ₆☚
⁒㻮㦮 㧧㦖 㠦㠊⪲㫎 ⏣☚Ṗ Ṧ㏢䞮㡖┺. 㧊⓪
㧊⩂㓺 㩚䕢㢖 㡾☚ ㌂㧊㠦 㥶㦮⹎䞲 ㌗ὖὖἚṖ
㠜㦢ὒ ☯㔲㠦 ⏨㦖 㔋☚Ṗ 䢎䦷₆ ゚Ⱖ㦚 䐋䞲
㧊⩂㓺 㩚䕢⯒ 㠋㩲䞮⓪ ◆ 䋂Ợ ☚㤖㧊 ♶ 㑮
㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㡂㭖┺.

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2020 ⎚☚ ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ 㦋⽋䞿 㡆ῂὒ㩲
㰖㤦㌂㠛  2020 ⎚☚ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾ ῃ㩲䡧⩻㌂㠛㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㡆ῂ♮㠞㔋┞┺. (2020K2A9A1A01096358)

Effect of Physical Properties of Saliva Residue on
Prolongation of Microbial Survival* Subin Han1,
Hyunji Myung1, Yu Jeong Kim1, Ye Jin Kang1, Young Soo
Joung1; 1Department of Mechanical Systems Engineering,
Sookmyung Women's University, 100, Cheongpa-ro 47-gil,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
This work investigated the survival mechanism of microorganisms transmitted by saliva droplets. One of the main
transmission modes of human disease is the dispersion of
saliva droplets containing viruses or bacteria during sneezing
and coughing. Saliva residues consist of various complex
chemical and biological contents initially dissolved in the
saliva droplets. Because saliva droplets are evaporated in the
air, the size of droplets rapidly decreases, but the concentration of substances containing microorganisms rapidly increases. Bacteria are known to have GL൵HUHQW YLDELOLWLHV Gepending on the environmental condition and the biological
properties of the saliva. However, it is unclear why bacteria
carried by saliva droplets show much longer viability than
single bacteria exposed to the air. In this work, we have
shown that the physical properties of saliva reside, such as
YROXPHDQGSRURVLW\GRPLQDQWO\LQÀXHQFHEDFWHULDOYLDELOLW\
7R XQGHUVWDQGWKH H൵HFW RI WKH SK\VLFDO SURSHUWLHVRI VDOLYD
residues, we used droplets containing particles and bacteria.
Interestingly, the bacteria viability varied VLJQL¿FDQWO\ with
the size and concentration of particles in the droplets. As a
result, we found that the relative concentration and size of
bacteria to particles are the key factors governing the bacteULDYLDELOLW\8VLQJDGL൵XVLRQPRGHO of porous media composed of two different-sized particles, we showed that the
bacteria viability is significantly affected by the drying time
of the residue. When the pores between the microparticles
are densely filled with bacteria, the viability of the bacteria is
greatly improved by slow evaporation through the bacteria
bodies. For the first time, this study reveals the physical effect of saliva residues on bacterial viability, and this finding
will serve as an essential reference for understanding disease
transmission by saliva droplets.
*This work was supported by a National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean government
(MSIT) (Grant Number: NRF-2018R1C1B6004585).G

Eating facilitates risky airborne transmission* Biruk
Teka Gidreta1, Hyoungsoo Kim1; 1KAIST
Food and beverages are complex materials containing surfactants, polymers, sugars, alcohols, water, and so on.
Therefore, during eating, the physical properties of saliva
fluid can be easily altered. Furthermore, as a dining culture,

we chat with others while eating, which exposes us to airborne human droplets. When we talk, a high shear rate is
applied on saliva, which causes a significant decrease in
saliva viscosity. In addition, the surfactants in food and the
alcohol in beverages lower the surface tension of saliva. Here,
using systematic experiments on artificial saliva, we show
that the changes in physical properties of expelled respiratory
liquid induced during eating result in the formation of smaller droplets, which derive the airborne transmission pathway
of pathogens. Using high-speed shadowgraph experiments,
we investigate the effect of saliva fluid properties on the
atomization morphology of saliva. Our results show that the
decrease in viscosity leads to a decrease in the pinch-off time
of ligaments from the expelled liquid sheet, while the decrease in surface tension results in thinner ligaments, which
eventually generate droplets of smaller sizes. We characterize
our results using probability density functions (PDF) of the
droplet size as well as the Sauter mean diameters. Furthermore, we provide a theoretical model based on a dimensionless timescale and capillary number to rationalize our experimental findings.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦㦮 䆪⪲⋮ ╖㦧 ὒ䞯₆㑶
Ⓤ❲ ㌂㠛㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Ⱎ㓺䋂 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㿿☢䞮⓪ 㞷㩗㦮 㑮㿫 Ệ☯*
㫆㞚⧒ 1, ₖ䡫㑮 1; 1KAIST
㰖⋲ 2 ⎚㦮 䖂◆⹏ ₆Ṛ☯㞞, 㤆Ⰲ⓪ Ⱎ㓺䋂 㠜⓪
㌌㦚 ㌗㌗☚ ⴑ䞮⓪ 㔲Ṛ㦚 ⽊⌞┺. 㰖㡃㌂䣢 ⌊
㧊⩂㓺 䢫㌆㦚 Ⱏ₆ 㥚䟊 Ⱎ㓺䋂⓪ 䞚㑮䛞㧊
♮㠞ἶ, 㧛㧦 㹾┾ ㎇⓻㠦 ➆⧒ ┺㟧䞲 Ⱎ㓺䋂Ṗ
㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ṗ Ⱎ㓺䋂✺㦮 㧛㧦 㹾┾ 㑮㭖㠦
╖䟊㍲⓪ 㧮 㞢⩺㪎 㧞㦒⋮, Ⱎ㓺䋂 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㠦㍲
㞷㩗㧊 㠊⠑Ợ ゚㌆♮⓪ 㰖㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⓪ 㰚䟟♮㰖
㞠㞮┺. 㞷㩗-ἶ㼊 䚲Ⳋ 㿿☢ ⶎ㩲㠦㍲ 㞷㩗㦮 ゚㌆
㡂, 㯟 㾲㫛 㥚㌗(phase)㦖 㞷㩗㦮 㑮㿫 䔏㎇㠦
㦮䟊 ἆ㩫♲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⩂㓺㦮
䢫㌆ 㾲㏢䢪⯒ 㥚䟊 ゚Ⱖ 㞷㩗㧊 Ⱎ㓺䋂 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㠦㍲
㠊⠑Ợ 㑮㿫 Ệ☯㦚 ⽊㧊⓪㰖 䢫㧎䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊,
Ệ䂶₆Ṗ ┺⯎ ㎎ Ⱎ㓺䋂 䞚䎆⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ṗ 䚲Ⳋ
㥚 㞷㩗㦮 㾲㫛 㥚㌗㦚 㿿☢ ㏣☚㦮 ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⧒
ὖ㺆䞲┺. 㔺䠮 ἆὒ, 㞷㩗㧊 㿿☢䞮⓪ 䚲Ⳋ㦮
Ệ䂶₆Ṗ 䋊㑮⪳, 㞷㩗㦮 ₾㰦(break-up) 䡚㌗㧊
㌳䞮⓪ 㧚Ἒ 㤾⻚ 㑮(Weber number)Ṗ ⌄㦢㦚
䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗㦖 㞷㩗㦮 㑮㿫 ㏣☚
 㞷㩗㦮 䎢⚦Ⰲ(rim) 䡫㌗ὒ㦮 ὖἚ⯒ 䐋䟊 ㍺ⳛ♶
㑮 㧞┺. 䚲Ⳋ㦮 Ệ䂶₆Ṗ 䋊㑮⪳ 㞷㩗 䎢⚦Ⰲ
䡫㌗㧊 ⰺ⊚⩓㰖 ⴑ䞮Ợ ♮ἶ, 㧊⓪ 㞷㩗㦮 㑮㿫
㏣☚ Ṧ㏢⯒ 㽞⧮䞲┺. ἆ⪶㩗㦒⪲, 䚲Ⳋ Ệ䂶₆㠦
㦮䟊 㑮㿫 ㏣☚  㞷㩗㦮 䎢⚦Ⰲ 䡫㌗㧊 ἆ㩫♮Ⳇ
₾㰦 㡂⯒ 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞┺⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䆪⪲⋮ 㔲╖㠦 㧊⩂㓺 䢫㌆㦚 Ⱏ₆

㥚䟊, 㧛㧦 㹾┾ ㎇⓻㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ Ⱎ㓺䋂 䚲Ⳋ
Ệ䂶₆Ṗ 䞾℮ ἶ⩺♮㠊㟒 䞾㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦㦮 䆪⪲⋮ ╖㦧 ὒ䞯₆㑶
Ⓤ❲ ㌂㠛㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: ❪㰖䎎䔎㥞/Ⲫ䌖⻚㓺
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 15:05 – 16:20
㩲 3 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ㏦㧒㡓(䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊㡆ῂ㤦)

䟊㍳ 㧦☯䢪㢖 Machine Learning ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲
䖂 ㍺Ἒ ㏪⬾㎮ * 㩚㢚䢎 1, 㫆㎇䢎 2, 㟧₆㡓 2,
㧚䌲‶ 1; 1Hexagon(wanho.jeon@hexagon.com), 2LG 㩚㧦
䖂㦖 Ὃ₆⯒ 㧊㏷㔲䋺⓪ 㧻䂮⪲ ⌟ṗὒ 㡾☚ 㫆㩞㠦
䞚㑮㩗㦒⪲
㌂㣿♮⓪
㩲䛞㧊┺.
䔏䧞
⳾✶
Ṗ㩚㩲䛞㠦 㧒㩗㦒⪲ ㌂㣿♮Ⳇ 㾲⁒ ἶ㎇⓻ 㩲䛞
Ṳ㠦 ⰴ㿪㠊 ⁎ 䞚㣪㎇㧊 㩦㹾 㯳╖♮ἶ 㧞┺.
䖂㦚 㭒⪲ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ 㠪㰖┞㠊㦮 ἓ㤆 䞚㣪 ㎇⓻㠦
㩗䞿䞲 䖂㦮 ㍶䌳 䢏㦖 ㍺ἚṖ 㭧㣪䞲 㣪㏢ ₆㑶㧊Ⳇ,
䡚㨂 ㌂㣿䞮⓪ 㔲㩲䛞 㩲㧧  䁷㩫ὒ CAE ⯒
㧊㣿䞲 䟊㩗 㩧⁒ ⳾⚦ 㧻┾㩦㧊 㫊㨂䞮⓪ ⻫㧊┺.
㔲㩲䛞㦮 㩲㧧  䁷㩫㦖 䖂䎢㓺䎆㢖 ⶊ䟻㔺 ❇
㔺䠮㧻゚Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮Ⳇ 㔲㩲䛞 㩲㧧 ゚㣿ὒ 㔲Ṛ㧊
㏢㣪♲┺. CAE ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䟊㍳ ⻫㦖 㩚ⶎ㩗㧎
₆㑶㧊 䞚㣪䞮Ⳇ, 䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖 㔺䠮 ἆὒ㠦 ╖䞲
Ỗ㯳 㧧㠛㧊 䞚㑮㩗㧊┺. 㧊㠦 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䟊㍳
㧦☯䢪⯒ 䐋䞲 CAE 㦮 㓂㤊 㩧⁒ὒ 䟊㍳♲ CAE
ἆὒ⯒ ML(Machine Learning) ₆⻫㦚 䐋䟊㍲ ㍶䟟
㡞䁷䞮⓪ ₆㑶㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 䞲 Ṗ㌗䖂䎢㓺䎆 (Virtual
Fan Tester)⯒ ῂ㿫䞮ἶ 㼃㏢₆ 䖂㠦 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺.
䟊㍳♲ ἆὒ ◆㧊䎆㧊㓺⯒ ṖὋ䞲 ◆㧊䎆⯒
ODYSSEE 㦮 ML 䒊⪲ ṖὋ䞮㡂 ROM(Reduced Order
Model) 㦚 ῂ㿫䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 䐋䞮㡂 㾲㩗䢪 ㍺Ἒ⯒
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

Introduction of Digital Twin in DOOSAN Enerbility* Ṗ 1, 䢿⻪㻶 1; 1Doosan Enerbility
❪㰖䎎䔎㥞㧊⧖ 㔺㔲Ṛ Ἒ䁷㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 䡚㔺㎎Ἒ㦮
㣎䡫ὒ 㩫⽊⯒ Ṗ㌗㎎Ἒ㠦㍲ ☯㧒䞮Ợ ῂ䡚䞮⓪
₆㑶⪲㖾, 䡚㨂 ㌗䌲(Condition)⯒ ◆㧊䎆  䟊㍳
₆ ㍳ ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ ㍳䞮㡂 ⹎⧮
㌗䌲 㡞䁷㦚 Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䞲┺. ❪㰖䎎䔎㥞㦮 䟋㕂 ῂ㎇
㣪㏢⓪ ㎒㍲, ㍳ ⳾◎  Ṗ㔲䢪 ₆㑶㧊Ⳇ ㍳
⳾◎㦖 ◆㧊䎆  䟊㍳₆ ㍳ ⳾◎⪲ ῂ㎇♮㠊
㧞┺. ◆㧊䎆 ㍳⳾◎㦮 ἓ㤆, 㿿䞲 㟧㰞㦮 ◆㧊䎆
䢫⽊ 㔲 㩫䞿㎇ 㧞⓪ ㍳ ⳾◎㦚 ῂ㿫䞶 㑮 㧞㦒⋮

◆㧊䎆㩖㧻  ⽊㞞 ❇㦮 㧊㥶⪲ ◆㧊䎆 䢫⽊㠦
㠊⩺㤖㧊 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㾲⁒ ◆㧊䎆㍳ ⳾◎ ἆὒ㢖
䟊㍳₆㦮
㍳
⳾◎㧊
䞾℮
㩗㣿♲
䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲(Hybrid) ㍳ ⳾◎ ₆㑶Ṳ㧊 䢪⚦㧊Ⳇ
㧊⓪ ❪㰖䎎䔎㥞 ㍳ ⳾◎㠦 ╖䞲 㩫䢫㎇㦚
⁏╖䢪㔲䋾┺. ⚦㌆ 㠦⍞アⰂ䕆⓪ 㩚 ₆㧦㨂 㩚ⶎ
㩲㧧 㠛㼊⪲㖾 㩲䛞㦮 㞞㩚㎇ὒ 㩫゚㎇㦚 㾲㤆㍶
㑲㥚㠦 ⚦ἶ 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㩲䛞㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗䌲⯒
㔺㔲Ṛ  㰗ὖ㩗㦒⪲ 䕦┾䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ₆㑶㧊
䞚㣪䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ◆㧊䎆  䟊㍳ ₆
❪㰖䎎䔎㥞 ₆㑶 Ṳ㦚 㰖㏣ 㿪㰚 㭧㠦 㧞┺.
㩚㏢ ◆㧊䎆 ⽊㞞㠦 ➆⧒ ◆㧊䎆 ₆ ㍳
⳾◎⽊┺⓪ 䟊㍳ ₆ ㍳ ⳾◎㦚 ㍶㩲㩗㦒⪲ 䢫⽊
㭧㧊┺. 䟊㍳ ₆ ㍳ ⳾◎㦖 ⳾✶ 㤊㩚 㡗㡃㦚
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 䟊㍳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⁒㌂⳾◎(Surrogate Model)㧊 䟋㕂 ₆㑶㧊Ⳇ 㧊⓪ 㩚 㤊㩚 㡗㡃㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲
◆㧊䎆㎡(Dataset)㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡂 䁷㩫♲ ㎒㍲ Ṩ㦚
₆㦒⪲ 㔺㔲Ṛ 㥶☯ ⡦⓪ ῂ㫆䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ 䢎㿲䞶
㑮 㧞Ợ 䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 㩲䛞㦮 㑮ⳛ㦚 㔺㔲Ṛ
Ἒ㌆㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮Ⳇ 㑮ⳛ ἆὒ㠦 ➆⧒ ㌂㣿㧦⪲ 䞮㡂⁞
㾲㩗㦮 㤊㩚 㩞㹾 ⡦⓪ 㩫゚ 㔲㩦㦚 㰗ὖ㩗㦒⪲
㍳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㾲㔶 O&M(Operation & Maintenance)
Ṗ㧊✲ 㩲Ὃ㦚 ₆╖䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪ ⚦㌆
㠦⍞アⰂ䕆㠦㍲ 㑮䟟䞲 䟊㍳ ₆ ❪㰖䎎䔎㥞 ㏢Ṳ㢖
ὒ㩫㦚
㏢Ṳ䞲┺.
❪㰖䎎䔎㥞㦮
䟋㕂
₆㑶㧎
⁒㌂⳾◎㦖 㔺䠮㩗  䟊㍳㩗㦒⪲ Ỗ㯳㧊 㢚⬢♮㠞┺.
䡚㨂
⚦㌆
㠦⍞アⰂ䕆㠦㍲
❪㰖䎎䔎㥞
䝚⪲䏶䌖㧛(Prototype)㦖 Ṳ㧊 㢚⬢♮㠞㦒Ⳇ 㧊⯒
₆㦒⪲ ㌂㣿㧦㦮 䞒✲⺇(feedback)㦚 䐋䟊 㰖㏣
㠛◆㧊䔎 㭧㧊┺. 䟻䤚 㤦㧦⩻㩚㏢  Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ
❇㠦㍲ ❪㰖䎎䔎㥞 ₆㑶㦚 䢫╖ 㩗㣿䞶 Ἒ䣣㧊┺.

㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ ₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 ῂ㿫 䝢⨁䙒 ㏢Ṳ
 䢲㣿 ㌂⪖* 䞲㤆㭒 1; 1ൽ䗮㧊㓺
㩲 4 㹾 ㌆㠛䡗ⳛ㦮 䟋㕂 Ṳ⎦㧎 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦖
䡚㔺㦮 ㍺゚⯒ Ṗ㌗ ὋṚ㠦 ⁎╖⪲ 㢄Ỿ Ṗ㌗ 㤊㩚
㔲⋮Ⰲ㡺 ῂ䡚  㾲㩗䢪 㤊㩚㦚 㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 䕢㞛䞶
㑮 㧞☚⪳ 䞲┺.
┺㟧䞲 㩲㫆Ὃ㩫 ㍺゚✺㦖 ┺㭧 ⶒⰂ 㔲㓺䎲㦮
㤦Ⰲ㠦 㦮䟊 㰖⺆♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ 㧒㩗 䐋Ἒ ₆㦮
㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ ₆㑶⪲⓪ 㓓Ợ 䟊ἆ䞶 㑮 㠜⓪ ⋲㩲㧊┺.
➆⧒㍲ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ ₆㦮 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 ῂ㿫 ₆㑶㧊
₆㫊㦮 䐋Ἒ ₆ ῂ㿫 ₆㑶㦚 ⽊㢚 䟊㟒 䞮Ⳇ
ῗ⁏㩗㦒⪲ ⶒⰂ½䢪䞯㩗 㤦Ⰲ㢖 㰖⓻㩫⽊₆㑶㦚
㼊Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ 㦋䞿䞮⓪ 㩧⁒⻫㧊 㣪ῂ♲┺.
䗮㧊㓺 㠦㍲⓪ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ὒ ◆㧊䎆⯒ 㦋䞿䞮⓪
❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦚 ῂ㿫 䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ PACE on Cloud ⧒⓪
㍲゚㓺⯒ Ṳ㭧㧊┺. 䟊╏ ㍲゚㓺⓪ 㡺䝞 ㏢㓺㧎

3D 㡊㥶㼊 䟊㍳㣿 OpenFOAM ὒ 0D ₆㦮 㔲㓺䎲
䟊㍳㣿 Modelica ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 㧦㼊 Ṳ䞲 㞢ἶⰂ❂㠦
㦮䟊
3D

0D
䟊㍳
ἆὒ㠦
╖䞲
㹾㑮Ṧ㿫⳾◎(ROM)ὒ 㧊⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 Digital Twin
ῂ㿫㦚 㰖㤦䞶 Ἒ䣣㧊┺.
PACE on Cloud 㦮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ ₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 ῂ㿫
₆㑶㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ┺㟧䞲 ㌂⪖㠦 ╖䟊㍲ ❪㰖䎎
䔎㥞㦚 ῂ㿫䟊 㢪┺. .
500MW
䚲㭖䢪⩻ ⽊㧒⩂㠦 ╖䞲 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 ῂ㿫
㌂⪖㦮 ἓ㤆, 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦒⪲ 3 㧒 㩫☚ ㏢㣪♮⓪
Ἒ㌆㦚 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦚 䐋䟊 3 㽞 㧊⌊㠦 NRMSE
0.52% 㑮㭖㦒⪲ 㡞䁷 䟊⌒ 㑮 㧞㠞┺. ⹎䌚
⽊㧒⩂㦮 Ὃ₆ 㥶㧛㧎 Windbox 㠦 ╖䞲 ❪㰖䎎
䔎㥞㦮 ἓ㤆 㑮㕃Ṗ㰖㦮 㤊㩚 ⼖㑮⯒ 6 Ṳ⪲ ┾㑲䢪
䞮㡂 ῂ㿫 䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㽳 ㌮䝢 222 Ṳ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㿲ῂ
㥶⨟㠦 ╖䞲 ROM 㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡂 NRMSE 3.26%⯒ ╂㎇
䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 Ṗ㓺 ㌳㌆₆㰖㠦 ╖䞲 㔲㓺䎲 ❪㰖䎎
䔎㥞㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡂 㾲㩗 㤊㩚 㫆Ị㦚 ☚㿲䞮㡂
₆㫊⽊┺ 㤊㩚 ゚㣿㦚 㩞Ṧ 䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㔲⋮Ⰲ㡺⯒
㩲㔲䞮₆☚ 䞮㡖┺.

ROMs ⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 䟊㍳ ₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞 㩗㣿
㌂⪖ 㞞㡗′ 1; 1TAE SUNG S&E
❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞(Digital Twin)㦖 䅊䜾䎆㠦 䡚㔺 ㏣ ㌂ⶒ㦮
㕣⚻㧊⯒ Ⱒ✺ἶ, 䡚㔺㠦㍲ ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ㌗䢿㦚
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 ἆὒ⯒ ⹎Ⰲ 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ₆㑶⪲
㧊⯒ ῂ䡚䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 䡚㔺 ㏣ ㌂ⶒ㠦㍲ ◆㧊䎆⯒
㩚㏷䞮㡂 㩖㧻䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 䞯㔋䞮㡂 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
₆㑶㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㾲⁒ IoT(Internet of Thing)㦮
㩚㦒⪲ ╖㌗㦮 Ἒ䁷 ◆㧊䎆⯒ 䋊⧒㤆✲㢖 ṯ㦖
㧎䎆⎍ ὋṚ㠦 㑮㰧䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ ♮㠞ἶ, 㧊⩝Ợ
㑮㰧♲ 㑮 Ⱔ㦖 㩫⽊⓪ ゛◆㧊䎆 㻮Ⰲ ₆㑶ὒ Ⲏ㔶
⩂┳(Machine Learning), ❻ ⩂┳(Deep Learning)❇㦮
㧎Ὃ 㰖⓻(Artificial Intelligence, AI)㦚 䐋䟊 ╖㌗㦮
䡚㨂㢖 ⹎⧮ ㌗䢿㦚 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ ♮㠞┺. ❪㰖䎎
䔎㥞㦮 䟋㕂㧊⧒ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䞲 㰖⓻䢪Ṗ
Ṗ⓻䟊㰖Ⳋ㍲ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㧊 ⽊┺ ザ⯊ἶ ⍦Ⰲ
㌂㣿♮₆ 㔲㧧䞮㡖ἶ 䡚㨂 ㌂㣿/Ṳ♮ἶ 㧞⓪
❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦮 ╖㦖 㧊⩂䞲 AI ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㔺㩲
㎒㍲㦮 ◆㧊䎆⯒ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ 㰖⓻䢪⯒ ῂ䡚䞲 ◆㧊䎆
₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦒⪲ 㔺㩲 ㎒㍲㦮 㥚䂮⋮ ㎒㍲⪲
䀾✳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩫⽊㦮 㫛⮮㦮 㩲䞲  㔺㩲 㤊㩚
⻪㥚㦮 㩲㟓 ❇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ◆㧊䎆Ṗ 㩲䞲♶ 㑮 㠦
㠜㦒Ⳇ, 㡞䁷㠦 ╖䞲 㩫䢫☚Ṗ ⟾㠊㰖Ợ ♮⓪ ┾㩦㧊
㧞┺. 䟊㍳ ₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦖 㔲㓺䎲 䟊㍳ὒ 3D
CAE 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦮 㰖⓻㦚 ㌳㎇䞮Ⳇ,
㔺㩲 ㎒㍲⯒ 㧻㹿䞶 㑮 㠜⓪ 㥚䂮㦮 ◆㧊䎆⋮ ㎒㍲⪲
Ṧ㰖䞶 㑮 㠜⓪ ◆㧊䎆, 㔺㩲 㤊㩚㠦㍲ ῂ䡚䞮₆

㠊⩺㤊 㤊㩚 䢮ἓ✺㦚 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 䀾✳䞮㡂
㔺㩲 ㎒㍲ 䐋䟊 㠑㦚 㑮 㠜⓪ ◆㧊䎆⯒ ㌳㎇䞮㡂
㡞䁷 㰖⓻㦮 㩫䢫☚⯒ ⏨㧒 㑮 㧞┺⓪ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ 䟊㍳ ◆㧊䎆⯒ 䐋䟊 㰖⓻㦚 ㌳㎇䞶 ἓ㤆,
㰖⓻䢪⯒ 㥚䟊 䟊㍳ 㔲Ṛὒ ゚㣿㧊 ⍞ⶊ Ⱔ㧊
㏢㣪♲┺⓪ ┾㩦㧊 㧞┺. 㧊㠦 ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪
㹾㑮㿫㏢⳾◎(Reduced
Order
Models,
ROMs)㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡂 3D CAE 䟊㍳Ⱒ䋒 㩫䢫䞮㰖Ⱒ 㔲Ṛὒ
゚㣿㧊 ⍞ⶊ Ⱔ㧊 ㏢㣪♮⓪ 䟊㍳㦮 ┾㩦㦚 ⽊㢚䞮㡂
䟊㍳(ⶒⰂ) ₆ ❪㰖䎎 䔎㥞㦚 ῂ䡚䞮⓪ ⻫ὒ
㌂⪖⯒ ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

㎎㎮: ┺㌗㥶☯ 8
㩲 3 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㥶☯㧎(ἓ╖䞯ᾦ)

Visualization study on wetting characteristics of
pre-coating materials for tube heat exchanger via
synchrotron X-ray imaging* 㧊㺓䤞 1, ₖ㡗䡚 1,
㑮㼃 1, ㍲☯䡚 2, 㔶㑮ゞ 2, ⋮⼧㻶 2, ἶ㡗䢮
㥶☯㧎 1; 1Pukyong National University, 2LG Electronics

2

,

㠦㠊䄾 㔺⌊½㣎₆ 㡊ᾦ䢮₆㠦⓪ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 㦧㿫㑮
⺆㑮⯒ 㥚䟊 䞖-䓲ぢ 㡊ᾦ䢮₆ 䞖 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䂲㑮㎇
䆪䕛 ⶒ㰞(pre-coating materials, PCM)㦚 ☚䙂䞲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺⌊½㣎₆ 㡊ᾦ䢮₆ 䞖 䚲Ⳋ 䂲㑮㎇ 䆪䕛
Ὃ㩫㠦
㌂㣿♮ἶ
㧞⓪
㑶䙆㌆₆(-SO3H)
㢖
䞮㧊✲⪳㔲₆(-OH)⯒ 㧧㣿₆⪲ Ṭ⓪ PCM 㠦 ╖䞲
㩫㩗/☯㩗 㩬㦢㎇ 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䔏䧞, ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㩧㽟ṗ(contact angle) 5 ☚ ⹎Ⱒ㠦㍲⓪
㧒㩗㧎 Ṗ㔲䢪 ₆⻫㦒⪲ 䁷㩫䞮₆ 㠊⩺㤊 ⶎ㩲⯒
䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⏨㦖 㔲Ṛ(~1000fps) / ὋṚ(~1Ɇm/pixel)
䟊⓻㦚 Ṭ⓪ ㌂ὧ X-㍶ 㡗㌗⻫㦚 ☚㧛䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 ㍲⪲ ┺⯎ 㧧㣿₆⯒ Ṭ⓪ PCM 㠦 ╖䞲
㩫㩗 㩧㽟ṗ, ☯㩗 㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲,
₆Ἒ㩗, 䢪䞯㩗 㧊㰞 㩬㦢㎇㦚 Ṭ⓪ 䘟䕦 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ
䞖㠦㍲㦮 ἚⳊ 䞒┳(pinning)㦚 Ṗ㔲䢪䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⯒
䐋䟊 䂲㑮㎇ 䆪䕛 ⶒ㰞㠦 ➆⯎ 㔺⌊½㣎₆ 㡊ᾦ䢮₆
㦧㿫㑮 ⺆㑮㠦 ╖䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
Electronics

㦮

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

EMU-320 㿫㏢⳾◎㠦 ╖䞲 㹿㍺ ἓ䟻㠦 ╖䞲
㔺䠮㩗 㡆ῂ* 㰖㢚ῂ 1, ㍲㏷䡚 1, ㏦㑲䢎 1, ₖ′䢣 2;
1Dept.

Of. Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National University,
of Advanced Aerospace Technology, Seoul Nation-

2Institute

⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ EMU-320 㦮 2/3 㿫㏢ 䋂₆㦮 ⳾◎㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡂 㡺㓺䔎Ⰲ㞚㦮 Rail Tec Arsenal(RTA)㦮
㏢䡫䢮ἓ䛣☯㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㹿㍺ 䔏㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
㹿㍺ 㔺䠮 㧊㩚, 䢮ἓ䛣☯ ⌊㦮 㫆Ị㦚 䢫㧎䞮₆
㥚䟊 snow collector ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 㿫㏢⳾◎㠦 ㈢⩺㰖⓪

䙂
㩫⽊⯒
䣣✳䞮㡖┺.
⁎Ⰲἶ
㦮
䞾㔋⮶(Liquid water content)⯒ ㍺Ἒ♲ 䦊╖ 㡊⨟Ἒ⯒
䢲㣿䞮㡂 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㣎₆㡾☚㠦 ╖䞲
▿㧊(Snow agglomerate)㦮 ⹖☚⯒ 䁷㩫䞮ἶ 㡊㹾
ῂ㡃⼚ 㹿㍺ ἓ䟻㦚 ㌂㰚㾂㡗ὒ 3D 㧛㼊 㓺䃪㦒⪲
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 䁷㩫䞲 ῂ㡃㦖 ⚦ 㡗㡃㦒⪲ 㡊㹾㦮
㩚⚦㢖 ╖㹾(Bogie)┺.
䞾㔋⮶㦖 㣎₆㡾☚Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖ἶ 㥶㏣㧊
㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳ Ὃ₆ 㭧 ⏎㿲 㔲Ṛ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮㡂 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪
ἆὒ⯒
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
⁎Ⰲἶ
▿㧊㦮
⹖☚☚
㣎₆㡾☚Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞾㠦
➆⧒
㯳Ṗ䞮⓪
ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ LG
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺

al University

㍶⚦㦮 ἓ㤆 㣎₆㡾☚Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㹿㍺䂋
⏨㧊☚ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖⓪◆, 㧊 ➢ 㩫㼊㩦㦮 㭧㞯㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻
⌄㞮㦒Ⳇ 㩫㼊㩦㦮 䞮┾ὒ ㌗┾㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 䋆 ộ㦒⪲
䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ ╖㹾㦮 ἓ㤆 䊊㦮 ⳾㍲Ⰲ㠦
Ṗ㧻 㹿㍺㧊 Ⱔ㧊 ㌳䞮㡖⓪◆ 㧊⓪ 㥶☯ ᾦ⧖㠦
㦮䟊 㧛㧦㦮 㰚䟟䟻㦚 ∎㰖 ⴑ䟊 ⳾㍲Ⰲ㠦㍲
Ṗ㧻 㿿☢㦚 Ⱔ㧊 䞮㡖ἶ ㍺ク㦮 ㎇㧻㦚 Ṗ㏣䞮㡖₆
➢ⶎ㧊┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋
ὒ䞯₆㑶㰚䦻㤦
㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㌂㠛(22RTRP-B146
018-04)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

An insight into the formation of Coanda flow by
Coaxial multiple swirlers* Milad Khaleghi Kasbi , Reza
Alidoost Dafsari , Jupyong Kim , Jeekeun Lee1; 1Chonbuk
National University
The swirling airflow generated by the multiple swirlers in the
airblast nozzle is critical for forming droplets of varying
sizes. Due to the complexity of the internal geometry and the
large number of independent variables affecting the swirling
flow structure inside the combustion chamber, this nozzle
type has been the topic of numerous studies. A numerical
analysis was carried out to evaluate the swirling flow structure and Coanda flow in an airblast nozzle with multiple
coaxial swirlers. Internal and external flow analyses are used
in the simulation. The RNG k-epsilon and SST k-omega
turbulence models match the experimental data. The position
of the recirculation zone dictates the shape of the swirling
flow structure. The flow characteristics and transition from a
swirling to a Coanda flow are dependent on the design of
several swirlers. Swirling airflows with a high momentum

ratio have been found to have a more significant potential for
forming a Coanda flow and attaching it to the dome plate's
surface. Additionally, increasing the divergence angle increases the required minimum recess length for preventing
Coanda flow in the airblast nozzle. Airblast nozzles can also
be classed according to the shape of the airflow structure
they have. The airflow structure in a cylinder shape is more
likely to move in an axial direction, whereas the airflow
structure in a bubble shape structure is more likely to develop in a radial direction. As a result, Coanda flow can be generated in a bubble shape rather than a cylindrical one.
*This research was supported by the Defense Industry Technology Center (DITC), and Hanwha Aerospace Co. under
Grant No. UC190008D, and the Basic Science Research
Program through theNational Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) and funded by the Ministry of Education (Grant
number: NRF2018R1D1A1B07040902).

Geometry and injection condition effects on the
Atomization Characteristics of Pre-filming Airblast
Nozzle; an Experimental Study* REZA ALIDOOST
DAFSARI1, MILAD KHALEGHI KASBI1, JUPYONG
KIM2, JEEKEUN LEE1; 1Fluid Engineering Lab., Jeonbuk
National University, 2Hanwha Aerospace
With the advancement in the aviation gas-turbine engine and
the requirement of efficient combustion, more attention has
been drawn to the pre-filming air-blast nozzles thanks to
their small size droplets and high swirling structure. The
complex geometry of pre-filming air-blast nozzles generates
turbulent spray with regions of recirculation for complete
combustion with the least harmful product. The spray structure is of prime importance in the combustion quality. the
structure of the resulting spray can be highly affected by the
physical properties of the fuel, the geometry of the atomizer,
and the injection condition. Despite numerous studies in the
literature, some features of the pre-filming nozzle remain
disregarded. An experimental attempt was made to investigate the effect of injection condition and the nozzle geometry
on the flow structure and atomization characteristics namely
the spray angle and the droplet size. Laser diagnostic methods were employed to quantitatively study the flow pattern.
Mie-scattering technique was implemented to capture spray
structure, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to
measure planner velocity of the flow, and line profiles of
droplet size and uniformity were measured using Phase
Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA). Air pressure difference
across the nozzle, and the air-to-liquid mass flow ratio were
controlled in the studied range. Four nozzles were designed
and manufactured with various internal geometries such as
swirler size and cross-sectional area to generate a range of
swirl intensity and initial velocity. The result showed the
significance of swirl number and pressure condition on the
atomization quality and the flow pattern.
* This research was supported by the Defense Industry

Technology Center (DITC), and Hanwha Aer-ospace Co.
under Grant No. UC190008D, and the Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) and funded by the Ministry of Education
(Grant number: NRF2018R1D1A1B07040902).

contrary, it turns out that overall thermal conductivity increases with . Interestingly, for  > 0.01, the thermal conductivity increased linearly but for  < 0.01 it dramatically
increased depending on the concentration of Galinstan. In
this work, we will explain this main reason by taking into
account the aggregation of the particles, nano-convection and
effective medium theory. Finally, we showed that the proposed coolant, Galinstan-ethylene glycol emulsion, can be
considered as a new working fluid to enhance the heat transfer effect.

洢 愢祢沫
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BLDC ⳾䎆㦮 㡊 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䞲 䟊㍳⳾◎ 㡆ῂ
㧊㥺㫛 1, ὓ䡚㦖
㠦㠊㏪⬾㎮㡆ῂ㏢

1,

⏎㍶㫛

1,

㰚㕂㤦

1; 1LG

* This work was supported by the Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF-2021R1A2C2007835).

㩚㧦

䣢㩚₆ Ṗ☯ 㔲 ⳾䎆㠦㍲㦮 㡊㦖 ㌂㣿㧦 䘎ὒ
㎇⓻㩖䞮, 㞞㩚ⶎ㩲⯒ ㌳㔲䌂 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊㠦 ὒ䞮
㤊㩚 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 ⳾䎆 㡾☚ ㌗㔏㦚 㔲䠮㦒⪲
䢫㧎䞮ἶ 㧞㦒⋮ ὖ⩾ 㩲㤦 ⼖ἓ 㔲Ⱎ┺ ⽋䞮⓪
㔲䠮㠦⓪ ㌗╏䞲 㔲Ṛ  㧎⩻, 㧻゚Ṗ ㏢㣪♲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⳾䎆㦮 㡊㦚 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆䞮ἶ
㡊㥶☯䟊㍳㦚
䐋䟊
㤊㩚㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮
㡾☚㌗㔏㦚
㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ⳾䎆㦮 ㎇⓻ ◆㧊䎆⯒ 䢲㣿,
䣾㥾㦚 㿪㩫䟞ἶ 䟊╏ 㤊㩚㩦㠦㍲㦮 ⳾䎆 ㏦㔺(☯㏦,
㻶㏦, 䂿㏦)㦚 Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. ⌊ 㭒㣪 㡊㤦㧎 Coil,
Stator, Rotor, IPM(Intelligent Power Module)㦚 䙂䞾䞲
㌗㎎ῂ㫆⯒ ⳾◎㠦 㡗䟞㦒Ⳇ, Fan 㥶☯  ㍺䂮
䢮ἓὒ㦮 㡊ᾦ䢮㦚 Ṗ⓻䞲 㩫䢫䞮Ợ ⳾㌂䞶 㑮
㧞☚⪳ 䟊㍳ ⳾◎㦚 ῂ㎇䞮㡖┺. 㭧㏢䡫 㩲䛞㠦
㩗㣿♮⓪ 30~1000W
⳾䎆㠦 ╖䟊 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ
⁎ Ṩ㦚 㔲䠮ὒ ゚ᾦ䞲 ἆὒ, 㡾☚ 䙂⓪ 㔲䠮㠦㍲
䁷㩫䞲 䕾䎊ὒ ☯㧒䟞㦒Ⳇ, ⁎ 㹾㧊Ṗ 䘟‶ ႏ
⌊㠦 㧞㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⳾䎆 ⳾◎, ㍺Ἒ, 㨂㰞 ⼖ἓ
Ỗ䏶 㔲 ㌂㩚㠦 㡊 㩚╂ 䔏㎇  㡾☚ ㌗㔏㦚 㡞䁷䞶
㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖䞲┺.

A study of thermophysical properties of Galinstan-ethylene glycol emulsions* Muhammad Shoaib
Ijaz1, Kwangseok Park1, Hyoungsoo Kim1; 1KAIST
Improving the cooling performance of a system is of importance for renewable energy and energy sustainability.
Herein as a novel coolant, we present Galinstan-ethylene
glycol emulsion having up to a volume fraction ( )of 0.1
obtained from an ultrasonication method. We subsequently
characterized its properties including emulsion size, density,
viscosity, specific heat capacity, and thermal conductivity.
For the hydrodynamic characteristics, we observed that the
volume fraction  = 0.01 was the critical value to distinguish
the regime of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid behaviors
(i.e., shear-thinning behaviors). Regarding the thermal properties, we found that the specific heat capacity decreased
with increasing  while density changed linearly. On the

❪䜾㩖㦮 㑮䘟 㥚䂮Ṗ 㑮㿫㡊㫆 㡊䣾㥾㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳㩗 㡆ῂ 㾲㿮⻪ 1, ⼖䡚䌳 1,
㧊⁒䥮 2; 1ൽἓ㤦䎢䋂, 2 㧻䞲₆㑶ൽ
㑮㿫㡊 ㍺゚⓪ 㩚⩻㑮㣪 ὖⰂ⯒ 㥚䞮㡂 㕂㟒㩚⩻㦚
㧊㣿䞮⓪ 㿫㡊 ㍺゚⪲, 㾲⁒ 㔶㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮 䢲㣿㧊
⓮㠊⋾㠦 ➆⧒ Ịⶒ㦮 ⌟㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ⋲ 㿫㡊㦮
䞚㣪㎇㧊 䄺㰖Ⳋ㍲ 㭒⳿ ἶ 㧞⓪ 㟒㧊┺.
㑮㿫㡊㫆 㩲㧧 㠛㼊✺㦖 ⏨㦖 ㍺Ἒ₆㑶㦚 ⽊㥶䞲
Ⳋ ㎇⓻㧛㯳㠦⓪ 㠊⩺㤖㦚 ἀἶ 㧞㠊 ┺㟧䞲
㍺Ἒ㔲☚Ṗ 㠊⩺㤊 ㌗䢿㧊┺. ➆⧒㍲ ㎇⓻㔲䠮㠦
䞚㣪䞲
Ⱔ㦖
㔲Ṛὒ
゚㣿㦚
㩞㟓䞮₆
㥚䟊
㩚㌆㑮䂮䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㑮㿫㡊㫆 ⌊ ❪䜾㩖
㥚䂮㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊䣾㥾 ⼖䢪⯒ ㌊䘊⽊㞮┺. ⁎ ἆὒ
❪䜾㩖㢖 ⼓Ṛ Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ⽊┺ ❪䜾㩖㢖 ❪䜾㩖Ṛ
Ṛ㎃䣾ὒṖ ▪ ⚦✲⩂㰖Ợ ⋮䌖⌂㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊
❪䜾㩖Ṗ ⼓㠦 ▪ 㧎㩧䞮▪⧒☚ ❪䜾㩖Ṛ ỆⰂ⓪
♮☚⪳ ⲖⰂ ⺆䂮䞮⓪ ộ㧊 㑮㿫㡊㫆 㡊䣾㥾 㩲ἶ㠦
☚㤖㧊 ♲┺⓪ ộ㦚 㞢 㑮 㧞㠞┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 ❪䜾㩖
⺆䂮㠦 ╖䞲 㩫⨟㩗 㾲㩗㍺Ἒ㞞㦚 ☚㿲䞮㡖┺.

㔺㣎 ❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 㡊ὖⰂ 㔲㓺䎲㦮 ㌗⼖䢪 ⶒ㰞
㩗㣿 㡆ῂ* 㧻㑮㰚 1, 㾲㎇䢎 1, ㏦☯₆ 1, ἶ䞲㍲ 1;
1Sungkyunkwan

University

㡂⯚㻶 㔺㣎 ₆㡾㦖 㰖ῂ 㡾⋲䢪⪲ 㧎䟊 40ଇ⯒
㥷䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㧻㔲Ṛ ⏨㦖 䌲㟧㡊㠦 ⏎㿲♲ 㞷㩫
❪㓺䝢⩞㧊㠦 䦧䢪 (Blackening), 㭧⩻ ⶊ⧒ (Gravity
Mura), 䢿⼖ (Yellowing) ὒ ṯ㦖 ⶎ㩲Ṗ ㌳䞮ἶ
㧞┺. 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 ❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 㧊㓞⓪ ㌂㣿㧦㦮 䘎㦚
㟒₆䞮Ⳇ ❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 㑮ⳛ㠦 㞛㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺. 㡊
ⶎ㩲⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㡊ᾦ䢮₆, Ὃ⨃, 㑮⌟㔳 ⌟ṗ
⻫㧊 㔺㣎 ❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 㡊ὖⰂ 㔲㓺䎲㠦 㩗㣿♮ἶ
㧞⓪◆, 㣎ῃ㠦㍲ 㿲㤦䞲 䔏䠞 ⻪㥚Ṗ ὧ⻪㥚䞮㡂
ῃ⌊ 㔶₆㑶 Ṳ㠦 㩗㣿㔲䋺₆ 㠊⪋┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
₆㑶
䂾䟊Ṗ
㠜⓪
㌞⪲㤊
㔺㣎

❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 㡊ὖⰂ 㔲㓺䎲 (Outdoor Display Thermal
Management System, O-DTMS) Ṳ㦚 㥚䟊 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎
㩚⩻ ㏢⳾Ṗ 㠜ἶ 㡊㣿⨟㧊 ⏨㦖 ㌗⼖䢪 ⶒ㰞(Phase
Change Materials, PCM)㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 㡊ὖⰂ 㧻䂮
Ṳ㦚 㥚䟊, ⌟ṗ ⻫㠦 ➆⯎ 㔺䠮ὒ ANSYS Fluent
㑮䂮 䟊㍳ 㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮㠞┺. Fan 㦚 㧊㣿䞲 Ὃ⨃
㔳ὒ PCM ⌟ṗ 㔳 ゚ᾦ ἆὒ 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎 㩚⩻
㏢⳾Ṗ 㠜⓪ PCM ⌟ṗ 㔳㧊 12V fan ⽊┺ ⌟ṗ
㎇⓻㧊 㫡㞮㦒Ⳇ, 24V fan ⽊┺⓪ ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㧊 ⌄㞮┺.
➆⧒㍲ ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 PCM ⌟ṗ
㔳㠦 Trombe wall 㦚 㩗㣿㔲䆆┺. ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲ Trombe
wall 㦚 㩗㣿㔲䋾 PCM ⌟ṗ 㔳㧊 24V fan ὒ 㥶㌂䞲
⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㦚 ⽊㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ ㌆㠛 䐋㌗ 㧦㤦  䞲ῃ
㌆㠛 ₆㑶 䘟Ṗ ὖⰂ㤦(KEIT)ὒ ㌆㠛 䐋㌗ 㧦㤦
‘㌆㠛 㩚ⶎ 㧎⩻ ṫ䢪 ㌂㠛’㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ ㌆㠛
₆㑶 㰚䦻㤦(KIAT)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
(20010554, P0017120).

㩚₆㹾 ⺆䎆Ⰲ 䂶⩂ ㎇⓻ 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䞲 TPMS
ῂ㫆 㡊㩚╂ 䔏㎇ 㡆ῂ 㞞㺂䧂 1, ₖ㩫㤆 1; 1Seoul
National University of Science & Technology
㩚₆㹾㦮 㭒䟟ỆⰂ  㿲⩻ 䟻㌗㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 ⺆䎆Ⰲ 䕿
㡊⨟ 㯳Ṗ㠦 ╖㦧䞮㡂 ⺆䎆Ⰲ ⌟ṗ 䂶⩂㦮 㡊ᾦ䢮
㎇⓻☚ 䟻㌗㔲䋺₆ 㥚䞲 ⏎⩻㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺.
⁎⩂⋮ ₆㫊 䕦䡫 㡊ᾦ䢮₆ 䡫䌲⓪ 㼊㩗╏ 㡊ᾦ䢮
㎇⓻㧊 㩲䞲♮⓪ ⶎ㩲⯒ Ṗ㰖ἶ 㧞┺. 㾲⁒ 㩗䂋㩲㫆
₆㑶㧊 ╂䞮Ⳋ㍲ Ⲫ䌞 䙒, Ⲫ䌖 ῂ㫆ⶒ, TPMS ❇
⽋㧷䞲 䡫㌗㦚 㩲㧧䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ ♮㠞ἶ 㧊⩂䞲 䡫㌗㦚
㌂㣿䞲 㡊ᾦ䢮₆ ╖䟊 ₆㫊 㡊ᾦ䢮₆⽊┺ 㼊㩗╏
⏨㦖 㡊㩚╂ ㎇⓻㧊 ⽊ἶ♮ἶ 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㼊㩗╏ 㡊ᾦ䢮₆ ㎇⓻ 䟻㌗㦚 ⳿㩗㦒⪲
┾㥚 䞒╏ 䚲Ⳋ㩗㦚 ⁏╖䢪䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ TPMS (Triply Periodic Minimum Surface)㦮 ⌊ 㡊㥶☯ ῂ㫆⯒
㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺.
TPMS
⓪
㑮䞯㔳㦒⪲
㩫㦮♮⓪
'䘟‶ἷ⮶㧊 0 㧎 㾲㏢ 䚲Ⳋ'㦚 Ⱖ䞮Ⳇ 㧊 ῂ㫆⓪
䞒╖゚ 䚲Ⳋ㩗㧊 䋂┺⓪ 㧻㩦ὒ, domain 㦚 2 Ṳ⪲
㢚㩚䧞 Ⰲ䞮㡂 ⚦ domain ㌂㧊㦮 ⍩㦖 㡊ᾦ䢮
Ⳋ㩗㦚 ㌳㎇䞲┺⓪ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
TPMS 㭧 Gyroid ⯒ ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞮㡖┺. 㡆ῂ⯒ 㥚䟊㍲
Matlab 䆪✲⪲ 3x3x7.5 ┾㥚 ㎖ Gyroid 㺚⍦㦚
㌳㎇䞮㡂
⼓㠦
㧒㩫㡾☚
㫆Ị㦚
㡂䞮㡖┺.
㧧☯㥶㼊⓪ ⶒ㧊Ⳇ H ㌂ 㩚₆㹾㠦 ㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞⓪
₆㫊
䂶⩂㦮
Reynolds
㑮⯒
ἶ⩺䞮㡂
Re=4~3000 ⻪㥚㠦㍲ 䟊㍳㧊 㰚䟟♮㠞┺. 䟊㍳ ἆὒ
Gyroid 䡫㌗ ⌊㠦㍲ 䡂Ⰲ䅂 䆪㧒 䡫䌲㦮 ☛䔏䞲
㥶☯ῂ㫆⯒ ἂ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㧊 ῂ㫆 㡗䟻㦒⪲ 㧎䟊
㤦䡫 䕢㧊䝚⽊┺ 㡊ᾦ䢮 ㎇⓻㧊 䟻㌗♾㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺.
㧦㎎䞲 ⌊㣿㦖 ⽎ 䞯䣢 䚲㠦㍲ ⏒㦮䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.
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Computational Investigation of the Effect of
Unsteady Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient in
Electrothermal De-icing* Esmaeil Esmaeilifar1,
Lawrence Prince Raj3, Rho Shin Myong1,2; 1Gyeongsang
National University, 2Research Center for Aircraft Core
Technology, 3Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology, Shibpur
In most computational simulation tools of icing, the
convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated based on the
isothermal wall temperature in the air solver and remains
unchanged during the unsteady simulation. In this study, the
air solver is tightly coupled with ice accretion and heat
conduction solvers to investigate the effect of unsteady
convective heat transfer during the de-icing process.
Compressible Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations are used for
the air solver. Parallelization based on Coarray Fortran and
dual time-stepping are also utilized to conduct efficient
computational simulations. Finally, the electrothermal
de-icing model is validated by comparing with experimental
results obtained in the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant funded by the Ministry of Science
and ICT (NRF-2017R1A5A1015311).

Heat transfer enhancement by a pair of asymmetric
flexible vortex generators with an inclination angle
ṫ⹒㔳 1, ㎇ῆ 2; 1Seoul National University of Science
and Technology, 2Seoul National University of Science and
Technology
㡊㩚╂㦖 㩚₆  㩚㧦, 䝢⧲䔎, ⌟☯ Ὃ㫆 ❇ ┺㟧䞲
㌆㠛 㟒㦮 ㍺Ἒ ὒ㩫㠦㍲ ἶ⩺䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞮⓪ 䞚㑮
㡆ῂ 㟒㧊┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒ 㥶㼊㦮 䢒䞿㦚 ⏨㧊ἶ
㡊㩚╂ 䣾㥾㦚 ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䟊 Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮㠞┺.
㡂⩂ 䡫䌲㦮 㺚⍦㦚 䡫㎇䞮㡂 㡊㩚╂ 䟻㌗㦚
☚⳾䟞㰖Ⱒ ⽋㧷䞲 䡫䌲㦮 㺚⍦㦚 䡫㎇䟊㟒 䞮⓪
┾㩦㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㢖⮮㌳㎇₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㡊㩚╂ 䟻㌗㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎
₆Ἒ⯒ ㍺䂮䞮㰖 㞠ἶ ₆Ἒ㩗 㠦⍞㰖 ㏦㔺㦚 㭚㧊₆
㥚䟊 2 Ṳ㦮 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆⯒ 㺚⍦ ⼓㠦 ㍺䂮䞲
㔲㓺䎲㦚
ῂ㎇䞮㡖┺.
㺚⍦
㭧㕂㿫
₆㭖㦒⪲
゚╖䃃㩗㦒⪲ ㍺䂮♲ 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆ ㌂㧊㦮 ỆⰂ⓪
2~5 ⻪㥚⯒ 㡂䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㽞₆㦮 ₆㤎㠊㰚 ṗ☚㢖
ΐ䧮 Ἒ㑮⓪ ṗṗ 45¶~150¶ 㢖 0.04~0.09 ⯒
㡂䞮㡖┺. ἶ㩫♮㠊 㧞㰖 㞠㦖 ⊳┾㦮 y 㿫

₆㦒⪲ 㠦⍞㰖 ㏦㔺  㡊㥶㏣㠦 䟊╏䞮⓪ 㭒䕢㑮
㓺䗯䔎⩒ ㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㦮
㤊☯㧊 㔲㓺䎲 䣾㥾ὒ ὖἚṖ 㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㡂㭖┺.
㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㦮 㡆㎇ ㎇㰞㠦 㦮䟊 㥶☯ ⌊㠦㍲
㧦㩗㧎 㤖㰗㧚㦚 㰖㏣䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㽞₆ ṗ☚Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 2 Ṳ㦮 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㦮 㤊☯ 㰚䙃㧊
㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 ⽊㡖┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒ 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆
Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌗┾㦮 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㠦㍲
┺㭧 㰚䙃㧊 ὖ䁷♮㠞┺. 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆ 㤊☯㠦
㦮䟊 ㌳㎇♮⓪ 㢖⮮ῂ㫆㦮 ⼧䞿㦖 㺚⍦ ㌗┾ ⼓
⁒㠦㍲ ㌳䞮Ⳇ 㺚⍦ 䞮┾ ⁒㠦㍲ ㌳㎇♮⓪
㦢㦮 㢖⮮ῂ㫆 ㌳㎇㦚 ☚㢖 㥶㼊㦮 䢒䞿㧊 䟻㌗♲┺.
㢖⮮ῂ㫆㠦 㦮䞲 㥶㼊 䢒䞿㦚 㔲ṗ䢪䞮₆ 㥚䞲
FTLE 䞚✲㦮 Lagrangian Coherent Structure(LCS)⯒ 䐋䟊
㺚⍦ ⼓⁒㻮㢖 㭧㕂 㡗㡃 ㌂㧊㦮 㥶㼊 䢒䞿㦚
Ṳ㍶䞮㡂 㔲㓺䎲 䣾㥾㦚 䟻㌗㔲䌊㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
Ṗ㧻 ⏨㦖 䣾㥾㦚 ⽊㧊⓪ ⼖㑮⓪ 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㦮
ỆⰂ, ΐ䧮 Ἒ㑮 ⁎Ⰲἶ 㽞₆ ṗ☚⓪ ṗṗ 2.4, 0.06
⁎Ⰲἶ 75¶㧊┺UG 㡆㎇㢖⮮㌳㎇₆㦮G ỆⰂSG ΐ䧮G Ἒ㑮G
⁎ⰂἶG 㽞₆G ṗ☚⯒G 㧛⩻G ◆㧊䎆⪲G ㌂㣿䞮⓪G ₆ἚG
䞯㔋G 㞢ἶⰂ㯮(ANN, SVRG G RF)㦚G 䐋䟊G 㠦⍞㰖G ㏦㔺G
G 㡊㥶㏣㦮G Ṩ㦚G 㡞䁷䞮㡖㦒ⳆG 㩫䢫☚⯒ 㿪㩫䞮₆
㥚䞲 R2 Ṩ㦖 㠦⍞㰖 ㏦㔺ὒ 㡊㥶㏣㦮 ἓ㤆 ṗṗ
0.9960(SVR), 0.9595(ANN)㦚 ⽊㡖┺.

Ṗ㩫㣿 㠦㠊䄾 䀾㿲ῂ 䚲Ⳋ 㧊㔂ⱐ䧮 䡚㌗
㡞䁷㦚 㥚䞲 㩚㌆䟊㍳⳾◎ 㡆ῂ* ⏎㰖㎇ 1, 㩫㰖䤞 1,
ₖ㭒㡆 1, 㧚⁒⋾
㠦㠊㏪⬾㎮㡆ῂ㏢

1

, ⏎㍶㫛

1

, 㰚㕂㤦

1

;

ₖἓ㻲; Pusan National University
The solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) technique has attracted
much attention due to its high efficiency and cleanliness and
it has been expected to be the next generation of energy
products. However, the measurement and monitoring difficulties caused by its complex internal structure seriously
restrict the development of this technology. Especially, the
acquisition of physical information on internal temperature
and flow, which are difficult for traditional measurement
methods. The current research has developed a phosphorescence-based thermophysical information measurement technology. Combined with the novel SOFC cathode preparation
method, we doped a non-contact sensing technique for internal temperature by doping a small amount of micron-sized
phosphorescent particles into the yttria-stabilized zirconia
powder, which achieved the obtaining of internal temperature information without damaging the SOFC cell. The developed technique enables 2D temperature acquisition under
hot stage simulated SOFC operating conditions, verifying the
feasibility of the current technique. The current technology is
expected to provide effective technical support for the development of high-performance SOFC technology in the
future.
*This work was supported by the Korea Research Fellowship
Program from the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) grant (KRF-2019H1D3A1A01071033). This research
was also supported by the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean government
(MSIT)
(No.
2020R1A5A8018822,
No.
2021R1A2C2012469).

1

LG 㩚㧦

㡂⯚㻶 ┺㔋䞲 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 㠦㠊䄾 ㌂㣿 㔲 䀾㿲ῂ
㭒⼖㦒⪲ 㧊㔂ⱐ䧮 䡚㌗㧊 ㌳䞮⓪ ἓ㤆Ṗ Ⱔ┺.
㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗㦖 㩲䛞 㭒⼖㦮 ➆⦑䞮ἶ 㔋䞲 Ὃ₆Ṗ
㹾Ṗ㤊 䏶㿲 ₆⮮㢖 Ⱒ⋮ 㩲䛞 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㭒⪲
㌳䞮Ợ ♮ἶ, ⼓㰖Ṗ 㩬Ệ⋮ ┻㦒⪲ 㧊㔂㧊
⟾㠊㪎 ㌂㣿㧦㠦Ợ 䇢Ṧ㦚 㟒₆㔲䌂 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⩂䞲 㧊㔂ⱐ䧮 䡚㌗㦚 ㌂㩚㠦 㡞䁷䞮₆
㥚䟊 Multi-component model 㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㩚㌆䟊㍳⳾◎㦚
Ṳ䞮㡖┺. Ṳ♲ 㩚㌆䟊㍳⳾◎㦖 14 Ṗ㰖 㫛⮮㦮
㠦㠊䄾 㩲䛞㠦 ╖䟊 䟃㡾䟃㔋 㺪⻚㠦㍲ 6 㔲Ṛ
㤊㩚䞲 㔲䠮ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦỖ㯳 䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊㔂ⱐ䧮 ㌳
㥚䂮Ṗ 㥶㌂䞮Ợ ⋮㢊㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 䟊㍳⳾◎㦖
䡚㨂 㩲䛞 ㍺Ἒ 㽞₆ Ỗ䏶┾Ἒ㠦㍲ 㔲䠮㦚 ╖㼊䟊
㡂⩂ 㞚㧊❪㠊✺㦚 䎢㓺䔎䟊⽊⓪ ⳿㩗㦒⪲ 㭒⪲
䢲㣿♮ἶ 㧞ἶ, 䛞㰞 ⶎ㩲 ╖㦧㠦☚ ⚦⬾ 䢲㣿䞮ἶ
㧞┺.

Temperature sensing on the cathode of SOFC using
phosphor thermometry* TAO CAI, 㩫㭒㣿, 㩫㤦㎃,

┺Ὃ㎇ 㔲䔎㦮 㩚☚㔳 Ị㫆 ὒ㩫* 㧻㑮㡗
㎇⹒ 1,

㡺㌗䡚 2,

ₖ㎇㧒 2,

ₖ㤦㩫 1; 1Sogang

1,

University,

2

Korea Institute of Energy Research

Ị㫆⓪ 㩬㦖 㨂⬢㠦 㡊㦚 Ṗ䞮㡂 㑮㦚 㯳㔲䋺⓪
ὒ㩫㦒⪲ 㔳䛞, 㩲㟓, ㎂㥶, 㩲㰖 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 ㌆㠛㠦㍲
㧊㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ㌆㠛㣿 Ị㫆⓪ 㧒㩗㦒⪲ 㩚☚, ╖⮮,
⽋㌂ 㡊㩚╂㦚 㧊㣿䞮⓪◆ 㩚☚ 㡊㩚╂㦚 㧊㣿䞲
╖䚲㩗㧎 㡞⓪ ✲⩒㔳 Ị㫆₆Ṗ 㧞┺. ✲⩒㔳
Ị㫆₆⓪ ⥾Ệ㤊 㯳₆Ṗ ✺㠊㧞⓪ ✲⩒ ₻ 䚲Ⳋ㠦
㨂⬢⯒ 㩧㽟㔲䅲㍲ 㨂⬢⯒ Ị㫆䞲┺. ✲⩒ 䚲Ⳋὒ
㨂⬢Ṗ 㩧㽟䞮Ⳋ 㩚☚ 㡊㩚╂㠦 㦮䟊 㨂⬢㠦 㡊㧊
Ὃ ♮ἶ 㡊  ⶒ㰞 㩚╂㧊 ㌳䟊 㨂⬢㦮 㡾☚㢖
䞾㑮㥾㧊 ⼖䞲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㩚☚㔳 Ị㫆 ὒ㩫㦚 㧮
㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㨂⬢㦮 㡾☚  䞾㑮㥾 ⼖䢪⯒
㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⧒ 㩫䢫䧞 䁷㩫䞮⓪ ộ㧊 㭧㣪䞮┺. ⡦䞲
䁷㩫䞲 㔺䠮 ἆὒ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ị㫆₆㦮 㧧☯ 㫆Ị 
㨂⬢㦮 䔏㎇㧊 Ị㫆 ὒ㩫㠦 㠊⟶䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪㰖
䕢㞛䞮⓪ ộ㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
✲⩒㔳 Ị㫆₆㠦㍲ Ⱔ㧊 ㌂㣿♮⓪ ┺Ὃ㎇ 㔲䔎㠦
╖䞮㡂 㡾☚㢖 䞾㑮㥾 ⼖䢪⯒ 䁷㩫䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㔺䠮㔺
′⳾㦮 㔺䠮 㧻䂮⯒ 㩲㧧䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 㔺䠮 ἆὒ⯒

㍳䞮㡂 㨂⬢㦮 㡾☚㢖 䞾㑮㥾 ⼖䢪⯒ ἆ㩫䞮⓪
㭒㣪䞲 㧎㧦✺㦚 ☚㿲䞮㡖ἶ 㧊 㧎㧦✺⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰚
㧊⪶ ⳾◎㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㩲㔲䞲 ⳾◎㦖 ㌆㠛
䡚㧻㠦㍲ 㨂⬢㦮 䞾㑮㥾 ⼖䢪⯒ 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊
㌂㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦚 ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ┺Ὃ㎇ 㔲䔎㦮 Ị㫆
䡚㌗㦚 㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㧊⪶㩗 ₆㽞⯒ 㩲Ὃ䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦(MOTIE)㦮
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮
20202020800200)㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㨂㤦㦒⪲
㰖㤦(No.

䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚㦮 㩚₆㩗 㡊㤦㠦 ╖䞲 㡊㩚╂ 䔏㎇
㍳* 㧊䢎㡆 1, 㾲㑮㣿 2, 㧊ὖ㎃ 2, ㏷㔲ⴂ 1;
1

䞲㟧╖䞯ᾦ 㦋䞿₆ἚὋ䞯ὒ,
䞮㧊䗒䓲ぢ㡆ῂ㔺

2

䞲ῃ㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦

4 㹾 ㌆㠛䡗ⳛὒ ▪㠊 ₆䤚⼖䢪  䢮ἓⶎ㩲Ṗ
╖⚦♮Ⳋ㍲ 䂲䢮ἓ 㤊㏷㑮┾㠦 ╖䞲 㣪ῂ⓪ ₆㫊㦮
㻶☚㢖 ṯ㦖 ╖䡫 㑮㏷ 㑮┾✺㠦 ╖䟊㍲☚ 䄺㰖ἶ
㧞┺. 䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚(Hyperloop) 㔲㓺䎲㦖 ▪ ザ⯊ἶ
㞞㩚䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㧊⩂䞲 䂲䢮ἓ㩗 㣪ῂ⯒ Ⱒ㫇䞮⓪
╖䚲㩗㧎 㹾㎎╖ ἶ㏣ 㑮㏷ 㔲㓺䎲㦒⪲ 1/1000 ₆㞫㦮
㞚㰚Ὃ 䓲ぢ, 㧦₆⩻ 㿪㰚  ㌗ 㩚㧦⩞㧒, 㑮㏷㼊
㡃䞶㦮 䃷㓦⪲ ῂ㎇♮㠊 㧞┺. 䃷㓦㦮 㿪㰚ὒ ㌗㦖
⳾⚦ 㩚₆㠦⍞㰖⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 㧊⬾㠊㰖⸖⪲ 䌚㏢⺆㿲㧊
㠜ἶ ⰺ㤆 ⌄㦖 㞫⩻㦒⪲ Ὃ₆㦮 㩖䟃㧊 㩗㦖 䓲ぢ
⌊⯒ 㟓 1200km/h 㦮 ἶ㏣㦒⪲ 㭒䟟䞲┺. 㞚㦢㏣㠦
Ṗ₢㤊 ㏣☚⪲ 䃷㓦㦚 Ṗ㏣䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㿪㰚䆪㧒㠦⓪
⏨㦖 㩚⮮Ṗ ὒ♮⓪◆, 㧊➢ 䆪㧒㦮 㩖䟃㦒⪲ 㧎䞲
Ohmic Loss Ṗ 㫊㨂䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 Joule Heating 㧊
㌳䞮ἶ 䆪㧒㦮 㡾☚⓪ ㌗㔏䞮Ợ ♲┺. 䆪㧒㦮 㡾☚
㌗㔏㦖 ゚㩖䟃㦮 㯳Ṗ⯒ 㥶䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㩚⮮
㥶㰖⯒ 㥚䞲 㣪ῂ 㩚㞫ὒ 㧊㠦 ➆⯎ ㏦㔺㧎 Ohmic
Loss ⯒ ☯㔲㠦 㯳Ṗ㔲䋺ἶ, ἶ㡾㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㭒㥚
ῂ㫆ⶒ✺㦮 㡊㩗 㞞㩫㎇㠦☚ 㡗䟻㦚 ⋒䂮Ợ ♲┺.
➆⧒㍲ 䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚 㔲㓺䎲㦮 㰖㏣㩗㧎 㤊㡗 
㠦⍞㰖 䣾㥾㦮 䢫⽊⯒ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㧊⩂䞲 㩚₆㩗
㡊㤦㦮 㡊㩚╂ 䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 䞚㑮㩗㧊┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚㦮
㤊䟟
㔲⋮Ⰲ㡺㢖
㍺Ἒ㫆Ị㦚 䏶╖⪲ 㿪㰚䆪㧒ὒ 㭒㣪 ῂ㫆ⶒ✺ Ṛ㦮
㡊㩚╂㦚 㑮䂮䟊㍳ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 㡆ῂ䞮ἶ,
㔲㓺䎲㦮 㡊㩚╂ 䔏㎇  ㌳䞮⓪ 㡊㩗 ⶎ㩲⯒
㩲㔲䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦 㭒㣪㌂㠛(㞚㦢㏣
䃷㓦䔎⩞㧎 䟋㕂₆㑶 Ṳ, PK2201A1)㦮 㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: 㡊㩚╂ 3
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㩲 4 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㞞㭖(ῃ⹒╖䞯ᾦ)

Tuning surface morphology of TFT by suppressing
coffee ring effect* Tiara AM1,2, Sajjan Parajuli1,2, Hyeokgyun Moon2,3, Younsu Jung1,2, Sagar Shrestha1,2, Hao
Yang1,2, Jinhwa Park1,2,Gyoujin Cho1,2#, Jinkee Lee1,3#;
1
Department of Biophysics, Institute of Quantum Biophysics,
Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, 16419, Republic of Korea 2Research Engineering Centre for R2R Printed Flexible
Computer and Department of Intelligent Precision
Healthcare Convergence, Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon,
16419, Republic of Korea 3School of Mechanical Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, 16419, Republic
of Korea
Controlling the morphology of the barium titanate (BTO)
dielectric ink is paramount to attaining a uniform pattern and
optimising device performance of printed thin-film transistors (TFT) via R2R gravure. During the ink drying process,
the formation of an uneven pattern at the edge, also known as
the coffee ring effect, due to capillary flow and subsequent
contact line pinning affects the printing resolution. The authors have employed the use of a co-solvent with a high
boiling point at different formulations, to lower the capillary
flux and form a homogeneous film, to maintain a uniform
threshold voltage (Vth). An increase in the sample viscosity
creates significant resistance to the radially outward flow,
and lessens the uneven deposition pattern at the edges, as
indicated by 3D profilometer images. The inherent instability
of multicomponent inks is reduced in the study, without the
addition of stabilizers or compromising the device stability.
By monitoring the motion of the colloidal BTO particles that
occur during solvent evaporation, the authors were able to
fabricate high quality and uniform patterns in printing TFTs.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MIST) (No. 2020R1A5A1019649) and Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) funded by the
Ministry of Education
(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696).

Implementation of Thermal-load based Multiphysics
Topology Optimization in 3D Conformal
Cooling Channel Design Procedure Using Pseudo-density Method* Min Liang Wang1 and Hyun Wook
Kang1; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chonnam
National University
As a particularly useful finite element analysis-based design
approach, topology optimization (TO) is considered to be a
promising strategy to design conformal cooling channel layouts. Thermal-load based designation means geometric information of three-dimensional injection mold can be ex-

pressed by defining thermal load distribution on a
two-dimensional plane domain. Pseudo-density is defined as
a near-binary design variable to determine the material (1 for
fluid, 0 for solid) of the element it represents濁澳In this study, a
thermal-load based Multiphysics TO procedure is proposed
to design conformal cooling channels by using the pseudo-density method. Specifically, a self-programming Galerkin finite element solver is constructed to solve thermal-fluid coupled equations for both fluid and solid domain,
where all material properties are dominated by pseudo-density with SIMP (the Solid Isotropic Material with
Penalization) interpolation scheme. Pseudo-density of each
element then will be updated at each iteration by MMA (the
Methods of Moving Asymptotes) algorithm based on the
sensitivities of objective function and constraints. As soon as
the maximum change of pseudo density reaches the set allowable amount, the iteration will stop and output the topology optimized fluid channel layout. Furthermore, a case for
cooling plate with isosceles trapezoid cross section is studied
and verified by conjugate heat transfer simulation analysis.
The objective function given in this research is a combination of average pressure drop minimization and thermal dissipation maximization. The results show that the average
pressure drop in optimal-shaped channel is 44.2 Pa, while for
traditional parallel-shaped channel with same volume ratio,
the average pressure drop is 69.0 Pa. Meanwhile, the cooling
time of mold before ejection is 3.3 s, while for traditional
parallel-shaped channel, the cooling time is 4.5 s.
* This research was supported by Energy AI Convergence
Research & Development Program through the National IT
Industry Promotion Agency of Korea (NIPA) funded by the
Ministry of Science and ICT (No. S0253-22-1003).

CFD study of jet impingement on a heated moving
wall* Kuldeep Baghel1, Zahra1, Jinkee Lee1;
1Sungkyunkwan

University,

We present a computational study of unconfined planar water
jet impingement on a heated moving flat surface. To reduce
computation cost and time, the computational domain was
divided into two parts to carry out 3D simulations.
Superimposing phenomena were used to resolve outer
boundaries. Reasonable accuracy is achieved by splitting the
domain into two parts and using superimposing principle.
Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was used to capture
interfacial structures and Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS)
was adopted for turbulence modeling. Nozzle Reynolds
numbers of 4000, 8000, and 12000 were considered.
Charasyetics length of nozzle width (w) and liquid properties
at nozzle exit were considered for Reynolds number
calculations. Four different velocity ratios (us/uj) were
considered, where, us is the impingement surface velocity
and uj is the mean velocity of the liquid at the nozzle exit.
Validation of study is performed by comparison of numerical
results to experimental data from the literature. The effect of
gravity was significant for Reynolds numbers below 4000.

The average Nusselt number was found to reduce with
increasing surface velocity. Moving surface significantly
affects the peak heat transfer region near the impact as well
the location of peak heat transfer.
*This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) grant, funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No.
2020R1A2C3010568, 2021R1A6A1A03039696), and by the
Bio and Medical Technology Development Program of the
National Research Foundation funded by the Korean government (MSIT) (No. NRF-2021M3A9I4021220). In addition, it was also supported by the Korea Environment Industry and Technology Institute (KEITI) through its Ecological
Imitation-based Environmental Pollution Management
Technology Development Project, and funded by the Korea
Ministry of Environment (MOE) (2019002790003)

㽞⌟ṗ ╖䡫 㞷㩗 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 ἆク ⽊䢎㔲㓺䎲㦮
㏢㣪 㩚⩻⨟ 㩚㌆ 䟊㍳* 㩫䢎㰚 1, 㧊䡗㰚 1,
㧊䞯㰚 1,2, ⳛ⏎㔶 1,2; 1Gyeongsang National University,
Research Center for Aircraft Core Technology

2

䟃Ὃ₆Ṗ ゚䟟 㭧 ἓ䠮䞮⓪ ἆク 䢮ἓ㦖 ⋶Ṳ㦮 㟧⩻
Ṧ㏢, 䟃⩻  ⶊỢ 㯳Ṗ, ゚䟟 㫆㫛㎇ Ṧ㏢ ❇㦮
㩫㩗㧎
ἆὒ✺㦚
㟒₆䞲┺.
➆⧒㍲
䟃Ὃ₆
䚲Ⳋ㠦⓪
ἆク
⽊䢎㧻䂮⯒
㧻㹿䞮㡂
䟃Ὃ₆
䚲Ⳋ㦒⪲䎆 ἆク㦚 㩲Ệ䞮Ệ⋮ ἆク 㯳㔳㦚
㰖䞮☚⪳ 䞲┺. 㽞⌟ṗ ╖䡫 㞷㩗(Supercooled Large
Droplet, SLD)㦖 㞷㩗㦮 䋂₆Ṗ 50 Ɇm 㧊㌗㧎 ἓ㤆⯒
㦮⹎䞲┺. SLD 㦮 ἓ㤆 㞷㩗㦖 䞶(Break-up),
⼖䡫(Deformation)♮ἶ,
゚䟟㼊
䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲
㌆(Splashing)♮㠊 㩚㌆ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 㔲 㧊⩂䞲 ⶒⰂ
䡚㌗㦚 㩗㩞䧞 ἶ⩺䟊㟒 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ SLD
㫆Ị㦚 䙂䞾䞲 ┺㟧䞲 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 ἆク 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚
㑮䟟䞲 ┺㦢, ἆク ⽊䢎㧻䂮㦮 ㏢㣪 㩚⩻⨟㦚
゚ᾦ䞮ἶ, SLD 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲㦮 ἆク 䔏㎇ὒ
㏢㣪 㩚⩻⨟ ⼖䢪㠦 ╖䟊 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF2017R1A5A1015311).

A numerical and experimental study on heat dissipation system design of an inverter* MOHAMMAD
HOSSEIN KASHEFI1, AHMAD ALI AWAIS1, KYUNG
CHUN KIM1*; 1Pusan National University,
This paper deals with the experimental and numerical investigation on the heat dissipation of an IGBT inverter with
water cooling system. A minichannel heat sink with the
header collector has been designed in order to remove the
heat from the heat fluxing plate. The optimum dimensions of

the fin height, fin spacing and fin thickness have been obtained 3mm, 0.5mm and 1mm, respectively. This study has
been done in different heat fluxes and different flow rates in
order to obtain the temperature distribution profile. The results revealed that the plate has been cooled more uniformly
compared to the conventional heat sinks. The base temperaWXUH ZDV YDU\LQJ EHWZHHQ ႏ WR ႏ LQ WKH QXPHULFDO
results and it has been validated with experimental results
with around 5% error.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822).

Efficient immersed boundary projection method
for heat transfer problems* Tiantian Xu1, Jung-Il
Choi1; 1Yonsei University, School of Mathematics and
Computing (Computational Science and Engineering)
An efficient immersed boundary projection method with
staggered time discretization is proposed for incompressible
viscous flows with heat transfer. The main idea is to use a
block LU decomposition technique to decouple the momentum and the energy equations, including immersed boundary
forcing. The pressure, the momentum forcing, and the energy
forcing are treated as Lagrangian multipliers to impose the
divergence-free constraints and no-slip conditions at the
immersed boundary surfaces. A staggered time discretization
with the Crank-Nicolson scheme is applied to decouple the
temperature and the velocities, which means that the velocity
fields are described at integer time levels (n+1). In contrast,
the temperature fields are defined at half-integer time levels
(n+1/2). Thus, we obtain an immersed boundary projection
method with the staggered time discretization to solve the
heat transfer problems. Numerical simulations of
two-dimensional (2D) forced convection, natural convection,
and three-dimensional natural convection are performed to
verify the performance of the present method. Subsequently,
particulate flows with and without heat transfer demonstrate
the ability of the present method to deal with complex heat
transfer problems. Finally, simulations of the multiple particles sedimentation demonstrate the robustness of the present
method for complex heat transfer flows over moving objects.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) (No. 2022R1A2C2003643) grants
funded by the Korea government (Ministry of Science and
ICT).
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Utilizing a Novel Passive Evaporative Cooling
Technology to Improve Heat Recovery Performance of Thermoelectric Generators Zheng Liang
Jun1, Kang Dong Hee1, Kim Na Kyong1, Wang Min Liang1,
Kang Hyun Wook1; 1Chonnam National University
Energy plays a vital role in the development of human society, to maintain social development, massive energy is consumed. And most of it comes from non-renewable fossil
fuels. Therefore, search for new alternative energy sources
and development of renewable energy technologies is urgent.
Thermoelectric generator (TEG) is a promising technology,
which can convert the temperature difference into electricity.
However, the development of thermoelectric materials seems
hit a bottleneck, so it is necessary to turn our attention to
more efficient use of existing TEGs. As a common phenomenon in nature, evaporative cooling has been widely used to
dissipate heat in buildings, electronic products and industries.
However, the study of utilizing evaporative cooling technology to improve TEG performance are lacking. In this study,
we utilize a novel passive evaporative cooling technology to
enhance TEG output performance. A passive evaporative
cooling heat sink (PECHS) was constructed by super hydrophilic paper towels and an aluminum heat sink. PECHS has
excellent evaporative cooling capability and energy-free
water transport characteristics. By combining thermodynamics and heat & mass transfer theory, a theoretical model of
the PECHS cooled TEG is established, and the effects of
certain key parameters on the TEG output capacity is investigated. Furthermore, the normal heat sink cooling case as a
control group. The results show that by utilizing PECHS, the
TEG temperature difference was nearly 2 times of the control
group.

Novel Solar Reduced Graphene Oxide/Polyvinyl
Alcohol Sponge for Highly Efficient Solar Steam
Generation Higgins M. Wilson1, H. W. Lim1, and S. J.
Lee1; 1Pohang University of Science and Technology
(POSTECH)
In recent times, interfacial solar steam generation (ISSG) has
demonstrated highly efficient steam generation under low
solar intensities. However, novel thermally insulating configurations are still necessary to realize these interfacial solar
steam generators for practical applications. In this work, we
demonstrate the application of a novel 3D interfacial solar
steam generator fabricated with solar reduced graphene oxide (SRGO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) sponge. The
unique 3D configuration achieved an exceptional water
evaporation flux of 3.5 kg m-2 h-1 under 1 sun illumination (1
kW/m2), which is nearly a 10 times enhancement over conventional bulk evaporation systems. The significant steam
generation performance is attributed to the innovative 3D
jacket configuration that promotes heat insulation at the top
localized surface. In addition, the synergic effect of high
solar absorbance of SRGO and excellent water capillary

action of hydrophilic PVA sponge helps in the sustained excellent performance in long-term steam generation. In future
work, these solar steam generators shall be further utilized
for passive solar desalination and clean water generation.
The results of these work shall inspire future developments
of 3D thermally insulating structures for excellent solar
steam generation.

Ocean waves energy harvesting using roll and pitch
motion of floater* Aref Afsharfard1, Kyung Chun Kim2;
1Ferdowsi

University of Mashhad, 2Pusan National Univer-

sity
A stable source of renewable energy, which has practical
application prospects, is the ocean wave energy harvesting.
Based on the irregular nature of ocean-waves, researchers
have designed many energy harvesters, with several advantages and disadvantages. The main aim of this study is to
present a new ocean wave energy harvester, which works
based on both of pitch and roll motions of a marine system.
In doing so, a semi-stable vibratory system is designed to
magnify the motions of floater. Using a ball-joint mechanism,
the two degree of freedom oscillatory motion is converted to
two reciprocal rotations. Two mechanical rectifiers provide
continuous rotation needed by the electromagnetic transducer.
The governing electromechanical equation of motion for the
discussed system is derived to study the effects of changing
the ocean-wave properties on the application of the energy
harvester.
* This work was supported by Brain Pool Program through
the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by
Ministry
of
Science
and
ICT
(NRF-2021H1D3A2A01096259)
* This work was also supported by the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the
Korean government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822)

Optimization of a Wind Farm Layout with Consideration of Active Yaw Control* ㏷㩫䢮 1, ₖ䌲㢚 1,
ₖ㺓㤇 1, 㥶☯䡚 1; 1Pohang University of Science and
Technology
䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮 ㍺Ἒ⓪ 㡆Ṛ ⧢ 䢫⮶ 䙂㢖
䛣⩻㩚₆ Ṛ㦮 䤚⮮ ㏦㔺㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂 㑮䟟♮₆
➢ⶎ㠦
䛣⩻㩚₆
䤚⮮
⳾◎
Ṳὒ
䞾℮
㩚䟊㢪┺. 㡞䄾╖ 㧊㩚㠦⓪ top-hat ⳾㟧㦮 䤚⮮
⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮⯒ 䟞㰖Ⱒ, 㾲⁒㠦⓪
Gaussian 䢫⮶ 䙂 ⳾㟧㦮 䤚⮮ ⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂
䡚㔺㩗㧎 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㾲⁒㠦⓪
䛣⩻㩚₆ 䤚⮮ ⳾◎㧊 㣪 㩲㠊⯒ ἶ⩺䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ
♮㠊 ⳾✶ 䛣⩻㩚₆Ṗ ⧢ 䟻㦚 ⧒⽊⓪ ộ㦚
Ṗ㩫䞲 greedy 㩲㠊㠦 㦮䞲 䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮Ṗ

㞚┞⧒ 㣪 㩲㠊⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮⯒
㑮䟟䞶 㑮 㧞Ợ ♮㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㣪 㩲㠊⯒
ἶ⩺䞲 䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡂 ₆㫊㦮
䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮⯒ Ṳ㍶䟞┺. 㣪 㩲㠊⯒
ἶ⩺䞾㦒⪲㖾 㩲㠊 ⼖㑮㦮 Ṳ㑮Ṗ ⓮㠊⋮⓪ ⶎ㩲⯒
䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ἶ㹾㤦 ⶎ㩲⯒ 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ 䛎⓪
ộ㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㰚 ⠒㰖⓻ ₆㦮 Adaptive Granularity
Learning Distributed Particle Swarm Optimization
(AGLDPSO) 㞢ἶⰂ㯮㦚 ☚㧛䞮㡖┺. 䛣⩻㩚₆㦮 㑮,
䏶㰖㦮 Ⳋ㩗, 䛣⩻ 䢫⮶ 䙂㦮 ‶㧒㎇ ❇㦚 ἶ⩺䞲
┺㟧䞲 䅖㧊㓺㠦 ╖䞮㡂 ₆㫊㦮 䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮
╖゚ 㣪 㩲㠊⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 䛣⩻┾㰖 㾲㩗 ⺆䂮㦮
Ṳ㍶㩦㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㭧ἂ㡆ῂὒ㩲(NRF-2021R1
A2C2092146)㢖 ㌒㎇⹎⧮₆㑶㥷㎇㌂㠛 ὒ㩲(SRFC-TB17
03–51)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ㧛┞┺.

Mitigation of Intermittency in Energy Production
from a Wind Farm by Deep-Reinforcement Learning Control Based on Predicted Wind Conditions*
ₖ䌲㢚 1, ₖ㺓㤇 1, ㏷㩫䢮 1, 㥶☯䡚 1; 1 Pohang University
of Science and Technology
䛣⩻┾㰖㦮 㡆Ṛ 㩚⩻ ㌳㌆⨟㦖
ỿ䞮Ợ ⼖䢪䞮⓪
䛣䢿㦮 㡗䟻㦚 䋂Ợ ⓪┺. 䛣⩻㩚₆㦮 yaw, pitch
ṗ☚Ṗ 䛣䢿ὒ 㠊⋮Ợ ♮Ⳋ ṗ 䛣⩻㩚₆㦮 ㌳㌆
㩚⩻㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮Ⳇ, wake 㦮 㡗䟻㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㩚㼊
䛣⩻┾㰖 ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻ ⡦䞲 䋂Ợ 㭚㠊✶┺. ➆⧒㍲,
⼖䢪䞮⓪ 䛣䢿㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡂 ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻㦮 Ṛ䠦㎇ 
wake 㦮 㡗䟻㦚 㭚㧊⓪ ṫỊ䞲 㾲㩗 㩲㠊 ₆㑶
Ṳ㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䛣⩻┾㰖 ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻㦮
Ṛ䠦㎇ Ṧ㏢  ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻ 㾲╖䢪⯒ 㥚䟊 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 䛣䢿㦚
㡞䁷䞮ἶ Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG)
₆㦮 ṫ䢪䞯㔋 ⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䟞┺. 㥚 㔶ἓⰳ㦚 㔺䠮
䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 䞯㔋 䤚 greedy 㩲㠊 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 ㌳㌆
㩚⩻㦮 Ṛ䠦㎇ Ṧ㏢  ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻⨟ 䟻㌗㦚 ㍳䟞┺.
㔺䠮㦖 10 10 Ṳ㦮 䅊䜾䎆 䖂㦒⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰚 programmable 䛣☯ ⌊㠦㍲ 㟓䞲 㭒₆㎇㦚 Ṗ㰚 ╖₆
ἓἚ䂋 㥶☯㦚 ㌳㎇䞮ἶ pitch 㢖 yaw 㩲㠊Ṗ
Ṳ⼚㩗㦒⪲ Ṗ⓻䞲 ⳾䡫 䛣⩻㩚₆⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰚 ⳾䡫
䛣⩻┾㰖⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 㑮䟟䟞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㭧ἂ㡆ῂὒ㩲
(NRF-2021R1A2C2092146)㢖
㌒㎇⹎⧮₆㑶㥷㎇㌂㠛ὒ㩲
(SRFC-TB1703–51)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ㧛┞┺
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Performance of energy harvesting by slosh-induced
wave ₖ₆㫛 1, ₖ㭖㡗 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
The present study investigated slosh-induced energy harvesting before dissipation of the wave by using a newly devised piezoelectric harvester. The harvester mounted on the
center of the tank consisted of an elastic part and rigid part to
maximize the energy harvesting. Wave conditions are
changed with an excitation amplitude & frequency, water
height, and the elastic thickness of the harvester. To find the
optimal energy harvesting conditions, the dynamics of a
newly designed harvester are investigated in terms of the
maximum tip deflection, phase difference, and
non-dimensional analysis. Above all, the sloshing resonance
is vital parameter for the maximum deflection of the harvester and the phase difference between the sloshing tank
and the harvester to induce the maximum deflection does not
necessarily occur only in the zero phase. Then, the energy
harvesting using sloshing flow is undertaken to evaluate the
performance of the given harvester. Slosh-induced
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit currents are successfully obtained and compared with each other varying given
experimental variables. In addition, the energy harvester is
effective in reducing the strong pressure on the wall subjected to sloshing impact as a baffle. We eventually confirmed
the possibility of promising source for renewable energy
based on the outstanding output power density.

Experimental Study on the Tidal Current-Pumped
Storage Hybrid Power Generation by the Flapping
Mechanism* ₖ㰖䤞 1, ⶎ㎇⹒ 1, 㩫㎎㰚 1, 㧻㧎㎇ 1,
ₖ䦻㺂 1, ἶ㰚䢮 2; 1 䞲ῃ䟊㟧ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦, 2 㩲㭒╖䞯ᾦ
㾲⁒ 㫆⮮ 㠦⍞㰖⓪ 䢪㍳ 㡆⬢㠦 ╖䞲 㦮㫊☚⯒
㭚㧊₆ 㥚䞲 ╖㼊 㠦⍞㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㭒⳿ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㫆⮮ ㌳₆⪲ 㧊㭧 䝢⧿䡫 㔲㓺䎲ὒ
ἆ䞿♲ 㫆⮮  㟧㑮 㩖㧻 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㩚 㔲㓺䎲㦮
㔺䠮㩗 㡆ῂἆὒ㠦 ╖䟊 ⏒䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲
Ṳ⎦㠦㍲ 㑮㰗⺆㡊㦮 ⼖ἓ♲ ☯⩻㩚╂ 㔳㦮 䝢⧿䡫
㫆⮮㌳₆⓪ 㡃䞯㩗 ☯⩻㦚 䐋䟊 䟊㑮⯒ 䗢䞧䞮⓪◆
㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. ┺㟧䞲 ⰺṲ⼖㑮 ㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㔺䠮
㣪㧎㦚 ⼖䢪㔲䋾 ἆὒ 䝢⧮䞧 㑮㭧㧋㦮 ⏨㦖 䞒䂮
ṗ☚㢖 ⏨㦖 㞪 ṗ☚Ṗ 㥶Ⰲ䞲 ộ㦒⪲ 䕢㞛♮㠞┺.
㌗₆ ἆὒ⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 䟊㌗㠦㍲ 䢲㣿 Ṗ⓻䞲 ┺㑮
⺆䂮 䎆ゞ㠦 䢲㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖䞲┺.

Analysis on the performance enhancement of a pair

of vertical-axis wind turbines in a side-by-side arrangement* 㞞㌗㤆 1, 㾲䟊㻲 1; 1Seoul National University
We investigate the efficiency of the power generation of a
pair of vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs) arranged in a
side-by-side configuration using large eddy simulation. The
performance enhancement is observed for all possible configurations of VAWT pairs. The flow characteristics around
the blades of the VAWT pairs such as the formation and development of the leading-edge vortex are examined, and it is
demonstrated that the power generation of the turbine pairs is
increased due to the accelerated flow on the either side of a
VAWT. We obtain the flow velocity from both leeward and
windward sides of an isolated VAWT and predict the performance of the VAWT pairs using the measured data.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(NRF-2021R1A4A1032023) 
ῃṖ
㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆(KSC-2018-CHA-0030)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Multi-GPU ₆㦮 ☚㕂 ⧢₎㠦 ╖䞲 㔺㔲Ṛ
LES 䟊㍳* 㟧⹒′ 1, 㡺⁒㤆 2, 㾲㩫㧒 1; 1 㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ
㑮䞯Ἒ㌆䞯(Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯),
Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯ὒ

2

㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ

⧢₎㦚 ⳾㌂䞮⓪ ộ㦖 ☚㕂㦮 ㍺Ἒ  ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ
⳾アⰂ䕆(UAM)㦮 㞞㩚ὒ 㤊㡗㦚 㥚䞮㡂 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲
㡃䞶㦚 ╊╏䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㾲⁒㠦⓪ 㔺㔲Ṛ ὖ㩲⯒
㥚䞮㡂 䟊㍳㦮 㩫䢫☚㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㡞䁷₢㰖☚
Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䞮⓪ ザ⯎ Ἒ㌆ ㎇⓻㦚 㣪ῂἶ 㧞┺.
㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 Multi-GPU ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ ⻫㧊
Ⱔ㧊 㔲☚♮ἶ 㧞⓪◆, 㧊 㔳㦖 CPU ₆㦮 ㏣☚
䞲Ἒ㢖 ┾㧒 GPU ₆㦮 Ⲫ⳾Ⰲ 㣿⨟ ⶎ㩲⪲ 㧎䞲
䟊㍳ 㡗㡃 䢫㧻㦮 䞲Ἒ⯒ ⳾⚦ 䟊ἆ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
⻫㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ CUDA
Fortran
㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡂
Multi-GPU
₆㦮
╖㢖⮮⳾㌂(Large-eddy
simulation)
☚㕂
⧢₎
䟊㍳㧦⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 䟊㍳㧦⓪ 㾲╖ CFL 㫆Ị㦚
㯳Ṗ㔲䋺ἶ ☯㧒 㔲Ṛ ỿ㧦 ⌊ ⽋ Ἒ㌆㦚 㩲Ệ䞮㡂
䣾㥾㩗㧎 Ἒ㌆㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲 㠝ṞⰒ 㔲Ṛ 㹾⻫ὒ
㏣☚-㞫⩻
Ⰲ₆⻫
₆㦮
㑮䂮㞢ἶⰂ㯮㧊
㌂㣿♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, Ịⶒ㦮 䡫䌲⯒ 㩫⪂ ỿ㧦 Ἒ㠦
ῂ䡚䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 Ṗ㌗ἓἚ₆⻫(Immersed boundary
method)㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㼁 ⻞㱎⪲
䟊㍳㧦⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㧊㌗㩗㧎 Street canyon 㦚 㡗䞲
㰖䡫㠦㍲ Ỗ㯳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 䟊㍳㧦㦮 㥶䣾㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. 㧊䤚 GPU 㦮 㑮㠦 ➆⯎ Weak scalability,
Strong Scalability ⯒ ㍳䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 䟊㍳ ′⳾㢖
䟊㌗☚㠦 ➆⯎ 㔺㔲Ṛ Ἒ㌆ Ṗ⓻ 㡂 㩫☚⯒
䕢㞛䞮㡂 㔺㔲Ṛ Ἒ㌆㦚 㰚䟟䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㾲㩗㩦㦚
㩲㞞䞮㡖┺. 㧊䤚 Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲, 㔺㩲 㰖䡫㠦㍲㦮 ☚㕂
㡊䛣䢮ἓ 㰖䚲  UAM 㤊㣿 㞞㩚 㰖䚲⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂

UAM ὒ ⽊䟟㧦 ὖ㩦㠦㍲㦮 䢮ἓ 㞞㩚 㡗䟻 䘟Ṗ⯒
㰚䟟䞮㡂 䟻䤚 㡆ῂ㦮 䟻㎇㦚 㠎 䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖
₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮 㰖㤦(No.20204030200110), 
ὒ䞯₆㑶
㩫⽊䐋㔶
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦(No.
2022R1A2C2003643)㦒⪲
㑮䟟䞲
㡆ῂ㧊Ⳇ
㧊㠦
Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

☚㕂㰖
㩗㣿䞲

GIS ◆㧊䎆 
☚㕂㡊ἓἚ䂋㦮

WRF ₆㌗◆㧊䎆⯒
╖㢖⮮⳾㌂
䟊㍳*

㡺⁒㤆 1, 㟧⹒′ 2, 㾲㩫㧒 2;
2
㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ
Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯ὒ,
(Ἒ㌆ὒ䞯Ὃ䞯)

1

㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ
㑮䞯Ἒ㌆䞯

☚㕂 㡊㎂䡚㌗, ╖₆㡺㡒ⶒ 㩚䕢, ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㩚䕢,
☢䛣 䞒䟊 ❇ὒ ṯ㦖 ☚㔲 䛣䢮ἓ ⶎ㩲㠦 ╖㦧䞮₆
㥚䟊 㔺㩲 ☚㕂㰖䡫 㭒㥚 㡊䛣䢮ἓ㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳
₆㦮 㡆ῂṖ ┺Ⳋ㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ₆㫊㦮
䛣☯ 㔺䠮 ₆㦮 㑮䂮䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㔺㩲 ☚㕂㰖䡫ὒ
⋶㝾 㩫⽊㦮 ┺㟧㎇ 㡂㠦 䞲Ἒ⯒ Ṗ㰚┺. ➆⧒㍲,
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺㩲 ☚㕂 㰖䡫㩫⽊㢖 ⋶㝾 㩫⽊⯒
₆㦒⪲ 㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ 㔶㽢䃶䗒㓺 㭒㥚 㡊㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲
䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ ἶ䂋Ịⶒ⪲ ⮮♶ 㑮
㧞⓪ Ịⶒ✺㧊 㭒㥚 ⽊䟟㧦 ⩞㦮 㡊䛣䢮ἓ㠦
㠊⟶䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪㰖⯒ Ἒ㩞⼚⪲ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
㡆㎎╖䞯ᾦ 㔶㽢䃶䗒㓺⓪ 㰖Ⰲ㩫⽊㔲㓺䎲 (Geographic
Information System; GIS) ◆㧊䎆㢖 ㎖ ῂ⻫(cell classification)㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ῂ䡚䞮㡖┺. 㔺㩲 ⋶㝾 㩫⽊⓪
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊
㿪㿲䞲
₆㌗ὖ䁷
◆㧊䎆⯒
ἓἚ㫆Ị㦚
䐋䟊
Ἒ㌆㡗㡃㠦 㡂䞮㡖┺. 2018 ⎚ 㡂⯚ὒ Ỿ㤎㦮 ╖䚲
⋶㝾 㩫⽊⯒ ₆㦒⪲ ἶ䂋Ịⶒ 㭒㥚 㡊䛣䢮ἓ㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 㡂⯚㦮 ἓ㤆 ἶ䂋Ịⶒ⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞮⓪
䞮ṫ₆⮮⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ 㔲㤦䞲 ㌗䂋 Ὃ₆Ṗ
⽊䟟㧦 ⩞⪲ 㥶☚♮㠊 ἶ䂋Ịⶒ 㭒㥚 㡾☚Ṗ
⌊⩺Ṗ ⌟㎂ (cool island) 䣾ὒ⯒ 㥶䞮⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. Ⳋ, Ỿ㤎㠦⓪ ἶ䂋Ịⶒ㦮 ṯ㦖 䣾ὒ⪲
㧎䟊 ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ ▪ 㹾Ṗ㤊 Ὃ₆Ṗ ⽊䟟㧦 ⩞⪲
㥶☚♮㠊 ▪ 㿻ἶ ṫ䞲 ⧢㦚 㥶䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦(No.
2022R1A2C2003643)㦒⪲
㑮䟟䞲
㡆ῂ㧊Ⳇ
㧊㠦
Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

㎎㎮: 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 1
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 10:20 – 11:20
㩲 4 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 䢿㤦䌲(㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ)

Challenging towards carbon neutrality and the
Green New Deal: Wind Energy* Bumsuk Kim1;
1Faculty

of Wind Energy Engineering, graduate school of
Jeju National University

㎎Ἒ ṗῃ㦖 䖂◆⹏ 㧊䤚㦮 ἓ㩲䣢⽋㦚 㥚䟊
Ὃỿ㩗㧎 ⁎ⰆⓊ❲ 㩫㺛㦚 㩚Ṳ䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ₆䤚㥚₆
╖㦧ὒ 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖 ㌆㠛㥷㎇㦚 㥚䞲 㨂㩫䒂㧛 ′⳾⯒
䢫╖䞮ἶ
㰖㤦㧒㩫㦚
㞴╏₆ἶ
㧞㦒Ⳇ
RE
100(Renewable Energy 100%), ⏏㌟ ὋὋ 㫆╂, 䌚㏢
ῃἓ㎎ ❇㦮 㩲☚☚㧛㦚 䐋䞲 㧦ῃ㦮 ⏏㌟㌆㠛 ⽊䢎
㤖㰗㧚㦚 ṫ䢪䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㤆Ⰲ 㩫☚ 䞲ῃ䕦
Ⓤ❲㩫㺛ὒ 2050 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 㿪㰚㩚⨋㦚 䚲䟞ἶ
2025 ⎚₢㰖 㽳 42.7GW 㦮 䛣⩻· 䌲㟧ὧ 㩚㍺゚
ῂ㿫㦚 ⳿䚲䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㭒㣪ῃ✺㦮 㠦⍞㰖㩫㺛
䟻㎇㧊 䌞 䌚㏢ ㌂䣢⯒ 㰖䟻䞾㠦 ➆⧒, 䛣⩻·
䌲㟧ὧ 㭧㕂㦮 ⁖⪲⻢ 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖 ㌆㠛㦖 ㎇㑯┾Ἒ⪲
ザ⯊Ợ 㰚㧛䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 䛣⩻㩚㌆㠛㦖 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ
㔺䡚ὒ 㠦⍞㰖㔶㌆㠛 㥷㎇㧊⧒⓪ ⚦ Ṗ㰖 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲
㤆Ⰲ㠦Ợ 㭧㣪䞲 ₆䣢㔲㧻㧊 ♶ ộ㧚㧊 ⳛ䞮┺. ⽎
⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪ ㎎Ἒ䛣⩻㩚㌆㠛ὒ ₆㑶 ☯䟻㦚 ㍳,
㰚┾䞮ἶ ₆䣢㔲㧻㦒⪲㖾 Ṗ䂮㢖 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 
⁎ⰆⓊ❲ 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲㦮 㔲㌂㩦㦚 㩲㔲䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦(MOTIE)㢖
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦
(KETEP)㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ ὒ㩲㧛┞┺. (No. 20173010024930)

㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖 䞮⼖☯ ╖㦧㦚 㥚䞲 Power to Gas
1
₆㑶Ṳ

㔺㯳㿪㰚䡚䢿*
ₖ㭒䠢
;
1

䞲ῃ☯㍲㩚(㭒)

㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮 ⼖☯㎇ὒ Ṛ䠦㎇㠦 ➆⯎ 䞮 㞞㩫㎇
䢫⽊⯒ 㥚䟊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㧟㡂㩚⩻㦚 䢲㣿䞲 P2G(Power
to Gas) ₆㑶Ṳ㦚 㰚䟟䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 3.2MW 䌲㟧ὧ
㩚㍺゚⯒ 䐋䟊 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㑮㩚䟊 (㞢䃊⧒㧎, PEM)
㍺゚⪲ 㩚⩻㦚 Ὃ 䞮㡂 ⁎Ⰶ㑮㏢⯒ ㌳㌆䞮Ợ ♲┺.
㑮㏢㌳㌆㦚 㥚䞲 㩚⩻Ὃ 㦖 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮 䔏㎇㦚
ἶ⩺䞮㡂 䞮 㔲Ṛ╖⼚⪲ ἓ㩲㩗㧊ἶ 㞞㩫㩗㧎
㤊㩚㧊 Ṗ⓻䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳ 㩚⩻Ὃ
⻫㦚 㩗㣿,
㤊㡗䞮Ⳋ㍲
㔺㯳◆㧊䎆⯒
䢫⽊䞶
㡞㩫㧊┺.
㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖 㧊㣿㦚 ⁏╖䢪䞮₆ 㥚䟊 䞮 㿪㫛㧊
㤆㑮䞲 PEM 㑮㩚䟊⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮
⼖☯㎇㠦 ╖㦧䞮Ⳇ, 㩚⩻ ⼖☯㎇㧊 ▲䞲 㔲Ṛ╖㠦⓪
㩖゚㣿·╖㣿⨟㦮
㞢䃊⧒㧎
㑮㩚䟊⯒
㧊㣿䞮⓪
䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㔳㦒⪲ 㤊㡗䞶 Ἒ䣣㧊┺. 㑮㏢䢲㣿㦖
Ⲫ䌚䢪 Ὃ㩫㦚 Ệ㼦 㔺㯳┾㰖 ⌊ ㍺䂮♲ 㟓 20MW 㦮
SOFC
(ἶ㼊㌆䢪ⶒ
㡆⬢㩚㰖)⪲
Ὃ 䞮㡂
⁎ⰆⲪ䌚(e-fuel)㦮 㡆⬢㩚㰖 㩚㠦 ╖䟊 㔺㯳㦚

㿪㰚䞶 Ἒ䣣㧊┺. ⽎ ἶ㠦㍲⓪ 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮 㧻㭒₆
㩖㧻  㩚䢮㦚 㥚䞲 P2G 㔺㯳㌂㠛 㿪㰚䡚䢿㦚
㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ 㑮㩚䟊 㞞㩚, ⁎Ⰶ㑮㏢ 㡆Ἒ 㞞㩚㩖㧻 㞞
❇㠦 ╖䟊 ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

Study on Hydrogen Fueled Gas Turbine Combustor
for Carbon-neutral Power Generation* ₖ⹒ῃ 1,
㭒䟊㰖 2 ⹒ἓ㤇 1, 㧊㤦㭖 1, 䢿㩫㨂 1, 㫆㭒䡫 1; 1KIMM,
UST

2

㡾㔺Ṗ㓺
⺆㿲⨟㧊
Ⱔ㦖
㩚㟒㦮
ⶊ䌚㏢
㡆⬢㩚䢮₆㑶㦖 ₆䤚⼖䢪 ╖㦧㦚 㥚䞲 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ
╂㎇㠦 䞚㑮㩗㧎 ₆㑶⪲㖾 ⳾✶ Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ 㩲㧧㌂㠦㍲
2030 ⎚₢㰖 Ṳ 㢚⬢⯒ ⳿䚲⪲ 㩲㔲䞮ἶ 㧞┺.
ῃ⌊㠦㍲☚ 2020 ⎚䎆 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㠦 㑮㏢㡆⬢⯒
㩗㣿䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㡆㏢₆ Ṳ ὒ㩲Ṗ 㔲㧧♮㠊
㑮㏢䎆ゞ Ṳ㧊 ⽎ỿ䢪 ♮㠞┺. ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪
㑮㏢䎆ゞ㣿 㡆㏢₆ Ṳ 㰚䟟 䡚䢿㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ,
㡆⬢⏎㯦 ⌊㦮 㑮㏢-Ὃ₆㦮 䢒䞿₆ 䡫㎇ὒ 㥶☯㧻
䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 㡆⬢⏎㯦 ₆⽎ ㍺Ἒ㢖 䢪㡒㡃䢪
䔏㎇ 㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ㍳ ⌊㣿㦚 䏶㦮䞶
㡞㩫㧊┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (㌆㩚 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㣿 㑮㏢ 㩚㏢
㩖 NOx 㡆㏢₆ Ṳ, 20206710100060).

㾲㏢䢪⯒ 㥚䞮㡂 㼊Ἒ㦮 㑲䟃 㣪ῂ 㿲⩻㦖 ⍮㦒⋮
㾲╖ 㣪ῂ 㿲⩻⽊┺ ⌄㦖 㠪㰚 㾲╖ 㿲⩻㦚 Ṗ㰖Ⳇ,
➆⧒㍲ 㧊㹿⮯ὒ ṯ㦖 㾲╖ 㿲⩻ 㣪ῂ 㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪
⺆䎆Ⰲ㦮 㿲⩻㦚 ㌂㣿䟊㟒Ⱒ 䞮⓪ 㩚⩻ ⺆⯒
Ṗ㰖⓪ 㔲㓺䎲㧊┺. DTP 㩚₆㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㦖 2019 ⎚
12 㤪㠦 㑮䟟♲ 1 㔲Ṛ ゚䟟㔲䠮㦚 䐋䞮㡂 㾲╖
㣪ῂ㿲⩻⽊┺ 㧧㦖 㿲⩻㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 㠪㰚㧊 㩗㣿♲
䟃Ὃ₆㣿 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲㧊 ㎇Ὃ㩗㦒⪲
㤊㣿♾㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ἆὒ⯒ 䌫㦒⪲
╖㣿⨟ 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㔲㓺䎲㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ㠦 㹿㑮䞮㡖┺.
㧊 㣎㠦☚, 䡚㨂 ㎎Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ Ṳ ἓ㨗㧊 䂮㡊䞲
☚㕂䡫 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㧎 UAM 㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ☚ 㑮䟟
㭧㧊┺.
1 㧎㔏 㥶ⶊ㧎 㩚₆㿪㰚 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㧎
OPPAV 㦮 Ṳ㦚 䡚㨂 㰚䟟㭧㧊Ⳇ, 䟻䤚 4~5 㧎㔏
₆㼊㦮 Ṳ 㔲㠦 䞚㣪䞲 㩚₆㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㦮
ῂ㎇䛞㦚 䢫⽊䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 ⳾䎆, 㧎⻚䎆, ⪲䎆㦮
Ṳ☚ 㑮䟟 㭧㧊┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㢖 ῃὒὒ䞯₆㑶㡆ῂ䣢㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 2
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30
㩲 4 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ㎇㧒(㠦⍞㰖₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦

ῃ⌊㣎 㠦⍞㰖㤦┾㥚 ὖⰂ㩲☚㢖 ☚㧛 ₆╖䣾ὒ*
䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦 䟃Ὃ₆㣿 㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲
㡆ῂ Research on Aircraft Electric Propulsion System in KARI ⹒ 1, 䠞㨂㎇ 1, 㧚⼧㭖 1; 1Korea Aerospace Research Institute
㩚㎎Ἒ㩗㧎 㡾⋲䢪 ⶎ㩲⪲ 㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢ ⺆㿲 ′㩲Ṗ
ṫ䢪♾㠦 ➆⧒ 䟃Ὃ₆ 㿪㰚 㟒㠦㍲☚ 䂲䢮ἓ㩗㧎
㩚₆㿪㰚㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䞮Ợ 㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺.
䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦㦖(㧊䞮 䟃㤆㡆) 㧊⹎ 2010 ⎚䎆
⹎⧮ 䂲䢮ἓ 䟃Ὃ₆㦮 㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㦒⪲ ₆╖♮⓪
㩚₆㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㦮 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡂㢪┺. 2010 ⎚䎆
㑮䟟♮㠊㡾 ㎇䂋ῢ 䌲㟧ὧ ⶊ㧎₆ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䞮㡂
EAV2, EAV2-H, EAV2-H+, EAV3 ❇㦮 ⺆䎆Ⰲ-䌲㟧㩚㰖
㩚₆㿪㰚
ⶊ㧎₆⯒
㎇Ὃ㩗㦒⪲
Ṳ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㾲㫛㩗㦒⪲ 2020 ⎚ 8 㤪 䟃㤆㡆 ἶ䦻䟃Ὃ㎒䎆㠦㍲
EAV3+Ṗ ἶ☚ 18 km 2 䣢 㰚㧛㦚 䙂䞾䞮㡂 53 㔲Ṛ
㼊Ὃ ゚䟟㔲䠮㦚 䐋䞮㡂 2 䣢㦮 Day & Night Cycle 㦚
㢚⬢䞮㡂 ▪ ₊ 㧻₆㼊Ὃ㦚 㥚䞲 㠦⍞㰖 䦦⯚㦮
䄾㎟䔎⯒ Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. 䞲䘎, 㩖ἶ☚㠦㍲ ἶ㏣ 㧻㔲Ṛ
゚䟟㦚 㥚䞮㡂 㠪㰚-⺆䎆Ⰲ 䞮㧊ぢⰂⰂ✲ 㔲㓺䎲㧊
㩗㣿♲ DTP (Dual Tilt Prop) 㣿 㩚₆㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂ☚ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㧊 㔲㓺䎲㦮 㠪㰚㦖 ⶊỢ

㧊㌗⹒ 1; 1 㰖㏣Ṗ⓻㩚ἓ㡗㎒䎆
㩫⓪ 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃὒ 㠦⍞㰖₆⽎Ἒ䣣㠦 ➆⯎ 2040 ⎚
㏢゚䣾㥾
38%
Ṳ㍶㦚
㥚䟊
㌆㠛ⶎ㠦
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾(㤦┾㥚) ὖⰂ㩲☚㦮 ☚㧛㦚 㭖゚ 㭧㠦
㧞┺. 㧊 㩲☚⓪ 㠦⍞㰖┺㏢゚㌂㠛㧻㠦 Ṳ㍶ ⳿䚲⯒
㡂䞮ἶ 㿪㰚㎇ὒ⯒ 䘟Ṗ䞮⓪ 㩫㺛㧊┺. 2020 ⎚
₆㭖 2,000TOE 㧊㌗ ㌂㠛㧻㦖 2,944 Ṳ㏢⪲
㠦⍞㰖㌂㣿⨟㦖 98,744,000TOE ⪲ 㫆㌂♲┺. 㩫⓪
₆㠛㦮 㺎㡂⯒ 㧊⊢₆ 㥚䟊 㠦⍞㰖㍺゚䒂㧦㠦 ╖䞲
㎎㩲䡲䌳㧊⋮ 㰖㤦㞞 ❇㦚 ṫῂ䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧊⹎
㤊㡗䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㧒⽎㻮⩒ 㡆䘟‶ 1%㦮 ⶒ⨟㤦┾㥚
⳿䚲⯒ 㡂䞮ἶ 㔲㍺䒂㧦㠦 ╖䞲 㰖㤦㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰞
㔲 䒂㧦䣾ὒ㢖 㡾㔺Ṗ㓺Ṧ㿫 䣾ὒ ❇㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
㧊⹎ 㔲䟟䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㧦㩗⳿䚲㩲☚㠦
㧞㠊㍲⓪ 44 Ṳ ㌂㠛㧻 㭧 19 Ṳ ㌂㠛㧻㧊 ╂㎇䞮㡂
㎎㩲䡲䌳㧊⋮ ⽊㫆⁞ ❇㦮 㰖㤦㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰞 㔲 㩚㼊
╖㌗㦒⪲ 㔲䟟䞶 ἓ㤆 㡆Ṛ 7,938 㠋㦮 㔲㍺䒂㧦Ṗ
㧒㠊⋶ ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺. 㧒㧦Ⰲ 㺓㿲䣾ὒ⓪ 4,882 ⳛ
㌳㌆㥶䣾ὒ⓪ 1 㫆 2,280 㠋㧊┺. ₆㫊㡆ῂ㧎
㧒⽎ἆὒ䂮㦮 䘎㧋㧊㩚䞲 㧦⬢⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ ㍳䞮Ⳋ
㩚☯₆,
⽊㧒⩂,
⪲
❇
Ὃ䐋㍺゚(37.5%)㢖

₆䌖㍺゚(62.5%)㠦
㌆䞮㡂
䒂㧦㔲
10
⎚Ṛ
㟓 265 Ⱒ TOE Ṗ ㍺゚䒂㧦㠦 㦮䟊 㩞Ṧ䞮Ⳇ,
㡾㔺Ṗ㓺⓪ 㟓 743 Ⱒ tCO2eq 㧊 Ṧ㿫♮⓪ ộ㦒⪲
䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ῃ㩲㠦⍞㰖₆ῂ(IEA World Energy Outlook
2020)㠦㍲☚
2050
㡾㔺Ṗ㓺
Ṧ㿫
₆㡂☚⯒
䣾㥾䟻㌗(37%), 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖(32%), CCS(9%) 㑲㦒⪲
⽊ἶ 㧞㠊 㠦⍞㰖⹏㓺⓪ ⶒ⪶ 㩚㼊㠦⍞㰖㏢゚㦮
㟓 62% 㹾㰖䞮⓪ ㌆㠛ⶎ㦮 䣾㥾ὖⰂ☚ 㭧㣪䞲
㩫㺛㦒⪲ 㿪㰚♮㠊㟒 䞶 ộ㧊┺.

㩲㫆䡚㧻㭧㕂㦮
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾䢪
㩗㣿㌂⪖
:
㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㦚
䢲㣿䞲
Ὃ㧻㠦㍲㦮
㥶㼊Ὃ䞯㩗 ὖ㩦㠦㍲㦮 㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㌂㠛 
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾䟻㌗㫆䂮 㧊☯₆1; 1㭒㔳䣢㌂ 㠦䆪㔲㞞
㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㌂㠛㦖
㩚㌆㧦㤦㦚

㧎㩗㧦㤦㦚

䢲㣿䞲

㔲㓺䎲

䢲㣿䞲

ῂ㿫㦮

䄾㍺䕛ὒ

⽋䞿㌂㠛㧊Ⳇ,

㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲 㑮㣪㻮㦮 㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㣪ῂ 㿿㫇㦚
㥚䞲

㼊Ἒ㩗㧎

㌂㠛ῂ☚

䞮

㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㦮

Ṳ㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. 䄾㍺䕛 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ 㧦㭒 ㌂㣿♮⓪
┾㑲㌂ἶ₆⻫㧎 Why, What, How 㩧⁒⻫㠦 ➆⧒
㠦⍞㰖Ṧ㿫╂㎇㧊⧒⓪

ῗ⁏㩗

⳿䚲

╂㎇㦚

㥚䞲

┾Ἒ⼚ ⳿䚲㦮 ╂㎇㦚 㥚䞲 㑮┾(What), ⻫(How)⯒
㺔⓪

ộ㧊

㩧⁒㧊⧒ἶ

㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㦮
䕦┾♮Ⳇ

Ṧ㿫₆㑶㦮

Ὃ䞯㍺Ἒ㦮

⽎㰞㠦
ὖ㩦㠦㍲

㰚┾/㩲㠊⻫㦚

㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㧊

Ἵ

╖䞲
ṗ

䌧㨂䞲

㑮㣪㻮㠦㍲

㣪ῂ䞮⓪

㔲㓺䎲㧊⧒ 䞶 㑮 㧞Ỷ┺. 㧊㠦, ┺㟧䞲 ὖ㩦㠦㍲㦮
㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㦚

ἶ⩺䞶

㑮

㧞㦒Ⳇ,

㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲ὒ Ὃ㧻 ⌊㠦㍲㦮 Ṗ㡊⪲ ⌊/㣎㞫
‶㞫㫆㎇  㑮ỿ䡚㌗ ㌳㰖 ❇㦚 ⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䞮⓪
㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲㦮 ὖⰂ₆⓻㠦 ╖䟊 ┺⬾㠞┺.
㯟,

㩚₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䆪㧒䧞䕛 ⡦⓪ 㡊䛣Ṗ㡊(Ị㫆)

❇ὒ ṯ㦖 Ṛ㩧Ṗ㡊 㔳㦮 ㍺゚㠦 㩗㣿䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
Ṧ㿫₆㑶⪲㍲

Ṗ㡊⪲

⌊/㣎㦮

‶㞫㦚

㫆㎇,

Ὃ /㧊㏷

⺆ὖ㠦

㩗㣿䞶

㑮

㧞⓪

Ṧ㿫₆㑶⪲㍲ 㥶㼊㦮 㡃⮮⯒ 㰖䞮⓪ Check Valve㦮
㩗㩫 䘦㐚㔲Ṛ㦚 ☚㿲  㩲㠊, 㑮ỿ䡚㌗ ㌳㰖⯒
䐋䞲

⺆ὖ㑮ⳛ

㯳╖



㞫⩻㏦㔺㦚

㭚㡂

㠦⍞㰖㌂㣿⨟ 㩞Ṧ㦚 ╂㎇䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ ₆⓻㦮 Ⱎ⩾
 ὖ㩲㩦 䢫⽊, 㠦⍞㰖 䣾㥾䟻㌗㫆䂮 ❇㠦 ╖䞮㡂
⏒䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

㩲㫆Ὃ㩫
1

1

㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾
1

㩚㭒₆
1

㏪⬾㎮*

1

ₖ㎇㧒 , 㭒㡗䢮 , 㧊䤚ἓ , 㡺㌗䡚 ; Korea Institute of
Energy Research
㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒⓪ 2020 ⎚ 10 㤪㠦 㻮㦢㦒⪲ 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ
Ἒ䣣㦚
㻲ⳛ䞮㡖ἶ
⁎䟊
12
㤪㠦
䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ
㿪㰚㩚⨋㦚
䚲䞮㡖┺.
䤚㏣╖㦧㦒⪲
˄2050
䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 㔲⋮Ⰲ㡺˅⯒ 㑮Ⱃ䞮㡖ἶ 2050 ⎚₢㰖 ῃ⌊
㑲⺆㿲⨟㦚 ˄0˅㦒⪲ 䟊㟒 䞲┺. 㾲㫛㠦⍞㰖 ㏢゚㠦
㧞㠊㍲ ㌆㠛ⶎ㧊 㟓 62%⯒ 㹾㰖䞮ἶ 㧞⓪
㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒⓪ 㠦⍞㰖㏢゚ 㯳Ṗ⯒ 㭒☚䞮ἶ 㧞⓪
㌆㠛ⶎ㦚 䣾㥾䢪㔲䌊㦒⪲㖾 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ㠦 䞲Ỏ㦢
┺ṖṞ
㑮
㧞㦚
ộ㧊┺.
ὒỆ
㌆㠛ⶎ㦮
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾ὖ⩾ 䒂㧦⓪ ㍺゚ 㭧㕂㧊㠞㦒⋮, ⁒⧮㠦⓪
㠦⍞㰖ὖⰂ㔲㓺䎲ὒ ṯ㦖 ◆㧊䎆 ₆ 㔲㓺䎲 ₆㑶㧊
Ⱔ㦖 ὖ㕂㦚 ἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 䡚㨂 Ṳ 㭧㧎
╖㦮
㑮㣪ὖⰂ₆㑶㦖
㠦⍞㰖㤦(㩚₆
❇)㦮
䞮/㤊㡗 ὖⰂ㠦 㰧㭧♮㠊 㧞㠊㍲ 㩲㫆Ὃ㩫㦮 ⏨㦖
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾 䟻㌗㠦⓪ 䞲ἚṖ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㩲䛞 ㌳㌆ 㩚ὒ㩫㦮 㠦⍞㰖㌂㣿㦚 Ἒ䁷◆㧊䎆⯒
₆㦒⪲ 㫆㰗㩗 㧎ὒὖἚ(systemic causation)⯒ 䐋䟊
㠦⍞㰖㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㩲㫆Ὃ㩫 㭧 ㌳䞮⓪
㠦⍞㰖㏦㔺㦮 ┺㭧㩗 㤦㧎㦚 ⶒⰂ 㠦⍞㰖⳾◎ὒ ☯㩗
㠦⍞㰖㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㺔ἶ ㏦㔺㦮 䋂₆⯒ 㩫⨟䢪
䞮㡖┺. ⁞㏣㦚 ⏏㡂 ㎇䡫䛞㦚 ㌳㌆䞮⓪ 㭒㫆㠛㦚
╖㌗㦒⪲
㑮䟟䞲
㡆ῂ⯒
䐋䟊,
㩲㫆Ὃ㩫㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪
Ὃ㩫
㠦⍞㰖㏦㔺㧊
㌂㠛㧻
㩚㼊
㠦⍞㰖㌂㣿⨟㦮 㟓 9%⯒ 㹾㰖䞮㡖┺. Ὃ㩫╖₆,
㤊㩚㫆㩫, 㫆䡫ᾦ㼊, ἶ㧻 ❇㠦㍲ ₆㧎䞮⓪ Ὃ㩫
㠦⍞㰖㏦㔺㦖
㍺゚㦮
⏎䤚䢪⋮
⌄㦖
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾➢ⶎ㠦 ㌳䞮⓪ ㏦㔺ὒ ῂ⼚♲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㩖䣾㥾 ㍺゚ ⡦⓪ 㥶䕎Ⰲ䕆㦮 ⽊㢚 
ᾦ㼊⯒ 䐋䟊 㠑㦚 㑮 㧞⓪ 㠦⍞㰖㩞Ṧ⨟⽊┺
㩲㫆Ὃ㩫 㩚㼊㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ ┺㭧 㤦㧎㦮 㫆㰗㩗
㧎ὒὖἚ⯒ 䐋䟊 䢫㧎♲ 㠦⍞㰖㩞Ṧ⨟ 䋂┺⓪ ộ㦚
㞢 㑮 㧞㠞┺. ἆ⪶㩗㦒⪲ ㌆㠛 㩲㫆Ὃ㩫㦮
㠦⍞㰖䣾㥾 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ┺㭧 㤦㧎㦚 䐋䞿㩗㦒⪲
㍳䞮ἶ 㾲㩗㦮 㩞Ṧ㞞㦚 ☚㿲䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩚㭒₆
㏪⬾㎮㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺.

⪲⌊

₆⹖㦚 䢫⽊䞮㡂 㠦⍞㰖㌂㣿⨟ 㩞Ṧ㦚 ╂㎇䞮Ệ⋮,
㞷㌗㥶㼊

㌆㠛

*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦㦮
₆⽎㌂㠛㦒⪲ 㑮䟟䞲 ἆὒ㧛┞┺ (C2-2423).

㧚ⶊ䡫

洢 愢祢沫

㎎㎮: 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺 ⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 1
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 䧂㎇(㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ)

㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚 䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶  ῃ㌆䢪
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂 㟧㎇ ㌂㠛* 䢣㩫′ 1, 㾲㦖㩫 1;
1(㨂)ἓ⋾䎢䋂⏎䕢䋂

㾲⁒ ⁎ⰆⓊ❲  䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ㔲╖⯒ ἂ㧎䞮₆㥚䞮㡂
┺㟧䞲G 㠦⍞㰖㔶㌂㠛㧊G 㺓㿲♮ἶG 㧞┺UG 㧊㠦G ➆⧒G
㩫㠦㍲⓪ 㰖㡃⌊G ╖′⳾G 㠦⍞㰖G 㩚㔲㍺SG 㠦⍞㰖G
₆㠛SG ₆ὖSG 㡆ῂ㏢G ❇G ⹖㩧䞲G 㰖㡃G 㭧㕂㦒⪲G
㠦⍞㰖㌆㠛㦚G 㥷㎇䞮ἶG 㰖㡃ἓ㩲G 㩚㦚G ☚⳾䞮ἶ㧦G
䞲┺UG 㩫⓪G ㎇㧻㧶㨂⩻㧊G 䋆G 㰖㡃㦚G 㤆㍶G Ỗ䏶䞮㡂G
㰖㡃G 㠦⍞㰖㌆㠛㦚G ㍶☚䞶G 㑮G 㧞⓪G 㩚ⶎ㰖㔳ὒG
䡚㧻ἓ䠮㦚G Ἆ゚䞲G ㌆㠛䡚㧻㧊G 䞚㣪⪲G 䞮⓪G 㰖㡃G
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂⯒G
㟧㎇䞮₆G
㥚䟊G
6
Ṳ㦮
㠦⍞㰖㦋⽋䞿┾㰖⯒
㰖㩫䞮ἶ
㰖㡃⼚
㠦⍞㰖
㭧㩦㌆㠛㦚 㥷㎇䞲┺. YWX` ⎚G 㩚⋾G ½G ὧ㭒SG 㩚㠦G
㧊㠊G YWYW ⎚G ἓ⋾SG ἓSG ㌆SG 㤎㌆SG 㿿㧊G
㠦⍞㰖㦋⽋䞿┾㰖⪲G
㰖㩫♮㠞┺UG
ἓ㌗⋾☚⓪G
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞὒG 㓺䕖䎆ゞSG 㩚₆SG ⺆㡊䣢㑮⽊㧒⩂G ❇G
Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚㦚G
㭧㩦㌆㠛㦒⪲䞮⓪G
ˈἓ⋾㠦⍞㰖㌆㠛㦋⽋䞿┾㰖ˉ⪲G
㺓㤦O㰚䟊G
㡆ῂ㧦㥶㰖㡃SG
Ṗ䙂㔶䟃G
⺆䤚┾㰖PSG
ₖ䟊OἾ✶⬾䔎㌆㠛┾㰖PSG
㌒㻲䙂O㌒㻲䙂㩚⽎PG
㧒╖ṖG 㰖㩫♮㠞┺UG ⁎ⰂἶG 11
㤪
㩫㦮
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㌆㠛 ἓ㨗⩻ṫ䢪㞞㧊 䚲♮Ⳋ㍲, /㤎/ἓ
㰖㡃
㭧㕂㦮
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㌆㠛
䡗㔶䋊⩂㓺䎆₆
㫆㎇Ἒ䣣㧊
㧊⬾㠊㪢┺.G
㠦⍞㰖㌆㠛㦋⽋䞿┾㰖G
㰖㡃㦮G ╖䞯G G ₆㠛㧎⩻㦮G ₆㑶㡃⨟G 㩲ἶ⯒G 㥚䟊G
㰖㡃 {w 㢖G ₆㠛SG ╖䞯SG 㡆ῂ₆ὖSG 㰖㧦㼊G ❇㧊G
䄾㏢㔲㠚㦚G
㰖㡃㌆㠛㦚G
㥷㎇䞮⓪G
ῂ㎇䞮㡂G
㧎⩻㟧㎇㌂㠛㦚G 㑮䟟䞲┺UG ⽎G ㌂㠛㦖G 㺎㡂╖䞯G
㍳V㌂ὒ㩫G 㨂䞯㌳ὒG 㨂㰗㧦⯒G ╖㌗㦒⪲G 㰚䟟♮ⳆSG
㺎㡂╖䞯O㺓㤦╖SG ἓ㌗ῃⰓ╖SG ἓ⋾╖PG 䐋䞿G YWW ⳛ㦮G
㍳V㌂G 㫎㠛㌳G 㟧㎇㦚G ⳿䚲⪲G 㩚ⶎᾦ㥷䝚⪲⁎⧾G
ῂ㿫ὒG 㧎䝚⧒G 㡆Ἒ㔺ⶊᾦ㥷SG 䡚㧻䢲㣿G 䝚⪲⁎⧾G
ῂ㿫SG 䀾㠛䝚⪲㩳䔎G 㑮䟟G ❇㦚G 䐋䟊G 䡚㧻㑮㣪G ⰴ㿺䡫G
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂⯒G 㥷㎇䞲┺UG 㼃㩫䢪⩻G 㟒⯒G 㭒☚䞶G
㰖㡃㧎㨂G 㟧㎇㦒⪲G 㼃⎚㧒㧦ⰂG 㺓㿲ὒG Ṗ㓺⽋䞿㩚G
㌳䌲ἚG 㫆㎇G G 䢲㎇䢪G 㿪㰚☯⩻G 䢫⽊⯒G 䐋䞲G
ἓ㨗⩻㦚G ṫ䢪䞮ἶ㧦G 䞲┺UG

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㦮 㰖㡃㠦⍞㰖 䋊⩂㓺䎆
㧎㨂㟧㎇㌂㠛(20214000000480)㦮
㞚
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㼃㩫Ṗ㓺 ⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㣿 ㌆䞯 ὒ㩲
Ṳ 䡚䢿  㿪㰚 㩚⨋* ₆▫1; 1Doosan Enerbility
㌆㠛㣿 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 䣾㥾㦖 TIT(Turbine Inlet Temperature)㠦 ゚⪖䞮㡂 㯳Ṗ䞮⸖⪲ ⏨㦖 䣾㥾㦮 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦚
㥚䟊㍲⓪ 1500ଇ㧊㌗㦮 ἶ㡾㠦㍲ ㌂㣿 Ṗ⓻䞲 ㏢㨂
₆㑶, 㡊㹾䘦䆪䕛 ₆㑶ὒ 㧋䡫 ㍺Ἒ  ⌟ṗ ₆㑶㧊
㭒㣪 ₆㑶⪲ 㣪ῂ♲┺. 㡺⧲ ₆Ṛ㦮 㤊㩚ἓ䠮ὒ
Ṳἓ䠮㦚 Ṗ㰚 䟊㣎 ㍶㰚㌂㢖㦮 ₆㑶ỿ㹾⯒ 㭚㧊₆
㥚䟊㍲⓪ ῃ⌊ 㧎㩧䞲 ╖䞯✺ὒ㦮 㩗⁏㩗㧎 㡆ῂ
䡧㠛ὒ ₆䣣䞲 ㌆䞯ὒ㩲✺㦚 䐋䟊 ㌞⫃Ợ Ṳ♮Ệ⋮
㩗㣿♶ Ἒ䣣㧊 㧞⓪ 㾲㔶 ₆㑶✺㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ
㩗㣿㔲䌂 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㾲㔶 ₆㑶㦚
㍶㩲㩗㦒⪲ Ṳ䞮ἶ 㩗㣿䞾㦒⪲㖾 ῃ⌊㠦㍲ Ṳ♲
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ ἓ㨗⩻ 䢫⽊䞾㦖 ⶒ⪶ 㡆ῂ㠦 䒂㧛♲ ὖ⩾
㧎⩻㦚 㟧㎇䞮₆ 㥚䞲 ⏎⩻ 㡃㔲 ✲㔲 䞚㣪⪲ 䞲┺.
➆⧒㍲, ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪ 䡚㨂 Ἒ㭧㧎 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㠦
╖䞲 Ṳ 䡚䢿  㩚⨋ὒ 䞾℮ 㹾㎎╖ Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ
Ṳ㦚 㥚䟊 䞚㣪⪲ 䞮⓪ ┺㟧䞲 ㍺Ἒ, ㏢㨂, Ὃ㩫
❇㠦 ╖䞲 䞚㣪 ₆㑶ὒ Ṳ Ἒ䣣㠦 ╖䟊 Ὃ㥶䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺. 㧎⩻㟧㎇㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺
⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㣿 ㌆䞯ὒ㩲✺㠦 ╖䞲
㩚㩗㧎 ὒ㩲 ㏢Ṳ㢖 䡚㨂₢㰖㦮 㰚䟟䡚䢿 ⁎Ⰲἶ
䟻䤚 Ṳ Ἒ䣣㦚 Ὃ㥶䞾㦒⪲㖾 ╏Ⳋ䞲 ₆㑶 䞲Ἒ㢖
㧊⯒ ⁏⽋䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Ἒ䣣ὒ 㞚㧊❪㠊⯒ ☚㿲䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(20214000000480)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

ἓ⋾╖ 䀾㠛㡆Ἒ䝚⪲㩳䔎 : 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㔲䘎㦮
⹎㎎ῂ㫆  ⺆䟻㎇ 䘟Ṗ ₆㑶* ὓ㡞⧧1;
⺆㎇䢮1; 1Doosan Enerbility
ἶ㠦⍞㰖㩗䂋(Direct Energy Depositon;DED)⓪ ⶒ㼊㦮
䚲Ⳋ㠦 ⁞㏣ Ⱖ ⡦⓪ 㢖㧊㠊⯒ ㈢ⰂⳊ㍲ ἶ㿲⩻
⩞㧊㩖⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 㩗䂋䞮⓪ ₆㑶⪲ ⽋㧷䡫㌗㦮
⁞㏣㩲䛞㧊⋮ 䞿⁞㩲䛞㦮 㩲㧧, 㑮Ⰲ, ⽊㑮㠦 㣿㧊䞲
㧻㩦㦚 ┺㰚┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㩗䂋㦮 ἆ䞾, ⹎㎎ῂ㫆,
㰧䞿㫆㰗 ❇㧊 ⳾㨂㢖⓪ ╂⧒ ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㠦 㹾㧊Ṗ
㌳䞮Ⳇ, 㧊⩂䞲 ἆ䞾, ⹎㎎ῂ㫆, ⺆䟻㎇㦮 㩲㠊Ṗ
㩗䂋㦮 ㎇⓻㦚 ἆ㩫䞮⓪ 㭧㣪䞲 㣪㏢⪲ 㧧㣿䞲┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ DED 㔳㦒⪲ 㩗䂋♲ 㔲䘎㠦 ╖䟊,
㩗䂋㫆Ị, 㩗䂋䡫㌗, 㩗䂋⚦℮, 䤚㡊㻮Ⰲ ❇㦮

Ὃ㩫㫆Ị㦮 ⼖䢪Ṗ ⹎㎎ῂ㫆  㰧䞿㫆㰗㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㦚 䌦ῂ䞮ἶ, Ὃ㩫㫆Ị㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ 䐋䟊 ⹎㎎ῂ㫆
 ⺆䟻㎇㦚 㾲㩗䢪 䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ⹎㎎ῂ㫆㢖
⺆䟻㎇㦖 ὧ䞯䡚⹎ἓ, 㭒㌂㩚㧦䡚⹎ἓ, EBSD ⯒ 䐋䟊
ὖ㺆䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㩧䞿㦮 ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㦖 ゚䄺㓺ἓ☚
䁷㩫㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

3D 䝚Ⰶ䎆 㩲䛞㦮 ㌗䌲 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㥚䞲 㽞㦢䕢
㰚┾ ₆⻫ 㡆ῂ* 㧊㨂㍶1, 㭖䞚1, ㏷䡚㑮1;
㾲㡗㧒1; 1Changwon National University
3D 䝚Ⰶ䎆⓪ 䝢⧒㓺䕇 ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ⁞㏣㏢㨂㠦㍲☚
┺㟧䞮Ợ ㌆㠛䡚㧻㠦 㩗㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ ₆Ἒ㩗
㎇㰞㦚 㩫䢫䞮Ợ ㍳䞮₆ 㠊⩺㤊 䞲Ἒ⪲ 㧎䟊
㔲㩲䛞 ⡦⓪ ⳾䡫 㩲㧧㠦 㭒⪲ ㌂㣿㧊 ♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ,
㌆㠛䡚㧻㦮 䟋㕂䛞㦒⪲ ㌂㣿♮₆㠦⓪ 㨂⬢ 䔏㎇ὒ
₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㦚 㩫䢫䞮Ợ 䁷㩫䞶 㑮 㧞㠊㟒䞲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 3D 䝚Ⰶ䎆⪲ 㩲㧧♲ 㩲䛞㦮 䔏㎇㦚
㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ゚䕢ᾊ㩗㧎 ⻫㧎 㽞㦢䕢 㰚┾
₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂 㨂⬢㦮 ㌗䌲⯒ 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. ⁞㏣ὒ
゚⁞㏣ 㨂⬢⪲ 㩲㧧♲ 3D 䝚Ⰶ䎆 㩲䛞㦮 䔏㎇
㍳㦚 㥚䟊 㽞㦢䕢 㩚䕢 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮ἶ 㧊⯒
䌫㦒⪲
₆Ἒ㩗
㎇㰞㦚
㿪㩫䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲
㩲㧧ὒ㩫㠦㍲ ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⌊ ἆ䞾㰚┾㠦
䞚㣪䞲 㽞㦢䕢 㰚┾ ₆⻫㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂἆὒ⯒
⋮䌖⌎┺. 㽞㦢䕢 㩚䕢 䔏㎇㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 ⌊
⹎㎎ἆ䞾  㨂⬢ ㌗䌲⯒ 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ㏢㨂㦮
Ị㩚㎇ 䘟Ṗ⯒ 䐋䟊 ㌆㠛 䡚㧻㠦 㦧㣿₆㑶⪲ 㩗㣿䞶
㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480,
㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚
䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶

ῃ㌆䢪
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

㦧䚲Ⳋ㍳⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞲 ⁞㏣₆ 㩗䂋㩲㫆
Ὃ㩫㦮 㾲㩗䢪* ₖ㩫₆1; 1Gyeongsang National University
⁞㏣ ₆ 㩗䂋㩲㫆 Ὃ㩫㦖 ⽋㧷䡫㌗㦮 㧒㼊䡫
䛞㦚 㩲㫆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⏨㦖 Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ
㧞㦢㠦☚ ῂ䞮ἶ, ┺㟧䞲 Ὃ㩫⼖㑮✺㧊 䛞㦮
㎇⓻㠦 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂾㠦 ➆⧒ 㾲㩗㦮 ⶒ㎇㦚 䣣✳䞮⓪
◆㠦 㠊⩺㤖㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ 㧞⓪ 㔺㩫㧊┺. 㧊㠦
Ὃ㩫⼖㑮㠦 ₆䞲 㩗䂋㩲㫆 Ὃ㩫㦮 㾲㩗䢪㦮
㭧㣪㎇㦖 㯳Ṗ♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㠦⍞㰖 ⹖☚ 
゛◆㧊䎆/㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ ₆ 㾲㩗䢪⯒ 䙂䞾䞲 ┺㟧䞲

㾲㩗䢪 㩚⨋㧊 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⁎⩂⋮, ₆㫊㠦
㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㠦⍞㰖 ⹖☚ ₆ 㾲㩗䢪 㩚⨋ὒ
㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ ₆ 㾲㩗䢪⓪ ṗṗ ₆₆  Ⱖ 䣾ὒ ❇
㣎⼖㑮㦮
ἶ⩺Ṗ
㠊⩺㤊
䞲Ἒ㩦ὒ
㽞₆
㫆䡫┾Ἒ㠦㍲
┺㑮㦮
㔲䠮䘎
㫆䡫㦚
䙂䞾䞲
◆㧊䎆㧊㓺 ῂ㿫㦮 㠊⩺㤖㧊 㫊㨂䞮⸖⪲ 㧊⯒
⽊㢚䞶 㾲㩗䢪 㩚⨋㧊 㣪ῂ♲┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⽎
䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㦧䚲Ⳋ㍳⻫㠦 ₆䞲 ⁞㏣ ₆
㩗䂋㩲㫆
Ὃ㩫
㌂⪖㠦
₆䟊
㩲䞲♲
◆㧊䎆㧊㓺㠦㍲ 㾲㩗㦮 Ὃ㩫⼖㑮⯒ 䣣✳ Ṗ⓻䞲
⻫㠦 ὖ䟊 ⏒䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ⩞㧊㩖 㿲⩻ὒ 㓺䃪
㏣☚⯒ ☛Ⱃ⼖㑮⪲ 㩗㣿䞮㡂 Laser-Powder Bed Fusion
Ὃ㩫 㻮Ⰲ♲ Fe-4.5Si 䞿⁞㦮 ㌗╖⹖☚㢖 ἓ☚⯒
㡞䁷䞲 ἆὒ, 㔺㩲 㔺䠮Ṩ ╖゚ 5% 㧊䞮㦮 㡺㹾⯒
Ṗ㰖Ⳋ㍲
㡞䁷䞾㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㧊⓪
䟻䤚
㦧䚲Ⳋ㍳⻫㧊 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㫆䡫㼊㦮 ⶒ㎇ 㡞䁷㠦
ὧ⻪㥚䞮Ợ 䢲㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㡂㭖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(20214000000480)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺 ⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 2
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ㩫₆(ἓ㌗ῃⰓ╖䞯ᾦ)

⋲㣿㩧㎇ ἶ㤎 Ȗ¶ René 80 㦮G 㩗䂋㩲㫆㣿G
䞿⁞㍺ἚG G ἶ㡾G ⼖䡫G Ệ☯G ἶ㺆* ₖ☯⹒ 1,
㰖㤊 1, 䢣䡚㤇 1, 㧊⼧㑮 2, 㧊䟊㰚 2; 1 㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ
2
㏢㨂㤛䞿㔲㓺䎲Ὃ䞯ὒ,
䞲ῃ㌳㌆₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦
₆⓻㎇㏢㨂䛞㡆ῂ⁎⭏
Ni ₆ 㽞⌊㡊䞿⁞㦖 L12

′䂯ỿ㧦 Ɓ ˅ -Ni3(Al,Ti)

㍳㿲㌗㦮
㥾㧊
⏨㦚㑮⪳,
㩚㥚㦮
㤖㰗㧚㦚
䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 䟊䞮㡂 ἶ㡾ṫ☚㢖 䋂Ⰲ䝚 䔏㎇㧊
㤆㑮䟊㰖⋮, 㣿㩧㎇㦖 Ⰲ䟊㰚┺. 㣿㩧 㔲
㡊 㧊䤚
ἶ㡾㠦㍲ ⌟ṗ䞮⓪ ☯㞞㠦 ㍳㿲 kinetics Ṗ ⰺ㤆 ⏨㦖
Ɓ ˅ 㧊

┺⨟ ㍳㿲♮㠊 㑮㿫䞮ἶ 㧊⪲ 㧎䟊 㧎㧻

㧪⮮㦧⩻㧊 ㌳䞮㡂 ἶ㡾‶㡊(㦧ἶ‶㡊, 㞷䢪‶㡊
❇)㧊 ㌳䞮₆ 㓓₆ ➢ⶎ㧊┺. 㣿㩧ὒ ⶒⰂ㩗㧎
䡚㌗㧊 ☯㧒䞲 Ⱖ 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㡃㔲 㣿㩧㎇㧊 㫡㰖
㞠㦒Ⳋ 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㣿㧊㎇☚ 㫡㰖 㞠┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㧊㥶⪲
䡚㨂₢㰖

Ɓ

˅

20%

㥾㧊

㧊䞮⪲

⌄㦖

㽞⌊㡊䞿⁞✺(Inconel718, 625 ❇)㠦 ╖䟊 㩗䂋㩲㫆
㡆ῂṖ 㭒⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㪢┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 㡾☚⯒
⏨㡂 䣾㥾㦚 䟻㌗㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ἶ㡾 䋂Ⰲ䝚
䔏㎇㧊 㤆㑮䞲 ἶ㥾 Ɓ˅ 䞿⁞✺㦮 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㡆ῂṖ
㭧㣪䞮Ợ

ἶ⩺♮ἶ

㧞┺.

⽎

㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪

㩚㧦オ

㣿䟊(Electron Beam Melting, EBM) 㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䟊 Ɓ ˅
ṫ䢪㌗ 㥾㧊 40%㧊㌗ ⏨㦖 Ren p 80 㦚 reference
䞿⁞㦒⪲ 㩗䂋㩲㫆⯒ 㔲☚䞮㡖┺. ⍩㦖 ⻪㥚㦮 EBM
㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㩗䂋㩲㫆⯒ 䞮▪⧒☚, arc blowing 䡚㌗ὒ
㕂ṗ䞲 ἶ㡾‶㡊 ㌳㦒⪲ 20mm ⏨㧊 㧊㌗㦒⪲
㩗䂋㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮㡖┺. 㧊㠦 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ╖′⳾
㡊㡃䞯 Ἒ㌆ 㔳㦚 㩧⳿䞮㡂, ἶ㡾ṫ☚⓪ Renp 80
☯❇㧊㌗㦒⪲ 䢫⽊䞮Ⳋ㍲ 㩗䂋㩲㫆 㣿㧊㎇㦚 䋂Ợ
䟻㌗㔲䋺⓪ ⰴ㿺䡫 䞿⁞㍺Ἒ⯒ ☚㿲䞮㡖┺. ₆㫊 Ren
p 80 ㎇㦮 ₆㭖㍶㠦㍲ Ti Ṧ㏢ (5ȥ3 wt%), 2.5 wt%
Ta 㻾Ṗ  1.0 wt% Hf 㻾Ṗ⓪ ‶㡊 㠜⓪ EBM
㩲㫆㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ▪ ⋮㦖 Ⱖ 䔏㎇(ῂ䡫㠦 ▪
Ṗ₢㤊)㦚 㠑⓪◆ ㎇Ὃ䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 ₆㫊 Ren p 80
╖゚ ⏨㦖 Ɓ ˅

㥾ὒ 㫆╖䞲 Ɓ ˅ 㦚

䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ,

㩲㧒㤦Ⰲ Ἒ㌆㦚 䐋䟊 Ɓ / Ɓ ˅ ἚⳊ㠦㍲ lattice misfit
Ṩ㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 㩚㥚㦮 Ệ☯㦚 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 䟊䞮⓪
ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 䚲㭖 㡊㻮Ⰲ♲ EBMed 䛞㦖
870 Ȕ 㠦㍲ ₆㫊 㭒㫆 㩲䛞㠦 ゚䟊 㤆㑮䞲 㧎㧻
䔏㎇㦚
㩚㥚㠦
⹎Ⱒ㦮
ἆὒ⪲
㤆㑮䞲

⋮䌖⌊㠞┺. Primary Ƚ ˅ 㦖 a/3<112> 
㦮䟊 㩚┾♮㠊 㩗䂋 ἆ䞾㦚 ⋾₆ἶ, 50nm
⹎㎎䞲 secondary Ƚ ˅ 㢖 㦮 ṫ䞲 ㌗䢎 㧧㣿㦮
⏨㦖 ⹖☚㦮 tangled 㩚㥚✺㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠊,
ἶ㡾 㧎㧻䔏㎇㦚 㧮 㡗䟊 㭖┺.

㩚䛞㣿 FeMnAlC ἓ⨟㻶ṫ㦮 Nb 㻾Ṗ㠦
➆⯎ 㡊䢪Ệ☯  㧎㧻⼖䡫₆ῂ ἶ㺆* ἶ㦮㍳ 1,
ₖ䂮㤦 1, 㭖㡗 2, ㎇㭖 2, 䢣䡚㤇 1*; 1 ῃⰓ㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ
2
㏢㨂㤛䞿㔲㓺䎲Ὃ䞯ὒ,
䞲ῃ㨂⬢㡆ῂ㤦
㻶ṫ㨂⬢㡆ῂ㔺
㾲⁒ 㠦⍞㰖 䣾㥾 䟻㌗㦚 䐋䞲 㩚㍺゚㦮 㡾㔺Ṗ㓺
㩖Ṧὒ ㏢㨂 㩞Ṧ㧊⧒⓪ ἓ㩲㩗, ㌂䣢㩗 㣪ῂ㠦
㩗㣿䞮㡂 ἶ゚ṫ☚ 㻶ṫ㏢㨂 䤚⽊⪲ FeMnAlC
䞿⁞Ἒ㦮 ἓ⨟㻶ṫ㧊 ἶ⩺♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㭒⪲ 㑮㏷₆㣿
㏢㨂⪲㍲㦮 䢲㣿㦚 ⳿䚲⪲ ⼖䡫  䕢ᾊỆ☯㠦 ╖䞲
㡆ῂ⓪ ㌗㡾 䢮ἓ㠦 ῃ䞲♮㠞┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㩚 䛞㣿 ㏢㨂⪲ 㩗㣿䞮₆ 㥚䟊
㡺㓺䎢⋮㧊䔎Ἒ ἓ⨟㻶ṫ㦮 Nb 㻾Ṗ 㥶ⶊ㠦 ➆⯎
㌗㡾  ἶ㡾 䔏㎇  ⼖䡫Ệ☯, ⁎Ⰲἶ ἶ㡾
㡊⏎㿲㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊䢪 㩖䟃㎇㠦 ╖䟊 ゚ᾦ㍳ 䞮㡖┺.
㡆ῂ
䞿⁞㧎
Fe-20Mn-8Al-1.0C
(20Mn),
Fe-20Mn-8Al-1.1C-0.1Nb (20MnNb) ⳾⚦ 550oC-1 㔲Ṛ
㔲䣾 㡊㻮Ⰲ 䤚 ṫ䢪㌗ Ʉ-carbide 㦮 ㍳㿲㠦 㦮䞲
Ṗ㧻 䋆 ἓ☚ ㌗㔏㥾㧊 䢫㧎♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, 䋂₆⋮ 䙂㦮
㹾㧊⓪ 䢫㧎♮㰖 㞠㞮┺. 䞲䘎 20MnNb 䞿⁞㦮
ἆ㩫Ⱃ 䋂₆Ṗ 25Ɇm ⪲ 20Mn 䞿⁞㦮 ἆ㩫Ⱃ 䋂₆
(49Ɇm) ╖゚ ⹎㎎䢪 ♲ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧎㧻䔏㎇

゚ᾦ ἆὒ Nb 㻾Ṗ 㥶ⶊ㠦 ㌗ὖ㠜㧊 㔲䣾 㡊㻮Ⰲ 㔲
㌗㡾ὒ ἶ㡾㠦㍲ ⳾⚦ Ʉ-carbide ㍳㿲㠦 㦮䞲
ṫ䢪䣾ὒṖ 䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ⡦䞲 ṖὋἓ䢪㥾㦖 Nb 㻾Ṗ
䞿⁞㠦㍲ ▪ ⏨Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ộ㧊 䢫㧎♮㠞⓪◆, 㧊⓪
㌗㡾㠦㍲ ₆㰖 ⌊ shear band ㌂㧊㦮 Ʉ-carbide 㢖
㩚㥚✺㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲䎆 shearing ὒ Orowan bypassing ₆ῂ㠦 㦮䞲 ☯㔲 㭒☚ ⼖䡫㧊 㤦㧎㦒⪲
䕦┾♲┺. ἶ㡾㦮 ἓ㤆 20Mn 䞿⁞㦮 ⼖䡫Ệ☯㦖
㌗㡾ὒ Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲ multi-directional shearing 㧊
㰖⺆㩗㦒⪲
⋮䌖⋮⓪
Ⳋ,
20MnNb
䞿⁞㦖
㌗㡾㠦㍲㦮 uni-directional shearing ὒ ╂Ⰲ multi-directional shearing 㧊 㭒⪲ ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. 㧊⓪
㡊㩗䢲㎇䢪㠦 㦮䞲 slip system 㦮 䢲㎇䢪㧎 ộ㦒⪲
⽊㧊Ⳇ 㧊⪲䎆 slip line refinement 㠦 㦮䟊
ṖὋἓ䢪㥾㧊 ▪ ⏨㦖 ộ㦒⪲ 䕦┾♲┺. 㡊䢪㩖䟃㎇
䘟Ṗ⯒ 㥚䞲 400oC-5000 㔲Ṛ 㡊⏎㿲 ἆὒ, 㥶䟊㌗
㍳㿲㧊⋮ ἆ㩫Ⱃ 㫆╖䢪 ❇㦮 ⼖䢪⓪ ⋮䌖⋮㰖
㞠㞮┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ἆ㩫Ⱃ⌊ slip band 㦮 䡫㎇㧊
ὖ㺆♮㠞ἶ, 㡊⏎㿲 㔲Ṛ㧊 ₎㠊㰞㑮⪳ 㫆⹖䟊㰖Ⳇ
20Mn 䞿⁞㠦㍲ ▪ 㫆⹖䞮Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 400oC-5000 㔲Ṛ 㡊⏎㿲 㔲 20Mn, 20MnNb
⚦ 䞿⁞ ⳾⚦ ṫ☚⓪ 㥶㰖♮㠞㦒⋮, 20Mn 䞿⁞㠦㍲
㡆㔶㥾㧊 1000 㔲Ṛ㠦㍲ 3000 㔲Ṛ₢㰖 㩦㹾 Ṧ㏢䞮┺
5000 㔲Ṛ㠦㍲
ỿ䞲 Ṧ㏢⯒ ⽊㧎┺. Ⳋ, 20MnNb
䞿⁞㠦㍲⓪ 㡆㔶㥾㧊 㥶㰖♮㠞┺. 䞲䘎 㡊⏎㿲 䤚
㧎㧻㔲䠮 ἆὒ 20Mn 䞿⁞㦖 ἆ㩫ⰓἚ 䕢┾㠦 㦮䞲
䀾㎇䕢ᾊṖ 㧒㠊⋮ἶ, 20MnNb 䞿⁞㠦㍲⓪ dimple 㦚
☯䞲 㡆㎇䕢ᾊṖ 㭒⪲ ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. ⹎㎎㫆㰗
ὖ㺆ἆὒ
20Mn
䞿⁞㠦㍲
㩚㥚Ṗ
ἆ㩫ⰓἚ⪲
pile-up ♮㠊 ἆ㩫ⰓἚ 䀾䢪⯒ 㽞⧮䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ‶㡊㧊
㌳䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䕦┾♲┺. 㧊⓪ 㡊⏎㿲㠦 㦮䞲 㧎㧻
䔏㎇㧊 㡊䢪♾㦚 㔲㌂䞲┺. ㌗₆ ἆὒ⪲䎆 FeMnAlC 䞿⁞Ἒ㠦㍲ Nb 㻾Ṗ⓪ 㡊⏎㿲㠦 ╖䞲 ⹎㎎㫆㰗
 ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇ 㞞㩚㎇㦚 ⏨㧚㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

㡊㹾䘦Ⱏ Ⰲ㠋㩲₆㑶  㔂⩂Ⰲ 䆪䕛₆㑶Ṳ*
ₖ㎎㥺 1; 1Kyungnam University
㩚㣿 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞな⩞㧊✲ 㡊㹾䘦䆪䕛Ⱏ㦮 Ⰲ䡚㌗㦖
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 㑮ⳛὒ 㰗ἆ♮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㡊㹾䘦䆪䕛Ⱏ㦮
ἶ㡾㧻₆㞞㩫㎇ 䢫⽊(Ⰲ㠋㩲)⯒ 㥚䞲 ㏢㨂㍺Ἒ㢖
㥶㰖⽊㑮⯒ 㥚䞲 㔂⩂Ⰲ䆪䕛₆㑶㦖 ✲㔲 䞚㣪䞲
㧊⧒ἶ ㌳ṗ♲┺. ὖ⩾䞮㡂 ἓ⋾╖ 㔶㏢㨂Ὃ䞯ὒ
 Ⲫ䃊䔎⪲┟㓺Ὃ䞯ὒ㠦㍲ 㰚䟟䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㡆ῂ⪲㍲
㡊㹾䘦㏢㨂⪲ 㩗㣿Ṗ⓻䞲 㰖⯊䆪⍺㧊䔎Ἒ 㫆㎇㍺Ἒ,
⋮⏎Ⱖ㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㔂⩂Ⰲ 䆪䕛₆㑶, BC ㏢㨂㠦 ╖䞲
㧦㡆㌆䢪  TGO 䂋 䤚㻮Ⰲ⯒ 䐋䞲 㦧⩻㩲㠊 㡆ῂ㠦
╖䟊 Ṛ┾䧞 ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦

(㼃㩫Ṗ㓺

⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚 䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶  ῃ㌆䢪㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇
(No.20214000000480)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Hf effects on evolution of solidification microstructure and casting defects in IN792 alloy* 㭖䢎 1,
㭒㥺Ἲ 1, ῂ㰖䢎 2, ‖▫
⚦㌆㭧Ὃ㠛ൽ

2

㧊㨂䡚 1;

1

㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ,

2

IN792 䞿⁞㦖 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ な⩞㧊✲㠦 㩗㣿♮⓪ ἶ㡾
䋂Ⰲ䝚 ṫ☚Ṗ 㤆㑮䞲 㧒䟻 㽞⌊㡊䞿⁞㧊⋮
㦧ἶὒ㩫㠦㍲ hot crack ἆ䞾㧊 ㌳䞮㡂 な⩞㧊✲
㩲㧧 Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ 㑮㥾㠦 㡗䟻 㭒⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺.
㧒䟻㦧ἶ 㧛Ἒ ṫ䢪㤦㏢㧎 Hf, Zr, B ❇ 㻾Ṗ㤦㏢㦮
䘎㍳㠦 ➆⧒ 㑮㰖㌗ ㌂㧊㠦㍲ 㧪⮮㞷㌗㧊 㭒㫆,
㦧ἶ㔲 hot crack ㌳㦚 㔲䋺⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㡞㌗♲┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ IN792 䞿⁞㠦㍲ Hf 䞾⨟ (0.001, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
wt%)㠦 ➆⯎ 㦧ἶỆ☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡂, 㭒㫆㔲 㧒㠊⋮⓪
hot crack 䡫㎇ὒ 㡆ὖ㎇㦚 㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺. Hf 䞾⨟㠦
➆⯎
㦧ἶỆ☯㦚
㍳䞮₆
㥚䞮㡂
㌗䘟䡫Ἒ㌆(Thermocalc), DSC(Differential scanning calorimetry), 㧒䟻㦧ἶ(Directional solidification) 㔺䠮㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. DSC, ㌗䘟䡫Ἒ㌆㠦㍲⓪ Hf 䞾⨟ 㯳Ṗ㠦
➆⧒ 㦧ἶῂṚ㧊 㯳Ṗ♮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 ⽊㡂㭒㠞ἶ,
㧒䟻㦧ἶ㔲
㦧ἶ
ἚⳊ㠦㍲
㑮㰖㌗㌂㧊㦮
㧪⮮㞷㌗㧊 㦧ἶ♮⓪ 㡾☚☚ Ṧ㏢䞾㦚 ⽊㡂㭒㠞┺. Hf
䞾⨟㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ Ὃ㩫㌗  㾲㫛 㦧ἶ㌗㧎
㠦䌖㌗㦮 㥾㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㦚 ⽊㡂㭒㠞┺.
⡦䞲 Hf
䞾⨟㠦 ➆⯎ ⽟㌗㔲䘎㦚 㭒㫆䞮㡂 IN792 䞿⁞㧊
㭒㫆㔲 crack 㦮 䡫㎇ゞ☚  crack 㦮 㤦㧎㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺.
*㧊
⏒ⶎ㦖
㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖 ₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚 䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶
 ῃ㌆䢪 㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇)

IN625
㽞⌊㡊䞿⁞㦮
㧒䟻㦧ἶ⯒
䐋䞲
㦧ἶἚⳊ 㡾☚ Ἒ㌆  ⹎㎎㫆㰗 䡫㎇ Ệ☯*
䞾㎇䣾 1, 䧂㎇ 1, ‖▫ 2, ῂ㰖䢎 2, 㔶㫛䢎 2 㧊㨂䡚 1;
1 㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ, 2 ⚦㌆㭧Ὃ㠛(㭒)
Inconel 625 ⓪ 㩖㡾  ἶ㡾㦮 ㍲゚㓺 䢮ἓ㠦
⏎㿲♮⓪ ⏨㦖 ṫ☚, 㔳  ㌆䢪 㩖䟃㎇, ⥆㠊⋲
㣿㩧㎇㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ 㧞⓪ Nickel-based 㽞⌊㡊 䞿⁞㦒⪲
㟓 800ଇ㦮 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 㫡㦖 䋂Ⰲ䝚 䔏㎇ὒ 㡊㩗 䞒⪲
䔏㎇㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ἶ㡾 Ṗ㓺 㥚₆㦮 㔳 㩖䟃㎇☚
⥆㠊⋮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䟃Ὃ  䢪䞯 ㌆㠛㦮 㦧㣿㠦 ⍦Ⰲ
㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⡦䞲 㣿㩧㎇㧊 㤆㑮䞮㡂 TIG(Tungsten
inert gas)  DED(Direct energy deposition) 㣿㩧㠦
㩗㣿♮Ⳇ, 3D 㩗䂋㩲㫆 Ὃ㩫㠦☚ 㩗㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎

IN625
㽞⌊㡊䞿⁞㠦㍲
┺㟧䞲
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㦧ἶ㏣☚㠦㍲ 㧒䟻㦧ἶ 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 㦧ἶἚⳊ
 㦧ἶ㫆㰗 䡫㎇Ệ☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧒䟻㦧ἶ
㔺䠮ἆὒ
㦧ἶ㏣☚Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞾㠦
➆⧒
1
㹾
㑮㰖㌗Ṛỿ(PDAS) 㢖 2 㹾 㑮㰖㌗Ṛỿ(SDAS)⓪
Ṧ㏢䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ
ἶ㌗/㞷㌗
Ὃ㫊ῂ㡃(Mushy
zone)㦮₎㧊⓪ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 㽞㩫㌗㦮 ὒ⌟☚⯒
Ἒ㌆䞮㡂 䘟Ⳋ䡫 ἚⳊ㠦㍲ ㎖䡫㦒⪲ 㻲㧊䞮⓪
㧚Ἒ㏣☚ VP˧C = 0.47 ໃ/s, ㎖䡫 ἚⳊ㠦㍲ 㑮㰖㌗
ἚⳊ㦒⪲ 㻲㧊䞮⓪ 㻲㧊䞮⓪ 㧚Ἒ㏣☚ VP˧C =
1.32 ໃ/s ⯒ 㠑㠞㦒Ⳇ 㧊⓪ ⹎㎎㫆㰗ὒ ㌗╏䧞
㧒䂮䞮⓪
ἓ䟻㦚
⋮䌖⌞┺.
㧊⩂䞲
◆㧊䎆⯒
䌫㦒⪲ ゚ᾦ㩗 ἶ㏣㦧ἶ㡗㡃㧎 㣿㩧, AM ❇
Ὃ㩫㠦㍲㦮 ⹎㎎㫆㰗㦚 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ◆㧊䎆⪲
㌂㣿䞶 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖䞲┺.
*㧊
⏒ⶎ㦖
㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖 ₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚 䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶
 ῃ㌆䢪 㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

㎎㎮: 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺 ⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 3
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 13:25 – 14:55
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㫆㡗䌲(㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ)

The Passive Behavior of Inconel 718 Alloy* 㧊㡞㰚 2,
㧊㭖㎃ 1, 2; 1Materials Science and Engineering, Changwon
National University, 51140 Changwondaehak-ro 20, Changwon, 51140, South Korea, 2Materials Convergence and System Engineering, Changwon National University, 51140
Changwondaehak-ro 20
Inconel 718 㦖 㡒㑮⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪ ῃ㔳 䢮ἓ㧎 ㍳㥶
㔲㿪⋮ 㩚㏢ ❇ ῂ㫆㣿 㨂⬢⪲ ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♲┺.
ῃ㔳㦖 㨂⬢ 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ☯䌲 䞒Ⱏὒ ⹖㩧䞲
ὖ⩾㧊 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, ῃ㔳 䢮ἓ㠦㍲㦮 inconel
718 㦮 ☯䌲 䞒Ⱏ㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⓪ 㧮 㧊⬾㠊㰖㰖
㞠ἶ 㧞㠊 㧊⻞ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 ⁎ 䔏㎇㦚 㞢㞚⽊ἶ㧦
䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ ㌂㣿♲ 㔲䘎㦖 Inconel 718 㦚
1080ଇ㠦㍲ 2.5 㔲Ṛ 㣿㼊䢪㻮Ⰲ 䤚 㑮⌟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㣿㼊䢪♲ 㔲䘎㦚 780ଇ㠦㍲G 㔲䣾G ἓ䢪G 㡊㻮ⰂG 䤚G
Ὃ⨃䞮㡖┺U ὧ䞯䡚⹎ἓὒ 㭒㌂㩚㧦䡚⹎ἓ㦚 䐋䟊
inconel 718 㦮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䙂䞲 ㍳㿲㌗ὒ 䌚䢪ⶒ㦚
ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺. Inconel 718 㦮 㔳 Ệ☯㦖 5 wt% NaCl +
0.5 wt% acetic acid 㣿㞷㠦㍲㦮 㩚₆䢪䞯 㔺䠮㠦 㦮䟊
䢫㧎♮㠞┺. 㑲䢮☯㩚㥚 ⁏ 㔲䠮 ἆὒ㠦㍲ Inconel
718 㦮 ☯䌲 Ệ☯㧊 ⋮䌖⋾㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
☯䌲 㩚㥚 ⻪㥚㠦㍲㦮 㩫㩚㥚⁏ 㔺䠮 ἆὒ,
䚲Ⳋ㠦 䡫㎇♲ ☯䌲 䞒Ⱏ㦖 㟧⁏ ⁏☯㞞

䕢ᾊ♮㰖
㞠ἶ
㥶㰖♮⓪
ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
㩚₆䢪䞯㧚䞒▮㓺 ὧ㍳㦚 䐋䟊 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䡫㎇♲
☯䌲 䞒Ⱏ㦮 㩖䟃㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ Mott-Schottky
ἆὒ, 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䡫㎇♲ ☯䌲 䞒Ⱏ㦖 n-type 㦮 ☚㼊
䔏㎇㦚 ⦚⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.

Numerical Analysis of Film Cooling Performance
by S-Shaped Vortex Generator Application to Gas
Turbine Blade* 㺂䡗 1, 䧂㎇ 1; 1Changwon National
University,
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 䣾㥾㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 䎆ゞ 㧛ῂ⪲
㥶㧛♮⓪ Ṗ㓺㦮 㡾☚ ⡦䞲 㯳Ṗ䞲┺. 㧊㠦 ➆⧒,
ἶ㡾㦮 Ṗ㓺⪲䎆 䎆ゞ な⩞㧊✲ 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ⽊䢎 䞶 㑮
㧞⓪ ₆㑶㧊 Ⱔ㧊 㡆ῂ♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ⱏ
⌟ṗ 䢖㠦 S-Shaped 㢖⮮ ㌳₆⯒ 㩗㣿㔲䅲 Ⱏ ⌟ṗ
㎇⓻㦚
䟻㌗㔲䋺₆
㥚䞲
㡆ῂ⯒
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
䎆ゞ㦒⪲ 㥶㧛♮⓪ ἶ㡾㦮 㭒 㥶☯㧊 㢖⮮ ㌳₆⯒
䐋ὒ䞮⓪ ☯㞞 㥶㏣ ⼖䢪⪲ 㧎䟊 㹾㞫㧊 ㌳䞮ἶ
㡃䣢㩚㢖⮮⯒ ㌳㎇䞲┺. 㡃䣢㩚㢖⮮⓪ Ⱏ ⌟ṗ 䢖㦮
䞮⮮㠦㍲ ㌳㎇♮⓪ 䣢㩚 㢖⮮⯒ 㠋㩲䞮㡂 ⌟ṗ
㥶㼊Ṗ な⩞㧊✲ 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㤦䢲䞮Ợ 㥶☯䞮ἶ Ⱏ
⌟ṗ㦮 㡊 㩚╂ ㎇⓻㧊 䟻㌗♲┺. ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲
S-Shaped 㢖⮮ ㌳₆Ṗ 㩗㣿♮Ⳋ 㢖⮮ ㌳₆Ṗ
㩗㣿♮㰖 㞠⓪ ₆⽎㩗㧎 Ⱏ ⌟ṗ 䢖㠦 ゚䟊 Ⱏ ⌟ṗ
䣾㥾㧊 䟻㌗♲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480,
㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚 䟋㕂㣪㏢ ₆㑶  ῃ㌆䢪
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

㫆Ị㦚

㩲㣎䞲

ΟηЬ.

䞲䘎,

⳾✶
PSA

㫆Ị㠦㍲
㠦

㦮䞲

70~80 
㨂ἆ㩫

ࣱܹࡶ
㩫☚㢖

㧪⮮㦧⩻㦚 䢫㧎䞮₆ 㥚䟊 Electron Back-scattered Diffraction(EBSD)㍳㦚 㔺㔲䞮㡖┺. ⁎ ἆὒ, PSA 㡾☚Ṗ
⌄㦖 㫆Ị㠦㍲ ⏨㦖 Low Angle Grain Boundary(LAGB)
㥾㦚 ⽊㧊Ⳇ 㢚㩚䞲 㨂ἆ㩫㦚 ⋮䌖⌞ἶ ⏨㦖
misorientation 㥾㦚 ⋮䌖⌊ ㌗╏⨟㦮 㧪⮮㦧⩻㧊
㫊㨂䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧊⓪ 㢚㩚䞲 㨂ἆ㩫 
㧪⮮㦧⩻㦚 䟊㏢䞮₆㠦⓪ PSA 㡾☚Ṗ ⌄㞚 㫇䞲
㤦㧎㦒⪲
䕦┾♲┺.
䞲䘎
PSA 㡾☚Ṗ
⏨㦖
㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪ ἆ㩫Ⱃ ㎇㧻㦚 㽟㰚䟊 㫆╖ἆ㩫Ⱃ㧊
䙂䟞┺. ⡦䞲 ERW ṫὖ㦮 㿿ỿ㧎㎇ 䔏㎇㠦 㡗䟻㦚
⹎䂮⓪ ⹎㎎㫆㰗 䟋㕂㧎㧦⪲ 㞢⩺㰚 Penetrator ㍳㦚
㔺㔲䞮㡖┺. Penetrator Area Ratio ⯒ 䁷㩫䞲 ἆὒ, ⳾✶
㫆Ị㠦㍲ 0.004~0.007% 㑮㭖㦒⪲ ⌄㦖 㥾㦮 Penetrator Ṗ ὖ㺆♮㠞ἶ ⁎ 㭧 㧛㡊⨟㧊 Ṗ㧻 ⏨㦖
㫆Ị㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 ⏨㦖 㥾㦮 Penetrator Ṗ ὖ㺆♮㠞┺.
Elongated type 㦮 Penetrator ⓪ Si, Mn-rich Oxide ⪲
ὖ㺆♮㠞ἶ Circular type 㦮 Penetrator 㠦㍲⓪ Ti, Nb ⯒
䙂䞾䞲 MC 䌚䢪ⶒ㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. ERW ṫὖ㦮
㣿㩧 ⹎㎎㫆㰗㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 㩖㡾㿿ỿ㧎㎇ 䔏㎇㦚
ἶ㺆䞮₆ 㥚䟊 -20ଇ㠦㍲ 㿿ỿ㔲䠮㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. ⁎
ἆὒ, PSA 㡾☚Ṗ standard 㧎 㫆Ị㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 㤆㑮䞲
㿿ỿ㧎㎇Ṩ㦚 ⋮䌖⌞ἶ Ṗ㧻 ⌄㦖 PSA 㡾☚㦮
㔲䠮䘎㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 㡊㥚䞲 㿿ỿ㧎㎇Ṩ㦚 ⋮䌖⌞┺.
㧊⓪ 㧪⮮㦧⩻ὒ ┺⨟㦮 pearlite Ṗ 㤦㧎㦒⪲
䕦┾♲┺. 㞚㤎⩂, ERW 㣿㩧㫆Ị㠦 ➆⯎ ⹎㎎㫆㰗
evolution 㦚 䒂ὒ㩚㧦䡚⹎ἓ㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㩚㥚 
㩖㡾⼖䌲㫆㰗㦚 䟊㍳䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 㿿ỿ㧎㎇ὒ 㡆ὖ㰖㠊
䟊㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

ₖ䌲䤞 1, ₖ䂮㤦 1, 㧊㺂䧂 1, ὓ㰚㎃ 2, 㩚☯䡚 2, 䢣䡚㤇 1;
1
㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ 㔶㏢㨂Ὃ䞯, 2 䡚╖㩲㻶 ṫὖ㌳㌆₆㑶䕖

Numerical investigation of the cooling performance
and flow characteristics in double-wall cooling
structures for combustor liner cooling based on the
change in the orientation angle for the effusion
hole* ῢ䢪ゞ1, 䧂㎇1; 1Changwon National University

⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
⁏㩖㡾
㍳㥶㑮㏷㣿
㩚₆㩖䟃㣿㩧(Electronic Resistance Welding, ERW)
ṫὖ㦮
㣿㩧
㫆Ị⼚
㩖㡾㿿ỿ㧎㎇
䔏㎇ὒ
⹎㎎㫆㰗㦮 ㌗ὖὖἚ⯒ 䟊㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. ERW
㣿㩧㦖 㧛㡊⨟ὒ Post Seam Annealing(PSA) 㡾☚⯒ ㌗,
㭧, 䞮⪲ ⼖䢪㔲䋺Ⳇ 㣿㩧㫆Ị㦚 㩲㠊䞮㡖┺. ERW
㣿㩧 ⼖㑮㠦 ➆⧒ 㣿㩧 ⹎㎎㫆㰗㦚 㩫㎇ 
㩫⨟㍳㦚 㔺㔲䞮㡖┺. ⹎㎎㫆㰗㦖 ⳾✶ 㫆Ị㠦㍲
ferrite 㢖 pearlite Ṗ 䢒䞿♲ ῂ㫆⯒ ⋮䌖⌞㦒⋮ PSA
㡾☚Ṗ ⌄㦖 㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪ ⹎㎎ pearlite Ṗ 䙂䞮㡖ἶ
PSA 㡾☚Ṗ ⏨㦖 㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪ 㫆╖ἆ㩫Ⱃ  pearlite Ṗ 䙂䞮㡖┺. Metal Flow Angle 㦖 PSA 㡾☚Ṗ ⏨㦖

In this study, a double-wall cooling structure for
full-coverage cooling was investigated using numerical simulations for the cooling of the combustor liner. Two double-wall cooling structures were presented, and the orientation angles of the effusion holes in the effusion cooling plate
were considered to be 0 ° and 30 °, respectively. Importantly,
the design parameters of the impingement cooling plate were
the same for the two different double-wall cooling structures.
The flow characteristics in the main flow passage, cross flow
passage, effusion holes, and impingement holes, were numerically analyzed. When the orientation angle was changed
from 0 ° to 30 °, the effectiveness of area-averaged film
cooling, and the surface heat transfer coefficient on the hot

⁏㩖㡾㣿 ERW X70 ṫὖ㦮 㣿㩧 㫆Ị⼚
⹎㎎㫆㰗㧊 㩖㡾㿿ỿ㧎㎇㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 ἶ㺆*

side, were improved by an average of 2.89 % and 11.7 %,
respectively. The counter-rotating vortex causing jet-lift at
the exit effusion hole was suppressed to increase the effective area of the horseshoe vortex in the streamwise direction.
Additionally, the area-averaged Nusselt number on the cold
side was improved by 33 % on average as the orientation
angle changed from 0 ° to 30 °. Furthermore, the area-averaged Nusselt number converged when the blowing
ratio exceeded 6.3.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚(20214000000480, 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚
䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶  ῃ㌆䢪 㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

Numerical study on the combustion and emissions
characteristics of propane/hydrogen mixed fuel in a
gas turbine combustor* Sajan Tamang1, Heesung Park1;
1Changwon

National University

In this study, a numerical simulation is presented for the
combustion characteristics of a hydrogen mixture fuel in a
can-type combustor. A numerical simulation propose using
the non-premixed flamelet model, the Reynolds stress model,
and the discrete ordinate model are used to account for the
turbulent flow and radiation. The can combustor power was
fixed at 50 kW to conduct the numerical simulation. The
steady flamelet model is employed to investigate the effect of
hydrogen-enriched in the fuel composition and equivalence
ratio on a stable flame operation combusted gas distribution
and contours graph, velocity distribution, NOx emission, and
the other species concentration. The results show that the
hydrogen enriched in the fuel composition and equivalence
ratios are significantly affected the combustion characteristics. Therefore, the hydrogen enriched in the fuel promotes
the combustibility and leads to increases in the flame temperature inside the combustion chamber.
*This work was supported by Korea Institute of Energy
Technology Evaluation and Planning (KETEP) grant funded
by the Korea government (MOTIE) (20214000000480, Development of R&D engineers for combined cycle power
plant technologies).

Defected fluorite ῂ㫆⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ Y3NbO7
㎎⧒⹏㦮 Ta5+ 䂮䢮㠦 㦮䞲 㡊₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㦮
⼖䢪* 䘎㧻䡗 1, ₖ㭖㎇ 1, 㼊⩢▪⯊㯞䃊┺ 1, 㟧㔏㻶 1;
1

Department of Materials Convergence and System Engineering, Changwon National University, Changwon,
Gyeongnam 641-773, Republic of Korea

㩚 ㎎Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ 㡾㔺Ṗ㓺 ❇㦮 䢮ἓ㩗 㣪㧎㦒⪲ 㧎䟊
₆㫊㦮 ㍳䌚 䢪⩻ 㩚㦚 ╖㼊䞮⓪ Ṗ㓺 䎆ゞ ⽋䞿
㩚 ₆㑶㦮 䞚㣪㎇㧊 ╖⚦♮ἶ 㧞┺. Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮

㧛ῂ 㡾☚ ㌗㔏㦚 䐋䞲 䣾㥾㯳╖⯒ 㥚䟊 ₆㫊㠦
㌂㣿♮⓪ 㡊㹾䘦 䆪䕛 ㏢㨂㧎 YSZ ⯒ ╖㼊䞶 㹾㎎╖
㡊㹾䘦 䆪䕛 ㏢㨂㦮 䞚㣪㎇㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞┺. Defected
fluorite ῂ㫆⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ Y3NbO7 ㎎⧒⹏㦖 䔏㥶㦮
ἆ㩫ῂ㫆⪲ 㧎䟊 ⌄㦖 㡊㩚☚☚⯒ Ṗ㪎 㹾㎎╖
㡊㹾䘦 䆪䕛 ㏢㨂⪲ ㌂㣿♶ 㑮 㧞⓪ Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 㰖┞ἶ
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ Y3NbO7 ㎎⧒⹏㠦 Ta5+⯒ ☚䞧䞲
Y3(Nb1-xTa x)O7 ㎎⧒⹏㦮G ☚䞧⏣☚㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊㩚☚☚㢖
₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ ㍳䞮㡖┺. ⹎㎎ῂ㫆 ㍳
ἆὒ, ☚䞧 ⏣☚Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 䘟‶ ἆ㩫Ⱃ
䋂₆Ṗ Ṧ㏢䞮ἶ ₆Ὃ⮶㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡂
Ta5+㦮 ☚䞧㧊 ㏢ἆ 㩖䟃㎇㦚 㯳Ṗ㔲䅲 㭒⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㡊㩚☚☚ ㍳ ἆὒ Ta5+Ṗ ☚䞧♾㠦
➆⧒ 㡊㩚☚☚Ṗ Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㾲㏢ 㟓 1.2W/m½k ⧒⓪ ⰺ㤆 ⌄㦖 㡊㩚☚☚⯒ ⽊㡖┺.
㧊⓪ Ta5+Ṗ 䂮䢮♾㠦 ➆⧒ 㟒₆♮⓪ ⌊ 㰞⨟
㹾㧊⪲ 㟒₆♮⓪ disorder 㦮 㯳Ṗ⪲ 㧎䞲 ộ㦒⪲
㌂⬢♲┺. ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇ 㡃㔲 Ta5+Ṗ ☚䞧♾㠦 ➆⧒
₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇✺㧊 ⼖䢪䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧊⩂䞲
䔏㎇✺㦖 Y3(Nb1-xTa x)O7 ㎎⧒⹏㧊 㹾㎎╖ 㡊㹾䘦
䆪䕛 ㏢㨂⪲ 㦧㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 㔲㌂䞲┺.

㎎㎮: 㼃㩫Ṗ㓺 ⽋䞿䢪⩻ 㩚 4
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 15:05 – 16:20
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ㎎㥺(ἓ⋾╖䞯ᾦ)

Parametric study on efficiency and power output of
combined cycle gas turbine(CCGT) power plant *
Youngjun Choi 1, Byunghui Kim 2, Seokho Kim 3; 1Smart
Manufacturing Engineering, Changwon National University,
2Regional Leading Research Center, Changwon National
University, 3Mechanical Engineering, Changwon National
University
Combined cycle gas turbine(CCGT) power plant is a power
generation system that realizes an efficiency of 60% by reusing the high temperature exhaust gas from a gas turbine
and combining it with a steam turbine. In general, compared
to coal-fired power plants, the thermal efficiency is high and
it is eco-friendly. In addition, carbon emissions can be mitigated by improving the thermal performance of CCGT power plants. In order to improve the performance of CCGT
including heat recovery steam generator(HRSG), it is necessary to analyze the cycle according to the operating conditions of the components. In this paper, the components of
CCGT were implemented and power output and thermal
efficiency of cycle were analyzed through parametric studies
of pressure ratio, turbine inlet temperature(TIT), compressor
and turbine efficiency, and cooling air ratio using HYSYS.
*This work was supported by Korea Institute of Energy

Technology Evaluation and Planning(KETEP) grant funded
by the Korea government(MOTIE)( 20214000000480 , Development of R&D engineers for combined cycle power
plant technologies) and the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT)
(No. NRF-2019R1A5A8083201).

A Study on arc plasma behavior according to filler
metal shape in gas tungsten arc welding process*
㩫ὧ䢎 1, ₖ㍳ 1, 㫆㡗䌲 1; 1Changwon National University
㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ⓪ 㦢⁏㢖 㟧⁏㦮 ⚦ 㩚⁏㠦㍲
㌳㎇♮ἶ 㩚 㩚⮮Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 㩚㧊 䢲㎇䢪♮ἶ
䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ ⹖☚Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞲┺. 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ㠦⓪ 㩚㧦㢖
㧊㡾㧎 䞮㩚 㧛㧦 ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㭧㎇㫛㧊 㫊㨂䞲┺.
ἶ㡾 㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ⓪ 㣿㩧, 㩞┾, 䢪䞯㟒㦮 Ⱔ㦖
㌆㠛 㟒㠦㍲ 䢲㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㣿㩧
㟒㦮 㩚㦚 㥚䟊 ἶ㡾 㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ㦮 ⶒⰂ㩗
Ⲫ䄺┞㯮㦚 㧊䟊䞮ἶ 䟊㍳ ⳾◎ Ṳ㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲ Ṗ㓺䎛㓺䎦㞚䋂㣿㩧㦮 㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ 䟊㍳
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
Ṗ㓺䎛㓺䎦㞚䋂㣿㩧 Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ 㣿Ṗ㨂⯒ Ὃ 䞮㡂
㣿㩧㦚 㑮䟟䞶 ➢ 㣿Ṗ㨂 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㞚䋂
䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ㦮 Ệ☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 䟊㍳㦖 COMSOL
Multiphysics ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ┺㭧ⶒⰂ䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㦮 㭒㣪 Ṗ㩫㦖 㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ
⌊㦮 ṗ 㧛㧦 㫛✺㦮 䘟‶ 㡾☚Ṗ ☯㧒䞮┺⓪
LTE(Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium) Ṗ㩫㦚 䞮㡖┺.
Ṗ㓺䎛㓺䎦㞚䋂㣿㩧㦮 㣿Ṗ㨂 䡫㌗㦖 Sphere, Cylinder,
Concave 䋂Ợ 3 Ṗ㰖⪲ ⳾◎Ⱇ 䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳ ἆὒ
㣿Ṗ㨂 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㞚䋂 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ Ệ☯ ἆὒ⯒ ⽊Ⳋ
Concave 䡫㌗㠦㍲ 㟧⁏ 㥚㦮 ἓ䟻㦒⪲ Heat
flux 㦮 㡗䟻㧊 Ṗ㩫 㩗㠞㦒Ⳇ, Ṗ㧻 ‶㧒䞲 Heat flux
䙂⯒ 㠑㦚 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫 (㌆㠛䐋㌆㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480,
㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚
䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶

ῃ㌆䢪
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

䌚㩦㏢㎇ ☯㧒㼊 ₆ ┺ἆ㩫 ῂ㎇㩫㔳㦚
䢲㣿䞲 Mg10Gd Ⱎ⁎⍺㓮 䞿⁞㦮 ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇
㡞䁷  Ỗ㯳* 㧊㨂㎇ 1; Dirk Steglich2, 㩫㡗㤛 1,
1Changwon

National University,
Hereon GmbH

2

Helmholtz-Zentrum

Ⱎ⁎⍺㓮 䞿⁞㦖 ㌳䟊㎇ ㅞ 㧊㔳 㨂⬢⪲㍲
ἶ⩺♮Ⳇ, ⁎㠦 ➆⧒ 㔳 䔏㎇ 㣎㠦☚ 㔺䠮㩗
⁎Ⰲἶ 㑮䂮䟊㍳㩗 ⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞲 ₆Ἒ㩗 Ệ☯㠦
╖䞲 㫆㌂Ṗ 㣪ῂ♲┺. ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㾲⁒ Ṳ♲

䌚㩦㏢㎇ (elasto-visco-plasticity) ‶㧒☯❇㼊 (homogeneous equivalent medium) ₆ ┺ἆ㩫 ῂ㎇㩫㔳㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡂 Mg10Gd 䞿⁞㦮 ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇㦚 㡞䁷䞮ἶ
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. ⳾◎㠦 䢲㣿♮⓪ ἓ䢪 䕢⧒⹎䎆✺㦖
⏎䂮 㧎㧻, 㞫㿫 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 ἆ㩫䞮㡖┺. ㌗㣿
㥶䞲㣪㏢ 䟊㍳ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 ABAQUS 㦮 ㌂㣿㧦 㨂⬢
㍲ぢ⬾䕊(UMAT)㦒⪲ 㧧㎇♲ ⳾◎㦮 㩚㌆䟊㍳ 䆪✲⯒
䢲㣿䞮㡂 ⏎䂮 㧎㧻 㔺䠮  C-ring 㔺䠮㦚
⳾㌂䞮㡖ἶ, ⁎ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 ⳾◎㦮 㡞䁷
㩫䢫☚⯒ ㌊䘊⽊㞮┺.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000480,
㼃㩫Ṗ㓺⽋䞿䢪⩻㩚
䟋㕂㣪㏢₆㑶

ῃ㌆䢪
㩚ⶎ㧎㨂㟧㎇).

Classification of Crystal Structures by Computer
Vision* 㩫㨂⹒ 1, 㧊㤛 1; 1Changwon National University
㨂⬢㦮 ἆ㩫ῂ㫆⯒ ⮮䞮⓪◆ 䒂ὒ㩚㧦䡚⹎ἓ㦮
㩲䞲㔲㟒 㩚㧦オ 䣢㩞䕾䎊㦚 㧊㣿䞮⓪ ⻫㧊 㧞┺.
䣢㩞䕾䎊㦮 ㍳㦖 ἆ㩫䞯㩗 㰖㔳ὒ ἓ䠮㦚 䞚㣪⪲
䞮⓪◆ 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻㠦 ₆䞲 䅊䜾䎆゚㩚㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㨂⬢Ὃ䞯 㩚Ὃ㧦Ṗ 㞚┞⧒☚ 㧊⯒ Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䞶 㑮
㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺. 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ 䢲㣿㠦⓪ 㼊Ἒ㩗㧎
⩞㧊な㧊
㡂♲
◆㧊䎆㎡㦚
䐋䞲
䞯㔋㧊
㍶䟟♮㠊㟒䞲┺.
㩚㧦オ
䣢㩞䕾䎊㦖
3
㹾㤦
ὋṚῂ㫆Ṗ 2 㹾㤦 䘟Ⳋ㌗㠦 䒂㡗♮Ⳋ㍲ 㹾㤦㧊
㿫㏢♾㠦 ➆⧒ 㭧⽋㧊 ㌳䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ἆ㩫䞯㩗
㼊Ἒ㠦 ➆⧒ ὋṚῆ-㩫╖㿫 㫆䞿㦮 ⩞㧊なⰗ㦖
㭧⽋㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 䞯㔋㧊 ゚䣾㥾㩗㧒 㑮 㧞㦒⸖⪲,
㧊⹎㰖 䡫㌗㩫⽊⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰖⓪ ❻⩂┳㦮 㧎㔳 ⻫㠦
➆⧒ ㌞⪲㤊 ⩞㧊なⰗ 㼊Ἒ⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖┺. 䣢㩞㩦㦮
⺆㡊㦖 5 Ṳ㦮 2 㹾㤦 ỿ㧦㦮 ┾㥚㩫 䡫㌗㦒⪲
╖䚲♮Ⳇ
ỿ㧦㌗㑮㦮
㌗╖゚㥾ὒ
㌂㧝ṗ㦒⪲
㎎䢪䞮Ⳋ 䣢㩞㩦㦮 ㌗╖₆⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㰖 㞠㞮㦚 ➢
㧛㩫Ἒ㦮 ⳾✶ ὋṚῆ㠦 ╖䟊 32 Ṳ㦮 ⩞㧊な㧊
㌳䞮㡖┺. 䣢㩞㩦㦮 ㌗╖₆ 䕾䎊₢㰖 䙂䞾䞮Ⳋ
⩞㧊な㧊 226 Ṳ⪲ ㎎䢪 ♮㠞┺. ㌞⪲㤊 ⩞㧊なⰗ
⮮ 㼊Ἒ⯒ 㩗㣿䞮Ⳋ ❻⩂┳㦒⪲ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 䢫⮶₆
ὋṚῆ ⮮Ṗ Ṗ⓻䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧛㩫Ἒ㠦 ㏣䞮⓪
ὋṚῆ 㭧 198, 203, 213, 221, 225, 227, 229 ὋṚῆ㠦
╖䟊
ResNet101
㞚䋺䎣㻮Ṗ
95%㧊㌗㦮
㿪⪶
㩫䢫☚⪲ ὋṚῆ㦚 ⮮䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ㏢㨂㠦
ὋὋ, 䂮䢮䡫 㑲ⶒ ❇㦮 ἆ䞾㧊 䙂䞾♲ ἓ㤆⓪
㿪⪶ 㩫䢫☚㠦 㡗䟻㧊 㠜㠞㦒Ⳇ ỿ㧦⼖䡫㧊 䙂䞾♲
ἓ㤆☚ 㑮㰗⼖䡫⮶ 2.5%  㩚┾⼖䡫⮶ 0.0155rad
㧊⌊㦮
⻪㥚㠦㍲⓪
㿪⪶
㩫䢫☚Ṗ
㥶㰖♾㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

Stellite Ⱖ㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㣿㌂ 䆪䕛䂋㦮 䜾㰫
㡊㻮Ⰲ㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㥚₆㦮 㡗䟻* ₖ㫛㎃ 1, 㧊䢪㧎 1,
䞲ⳛ㎃ 3, 䢿䡚 4, 䢿䢎㑲 5, ῂ⽎䦪 2; 1 Department of
Materials Convergence and System Engineering, Changwon
National University, Changwon, Gyeongnam, 51140, Republic of Korea, 2School of Materials Science and Engineering,
Changwon National University, Changwon, Gyeongnam,
641-773, Republic of Korea, 3BUKANG SPECIAL
INDUSTRIES CO., LTD, Yeongcheon, Gyeongbuk, 38899,
Republic of Korea, 4COSMOS Metallizing Co., Ltd, Haman,
Gyeongnam, 52017, Republic of Korea, 5Changwon National University, Changwon, Gyeongnam, 51140, Republic of
Korea
㣿㦋㞚㡆☚⁞(Hot Dip Galvanizing, HDGI or GI)㦖
㻶ṫ㩲䛞㦮 ₆Ἒ㩗 䔏㎇  㑮ⳛ㦚 㡆㧻㔲䋺⓪
Ὃ㩫㦒⪲㍲ ┺⯎ Ὃ㩫 ╖゚ ἓ㩲㩗㧊⸖⪲ 㑮㣪Ṗ
⏨┺. 䔏䧞 㡆㏣㣿㦋㞚㡆☚⁞ ㍺゚㠦㍲ 㞚㡆☚⁞㫆㠦
䂾㰖♮⓪
⪺(Roll)
㿫㑮
㠊Ⱇ
䛞㦖
㡆㏣㣿㦋㞚㡆☚⁞ṫ䕦 ㌳㌆㠦 㧞㠊㍲ ☚⁞ 䛞㰞㠦
㭧㣪䞲 㡃䞶㦚 ╊╏䞮⓪ 䛞㧊┺.
⪺(Roll) 㿫㑮 㠊Ⱇ㦖 ㎎⧒⹏ 㓂㢖 ⁞㏣
㔂Ⰲぢ⪲ ⰴⶒ⩺ 㧞⓪◆ Ὃ㩫 ☯㞞㠦 ㍲⪲ Ⱎ㺆㧊
㧒㠊⋮ 㔂Ⰲぢ㦮 Ⱎ⳾Ṗ 㕂䟊 㓂㠦 ゚䟊 㑮ⳛ㧊
㰽┺. 㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⁞㏣ 㔂Ⰲぢ 㥚㠦
㧊㫛㨂㰞Ⱖ㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䆪䕛㦚 䐋䟊 㔂Ⰲぢ㦮 䔏㎇㦚
Ṳ㍶䞮⩺ ⏎⩻ 㭧㠦 㧞┺. 䆪䕛 㰗䤚㠦⓪ ⳾㨂㢖
䆪䕛䂋 ἚⳊ ㌂㧊㠦 㹿⩻㧊 㟓䞮ἶ ₆Ὃ㧊 Ⱔ₆
➢ⶎ㠦 㡊㻮Ⰲ⯒ 䞚㣪⪲ 䞲┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊㫛㨂㰞㦋䞿 Ⱖ⪲㍲ Stellite Ἒ
䞿⁞㧎 SF-1 ὒ SF-20 ⚦ Ṗ㰖 ⶒ㰞㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂
╖₆㢖 㰚Ὃ 㥚₆㠦㍲ 㡊㻮Ⰲ 㧊䤚 䆪䕛䂋ὒ ἚⳊ
㌂㧊㦮 ₆Ὃ  䆪䕛䂋㦮 ₆Ὃ⮶ὒ ἓ☚⯒ 䁷㩫䟊
゚ᾦ䞮㡂
㥚₆㠦
➆⯎
䆪䕛䂋㦮
㎇㰞㦚
゚ᾦ䟊⽊㞮┺.

㎎㎮: 㑮㏢㠦⍞㰖 1
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ㏦₆䠢(㍲ṫ╖䞯ᾦ)

䞲ῃ䟊㟧ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦

㍺

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䟊㟧㑮㌆ ῃṖ R&D ㌂㠛 “1MW
䂲䢮ἓ ╖㼊㡆⬢ 䟊㌗㔺㯳 ₆㑶Ṳ(2/5)”⪲ 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂἆὒ㧛┞┺ (PMS5090).

㍶ Ệ☯㦚 ἶ⩺䞲 㞷䢪㑮㏢ 㡆⬢䍇䋂 㔂⪲㕇
䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ* 㩫㨂䢮 1, ₖỊ㤆 1, 䞮㥺㰚 1, ₖ䡚㍳ 1;
1

䞲ῃ䟊㟧ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦 ㍺ ㍶䟊㟧䝢⧲䔎㡆ῂ㏢

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㭧㏢䡫 ㍶㣿 6 CBM 㞷䢪㑮㏢
㡆⬢䍇䋂 ⌊ 㔂⪲㕇 䔏㎇㦚 CFD 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
㍶㦮
6
㧦㥶☚
㤊☯
㭧
㩚䤚☯㣪(Surge)㢖 㫛☯㣪(Pitch)Ṗ C-type 㡆⬢䍇䋂
⌊
㞷䢪㑮㏢
㔂⪲㕇
Ệ☯㠦
㭒⓪
㡗䟻㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㤊☯ 㭒₆, 㞷䢪㑮㏢ 㽞₆ ⏨㧊 ⼖䢪㠦
➆⯎ ἶ㥶㭒₆㦮 ゚, fr ⼖䢪,  㽞₆ ⏨㧊㠦 ➆⧒ ⁎
㡗䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⁎ ἆὒ, fr=1 㠦㍲ ゚㍶䡫㎇㧊
ṫ䞲 㔂⪲㕇㦮 㿲䡚㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ῂ㢖 㤦☯㦮 ㌗
㩧䞿 ⁒㠦㍲ 㿿ỿ 㞫⩻㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠞㦒Ⳇ ⁎
䋂₆Ṗ 䟊㍳ 㫆Ị㠦 ㌗ὖ㠜㧊 ⚦ 㧦Ⰲ 㹾㑮 ⹎Ⱒ㦮
㞫⩻(kpa)㧚㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲, 㔂⪲㕇 㩖Ṧ㦚
㥚䟊 ỿ⼓㦚 ㍺Ἒ䞮㡂 㥶䣾㎇㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䟊㟧㑮㌆ ῃṖ R&D ㌂㠛 “1MW
䂲䢮ἓ ╖㼊㡆⬢ 䟊㌗㔺㯳 ₆㑶Ṳ(2/5)”⪲ 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂἆὒ㧛┞┺ (PMS5090).

Effects of operating conditions, various properties
of gas diffusion layer, and shape of endplate on the
open-cathode proton exchange membrane fuel cell
performance* 㕂㨂⽟ 1, ṫ⹒㑮 1, ₖ㰖㤛 1 ₖ㡞ゞ 1
⹒ἓ▫ 1; 1Seoul National University

㍶㣿 㞷䢪㑮㏢ 㡆⬢䍇䋂 VCS ┾㡊 㔲㓺䎲
㍺Ἒ* ₖỊ㤆 1, ₖ☚䡫 2, 㩫㨂䢮 1, ⼧㨂 1, ₖ䡚㍳ 1;
1

CFD ₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ㍺Ἒ♲ 㞷䢪㑮㏢
㩖㧻㣿₆㦮 ἓ㤆 ₆⽎㩗㧎 ┾㡊 㔲㓺䎲㧎 Multi-Layer
Insulation(MLI)

㰚Ὃ䂋㠦
㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲
VCS
㔲㓺䎲㧊 㩗㣿♮㠊 㩚☚, ╖⮮  ⽋㌂ 㡊 䂾㧛㦚
㾲㏢䢪䞮⓪ ῂ㫆㧊┺. 䔏䧞 ㍶ Ệ☯㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂
ῂ㫆㩗 㞞㩫㎇㦚 㿪Ṗ䞲 ㍺Ἒ㠦 VCS 㔲㓺䎲㦚
㦋䞿䞮㡂 ῂ㫆㩗 㞞㩫㎇ὒ ┾㡊 ㎇⓻㦚 ⳾⚦
䟻㌗㔲䆆┺. ┾㡊 ㎇⓻㦮 ἓ㤆 㰚Ὃ ┾㡊 㡗㡃㠦
Apparent Thermal Conductivity ⯒ 㩗㣿䞮⓪ CFD 䟊㍳
₆⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.

㍶䟊㟧䝢⧲䔎㡆ῂ㏢,

2 䞮㧊Ⰲ㤖㌆㠛ൽ

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㭧㏢䡫 ㍶㣿 6 CBM 㞷䢪㑮㏢
㡆⬢䍇䋂㦮 VCS ┾㡊 㔲㓺䎲㦚 ㍺Ἒ䞮㡂 ⁎ ㎇⓻㦚

ἶ㧦Ⱏ 㩚䟊㰞 㡆⬢㩚㰖 (Proton exchange membrane
fuel cell, PEMFC) 㔲㓺䎲㦮 Ṗ 㧻䂮 (Balance of
plant)㦚 㩲Ệ  ㏢䡫䢪䞮㡂 PEMFC 㦮 ┾㥚 䞒╏
㿲⩻ ⹖☚⯒ ⏨㧊⓪ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㑮䟟♶ 䞚㣪Ṗ 㧞┺.
䔏䧞, 㡆⬢㩚㰖 ✲⪶㦮 ἓ㤆 PEMFC 㔲㓺䎲㦮 ⶊỢ⯒
㭚㧊⓪ ộ㧊 䞚㑮㩗㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 Ὃ₆⯒ 㭒㧛䞮⓪
㞫㿫₆㢖 Ṗ㔋₆⓪ ╖₆ 㭧㦮 Ὃ₆⯒ ㌂㣿䞾㦒⪲㖾

㩲Ệ䞮⓪ 㔲㓺䎲㦚 Ṳ 㭧㠦 㧞┺. 䟊╏ PEMFC
㔲㓺䎲㦚 㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲ (Open cathode) PEMFC ⧒ἶ
ⳛⳛ䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㧊 PEMFC 㔲㓺䎲㦮 ἓ㤆 ₆㫊
㔳㦒⪲ 㤊㣿♮⓪ PEMFC 㔲㓺䎲㠦 ゚䟊 㡆ῂṖ
䢲䧞 㧊⬾㠊㰖㰖 㞠⓪ 㔺㩫㧊┺. 㧊㠦 ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ┺㟧䞲 㔺䠮 ⼖㑮✺㧊 㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲
PEMFC ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊 㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺. Ⲓ㩖,
㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲㦮 ῂ☯ 㡾☚, 㑮㏢ Ṗ㔋, 䃦㏢✲ Ṳ
Ⳋ㩗 䟻㧊 㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲ PEMFC 㦮 ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ┺㦢㦒⪲, PEMFC 㦮 㭒㣪
ῂ㎇䛞 㭧 䞮⋮㧎 ₆㼊䢫㌆䂋 (Gas diffusion layer,
GDL)㦮 㻲Ὃ, ⹎㎎┺Ὃ䂋 (Micro-porous layer, MPL)㦮
ἚⳊ䔏㎇, ₆㨂Ⳋ (Substrate)㦮 ⚦℮Ṗ 㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲
PEMFC
㎇⓻㠦
⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲, ₆㫊㦮 㡺䝞 䃦㏢✲ PEMFC 㦮 㠪✲
䝢⩞㧊䔎 (Endplate)⯒ Ṳ㫆䞮㡂 㩚₆䢪䞯㩗 㦧㠦
㦮䟊 ㌳㎇♲ ⶒ㦮 㿫㩗㦚 㰖䞮⓪ 㠪✲ 䝢⩞㧊䔎⯒
㩲㞞䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

㎎㎮: 㑮㏢㠦⍞㰖 2
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 10:20 – 11:20
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ㏦₆䠢(㍲ṫ╖䞯ᾦ)

ῃ⌊ 䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 㔺䡚㦚 㥚䞲 㑮㏢ Ὃ ⰳ ₆㑶
㏢Ṳ* ₖ㣿⹒ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦
ῃ㩲 ㌂䣢⓪ 2015 ⎚ ˄䕢Ⰲ₆䤚䡧㩫˅ 㧊䤚, 㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢
㩖Ṧ㦮 ṫ㩲㎇㦚 㡂䞮㡂, 䌚㏢ 㭧Ⱃ (carbon neutral)㦒⪲ ⁖⪲⻢ 䕾⩂┺㧚 ⼖䢪㦮 Ṗ㏣䢪⯒ 㥶☚䞮ἶ
㧞┺. 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒ 㩫⓪ 2017 ⎚ ˄ 㨂 ㌳ 㠦 ⍞ 㰖 3020
㧊䟟Ἒ䣣˅, 2019 ⎚ ˄㑮㏢ ἓ㩲 䢲㎇䢪 ⪲✲ⱋ˅, 2021 ⎚
˄㩲 1 㹾 㑮㏢ἓ㩲 㧊䟟 ₆⽎Ἒ䣣˅㦚 䚲䞮㡂, 㠦⍞㰖
㌳㌆-㥶䐋-䢲㣿㠦㍲ 䌚㏢ 㭧Ⱃ㦚 㥚䟊 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖㦮
゚㭧㦚 ⏨㧊ἶ, 㑮㏢⯒ 㠦⍞㰖 㤊㼊⪲ 䢲㣿䞮⓪
ῂ㼊㩗㧎 ῃṖ 㩚⨋㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㑮㏢㠦⍞㰖 ㌂䣢
㔺䡚㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㼃㩫 㑮㏢㦮 ㌳㌆, 㩖㧻 ԫ ࡋܞ,
䢲㣿㠦 ╖䞲 ₆㑶 䡗㔶㧊 㣪ῂ♲┺. 㩫Ṗ 㡞㌗䞮⓪
2030 ⎚, 2050 ⎚₢㰖 㑮㏢ 㑮㣪⨟㦖 ṗṗ 3.9, 27.9
⺇Ⱒ䏺㧊ἶ, 㧊㭧 㼃㩫㑮㏢㦮 ゚㭧㦖 75%, 100%⪲
㌗╏䧞 ⏨┺. ῃ⌊ ㌳㌆ 㼃㩫㑮㏢⪲⓪ 㧊㻮⩒ ⏨㦖
㑮㏢ Ὃ 㦚 Ṧ╏䞮₆ 㠊⩺㤆⸖⪲, 䟊㣎 㑮㏢
㌳㌆ῃὒ 㩚⨋㩗 䡧⩻㦚 䐋䟊㍲ 㑮㏢ 㧦㤦㦚
㞞㩫㩗㦒⪲ 䢫⽊Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮┺. ῃ⌊㠦 䟊㣎 㑮㏢
Ὃ 㧊 䋂Ợ 䢫╖䞶 ἓ㤆, Ṗ㓺 㞫㿫 㩖㧻㔳㦮
䞲Ἒ⯒ ⁏⽋䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ἶ㣿⨟, ἶ䣾㥾㦮 㞷㌗ 㑮㏢

㩖㧻㔳 ☚㧛㧊 㔲 䞮┺. 䡚㨂 ⏨㦖 䞒 ╖゚
㑮㏢㩖㧻㣿⨟㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 㞷㌗㥶₆㑮㏢㤊㼊 (liquid
organic hydrogen carrier, LOHC), 㞪⳾┞㞚, 㞷䢪㑮㏢
₆㑶㧊 㭒⳿ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㧊 ㎎Ṗ㰖
㔳㦚 䐋䞲 㑮㏢ Ὃ ⰳ ₆㑶㠦 ╖䟊㍲ ┺⭆
㡞㩫㧊┺.

⁞㏣㑮㏢䢪ⶒ㦚 㧊㣿䞲
1;
☯䟻*
㕂㨂䡗

㑮㏢㩖㧻
1

₆㑶

Ṳ

䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦

㠦⍞㰖㏢㨂㡆ῂ㎒䎆
㑮㏢⯒ 㠦⍞㰖㦮 ⰺṲ㼊⪲ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ 㑮㏢ἓ㩲㌂䣢㦮
㰚㧛㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㑮㏢⯒ ἓ㩲㩗㦒⪲ ㌳㌆䞮⓪ ₆㑶ὒ
䞾℮ 㑮㏢⯒ 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ 㩖㧻䞮⓪ ₆㑶 Ṳ㧊
䞚㑮㩗㧊┺. 㑮㏢⓪ ㌗㡾 ㌗㞫㠦㍲ ₆㼊⪲ 㫊㨂䞮₆
➢ⶎ㠦 䞒㠦 ╖䞲 㠦⍞㰖 ⹖☚Ṗ ⌄ἶ 䙃
㥚䠮㎇㧊 ⰺ㤆 ⏨┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ⶎ㩲⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊
㤦㧦 ㌗䌲㦮 㑮㏢⯒ 䙂䞾䞮⓪ ἶ㼊 ⶒ㰞㠦 ╖䞲
ὖ㕂㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ 㧊⯒ ἶ㼊 㑮㏢㩖㧻 㨂⬢⪲
䢲㣿䞮⩺⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. NaAlH4 㢖
ṯ㦖 㞢䃒Ⰲ⁞㏣ 㹿㑮㏢䢪ⶒ㦖 ⏨㦖 䞒  ⶊỢ
㑮㏢ 㩖㧻 ⹖☚ ㈦ 㞚┞⧒ 㑮㏢⯒ 㿲䞮⓪ 㡾☚Ṗ
゚ᾦ㩗 ⌄㞚㍲ 㑮㏢㡆⬢㩚㰖 㧦☯㹾㢖 ṯ㦖 㧊☯䡫
㟒㠦 㩗䞿䞲 㨂⬢㧊┺. ┺Ⱒ ⌄㦖 㦧 ㏣☚㢖
Ṗ㡃㎇㦖 㧊☯䡫 㟒㠦 㩗㣿䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲ 㔲 䧞
䟊ἆ䟊㟒 䞶 ⶎ㩲㧊┺. Ⱎ⁎⍺㓮 㑮㏢䢪ⶒ(MgH2)㦖
⏨㦖 䞒  ⶊỢ 㑮㏢ 㩖㧻 ⹖☚㢖 ⌄㦖 Ṗỿ㦒⪲
㧎䞮㡂 ⁞㏣㑮㏢䢪ⶒ 㭧㠦㍲ ἶ㼊 㑮㏢㩖㧻 㨂⬢⪲㦮
䢲㣿 Ṗ⓻㎇㧊 Ṗ㧻 ⏨㦖 ⶒ㰞㧊┺. ┺Ⱒ 㑮㏢⯒
㿲䞮⓪ 㡾☚Ṗ 300 ☚㠦 㧊⯒ 㩫☚⪲ ⰺ㤆
⏨㦒⸖⪲ 㧊☯䡫 㟒⽊┺⓪ 㩫䂮䡫 㟒㠦 ▪
㩗䞿䞮┺. Ⱎ⁎⍺㓮 㑮㏢䢪ⶒ㦚 㑮㏢㩖㧻㨂⬢⪲
䢲㣿䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ⓦⰆ 㑮㏢ 䦷㿲 ㏣☚  ⌄㦖
㡊㩚☚☚㢖 ṯ㦖 䟊ἆ䟊㟒 䞶 ⶎ㩲Ṗ 㧞┺. ⽎
䚲㠦㍲⓪ ⁞㏣㑮㏢䢪ⶒ㦚 ἶ㼊 㑮㏢㩖㧻 㨂⬢⪲
Ṳ䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㾲⁒ 㡆ῂ ἆὒ⯒ ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ 䟻䤚 㦧㣿
㩚ⰳ㠦 ╖䞮㡂 䚲䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

⁎Ⰶ㑮㏢ ㌳㌆㦚 㥚䞲 㩖㡾 㑮㩚䟊 䟋㕂₆㑶
Ṳ* 㫆䡚㍳ 1, ₖ⹒㭧 1, 㧊㺓㑮 1, 㧊㨂䤞 1, 㧊㎎㺂 1,
㍲㫛㑮 1, ₖ㌗ἓ 1, 㾲㡗㤆 1;
㑮㏢㡆ῂ┾

1

䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦

Power to Gas ⓪ 㩚⩻Ἒ䐋㠦㍲ 㑮㣿䞶 㑮 㠜⓪
䛣⩻½䌲㟧ὧ ❇㦮 㩚₆㠦⍞㰖⪲ ⶒ㦚 㩚₆䟊䞮㡂
㑮㏢⪲ ㌳㌆½㩖㧻䞲 䤚, ⋲, 㩚  㑮㏷㣿 㡆⬢⪲
㧊㣿䞮⓪ ₆㑶㧊┺. P2G 䕾䋺㰖 ₆㑶㠦㍲⓪ ⁎Ⰶ㑮㏢
㌳㌆㦚 㥚䞲 ἶ⹖☚ 㑮㩚䟊 㧻䂮 Ṳ㧊 䟋㕂
₆㑶㧊Ⳇ, ₆㫊 㩫ỿ㿲⩻ 㤊㩚㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂 Ṳ♲

㑮㩚䟊 㧻䂮⓪ 䞮⼖☯ 㤊㩚 㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㡞₆䂮 㞠㦖
㿲⩻㦮 ⼖䢪㢖 㔲㧧/㩫㰖 ⽋ 㤊㩚㠦㍲㦮 ⌊ῂ㎇ 
䣾㥾
㩖䞮
ⶎ㩲⯒
㧒㦒䋺Ợ
♲┺.
➆⧒㍲
㑮㏢/㌆㏢㌳
㩚⁏㦮
䣾㥾
䟻㌗ὒ
▪㠊
㡊䢪Ⲫ䄺┞㯮 ′ⳛ, 㡊䢪䣢䞒 ㍺Ἒ ❇㦚 䐋䞲 ⌊ῂ㎇
䢫⽊ ❇㧊 㭧㣪䞮┺. 㑮㩚䟊 㧻䂮 㞞㩚㎇ 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲☚
䞮⼖☯ 㤊㩚㦖 㑮㏢㢖 ㌆㏢ 䒂ὒ 䔏㎇ ⼖䢪⯒
㥶☚䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㩖Ṗ㓺䒂ὒ ⰂⰟ 䞿㎇ ₆㑶Ṳ㧊
㣪ῂ♲┺. ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㨂㌳㠦⍞㰖 㡆Ἒ⯒ 㥚䞲
䞮⼖☯ ╖㦧䡫 㑮㩚䟊 ㎖  㔲㓺䎲 Ṳὒ ▪㠊
䟋㕂㏢㨂⼚ 㡆ῂ⌊㣿㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

Solid-state hydrogen storage system technology
* Moon-Sun Chung1; 1Korea Institute of Energy Research
In order to improve the adsorption/desorption performance
of the hydrogen storage material in the hydrogen storage
system, it is advantageous to use a hydrogen storage material
having high thermal conductivity. NaAlH4 (SAH) is one
type of promising hydrogen storage material and is used in
powder or compressed pellet form. To increase the volumetric storage density of hydrogen storage systems, hydrogen
storage materials are used in the form of compressed pellets
with high effective density. The change in enthalpy of SAH
due to hydrogen adsorption/desorption is about 40 kJ/H2
mole. Therefore, hydrogen storage materials must be rapidly
heated and cooled to desorb and adsorb hydrogen within a
short period of time. In this case, it is very advantageous to
use a strengthening agent like ENG for improving the effective thermal conductivity in order to increase the effective
thermal conductivity of the hydrogen storage material. In
addition, the volume of material pellets tends to change during hydrogen desorption and adsorption, and this should be
reflected in the design. To this end, a cylindrical material
capable of measuring the volume change during hydrogen
desorption and adsorption was manufactured and hydrogen
desorption and adsorption experiments were performed.
Through this, the interior of the hydrogen storage tank was
designed in consideration of the volume expansion of the
material. Consequently, this presentation would like to introduce a hydrogen storage system developed, including a
heat exchanger for SAH material.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㠛㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: 㿪㰚

㿪⩻ 䔏㎇ ㍳* 㧊㥶⪂

㔶㺓⹒ 1, ⮮㍳䧂 1,
㩫ἓ㰚 , ⳛ⏎㔶 ; Gyeongsang National University,
2Agency for Defense Development
2

1

1,

1

┺㟧䞲 㩚㧻 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 㤊㡗♮㠊㟒 䞮⓪ Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UCAV)㦖 㩖䞒䌦㦚 㥚䟊 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫
⏎㯦㦚 䢲㣿䞲┺. 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫 ⏎㯦㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㠪㰚
ἶ㡾  ⺆₆Ṗ㓺㦮 㡾☚⯒ ⌄㿪㠊 ㌳㫊㎇㦚
㯳Ṗ㔲䋺⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫 ⏎㯦㦮 ┾Ⳋ㦚 Elliptic, Rounded
Rectangular 䡫㌗㦒⪲ ㍺Ἒ䞲 ┺㦢, ┾Ⳋ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎
㿪⩻ὒ 㡊㥶☯㧻㦚 ゚ᾦ䞮ἶ ㍳䞮㡖┺. RM12
㠪㰚㦮 㰖㌗ 㩫㰖 㾲╖ Throttle ㌗䌲 㫆Ị㠦 ╖䟊
㩚㌆䆪✲⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡂
㡊㥶☯㧻㦚
䟊㍳䞮㡖┺.
㩚㌆䟊㍳ ἆὒ⪲䎆 Rounded Rectangular ┾Ⳋ
⏎㯦㧊 Elliptic ┾Ⳋ ⏎㯦㠦 ゚䟊 㿪⩻㧊 㟓 3 %
Ṧ㏢䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢Ṗ 㰖㤦䞮⓪ Plume 䔏㎇㧊
RCS 㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 㡆ῂ(UD2100251D)㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

゚䟟㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 UCAV ⏎㯦 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
㥶☯ 䔏㎇ ㍳* ⮮㍳䧂 1, 㔶㺓⹒ 1, 㧊㥶⪂ 1,
㩫ἓ㰚 2, ⳛ⏎㔶 1; 1Gyeongsang National University,
Agency for Defense Development

2

Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV)㦖 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫
⏎㯦㦮 㩗㣿㦚 䐋䟊 㩖䞒䌦㎇㦚 䢫⽊䞲┺. 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫
⏎㯦㦮 ἓ㤆 ⏎㯦㦮 ἷ⮶㦚 䐋䟊 㠪㰚 ἶ㡾⯒
㹾䘦䞮㡂 㩗㣎㍶ 㔶䢎⯒ 㩖Ṧ 㔲䋾┺. ⏎㯦㦮 䡫㌗
⼖䢪⓪ 㩗㣎㍶ 㔶䢎㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㡊㥶☯㧻ὒ ⏎㯦㦮
㿪⩻ ㎇⓻㠦☚ 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㿲ῂ
Aspect Ratio (AR), 㭧㕂 䄺ぢ㦮 ἷ⮶ ❇ 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫
⏎㯦㦮
┺㟧䞲
㍺Ἒ
⼖㑮⯒
㍶㩫䞮ἶ
゚䟟
㌗䢿㠦㍲㦮 㡊㥶☯㧻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 Ṗ㧻
⌄㦖 㿪⩻ 䗮⍦䕆⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ ⏎㯦 䡫㌗㦚 ☚㿲䞮ἶ,
X-47B 㢖 㥶㌂䞲 䡫㌗㦮 UCAV 㠦 㧻㹿䞮㡂 㔺㩲
゚䟟 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 㡊㥶☯㧻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ἶ☚ 12,000
m, Ⱎ䞮㑮 0.85 ⯒ ゚䟟㫆Ị㦒⪲ ㍶㩫䞮㡂 㩚₆㼊㠦
╖䞲 㡊㥶☯㧻ὒ 㿪⩻ 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢Ṗ 㰖㤦䞮⓪ Plume 䔏㎇㧊
RCS 㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 㡆ῂ(UD2100251D) ㌂㠛㦮
㧒䢮㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30
㩲 5 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㔶☯䡗(䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦)

䡫㌗ ⼖䡫 ⏎㯦㦮 ┾Ⳋ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊㥶☯㧻 

Numerical investigation on the effect of N2 dilution
on the NOx emission in ammonia combustion*
Sayed Mehrdad Bathaei 1, M. Parsa Ghofrani Maab 1, Javad
Abolfazli Esfahani2, Kyung Chun Kim1; 1 Pusan National
Univ., Busan, Republic of Korea 2 Ferdowsi Univ. of Mash-

had, Mashhad, Iran
Global warming has become a worldwide concern, and consequently, it has become an attractive research topic. Zero-emission energy sources can be a promising solution to
this issue. Ammonia, as a carbon-free fuel, has been introduced and blended with other conventional fuels. However,
NOx emission is considered a drawback of combustion systems fueled by ammonia. In this study, the combustion characteristics of ammonia are investigated from the emission
viewpoint. The counterflow configuration has been used to
study the diffusion flame of ammonia. The fuel stream is
diluted by nitrogen to make the heat release rate and temperature uniform. The oxidizer temperature is raised to sustain
the flame. It was observed that an increase in the dilution
could significantly enhance the NO emission by affecting the
oxidation distribution.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2021R1A2C2012469).

Improving sealing effectiveness through modifications of gas turbine rim seal geometry* 㧊㨂㎇ 1,
㟧䣾㭖 1, ₖ☯䢪 2, 㧊㺓䤞 1; 1Yonsei University,
2
Aerospace Technology Research Institute 3rd Directorate,
Agency for Defense Development
In gas turbines, rim seals are used to reduce the ingestion of
mainstream gas into turbine disk cavities since the ingestion
can cause disastrous consequences. Therefore, many studies
have been conducted to reduce the ingress flow, and it was
found that the ingestion is greatly influenced by the shape
change of the rim seal. In this study, the novel rim seal called
Castellated seal is designed to prevent stator seal at outer
wheel-space from thermal damage by stagnant hot gas ingestion due to the counter-rotating vortex by increasing the effect of egress flow. In addition, by applying a curve on the
seal, EI(Externally Ingress) can be attenuated within a specific range of the seal location because the pressure distribution on the wheel-space can be controlled by selecting an
appropriate seal location. Good performances were shown
from -0.75 degrees to +1.5 degrees in the circumferential
direction from the vane trailing edge, and careful case studies
are required due to the fact that the cooling performance
changes rapidly at each boundary location.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

洢 愢祢沫

㎎㎮: 㡆㏢
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 6 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ⳛ⏎㔶(ἓ㌗ῃⰓ╖䞯ᾦ)

Improved thickened flame model for strained hydrogen/air premixed flames* 㾲⹒㭖 1, 㔶☯䡗 1;
1

KAIST

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㑮㏢ 㡞䢒䞿 䢪㡒㦮 㡆㏢⳾◎
㩫䢫☚⯒ ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䟊 㩚㌆䟊㍳ 㡺䝞㏢㓺, OpenFOAM 㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 thickened flame [1] ⳾◎㦚
ῂ䡚䞮㡖┺. ₆㫊 thickened flame 㦖 ⬾㧊㓺 㑮 1
Ṗ㩫㦚
₆㦒⪲
Ṳ♮㠞㦒Ⳇ,
Ⲫ䌚
㡞䢒䞿
䢪㡒㠦㍲⓪ 㧊 Ṗ㩫㧊 㧮 㩗㣿㧊 ♮㠊 䢪㡒 㡞䁷
㩫䢫☚Ṗ ⏨㞮┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㑮㏢㦮 ἓ㤆, ⌄㦖 ⬾㧊㓺
㑮⪲ 㧎䟊 㓺䔎⩞㧎㧊 ⏨㦖 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 䢪㡒 㡞䁷
㩫䢫☚Ṗ ⌄㞚㰖Ⳇ 㧊㠦 ➆⯎ ⽊㢚㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ thickened flame ⳾◎ ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㑮㏢
䢪㡒㦮 㓺䔎⩞㧎㦚 ⽊㫊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⽊㩫 ⳾◎㦚
㩲㞞䞲┺. ₆㫊㦮 ☯㩗 䢪㡒 ⚦℮ ⳾◎[2]㦚 ₆㦒⪲
⽊㩫 Ἒ㑮⯒ ☚㧛䞮㡂 ⳾◎㦚 㑮㩫䞮㡖ἶ 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊
⽊㩫 ⚦℮ ㌗㑮⯒ 㩫㦮䞮㡖┺. 㩫㼊䢪㡒ὒ bluff-body
䢪㡒 㫆Ị㠦㍲ Ỗ㯳 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 thickened
flame ⳾◎ὒ ⽊㩫 ⳾◎㧊 㩲╖⪲ 㩗㣿♮㠞㦢㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆ 㩚 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㣿 㑮㏢ 㩚㏢ 㩖
1Ox 㡆㏢₆ Ṳ(1o. 20206710100060)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
[1] ([ZRKX : GTJ 6 5 XU[XQK A numerical method for

emission, the penta-coaxial ports device was used to improve
mixed process between fuel and oxidizer. In this study,
Reynold averaged Navier-Stokes equations with eddy-dissipation model (EDM) were solved to simulate the
reaction flow of VOC burner using Fluent 2019R2. A
mesh-wire in the penta-coaxial ports was modelled by porous
media. We computed mass fraction of gases of O2, CO2 and
CO, temperature and velocity distribution in a combustion
chamber to estimate completeion of combustion. In addition,
we investigated the required mass flowrate of O2 with
various mass flowrate of CO for complete combustion. With
similar amount of fuel, the length of non-premixed flame
was higher than premixed flame. In non-premixed
combustion, the mass flowrate of CO to achieve the
complete combustion is 155 kg/hour. Results showed that the
efficiency of combustion depended on mass flowrate of O2
and that premixed combustion was higher performance than
non-premixed combustion.

UCAV ⏎㯦㦮 Edge 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㡊㥶☯  IR
䔏㎇* 㔶㺓⹒ 1, 㧊㥶⪂ 1, ⮮㍳䧂 1, 㩫ἓ㰚 2, ⳛ⏎㔶 1;
1
Gyeongsang National University, 2Agency for Defense Development
㓺䎪㓺 ₆㑶㦖 䟃Ὃ₆ ㌳㫊㎇ 䟻㌗ὒ 䟃Ὃ₆ 㧚ⶊ
㎇Ὃ㠦 㰗ἆ♮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䞒䌦㰖 Ṧ㏢ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞
㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⁎ 㭧 䟃Ὃ₆ 㠪㰚㦮 ⺆₆Ṗ㓺㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ 㩗㣎㍶ (Infrared Radiation, IR) 㔶䢎⯒
㩖Ṧ㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 ⏎㯦 㿲ῂ㦮 Edge 䡫㌗ ⼖䡫 㡆ῂṖ
㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ UCAV ⏎㯦 㿲ῂ㦮
Edge 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ ⺆₆Ṗ㓺 㡊㥶☯㧻 䔏㎇㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ⶊỢ ⼖䢪㢖 㿪⩻ 䗮⍦䕆⯒
ἶ⩺䞮㡂 Serration 㦮 ₎㧊㢖 Penetration ❇㦚 ㍺Ἒ
⼖㑮⪲ ㍶㩫䞮㡖┺. Edge 䡫㌗㦚 㩫㦮䞮⓪ ㍺Ἒ
⼖㑮㠦 ➆⯎ ⺆₆Ṗ㓺 㡊㥶☯㧻 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢Ṗ 㰖㤦䞮⓪ Plume 䔏㎇㧊
RCS 㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 㡆ῂ(UD2100251D)㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

two dimensional unsteady reacting flows OT Symposium
(international) on combustion. 1977. Elsevier
[2] J.-P. Legier, T. Poinsot and D. Veynante, Dynamically
thickened flame LES model for premixed and non-premixed
turbulent combustion, Proceedings of the summer program
2000, 2000, Citeseer.

Numerical simulations of non-premixed and partial
premixed combustions on penta-coaxial ports of
VOC burner Cao Quang Hat1, Sang-Wook Lee1;
1University

of Ulsan

In a combustion chamber for oxidation of carbon monoxide

Development of real-fluid based three-feed stream
flamelet model in OpenFOAM for sCO2 oxy-fuel
combustion Danh Nam Nguyen1, 㧊㨂䤞 1, 㥶㿮㌗ 1;
1 㤎㌆ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦

Supercritical direct-fired CO2 (sCO2) cycle has been developed over the past several years as an innovative affordable
power generation technology that enables the world to meet
its climate target without paying more for electricity, while
promising higher efficiency with a smaller build. However it
is still challenging and complicated to design the cycle components due to its extremely high operating pressure and
injection of high dilution level of CO2 into the combustor

approximately at 1000 K. To simulate the combustion process of the cycle under these conditions, a combustion model
that can evaluate real fluid properties and deal with a
three-feed system. In fact, any real-fluid based three-feed
stream steady laminar flamelet models (3sRSLFM) are not
yet available in OpenFOAM, a widely-used open-source
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool. In this study we
present a newly-developed platform including 3sRSLFM in
OpenFOAM-6 for sCO2 oxy-fuel combustion simulations.
This new framework is developed based on real-fluid thermophysical library [1] and the flamelet model of a previous
study by Muller et al. [2]. Then it is validated against experimental data and previous studies. There is a good agreement between the present study and the benchmark data,
which confirms that the new platform is accurate enough to
investigate sCO2 combustion. Several RANS simulations of
a coaxial simplified sCO2 gas turbine combustor based on a
configuration proposed by Banuti et al. [3] are performed at
200 atm with different levels of CO2 dilution in a
two-dimensional axisymmetric computational domain. The
results confirm that the newly-developed platform can capture reasonably well the characteristics of turbulent flames
under Allam-Fetvedt power cycle conditions. It also shows
that the flame temperature of sCO2 combustion can be effectively controlled by CO2 dilution stream injected into the
combustor.
[1] D.N. Nguyen, K.S. Jung, J.W. Shim, and C.S. Yoo,
Comput. Phys. Commun. Vol. 273, pp.108264, 2022.
[2] H. Muller, F. Ferraro, M. Pfitzner, 8th Int. OpenFOAM
Workshop, 2013.
[3] D.T. Banuti, L. Shunn, S. Bose, D. Kim, 6th Int. Symp.
Sup. CO2 Power Cycles, 2018.

Micro-scale steady-state numerical investigation of
premixed combustion of ammonia/hydrogen/air
mixture* GOLNAZ ZARABIAN GHAEINI1, M. PARSA
GHOFRANI MAAB1, JAVAD ABOLFAZLI ESFAHANI2,
KYUNG CHUN KIM1, *; 1School of Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University, Busan, 46241, Republic of
Korea, 2 Mechanical Engineering Department, Ferdowsi
University of Mashhad, Mashhad, Iran

The existence of premixed ammonia/hydrogen/air steady
flame have been numerically investigated in a micro-scale
combustor. The impact of inlet flow velocity and hydrogen
mole fraction of the fuel on the combustion characteristics
are discussed. It has been found that when the inlet velocity
is too low compared to the flame speed or too high relative to
the heating condition, either the steady flame cannot sustain
itself or the auto ignition does not take place. The effect of
these different parameters are reported as a map to show the
region in which steady flame exists. It has been also ob-

served that the flame location changes, going further into the
channel toward the downstream by increasing inlet flow
velocity or decreasing hydrogen mole fraction. In term of
emission, NO emission increases by decreasing the hydrogen
mole fraction of the fuel as a results of the combustion of
ammonia.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2021R1A2C2012469).
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Drag reduction by a flexible hairy coating Qian Mao1,
Hyung Jin Sung1; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering,
KAIST, 291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 34141, Korea
The hydrodynamic mechanism of drag reduction by a flexible hairy coating was explored using the penalty immersed
boundary method. A flexible hairy coating is constituted by
multiple flexible filaments. A simulation of a cylinder without a hairy coating at a Reynolds number of 100 was also
performed for comparison. The results of the simulations
show good agreement with the experimental data by Niu &
Hu (2011), where maximum drag reduction by 22% was
attained at a particular length, bending rigidity, coating density, and coating angle of the hairy coating. The hydrodynamic mechanism of drag reduction was characterized in
terms of the wake pattern, shape deformation, and kinetic
energy of the hairy coating. The effect of nonuniform bending rigidity of the hairy coating on drag reduction was explored. A stable streamline shape of the hairy coating was
found to delay the vortex formation and stabilize the recirculation zone, resulting in decreased form drag. Active flapping
of the hairy coating with enhanced vortex shedding is adverse to drag reduction. A hairy coating with a stiff base and
flexible trailing edge is beneficial to maintaining a stable
shape.

Deformation and drag characteristics of a translating elastic structure with uni-directional side flaps
㏷⹒䢎 1, 䞾㭖′ 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
Motivated from the feather-like arm structure of crinoids, the
three-dimensional deformation and induced drag on the elastic structure under translational motion is investigated. The
elastic structure consists of a center rod and multiple side
flaps, in which the side flaps are connected to the center rod
via elastic sheets that act as hinges, enabling the side flaps to
fold only in one direction. Using a high speed camera, the

deformed profile of the structure is captured, which is then
processed to obtain quantitative data on the deflection of the
elastic structure. Furthermore, a force transducer is used to
measure the force induced on the structure causing the deformation. Through analytical modeling, the deformation of
the elastic structure could be well predicted, showing close
match with the experimental results. Thus, through experimental and analytical approaches, reconfiguration of the
elastic structure is characterized, successful in presenting the
intimate relations of various parameters involved in the deformation of the structure.

Slip study on CO2 laser patterned polymer microstructures to reduce surface drag.* DIVA PRADHAN1,
㧊㰚₆ 1; 1Sungkyunkwan University
To reduce the energy loss due to surface drag, researchers
have taken keen interest in surface of lotus leaf. Lotus leaf
has low surface energy wax combined with micro-nano
structures that help reduce drag by reducing contact area.
Reduced area reduces energy dissipation allowing fluid to
flow over surfaces with reduced shear. These structures have
been studied a lot over past few years however their fabrication techniques involve multiple steps and face scalability
issues when it comes to scaling. Hence, we suggest a different fabrication method using CO2 laser cutter system to
tackle those two issues on hand. Fabrication using laser systems isn’t new however most studies have focused on much
expensive and resources consuming excimer laser systems.
We use CO2 laser cutter for our study and create structures
over the surface of polymers. CO2 laser cutters work by
melting and evaporating material with its beam (IR wavelength) and the material-beam interaction causes resultant
topologies to be different. In this study we make multiple
different samples with different substrate and gas fractions
and measure the slip length and observe drag reduction effect.
* This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696) , Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT &
Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568) and the Korea
Environment Industry & Technology Institute (KEITI)
through its Ecological Imitation-based Environmental Pollution Management Technology Development Project, and
funded by the Korea Ministry of Environment (MOE)
(2019002790003)

Contact dynamics of a fluttering flag under gravity
effect 㧊⹒㎃ 1, 㩫㻶‶ 1, 㧊㩫㑮 2, ₖ╖Ἆ 1;
1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦, 2 Ṗ㻲╖䞯ᾦ

Thin structures with elasticity found in nature, such as flags
and leaves, are under the influence of gravity in the process
of interacting with uniform flow. In addition, a situation in
which an elastic sheet collides with another rigid body may
occur in the course of motion. In this study, the stability and
post-critical behaviors of a flag, which interacts with uniform
flow under gravity and is in contact with a nearby rigid wall,
are experimentally investigated to elucidate the effects of
gravity and contact on flutter dynamics and find design principles for the application to triboelectric energy harvesting.
By varying the free-stream velocity and the distance between
the clamped leading edge of the flag and the rigid wall, different modes are classified into static, flutter, partial contact,
and full-contact. In terms of instability and contact process of
the flag, the distance between the clamped leading edge of
the flag and the rigid wall is a critical parameter. Therefore,
we introduce a new dimensionless velocity considering this
parameter and confirm that the transition of the mode is determined by this new dimensionless velocity. The new dimensionless velocity also characterizes the dynamic behaviors such as the normalized amplitude and Strouhal number
of the flag.

Vibration analysis during the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge using fluid-structure interaction* ㏷┺㦖 1, ₖ㤆㰚 1, ῢ㡺ἓ 2, 㾲䟊㻲 1; 1Seoul
National University, 2Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI)
The collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is revisited using direct numerical simulation and fluid-structure interaction to study its vibration mechanism. According to the recorded data (Ammann et al. 1941), the bridge first underwent
a vertical vibration with a relatively high frequency and short
wavelength, until the appearance of the torsional vibration
with a lower frequency and longer wavelength. We relate
these vibrations to two separate interesting phenomena in
fluid-structure interaction, one being the frequency lock-in of
the structure and vortex-shedding, and the other the aeroelastic flutter. The former and latter are related to the vertical
vibration of the bridge and its succeeding violent torsional
vibration, respectively. The simulation covers the whole
process of the collapse: starting from static state, the bridge
enters the early vertical vibration under interaction with the
fluid, and finally reaches the large torsional vibration just
before its failure. A nonlinear model for suspension bridges
(Arioli & Gazzola, 2017) is employed for the structure motion, and real-scale parameters of the bridge are applied such
that the resulting vibration frequencies and wavelengths
match those observed from the actual incident. Meanwhile, a
discrete-forcing immersed-boundary method with Cartesian
grids (Kim et al. 2001) is used for the fluid flow. A lower
Reynolds number (Re = 104) is employed instead of the
actual one (Re = 3×106) to avoid enormous computational
costs, although a total of 13.4 billion grid points are required
to resolve the fluid motion. The motions of the fluid and

structure are coupled using a weak-coupling method with
predictors (Kim et al. 2018). A thorough analysis on the dynamics of both the flow and structure is given to investigate
the vibrations on the bridge before the collapse.
* This research was supported by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (P20015), the National
Supercomputing Center with supercomputing resources including technical support (KSC-2020-CHA-0005), and the
National Research Foundation through the Ministry of Science and ICT (2022R1A2B5B02001586).

Effect of the flexible splitter with an oscillation on
the circular cylinder* 㧚㎎䢮 1, 㰖㌗㰚 1, ㎇ῆ 1;
1

Seoul National University of Science and Technology

㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 㥶☯ Ⰲ⪲ 㧎䟊
㔺Ⰶ▪ ㌗/䞮Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㦢/㟧㦮 㩚┾䂋㧊 䡫㎇♲┺.
㩚┾䂋㦖 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䤚Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㭒₆㩗㦒⪲ 㢖⮮ ῂ㫆⯒
㌳㎇䞮ἶ, 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮⯒ ☯䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㩲㠊䞮₆ 㥚䟊
䞶䕦㦚 ㌂㣿䞲 Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮㠞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䟃⩻㦚 Ṧ㏢㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 㡆㎇㼊㦮
䗚⩃㧚 㭒䕢㑮㠦 ➆⯎ 䟃⩻ ⼖䢪⯒ 㑮䂮 Ἒ㌆䟞㦒Ⳇ,
ṫ䢪 䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䟊 0~0.5 ㌂㧊 㭒䕢㑮 㡗㡃㠦㍲
㾲㩗Ṩ㦚 㺔ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. 㡆㎇㼊㦮 䗚⩃㧚 㭒䕢㑮Ṗ
0.25 㧒➢ 㾲㏢ 䟃⩻㦚 ⽊㧎┺. 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䤚Ⳋ㠦㍲㦮
㢖⮮ ῂ㫆 ㌳㎇㦚 㠋㩲䞮㡂, 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䟃⩻㦚
Ṧ㏢㔲䋾┺. 0.11~0.24 䗚⩃㧚 㭒䕢㑮 㡗㡃㠦㍲⓪
㡆㎇㼊㢖 㔺Ⰶ▪ ㌂㧊 㡗㡃㠦㍲ 㢖⮮ ῂ㫆Ṗ
㌳㎇♲┺. 㡆㎇㼊Ṗ 䞮⮮⪲ 䦮⩂Ṗ⓪ 㢖⮮ 㤖㰗㧚㦚
䟊䞮Ⳇ 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䤚Ⳋ㠦㍲ ṫ䞲 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮⯒
㥶䞲┺. ṫ䢪 䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䟊 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䟃⩻㦚
㾲㏢䢪䞮☚⪳ 㡆㎇㼊㦮 Ṗ㰚 㭒䕢㑮⯒ 㩲㠊䞮㡖┺.
䞯㔋 㔲 ◆㧊䎆Ṛ 㡆ὖ㎇㦚 㭚㧊₆ 㥚䟊 Ⰲ䝢⩞㧊
Ⲫ⳾Ⰲ⯒
㌂㣿䞲
Deep
Q-Network(DQN)⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ ⽊㌗ Ṩ㧊 㑮⪊䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ṫ䢪
䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䟊 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䟃⩻㦚 Ṧ㏢㔲䋺⓪ 㾲㩗㦮
㡆㎇㼊 䗚⩃㧚 㭒䕢㑮 䌦㌟ Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺.
*
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
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Suppression of vortex-induced vibration of a box
girder using the active leading-edge suction and
trailing-edge jet through a slit* Guan-Bin Chen1,2,

Kyung Chun Kim1, Wen-Li Chen2; 1Pusan National University, 2Harbin Institute of Technology
An active suction-jet flow control method was employed to
suppress vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs) of a single-box
girder based on a wind tunnel test. The flow structure around
a fixed model was measured by time-resolved particle image
velocimetry (PIV), and the stability of the flow field was
evaluated in the controlled and uncontrolled cases according
to the solution of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation. The PIV
results show that the maximum value and distribution region
of the turbulence kinetic energy were alleviated. The linear
stability analysis indicates that the unsteady flow of the controlled cases was pushed downstream. The vibration response and flow structures of vertical and torsional vortex-induced vibrations (V- and T-VIVs) were then investigated. The results show that the amplitudes of V-VIVs and
T-VIVs were greatly suppressed by the active suction-jet slit,
and the momentum coefficient at 0.0301 had the
most-effective control.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822)

FSI Performance Analysis of a Centrifugal
Compressor Impeller with Back Side Cavity Manu
Prabha Anand1, Abhilash Suryan2, Heuy Dong Kim3;
Daejoo machinery Co. Ltd, Republic of Korea,
2
Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering Trivandrum, India, 3Department of Mechanical Engineering, Andong National University, Republic of Korea
1FMTRC,

The present study focuses on the aerodynamic performance
and structural analyses of a centrifugal compressor impeller
with a backside cavity. In general, the compressor impeller
has been designed with the flow rate, pressure ratio and the
type of working gas given as the basic specifications. In recent, the impeller of industrial compressors is being operated
at a higher revolution to provide the higher-pressure ratio and
higher flow rate. Thus, the impeller is in more severe operation conditions to withstand higher axial thrust, moment of
inertia and more aerodynamic resistance, etc. Impeller backside cavity (IBC) can be one of the technologies to effectively cope up with such situations. However, at present,
almost all of the compressor impellers are being designed
without considering the IBC. In the current study, Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis has been carried out to
investigate aerodynamic and structural performances of the
impeller with IBC in terms of isentropic efficiency, pressure
ratio, axial thrust force, power consumption of leakage flow
rate, etc. The present FSI analysis successfully predicted the
aerodynamic characteristics as well as the maximum allowable stresses and deformation of impeller.

㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 䐋䞲 㰗㌂ṗ䡫 Ὃ☯ ⳾◎ ⌊ ⋲⮮
㥶☯ 㥶₆ ㏢㦢 㿪㩫 ⻫* ῂ⽎䠢 1, 㧚䧂㺓 1,
䢣㰚㑯 3, 㧊☯㎃ 2, 㔶ῂ‶
2 ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢, 3 㤎㌆ὒ䞯╖䞯ᾦ

2;

1

㌆╖䞯ᾦ,

㑮㭧 㤊☯㼊㠦㍲ 㤊㣿䞮⓪ ㏢⋮(Sornar)㦮 ㎇⓻㠦
㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪ 㧦㼊 ㏢㦢㦮 㤦㧎㧊 ┺㟧䞮Ợ
㫊㨂䞲┺. 㧊✺ 㭧 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊㦮 ₆㑶 㩚㠦 ➆⯎
㤊㣿 ㏣☚ 㯳Ṗ⪲ 㧎䞮㡂 㥶☯㥶₆ 㧦㼊㏢㦢㦮
₆㡂☚Ṗ 㭧㣪䟊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⋲⮮
ἓἚ䂋 ⌊ ⼓Ⳋ ⼖☯ 㞫⩻㠦 㦮䞲 ㏢⋮ 㧦㼊 ㏢㦢
㿪㩫 ⻫㦚 㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺. ㏢㦢㤦㦮 ゚㩫′㩗 䔏㎇㦚
ἶ⩺䞮㡂 ⧲►㦢䟻㰚☯⻫(Random Vibro acoustics)㦚
㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 Reciprocity 㤦Ⰲ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲
㩚╂䞾㑮 䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 㩚㼊 ὒ㩫㦚
㩫Ⱃ䞮ἶ Ỗ㯳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ┾㑲 ㏢⋮ ⳾◎⪲ 㰗㌂ṗ䡫
Ὃ☯ ⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㑮䂮 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟 䞮㡖┺.
㧚㦮㦮 㥚䂮㠦㍲㦮 ⼓Ⳋ⼖☯㞫⩻㦖 㧎㩧 㥚䂮㦮 ⼖☯
㞫⩻ὒ ㌗䢎ὖἚ⯒ Ṗ㰚┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ὋṚ㌗㦮 ㌗䢎
㌗ὖ
ὖἚ⯒
ἶ⩺䞮㡂
Corcos
⳾◎

Smol’yakov-Tkachenko ⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⼓Ⳋ ⼖☯
㞫⩻ 䔏㎇㦚 ⳾◎Ⱇ 䞮㡖┺. Ⲓ㩖 㑮 Ⱔ㦖 㩦㠦 ╖䞲
㩚╂䞾㑮 Ἒ㌆ ⻫㦮 Ỗ㯳㦚 䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ㌗䢎 䟻㦮
ὖἚ ゚ᾦ⯒ 䐋䟊 Acoustics-Structural reciprocity ⯒
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ, 㧊⯒ ₆㦒⪲ 㥶㏣㠦 ➆⯎ ㏢⋮
㧦㼊 ㏢㦢 㑮㭖㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡖ἶ, 㥶㏣㠦 ➆⯎
㧦㼊㏢㦢㑮㭖 ⼖䢪⯒ ἶ㺆䞮㡖┺. 㥶㏣㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦
➆⧒ ㏢⋮ 㧦㼊 ㏢㦢 㑮㭖 ⡦䞲 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲
⋮䌖⌂┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㏢⋮ 㧦㼊 ㏢㦢 㿪㩫㦚
䞮₆ 㥚䞲 ㌞⪲㤊 㩚╂䞾㑮 䟊㍳ ₆⻫ Ṳ 
㩗㣿㦚 䐋䟊, 㥶㏣ 㡗䟻㠦 㦮䞲 ㏢⋮ 㧦㼊 ㏢㦢
㿪㩫㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 㧊⬾㠊㪢┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (UD190002DD).

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

Burst-and-coast swimming of two self-propelled
flexible fins in a side-by-side configuration*
㩫㡗╂ 1, ₖ⹒㩲 1, 㧊㨂䢪 1; 1Ulsan National Institute of
Science and Technology
Inspired by the burst-and-coast (or intermittent) locomotion
of fish school, numerical simulations are performed with two
self-propelled flexible fins in a side-by-side configuration
with anti-phase oscillation. For an intermittent swimming
gait, one type of the half-tail-beating mode (HT mode) and
two types of multiple-tail-beating modes coasting at the
smallest (MTS mode) and largest (MTL mode) lateral gap
distances are applied. Similar to the continuous-tail-beating
mode (CT mode), equilibrium lateral gap distances between
two side-by-side fins with HT and MTL modes exist, whereas two fins with MTS mode do not maintain an equilibrium

state in the lateral direction. Although the cycle-averaged
lateral force acting on two fins with the CT and MTL modes
is mostly determined by an outward deflected jet and enhanced positive pressure between two fins, an outward lateral flow acceleration induced by unbalanced flapping kinematics in the MTL mode also plays an important role to
achieve a stable state with a lateral gap distance smaller than
that in the CT mode. When the cruising speed or the cycle-averaged input power is identical in a stable state, the
cost of transport (COT) for two fins with MTL mode decreases compared to that in the CT mode. The higher
schooling performance in the MTL mode than that in the CT
mode is attributed to thrust enhancement due to not only a
benefit from the intermittent swimming gait but also to an
enhanced schooling benefit with a small equilibrium lateral
gap distance at the same cycle-averaged input power.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2019 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311,
NRF-2019R1A2C108385812)㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㡊㥶☯-ῂ㫆 㡆㎇䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞲 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䞿⁞
㹾㼊 㡊㻮ⰂὋ㩫㔲 ㌳䞮⓪ 㡊⼖䡫 㡞䁷
㩚㌆䟊㍳  㔺䠮* 㧊㭒䡫 1, 㰚⚦䢪 2, 㧊☯⹒ 2
㧊㌗㤇 1; 1 㤎㌆╖䞯ᾦ ₆ἚὋ䞯, 2 䞒㞚㧊䎢䋂(㭒)
䂲䢮ἓ 㧦☯㹾 ἓ⨟䢪㦮 㭧㣪㎇㧊 ▪䟊㰖Ⳋ㍲ 㹾㼊
㏢㨂㠦 ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ ゚ṫ☚㢖 ⌊㔳㎇㧊 㤆㑮䞲
㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䞿⁞㦮 㩗㣿㧊 䢫╖♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ
䞿⁞ 㹾㼊㦮 ㎇䡫 Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ 㟝㦖 ⚦℮㢖 ㏢㨂
䔏㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䞮㡂 㡊⼖䡫㧊 ㌳䞮Ợ ♮Ⳇ, 㧊⓪
㡞㌗䂮 ⴑ䞲 ῂ㫆㩗 ἆ䞾㦚 ㌳㔲䌂 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䞿⁞(Silafont-36) 㹾㼊㦮 ṫ㎇
䟻㌗㦚 㥚䞲 190°C 㦮 T6 㡊㻮Ⰲ Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ ⌟ṗ 㔲
㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㡊⼖䡫㦚 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㡊㥶☯-ῂ㫆 㡆㎇
㩚㌆䟊㍳ὒ 䞾℮ 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⽋䞿 㡊㩚╂
㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚 㥚䞮㡂 Ansys FLUENT ⯒ 㩗㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㹾㼊 ⳾◎㦮 㔲Ṛ⼚ 㡾☚⼖䢪 䙂 ◆㧊䎆⯒ 㧦☯
ⰺ䞧䞲 䤚, ῂ㫆䟊㍳ S/W 㧎 ABAQUS ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲
㡊⼖䡫 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㡊⼖䡫 㾲㏢䢪 ⌟ṗ
㫆Ị㦚 ☚㿲䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 ㌗㡾㦮 Ὃ₆ 㭧 㧦㡆⌟ṗ
㫆Ịὒ ┺㟧䞲 㥚䂮㦮 Ὃ₆㌂ ⏎㯦㦚 㩗㣿䞲
ṫ㩲╖⮮ ⌟ṗ 㔲 㡊⼖䡫㦚 㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, ☯㧒䞲
㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟 䤚, 㩚㌆䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖
゚ᾦ㍳㦚 䐋䞲 䌖╏㎇㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺
* ⽎ ὒ㩲(ἆὒⶒ)⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ ᾦ㥷㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㰖㧦㼊-╖䞯
䡧⩻₆ 㰖㤦䡗㔶 ㌂㠛㦮 ἆὒ㧛┞┺. (2021RIS-003).

Pressurized viscous flow in multi-branched chan-

nels Sohyun Jung1, Tae Jeong Kim1, Ho-Young Kim1;
1

Seoul National University

Distribution or partitioning of a large fluid stream into multiple smaller streams is a process deeply involved in a variety
of applications, such as fuel cells, plate heat exchangers, and
irrigation1. Recently, fabrication methods of complex 3D
structures2 and programmable microfluidic devices3 have
emerged. These methods can guide the fluid flow in a main
channel to programmed branch channels among multiple
branch channels. For the successful design of the liquid partitioning system for these purposes, the fundamental understanding of how pressurized fluids select routes in multi-branched channels is strongly called for. However, prior
studies focus only on the flow rates in the main channel and
branch channels without addressing the flow paths4. Here,
we have visualized pattern of pressurized flow in multi-branched channels and drawn the regime map to predict
whether the flow branches as a function of the channel dimension and applied pressures. Then, we theoretically explain the regime boundary and investigate the dynamics of
flow in each regime. Our study would help select the optimal
pressure and branching channel size for successful partitioning of the fluid flow.

㎎㎮: 㥶㼊₆Ἒ/䢮ἓ㥶㼊 1
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 15:05 – 16:20

ἆὒ㦮 Ỗ㯳㦚 㥚䟊, KS B 6301 ′ỿ㦮 㔺䠮㦒⪲
䁷㩫♲ 䗢䝚 ㎇⓻(㥶⨟, 㟧㩫, ☯⩻)㦚 䟊㍳㦒⪲
㡞䁷䞲 䗢䝚 ㎇⓻ 䄺ぢ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 䗢䝚 Ṳ㍶
㍺Ἒ⯒
㥚䟊
⽋♮⓪
䟊㍳㦒⪲
㧎䞲
㌗㣿
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 ⧒㧊㍶㓺 ゚㣿㦚 㩞Ṧ䞮ἶ㧦, ὋṲ CFD
䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 BARAM v6 ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡖┺. BARAM 㦖
㏢㓺 䆪✲Ṗ ὋṲ♲ CFD 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 OpenFOAM
₆㦮 㞫㿫㎇/゚㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯  㡊㩚╂ 䟊㍳㧊
Ṗ⓻䞲 CFD 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧊┺. OpenFOAM 㦖 ὋṲ
㏢㓺㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ⧒㧊㍶㓺 ゚㣿㧊 㠜⓪ 㧻㩦㧊
㧞㰖Ⱒ, ⳛ⪏㠊㢖 䎣㓺䔎 㓺䋂Ⱃ䔎 㥚㭒㦮 㧧㠛㦒⪲
㌗㣿 䝚⪲⁎⧾ ㌂㣿㧦㠦Ợ ⻞Ệ⪲㤊 ┾㩦㧊 㧞┺.
BARAM 㦖 GNU GPL 㦚 㩗㣿䞲 ὋṲ ㏢㓺
䝚⪲⁎⧾㧊ἶ GUI ⯒ 䙂䞾䞮㡂 OpenFOAM ⽊┺ ἓἚ
 䟊㍳ 㫆Ị ㍺㩫㧊 䘎Ⰲ䞮Ⳇ OpenFOAM solver 㦮
㎇⓻㦚 Ṳ㍶䞲 ⍻㓺䔎䙒 㩚㣿 solver ⯒ 㩗㣿䞮㡂
㑮⪊㎇㧊 䟻㌗♮㠞┺. 㧚䗶⩂Ṗ ┺㑮 㧻㹿♲ ┺┾
䗢䝚㦮 ⌊ 㥶☯ 㡗㡃 㩚㼊⯒ 䟊㍳䞮ἶ ㍺Ἒ
䝚⪲㎎㓺㠦 㡗䞮₆ 㥚䟊 䡚㔺㩗㦒⪲ ⼧⪂ 䟊㍳㧊
䞚㣪䞮┺. ⧒㧊㍶㓺 ゚㣿㧊 㠜ἶ ㌂㣿㧦 䘎㦮㎇㧊
䟻㌗♲ BARAM 㦖 㧊㢖 ṯ㦖 ╖′⳾ ⼧⪂ 䟊㍳
㟒㠦 㥶㣿䞶 ộ㦒⪲ ㌂⬢♲┺.
*
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦(MOTIE)㢖
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟ṖὖⰂ㤦(KEIT)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟䞲
㡆ῂ ὒ㩲㧛┞┺. (No. 20015994)

㩲 6 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㧊㰖⁒(㩚╖䞯ᾦ)

A Numerical Analysis of 100 kW Vertical Multistage Centrifugal Pump by Using an Open Source
CFD Code* 㧊ⳛ㎇ 1, ㎎㰚 1, ₖ㭒䞲 1, 㥺㧎㔳 2,
ₖ⼧㥺 3; 1Korea Electronics Technology Institute, 2Dooch
Co., LTD., 3NEXTfoam
䎆⽊䡫 䗢䝚㦮 䞲 㫛⮮㧎 㤦㕂 䗢䝚⓪ 㧚䗶⩂⯒
䣢㩚㔲䅲 㧧☯ 㥶㼊㧎 ⶒ㠦 㠦⍞㰖⯒ 㩚╂䞾㦒⪲㖾
⌄㦖 Ὁ㦮 ⶒ㦚 ⏨㦖 Ὁ㦒⪲ 㢂Ⰲ⓪ ₆Ἒ㧊┺. ┺┾
䗢䝚⓪ 㿫㠦 2 Ṳ 㧊㌗㦮 㧚䗶⩂⯒ 㰗⪂⪲ 㧻㹿䞮㡂
㑲㹾㩗㦒⪲ 㞫⩻㦚 㯳Ṗ㔲䅲 ⶒ㦚 ▪ ⏨㦖 Ὁ㦒⪲
㢂Ⰺ 㑮 㧞⓪ ἶ㟧㩫 䔏㰫㦚 Ṭ⓪ 䗢䝚㧊┺. ┺┾
䗢䝚⓪ 㑮䘟䡫ὒ 㑮㰗䡫(㧛䡫)㦒⪲ ㍺䂮♶ 㑮 㧞⓪◆,
㧛䡫 ┺┾ 䗢䝚 㭧㠦㍲ 䦷㧛ὒ 䏶㿲 ῂἓ㧊 ṯἶ
㧒㰗㍶㌗㠦 㥚䂮䞮⓪ 㧎⧒㧎 ῂ㫆Ṗ ㍺䂮 ὋṚ㧊
㧧㦖 㧻㩦㦒⪲ 䢲㣿☚Ṗ ⏨┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㦮 㡆ῂ
╖㌗㧎 100 kW 㧛䡫 ┺┾ 㤦㕂 䗢䝚⓪ 㭧㏢ ′⳾㦮
㌗㑮☚ Ṗ㞫㧻㠦 䢲㣿♮⓪ 㣿⨟㧊┺. 㡆ῂ ╖㌗ 䗢䝚
⌊ ㏦㔺 㥶☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡂 ㎇⓻ Ṳ㍶ 㣪㏢⯒
Ὴ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ㌗㣿 CFD
䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 ANSYS CFX 2022 ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䗢䝚 ⌊
㥶☯㦚 㩫㌗ ㌗䌲⪲ Ṗ㩫䞮㡂 䟊㍳䞮㡖┺. CFX 䟊㍳

An investigation of concentration ratios effectiveness on turbulent swirling flow structures in a lean
partially gas turbine combustor model. * Mohamed Y.
Hashim1, Jonggeun Bae1, Jeekeun Lee1
1Jeonbuk National University
In this present study, various contraction ratios (CR) are applied to a gas turbine combustor model outlet experimentally
and numerically. The experimental study is performed at air
– air phase with mass flow rate of 11.9 g/s, Reynolds number
of 42,000 and swirl number of 0.66. The numerical work is
done by Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique to operate
the combustor model as a real combustor with an equivalence ratio 0.3. The results show that, the CR has a good impact on the turbulent swirling flow characteristics. For instance, the mean flow analysis is considered identical for all
CR cases with some small vortices are appeared in the outlet
of the combustor model this, in turn, leads to enhancing the
homogeneity of the mean axial flow at the outlet. As a result,
the pressure gradients would decline to favorable levels.
After that, the position of backward stagnation point becomes a stable after CR = 60% with any change in it direction.
This remarkable result promotes the stability for central toroidal recirculation zone (CTRZ) in particular at high swirl
numbers. Furthermore, increasing the CR suppress some
turbulent properties such as RMS of the pressure, Reynolds

shear stress and finally the influence of PVC is damped.
Finally, we can consider the CR as a suppressing tool for
most gas turbine designers.
* This research was supported by the Korea Electric Power
Corporation (KEPCO) through Korea Electrical Engineering
and Science Research Institute (Grant No. R18XA06-45)

Deep reinforcement learning-based position optimization model for intermediate discharge valves in
a scroll compressor 㥶㧻Ἲ 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1;
1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦

Changing suction and discharge pressure of a scroll compressor is required to operate heating and cooling cycles as
seasonal climate changes. Over-pressurization of a scroll
compressor caused by a low suction-discharge pressure ratio
induces work loss and structural damage to the scroll. The
over-pressurization can be prevented by discharging compressed refrigerant throughout intermediate discharge valves
(IDVs) before the refrigerant reaches the discharge port.
However, optimal positioning of IDVs for appropriate compression without geometric overlap requires time-consuming
work due to the non-linearity of the design objective. This
research aims to optimize the positions of the IDVs with
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to minimize compression
work for a given scroll design, the number of the free IDVs,
and the suction-discharge pressure ratio. As an environment
of DRL, analytical pressure simulation for the scroll compressor is established based on the energy balance equations
with open control volume. A proximal policy optimization
(PPO) agent is trained to minimize the summation of the
compression work for various operating conditions with
weight factors. The reward function is designed to consider
the geometric overlap using a penalty value. The optimal
position of IDVs with the pressure along orbiting angle and
the reward evolution of the training is presented as an optimization result. The optimization method suggested in this
research reduces the time cost for the automatic design process of the scroll and IDV.

Experimental and numerical investigation of flow
non-uniformity within an electrostatic precipitator
(ESP)* 㾲㤛㻶 1, 䞲㫛䢎 1, ㎇㩫⳾ 1, 䞲㭖 1, 䞲′䢎 1,
㩫㤦㭖 1, 䢿㤦䌲 1; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Seoul National University
㩚₆㰧㰚₆ (ESP)⓪ ṗ㫛 ㌆㠛 Ὃ㩫ὒ 䢪⩻㩚㏢㦮
⺆㿲 Ṗ㓺㠦 䙂䞾♲ 㰚㦚 㩲Ệ䞮⓪ 㧻䂮⪲
㰧㰚㎇⓻㦖 㰧㰚 㡗㡃㦒⪲ ✺㠊Ṗ⓪ 㥶☯㦮 ㏣☚Ṗ
‶㧒䞶㑮⪳ 䟻㌗♲┺ἶ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊
㰧㰚䕦 㞴㴓㠦 䌖Ὃ䕦㧊 ㌓㧛♲ ❪䜾㩖Ṗ ㍺䂮♮㠊
㧞⓪ ῂ㫆Ṗ Ⱔ┺. ESP ⌊ 㥶☯㧻㦚 ┺⬾⓪

㍶䟟㡆ῂ⓪ 㰧㰚₆㦮 ⽋㧷䞲 䡫㌗ ➢ⶎ㠦 㭒⪲ computational fluid dynamics (CFD)⯒ 䐋䟊 㧊⬾㠊㪢㦒Ⳇ
䌖Ὃ䕦㦮 䡫㌗㠦 ⰴỢ ỿ㧦⯒ ㌳㎇䞮⓪ ╖㔶 porous
media modeling 㦚 㩗㣿䞲 ㌂⪖Ṗ Ⱔ㞮┺. ⁎⩂⋮
㥶☯ ‶㧒㎇㧊 㭧㣪䞲 䌖Ὃ䕦 㩚䤚 㥶☯㧻㦚 㞫⩻
ṫ䞮 ₆ ⳾◎Ⱇ㦒⪲ 䟊㍳䞮⓪ ộ㦖 㩫䞿㎇ Ⳋ㠦㍲
㿿䞲 Ỗ㯳㦚 䞚㣪⪲ 䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
䌖Ὃ䕦㧊 ㎎ Ṳ㝿 ㌓㧛♲ ❪䜾㩖Ṗ 㧞⓪ ESP ⳾◎㠦
╖䟊 䌖Ὃ䕦 䡫㌗㦚 㰗㩧 ⳾㌂䞲 ἓ㤆㢖 porous media
modeling 㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ἓ㤆⯒ ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮 ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⧒
㍳䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ particle image velocimetry (PIV) 㔺䠮
ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 porous media modeling 㦮 㩫䞿㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. 㥶☯㧻 ゚ᾦ⯒ 㥚䟊 ㌗╖䚲㭖䘎㹾 (relative standard deviation, RSD)㢖 㩚㼊 㥶⨟ ╖゚
㡃䟻㦒⪲ 䦦⯊⓪ 㥶⨟㦮 ゚㥾㦚 㦮⹎䞮⓪ recirculation zone strength (RZS)⯒ ゚⫅䞲 㥶☯㦮 ὋṚ 䙂Ṗ
㡗♲ flow quality indicator ✺㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡖┺. Ⲓ㩖
㰧㰚 㡗㡃㦒⪲ ✺㠊Ṗ⓪ 㥶☯㧻㠦 ╖䟊 porous media
modeling ⽊┺⓪ 䌖Ὃ䕦㦚 㰗㩧 ⳾㌂䞲 㩚㌆䟊㍳㧊
㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖 ▪ 㥶㌂䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㧊⓪ 㰗㩧
⳾㌂ 䅖㧊㓺㠦㍲⓪ 㥶☯㧊 ἶ㼊 㠦 Ⱏ䡖 backflow Ṗ ὖ䁷♮Ệ⋮ ῂⲣ ⌊㠦㍲ spanwise velocity
component
Ṗ
㩲㟓♲
Ⳋ
porous
media
modeling 㠦㍲⓪ 㩚䡖 㡗♮㰖 㞠㞮┺. 㧊⪲ 㧎䟊,
䌖Ὃ䕦㦚 䐋ὒ䞲 㥶☯㠦 㥶☯ 㢲ἷ㧊 ㌳䞮㡂
ῗ⁏㩗㦒⪲ 䤚┾㦮 㥶☯㧻㧊 㔺䠮  㰗㩧 ⳾㌂
䅖㧊㓺㠦 ゚䟊 porous media modeling 㦚 ㌂㣿䞲 ἓ㤆
゚㩫㌗㩗㦒⪲ ‶㧒䞮Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䕢㞛♮㠞┺.
* This work was supported by Korea Western Power CO.,
Ltd. (No. 2020-OPER-0 and 2021-consignment-05). Additionally, this work was supported by the Institute of Advanced Machines and Design, and the Institute of Engineering
Research
at
Seoul
National
University

Indoor particulate matter removal using alginate-based hydrogel-coated wires* ₖ㩫㭒 1,
㧊㌗㭖 1; 1Pohang University of Science and Technology
㾲⁒ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖(particulate matter)㠦 ╖䞲 ῃ⹒㩗
ὖ㕂㧊 䋂Ợ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. 䔏䧞 ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖⓪ 䢎䦷Ἒ,
㕂䡞ὖἚ 㰞䢮㦚 㥶䞶 ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 1
㞪ⶒ㰞⪲☚ 㰖㩫♶ Ⱒ䋒 㧎㼊㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㧊
⍦Ⰲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. ⡦䞲 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 䢲☯䞮⓪ 㔲Ṛ㦮 㟓
90 %㦚 㔺⌊㠦㍲ ⽊⌊₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㔺⌊ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖
㩖Ṧ㦖 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞮┺ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖⯒ Ὃ₆ 㭧㠦㍲ 㩲Ệ䞮⓪◆ alginate ₆㦮
hydrogel 㧊 䆪䕛♲ wire ⯒ 㩲㧧䞮ἶ 㔺⌊ ὋṚ㦚
⳾㌂䞲 㔲䠮 㺪⻚ ⌊㠦 ⺆䂮䞮㡂, ⌊ 㥶☯㧊 㧞⓪
ἓ㤆㢖 㠜⓪ ἓ㤆⯒ 䐋䟊 hydrogel-coated wire Ṗ Ṭ⓪
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㩖Ṧ 䣾ὒ⯒ ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺. Hydrogel 㦮 ἓ㤆
dip-coating 㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䟊 ₎㧊Ṗ 㟓 150 mm 㧎

㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䢏㦖 ῂⰂ ㍶㠦 㧒㩫䞲 ⚦℮⯒ Ṭ☚⪳
䆪䕛䞮㡖┺. ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㧛㧦⓪ 㠦㠊 䞚䎆 ㎇⓻ Ỗ㯳㠦
㌂㣿䞮⓪ A1 ultrafine test dust 㢖 㔺⌊ ⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖⯒
⳾㌂䞮₆ 㥚䟊 incense ⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 㔲Ṛ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㰞⨟ ⏣☚ 㩖Ṧ㦚 㔺䠮 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⧒ ṗṗ
䁷㩫䞮ἶ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
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Bamboo-based solar steam generator for desalination of seawater and wastewater YOUNGHOON SUH1,
T. Arunkumar2, SANGJOON LEE1; 1Pohang University of
Science and Technology (POSTECH), 2Elsevier Scientific
Managing Editor for Energy Journal
A lack of freshwater is one of the global issues for human
society. As 97.5 % of water on the Earth is seawater, desalination of seawater can be a solution to the water shortage
problem. Even though reverse osmosis has been a global
standard of seawater desalination, it requires a huge amount
of energy. Since most of the regions suffering from water
shortage are poor, desalination with less energy consumption
is essentially required. In this study, carbonized bamboo is
utilized as an eco-friendly solar absorber. The proposed
bamboo-based solar absorber can not only yield a large
amount of water but also effectively purify seawater and
wastewater. The yield of purified water is measured indirectly using a solar simulator. Purified water is obtained
through an evaporation process by a solar distiller. Seawater
and three kinds of wastewater (alkali wastewater, rhodamine
B wastewater, water of POSTECH pond) were tested. To
check the quality of water, pH, chemical oxygen demand
(COD), concentrations of sodium ion (Na+), potassium ion
(K+), calcium ion (Ca2+), magnesium ion (Mg2+) were examined. The test results show that water quality is greatly improved after solar desalination process using the carbonized
natural bamboo. The proposed technique might pave the road
to get freshwater from seawater and wastewater in eco-friend
and economic manner.

Flow Path Optimal design Improving Efficacy of
Airpurifier 㞞㰖㑮 1, 㧊㔏⺆ 1; 1Inha University
Ὃ₆㼃㩫₆ 䏶㿲  䦷㧛 㥶⪲ 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⧒ 㔺㩲㥶⨟
╖゚ 㼃㩫Ⳋ㩗 㥶䣾㥶⨟㧊 ┺⯊Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪◆ 㧊⯒
efficacy ⧒ἶ 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ὃ₆㼃㩫₆
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖 㩲Ệ efficacy ⯒ 䟻㌗㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊

Ὃ₆㼃㩫₆ 䏶㿲  䦷㧛 㥶⪲⯒ ㍳䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒
㡗䞮㡂 㾲㩗㍺Ἒ⯒ 㑮䟟䞲┺. 㾲㩗㍺Ἒ ₆⻫㦒⪲⓪
Efficacy ⼖㑮㧎 Ὃ₆㡆⪏㦚 ῂ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 CFD 㢖 㥶☯
molecular ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㡗䞮⓪ Multi-fidelity ₆⻫㦚
㧊㣿䞲┺.

Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the
Flow in a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) System of a 500MW Coal-fired Boiler* 䞲㫛䢎 1,
㾲㤛㻶 1, 䞲㭖 1, 䞲′䢎 1, 㩫㤦㭖 1, 䢿㤦䌲 1b
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Seoul National
University

1

䢪⩻㩚㏢㠦㍲⓪ ㍳䌚㦮 㡆㏢⯒ 䐋䟊 㩚₆⯒
㌳㌆䞮⓪ 㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ⁎㠦 ➆⧒ nitrogen
oxides (NOx)Ṗ ㌳㎇♲┺. NOx ⯒ 㩲Ệ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 㔲㓺䎲㧊 ㌂㣿♮Ⳇ
䌞㰞 (denitrification) 䣾㥾㠦⓪ 㽟ⰺ䂋㦚 䐋ὒ䞮₆
㰗㩚㦮 㥶☯ ‶㧒☚Ṗ 㭧㣪䞮Ợ 㧧㣿䞲┺. ╖┺㑮
㍶䟟㡆ῂ✺㦖 computational fluid dynamics (CFD) Ⱒ㦚
㑮䟟䞮Ệ⋮ ┾㑲䞲 䂾㔋㩗㧎 㔺䠮₆⻫㦚 䐋䞲 CFD
Ỗ㯳㠦 䞲㩫♮Ⳇ, 㥶☯ ‶㧒☚ ⡦䞲 ὋṚ㩗 ㏣☚
䙂⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㰖 㞠㦖 㰖䚲Ⱒ㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ㍳䟞┺.
➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺㩲 SCR 䡫㌗㠦 ₆䞲 ⌊
㥶☯㦚 㔺䠮  RANS 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂 ㍳䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺. 䡫㌗ ⌊㦮 㥶☯㦚 Ἒ䁷䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂
゚䂾㔋㩗㦒⪲ 3 㹾㤦 3 㿫 䘟‶ ㏣☚ Ἒ䁷㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲
magnetic resonance velocimetry (MRV)⯒ ㌂㣿䟊
㥶☯㧻㦚 Ἒ䁷䞮㡖┺. 㥶☯ ‶㧒☚⯒ ⋮䌖⌊⓪
㌗╖䚲㭖䘎㹾 (relative standard deviation, RSD) 㣎㠦☚
㨂㑲䢮 (recirculation) 㡗㡃㦮 䋂₆⯒ ⋮䌖⌊⓪ recirculation zone strength (RZS)  㥶☯㦮 lateral uniformity
㢖 skewness ⯒ ⋮䌖⌊⓪ flow quality indicator ⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⌊ 㥶☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. RSD ⓪ screen plate
㠦㍲
Ṗ㧻
䋂Ợ
ὖ䁷♮㠞㦒Ⳇ
㽟ⰺ䂋㠦
Ṗ₢㤢㰞㑮⪳ Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
RZS 䐋䟊 㩚㼊 㥶⨟ ╖゚ 㟓 6% 㩫☚Ṗ recirculation 㧊 ㌳♮⓪ ⳾㔋㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. Indicator
㍳㦚 䐋䟊 recirculation 㡗㡃㧊 㽟ⰺ䂋 ⚦℮䟻 㟓
25%, ₎㧊䟻 㟓 85% 㩫☚ 㹾㰖䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞶
㑮 㧞㠞┺. ⡦䞲 CFD ⯒ 䐋䟊 ☯㧒 䡫㌗㠦㍲ 㥶⨟㦚
㯳Ṗ㔲䋺Ⳇ ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮㠦 ➆⯎ ⌊ 㥶☯㦮 ⼖䢪⯒
ὖ㺆䞲 ἆὒ 㔺㩲 㤊㩚㫆Ịὒ 㥶㌂䞲 ㌗㌂㫆Ị㠦㍲☚
RSD 㢖 RZS 㦮 ἓ䟻㎇㧊 㔺䠮㫆Ịὒ 䋆 㹾㧊Ṗ 㠜⓪
⳾㔋㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
* This work was supported by Korea Western Power CO.,
Ltd. (No. 2020-OPER-0 and 2021-consignment-05). Additionally, this work was supported by the Institute of Advanced Machines and Design, and the Institute of Engineering Research at Seoul National University.

Multi-objective Optimization of a Centrifugal
Pump Volute in Hot Water System* ThaiSon Thai1,
Minsub Han1; 1Incheon National University
This work presents a multi-objective optimization and design
of a centrifugal pump volute under multiple operating conditions in a hot water circulation system. The goal is to minimize the energy consumption of the pump to meet the Energy Efficiency Index (EEI) requirement. The pump was powered by a brushless direct current (BLDC) motor that allowed various speed operation. A numerical model was built
to investigate the flow inside the pump’s casing and the results were validated with experimental data. To reduce the
number of design variables, a two-stage design was proposed
including the concept design and experimental design using
the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) approach. Two combined functions of efficiencies and heads at four standard
working conditions were selected as the objective functions.
Response surface methodology (RSM) was adopted to construct the surrogate models. Using the genetic algorithm
(GA), a multi-objective optimization solution was obtained
in a form of Pareto front with 18 candidate points. An optimum candidate was selected from the Pareto front and validated using a high-fidelity model to verify the result. The
new optimal design shows a notable instabilities reduction in
the side-wall flow region and significant improvement in the
objective functions.
Keywords: Centrifugal pump, Muti-objective optimization,
BLDC motor, Genetic algorithm, Pareto front, EEI.

A Numerical Investigation of Various Impeller
Shapes for Improving Centrifugal Pump Performances* 㾲㣿㻶 1, 㾲㫛⧓ 2, 䠞⋾Ị*; 1Sogang University
A Centrifugal pump is a radial flow machine responsible for
fluid transportation via impeller rotation. It has been widely
popularized in both industrial and residential sectors due to
its simple operational characteristics as well as for its high
head generating nature. Increasing the performance of such a
pump decreases the consumed power during fluid transportation, resulting in the reduction of operating costs and an increase in total output. Various geometric parameters such as
volute cross-sectional area and impeller inlet and exit angle,
have been evaluated in previous research using computational fluid dynamics. In this study, a new geometric parameter,
impeller lean angle, is defined and its effects on pump performance are examined in the range of volumetric flow rate
of 0-80 CMH. The case studies were performed using the
k-w SST model under steady-state conditions until convergence was reached. The results showed that as the lean angle
was increased towards the pressure side of the impeller, the
pump performance curve flattened. At the outer ends of the

curve, 20 and 80 CMH, pump efficiency increased, while at
the inner points, 40 and 60 CMH, the pump efficiency decreased. Additionally, as the lean angle was increased further
the pump performance curve translated downwards indicating a negative overall impact on the pump performance. An
optimal point, in which the trade-off between inner and outer
ends of flow rate may vary depending on the impeller model.
When the lean angle was increased towards the suction side
of the impeller similar results were obtained; however, the
degree to which the pump efficiency increased was greater. It
is expected that by changing the impeller lean angle, the
pump performance can be improved at a specific volumetric
flow rate.

㎎㎮: ㍶/䟊㟧 1
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┺㭧 㺪⻚ OWC 㧻䂮㦮 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 ㎇⓻㠦 ὖ䞲
㔺䠮  㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ ₖ㩫㍳ 1, ⋾⽊㤆 2, ₖ㎎㭖 2,
㰖㣿 3, ㎎㢚 3, ₖἓ䢮 3; 1Research Institute of Marine
Systems
Engineering,
Seoul
National
University,
2
Department of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering,
Seoul University, 3Marine Renewable Energy Research Division, Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering
㾲⁒ 䟊㟧 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 㩲䞲♲ ὋṚ㦚 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲
䢲㣿䞮₆
㥚䞲
⳿㩗㦒⪲
┺㭧
㺪⻚⯒
Ṭ⓪
㰚☯㑮㭒䡫 䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮㠦 ╖䞲 ┺㟧䞲 㡆ῂṖ
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ┾㧒, 㧊㭧  ㌒㭧
㺪⻚⯒ Ṭ⓪ 㰚☯㑮㭒䡫 䕢⩻㩚㧻䂮㠦 ╖䞲 ⳾䡫
㔺䠮 ὒ 㑮䂮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 ┺㭧 㑮㭒㦮
㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 ㎇⓻ὒ 㠦⍞㰖 ⼖䢮 䔏㎇㦚 㫆㌂䞮㡖┺.
㧒⩾㦮 ⳾䡫 㔺䠮ὒ 㑮䂮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦒⪲䎆 ┾㧒
㺪⻚㠦㍲ 㔂⪲㕇 ⳾✲㦮 㑮㭒 㤊☯㧊 ┺㭧 㺪⻚㠦㍲
┺⯎ 㥚㌗㦮 䞒㓺䏺 㤊☯㦒⪲ ⼖ἓ♶ 㑮 㧞㦢㦚
ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺. 㧊⪲䎆 㠦⍞㰖⼖䢮 ㏦㔺㧊 Ṳ㍶♮⓪
ộ㦒⪲ ⋮䌖⌂┺. ┺㭧 㺪⻚㦮 㩗㣿㦖 㔂⪲㕇㦒⪲
㧎䞲 㑲₆⮮㦮 Ṧ㏢ 䣾ὒ⯒ Ṳ㍶䞾㦒⪲㖾 㠦⍞㰖
⼖䢮 ㎇⓻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䆆┺. ⡦䞲 ┺⯎ 㥚㌗㦮 㑮㭒
㤊☯㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㩚㧻䂮㦮 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⯎ 㩚㿲⩻㦮
⼖☯㎇㧊 Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ 㟧㌗㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

Numerical study on estimation of mooring force
acting on a ship to design auto mooring system Sebum Oh1, Yan Kaicheng1, Jungkeun Oh1, Dae-Won Seo1;
1Department of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering,
Kunsan National University

Research on the development of autonomous ships and smart
automatic port system has been conducted recently. One of
the main equipment of the smart port system is an automatic
mooring system that can safely moor a ship in a port. This
study estimated the maximum mooring capacity of the trainingship HABADA that assumed moored in Busan New Port
through empirical formulas and numerical calculation. It was
found that the result of empirical formula was estimated
relatively more conservatively than the result of numerical
calculation.

Deep learning-based underwater object detection
model inspired by the lateral-line system 㩫䌲ἓ 1,
㥶㧻Ἲ 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
In this study, we developed a deep learning-based object
identification model that can identify objects through measured flow information using a moving sensor array inspired
by the lateral line system of various aquatic organisms. A
hydrofoil navigates around four stationary cylinders in uniform flow, obtaining two types of sensory data (flow velocity,
pressure) from an array of sensors located on the surface of
the hydrofoil. Sensory data based on flow velocity and pressure is used to build several neural network models for the
hydrofoil to identify the location of surrounding objects. An
LSTM-based model, a type of recurrent neural network that
can learn order dependence in sequence prediction problems,
outperforms other network models in object detection. For
optimizing the number of sensors, LASSO and Elastic Net,
which are feature selection techniques, are used, and through
this, it has high accuracy in predicting the positions of objects despite using only 40% of the sensors used in the existing model.

㡆ῂṲ
㌂㠛㦮
㡆ῂ㧛┞┺(20015029).

㰖㤦㦚
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A WENO-based high order simulation of incompressible flow over a square cylinder* Seokpyo Yoon1,
NGUYEN THI QUYNH1, Hyung Take Ahn1; 1University of
Ulsan
An efficient and accurate method for an incompressible flow
simulation over a square cylinder is introduced. To solve the
pressure-velocity coupling, the current algorithm for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is based on the projection
method. A time discretization schemes are used, the convective term is treated with Adams-Bashforth(AB) and the diffusive term is treated with Crank-Nicolson(CN). The spatial
discretization of the nonlinear convective term is the WENO
scheme. By using high-order WENO scheme, we can
achieve high-order spatial accuracy. By using this algorithm,
an in-house WENO-based incompressible flow solver is
developed.
* 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶㰚䦻㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚(P0001968, 2022 ⎚ ㌆㠛䡗㔶㧎㨂㎇㧻㰖㤦㌂㠛)

A WENO-Based High Order Simulation of Breaking Wave* ㍲┺㏪ 1, 㞞䡫䌳 2; 1 㤎㌆╖䞯ᾦ 㧒╖䞯㤦
Experiment study of motion characteristics according to wave by the size of a fishing vessel*
㥺☯䡧 1, 㾲㧊㺂 1, ₖ㩫䥮 1; 1Research Institute of Medium & small Shipbuilding
䟊㟧㌂ἶ 㭧 㠊㍶㌂ἶ㦮 㻯㑮⓪ ⰺ⎚ 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ
㧞㦒Ⳇ ⁎ 㭧 10 䏺 ⹎Ⱒ㦮 㠊㍶㧊 ⰺ㤆 䋆 ゚㭧㦚
㹾㰖䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ㏢䡫㠊㍶㦖 㽳䏺㑮 10 䏺 ⹎Ⱒ㦮
㠊㍶㦒⪲ 㩫㦮䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ ㏢䡫㠊㍶㦖 䕢⧧ 㡗䟻㦒⪲
㩚⽋ ㌂ἶ㢖 ṯ㦖 㭧╖䞲 䟊㟧㌂ἶ ㌳㥚䠮㧊 ⏨㞚
㤊☯ 䔏㎇ ㍳㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩫㰖㌗䌲㠦㍲
㏢䡫㠊㍶㦮 㤊☯㦧╋㎇⓻㦚 㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ ㍳䞮㡖┺.
䣷䕢㠦 㦮䞲 䣷☯㣪Ṗ 䋂Ợ ㌳䞮Ⳇ 䔏㩫 䕢㧻㠦㍲
䄺㰖⓪ 䡚㌗㦚 ⽒ 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䞮㡂
㠊㠛㧧㠛㦚 㑮䟟 㭧㧒 ➢ 㠊㍶㦮 ㍶㑮 䟻㦚 ⹎Ⰲ
ἶ⩺䞮㡂
㤊☯
㡗䟻㦚
Ṧ㏢䞮⓪
㤊䟃⻫㧊
ἶ⩺♮㠊㟒 䞲┺.
*

⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

䟟㩫㞞㩚

㰖㡃ⰴ㿺䡫

㨂⋲㞞㩚

㫆㍶  䟊㟧Ὃ䞯ὒ, 2 㤎㌆╖䞯ᾦ 㫆㍶䟊㟧Ὃ䞯
㔺㩲 䟊㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ 㥶㼊 䡚㌗ 㭧 ⶒὒ Ὃ₆㢖
ṯ㧊
䔏㎇㧊
┺⯎
㥶㼊Ṗ
Ὃ㫊䞮⓪
㧊㌗
㥶☯(Two-Phase Flow)ⶎ㩲Ṗ Ⱔ┺. 㧊 ἓ㤆⓪ ⚦
㥶㼊㦮 㤖㰗㧊⓪ ἓἚⳊ㧎 㧦㥶䚲Ⳋ㦚 ἶ⩺䞮⓪
䔏㰫㧊 㧞┺. 㩚㌆ 㥶㼊 㡃䞯(CFD, Computational Fluid
Dynamics)ὖ㩦㠦㍲
㧊
Ⳋ㦖
ἓἚⳊ
䙂㹿
⻫(Interface Capturing Method)㦒⪲ ┺⬾㠊㰚┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲ 㧊⮮ 㩫㔳(Advection Equation) 䛖㧊
┾Ἒ㠦㍲⓪ ἓἚⳊ 䙂㹿 ⻫(Interface Capturing
Method)㭧㠦㍲☚ 㣿㧊㎇㧊 ⏨㦖 Algebraic VOF(Volume
of Fluid)₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮ἶ ⡦䞲 VOF(Volume of Fluid)㦮
㑮䂮㩗
䝢⩃㓺(numerical
flux)㦚
Ἒ㌆䞮⓪
◆
THINC(Tangent of Hyperbola for Interface-Capturing)⻫㦚
㩗㣿䞮㡂
㑮䂮㩗
䢫㌆(numerical
diffusion)ὒ
㰚☯(oscillation)㦮G 㢚䢪⯒G ⇖䞮⩺G 䞲┺UG 㥶㼊G 㰖⺆G
㩫㔳G 䛖㧊G ┾Ἒ㠦㍲⓪G WENO(Weighted Essentially

Non-Oscillatory) ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂 ἶ㹾 㩫䢫☚⯒
╂㎇䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㥚㦮 ⌊㣿㦚 ➆⧒
㾲㫛㩗㦒⪲ 䝢⩆㰫 㐚䕢(Plunging Breaking Wave)⯒G
⳾㦮䞮ἶ㧦G 䞲┺U
* 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶㰚䦻㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚(P0001968, 2022 ⎚ ㌆㠛䡗㔶㧎㨂㎇㧻㰖㤦㌂㠛)

Near-trapped mode of free-surface wave by the interactions of multiple vertical cylinders 㥺☯䡧 1, 2,
ₖ₆㫛 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦, 2 㭧㏢㫆㍶㡆ῂ㤦
In the ocean, the interaction of waves due to fixed or floating
structures has been widely applied. Many researchers are
studying the Run-up phenomenon in a single vertical circular
cylinder. Near trapped mode phenomena in multiple vertical
circular cylinders used mathematical models, numerical
analysis, and predictions through experiments. This study
performs the near-trapped mode phenomenon by scattering
parameters(kR) and wave steep-ness(kA) for four vertical
circular cylinders. The overlapping phenomenon occurs as
the wave scattering parameter decreases between the vertical
circular cylinders in the first row. Due to the overlapping
phenomenon, the speed of the wave toward the second row
of vertical circular cylinders is directed toward the first row,
and a higher wave is formed. Wave flow analysis through 4
high-speed cameras and wave height measurement through 6
wave probes are performed. Through this study, the wave
height at a specific point can be analyzed and used as primary data for the basic design of offshore structures.

洢 愢祢沫
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Flow visualization of supersonic jet impinges on a
spherical surface in cryogenic condition* Alireza
Aslani1, Rajdeep Sardar1, Kyung Chun Kim1 ; 1Pusan National University
The impingement of supersonic flow on a surface began a
new level of complexity toward inherently complex phenomena of the shockwave interaction. However, this challenging flow visualization is valuable to study due to its wide
range of applications in the aerospace industry, for short
takeoff and landing aircraft and the blade cooling systems of
the turbine. This phenomenon is also applicable in manufacturing to be applied as the cold spray of metal particles coating on a surface, eliminating the risk of damages caused by
temperature in sensitive applications. In this investigation,
the flow structures of the cryogenic supersonic jet at different
nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) impinges on the spherical convex surface is studied. Thus, a converging-diverging nozzle
with a throat diameter of 2.3 mm and the nozzle exit diameter of 2.6 mm is applied at a constant distance between the
nozzle and jet. Consequently, under expanded and
over-expanded jet impinges of the convex geometry have
been visualized using the Schlieren technique.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No. 2021R1A2C2012469)

Experimental study on a modified delta wing by
flow visualization* Amirreza Shahsavari1, Mahdi
Nili-Ahmadabadi2, Kyung Chun Kim1;

1Pusan

National

University, 2Isfahan University of Technology
The present study attempts to improve the aerodynamic performance of a slender delta wing. The flow behavior of delta
wings is different from the conventional winds due to the
existence of a vortex pair that forms along the leading edge
of the wing. This vortex pair significantly affects the aerodynamic performance and flow over the wing surface. In this
study, the effect of needle vortex generators on the flow of a
delta wing with a sweep angle of 65° was studied. The experiments were performed at AOA= 30 and inflow velocity
of 2.6 m/s with and without needle vortex generators at the
leading edge and a Reynolds number of Re = 2.6Ý104.

Smoke and laser flow visualization was used to understand
the effect of the vortex generator on the flow over the delta
wing at six different sections and one wing surface section of
the delta wing. Vortex breakdown location changes and wake
area were also examined and compared. The results showed
that the use of the needle vortex generators along the leading
edge of the delta wing makes the vortices smaller and closer
to the wing surface. By moving from the apex of the wing to
the back of the wing, the vortex becomes larger and moves
away from the wing surface. The needle vortex generators on
the leading edge also cause the vortex breakdown to postpone. The flow visualization results show that when a vortex
breakdown occurs, the vortex splits into several smaller vortices in opposite directions.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822).

Enhanced lifetime of air plastron in partition-ridged
superhydrophobic surface under laminar flow*
WONHEE CHO1, SANG JOON LEE1,*; 1Pohang University
of Science and Technology (POSTECH)
As a slippery surface inspired by a lotus leaf, superhydrophobic (SHPo) surface has been utilized in various fields
such as self-cleaning, anti-icing, anti-biofouling and frictional drag reduction. However, air plastron of the SHPo surface
can be easily depleted under external shear flows and/or
high-pressure conditions, resulting in the degradation of
slippery properties. Several previous studies have investigated the lifetime of air plastron. However, the experimental
research on the lifetime of air plastron according to external
flow is insufficient. A partition-ridged superhydrophobic
surface was fabricated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).
For lifetime experiments, the partition-ridged SHPo surface
was attached on the vertical flat plate installed in the circulating water channel. Lifetime of air plastron in the downstream locations was longer than that in the upstream location. Lifetime was found to be closely related to the mass
transport coefficient which is associated with the depletion
speed in the streamwise direction. In addition, a multi-layered SHPo surface with air supplying layer was proposed to increase the lifetime of air plastron under laminar
flow conditions. As a result, proposed multi-layered SHPo
surface can enhance the lifetime of air plastron, which can
increase the durability of drag reduction performance. In the
consideration of energy saving, the energy efficiency can be
maximized by increasing the air pressure applied to the
SHPo surface along the streamwise direction.
* This work was supported by a National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean Government (MSIP) (No. 2019M3C1B7025088).

OpenCV ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 Ὃ☯ 㥶☯㦮 㩫⨟㩗 䘟Ṗ
㡆ῂ* ₖ₆㎇ 1, 㞞⼧ῢ 1, 㧊㔏㨂 2; 1Chungnam National

6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55

University, 2Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering

㫢㧻: 㩚㎎㫛(䞲ῃ䚲㭖ὒ䞯㡆ῂ㤦)

㑮㭧㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮㦖 ㍶㦮
㭒㣪 ㏢㦢㤦㦒⪲ 䟊ῆ 䞾㩫㦮 ㌳㫊㎇㠦 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲
㡆ὖ♮⓪ 㣪㧎 㭧 䞮⋮㧊┺. 䔏䧞 TVC(Tip Vortex Cavitation)Ṗ ㌳䞮⓪ 㔲㩦㠦㍲ 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮ ㏢㦢 㑮㭖㦖
㩚 㭒䕢㑮 㡗㡃㠦㍲ 䋂Ợ 㯳Ṗ䞮₆➢ⶎ㠦 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮
㽞㌳ ㏣☚(Cavitation Inception Speed, CIS)⓪ 㭧㣪䞲
㰖䚲⪲ ㌂㣿♲┺. CIS ⓪ 㦢䟻㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞮⓪
ACIS(Acoustic
CIS)㢖
㔲ṗ㩗㦒⪲
䘟Ṗ䞮⓪
VCIS(Visual CIS)⪲ ⋮⑶ 䘟Ṗ䞮Ợ ♮Ⳇ 䔏䧞 VCIS 㦮
ἓ㤆 ὖ䁷㧦㦮 㭒ὖ㠦 ➆⧒ ┺⯊Ợ 䘟Ṗ♶ 㑮 㧞┺⓪
ⶎ㩲㩦㧊 㩲₆♮ἶ 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ CIS 㠦 ╖䞲 䕦㩫
㧒䂮㎇㦚 ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䟊 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ 䕦㩫䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
₆㑶㧊 䞚㣪䞲 㔺㩫㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 3 㹾㤦
㑮㭧㧋㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ ⳾䡫㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ 㽞ἶ㏣
䃊Ⲫ⧒⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 ㌳ TVC ⯒ 㠚⹖ Ἒ䁷䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲
䣣✳ ◆㧊䎆⯒ OpenCV ⧒㧊ぢ⩂Ⰲ⯒ ₆㦒⪲ ṗ
䝚⩞㧚 Ṛ㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ Ṧ㰖䞮㡂 㧊⹎㰖 䞶㦚 䐋䟊
䞯㔋 ◆㧊䎆⯒ 㠑㠞┺. 㧊䤚 U-net 㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 䞲
❻⩂┳ ₆㑶㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮㦮 㽞㌳㦚 㧦☯
㧎㔳, 㿪㿲䞮ἶ 㩲㔲♲ 㽞㌳ ₆㭖㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡂
VCIS ⯒ 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞲┺.
*⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

╖㤆㫆㍶䟊㟧㦮

㰖㤦㦒⪲

㑮䟟♲

㡆ῂ㧚.

㑮㭧
䟃⩻Ṧ㏢⯒ 㥚䞲 2㹾㤦 䢮₆ 㽞Ὃ☯ 䡚㌗㦮 㔺䠮
㡆ῂ* 㩫㨂䢎1, 㫆㡆㤆2; 1Institute for Security Convergence, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST), 2Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)
⽎ 㔺䠮 㡆ῂ⓪ 㧦㥶㑮Ⳋ 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 䘟䕦䡫 㤊☯㼊㦮
䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 䢮₆ 㽞Ὃ☯ 䡚㌗㠦 ὖ䞲 ộ㧊┺.
㧒㧦 䡫㌗㦮 䃦゚䎢㧊䎆Ṗ 㤊☯㼊㦮 㞚⧮ 䚲Ⳋ㠦
╂⩺ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 䃦゚䎢㧊䎆㦮 ⛺㴓㠦㍲ 㞫㿫 Ὃ₆Ṗ
㠊⋮㡾┺. 㤊☯㼊㦮 ㏣⩻ὒ 㞫㿫 Ὃ₆㦮 㥶⨟㠦
➆⯎ 䢮₆ 㽞Ὃ☯ 䡚㌗㦚 ὖ䁷䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ṗ ἓ㤆㠦
╖䞮㡂
㏢⳾
㩚⩻㦚
䁷㩫䞮㡖┺.
㽞Ὃ☯㧊
䡫㎇♮㠞㦚 ἓ㤆㢖 㽞Ὃ☯㧊 㠜⓪ ἓ㤆㦮 ㏢⳾
㩚⩻㦚 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖㦚 ➢, ㏢⳾ 㩚⩻㧊 㾲╖ 40%
Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (NRF-2020R1F1A1058357).

㎎㎮: 㔺䠮/Ṗ㔲䢪 2

㞚

㩲 7 䚲㧻

Taylor-Couette 㥶☯㦚 㧊㣿䞲 Ⱎ㺆 䟃⩻ 䁷㩫 
㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ 㥶☯ Ṗ㔲䢪* 㞞㎇ゞ 1, ㏷㤆ゞ 1,
㏷㔲ⴂ 1; 1 䞲㟧╖䞯ᾦ 㦋䞿₆ἚὋ䞯ὒ
Taylor-Couette(TC) 㥶☯㦖 ☯㕂㦮 ⚦ 㔺Ⰶ▪ ㌂㧊
㥶㼊㦮 㥶☯㧊┺. TC 㥶☯㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ₆⓻㎇ 䚲Ⳋ
㥚㠦 ⏨㦖 㩚┾⩻㦮 㥶☯㦚 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ ㌳㔲䌂 㑮
㧞┺. 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㦖 ㍶㧊⋮ 䕢㧊䝚⧒㧎㠦 㩗㣿㧊
Ṗ⓻䞮ἶ, 㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪⋮ 䟃⩻䁷㩫㦚 䐋䟊 ⁎ ㎇⓻㧊
䢫㧎♮㠊㟒 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Taylor-Couette 㥶☯
㧻䂮⯒ Ṳ䞮ἶ, 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 䟃⩻ 䁷㩫 
㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. TC 㥶☯ 㧻䂮㦮 ⚦ 㔺Ⰶ▪
㌂㧊㦮 Ṛ⁏㦖 5 mm 㦒⪲ ㍺Ἒ♮㠞┺. 㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪⯒
㥚䞲 ⻫㦒⪲⓪ particle image velocimetry(PIV)₆⻫㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊➢ 㡆㏣⩞㧊㩖㢖 ἶ㏣䃊Ⲫ⧒⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ṗ㔲䢪䞮㡖┺. 㿪Ṗ⪲, 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ 㥚㦮
Ὃ₆䂋㦚 Ṗ㔲䢪䞮₆ 㥚䟊 LED 㫆ⳛὒ 䃊Ⲫ⧒Ṗ
㌂㣿♮㠞┺. 䟃⩻ 㩖Ṧ ㎇⓻ 䢫㧎㦚 㥚䞲 ₆㭖㧊
♮⓪ ⰺ⊞䞲 䚲Ⳋ㦒⪲⓪ polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS)
䚲Ⳋ㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. PDMS 䚲Ⳋὒ 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦
╖䞮㡂 ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮 20,000 ₢㰖 ⼖䢪㔲䅲ṖⳆ Ⱎ㺆
䟃⩻ 䁷㩫ὒ 㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. PDMS 䚲Ⳋ
╖゚ 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㦮 䟃⩻㦖 㩚⻪㥚㠦㍲ Ṧ㏢䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
䟃⩻ Ṧ㏢㥾㦖 ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳ ⌄㞚㰖⓪
ἓ䟻㦚 ⋮䌖⌊㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㥚㌂㠛㼃ὒ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮 㰖㤦㦒⪲
㑮䟟♲
㑮㭧㤊☯㼊
㧻₆㼊⮮
䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺(UD200012DD)㦮
㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦㦒⪲
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Liquid transfer between nonparallel flat surface*
ⶎ䡗‶1, 㫆′㰚2,3*, 㧊㰚₆1,2*;

1School

of Mechanical

Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, 16419,
Republic of Korea, 2Department of Biophysics, Institute of
Quantum Biophysics, Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon,
16419, Republic of Korea, 3Research Engineering Centre for
R2R Printed Flexible Computer and Department of Intelligent Precision Healthcare Convergence, Sungkyunkwan
University, Suwon, 16419, Republic of Korea
⪺䒂⪺ 䝚Ⰶ䕛㦖 ⏨㦖 Ṗỿἓ㨗⩻ὒ ╖⨟㌳㌆㦮
㧻㩦㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 Ⱔ㦖 ㌆㠛㠦㍲ 㰖㏣㩗㦒⪲ ὖ㕂㦚
ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ₆㑶㧊 㩚䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 㩚㧦 㧎㐚㢖
ṯ㧊 ⏨㦖 㩫⹖㎇㦚 㣪ῂ䞮⓪ 㟒㠦㍲☚ 䢲㣿♮ἶ

㧞┺. 㩫⹖䞮Ợ ⹎㎎ 䕾䎊㦚 䝚Ⰶ䕛䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㾲㩗㦮
䝚Ⰶ䕛 㫆Ị㦚 㺔⓪ Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ,
╖㦮 㡆ῂ⓪ 䘟䕦㦮 wettability, ㏣☚, 㥶㼊㦮
㎇㰞㧊 䘟䟟䞲 䘟䕦 ㌂㧊㦮 㥶㼊 㩚㧊㠦 㭒⓪ 㡗䟻㦚
䢫㧎䞲┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㔺㩲 ⪺䒂⪺ 䝚Ⰶ䕛㦖 䘟䟟䞮㰖
㞠㦖 ⪺ ㌂㧊㠦㍲ 㥶㼊 㩚㧊Ṗ 㧒㠊⋮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦
₆㫊㦮 㡆ῂἆὒ⯒ 㔺㩲 䝚Ⰶ䕛㠦 䢲㣿䞮⓪◆ 䞲ἚṖ
㧞ἶ, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺㩲 䝚Ⰶ䕛 䢮ἓὒ ゚㔍䞲
䘟䟟䞮㰖 㞠㦖 䘟䕦 ㌂㧊㦮 㥶㼊 㩚㧊 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊
₆㫊 㡆ῂ㦮 䞲Ἒ⯒ ⁏⽋䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 䘟䕦㦮 ṗ☚,
㨂㰞㦚 㓓Ợ ⼖ἓ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ゚╖䃃 㔶㧻
㥶⼖㔺䠮₆⯒ 㩲㧧䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 䘟䕦㦮
ṗ☚, 㨂㰞 㔶㧻 ㏣☚ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㫆Ị㧊 㥶㼊 㩚㧊㠦
㭒⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
* This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696), the Ministry of Science,
ICT & Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568) and the
Korea government (MIST) (No. 2020R1A5A1019649).

LDV⯒
⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䚲Ⳋ㫆☚Ṗ ┺⯎ 䘟䕦㦮 ἓἚ䂋
㏣☚ Ἒ䁷* 䢣㰖㤆1, 㞞⼧ῢ1, 㡺㎎Ⳋ2, 㥶㍶㡺2,
㧊☯䡚2; 1Chungnam National University, 2Samsung heavy
industries
㾲⁒ EEDI(Energy Efficiency Design Index) 
EEOI(Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator) ❇ ㍶㦮
㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢ ⺆㿲⨟㠦 ╖䞲 ῃ㩲㩗 䢮ἓ′㩲Ṗ
㰖㏣㩗㦒⪲ ṫ䢪♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ 㧊㠦 ╖㦧䞲 䂲䢮ἓ
㍶㠦 ╖䞲 㑮㣪Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞┺(Seok, et al., 2015).
䢮ἓ′㩲㠦 ╖䞲 ╖㦧  㤊䟃゚ 㩞Ṧ㦚 㥚䟊
㡂⩂Ṗ㰖 ₆㑶✺㧊 Ṳ♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ㍶䡫 㾲㩗䢪,
Ṗⶒ ㍺䂮, 㾲㩗 䟃⪲ Ṳ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 ⻫㠦 ╖䞲
㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ㍶㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 㩖䟃㦖
䋂Ợ Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃ὒ 㧟㡂㩖䟃㦒⪲ ῂ䞶 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ,
㧒 ㌗㍶㦮 ἓ㤆㠦⓪ ㍶㏣㧊 㭚㠊✲⓪ 㿪㎎㠦 ➆⧒
㩚㼊㩖䟃 㭧 Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃㧊 㹾㰖䞮⓪ ゚㭧㧊 60~90%
㩫☚⪲ ⏨㞚㰖ἶ 㧞┺. 㔳㰖  㡺⯒ 㥚䟊
☚㧻♲ 㔶㫆 ㍶㦮 䚲Ⳋ㦖 ⰺ⊚⩂㤊 ㌗䌲㰖Ⱒ
㤊㣿㔲Ṛ㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮Ⳋ㍲ ➆Ṳ゚㢖 ṯ㦖 䟊㟧㌳ⶒ㧊
㹿♮㠊 Fouling 㧊 㕂䟊㰖Ⳇ ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲ Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃㧊
㯳Ṗ䞮㡂 㤊䟃䣾㥾㦖 㩖䞮♶ 㑮㠦 㠜┺(Champ,
2000). 㩖䟃  㿪㰚㎇⓻㦮 㾲㩗䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㭒⩻
㍶㫛㦮 ㏣☚㎇⓻ Ⱎ㰚㧊 㩦㹾 㫇䟊㰖ἶ 㧞₆
➢ⶎ㠦 㔺㩲 㔲㤊㩚 䢮ἓ㦚 㡗䞲 ㏣☚㎇⓻ 㿪㩫ὒ
Fouling 㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 ㍶㼊 䚲Ⳋ㦮 Ệ䂶₆ 㯳Ṗ㠦 ➆⯎
㩖䟃㎇⓻㦚 㩫䢫䧞 䘟Ṗ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ₆㑶Ṳ㧊
䞚㣪䞲 㔺㩫㧊┺. 㧊㠦 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䘟䕦㦮 䚲Ⳋ
Ệ䂶₆㠦 ➆⯎ ἓἚ䂋㏣☚⯒ LDV ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂

Ἒ䁷䞮ἶ
Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃㦮
䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㯳Ṗ⨟㦚

㌒㎇㭧Ὃ㠛㦮

㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

Near-wall flow velocity as a function of Reynolds
number and surface roughness according to the
Moody Diagram* 㩚㎎㫛1, 㩫′2, 㥺⼧⪲1;
1䞲ῃ䚲㭖ὒ䞯㡆ῂ㤦, 2ൽHSCMT

Multi-path ultrasonic flow meters measure flow rate by integrating flow velocity distributions in a pipe flow, using either
Gauss quadrature or numerical integration. In case of the
numerical integration, the definition of near-wall flow velocity becomes important. Theoretically, the near-wall flow
velocity should be equal to zero. However, the ultrasound
sensors have physical dimensions bigger than the boundary
layer thickness. As a result, the ultrasonic flow meters never
recognize the zero-flow velocity at the wall. This study suggests that the near-wall flow velocity can be obtained by
numerical simulation in a channel flow. And the near-wall
flow velocity can be described by a function of Reynolds
number and surface roughness according to the Moody diagram. Both k-İDQGN-ȦPRGHOVZHUHDSSOLHGWRVLPXODWHWKH
flow velocity distribution in the channel flow. Then, the flow
velocity near the wall was divided by the maximum flow
velocity, which consisted of near-wall flow velocity ratio.
The near-wall flow velocity ratio was at around 0.6, changeable as the function of the Reynolds number and the surface
roughness. The near-wall flow velocity ratio was helpful to
improve the characteristics of the multi-path ultrasonic flow
meters with measurement accuracy as low as ·0.3 %.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦
㓺Ⱎ䔎Ἒ⨟䁷㩫₆㑶₆㫆㎇
㌂㠛(ὒ㩲⻞䢎
20014363)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Dynamical modelling of foam formation using multiresolution
model
decomposition*,
MICHAEL
CHUKWUEMEKA EKWONU1, KYUNG CHUN KIM1;
1School of Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University, Busan
This research shows how dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) may be used with multiresolution analysis to create a
model decomposition capable of breaking complicated systems into a hierarchy of multiresolution time-scale components. Background (low rank) and foreground (sparse) dynamical data are separated on a single level. By recursively
decomposing the state of the system into low rank terms
whose temporal coefficients in time are known, the multiresolution DMD (mrDMD) is capable of defining nonlinear
dynamical systems in an equation-free way. The zero-mode

DMD modes are viewed as background (low rank) components of the supplied dynamics, while the terms with temporal frequencies constrained away from the origin are their
sparse equivalents. In an effort to understand the physics of
the phenomenon of foam formation, results of experimental
visualization of bubble shadowgraph imaging at different
impinging velocities of 0.4 – 0.9 m/s and jet lengths of 0.13,
0.18 and 0.25 m respectively were analyzed using the multiresolution dynamic mode decomposition. The mrDMD results showed an excellent decomposition result with better
separation of the background and foreground of bubble image shadowgraph, making extraction of foreground possible.
The results of the extracted foreground could be used to obtain the velocity distribution information of bubble swarms
generated under the water pool by implementing a physics-informed machine learning model of the system.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Korean government
(MSIT) No. 2020R1A5A8018822

Ṗ㡊 䚲Ⳋ㦮 Ị䡫 㹿㍺㠦 ╖䞲 䛣☯ 㔺䠮  㡊㡃䞯㩗
⳾◎Ⱇ ㍲㏷䡚 1, 㰖㢚ῂ 1, 㩫㨂㤦 1, ₖ′䢣 1,2;
1
2
㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ
䟃Ὃ㤆㭒Ὃ䞯ὒ,
㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ
䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㔶₆㑶㡆ῂ㏢
㻶☚㹾⨟㠦㍲ 㹿㍺⪲ 㧎䟊 ╖㹾  㡊㹾 䞮㠦
㕩㧎 ▿㧊⓪ ㎇⓻㩖䞮㢖 䞾℮ ┺㟧䞲 䡫䌲㦮
䞒䟊⯒ 㥶䞲┺. 䔏䧞 㻶☚㹾⨟㦮 㹿㍺ 䔏㎇㦚
㧊䟊䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍶ ₆Ἒ ⡦⓪ 㩚㧦 䛞✺㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ 䚲Ⳋ 㡊 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䟊㟒 䞲┺. ⽎
⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪ ㏢䡫₆䤚䢮ἓ䛣☯㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㡗䞮㦮
㫆Ị㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ Ị㍺㦮 ṫ㹿 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮₆
㥚䟊 䛣☯㔺䠮  㡊㡃䞯㩗 ⳾◎Ⱇ㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
㡾☚, 㥶㏣, 㩗㍺⨟㦮 ㍲⪲┺⯎ ₆㌗ 㫆Ị㠦㍲ 䚲Ⳋ
㡊㥶㏣ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㹿㍺ 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ㎇㧻⮶,
㹿Ἒ㑮, 㞷㌗㑮䞾⨟ ❇ 㹿㍺ 䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞲
㼊Ἒ㩗㧎 䁷㩫㦚 䌫㦒⪲ Ṗ㡊䚲Ⳋ㠦 ╖䞲 Ị㍺
㹿 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䁷㩫♲ Ṗ㡊 䚲Ⳋ㠦 ╖䞲
㹿㍺ 䔏㎇㦖 ╖⮮, 㯳, 㦧㿫  㣿㦋㦚 ἶ⩺䞲
㡊㡃䞯 ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 㿪㩫♮㠞┺. 㔺䠮 ἆὒ, 䚲Ⳋ
㡊㥶㏣㦮
㯳Ṗ㠦
➆⧒
㎇㧻⮶,
㹿Ἒ㑮,
㞷㌗㑮䞾⨟㦖 䞾℮ 㯳Ṗ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㞷㌗㑮䞾⨟㧊
0.4 㠦 ☚╂䞮Ⳋ 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㧊 ⟾㠊㰦㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
㔺䠮 ἆὒ⓪ 㡊㡃䞯㩗 ⳾◎Ⱇ㦚 䐋䟊 㿪㩫♲ ἆὒ㢖
ᾦ㹾 Ỗ㯳♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, 㹿Ἒ㑮㢖 㞷㼊 㑮䞾⨟㠦
╖䞲 㔺䠮Ṩ  㿪㩫Ṩ ㌂㧊㦮 㑮㩫 ἆ㩫Ἒ㑮⓪ ṗṗ
0.97 ὒ 0.92 ⪲ ⋮䌖⌂┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
ῃ䏶ᾦ䐋ὒ䞯₆㑶㰚䦻㤦
㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㌂㠛(22RTRP-B146019-05)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚
㑮䟟♾.

㎎㎮: 㔺䠮/Ṗ㔲䢪 3
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 13:25 – 14:55
㩲 7 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㫆㡆㤆(䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦)

Bio-Inspired VIV Energy Harvesting* Sajjad Hosseini1, Aref Afsharfard2, Kyung Chun Kim1; 1Pusan National
University, 2Ferdowsi University of Mashhad
In this investigation the changes on the characteristic parameters of a bio-inspired Vortex-Induce Vibration based energy
harvester is studied to harness greater amount of energy from
a similar ambient condition. To do so, the Computational
Fluid Dynamic is firstly used to examine the impact of bodies parameters on the exerting fluid dynamic forces of bodies
for the Reynolds number ranging from 100 to 9000. Moreover, an analytical derived electromechanical equation of motion for the VIV-based energy harvester is utilized to examine the harvested energy from the results of CFD. Finally,
The FIV experiment is conducted on a sub-sonic wind tunnel
which showed more than 8.5 times improvement on the induced voltage of proposed cross-sectional geometry of VIV
based energy harvester.
* This work was supported by Brain Pool Program through
the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by
Ministry
of
Science
and
ICT
(NRF-2021H1D3A2A01096259), and this work was also
supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean government
(MSIT) (No. 2021R1A2C2012469).

The paper-based diagnostic device with high sensitivity using polymer pattern* ⶎ㡗ὧ 1, ⶎ䡗‶ 1,
㧻㭖䡗 2, 㧊㩫䠢 2, 㧊㰚₆ 1; 1School of Mechanical Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University, 2School of Advanced
Materials Science and Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University
Typical diagnostic devices include real-time polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR), enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) and so on. These diagnostic devices are capable of
precise diagnosis, but point-of-care diagnosis and rapid diagnosis are difficult. Therefore, there are much research for
development of paper-based diagnostic devices capable of
point-of-care diagnosis and rapid diagnosis The paper-based
diagnostic devices are used in various areas such as diagnosis of the disease and testing drugs or toxic chemicals. Most
paper-based devices are composed of hydrophilic cellulose
or nitrocellulose membrane and a general example of the
device is a lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA). Paper-based
diagnostic devices have a disadvantage in that they have low
sensitivity. To solve the disadvantage, we designed a new

type of paper-based diagnostic device using a polymer pattern. A very simple method could produce a polymer pattern,
and by concentrating the detection material in the pattern, the
paper diagnostic device was able to have high sensitivity.
The developed paper-based diagnostic device is expected to
be used in various fields other than livestock and human
diseases.
* This work was supported by Korea Institute of Planning
and Evaluation for Technology in Food, Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries (IPET) through Animal Disease Management
Technology Development Program, funded by Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (MAFRA) (No.
118094-03), and by Basic Science Research Program
through the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF)
funded
by
the
Ministry
of
Education(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696) and the Ministry of
Science, ICT & Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568).

Optimizing Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) droplet
generation for sample deposition on Cryo-Em grid*
Zahra1, Seongsu Cho1, Kuldeep Baghel1, Jinkee Lee1;
Sungkyunkwan University

1

Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) droplet generation technique
was utilized in recent years for cryo-EM sample ladding.
Small and uniform droplet generation has been challenging
for bio-samples. We focus on optimizing EHD spray for
cryo-EM sample deposition. Although the EHD sprays have
been in use inkjet printing, fuel injections, and atomic spectroscopy, it has not been optimized for liquids of high conductivity (~1 S/m) and high surface tension such used as
buffers in bio samples. We used Phosphate buffered Saline
(PBS solution as sample closely predict the behavior of bio
samples in EHD. Using nozzle sizes of 100, 250, and 600μm,
the regime maps on the basis of flow rate and voltage are
presented. Different modes of electrospray like dripping,
microdripping spindle, and multispindle were observed at
low flow rates. At high flow rates, the cone jet oscillating jet
mode was observed. The corona discharge was observed at
high electric fields. Due to the high conductivity and surface
tension of the liquid, cone jet mode, though formed monodisperse uniform droplets, diameter of the jet was found to
be large. Therefore, this mode was not suitable for cryo-EM
application. In the microdripping regime uniform monodisperse droplets were observed. In spindle and multispindle
modes droplet size lacks the uniformity. Microdripping mode
observed at low flow rates, was found to be most suitable for
sample ladding.
* This work was support by Basic Science Research Program
through the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF)
grant funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568), Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696), and the Bio & Medical

Technology Development Program of the National Research
Foundation (NRF)& funded by the Korean government
(MSIT) (No. NRF-2021M3A9I4021220).

䔏㧊Ṩ 䟊⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 ㏣☚㧻 ⏎㧊㯞 䞚䎆 Ṳ*
ṫ㔏⹒ 1, ㏷㔲ⴂ 1; 1Hanyang University
䔏㧊Ṩ 䟊⓪ 䟟⪂㦚 ㍲⪲ 㰗ᾦ䞮⓪ ₆㩖 ⳾✲⪲
䟊䞮ἶ, 㧊⯒ Ṗ㭧䂮 㑲㦒⪲ ⋮㡊䞮⓪ 㑮䞯㩗
₆⻫㧊┺.
Ṗ㭧䂮⓪
䟊♲
⳾✲㦮
Ὃ㌆㦚
⋮䌖⌎┺. 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 㠑㦚 㑮 㧞⓪ ◆㧊䎆✺㧊
Ṗ㰖⓪ ⏎㧊㯞㦮 䔏㎇㧊 ⌄㦖 Ὃ㌆㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ ộ㦚
㧊㣿䟊 䔏㧊Ṩ 䟊⯒ 䐋䞲 㔺䠮 ◆㧊䎆㦮 㩫䢫☚
䟻㌗ ὖ⩾ 㡆ῂṖ ㍶䟟♮㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䟊♲
⳾✲⯒ ㍶⼚䞮⓪ ₆㫊㦮 㔳㦮 䞲Ἒ㩦㦚 ⽊㢚䞮₆
㥚䟊 䟟⪂㦚 ┾㥚 䟟⪂⪲ 䟊䞮㡂 ṗṗ 䔏㧊Ṩ
䟊⯒ 㩗㣿䞮⓪ 㔳㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 ㌂ṗ
ὖ⌊ 㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲 DNS(Direct Numerical Simulation)㠦
㩗㣿䞮㡂 ⳾✲ ㍶⼚ ₆㭖㠦 ὖἚ㠜㧊 ⽊䘎㩗㦒⪲
◆㧊䎆㦮 ⏎㧊㯞⯒ 㩲Ệ䞶 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲, 㧊 ⻫㦚 䐋䟊 MRV(Magnetic Resonance Velocimetry)⯒ 䐋䞲 ㏣☚㧻 Ἒ䁷 ₆⻫㦮 㩫䢫☚⯒
䟻㌗䞮⓪ ộ㦚 ⳿䚲⪲ 䞲┺.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future Planning) (No.
2021R1A2B5B03002103)

㧦₆Ὃⳛ㥶㏣Ἒ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 ⌟㧻ἶ ₆Ἒ㔺 TKE
㍳  㥶☯㏢㦢 Ṳ㍶* Hangfei Dong1, Simon Song1,
Chaehyuk Im1; 1Hanyang University
㧦₆Ὃⳛ㥶㏣Ἒ(MRV)⓪
㧦₆㧻㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂
゚䂾㔋㩗㦒⪲
㥶㼊㥶☯㦚
Ṗ㔲䢪䞮⓪
₆㑶⪲㍲
䒂ⳛ䞲 㥶⪲, ⽋㧷䞲 ⌊䡫㌗㦮 㥶⪲㠦 ╖䞲 㥶☯
Ṗ㔲䢪Ṗ Ṗ⓻䞲 ⰺ⩻㩗㧎 ₆㑶㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
MRV ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 3 㹾㤦 䡫㌗㦮 ⌟㧻ἶ ₆Ἒ㔺 ⌊
㏣☚㧻  TKE ⯒ 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 㥶☯
㏢㦢㠦 㤦㧎㧊 ♮⓪ ⏨㦖 TKE ⯒ ㌳㔲䋺⓪ ₆Ἒ㔺
⌊ 䡫㌗ 㣪㧎✺㦚 䢫㧎䞮ἶ, 㧊⯒ Ṳ㍶䞲 ⳾◎㠦
╖䟊㍲☚ 㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡂 ⚦ ⳾◎㦮 㥶☯
䔏㎇✺㦚 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ⁎ ἆὒ MRV ⪲ 䁷㩫䞲 TKE
䙂⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 㥶☯㏢㦢 Ṳ㍶ 㡆ῂṖ Ṗ⓻䞾㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (2021R1A2B5B03002103).
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㍶⹎ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ Pre-swirl Duct 㾲㩗䢪 㡆ῂ*
ṫ㰚ῂ 1, ₖⶎ㺂 1; 1 ㌆╖䞯ᾦ
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⋶㞂䞲 ㍶⹎ ㍶䡫㦚 Ṗ㰚 158k
㤦㥶㤊㍶㠦 㩗㣿♶ Pre-swirl Duct 㦮 䡫㌗ 㾲㩗䢪⯒
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. ῃ㩲䟊㌂₆ῂ IMO (International Maritime
Organization)㠦㍲ ㌞⪲ Ị㫆♮⓪ ㍶㠦 ╖䟊 EEDI
(Energy Efficiency Design Index)⧒⓪ CO2 ⺆㿲⨟ ὖ⩾
㰖㑮⯒ 㩗㣿䞮ἶ 㧞ἶ 2023 ⎚䎆⓪ EEXI (Energy
Efficiency eXisting ship Index)㢖 CII (Carbon Intensity
Indicator)⧒⓪ 䡚㨂 㤊䟃㭧㧎 ㍶㠦 ╖䞲 ′㩲Ṗ
㩗㣿♶ 㡞㩫㧊┺. ㍶㦮 㠦⍞㰖 㩖Ṧ 㧻䂮⓪ 㥚㦮
䢮ἓ ′㩲㠦 ╖㦧䞶 㫡㦖 ⻫✺ 㭧 䞮⋮㧊┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 158k 㤦㥶㤊㍶㠦 ╖䟊 ㌞⪲㤊 㥶䡫㦮
Ring Stator ⯒ 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㾲⁒ ㍶㦮 ㍶⹎ 䡫㌗㦖
㩖㏣゚╖㍶㧊⧒☚
⋶㞂䟊㰖ἶ
㧞ἶ
㧊
ἓ㤆,
䝚⪲䗶⩂⪲ 㥶₆♮⓪ radial ㎇㧊 㧧㞚㍲ ₆㫊
Pre-swirl Duct ⓪ 䣾ὒ㩗㧊㰖 㞠┺. ㌗㣿 䝚⪲⁎⧾
Star-CCM+⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 CFD 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 Pre-swirl
Duct 㦮 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡂 ⳾䡫㔲䠮ὒ㦮 ゚ᾦ⪲ ἆὒ⯒
Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺. Ring Stator 㹿 㔲 㟓 3%㦮 㿪㰚 䣾㥾
䟻㌗㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. 䟻䤚 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎 㡆ῂ⯒
䐋䟊 䄾䎢㧊⍞㍶ὒ ṯ㦖 ▪ ⋶㞂䞲 ㍶䡫㦚 Ṗ㰚
㍶㫛㠦 ╖䞲 㩗㣿☚ Ṗ⓻䞶 ộ㦒⪲ ⽊㧎┺.

A Study on the emergency rising motion of submarine using CFD* 㧊㎇㤇 1, 㞞㰚䡫 2, 㥺㨂ⶎ 2; 1Korea
Maritime & Ocean University, 2Agency for Defense Development.
㧒㩗㦒⪲ 㑮㭧䞾㦮 ἓ㤆 㩲㠊㧻䂮, 㡂䌖 㧻䂮㦮
ἶ㧻  ㍶㼊䕢Ὃ㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 䂾㑮 ❇ὒ ṯ㦖
゚㌗㌂䌲⯒ ╖゚䞮㡂 ₊ ㌗ ₆☯㦚 䞚㑮㣪㏢⪲
ἶ⩺䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊㍲ Ỗ䏶♮⓪ ⻫㦒⪲ 㭒⪲
㺚䌳♮⓪ ⻫ 㭧㦮 䞮⋮⓪ 㭒⪲ 㑮㭧䞾㦮 ㍶㑮 
㍶⹎㠦 ῂ゚♮㠊 㧞⓪ 㭒 ⩻ 䍇䋂(Main Ballast
Tank)㦮 䘟䡫㑮⯒ ₊ 㦒⪲ 䏶㿲㔲䅲 㑮㭧䞾㦚
₊ ㌗㔏(Emergency
Rising)
㔲䋺⓪
ộ
㧊┺.
㧒㩗㦒⪲ 㑮㭧䞾㦮 㫆㫛㎇⓻㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞶
➢⓪ 6 㧦㥶☚ 㤊☯㧊 ἶ⩺♲ Gerler, Feldman 㧊
㩲㞞䞲 㑮䞯⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞲┺. 㧊✺ 㑮䞯⳾◎㦚
㑮㭧䞾㧊
㏢ṗ☚
㤊☯㦚
䞮⓪
ộ㦚
㩚㩲⪲
㩲㞞♮㠞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䞾㦮 ╖ṗ☚ 㤊☯㠦 㩗㣿䞮₆㠦⓪
┺㏢ 㠊⩺㤖㧊 㫊㨂䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 䞾㦮 ╖ṗ☚
㤊☯㧊 ἶ⩺♶ 㑮 㧞⓪ 㑮䞯⳾◎㧊 㩲㞞♶ 䞚㣪㎇㧊

㧞㰖Ⱒ, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㑮㭧䞾㦮 㫆㫛㤊☯
㧞㠊㍲ 㑮䞯⳾◎ ₆㦮 ⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮⓪
㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯(Computational Fluid Dynamics,
₆㦒⪲
㑮㭧䞾㦮
₊ ㌗㠦
╖䞲
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

㡆ῂ㠦
╖㔶㠦
CFD)㦚
㡆ῂ⯒

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ὋṲ㍶䡫㧊 MARIN 㦮 BB2 ⯒ ╖㌗
㑮㭧䞾㦒⪲ ㍶㩫䞮㡂 㭒 ⩻ 䍇䋂⯒ 㑮䞯㩗㦒⪲
⳾◎Ⱇ䞮ἶ ㍶㑮  ㍶⹎㠦 ⺆䂮䞲 㭒 ⩻䍇䋂
⌊㦮 䘟䡫㑮㦮 䏶㿲 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⯎ 䞾㦮 ₊ ㌗㔲
Ệ☯㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ ṗṗ㦮 㫆Ị㠦
➆⯎ ╖㌗ 㑮㭧䞾㦮 ₊ ㌗ 㤊☯㠦 ╖䞲 ἓ䟻㎇㠦
╖䟊 Ỗ䏶䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

㍶㼊 㩖䟃 䟊㍳㠦 ╖䞲 ỿ㧦 ⹒Ṧ☚ ㍳ 
ỿ㧦 㾲㩗䢪* 㕂⹒ἓ 1, 㧊㌗⽟ 1; 1Dong-A University
㍶⹎ Ṗⶒὒ ṯ㦖 ⽋㧷䞲 䡫㌗㦚 Ṗ㰚 ㍶㼊 㭒㥚
㥶☯㦚 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ 㑮䂮 䟊㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ゚㩫⪂
ỿ㧦⯒ ㌳㎇䞮⓪ ἓ㤆Ṗ Ⱔ┺. ゚㩫⪂ ỿ㧦㦮 ἓ㤆
⼓Ⳋ㠦 Ṗ₢㤊 㥚䂮㠦㍲㦮 㩫☚ ⏨㦖 Ⱎ㺆 㩖䟃
㿪㩫㦚 㥚䟊 䝚Ⰲ㯮 䂋㦚 ㌂㣿䞮Ⳇ, ㍶⹎ 
㍶㑮㦮 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㩫☚ ⏨㦖 㞫⩻ 㩖䟃
㿪㩫㦚 㥚䟊 ỿ㧦⯒ 㫆⹖䞮Ợ ῂ㎇䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䡚㠛㠦㍲ 䢲㣿䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ ỿ㧦 ῂ㎇㦚
₆㦒⪲ ỿ㧦 ⹖㰧 㡗㡃 ❇ὒ ṯ㦖 䟊㍳ 㡗㡃㦮
䋂₆, ㍶㼊 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ỿ㧦 䋂₆, 䝚Ⰲ㯮 䂋㦮 ῂ㎇ 㣪㏢,
゚❇㎇ ὋṚ ỿ㧦㦮 ῂ㎇ 㧎㧦 ❇㠦 ╖䟊
㢚㩚㣪㧎⺆䂮⻫㠦 ₆䞲 ⹒Ṧ☚ ㍳㦚 㔺㔲䞮㡖┺.
㧊⯒ ₆㦒⪲ 㧦㥶 㑮Ⳋ㦚 ἶ⩺䞲 ㍶㼊 㩖䟃 䟊㍳㦮
㾲㩗 ỿ㧦 ῂ㎇㠦 ╖䞲 Ṗ㧊✲⧒㧎㦚 㩲Ὃ䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦(No.
NRF-2019R1A2C1004682)ὒ
ˈ㭧ἂ
㫆㍶㏢
䡗㔶㎇㧻Ṳ㌂㠛ˉ㦮 “㭧ἂ㫆㍶㏢㣿 LNG 㿪㰚 ㍶
 ㎇⓻ 䟊㍳ 㔲㓺䎲 Ṳˉ ὒ㩲㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

⋲⮮⳾◎㠦 ➆⯎ 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊㦮 㥶㼊⩻ ⹎Ἒ㑮
㿪㩫㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ 㡆㎇⳾1, 㧊㎇㤇2, 㞞㰚䡫3;
1㍶䟊㟧䝢⧲䔎㡆ῂ㏢,

2䞲ῃ䟊㟧╖䞯ᾦ,

3ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⋲⮮⳾◎㠦 ➆⯎ 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊㦮 㥶㼊⩻
⹎Ἒ㑮㦮 㹾㧊⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. RANS ⋲⮮

⳾◎ὒ DES ⋲⮮ ⳾◎㠦 ➆⯎ 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊㦮 ㌂䟃ṗ
⼖䢪㠦
╖䞲
㥶㼊⩻㦚
㿪㩫䞮ἶ
㔺䠮ἆὒ㢖
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 㡆ῂ㠦 ㌂㣿♲ 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊 䡫㌗㠦
╖䟊㍲ ㌂䟃ṗ㧊 䋆 ἓ㤆 ⋲⮮ ⳾◎㠦 ➆⯎ 㿪㩫
㡺㹾㦮 㹾㧊Ṗ 䋂Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

⌊ ṝ䧢 Ὃ₆㠦 㦮䞲 㞫⩻ 㰚☯㠦 ╖䞲 㔺䠮
ἆὒ㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ ❇㦚 䐋䟊 Ỗ㯳♮㠞┺. Ỗ㯳♲ 䆪✲⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡂

ₖ䡫㭖 1*, 㧊ᾦゞ 1; 1 䡚╖㭧Ὃ㠛 ㍶䟊㟧㡆ῂ㏢

┺㟧䞮Ợ

䋂₆⯒

⼖䢪㔲䅲

ṖⳆ

Froude ㌗㌂Ṗ ㎇Ⱃ䞮☚⪳ 䍇䋂 㤊☯ 㫆Ị ❇㦚
㫆㩞䞲 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. Froude ㌗㌂Ṗ ㎇Ⱃ䞮⓪
ἓ㤆

㑮䂮䟊㍳ ₆ ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦮 㡆゚ Ṳ㍶⨟ 㿪㩫*

䍇䋂

ṝ䧢

㩚₢㰖⓪

Ὃ₆㠦

㦮䞲

ⶊ㹾㤦䢪♲

㞫⩻

㞫⩻㦮

㰚☯㧊

㔲Ṛ

㌳䞮₆

⼖䢪Ṗ

䍇䋂

䋂₆㠦 ⶊὖ䞮Ợ 㫡㦖 㧒䂮⯒ ⽊㡖┺. ⁎⩂⋮ Ὃ₆Ṗ
ṝ䧞Ⳋ㍲ 㞫㿫 䖓㺓㧊 ㌳䞮Ⳋ 䍇䋂 䋂₆Ṗ 䄺㰦㠦

㾲⁒ ṫ䢪♮ἶ 㧞⓪ 䢮ἓ′㩲㠦 ╖㦧䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂
䂲䢮ἓ 㿪㰚 ⽊㫆 㧻䂮㧎 ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒 Ṳ㦮 㭧㣪㎇㧊
䄺㰖ἶ 㧞┺. ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦖 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗㦒⪲ Ⱎῂ㓺
䣾ὒ(Magnus effect)⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⧢㧊 㠊㡺⓪
䟻㠦 㑮㰗㧎 䟻㦒⪲ 㿪⩻㦚 ㌳㔲䋺⓪ 㧻䂮㧊┺.
⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦮 ㎇⓻㦖 ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㧊 㠊⟺ ⧢㦮 ㏣☚㢖
䟻㦚 ⓪㰖, ⁎Ⰲἶ 㧊 ➢ ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㧊 㠊⟺
䣢㩚㑮⪲ 䣢㩚䞮⓪㰖㠦 ➆⧒ ἆ㩫♲┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⪲䎆
㎎㧒㦮 㡆゚ Ṳ㍶⨟㦚 䡚㔺㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪
䟃⪲㦮 ṗ 㥚䂮㠦㍲ ⧢ ㎎₆  䟻㠦 ╖䞲
㩫⽊Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮ἶ, 㧊 ⧢ ㎎₆  䟻㠦㍲ ⪲䎆
㎎㧒㦮 㾲㩗 䣢㩚㑮⯒ ἆ㩫䞮㡂 㿪⩻㦚 㩫䢫䞮Ợ
Ἒ㌆䞶 㑮 㧞㠊㟒 䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ὋṲ ㏢㓺
䝚⪲⁎⧾ 㭧 䞮⋮㧎 OpenFOAM 㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⧢㦮
㏣☚㢖 ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦮 䣢㩚㑮㠦 ➆⯎ ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㠦
㧧㣿䞮⓪ 䧮  ⳾Ⲯ䔎⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒ 䐋䞮㡂
⧢㦮
㏣☚㢖
䟻㠦
➆⯎
㾲㩗
䣢㩚㑮⯒
ἆ㩫䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 㔺㩲 㤊䟃 䟃⪲㠦㍲ ⧢
㎎₆  䟻㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂 ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦮 㡆゚ Ṳ㍶⨟㦚
㿪㩫䞮㡂
䟃⪲㠦
➆⯎
⪲䎆
㎎㧒㦮
㎇⓻㦚
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.

㎎㎮: 㫆㍶/䟊㟧 2
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 7 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㧊㣿㻶(㌒㎇㭧Ὃ㠛)

゚㞫㿫㎇/㞫㿫㎇ 䐋䞿⽊㫊㔳 䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞲
㔂⪲㕇 㥶☯ ⌊ Ὃ₆ 㢚㿿 䣾ὒ㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗㌂
䟊㍳ 㔶㌗ⶋ 1; 1 ἓ╖䞯ᾦ
゚㞫㿫㎇  㞫㿫㎇ 㥶㼊㠦 ╖䞲 䐋䞿⽊㫊㔳 䟊㍳
䆪✲⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㔂⪲㕇 䍇䋂 ⌊ ṝ䧢 Ὃ₆㦮 㞫㿫
䖓㺓㠦 㦮䞲 㞫⩻ 㰚☯㦮 㿫㻯゚㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗㌂Ṗ
䟊㍳♮㠞┺. ⹖☚㠦 ╖䞲 Ṗ㩫㦚 㩗㣿䞮㰖 㞠㦖 㰞⨟


㤊☯⨟

⽊㫊㔳㧊

㩚㼊

㥶☯㧻㠦

☯㧒䞮Ợ

㩗㣿♮㠞㦒Ⳇ ₆㼊㦮 㞫㿫㎇㦖 㞫⩻ Poisson 㩫㔳㦮
㌳㎇䟃㠦 㡗♮㠞┺. Ṳ♲ 䆪✲⓪ 㔂⪲㕇 䍇䋂

➆⧒

ⶊ㹾㤦䢪♲

㞫⩻

㰚☯㦮

㭒₆Ṗ

䋂Ợ

㯳Ṗ䞮㡖┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㞫㿫㎇ 㢲ἷ㦚 㩲Ệ䞮₆ 㥚䟊
Bagnold㦮 㿿ỿ㑮(impact number)⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡂 䍇䋂
⌊ ₆㼊㦮 ₆㭖 㞫⩻㦚 䍇䋂 䋂₆㠦 ➆⧒ 㫆㩞䞲
䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 䍇䋂 䋂₆ ⼖䢪㠦☚ Bagnold㦮
㿿ỿ㑮Ṗ 㧒㩫䞮☚⪳ 㠒Ⰲ㰖 㞫⩻(ullage pressure)㦚
㫆㩞䞲 ἓ㤆㠦⓪ ṝ䧢 Ὃ₆㠦 㦮䞲 㞫⩻ 㰚☯㧊
㌳䞮⓪ 㔲Ṛ ☯㞞㠦☚ ⶊ㹾㤦䢪♲ 㞫⩻㦮 㔲Ṛ
⼖䢪✺㧊 㫡㦖 㧒䂮⯒ ⽊㧚㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺.

2 㹾㤦 㥶㼊㠦 ╖䞲 FSI 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮* 㩚㤆㡗 1,
㍶䢎 1; 1 䞲ῃ䟊㟧╖䞯ᾦ
ῂ㫆ⶒ 㭒㥚㦮 㥶㼊 䦦⯚㠦 㦮䞲 㥶㼊⩻㧊 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚
⼖䡫㔲䋺ἶ, ⼖䡫♲ ῂ㫆ⶒ㠦 㦮䟊 㥶㼊 䦦⯚㦮
ἓἚṖ ╂⧒㰖⓪ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㧊 㫊㨂䞮⓪ ⶎ㩲⯒
㥶㼊-ῂ㫆
㡆㎇(FSI,
Fluid-Structure
Interaction)
ⶎ㩲⧒ἶ
㩫㦮䞲┺.
㥶㼊-ῂ㫆
㡆㎇
䟊㍳㦖
㥶㼊䟊㍳ὒ ῂ㫆䟊㍳㦚 䞮⋮㦮 Ἒ⪲ ⶌ㠊 䟊㍳䞮⓪
┾㧒 (Monolithic) 㩧⁒⻫ὒ ṗṗ㦚 Ṳ⼚㩗㦒⪲
䟊㍳䞮㡂 ἆὒ⯒ ᾦ䢮䞮⓪ 㠝ṞⰒ (Staggered)
㩧⁒⻫㦒⪲ ῂ♲┺. ┾㧒 㩧⁒⻫㦖 㥶㼊㧻ὒ
ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 ⼖䡫㦚 䞮⋮㦮 Ἒ⪲ ⶌ㠊 Ἒ㌆䞮㡂
ṫỊ䞮㰖Ⱒ Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿㧊 ゚㕒 ┾㩦㧊 㧞┺. 㠝ṞⰒ
㩧⁒⻫㦖 Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿㧊 㩖⪊䞮ἶ 㩫䢫☚Ṗ ┾㧒
㩧⁒⻫ὒ ゚㔍䞲 㑮㭖㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 Ⱔ㧊 㩗㣿♮ἶ
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㠝ṞⰒ 㩧⁒⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂
′䂯䕢 㭧㦮 2 㹾㤦 㥶㼊㠦 ╖䞲 㥶㼊-ῂ㫆
㡆㎇䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
㥶䞲㼊㩗⻫
㥶㼊䟊㍳
㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 OpenFOAM ὒ 㥶䞲㣪㏢⻫ ῂ㫆䟊㍳
㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 CalculiX ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 㠝ṞⰒ 㩧⁒⻫㦮
㩫䢫☚⯒ ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䟊 䞲 㔲Ṛ ┾Ἒ ⌊㠦㍲ 㥶㼊 
ῂ㫆䟊㍳㦮
ἆὒṖ
㑮⪊䞶
➢
₢㰖
Ἒ㌆㦚
⽋㩗㦒⪲ 㑮䟟䞮⓪ ṫ䞲 㡆㎇⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺.
㥶㼊⩻ὒ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 ⼖㥚㦮 ㌗╖㧪㹾㦮 䞿㧊 0.005
⽊┺ 㧧㦒Ⳋ Ἒ㌆㧊 㑮⪊䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䕦㩫䞮㡖┺.
䟊㍳ 㫆Ị 㭧 䟊㍳ ╖㌗ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦖 ⳾䡫 㽞╖䡫
㥶㼊 (Very Large Floating Structure) 㦒⪲ ₎㧊Ṗ 9.75

m, ⚦℮Ṗ 54.5 mm 㧊ἶ ṫ㎇ (EI) 㦖 1.788×103
NJÂP2 㦒⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. ′䂯䕢㦮 䕢㧻㦖 9.75 m,
䕢ἶ⓪ 6 cm, 㭒₆⓪ 2.72 㽞⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. 㥶㼊㦮
䕢⧧ 㦧╋㦚 㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(NRF-2021R1I1A3044639)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

CFD ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㿫╖䃃 㧶㑮㼊㦮 ☯㥶㼊⩻⹎Ἒ㑮
㿪㩫㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* 㔶㣿㔳 1, 㧊㧎㤦 1; 1Pusan National
University
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ CFD ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㿫╖䃃 㧶㑮㼊㦮 ☯㥶㼊⩻
⹎Ἒ㑮
㿪㩫㠦
ὖ䞲
㡆ῂ㧊┺.
㫆㫛㎇⓻㦚
䕢㞛䞮₆㥚䟊 ㌂㣿䞮Ợ ♶ 㫆㫛㤊☯ 㩫㔳㦖 Gertler
and Hargen(1967)㦖 㥶㼊⩻㦚 㧶㑮䞾㦮 㧒㩗
㫆㫛䔏㎇㦚
㌂䞮⓪
㤊☯㩫㔳㦚
㺚䌳䞮㡂
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䔏㑮䞲 ㌗䢿㦒⪲ 㤊㣿♮⓪ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㦮
㧶㑮㼊㦮 ἓ㤆 㧶㑮㼊Ṗ ㌂♮⓪ 㑲Ṛ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮
windmill ㌗䌲(䝚⪲䗶⩂⯒ 㧦䟃 䢏㦖 䔏㩫 rpm 㦒⪲
䣢㩚㔲䋺㰖
㞠ἶ
㩚㰚㏣☚㠦
➆⧒
㧦㥶⫃Ợ
䣢㩚䞮☚⪳ ⏪⚦⓪ ㌗䌲)㢖 RPM 㦚 㫆Ị㠦 ⰴ䀆
䣢㩚㔲䋺⓪ ㌗䌲 ⚦ Ṗ㰖⪲ ⋮⒮㠊 ☯㧒䞲 Ἒ㌆㦚
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
CFD Ἒ㌆㠦⓪ Reynold-Average Navier-Stokes ₆㦒⪲
㌂㣿♮⓪ ㌗㣿 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 StarCCM+(15.06version)㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ㦚 ⋲⮮⳾◎⪲ ㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 䣢㩚䞮⓪
㡗㡃㦖 sliding mesh ㌗䞮☯㣪, ㌗䞮☯㣪㢖 㫛☯㣪䞮⓪
㡗㡃㦖 overset mesh ⯒ 㧊㣿㡖┺. ῂ㏣㔲䠮㦖 䋂Ợ
㩫㩗㔲䠮ὒ ☯㩗㔲䠮㦒⪲ ⋮⒮Ⳇ 㩫㩗㔲䠮㦒⪲⓪
㧶㑮㼊㠦 ṗ☚⯒ Ṗ䞲 ㌗䌲㠦㍲ Ἒ㌆䞮⓪ 㡆㰗Ⳋ
㩫㩗㔲䠮, ☯㩗㔲䠮㦒⪲⓪ ㌗䞮☯㣪 㤊☯(Pure Heave
motion)ὒ 㑲㑮 㫛☯㣪 㤊☯(Pure Pitch motion)㦚 ṗṗ
Ṗ䞮㡂 㑮㭧㤊☯㼊Ṗ ⓪ Heave 䟻 䧮ὒ Pitch
⳾Ⲯ䔎⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮⓪ VPMM 㔲䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. Surge
force 㠦㍲⓪ 㩖䟃㔲䠮㦚 䐋䟊 㿪㩫䞲 ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. Heave force 㢖 Pitch moment 㦮 ἓ㤆 ㍶䡫
Ṧ㐶⩻ὒ
䣷ᾦ㹾⩻
㎇㦚
⳾◎Ⱇ䞮㡂
㾲㏢㧦㔏⻫㦒⪲ ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒ 㿪㩫䞮㡖┺. Pure heave
test ⓪ ㍶㼊 㭧㕂㠦㍲ 㩫䡚㩗㦒⪲ ㌗䞮㤊☯㦮 ㏣☚㢖
Ṗ㏣☚Ⱒ㦚 Ṗ䞮㡂 Heave-pitch 㡆㎇ 㤊☯㩫㔳㠦
ῂ㏣㫆Ị㦚
╖㧛䞮㡂
☚㿲䞲
㩫Ⰲ♲
㔳㦒⪲
Ṗ㰞⨟㠦 䟊╏䞮⓪ ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒ 㿪㩫䞮㡖┺. Pure Pitch
test ⓪ 㑮㭧 㤊☯㼊㦮 㫛☯㣪 ṗ㏣☚㢖 ṗ Ṗ㏣☚⯒
Ṗ䞮㡂 Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲ ῂ㏣㫆Ị㦚 Heave-pitch 㡆㎇
㤊☯㩫㔳㠦 ῂ㏣㫆Ị㦚 ╖㧛䞮㡂 䟊╏ ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒
☚㿲䞮㡖┺.

⪲䎆 ㎎㧒ὒ 䍇䄺㍶ ㌗ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 Ṛ㎃ 䡚㌗

㡆ῂ* ₖ䡚㻶 1, 㧊䧂☯ 1, ₖ䧂䌳 1; 㧊㣿㻶 1; 1Samsung
Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.
㾲⁒
䟊㟧
䢮ἓ′㩲
ṫ䢪㠦
➆⧒
䟊㌗㦮
䛣⩻㠦⍞㰖⯒
㍶㦮
⽊㫆☯⩻㦒⪲
䢲㣿䞮⓪
䛣⩻⽊㫆㿪㰚(WASP, Wind-Assisted Ship Propulsion)
㧻䂮㠦 ╖䞲 ὖ㕂㧊
㯳䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㾲⁒ 5 ⎚Ṛ 㧒
㌗㍶ ╖㌗㦒⪲ WASP 㧻䂮㦮 㔺㍶䢪 ㌂⪖Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ 㿪㎎㧊Ⳇ, ╖䚲㩗㧎 WASP 㧻䂮⪲⓪
⪲䎆 ㎎㧒(Rotor sail), 㥯 ㎎㧒(Wing sail) ⁎Ⰲἶ
㡆(Kite)㧊 㧞┺. ⪲䎆 ㎎㧒㦖 䣢㩚䞮⓪ 㔺Ⰶ▪㠦㍲
Magnus 䣾ὒ㠦 㦮䟊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㟧⩻㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ㍶
㿪㰚⩻㦚 ㌳㔲䋺⓪ 㧻䂮㧊Ⳇ, 㩲㠊  ㍺䂮㦮
䘎㦮㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㧒 ㌗㍶㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 Ⱔ㧊 㩗㣿♲
WASP 㧻䂮㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ CFD ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
┾㧒 ⪲䎆  ㌗ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 䙂䞾䞮⓪ 䍇䄺㍶㠦
㍺䂮♲ ⪲䎆㦮 Ὃ⩻㎇⓻㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. 䍇䄺㍶㠦
㍺䂮♲ ⪲䎆⓪ ㌗ῂ㫆ⶒ-⪲䎆  ⪲䎆-⪲䎆 Ṛ㎃
䡚㌗ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 䡫䌲㦮 Ṛ㎃ 䡚㌗㧊 ㌳䞲┺. Ṛ㎃
䡚㌗㦮 㤦㧎㦚 ′ⳛ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ┾㧒 ⪲䎆Ⱒ 㫊㨂䞮⓪
ἓ㤆,
₆┾(foundation)㦚
䙂䞾䞲
┾㧒
⪲䎆Ṗ
㫊㨂䞮⓪ ἓ㤆, ⚦ Ṳ㦮 ⪲䎆Ṗ 㫊㨂䞮⓪ ἓ㤆,
⁎Ⰲἶ ㌗ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 䙂䞾䞮㡂 ⚦ Ṳ㦮 ⪲䎆Ṗ
㫊㨂䞮⓪ ἓ㤆 ❇ ⍺ Ṗ㰖 䡫㌗㠦 ╖䞲 CFD 䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⍺ Ṗ㰖 䡫㌗㠦 ╖䞲 Ὃ⩻Ἒ㑮⯒ ゚ᾦ⯒
䐋䟊
₆┾
䣾ὒ,
⪲䎆-⪲䎆
Ṛ㎃
䣾ὒ,
㌗ῂ㫆ⶒ-⪲䎆 Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ⯒ ㍳䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 䍇䄺㍶㠦
㍺䂮♲ ⪲䎆⓪ ┺㟧䞲 Ṛ㎃ 䣾ὒ㦮 㡗䟻㦒⪲ ┾㧒
⪲䎆 ╖゚ ⌄㦖 㟧⩻Ἒ㑮  ⏨㦖 䟃⩻Ἒ㑮⯒ Ṗ㰦㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

The study of thrust loss by thruster-hull interaction
on azimuth thruster* ㏷㰖㑮 1, ₖ㭒㎇ 2, ₖ䡚㫆 2;
1
Korea Maritime & Ocean University, 2Samsung Heavy Industires co., Ltd.

㍶㼊㠦 㹿♲ 㿪㰚₆Ṗ ㌆㿲䞮⓪ 㿪⩻ὒ ㍶ 㩚㼊
㔲㓺䎲㠦 㥶䣾䞲 㿪⩻㦖 ㍶㼊-㿪㰚₆ ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ⪲
㧎䟊 㹾㧊Ṗ ㌳䞲┺. 䔏䧞, 㩫㰖䞲 ㌗䌲㠦㍲ 䛣䞮㭧,
㫆⮮㢖 ṯ㦖 ┺㟧䞲 䢮ἓ 㣎⧖㠦 ╖㦧䞮Ⳋ㍲ ☯㔲㠦
☯㩗 㥚䂮(Dynamic Positioning)⯒ 㩲㠊䟊㟒 䞮⓪ FPSO,
FLNG 㢖 ṯ㦖 䟊㟧䝢⧲䔎㠦㍲⓪ ㍶㼊-㿪㰚₆
㌗䢎Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ㠦 ➆⯎ 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺㦖 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲 ㍺Ἒ
䋺㤢✲ 㭧㠦 䞮⋮㧊┺. ㍶㼊-㿪㰚₆ ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ㠦
➆⯎ 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺㦖 ⳾䡫 㔲䠮㦚 䐋䟊 Ἒ䁷䞶 㑮 㧞㦒⋮,
CFD 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺ὒ 㡆ὖ♲ 㡂⩂Ṗ㰖
㔲⋮Ⰲ㡺 Ỗ䏶  䔏㑮㿪㰚₆ (Azimuth thruster)㦮
┺㟧䞲 ⺆䂮㠦 ➆⯎ 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺㦮 㹾㧊 ❇㦚 ゚ᾦ䞶 㑮
㧞㠊 㽞₆ ㍺Ἒ ┾Ἒ㠦㍲ ⁎ 䢲㣿☚Ṗ ⏨┺. 䔏䧞,
䔏㑮 㿪㰚₆㦮 㧧☯ ṗ☚㠦 ➆⧒ ㍶㼊㢖㦮 ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃㠦
➆⯎ 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺⨟㦖 ⰺ㤆 ╂⧒㰞 㑮 㧞⓪◆, 㧊⓪

㧒㩗㦒⪲ 䆪㞞┺ 䣾ὒ(Coanda effect)㢖 ṯ㧊 䔏㑮
㿪㰚₆㦮 䤚⮮Ṗ ㍶㼊㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭒Ⳋ㍲ ㍶㼊㦮 㩖䟃㧊
╂⧒㰖⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㧊 㤦㧎
㧊㣎㠦☚ 㑮䂮䟊㍳㩗㦒⪲⓪ Ἒ㌆ 㡗㡃㦮 ἓἚ 㫆Ị㦚
㠊⠑Ợ ὒ䞮ⓦ⌦㠦 ➆⧒ 㿪⩻ ㏦㔺㧊 ╂⧒㰞 㑮
㧞㦢㦚 ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ, ⽊┺ 㔺㣿㩗㧎
䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ ㍶㼊-㿪㰚₆ ㌗䢎Ṛ㎃䣾ὒ⪲ 㧎䞲 㿪⩻
㏦㔺㦚 㩫☚⏨Ợ 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㩗㩞䞲 ἓἚ㫆Ị㦚
㩲㞞䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㌒㎇㭧Ὃ㠛㦮

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

EM-Log 㦮 ㏦㌗㦚 㰖䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㩚㠦 ㌗㠊
㰖ⓦ⩂⹎
䡫㌗㦮
⽊䢎Ṗ㧊✲⯒
㍺䂮䞲┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㟝㦖 ⽊䢎Ṗ㧊✲Ṗ EM-Log 㭒㥚 㥶☯㠦
⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 2 㹾㤦 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯
䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯
䟊㍳㠦⓪
㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ ㍶㩖䟃㎇⓻ 㡆ῂ㔺㠦㍲ OpenFOAM 㦚
₆㦒⪲ Ṳ䞲 SNUFOAM 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳
╖㌗㦖 ┾㑲䢪♲ 1/3.3 㿫㻯㦮 EM-Log 㢖 ⽊䢎Ṗ㧊✲
⳾◎㧊Ⳇ, 䟊㍳ 㫆Ị㦖 㥶㏣ 3.40 m/s, 5.09 m/s, 6.79
m/s 㢖 㥶☯ 㥶㧛ṗ 0ȋ, 5ȋ, 10ȋ㧊┺. ṗ 㫆Ị㦮
䟊㍳ἆὒ⪲䎆 EM-Log 㭒㥚 㥶☯㦮 ㏣☚  㞫⩻
䙂⯒ 䢫㧎䞮ἶ, ⽊䢎Ṗ㧊✲ 㥶ⶊ㠦 ➆⯎ ⼖䢪
㩫☚⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.

㎎㎮: 㫆㍶/䟊㟧 3
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 10:20 – 11:20
㩲 7 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㥺䡚′(㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ)

Establishment of empirical formula for hydrodynamic coefficients of BB2 submarine based on numerical simulation* Thi Loan Mai1, Hyeon Kyu Yoon2;
1Department

of Smart Environment Energy Engineering ,
Changwon National University, Korea, 2Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, Changwon National University, Korea.
The present study aims to establish the empirical formula for
hydrodynamic coefficients of BB2 submarine based on numerical simulation. The parameters of the BB2 submarine
that significantly affect the maneuverability and dynamic
stability, such as length to diameter ratio, sailplane position,
and sailplane height, are considered as the variable of each
coefficient formula. The hydrodynamic captive tests, including static drift, static angle of attack, horizontal and vertical
circular motion are performed to determine the hydrodynamic coefficients for different parameters using URANS
equation in the commercial code Fluent. The accuracy of
simulation method is proved by comparing the hydrodynamic forces and moments of BB2 submarine with those of published results. Then, the influence of parameters on hydrodynamic coefficients is evaluated by correlation analysis.
The multiple regression analysis is applied to estimate the
empirical formulas. The established empirical formulas have
been confirmed to have high accuracy compared with experimental data of BB2

EM-Log 㢖 ⽊䢎Ṗ㧊✲ 㭒㥚 㥶☯ ㍳㦚 㥚䞲
2 㹾㤦 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯 䟊㍳* ₖ㨂䤞 1, ㍲㧎▫ 1,
㧊㔶䡫 1; 1 ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ 㫆㍶䟊㟧Ὃ䞯ὒ
EM-Log ⓪ ㍶㦮 䟃㏣㦚 䁷㩫䞮⓪ 㤦䐋 䡫㌗㦮
㧻゚㧊Ⳇ, 㧒 ㍶㦖 䟊㌗ 㥶ⶒ㠦 㦮䞲

CFD captive simulation based shallow water depth
hydrodynamic model development for Joubert BB2
generic submarine* ₖ㟒₊ 1; 1 Pusan National University
㑮㭧㠦㍲ 㤊㣿♮⓪ 㥶ⶊ㧎 㧶㑮㼊㦮 㤊☯㦖 㑮㌗㍶㠦
゚䞮㡂 㡆ῂ㦮 㩲㟓 㫆Ị㧊 Ⱔ㦒Ⳇ, 㭒⪲ 㩫䡫䢪♲
ῂ㏣㔲䠮㦚 䐋䟊 㩲䞲♲ 䔏㎇㦚 䕢㞛䞮⓪ ◆ ⁎䂮ἶ
㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ⻫㦖 㣎⩻㧊 䋂Ợ 㧧㣿䞮㰖 㞠⓪
㕂䟊㠦㍲ 㩲㠊₆ Ṳ㠦 ㌂㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦒⋮, 䟊㩖Ⳋ
⡦⓪ 㧦㥶㑮Ⳋ 㧎⁒㠦㍲ 㧚ⶊ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮⓪ ἓ㤆
㍶㼊㢖㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㣎⩻㧊 ἶ⩺♮㰖 㞠⓪
䞲ἚṖ 㧞┺. 㾲⁒ ⼧⪂ 㡆㌆㦮 Ἒ㌆⓻⩻㧊 䟻㌗♾㠦
➆⧒ ῂ㏣⳾䡫㔲䠮㧊⋮ 㧦㥶䟃㭒㔲䠮 ❇㧊 CFD
₆⻫㦚 䐋䟊 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ 䢲䧞 㡆ῂ♮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ,
㧊⓪ ῂ㏣㔲䠮 ₆ῂṖ ㍶㼊 㭒㥚 㥶☯㦚 ᾦ⧖䞮㰖
㞠⓪ 㧻㩦ὒ ▪㠊 㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ ῂ䡚䞮₆ 㠊⩺㤊
┺㟧䞲 㤊☯㌗䌲 ⡦䞲 ῂ䡚䞶 㑮 㧞㠊 䢲㣿 Ṗ䂮Ṗ
ⰺ㤆 ⏨┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ┺㭧 㩫⪂ỿ㧦 㡺⻚㎡
CFD 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䢲㣿䞲 ῂ㏣ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦮 ἆὒ⯒
䐋䟊 㑮Ⳋ ⁒㻮㠦㍲㦮 㫆㫛㎇⓻ 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㥚䞲 㑮䞯㩗
⳾◎ Ṳ㠦 ὖ䞮㡂 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺.

CFD

⯒

㧊㣿䞲

ALS

EEDI

Ἒ㌆* 㠚ⳛ㰚1,

ₖⰢ䢮1, 㧻㡗䤞1; 1DSME
The main purpose of this paper is to identify the reduction of
propulsion power at EEDI speed by ALS (Air Lubrication
System) for the preliminary verification of the EEDI for
173.4K LNGC with ALS. The reduction of propulsion power
at EEDI speed by ALS was calculated by full scale CFD
analysis. Prior to the calculation of the reduction of propulsion power due to ALS with full scale CFD analysis, the
applied full scale CFD analysis method was validated with
the full scale trial results of 173.4K LNGC with ALS in order
to secure the reliability to predict the reduction rate of propulsion power due to ALS. In these simulations, RaNS

(Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes) equation and the continuity equation are used as the governing equations. The Eulerian Multiphase (EMP) model was used to simulate the
interface between the liquid and gas phases.
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Sloshing loads in a rectangular tank according to
motion characteristics and filling levels* 㤆㎇⹒ 1,2,
ₖ䡚㫆 1, ₖ㭒㎇ 1, ₖ╖Ἆ 2; 1 ㌒㎇㭧Ὃ㠛, 2 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
The research presents an experimental and numerical investigation of the flow inside a 2D tank subjected to wave impact motions on its wall. The reliability of the numerical
scheme was verified through comparison with the results of
the paper. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(RANSE) are solved using the commercial code
STARCCM+. Any filling conditions of 10%H to 95%H are
considered in sloshing model test. 117 sensors are installed
to observe the sloshing load in a wide region. The impact
development process and impact characteristics of single
wave according to each filling level are analyzed. In addition,
the sloshing loads of 3-DOF(Degree Of Freedom) 5hours
irregular motion are evaluated. The parameters are wave
heading, wave height, and wave period. The statistical characteristics of the sloshing load are analyzed through this
model tests. From this study, the characteristics of the sloshing load for each filling levels and the flow characteristics
according to the single wave periods could be identified, and
the statistical characteristics of the sloshing load could be
considered in case of applying irregular motions.

A
Comparative Study on Yaw-checking Ability of Suezmax Tankers from Free-running CFD Analysis*
Jinhae Kim1, Youngjun You1, Sunkyu Lee1; Hyunseung Lee1,
Sungwook Lee2; 1Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Co., 2Korea Maritime and Ocean University
Recently, ship owners require additional class notations, in
addition to IMO MSC.137(76), which includes critical issues
related to yaw-checking ability (in line with course-keeping
ability). Especially, after applying EEDI which includes slow
steaming of vessels and low engine propulsion power, attention for maneuverability increased. It was necessary for us to
evaluate the yaw-checking ability for determining a ship
design which was able to meet the requested performance in
the early design stage. In this study, it was aimed that
free-running CFD analysis of straight maneuver and 10°/10°
zigzag tests for Suezmax tankers were carried out to confirm

whether the criteria of yaw-checking ability can be met or
not. Two designs of the tankers with different bow and stern
shape were prepared for maximizing the speed performance.
CFD setup which had been verified for KCS was applied to
the free-running CFD analysis using STAR-CCM+. The
CFD analysis was investigated: The hull form with blunter
bow and V-type stern was advantageous in terms of speed
performance. However, the other hull with less blunt bow
and U-type stern was advantageous in terms of yaw-checking
ability. It was recognized that there is a trade-off relationship
between yaw-checking ability and speed performance. Since
both ships could meet the required minimum speed performance, yaw-checking ability has a role as a constraint when
the hull forms were reviewed.

Development of Numerical Calculation Guidelines
of the Classification Society for verification of Ship
and Energy Efficiency Technology performance*
䡚㍳ 1, 㧚㨂‶ 1, ㏷ṫ䡚 1, ㍲╖㤦 2, 1Korean Register;
National University

2Kunsan

As considerable interests of GHG emission from the ships
have been gradually increased as in other industries recently.
The IMO has approved to use numerical calculations as an
acceptable way to calculate the reference speed of the target
ship, which is one of key parameter for calculating
EEXI/EEDI, in a replaceable way to that of model test and/or
sea trials through the Resolutions MEPC.333(76) and
MEPC.334(76). This paper dealt with the numerical methodology, numerical modeling, reporting methods, and etc. required for the third-party verification of the numerical calculation results on ship and energy efficiency technology for
deriving the reference speed of the target ship.

Ὃ₆㥺䢲㠦 㦮䞲 Ⱎ㺆㩖䟃 Ṧ㏢ 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㥚䞲
㑮䂮₆⻫ 㩫Ⱃ  㩗㣿㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* ₖ䧂䌳 1,
ₖ䡚㫆 1, ₖ㌗⹒ 1; 1Samsung Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.
⋲⮮ ἓἚ䂋 ⌊, 㭒㧛♲ Ὃ₆㠦 㦮䞲 Ὃ₆䂋㦮 Ệ☯
䡚㌗  Ⱎ㺆⩻ ⼖䢪⯒ 2 㫛(Volume Of Fluid (VOF),
Eulerian Multi-Phase (EMP))㦮 ┺㌗㥶☯ ⳾◎㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡂 Ỗ䏶䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ┺㦢ὒ ṯ㦖 ἆ⪶㦚 ⌊Ⰺ 㑮
㧞㠞┺. 㼁㱎, ㌂ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 㭒㧛♲ Ὃ₆㠦 㦮䟊
㌳㎇♮⓪ Ὃ₆䂋 䡫㌗ὒ 䢫㌆ṗ㦚 ἆ㩫㰩⓪ 㭒㣪
㧎㧦⓪ ⶒ 㥶㧛 ㏣☚㢖 Ὃ₆ 㭒㧛⨟㧊Ⳇ, 2 㫛㦮
┺㌗㥶☯ ⳾◎ ㌂㣿㠦 ➆⯎ 䔏㎇ 㹾㧊⓪ 䋂㰖 㞠㦢㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⚮㱎, ╖䡫 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮ 䎆⍦㦚 ⳾㌂䞮㡂
Ὃ₆ 㭒㧛 䤚㠦 ㍺䂮♲ ㎒㍲✺㠦 㧧㣿䞮⓪
Ⱎ㺆⩻ ⼖䢪⯒ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. VOF ⳾◎㦖 㽞₆ Ὃ₆
Ệ☯ ㌳ 㧊䤚㦮 䔏㎇㦚 㨂䡚䞮⓪◆ 㧞㠊 䞲Ἒ⯒
⽊㧊Ⳇ, 㧊⪲ 㧎䟊 Ⱎ㺆⩻ Ṧ㏢⨟㦚 ὒ╖䘟Ṗ䞮⓪
ἓ䟻㦚 ⽊㧚㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. EMP ⳾◎㦖 ⶒ 㥶㧛 ㏣☚
 Ὃ₆ 㭒㧛⨟ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ Ὃ₆䂋 㡗㡃 䔏㎇ (Bub-

ble Drag Reduction, Air Layer Drag Reduction ⁎Ⰲἶ
Transition Region)ὒ 㧊㠦 ➆⯎ Ⱎ㺆⩻ Ṧ㏢ 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲
㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖 㥶㌂䞮Ợ 㨂䡚♮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
㧊⯒ 䐋䟊, EMP ⳾◎㧊 㩫⨟㩗 䘟Ṗ 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㥶㣿䞲
㩧⁒ ⻫㧊 ♶ 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. Ⱎ㰖Ⱏ㦒⪲,
㔺㍶ 䋂₆㦮 㞷䢪㻲㡆Ṗ㓺㤊㍶ (Liquefied Natural
Gas Carrier, LNGC)  䄾䎢㧊⍞㍶ (Container Ship)㦚
╖㌗㦒⪲ EMP ⳾◎㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 Ὃ₆㥺䢲㔲㓺䎲 (Air
Lubrication System)㦚 ㍺Ἒ䞮⓪◆ 㧞㠊 Ṗ㧻 㭧㣪䞲
䟃⳿㧎 Ⱎ⩻ Ṧ㏢㥾㦚 㡞䁷䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 㔲㤊㩚 (Sea
Trial) ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦒⪲䎆 㡞䁷♲
Ⱎ⩻ Ṧ㏢㥾㦖 䟊㌗ 㔲㤊㩚 ἆὒ㢖 㧮 㧒䂮䞾㦚
⽊㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊, 㔺㍶ 䋂₆ 㫆Ị㠦㍲☚ ⽎
㑮䂮₆⻫㧊 㩗㣿 Ṗ⓻䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㥚 ἆὒ⯒
䌫㦒⪲, Ὃ₆䂋㠦 㦮䞲 Ⱎ㺆⩻ Ṧ㏢ 㡆ῂ 㟒㠦
㧞㠊 ⽎ 㡆ῂ ἆὒṖ 㧒㩫  ₆㡂䞶 㑮 㧞㦚
ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖䞮ἶ 㧞┺.

洢 愢祢沫
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㩲㧦Ⰲ ゚䟟 ㎇⓻ 㾲㩗䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 㩗䂋 ⪲䎆 ㍺Ἒ
䢣㥺䚲 1, 㧊┺㤊 1, 㧊ὖ㭧 1; 1Seoul National University
㾲⁒ ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚, Ⲗ䕆⪲䎆 㩲㠊 ₆㑶 ❇㦮
㩚㦒⪲ ₆㫊 㕇⁖⪲䎆 䡂Ⰲ䆻䎆㦮 ┾㩦(Ὃ⩻ ㏢㦢,
゚䟟 㩲㠊 ❇)㦚 ⽊㢚䞲 ☚㕂䟃Ὃ⳾アⰂ䕆 (Urban air
mobility, UAM) 㩚₆ 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯ (electric vertical
take-off and landing, eVTOL) 䟃Ὃ₆Ṗ Ṳ 㭧㧊┺.
☯㔲㠦, ṯ㦖 䟻㦒⪲ 䣢㩚䞮⓪ ☯㿫 ⪲䎆(㧊䞮 㩗䂋
⪲䎆)⓪ ₆㼊㦮 compactness ⯒ ⽊㧻䞮ἶ, ☯㿫 㩚
⪲䎆 䢏㦖 ṯ㦖 ἶ䡫゚㦮 㕇⁖⪲䎆 ╖゚ Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗,
⁎Ⰲἶ 㦢䟻䞯㩗㦒⪲ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞㠊, 㧊⯒ UAM
䟃Ὃ₆㠦 㩗㣿㔲䋺ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ 㡆ῂ☚ 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺.
₆㫊 䡂Ⰲ䆻䎆㠦㍲ ☯㿫 ⪲䎆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㠦⓪,
torque balance ⯒ 㥚䟊 㥚-㞚⧮ ⪲䎆⯒ ㍲⪲ ╖
䟻㦒⪲ 䣢㩚㔲䋾┺. ⁎⩂⋮, UAM eVTOL 䟃Ὃ₆⓪
┺㑮㦮 ⪲䎆⯒ ㌂㣿䞶 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䞮⋮㦮 ☯㿫
⪲䎆Ṗ 䏶䋂 㔲㓺䎲㦚 Ṗ㰞 䞚㣪Ṗ 㠜┺. 㯟, ṯ㦖
䟻㦒⪲ 䣢㩚䞮⓪ ☯㿫 ⪲䎆⓪ torque balance ⯒ 㥚䟊
㥚-㞚⧮ ⪲䎆㦮 䞒䂮ṗ㦚 㫆㩞䞶 䞚㣪Ṗ 㠜ἶ, ☯㔲㠦
╖ 䟻㦒⪲ 䣢㩚䞶 ➢ 㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㢖⮮-な⩞㧊✲
Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿(blade-vortex interaction, BVI)㦚 䞒䞶 㑮
㧞┺⓪ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⍩㦖 ㍺Ἒ
ὋṚ㠦㍲ 㩗䂋 ⪲䎆㦮 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻㠦 ╖䟊 ㍳䞮ἶ㧦
䞲┺. 㩲㧦Ⰲ ゚䟟 ㌗䢿㠦㍲ 㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㢖⮮㧻 Ṛ㎃
 㥚㞚⧮ ⪲䎆㦮 ㌗䢎 㧧㣿㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮 㡆ῂ⯒
㰚䟟䞲┺.

ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ⹎㌂㧒㦮 ㎎⪲ ☯㞞㩫
⹎Ἒ㑮 㡞䁷* 䢣㔂₆ 1, 㧊㫛㥺 1, 㧊⽋㰗 1; 1 Seoul
National University
ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯(Forced harmonic motions)㦚 䐋䟊
☯㞞㩫 ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒ 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ⻫㦖 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯
㟒㠦㍲ ⍦Ⰲ 䢲㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯㦖
䡫㌗㦮 㤊☯ ⼖㑮⯒ ῂ㏣䞮㡂 㧒㩫䞲 㰚☯㑮㢖
㰚䙃㦒⪲ 㫆䢪 㰚☯䞮⓪ 㤊☯㧊Ⳇ Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗 䧮ὒ
⳾Ⲯ䔎⪲䎆
☯㞞㩫
⹎Ἒ㑮⯒
㌆㿲䞲┺.
ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯㦚 ῂ㎇䞮⓪ 㣪㏢⓪ 㭒䕢㑮, 㰚䙃, 㰚☯
㭧㕂 㥚䂮 ❇㧊 㧞㦒⋮ 㽞₆ 㥚㌗㧊 ☯㞞㩫 ⹎Ἒ㑮

㡞䁷 ⻫ὒ ἆὒ㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦖 㞚㰗 䡖㰖㰖
㞠㞮┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯㦮
㔲㧧㩦㠦㍲ 㽞₆ 㥚㌗㧊 3 㹾㤦 ⹎㌂㧒 䡫㌗㦮 ㎎⪲
☯㞞㩫 ⹎Ἒ㑮 㡞䁷㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ⏒㦮䞲┺.
⹎㌂㧒 䡫㌗㦖 ☯㼊-ↂⰂ ⋶Ṳ⪲ ῂ㎇♲ Basic finner ⯒ ㍶㩫䞮㡖ἶ, OpenFOAM 㦮 ⹖☚ ₆ 䟊㍳㧦⯒
䢲㣿䞮㡂 㻲㦢㏣  㽞㦢㏣ 㡗㡃㠦㍲ ゚㩫㌗ Euler
㩫㔳 Ὃ⩻ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ☯㩗 ỿ㧦 ₆⻫㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡂 㩫⪂ ỿ㧦⪲ ῂ㎇♲ 䟊㍳ ☚Ⲫ㧎㠦 ㎎⪲
䟻 ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯㦚 㡂䞮㡖┺. ㎎⪲ ☯㞞㩫
⹎Ἒ㑮⓪ 䞒䃃 ⳾Ⲯ䔎 㔲Ṛ 㧊⩻㠦 ╖䟊 ㍶䡫 䣢‖
㍳㦚 䐋䟊 ㌆㿲䞮㡖┺. 㰚☯㑮㢖 㰚䙃㠦 ╖䟊
⹒Ṧ☚ ㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂 ṫ㩲㫆䢪㤊☯ 㫆Ị㦚
㍶㩫䞮㡖ἶ, 㔲㧧㩦㠦㍲ 㽞₆ 㥚㌗㦚 ╂Ⰲ䞮㡂 ㎎⪲
☯㞞㩫 ⹎Ἒ㑮⯒ 㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. 㡞䁷♲ ㎎⪲ ☯㞞㩫
⹎Ἒ㑮 ἆὒ⓪ ┺⯎ 㡆ῂ㧦㦮 㑮䂮 䟊㍳  㔲䠮
ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 㩲㔲♮㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮 ṫ㩲㤊☯ 㥶☯䟊㍳㦚
䐋䞲 ゚䟟㼊  Ⰲ㼊 Ὃ⩻⹎Ἒ㑮 ㌆㿲₆⻫ 㡆ῂ(No.
UE201120CD)⪲䎆 㰖㤦㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㦒Ⳇ 㰖㤦㠦
Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 㞞㩫㎇
 㻲㧊㰖㩦 㡞䁷 ₆⻫ 㡆ῂ* 㫛䡫 1, 㨂㡗 1,
☯䤞 1; 1Pusan National University
⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 㻲㧊 㧊䤚 Ὃ⩻Ṗ㡊  Ⱎ㺆䟃⩻㧊
ỿ䞮Ợ 㯳Ṗ䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦, ⶒⰂ㩗 䔏㎇㦚 㡗䞲
㔶㏣䞲 ἓἚ䂋 㻲㧊㰖㩦 㡞䁷 ₆⻫㦖 ゚䟟㼊㦮 㽞₆
㍺Ἒ㠦㍲ ⰺ㤆 㥶㣿䞮┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㧊⪶㩗, 㑮䂮㩗,
㔺䠮㩗 㻲㧊 㡞䁷 ⻫✺㦖 㔲Ṛ㩗/゚㣿㩗 ⶎ㩲 ⡦⓪
⏨㦖 㩚ⶎ㎇㧊 㣪ῂ♮㠊 㽞₆ ㍺Ἒ ┾Ἒ㠦㍲
䢲㣿䞮₆ 㠊⪋┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἓἚ䂋 㞞㩫㎇
◆㧊䎆㠦 ╖䞲 ₆Ἒ䞯㔋㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 㔺㣿㩗㧎 ἓἚ䂋
㻲㧊㰖㩦 㡞䁷₆⻫㦚 ῂ㿫䞮ἶ ₆⻫㦮 㡞䁷㎇㦚
䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. ㍶䡫㞞㩫㎇㧊⪶(linear stability theory, LST)㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䘟䕦 㥚 2 㹾㤦 ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋
㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳ ἆὒ✺⪲䎆 㞞㩫㎇ ◆㧊䎆㧊㓺⯒
ῂ㿫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, keras ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㔶ἓⰳ ⳾◎㦮
ῂ㎇ὒ
䞯㔋㦚
㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
┺㟧䞲
䞮㧊䗒䕢⧒⹎䎆(hyper-parameter)㠦
➆⯎
㔶ἓⰳ
⳾◎㦮 㯳䙃⮶  N-factor ἷ㍶㦮 㡞䁷 㩫䢫☚⯒
䘟Ṗ䞮㡂,
㾲㩗㦮
⳾◎㦚
ἆ㩫䞮㡖┺.
X-43A
Hyper-X 㦮 ☯㼊 ㌗⯒ 2 㹾㤦㦒⪲ Ṗ㩫䞲 䡫㌗㦚
䂮Ⱎ䋂 ⶎ㩲⪲ ㍶㩫䞮ἶ, ῂ㿫䞲 㔶ἓⰳ ⳾◎ὒ
ἓ䠮㩗 㻲㧊 㡞䁷 ₆⻫㧎 eN-method 㠦 ₆䞲
㻲㧊㰖㩦
㡞䁷㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡂
₆⻫㦮
䌖╏㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳/䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 䚲㠦㍲⓪ 㔶ἓⰳ ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊
㡞䁷♲ ἓἚ䂋㦮 㞞㩫㎇ 䔏㎇(ᾦ⧖ 㯳䙃⮶)㦚 LST

 㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ/Ỗ㯳䞮㡂 㩲㔲䞮ἶ
㔶ἓⰳ ₆⻫ ₆㦮 㞞㩫㎇  㻲㧊㰖㩦 㡞䁷
⳾◎㦮 㔺㣿㎇㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮ἶ 㩲㔲䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.
 ⽎څ㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No.2020R1C1C101318512).

Numerical Study of a Blunt Cylinder in Axial Flow*
㠚㭖䢎 1, ₖ㡗㤆 1, 㡗⹒ 1, 㰖㏪⁒ 1; 1GIST
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䘟䌚䡫 ㍶┾ ㌂㼊㠦 ╖䞲 ₆㽞 㡆ῂ⪲
㰚䟟♮㠞┺. ┾㑲 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䡫㌗㠦 ╖䟊 ㍳㦚
㰚䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 2 Ṳ㦮 Ⰲ 㡗㡃㧊 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㡜 Ⳋὒ
䤚⮮㠦 ㌳₆⓪ ộ㧊 䔏㰫㧊┺. 㑮䂮 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊
䟃⩻ὒ 㞫⩻ 㭧㕂 ❇㦮 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇㦚 㠑⓪ ộ㧊
⳿㩗㧊┺. 㞫㿫㎇ Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (URANS) ㏪⻚㧎 CFL3D ⯒
㌂㣿䞮㡂 2D 㿫 ╖䃃 䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䟞㦒Ⳇ, ݇-߱ SST
⋲⮮ ⳾◎㦚 ㌂㣿䟞┺. 㑮䂮 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㠑㦖 䟃⩻
Ἒ㑮⓪ ₆㫊㦮 㡂⩂ 㔺䠮ὒ 㑮䂮 䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖
㥶㌂䞮┺. ┺Ⱒ, 㔺Ⰶ▪ ⼓㠦㍲㦮 㾲㏢ 㞫⩻ 㥚䂮 
㨂㹿 㡗㡃㦮 䋂₆⓪ 㔺䠮ὒ 㹾㧊⯒ ⽊㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃṖ㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆⪲䎆
㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛
㧦㤦ὒ
₆㑶㰖㤦
(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:
KSC-2022-CRE-0163,
KSC-2021-CRE-0153,
KSC-2021-CRE-0372)  ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶½ἓ㺆㼃㧊
Ὃ☯
㰖㤦䞲
䙊Ⰲ㓺⧿
2.0
㌂㠛
(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:
210121M04)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚.

㿫㏢⳾䡫
㔺䠮㧻䂮⯒
㧊㣿䞲
䞮㧊䗒䓲ぢ
Ὃ⩻䔏㎇㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* ㍲㣿㻶 1,2, 䡚′ 3, ₖ☯䡚 1,
㧊䌳₆ 1, 㫆⹒₆ 1; 1Korea Railroad Research Institute,
of Science&Technology, 3Korea National University of Transportation
2University

䞮㧊䗒䓲ぢ⓪
㥶☚
㔳(EDS)
㌗ὒ
㍶䡫☯₆⳾䎆(LSM) 㔳 㿪㰚㦚 㧊㣿䟊 㰚Ὃ䓲ぢ
㏣㦚 㽞ἶ㏣㦒⪲ 㭒䟟䞮⓪ 㰚Ὃ㧦₆㌗㡊㹾(䢏㦖
䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚)㦮
䞲ῃ䡫
⳾◎㧊┺.
㰚Ὃ䓲ぢ(~1/1,000atm) ⌊⯒ 㦢㏣㠦 Ṗ₢㤊 ㏣☚⪲
㭒䟟䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 㿿ỿ䕢 ❇ 㡂⩂Ṗ㰖 Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗
䡚㌗㧊 ㌳䞮Ợ ♮⓪◆, 㧊㠦 ὖ䟊 㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚
₆㦒⪲ 䞲 ┺㟧䞲 ⶎ䠢㧊 ⽊ἶ♲  㧞㦒⋮ 㔺䠮㦚
䐋䞲
ἆὒ⓪
㩚ⶊ䞲
㔺㩫㧊┺.
䞲ῃ㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦㠦㍲⓪ ἶ㞫㌂ 㔳 㿪㰚㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 LSM 㔳 㿪㰚㦚 ╖㔶䞮ἶ, Guide Wire ⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂
EDS
㔳
㌗㦚
╖㔶䞲
䡫䌲㦮
䞮㧊䗒䓲ぢ
Ὃ⩻
㔺䠮㧻䂮⯒
Ṳ䞮㡖┺.

䘦㌟㥾(䓲ぢ㢖
㹾⨟㦮
┾Ⳋ㩗゚)
0.35
㦮
㿫㏢⳾䡫(1/17th) 㹾⨟㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 1/1,000atm 㠦㍲
㾲ἶ㏣☚
1,200km/h
⪲
㔺䠮㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖ἶ,
㧚ἚⰞ䞮㑮 㧊㌗㦮 ㏣☚㠦㍲ 㹾⨟ 㩚⚦㠦㍲
㿿ỿ䕢Ṗ ㌳䞮ἶ 㹾⨟⽊┺ ザ⯎ ㏣☚⪲ 㩚䕢♮⓪
ộ㦚 䢫㧎 䞮㡖┺. 㹾⨟ 㩚/䤚⹎㠦㍲㦮 㞫⩻⼖䢪⯒
䐋䟊 㹾⨟㦮 Ὃ⩻㩖䟃㦚 Ṛ㩧㩗㦒⪲ 㿪㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 㿪㩫䞲 Ὃ⩻㩖䟃㦖 ₆㫊㠦 ⽊ἶ♲
㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦮 ἆὒṨ✺ὒ Uncertainty 㧊⌊㠦㍲
㥶㌂䞲 Ṩ㦚 ⽊㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㻶☚₆㑶㡆ῂ㤦 PK2201A1 ὒ㩲㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㎎㎮: Ὃ₆㡃䞯 2
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55
㩲 8 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㞞⹎䂮䆪(㿿⋾╖䞯ᾦ)

Flow characteristics of the wandering blade tip
vortex* 㥺㡗㰚 1, 㾲䟊㻲 1; 1Seoul National University
The blade tip vortex exhibits random motion around its mean
position, and thus several vortex identification methods are
used to locate the tip vortex center. The averaged flow field
around the tip vortex is obtained by overlapping instantaneous flow fields with the identified vortex center. A large eddy
simulation of an isolated multirotor propeller at hovering
condition is performed to obtain the instantaneous flow fields.
We find that highly unsteady nature of the tip vortex at the
early wake age and bending waves introduced in the vortex
can lead to false identification of the vortex center. When
vortex centers are incorrectly identified, it results in incorrect
mean vortex parameters and evolutionary characteristics. The
differences among the methods proposed so far are found to
be more pronounced in case of the turbulence statistics inside
the vortex core. Among the methods applied, the ī-method is
the most effective and robust way to identify the vortex center.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(2022R1A2B5B02001586) 
ῃṖ 㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆 (KSC-2022-CRE -0095)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation of Subsonic
and Supersonic Axisymmetric Base Flows* 㩫⹒㨂 1,
㥺㡞㰖 1, 䠞㍲㡆 1, 㰖㏪⁒ 1; 㧊㔏㑮 2, 1Gwangju Institute
of Science and Technology, 2Inha University
㿫╖䃃 䡫㌗㦮 ゚䟟㼊㠦㍲ ₆㩖 䟃⩻㦖 ゚䟟㼊㠦
㧧㣿䞮⓪ 䟃⩻ 㭧 ⏨㦖 ゚㭧㦚 㹾㰖⸖⪲ 㩫䢫䞲 ₆㩖

㞫⩻㦚 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ộ㧊 ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞮┺. ₆㩖 㥶☯㦖
㥶☯ Ⰲ  㨂㑲䢮 㥶☯ὒ ṯ㦖 ⽋㧷䞲 㥶☯
䡚㌗㦚 䙂䞾䞮⓪◆, 㧊⯒ ⽊䘎㩗㧎 RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 䟊㍳ 㔲,
⋲⮮ ⳾◎㦮 䞲Ἒ⪲ 㧎䟊 ⌄㦖 㡞䁷⩻㦚 ⽊㧎┺.
➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Hybrid RANS/LES ₆⻫㧎 㭧
䞮⋮㧎 DDES (Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation)⯒
䐋䟊 㞚㦢㏣  㽞㦢㏣ 㥶☯ 㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㿫╖䃃 ₆㩖
㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮ἶ ㎇⓻ Ỗ㯳㦚 㔲☚䞮㡖┺.
㩫䢫☚ ㍳㦚 㥚䟊 ₆㩖 䟃⩻ὒ 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲ 㡆ὖ♲
₆㩖㦮 㞫⩻䙂㢖 㨂㑲䢮 㡗㡃㦚 㭧㕂㦒⪲ DDES
䟊㍳ ἆὒ⯒ ㍶䟟 㔺䠮  RANS 䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ゚ᾦ ἆὒ, DDES 䟊㍳㦖 ₆㩖Ⳋ㦮
㞫⩻䙂㢖 㨂㑲䢮 㡗㡃㦮 䋂₆⯒ RANS 䟊㍳㠦
゚䟊 ⏨㦖 㩫䢫☚⪲ 㡞䁷䞮㡖┺. 㥶☯㧻 ㍳㦚
゚⫅䞲 㧦㎎䞲 ἆὒ ㍳㦖 䚲㠦 䙂䞾♶ 㡞㩫㧊┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ◆㧊䎆 ₆ 㥶☯ ⳾◎Ⱇ 䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲ 㥚㌂㠛㼃ὒ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㦢.

Parallel Computation of Compressible Flow using
High Performance Python* 㰚㍳ 1; 1Inha University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἶ㎇⓻ 䕢㧊㗂㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㞫㿫㎇
㥶☯㦚 䟊㍳䞮⓪◆ 㧞㠊㍲ ⼧⪂ Ἒ㌆ ㎇⓻㦚
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 䕢㧊㗂 䕾䋺㰖 㭧 ἶ㎇⓻ Ἒ㌆㦚 㥚䞲
Numba 䕾䋺㰖⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ὒ䞯㡆㌆㧊 㰧㭧♲
⽋ῂⶎ (Loop)⯒ Just-in Time 䅊䕢㧒䞮㡂 C/C++ 
Fortran ❇ὒ ṯ㧊 㥶☯䟊㍳㧊 ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮⓪ 䅊䕢㧒
㠎㠊㠦 ⻚⁞Ṗ⓪ 㑮㭖㦚 Ἒ㌆㦚 Ṗ㏣䞮㡖┺. Numba 㦮
Parallel 䋺㤢✲⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 OpenMP ⡦⓪ Intel
Threading Building Block (TBB)㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⽋ῂⶎ㦚
Ⲗ䕆䆪㠊 CPU 㠦 ⰴỢ ⼧⪂䢪⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. CPU
㌂㧊 ⡦⓪ ⏎✲ ㌂㧊㠦⓪ mpi4py 䕾䋺㰖⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂
Ⲫ㔲㰖 䕾㕇 䡫䌲⪲ ⼧⪂䢪⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㧊⩝Ợ
䕢㧊㗂㦒⪲ ῂ䡚䞲 ┺㟧䞲 ⼧⪂Ἒ㌆ ⻫ 䐋䟊
㞫㿫㎇ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㠦 㩗㣿䞮㡂, Ἒ㌆㠦㍲ Ṗ㏣ ㎇⓻㦚
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
*㧊
⏒ⶎ㦖
㡆ῂ♮㠞㔋┞┺.

㧎䞮╖䞯ᾦ㦮

㰖㤦㠦

㦮䞮㡂

㧊㌆ Ệ䂶₆ 㣪㏢㦮 䡫㌗ ⼖㑮Ṗ ⁏㽞㦢㏣
ἓἚ䂋 㞞㩫㎇㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 㡆ῂ* 㧊䡚㰚 1,
☯䤞 1; 1Pusan National University
Ệ䂶₆ 㣪㏢ 㥶 㻲㧊(roughness-induced transition)
䡚㌗㠦
ὖ㡂䞮⓪
㣪㧎✺㦖
┺㟧䞮Ⳇ,
䔏䧞
䡫㌗⼖㑮(⏨㧊, ⍞゚, ⳾㟧, 㣪㏢ Ṛ Ṛỿ ❇)㦮

㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 ⌊ 㧊㌆ Ệ䂶₆
㣪㏢(discrete roughness element)㦮 䡫㌗ὒ ⏨㧊㠦 ➆⯎
㣪㏢ 䞮⮮ 㡗㡃㦮 㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ, ἓἚ䂋
㞞㩫㎇㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ゚ᾦ, ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䘟䕦
㥚㠦 㹿♲ ┾㧒 㧊㌆ Ệ䂶₆ 㣪㏢⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㣪㏢ 䞮⮮㠦㍲ 㭒 㥶☯ 䟻㠦 㑮㰗䞲 2 㹾㤦 ┾Ⳋ㠦
╖䞲 㩚㡃 㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
ἶ㥶䂮 ⶎ㩲⪲ ‖ἆ♮⓪ 㞞㩫㎇ ⶎ㩲㦮 㑮䂮Ἒ㌆㦖
PNU’s Integrated STability Analysis and Research Code
(PISTARC) toolkit 㦮 Ⳋ 㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳ ⳾✞㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 䟊╏ ₆⻫㦖 ㍶䟟㡆ῂ ἆὒ㢖㦮 ゚ᾦ⯒
䐋䟊 Ỗ㯳㦚 㑮䟟䞲  㧞┺. 㥶☯㫆Ị㦖 VKI H3
⁏㽞㦢㏣ 䛣☯㦮 㤊㣿㫆Ị㦚 ㍶㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, Ệ䂶₆
㣪㏢㦮 䡫㌗⼖㑮⪲⓪ ⍺ Ṗ㰖 㥭Ⳋ 䡫㌗(diamond,
square, cylinder, ramp)ὒ ㎎ Ṗ㰖 ⏨㧊(h*/ȾG dGWUZSGWU\SG
WU_)⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡖┺. ㍶㩫䞲 㥶☯㫆Ị㠦㍲ 㑮䟟♲
㔺䠮ἆὒ㢖 㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 㡞㌗♮⓪
㻲㧊 ㌳ 㰖㩦㦮 N-factor ⻪㥚⯒ 㥶㿪䞮㡖┺. 䡫㌗
⼖㑮 ⼚ Ệ䂶₆ 㣪㏢ 䞮⮮ 㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲 㞞㩫㎇
䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㭒㣪 㞞㩫 ⳾✲⪲ 㧮 㞢⩺㰚
streak ⳾✲(varicose, sinuous)㠦 ╖䟊 㰖⺆㩗㧎 㞞㩫
㭒䕢㑮 ╖㡃㦚 䕢㞛䞮ἶ, ὋṚ 㯳䙃⮶ὒ N-factor envelope ⯒ Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. 䚲㠦㍲⓪ ㌗㎎䞲 㞞㩫㎇
䟊㍳ἆὒ㢖 䞾℮, 䡫㌗ ⼖㑮 ⼚ ἓἚ䂋 㞞㩫㎇㠦
⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ゚ᾦ, 㩲㔲䞶 㡞㩫㧊┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㓺䋂⧾㩲䔎 ⽋䞿㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲 䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺
ὒ㩲
(ὒ㩲䆪✲:16-106-501-035)㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊㠦 Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

㞫㿫₆Ṗ
㧻㹿♲
䞮㧊䗒⬾䝚
㔲㓺䎲㦮
Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗 䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳  㧊⪶㩗
㡆ῂ* ₆✳ 1, ₖ㰖䤞 1, 㧻ἓ㔳 1, Thi Thanh Giang Le2,
㫆⹒₆ 3, 㥶㨂㡗 1, 2 ; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University, 2Department of Intelligent
Energy and Industry, Chung-Ang University, 3Hyper Tube
Express (HTX) Research Team, Korea Railroad Research
Institute
A pod traveling in a Hyperloop system under near-vacuum
conditions experiences complex phenomena, including pressure waves, resulting in high aerodynamic drag owing to the
compressibility of air. In this work, the concept of operating
a compressor at the front of a pod to reduce drag is investigated here using numerical simulation to study the effect of a
compressor on pressure waves and drag on the pod given
variations in pod speed (250–350 m/s) and compressor capacity (0.4–1.35 kg/s). Furthermore, the behavior of compression waves and pressure drag on the pod were theoretically predicted using the normal shock theory and converging-diverging nozzle relations. To perform the numerical

simulation, moving pod simulation applying overset mesh
method was used. Also, k-ɓ SST turbulence model was
adopted which is mainly used for a high-speed train simulation. As the compressor capacity increased, the magnitude
and propagation speed of compression waves decreased by
13.6% and 7.0%, respectively. When the compressor was
used, the drag on the pod decreased up to 29.6% and the
power required to operate the Hyperloop system was reduced
by 124.5 kW compared to when no compressor was used.
However, the effects of the compressor on the oblique shock
wave and expansion wave were insignificant. In theoretical
prediction, the pressure magnitude, propagation speed of
compression waves, and pressure drag on the pod showed
significant agreement with the simulation results: the error
was within 5.6%, 2.26%, and 6.1%, respectively. The results
of this study show the effect of applying the compressor on
the pod and prediction of aerodynamic phenomena in the
tube according to the compressor capacity.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MEST) [No. 2019R1A2C1087763] by “Core Technology Development of Subsonic Capsule Train” of the Korea Railroad Research Institute under Grant PK2201A1,
Korea.

䄺⍦ ⽊Ṛ⻫ὒ ỿ㧦 ㎎䢪㠦 㦮䞲 Newtonian
Ὃ⩻ Ἒ㑮 Ἒ㌆* 㫆⹒㰖 1, Michiko Ahn Furudate 2;
1Chungnam

National University

⁏㽞㦢㏣ ゚䟟㼊⯒ ㍺Ἒ䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ゚䟟㼊㦮
Ὃ₆㡃䞯㩗 䔏㎇ὒ ゚䟟㼊 㭒⼖㦮 Ὃ₆Ṗ㡊䢮ἓ㦚
㡞䁷䞮⓪ ộ㧊 䞚㑮㩗㧊┺. 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㦚 䐋䟊㍲
㩫䢫䞲 Ὃ₆Ṗ㡊䢮ἓ㦚 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ゚䟟㼊
㭒⼖㦮 㥶☯㧻㦮 㡊 㡂₆  䢪䞯㦧ὒ ṯ㦖
high-temperature
real-gas
effects
⯒
ἶ⩺䞮㡂
Ἒ㌆䟊㟒䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㧊⩆ Ἒ㌆㦖 㧒㩗㦒⪲ 㔲Ṛ㧊
Ⱔ㧊 ㏢㣪♲┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ ㍺Ἒ 㽞₆ ┾Ἒ㠦㍲⓪
㡞䁷㦮 㩫䢫☚Ṗ ⟾㠊㰖▪⧒☚ 㰽㦖 㔲Ṛ㠦 㡞䁷
Ṗ⓻䞲 Ṛ┾䞲 ⻫㧊 ㍶䢎♶ 㑮☚ 㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲
⻫ 㭧 䞮⋮⪲ Newtonian Theory Ṗ 㧞┺. Newtonian
Theory ⓪ ⏨㦖 Ⱎ䞮 㑮㦮 ゚㩦㎇ 㥶☯㧻㠦㍲
゚䟟㼊㦮 Ὃ⩻ Ἒ㑮㠦 ╖䞲 㫡㦖 ⁒㌂䂮⯒ 㩲Ὃ䞲┺.
㾲⁒ ⽎ 㡆ῂ ⁎⭏㦖 㩫⪂ỿ㧦 㩦㦒⪲ ㌳㎇♲
₆䞮䡫㌗㦚 RKHS (Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space)
⽊Ṛ 䞾㑮⪲ 䚲䡚䞮ἶ, Newtonian Ὃ₆㡃䞯 Ἒ㑮⯒
⽊┺ 㩫䢫䞮Ợ Ἒ㌆䞮⓪ 䆪✲⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊 䆪✲⯒ ゚㩫⪂ỿ㧦⪲ 䢫㧻䞮⓪ ộ㦚
⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (NRF-2020R1A2C1010994)
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Computational simulation of unsteady rotor-fuselage aerodynamic interaction using coupled
NVLM-panel methods* Mohammadsadegh Araghizadeh1, Rho Shin Myong1,2, Hakjin Lee1,2; 1Gyeongsang National University, 2Research Center for Aircraft Core Technology
A growing interest in designing a novel and next-generation
urban air mobility (UAM) has led to significant efforts to
develop an efficient comprehensive analysis tools. Simulating the rotor interaction with the other rotorcraft components,
such as the fuselage, is necessary to predict the rotor’s performance and understand the complicated rotor wake flow.
In this study, the nonlinear vortex lattice method (NVLM) is
tightly coupled with source-doublet panel method to simulate
aerodynamic interaction phenomena between the rotor and
the fuselage. The vortex particle method (VPM) is also used
to represent the wake behind the rotor and to model the periodic collision of the wake on the fuselage. The VPM does
not necessarily need to maintain connectivity with adjacent
particles, which makes them suitable for investigating wake
interaction occurring with rotors or rotor-body configuration.
The integral solution of the stagnation-enthalpy Poisson
equation is utilized to calculate the pressure on the fuselage.
The results show that our coupled method can predict pressure on the fuselage more accurately than using the Bernoulli
equation, especially when the unsteady load of the blade is
considerable on the fuselage. Finally, the interactional aerodynamic effects between the rotor and the fuselage are discussed in detail.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant funded by the Ministry of Science
and
ICT
(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311,
NRF-2021R1C1C1010198).

A parametric study of projectile launched by compressed air-cannon* Woojin Sung1, Jihoon Kim1, Kyeong
Sik Jang1, Thi Thanh Giang Le2, Jeonglae Kim3,
Dong-Hyeon Kim4, Jaiyoung Ryu1,2; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University, 2Department
of Intelligent Energy and Industry, Chung-Ang University,
3School for Engineering of Matter, Transport and Energy,
Arizona State University, 4Hyper Tube Express (HTX) Research Team, Korea Railroad Research Institute
The principle of compressed air-cannon is that compressed
air in the reservoir rapidly expands due to the pressure difference to propel the projectile. In previous studies, because
the pressure in front of projectile is lower than that in reser-

voir, the pressure in front of projectile was assumed as a
constant value. However, when the projectile moves in a
closed tube, a compression wave is generated in front of
projectile. This compression wave increases the pressure in
front of projectile, and the maximum velocity of projectile is
reduced. Our study considered pressure affected by the compression wave in front of projectile and developed theoretical
model predicting the velocity of projectile. The effects of the
expansion process, cross-sectional of area of projectile, initial pressure of reservoir, and friction were analyzed using
our theoretical model. The maximum velocity and distance
reaching maximum velocity decreases compared to those
with assumption of constant pressure in front of projectile.
The effect of compression wave is significant with an increase in the maximum velocity of projectile, and the compression wave should be considered in design stage. Our
study can provide useful guidance for the design of compressed air-cannon.
*This work was supported by the MOTIE (Ministry of Trade,
Industry, and Energy) in Korea, under the Fostering Global
Talents for Innovative Growth Program supervised by the
Korea Institute for Advancement of Technology (KIAT) and
“Core Technology Development of Subsonic Capsule Train”
of the Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI).

⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋 㻲㧊 䡚㌗㧊 2 㹾㤦 㓺䋂⧾㩲䔎
䦷㧛ῂ 㾲㩗 䡫㌗㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻 㡆ῂ* ṫ㍶㡺 1,
㨂㡗 1, 㧊䡚㰚 1, 㫛䡫 1, 㑮䡫 2, ☯䤞 1; 1Pusan
National University, 2Kokuk University
㓺䋂⧾㩲䔎 䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗㦮 㽞₆ ㍺Ἒ⓪ 㭒⪲ ゚㩦㎇
㥶☯ Ṗ㩫㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 㿿ỿ䕢 ὖἚ㔳㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㑮䟟♲┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㔺 㤊㣿 䢮ἓ㠦㍲⓪ 㩦㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䞲
ἓἚ䂋
䡫㎇ὒ
㡊㡃䞯㩗
゚Ṗ㡃㎇㦒⪲
㧎䟊
䦷㧛㎇⓻㧊 㩖䞮♲┺. 㧊⯒ ⽊㢚, Ṳ㍶䞮₆ 㥚䟊
㩦㎇䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡂 䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗ 㾲㩗䢪 㡆ῂ✺㧊
㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⡦䞲 ⁏㽞㦢㏣ 㥶☯㠦㍲⓪ ἓἚ䂋㦮
㌗䌲(䂋⮮/⋲⮮)㠦 ➆⧒ 䦷㧛ῂ 㥶☯ ῂ㫆Ṗ ╂⧒㰞
㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦, ἓἚ䂋 㻲㧊 䡚㌗㧊 䦷㧛㎇⓻㠦
㰗/Ṛ㩧㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἓἚ䂋
㻲㧊 䡚㌗㧊 䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗ 㾲㩗䢪 ἆὒ㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞮ἶ㧦 ⚦ Ṗ㰖 RANS ⳾◎(㢚㩚 ⋲⮮
⳾◎ὒ 㻲㧊 ⳾◎)㦚 䢲㣿䞲 㥶☯䟊㍳㦚 ₆㦒⪲
㾲㩗䢪⯒ ṗṗ 㑮䟟䞮ἶ ⁎ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 㥶☯
䟊㍳㧦⓪ ANSYS Fluent 19.0 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ, 䟊㍳㩦
㍶㩫㦚 㥚䞲 㔺䠮㍺Ἒ⻫, ἆὒ ◆㧊䎆㦮 䋂Ⰲₛ
㦧Ⳋ ㌳㎇/㍳  ㍶䢎☚ 䞾㑮 ₆ 㾲㩗䢪㠦⓪
䐋Ἒ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 JMP Pro 16 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. ゚㩦㎇
㥶☯ ₆㍺Ἒ 䡫㌗㦚 ₆⽎䡫㌗㦒⪲ ἶ⩺䞮ἶ,
䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗ ㍺Ἒ ⼖㑮㢖 Ὃ₆䦷㧛 ㎇⓻ 㰖䚲⯒ 㔳⼚,
㩫㦮䞮㡖┺. ㍺Ἒ ⼖㑮 Ṩ✺㦮 㫆䞿㠦 㦮䟊 ἆ㩫♮⓪
㡂⩂ 䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗✺㠦 ╖䞮㡂 RANS 䟊㍳㦚 ṗṗ

㑮䟟䞮㡂 ㎇⓻ 㰖䚲✺㦚 䣣✳䞮㡖┺. ㌂㣿䞲 ⳾◎㠦
➆⯎ 䦷㧛㎇⓻ 㦧Ⳋ㦚 ㌳㎇䞮ἶ ㍶䢎☚ 䞾㑮⯒
₆㦒⪲ 㾲㩗㦮 䦷㧛ῂ 䡫㌗⼖㑮⯒ ἆ㩫䞮ἶ
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. ἓἚ䂋 㻲㧊 䡚㌗ ἶ⩺ 㡂㠦 ➆⧒
₆⽎䡫㌗ ╖゚ 㾲㩗 䡫㌗㦮 ⼖䢪 ἓ䟻㦖 㥶㌂䞲
ộ㦒⪲ ⋮䌖⌂㦒⋮, ㎎㩗㧎 㾲㩗 䡫㌗㠦⓪ 㹾㧊Ṗ
䢫㧎♮㠞┺. 㻲㧊 ἶ⩺ 㡂㠦 ➆⯎ 㾲㩗 䦷㧛ῂ
䡫㌗㦮 㥶☯ ῂ㫆㢖 䦷㧛㎇⓻✺㦚 ゚ᾦ, ㍳䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㓺䋂⧾㩲䔎 ⽋䞿㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲 䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺
ὒ㩲(ὒ㩲䆪✲:16-106-501-035)㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧊㠦 Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

Investigation of compressible flow phenomena and
aerodynamic characteristics in Hyperloop system
under cracked-tube* Jihoon Kim1, Kyeong Sik Jang1,
Thi Thanh Giang Le2, Minki Cho3, Jaiyoung Ryu1,2;
of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University, 2Department of Intelligent Energy and Industry,
Chung-Ang University, 3Hyper Tube Express (HTX) Research Team, Korea Railroad Research Institute
1Department

Hyperloop system is a tube–train system that travels in a
near-vacuum tube at a transonic speed. When the tube cracks,
an instantaneous air flows in the tube owing to the pressure
difference between the tube and atmosphere. Accordingly,
the Hyperloop system becomes unstable and dangerous. This
study first analyzed the compressible flow phenomena and
aerodynamic characteristics in the Hyperloop system under
cracked-tube conditions through theory and simulation. Especially, the pressure wave owing to the crack and pod was
analyzed, and the results from theory and simulation were
compared. A Two-dimensional planar model and unsteady-state simulation was conducted. In the numerical
simulation, the moving mesh method was applied to simulate
the movement of pod. When the crack occurs in the tube, the
instantaneous flow develops to a normal shock wave. With
the increasing the crack widths, the intensity of normal shock
wave increases. When the pod moves in confined tube, the
compression and expansion waves are generated in front of
and behind the pod, and these waves propagates in opposite
directions. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the pressure
wave is generated owing to the occurrence of crack. The
compression waves owing to the crack and pod interacts, and
the interacted region becomes higher pressure. After interacted pressure wave directly affects the pod, the reflected
normal shock wave is generated. Furthermore, the aerodynamic drag increases owing to the interacted pressure wave.
From this study, the stability of the Hyperloop system under
cracked-tube can be evaluated.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) and by the Korea Railroad Research
Institute (KRRI).

Computations of multicopter aerodynamics in vertical flight conditions using OpenFOAM* 㡗⹒ 1,
ₖ䌲㑲 2, 㰖㏪⁒ 1; 1Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology (GIST), 2Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI)
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ ㌗䢿㠦㍲ Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆㦮 ⪲䎆
 ☯㼊 Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㧊 Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆 㭒㥚 㥶☯㧻㠦
⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ
㌗䢿㠦㍲ ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⪲䎆 䤚⮮㦮 ⼖䢪  㢖⮮
ἶⰂ ῂ㫆⓪ ₆㼊㦮 㿪⩻ ⼖☯  㿪⩻ ㏦㔺㦚
㥶䞮Ợ ♲┺. ┺㑮㦮 ⪲䎆Ṗ ☯㼊 㭒㥚㠦 㥚䂮䞮⓪
Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆 㔲㓺䎲㦮 ἓ㤆, ⪲䎆  ☯㼊㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㧊
Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆 䤚⮮  㭒㥚 㥶☯㧻㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭒Ⳇ, ┾㧒
⪲䎆㢖⓪ ┺⯎ 㥶☯㧻 㟧㌗㦚 ⽊㧊Ợ ♲┺. ➆⧒㍲,
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ ㌗䢿㠦㍲ Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆  ┾㧒
⪲䎆 䡫㌗ 㭒㥚 㥶☯㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡂,
⚦ 䡫㌗㠦㍲㦮 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㦚 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
㡺䝞 ㏢㓺 㑮䂮 䟊㍳ ☚ῂ㧎 OpenFOAM 㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂
゚㞫㿫㎇ Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
Equations (URANS) 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ⪲䎆㦮
䣢㩚㦚 ⳾㌂䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 ⌊㧻♲ 㭧㻿 ỿ㧦 ₆⻫㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡖┺. 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊, 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ⮶㠦 ➆⯎
Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆  ┾㧒 ⪲䎆㦮 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻  㭒㥚
㥶☯㧻㦚 䣣✳䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ⪲䎆  ☯㼊 Ṛ ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦮
㡗䟻㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 Ⲗ䕆䆻䎆㦮 㑮㰗 䞮ṫ 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㧊
⼖䢪䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*㧊
⏒ⶎ㦖
ῃṖ㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛㎒䎆⪲䎆
㽞ἶ㎇⓻䅊䜾䕛
㧦㤦ὒ
₆㑶㰖㤦
(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:
KSC-2021-CRE-0153,
KSC-2021-CRE-0372,
KSC-2022-CRE-0163)  2022 ⎚☚ ὧ㭒ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
㰖㓺䔎 Ṳὒ㩲㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚.

䢪䞯 㦧㦚 䙂䞾䞮⓪ ⁏㽞㦢㏣ ἓἚ䂋㦮 ㍶䡫
㞞㩫㎇ 䟊㍳* 㨂㡗 1, ☯䤞 1; 1Pusan National University
⁏㽞㦢㏣G ἶ㠪䌞䞒G ἓἚ䂋G 㥶☯㠦㍲⓪G 䚲ⳊG ⁒㠦㍲G
㡊䢪䞯㩗G ゚䘟䡫G (thermo-chemical non-equilibrium)G
䡚㌗㧊G ㌳䞶G 㑮G 㧞┺UG ἓἚ䂋⌊G 䢪䞯G 㦧㦖G
ἓἚ䂋㦮G 㞞㩫㎇G G 䂋⮮T⋲⮮G 㻲㧊㌳㠦 㡗䟻㦚
⹎䂶 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⓪G ⁏㽞㦢㏣G ゚䟟㼊㦮G 㡊Ὃ⩻G
㎇⓻G G ゚䟟G 㞞㩫㎇ὒG 㰗ἆ♮⓪G ⶎ㩲㧊┺UG ⽎G
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪G Ⱎ䞮㑮G XW 㦮G Y 㹾㤦G 䘟䕦G ⁏㽞㦢㏣G
ἓἚ䂋㠦G ╖䞮㡂G 㡊㩗䘟䡫G G 䢪䞯㩗G ゚䘟䡫㦚G
Ṗ㩫䞲G ㍶䡫G 㞞㩫㎇G 㧊⪶Olinear stability theory, LSTPG
䟊㍳㦚G 㑮䟟䞮ἶSG 䢪䞯G 㦧㧊G ⁏㽞㦢㏣G ἓἚ䂋G
㻲㧊㠦G ⹎䂮⓪G 㡗䟻㎇㦚G ㍳䞮㡖┺UG \ Ṗ㰖G
䢪䞯㫛OO2, N2, O, N, NOP㠦G ╖䞮㡂G Z Ṳ㦮G 㡊䟊ⰂG
㦧ὒG Y Ṳ㦮G ᾦ䢮G 㦧㦚G ἶ⩺䞮㡖㦒ⳆSG 䂋⮮G 䘟‶G

㥶☯㧻G G 㞞㩫㎇G 䟊㍳G ἆὒ⯒G ㍶䟟㡆ῂ㢖G
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺UG 䢪䞯G 㦧㦒⪲G 㧎䞲G ἓἚ䂋G ⌊G 䢪䞯㫛㦮G
䙂⯒G ㍶䟟㡆ῂG ἆὒ㢖G 㥶㌂䞮ỢG 㡞䁷䞮㡖㦒ⳆSG
䦷㡊㦧㦒⪲G 㧎䞲G ἓἚ䂋G ⚦℮G G 䚲ⳊG 㡾☚G Ṧ㏢⯒G
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺UG ἓἚ䂋⌊G Y 㹾㤦G ᾦ⧖㠦G ╖䞲G sz{G
䟊㍳㦒⪲䎆SG 䢪䞯㩗G ゚䘟䡫㧊G MackG Y 㹾G ⳾✲㦮G
㞞㩫䢪⯒G 㥶䞾㦚G 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶG 㧊⓪G 䢪䞯G 㦧㦒⪲G
㻲㧊G ㌳㧊G 㞴╏ỾG 㰞G 㑮G 㧞㦢㦒⪲G ㍳♲┺UG ⽎G
䚲㠦㍲⓪G 㡊㩗G 㢚㩚G ₆㼊㢖G 㔺㩲G ₆㼊㠦G ╖䞲G 䟊㍳G
ἆὒ⯒G ゚ᾦV㍳䞮ἶG 䢪䞯㩗G ゚䘟䡫㧊G ⁏㽞㦢㏣G
ἓἚ䂋G 㞞㩫㎇G G 㻲㧊G ㌳㠦G ⹎䂮⓪G 㡗䟻㦚G 㩲㔲䞶G
㡞㩫㧊┺UG G
 ⽎څ㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No.2020R1C1C101318512).
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Comparison of single cell performance depending
on the flow path design in solid oxide fuel cell*
ₖ☯㤆 1, 㡒㦖㎃ 1; 1Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University
㩖㧻♲ 㑮㏢⯒ 㠦⍞㰖 㑮㣪⨟㠦 ⰴ䀆 㩚₆⪲ ⼖䢮䞶
➢ 㡆⬢㩚㰖Ṗ 㧊㣿♲┺. 㧊➢, 㡆⬢㩚㰖㠦㍲⓪
㑮㏢㢖 ㌆㏢㦮 㩚₆䢪䞯㦧㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㩚₆Ṗ
㌳㌆♲┺. ⁎⩂⋮, 㧊㌗㩗㧎 ἓ㤆㢖⓪ ╂Ⰲ 㔺㩲
㧧☯㦚 䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㠦⓪ 㩚㞫 ㏦㔺㧊 ㌳䞲┺.
㦧ⶒ㦮 ⏣☚ ㏦㔺⪲ 㧎䟊 SOFC 㠦㍲ 㩚㞫 ㏦㔺㧊
㥶♲┺.
SOFC
Ⰲ䕦㦮
㥶⪲
䡫㌗㦖
㩚₆䢪䞯㦧㠦㍲㦮 㦧ⶒ㦮 ⏣☚ ㏦㔺㦚 ∪
㎇⓻㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭖┺. ⁎⩂⸖⪲, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
SOFC 㠦 㩗䞿䞲 㥶⪲ 䡫㌗㦚 ㍶㩫䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㥶⪲
䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ ㎖ ㎇⓻ ⼖䢪⯒ 㩚㞫-㩚⮮⹖☚ 
㩚⩻⹖☚ Ṩ㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ゚ᾦ䟞┺. 㧊➢ 㥶⪲ ⌊㦮
㞫⩻ ṫ䞮Ṗ 䄺㰞㑮⪳ ㎖ ㎇⓻㦖 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚
⽊㡖┺. ⁎⩂⋮, 㥶⪲ ⌊㠦 ⏨㦖 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮Ṗ
䡫㎇♮Ⳋ 㥶⪲㠦 㦧ⶒ㦚 㥶㧛䞮₆ 㥚䟊 䞚㣪䞲
䗢䝚㦮 㣪ῂ㞫⩻㧊 䄺㰖₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䗢䝚㠦㍲㦮 㠦⍞㰖
㏢゚Ṗ 䄺㪎 㩚㼊㩗㧎 㡆⬢㩚㰖 㔲㓺䎲 䣾㥾㦖
㩖䞮♶ 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊⻞ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆㫊㦮 㡆⬢㩚㰖
㥶⪲ 䡫㌗ 㭧 㥶⪲ ⌊㦮 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮Ṗ ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲
⌄㦖 䞖䡫 㥶⪲⯒ ₆㦒⪲ 䞮㡂 㥶⪲ 䡫㌗㠦 ⼖䢪⯒
㭒ἶ ṗ ⳾◎㠦 ╖䞮㡂 㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䟞┺. 䞖
⳾㟧㧊 㩫㌂ṗ䡫, Ⱎ⯚⳾, ㌒ṗ䡫㧎 䞖䡫 㥶⪲⯒
㍺Ἒ䟞ἶ, ㎎ ἓ㤆 ⳾⚦ 䞖㦮 ┾Ⳋ㩗㦚 ṯỢ 䞮㡂

㺚⍦ὒ 㩚⁏㧊 ⰴ╕⓪ Ⳋ㩗㦖 ṯ☚⪳ 䟞┺. 䟊㍳
ἆὒ, 䞖ὒ 䞖 ㌂㧊㦮 Ṛỿ㧊 Ṗ㧻 㫗㦖 ㌒ṗ 䞖䡫
㥶⪲㠦㍲ ㎖ ㎇⓻ὒ 㞫⩻ṫ䞮Ṗ Ṗ㧻 ⏨Ợ ⋮䌖⌂┺.
㩫㌂ṗ䡫 䞖㦮 䋂₆⯒ ⼖䢪㔲䅲ṖⳆ 䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞲
ἓ㤆㠦☚ Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲ 㩫㌂ṗ䡫 䞖㧊 䄺㰞㑮⪳ 䞖ὒ
䞖 ㌂㧊㦮 Ṛỿ㧊 㫗㞚㰖Ⳋ㍲ ㎖ ㎇⓻㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ
㞫⩻ ṫ䞮⓪ 䄺㪢┺. ⁎⩂⋮, 㩫㌂ṗ䡫 䞖 䋂₆Ṗ
䄺㰞 ➢ 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ 䙃㠦 ゚䟊 ㎖ ㎇⓻㦮
㯳Ṗ 䙃㦖 㩦㩦 㧧㞚㰖⓪ ộ㦚 ⽒ 㑮 㧞㠞┺. 㧊⻞㠦
㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ⓪ 3D 㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ㎖ ㎇⓻ὒ
㡆⬢㩚㰖 㔲㓺䎲 䣾㥾㦚 ⳾⚦ ἶ⩺䞲 SOFC 㥶⪲
䡫㌗ ㍺ἚṖ Ṗ⓻䞲 ộ㦚 䢫㧎 䞮㡖┺.
*㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
2020R1A5A8018822).

Open-End Correction for the Compression Waves
Emitted from the Exit of a High-Speed Railway
Tunnel * Rohit Sankaran Iyer1, ₖ䌲䢎 1, ₖ☯䡚 2,
ₖ䧂☯ 1;1Andong National University,
Research Institute.

2Korea

Railroad

A compression wave of finite length is generated by a
high-speed train entering tunnel due to piston effect. The
wave propagates at local speed of sound and undergoes
waveform distortion along the tunnel length. A part of the
wave reaching the exit portal is transmitted as a pressure
pulse known as micro-pressure wave, whereas the rest is
reflected into the tunnel. Due to the finite wavelength, the
wave is reflected from a focal point outside of the physical
tunnel end. The focal point occurring outside the physical
tunnel end is a result of the impedance mismatch at the exit
portal. Therefore, the compression wave reflects from an
imaginary gas dynamic end which is also know as the
open-end. The corresponding correction from the tunnel end
to the focal point is the open-end correction. For a normal
shock wave, the reflection occurs either at the physical end
or even inside the tunnel. Hence, there particularly exists a
correlation between the wavelength thickness, pressure ratio
and the open-end correction. A CFD study is conducted here
to understand the reflection of the expansion waves from the
focal point for different waveforms with varying pressure
ratios and wavelength. Thereafter, the geometry of the tunnel
is varied to understand the flow physics and a detailed wave
diagram is plotted. Results show that the open-end correction
reduces as the peak over pressure of the compression wave is
increased. Finally, it is observed that the waveform steepness
is inversely proportional to the open-end correction. An empirical relation for the pressure ratio of the compression
wave and open-end correction is developed with the help of
the obtained data.

Experimental and Computational Study for Fine
Dust Collector using Cyclone Separator and Micro
Water Droplet* Jinho Oh 1, Seungho Kim1, Jung-Eon Lee2,
Kyung Chun Kim1; 1Pusan National University, 2Bopyong
GRIN Co.
A novel concept to collect micro-scale fine dust using cyclone separator and micro-scale water droplet is proposed.
Through the visualization study on the coalescence between
coal dust and water droplet using long distance microscope
and high-speed camera, coal dust was collided and captured
by the water droplet with similar diameter. Double cyclone
separator combined with conventional 2D2D model and
high-efficient 1D3D was constructed to 3 m height. Orifice
flowmeter was used to measure the inlet velocity and the
inlet velocity was set from 11 m/s to 23 m/s. The double
cyclone separator was validated through the comparison
between pressure drop calculated by the computational analysis and measured by the experiment. Also, similar flow
pattern with the result of the computational analysis was
observed by the experiment using smoke. More coal dust
was collected in an influence of the increment of the particle
mass and diameter when the micro water droplet was spread.
*This work was supported by the Technology development
Program of MSS (G21S287484802) and the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant, which is funded
by
the
Korean
government
(MSIT)
(No.
2021R1A2C2012469).

Heat transfer analysis around evaporator in refrigerator based on CFD simulation* Jinxing Fan1, Eunseop Yeom1; 1School of Mechanical Engineering, Pusan
National University
The evaporator in refrigerator is the core component of the
refrigerator and usually operates together with a refrigerator
fan (R-fan) controlling airflow circulation. During the fan
operation, the water vapor inside air can be accumulated as
frost over the evaporator surface. The frost layer over evaporator increases the thermal resistance and the airflow resistance, and reduce the heat exchange efficiency. To remove
frost layer, defrost heating is periodically conducted during
refrigerator operation. During defrost stage, the defrost water
inside R-fan will be discharged through a drain hole of R-fan.
However, the drain hole is also an exit of airflow inside
R-fan during normal operation. This outflow through the
drain hole can affect the airflow state around the evaporator.
Since the heat transfer between air and evaporator is affected
by airflow around the evaporator, different airflow states
around evaporator depending on the design of drain hole
structure may contribute heat transfer characteristics. Thus,
the heat transfer analysis of the evaporator should be conducted in different airflow states induced by different drain
hole structure based on CFD-simulation. The simulation
results show the significantly reduced backflow through the

drain hole increases the heat transfer performance. At high
airflow velocity position, weak heat transfer performance can
be found because of the insufficient heat transfer time. The
airflow mixture state from the drain hole can also disturb the
heat transfer process because of a temperature interface
caused by the velocity gradient. According to the result, new
type model of the drain hole was proposed. The result indicates improving the airflow state is helpful in the heat transfer performance of evaporator.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant and funded by the Korean government (MSIT) (No. 2021R1I1A3047664).

Numerical and experimental study on Supersonic
Ejector* Hadi SamsamKhayani1, ㍳㰚 1, 㧊㨂䢪 1,
ₖ䞲㡗 1, ₖἓ㻲 1; 1Pusan National University.
A supersonic ejector is a device that is used to enforce a
low-pressure fluid by transferring the energy and momentum
from the high-pressure field. For instance, the ejector can be
utilized to be one of the alternative solutions to the boil-off
gas issue or refrigeration and air conditioning system. the
performance of the ejector-based system is highly dependent
upon the efficiency of the ejector. the performance of the
ejector is believed that could be affected by geometrical parameters and boundary conditions. Consequently, there a
desperate need to precise design, predict the flow feature,
and subsequently, optimize the supersonic ejector. the axisymmetric supersonic ejector aims to be applied for the
ejector-based systems has been designed, optimized, and
studied. Theoretical analysis cannot cope with the supersonic
interaction of two fluid flows as well as mixing process, thus
the CFD simulations have been conducted to obtain optimized boundary conditions and geometrical parameters. The
experimental results show that the crucial geometrical parameters such as NXP(Nozzle exit position), and diameter of
the mixing chamber could highly affect the performance of
the ejector. Critical entrainment ratio achieved while the
ejector operates at its on-design geometrically and boundary
conditions. double choke, single choke, and backflow phenomena have been observed via the CFD simulations and
confirmed by the experimental data.
* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822).
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Theoretical Analysis of Compressible Flow in a
Ranque-Hilsch Vortex Tube Kannan Shaji1, Kang-Ki
Lee2, Heuy Dong Kim3; 1Daejoo Machinery Co. Ltd., 2AVL
List Gmbh, 3Andong National University
Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube has been well known as a fluidic
device to separate gas stream into low and high temperature,
and has been employed in a variety of engineering applications. Although it is composed of the simple structure such as
a vortex chamber, a long vortex tube, a hot exit and cold exit,
the flow field involved is quite complicate, being subject to
unsteady, 3-dimensional, viscous, compressible behaviors.
Till now, many flow models have been developed to analyze
the flow characteristics inside the vortex chamber and vortex
tube, which are specified by a forced vortex flow and a viscous swirling flow, respectively. However, these flow models
have never been proven by reliable experimental data and
elaborate computational fluid dynamics predictions. Thus,
the optimal design of the vortex tube has relied largely on
trial and error and empirical data. In the present study, an
integrated theoretical model has been developed for the
whole flow field through the vortex tube system and the
results of the theoretical predictions were well validated with
existing experimental data. Thus, the present flow model can
be used for the purpose of convenient design of the vortex
tube with a specific application.

Study on the compression process of gas with fine
water droplets* TAE HO KIM1, HEUY DONG KIM1;
1Andong

University

The efficiency of a fluid machinery that sucks and compresses atmospheric air has been calculated based on the
isentropic equations. This equation provides a constant value
if only the incoming air temperature is known. However, in
actual compression, the water droplets contained in the atmosphere take heat away from the surrounding air and evaporate, reducing the temperature of the surrounding air. Even
if the temperature of the air in the atmosphere is constant, the
efficiency is changed according to the amount of water
droplet contained in the air depending on the humidity.
Therefore, in this study, a cylinder-piston system was introduced to simulate the actual compression process. Using this,
a theoretical model for the dynamic behavior of the thermal
fluid for the evaporation of water droplets was proposed. In
addition, this theoretical model was verified by comparison
with the experiment. In the future, we will calculate the efficiency for various variables such as humidity, the diameter of
the water droplet, and the compressibility of the first incoming air.

6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 9:00 – 10:15
㩲 8 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖⰢ䣢(ἓ╖䞯ᾦ)

㦮⮮ ὖⰂ₆ ⌊ 㓺䕖 㥶☯* ₖ㤆㰚 1, ㍲㦧⪂ 1,
ₖ㰚⺇ 1, Muhammad Saeed2, ₖⰢ䣢 2; 1 ㌒㎇㩚㧦,
2
ἓ╖䞯ᾦ

A study on the steam flow in a fabric care machine is presented. The fabric care machine is the AirDresser with one
steam jet and three hangers. Clothes hang on every hanger
and the steam jet is located on the back of the floor. To increase the amount of steam that condenses on the clothes,
wind comes from the back of the floor and exits the front of
the floor by fan operation. To understand the flow in the
fabric care machine, numerical simulation is conducted using
an RANS technique with Star-CCM+ and experiments are
carried out. The amount of the steam condensing on the
clothes is affected by the angles at which the wind blows and
exits, respectively. The optimal angles to maximally condensing steam on clothes are predicted well with partial
pressure of water vapor.

Thrust generation of a multi-segment system by
coordinated motion ₖ☚䡚 1, 㧊⹒䡫 1, Ehsan
Mahravan1, ₖ╖Ἆ 1; 1 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
㔺Ⰶ▪ ┺ ⡦⓪ ⺆㡊㦖 㥶㼊 ⌊㠦㍲ 㔺Ⰶ▪Ṛ
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ ┾㧒 ῂ㫆ⶒὒ 㥶㌂䞲 㥶☯䡚㌗㦚
㌳㔲䌂 㑮 㧞⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲
㌂㔺㦚 䌫㦒⪲ 㔺Ⰶ▪⯒ 㤦䡫㦒⪲ ⺆㡊䞲 㔲㓺䎲㠦
ἓ䟻㦮 㭒₆㩗㧎 㤖㰗㧚㦚 㩫㦮䞮㡂 㑮㿫ὒ
䖓㺓㦚 Ⱒ✺ἶ 㧊➢ ㌳䞮⓪ ⺆㡊 ⌊㣎Ṛ 㞫⩻
㹾㧊㠦 㦮䟊 㔺Ⰶ▪ ㌂㧊⪲ 㥶㼊Ṗ 䦷㧛 ⡦⓪
㌂♮☚⪳ 䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⩝Ợ 㩫㰖♲
㥶㼊 ⌊㠦㍲ 䡧☯㩗㧎 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㤊☯㦒⪲ ㌳䞮⓪
㥶☯㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㿪⩻㦚 㠑⓪ 㤦Ⰲ㢖 㿪⩻ ⁏╖䢪⯒
㥚䞲 㾲㩗㦮 㫆Ị㠦 ╖䟊 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⳾✶
㔺Ⰶ▪Ṗ ṯ㦖 㥚㌗㦚 Ṭἶ 㰚☯䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㢖 ╂Ⰲ
㑲㹾㩗㧎 㥚㌗㦚 Ṗ㰚 ⺆㡊㦮 㑮㿫  䖓㺓㦖 䔏㩫
䟻㦒⪲㦮 㿪⩻㦚 ㌳㔲䋾┺. 㥚㌗ 㹾㧊 Ṩ㦚
⼖䢪㔲䋺Ⳇ ㌳䞮⓪ 㿪⩻ὒ 㥶☯㦮 ゚ᾦ⯒ 䐋䟊
⌊ ὋṚ ⼖䢪㥾ὒ 㔺Ⰶ▪ Ṛỿ㦮 㹾㧊㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ ゚╖䃃㩗㧎 㥶☯ὒ 㿪⩻㦮 ὖἚ⯒ 㩲㔲䞲┺.
㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ ゚╖䃃㩗 㥶☯㦚 ⁒㌂䞲 ㌞⪲㤊
⼖㑮⯒ 㩫㦮䞮㡂 㿪⩻ ㌳㦚 㥚䞲 㾲㩗㦮 㥚㌗
㹾㧊⯒ 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㧎┺. ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒
┺㟧䞲 㤊☯ ⼖㑮  ⩞㧊⏖㯞 㑮㦮 ⼖䢪Ṗ 㿪⩻㦮
㟧ὒ 㾲㩗 㫆Ị㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 㞢㞚⽎┺.

㢖㧊㠊 䆪䕛㠦㍲ 㧒㠊⋮⓪ 㥶㼊 㞞㩫㎇ 㡆ῂ*
㩚䡲㭖 1, ₖ䡫㑮 1; 1Korea Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology
ἶ㼊 㢖㧊㠊⯒ 䆪䕛㞷㦒⪲ ☚䙂䞶 ➢ 䆪䕛♲
䞚⯚㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 䚲Ⳋ㧻⩻ 㞞㩫㎇(Capillary instability)㠦 ╖䟊 㧊⪶㩗 㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㧊⩂䞲
㞞㩫㎇㦖 㢖㧊㠊⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 ⶒ 㑮㰧ὒ 䞚⯚ 䆪䕛㦮
‶㧒☚㢖 㞞㩫㎇㠦 ⹖㩧䞲 㡆ὖ㧊 㧞㠊 Ⱔ㦖

㡆ῂ㧦✺㦮 ὖ㕂㦚 ἶ 㧞⓪ 䡚㌗㧊┺. ₆㫊㦮
㡆ῂ㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ, ἶ㩦☚㦮 㥶㼊㦮 ⊠㠊㰦㠦㍲ ⌊㠦
ἶ㼊 㢖㧊㠊 㥶ⶊ㠦 ➆⧒ 䚲Ⳋ 䡫㎇ὒ 㞞㩫㎇㧊
┺⯊Ợ 㧒㠊⋲┺ἶ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, ἶ㼊 䚲Ⳋ㧊
㞞㩫㎇㠦 㠊⟺ ₆㡂⯒ 䞮⓪㰖㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ
⹎゚䞮┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 㢖㧊㠊㦮 ἶ㼊Ⳋ㧊 㥶㼊㦮 Ệ☯㠦
㭒⓪ ⶒⰂ㩗 䣾ὒ㦮 㭧㣪㎇㠦 ╖䟊 ㌊䘊⽊㞮┺.
㤊☯⨟ 㩫㔳ὒ 㡆㏣㩫㔳㦒⪲䎆 㥺䢲㧊⪶,
㎃☯Ṗ㩫, ⁎Ⰲἶ 㩦㹿 㫆Ị ❇㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䞚⯚
⚦℮㢖 㿫䟻 ㏣☚㠦 ὖ䞲 㰖⺆㩫㔳㦚 㧊⊢㠊⌞┺.
㧊⩂䞲 㰖⺆㩫㔳㦚 䐋䟊㍲ 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⧒ ╂⧒㰖⓪
䞚⯚㦮 ⚦℮㢖 㿫䟻 ㏣☚, ⊠㠊㰖⓪ ◆ ỎⰂ⓪
㔲Ṛ㦚 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ⳾◎㦚 㥶☚䞮㡖ἶ 䞚⯚⚦℮㢖
㢖㧊㠊㦮 ゚㠦 ➆⯎ ⊠㠊㰦 㔲㩦㧊 ╂⧒㰦㦚
㍺ⳛ䞮㡖┺. 䔏䧞, ἶ㼊 ⼓Ⳋ 䣾ὒ⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞮⓪
㿫䟻 ㏣☚㦮 㰖⯚ 䟻㦮 ㏣☚ ₆㤎₆Ṗ 㥚㎇
㞷㩗 䡫㎇㠦 㭧㣪䞮┺⓪ ộ㦚 䡪┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 Ṳ㧎₆㽞
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺
2021R1A2C2007835).

㭧ἂ㡆ῂ
(MSIT:
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㹾㎎╖ ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆 Ṳ㦚 㥚䞲 䐋䞿
䟊㍳* 㧊䞯㰚 1,2; 1Gyeongsang National University,
2Research

Center for Aircraft Core Technology

㹾㎎╖ 䟃Ὃ 㧊☯ 㑮┾㦒⪲ ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚 ₆㦮
☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆 ゚䟟㼊 Ṳ㧊 㩚 ㎎Ἒ㩗㦒⪲
䢲䧞 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆⓪ ₆㫊㦮
㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㧎 䡂Ⰲ䆻䎆㢖 ╂Ⰲ 䕎䔎 ⪲䎆, Ⲗ䕆
⪲䎆, ⽋䞿䡫 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 䡫䌲㦮 ゚䟟㼊 䡫㌗㦒⪲
Ṳ♮ἶ 㧞┺. 䔏䧞 㞞㩚ὒ ㏢㦢㠦 ╖䞲 㧊㓞⯒
䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ㌆㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲㧊 ☚㧛♾㠦 ➆⧒
゚䟟㼊㠦 㩗㣿♮⓪ ⪲䎆 ⡦⓪ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 Ṳ㑮Ṗ
㯳Ṗ䞲 ộ㧊 䔏㰫㧊┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ┺㑮㦮 㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㧊
㩗㣿♲ ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆 ゚䟟㼊⯒ ㍺Ἒ/Ṳ䞮₆
㥚䟊㍲⓪ Ὃ⩻, ῂ㫆, ゚䟟㡃䞯, ㏢㦢䟊㍳ ❇㦮
㣪㏢₆㑶✺㧊 ₊⹖䞮Ợ ἆ䞿♲ 䣾㥾㩗㧎 䐋䞿䟊㍳
䝚⪲⁎⧾㧊 ✲㔲 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⡦䞲 ☚㕂 䢮ἓ ⌊㦮
㞞㩚䞲 㤊㣿㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪ ☚㕂 ῂ㫆ⶒ  ₆㌗, ἆク,
⋯⬆㠦 㦮䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ἶ⩺䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䟊㍳ ₆㑶㧊
㣪ῂ♲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㢖⮮⻫(Vortex Methods)
₆㦮 ⪲䎆 Ὃ⩻  䤚⮮ 䟊㍳ ₆㑶㦚 䢲㣿䞲 㡆ῂ
㌂⪖㢖 ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆 㩗㣿㦚 㥚䞲 䐋䞿 䟊㍳㧦

Ṳ ὒ㩫㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
(NRF-2017R1A5A1015311, NRF-2021R1C1C1010198)

㦮䞲 Ὃ⩻㏢㦢 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪ 㩚㌆ Ὃ⩻㦢䟻
䟊㍳㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ UAM ₆㼊㦮
゚䟟㫆Ị  ☚㕂 Ịⶒ㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂 UAM ☚㕂
䢮ἓ㏢㦢㦚 㩚㌆䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⳾㌂䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦 㭒㣪㌂㠛 FR22E03
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Vortex-In-Cell ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䣾㥾㩗㧎
䤚⮮ 䟊㍳* 㫆㡗⹒ 1; 1Hanseo University

⪲䎆

㾲⁒ Ṳ♮ἶ 㧞⓪ UAM ₆㼊✺㦖 ┺㭧 ⪲䎆
₆㦮 ㌆㿪㰚㔳㦚 㺚䌳䞮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, UAM
₆㼊㦮 Ὃ⩻㦚 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪
┺㭧 ⪲䎆㠦㍲ ㌳♮⓪ ⽋㧷䞲 䤚⮮⯒ 䟊㍳䞶 㑮
㧞㠊㟒 䞲┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 㫛㩚㦮 䡂Ⰲ䆻䎆 㟒㠦㍲
Ⱔ㧊 䢲㣿♲ ⧒⁎⧧㰖㞞 ₆㦮 㧦㥶 䤚⮮ ⳾◎ ⡦⓪
㢖⮮㧛㧦⻫ὒ ṯ㦖 䤚⮮ ⳾◎Ⱇ ₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞶 㑮
㧞㦒⋮,
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮
㔲Ṛ㧊
㯳Ṗ䞾㠦
➆⧒
㣪㏢Ṳ㑮Ṗ Ⱔ㞚㪎 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 㔲Ṛ㧊 㩦㹾 ⓦ⩺㰖⓪
┾㩦㧊
㧞┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㧊⩂䞲
⌄㦖
Ἒ㌆䣾㥾㎇㦚 ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䟊㍲ VIC(Vortex-In-Cell)
₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䤚⮮ ⳾◎Ⱇ ⻫㦚 Ṳ䞲┺. 䤚⮮
㥚䂮  ṫ☚㠦 ╖䞲 㩫⽊⯒ 䣣✳䞮₆ 㥚䞲 ⪲䎆
䚲Ⳋ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㠦⓪ ゚㍶䡫 㢖⮮ỿ㧦⻫㧊 ㌂㣿♮Ⳇ,
VIC ₆⻫ὒ㦮 ⹖㩧 㡆☯㦚 䐋䟊 䟊㍳㧦⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖┺.
⳾◎Ⱇ
₆⻫㦮
䣾㥾㎇㦚
Ỗ㯳䞮₆
㥚䟊,
㢖⮮㧛㧦⻫㦚 ┾☛㦒⪲ ㌂㣿䞲 ἓ㤆㢖 䟊㍳ Ṗ㏣䢪⯒
㥚䟊 FMM(Fast Multi-pole Method)⯒ 䞾℮ ㌂㣿䞲
ἓ㤆⯒ ゚ᾦ 䅖㧊㓺⪲ 䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ⪲䎆 䟊㍳㠦 ╖䞲
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 㔲Ṛ㦚 CPU time 㦒⪲ 䁷㩫䞮㡂
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫 (ὒ䞯₆㑶 㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚(No.2021R1A5A1031868

No.
2020R1G1A1102702). ⡦䞲 㩫(㌆㠛䐋㌗ 㧦㤦 
㥚㌂㠛㼃)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
⹒ῆ䡧⩻
㰚䦻㤦㠦㍲
㑮䟟䞮⓪
⹒ῆἎ㣿₆㑶Ṳ㌂㠛
(㔲䠮)
㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♾ (䡧㟓⻞䢎 21-CM-AU-14).

UAM ゚䟟㼊㦮 ゚䟟㫆Ị⼚ Ὃ⩻㏢㦢  ☚㕂
䢮ἓ㏢㦢 䟊㍳* 㥚㎇㣿 1, 㩫₆䤞 1, ₖⶎ㎇ 2, ㏷㤆₎ 2,
ₖ㎇䢎 2; 1 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦, 2 ┺㘮㔲㓺䎲䆪Ⰲ㞚
UAM(Urban Air Mobility) ゚䟟㼊⓪ 㧒㩗㧎 䟃Ὃ₆㠦
゚䞮㡂 ゚䟟ἶ☚Ṗ ⌄㦒Ⳇ ☚㕂⌊㠦㍲ 㤊㣿♮₆
➢ⶎ㠦 ゚䟟㼊 ㏢㦢㧊 䋆 ⶎ㩲Ṗ ♶ 㑮 㧞┺. 䔏䧞
㧊⮯  㹿⮯㔲 ☚㕂 Ịⶒ 䡫䌲㢖 ゚䟟㼊 㿪⩻
⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ ㏢㦢㧊 䋂Ợ ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ╖┺㑮㦮
UAM ゚䟟㼊Ṗ ┺㑮㦮 䝚⫃-⪲䎆⯒ ㌂㣿䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦
䣢㩚⋶Ṳ Ὃ₆⩻㧊 㭒㣪 ㏢㦢㤦㧊 ♲┺. 䣢㩚⋶Ṳ㠦

䛣☯ ⼓Ⳋ ἓἚ䂋㧊 OPPAV Half-span ⳾◎㠦
⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮㩗 㡆ῂ* 㾲㨂䤞 1;
1

䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦

䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦㠦㍲⓪ ┺㭧 㩚₆㿪㰚 ゚䟟㼊㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ 䝚⪲䗶⩂/⋶Ṳ Ṛ㎃䡚㌗㦚 㡆ῂ䞮₆ 㥚䟊
䟃㤆㡆㠦㍲ Ṳ㭧㧎 eVTOL(Electric Vertical Take-Off
and Landing) ₆㼊㧎 OPPAV(Optionally Piloted Personal
Air Vehicle) 䡫㌗㦮 Half-span ⳾◎㦚 㩲㧧䞮ἶ 㧊⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 䛣☯㔲䠮ὒ 㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䛣☯ ⼓Ⳋ 㩦㎇ 䣾ὒ 㡗 㡂㠦 ➆⯎
㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦮 㡺㹾⯒ ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊 䟊㍳ ☚Ⲫ㧎㦚
㤦ἓἚ(Far-field),
䛣☯䡫㌗(゚㩦㎇
⼓Ⳋ),
䛣☯䡫㌗(㩦㎇ ⼓Ⳋ)㦒⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡂 㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮ἶ ⁎ ἆὒ⯒ 䛣☯㔲䠮 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
* ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㦖 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦 ₆⽎㌂㠛 “㥶㧎
⹎⧮⳾アⰂ䕆 䞮㧊ぢⰂ✲ 㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲 ₆㑶Ṳˉ
ὒ㩲㦮 ἆὒ 㭧 㧒㧛┞┺.

㎎㎮: 㓺Ⱎ䔎 ⳾アⰂ䕆 2
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30
㩲 8 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㧊ὖ㭧(㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ)

㩚₆㿪㰚 䟃Ὃ₆㣿 㧎⻚䎆㦮 㩲㠊 ₖ㧻⳿ 1, 1Pusan
National University
㾲⁒ 㓺Ⱎ䔎 ⳾アⰂ䕆 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㩚₆ ☯⩻ 㔲㓺䎲㦚
㧊㣿䞮⓪ ṗ㫛 㥷䟊Ὃ 㧊☯㼊㠦 ╖䞲 ὖ㕂ὒ Ṳ㧊
䋂Ợ 㯳Ṗ䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 䚲⓪ 㓺Ⱎ䔎 ⳾アⰂ䕆
䔏⼚㎎㎮㦮 䚲⪲㖾, 㩚₆ ☯⩻ 㔲㓺䎲㦮 䟋㕂
ῂ㎇㣪㏢㧎 㧎⻚䎆㦮 ₆⽎ Ṳ⎦ὒ 㧊㦮 㩲㠊㠦 ╖䟊
㏢Ṳ䞲┺. 䔏䧞, 㩚₆㿪㰚 㔳㦮 䟃Ὃ₆㢖 ゚䟟㼊㦮
Ṳ㧊
㯳䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ ☯䟻㦚 ἶ⩺䞮㡂, 䟃Ὃ₆㣿
㩚₆㿪㰚 㔲㓺䎲㠦 ╖䞲 㣪ῂ㫆Ị㦮 䔏㰫㦚 䞾℮
㩲㔲䞮ἶ 㧊⯒ 㥚䞲 㧎⻚䎆 㩲㠊㠦㍲㦮 ἶ⩺㌂䟃ὒ
Ṳ 㭒㞞㩦 ❇㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞲┺.

Recent progress of anode materials for lithium-ion
batteries* ㏦㡗㤇 1; 1 㺓㤦╖䞯ᾦ 㓺Ⱎ䔎 ⁎ⰆὋ䞯
(䢪䞯Ὃ䞯㩚Ὃ)
To satisfy the demand for longer driving range of electrical
vehicle, there have been numerous developments of electrode materials for higher energy density of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). For anode materials, graphite anode has been
most widely used since the first commercial LIBs was developed with LiCoO2-graphite chemistry in 1991. However,
the gravimetric capacity of graphite anode is theoretically
limited to 372 mAh/g. Therefore, there have been many approaches to use anode materials showing higher gravimetric
capacities such as silicon(3579 mAh/g) and lithium metal(3862 mAh/g). However, silicon and lithium metal anodes
have volume expansion (silicon and lithium) and dendrite
growth(lithium) problems inducing degradation of LIBs.
Therefore, material design is needed to solve the degradation
issues. Herein, I will introduce the recent progress of anode
material designs for lithium-ion batteries. Currently, the most
advanced form of commercialized anode is graphite and
silicon blending anode which has gravimetric capacity up to
500 mAh/g. In other hand, various studies on lithium metal
anode have been reported in academia (for example, all solid-state batteries).

Technology of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel
cell system for the smart mobility applications
䧂㎇ 1; 1Changwon National University
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)⓪ 㑮㏢㢖
Ὃ₆㦮 㦧㦒⪲ 㩚⩻㦚 ㌳㌆䞲┺. 㡆⬢㩚㰖 㦧㦮
㌆ⶒ⪲ ⶒὒ ㌆㏢Ⱒ㧊 ⺆㿲♮⸖⪲ 䂲䢮ἓ㩗㧊Ⳇ,
䞒  㰞⨟㦮 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㹾㎎╖ 㓺Ⱎ䔎 ⳾アⰂ䕆㠦
㦧㣿 Ṗ⓻㎇㧊 䋂┺ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞┺. PEMFC 㦮
㩚₆䢪䞯㩗㧎
㦧㦮
䔏㎇㦚
㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 㡞䁷  ㍳䞮⓪ 㞞㦚 ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
䔏䧞 PEMFC ⯒ ῂ☯䞮⓪ ◆㠦 㣪ῂ♮⓪ ⌟ṗ ❇㦮
㡊ὖⰂ䞮⓪ ₆⻫㠦 ╖䞲 䐋䞿㩗㧎 䟊㍳ 㩧⁒⻫㠦
╖䞲 ⌊㣿☚ ┺⭆ ộ㧊┺. Ṳ⎦㍺Ἒ ┾Ἒ㠦㍲
PEMFC 㦮 㿲⩻  䣾㥾 ❇㦮 㭒㣪㰖䚲⯒ 㡞䁷䞮ἶ
㡊  ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻ 䢫⽊⯒ 㥚䞲 㔲㓺䎲㩗 䟊㍳
₆⻫㦚 ㍺ⳛ䞲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ⻫㦖 䟻䤚㠦 㥷㌗ 㑮㏷
㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ㏢䡫 䟃Ὃ ❇㦮 ┺㟧䞲 㦧㣿㟒㠦
㩗㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㧊┺.

eVTOL UAM 䟃Ὃ₆ ㎇⓻䟊㍳  Ṳ⎦ ㍺Ἒ
䝚⪲⁎⧾ Ṳ* 㧊ὖ㭧 1, 㧊☯㤇 1; 1 ㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ
2016 ⎚ Uber 㦮 ˄Elevate˅ project 䚲⓪ 㩚 ㎎Ἒ
㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆ 䄺ⷺ┞䕆㠦 䋆 䟻㦚 ⩂㧒㦒䆆ἶ,
䡚㨂 400 㡂㫛 㧊㌗㦮 ☚㕂 䟃Ὃ ⳾アⰂ䕆(UAM)㣿

㩚₆㿪㰚 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆Ṗ Ṳ 㭧㧎 ộ㦒⪲ 㞢⩺㰖ἶ
㧞┺. ╖㦮 UAM 㣿 㩚₆㿪㰚 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㦮
㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲㦖 ⺆䎆ⰂⰢ㦒⪲ 㠦⍞㰖⯒ 㠑⓪ full electric
propulsion system (FEPS)㦚 㭒⪲ ㌂㣿䞮Ⳇ, 㧊⓪
䌚㏢㩖Ṧ ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ ⏨㦖 ㍺Ἒ 㧦㥶☚㠦 㦮䟊
㌆㿪㰚 ❇ 䡗㔶㩗㧎 䟃Ὃ₆ 䡫㌗㦚 Ṗ⓻䅖䞶 㑮
㧞┺⓪ 䔏㰫㦚 Ṗ㰚┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲㦚
㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆㦮 㿪㰚Ἒ䐋㦒⪲ ῂ䡚䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪,
㧊⯒ ῂ㎇䞮⓪ 㩚₆ ⳾䎆, 㧎⻚䎆, ⁎Ⰲἶ ⺆䎆Ⰲ㠦
╖䞲 㩚₆㩗㧎 䔏㎇㦚 ἶ⩺䟊㟒䞲┺. ⁎Ⰲἶ 㩚₆㩗
䔏㎇㦮 ⳾◎Ⱇ 㑮㭖㧊 䟊㍳㦮 㩫䢫☚㢖 ㍺Ἒ
䌖╏㎇㦚 ἆ㩫䞮₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 㩚₆㿪㰚 㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆
Ṳ⎦ ㍺Ἒ㠦㍲⓪ 㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲㠦 ╖䞲 ⽊┺ 㩫ᾦ䞲
⳾◎Ⱇ㧊 䞚㑮㩗㧊┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩚₆ ⳾䎆,
㧎⻚䎆, ⺆䎆Ⰲ ❇ ṗ 㩚₆ 㧻䂮㦮 㩚₆㩗 䔏㎇㦚
⽊┺
㩫䢫䞮Ợ
ἶ⩺䞶
㑮
㧞⓪
Ṳ㍶♲
㩚₆㿪㰚㔲㓺䎲 䟊㍳ ⳾◎Ⱇ㧊 㧊㣿䞲 㩚₆㿪㰚
㑮㰗㧊㹿⮯₆ Ṳ⎦㍺Ἒ㦮 ㌞⪲㤊 㩧⁒ 㔳㦚
㩲㞞䞮⓪ ộ㦚 ⳿㩗㦒⪲ 䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊
❇Ṗ䣢⪲㢖 㔺㯳㩗 ⳾◎㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ⳾䎆, 㧎⻚䎆
 ⺆䎆Ⰲ 䟊㍳ ⳾✞㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖㦒┺. 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲,
㔺㩲 ⳾䎆㢖 㧎⻚䎆 ㎇⓻ 䕢⧒⹎䎆⯒ ₆㦒⪲
ῂ㿫䞲 ㍶䡫 䣢‖ ⳾◎㦚 Ṳ⎦㍺Ἒ㠦 㡗䞮㡂,
㧚㦮㦮 ⳾䎆  㧎⻚䎆⯒ 㧦㥶⫃Ợ ㍺Ἒ䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳
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A data-driven large-eddy simulation model invariant of characteristic velocity scale* 㫆㫛䡗1, 㫛䢮2,
㾲䟊㻲1; 1Seoul University, 2䡚╖㧦☯㹾

䟊㍳㦚
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One of the issues of large-eddy simulation (LES) model
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trained with neural network is that the model is not invariant
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study, we propose to use an artificial neural network (ANN)
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tion, but nonlinear activation function. Three ANNs with
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CNN(Convolutional Neural Networks) ₆㦮 ❻⩂┳
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*This work is supported by the National Research Foundation through the Ministry of Science and ICT
(2022R1A2B5B02001586)
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High-Accuracy and Interactive Flow Simulation for
an Extended Reality Contents Platform * 㫆⁞㤦1,

㩫☚㦮 㩫䢫☚⯒ 䢫⽊䞮Ⳋ㍲☚ 㡞䁷 㔲Ṛ㧊 ⰺ㤆

㔶㩫䤞1, ₖ⹒㞚1; 1Korea Institute of Science and Tech-
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The improved early stage learning of PINN by inserting an additional input layer* 㧊㌗䡚1, 㥺㡗ῃ1,

䞚㣪䞲

㏷㎇㰚1; 1Seoul National UniversityG
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* This work was supported by the National Research Council
of Science & Technology (NST) grant by the Korea government (MSIT) (No. CRC21011)

Velocity and temperature field reconstruction by
physics informed neural network* Hyungmin Shin1,
Jeongsu Jung1, Kyung Chun Kim1; 1Pusan National University
This paper proposed an innovative approach to predict flow
field data with Physics Informed Neural Network (PINN).
For reconstructing velocity field, several residual data were
given and find hidden mechanics of fluid flow by PINN. To
predict natural convection of fluid inside of the square enclosure, 2D PINN model were generated and trained by Navier-Stokes equation, continuity equation and energy equa-

㎎㎮: 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ 2
6 㤪 23 㧒 ⳿㣪㧒 10:25 – 11:55
㩲 9 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㔶㩫䤞(䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊㡆ῂ㤦)

tion. In this case also gave several data for reconstruction of
velocity and temperature field. To get more precise result
considering wall effect, 3D PINN model also generated.
Result shows a good agreement with the numerical simulation. A deeper analysis about the methodology of various
PINN and error between the numerical method and PINN

Spatio-temporal resolution enhancement and data
recovery of 2D lifetime-based phosphor thermometry using deep neural network* 㩫㭒㣿1, 㹾㧊 䌖㡺1,
ₖἓ㻲1; 1Pusan National university
The thermographic phosphor thermometry shows the advantages of insensitive against the properties of the surface
and robust against interference from scattered light compared
with traditional optical methods such as pyrometry, thermochromic liquid crystals, etc. After the post processing,
time-resolved temperature fields could be obtained. Since the
lifetime-based method is using the intrinsic property of the
phosphorescence, this method is robust and accurate compared with the other post-processing methods. However, the
lifetime-based method has disadvantage that limits the temporal resolution of the time-resolved temperature fields. An
interrogation window method can be applied to decrease
noise in each pixel. However, at the same time, the interrogation window decreases spatial resolution of the temperature fields. The spray-painting method is the easiest way for
the coating the phosphor particles. However, it is difficult to
control the thickness of the coating, causes uneven surface
which results in nonuniformity of the phosphorescence and
can be easily removed. In this study, a deep neural network
(DNN) is suggested as a solution to the three aforementioned
problems. The DNN is constructed. And then, the spatial and
temporal resolution of the temperature field is enhanced, and
the lost data is recovered.
* This work was also supported by the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the
Korean government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822).

were conducted. The results show the great potential for
analyze velocity field and temperature field.
* This research was supported by the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant, which is funded by the
Korean government (MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018822).

Automatic mesh generation for blades using deep
reinforcement learning* ₖ㧎⎫1, ₖ㎎㰚1, 㥶☯䡚1;
1Pohang

University of Science and Technology
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with shear stress as the result of the Reynolds analogy.
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However, in local regions, the dissimilarity between them is
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(NRF-2021R1A2C2092146)㢖
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(KEPCO)
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observed despite the strong similarity. Also, the relationship
between them has a strong nonlinearity with respect to
Prandtl number. Therefore, for the development of more
accurate heat transfer prediction models, understanding the
turbulent transport of momentum and heat for Prandtl number is essential. In this study, GAN, one of the deep learning

Prediction of airfoil performance using Convolution neural networks* ₖ⽊⧒1, 㧊㩫䤞1, 㧊㔏䤞1,
㥺⹒1; 1Korea

models, was applied to predict the surface heat flux for various Prandtl numbers from wall shear stresses in turbulent
channel flow with temperature. Furthermore, we investigated

Maritime and Ocean University
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face heat flux for Prandtl number through the trained.
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On the reconstruction of 3D turbulent flows from
2D data using deep neural networks* Mustafa Z.
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㞚

Reynolds number. On the other hand, enormous amounts of
data can be generated from the experimental and the numerical studies, which encourage looking for new deep learning-based data-driven methods that can practically utilize the

Prediction of Prandtl Number Effect in Turbulent
Heat Transfer through Interpretable Deep Learning* ₖ䣾㰚1, ₖ㭖䡗1, 㧊㺓䤞1; 1Yonsei University

data for turbulence-related problems. Recently, several deep
learning models have shown a remarkable potential to map
turbulent flow fields with spatially limited resolutions to high
fidelity flow fields by making use of the available training

Turbulent heat transfer is a phenomenon observed in various

data. Thus, such deep learning models possibly can recon-

applications such as gas turbines and heat exchangers, and

struct the missing regions in the flow fields by compensating

predicting heat transfer is greatly important in engineering

them with approximation functions represented by the train-

fields. In particular, at the wall, heat flux is highly correlated

able parameters in the models. In this study, we present a

deep learning-based method to reconstruct three-dimensional
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turbulent flows from two-dimensional data, in such a way
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(2D-3D GAN) to reconstruct three-dimensional turbulent
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flows from two intersected unpaired two-dimensional data
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sets. DNS calculations of turbulent channel flow and flow
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around finite a wall-mounted square cylinder are utilized to

㡞䁷䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,

evaluate the performance of the proposed model.
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*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2021 ⎚☚㩫 (㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (20214000000140, 㼃㩫㠦⍞㰖㦋䞿
㩚㦋䞿╖䞯㤦). 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ⡦䞲 2019 ⎚☚ 㩫
(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ
㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No. 2019R1I1A3A0
1058576).
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Predicting Air Change Efficiency of Air Purifier
using Convolutional Neural Network* ₖ⋮ἓ1,
ṫ☯䧂1, ṫ䡚㤇1; 1Chonnam National University
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Super-resolution
reconstruction
of
three-dimensional turbulent flows using deep
learning* Linqi Yu1, Mustafa Z. Yousif1, and Hee-Chang
Lim1; 1 Pusan National University
This study presents a deep learning neural networks that is
used to recover high-resolution turbulent flows from grossly
coarse flow field data. For the present flow velocity field
reconstruction, a deep learning model is developed named
multi-scale enhanced super-resolution generative adversarial
network (MS-ESRGAN). One case is used to evaluate the
performance of the deep learning model that is the DNS data
of 3D channel flow at two different friction Reynolds numbers ReĲ = 180 and 550. The results show that this deep
learning model has the capacity to commendably reconstruct
the high-resolution velocity fields from limited data with
reference to instantaneous and statistical results. Besides, the
results also illustrate that the model can rebuild the turbulence at extra Reynolds numbers that is within the range of
the training Reynolds numbers. Furthermore, the ability of
utilizing transfer learning (TL) for the case of 3D channel
flow is also tested. In TL case, the initializing weights for the
training of 3D channel flow at ReĲ = 550 is the trained
weights of the case of 3D channel flow at ReĲ = 180. With
the application of TL, the computation cost is less, and the
amount of training data set are less compared to the ordinary
training.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2021 ⎚☚㩫 (㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000140,
㼃㩫㠦⍞㰖㦋䞿㩚㦋䞿╖䞯㤦). 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ⡦䞲
2019 ⎚☚ 㩫 (⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ
㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
2019R1I1A3A01058576).
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Evaluation of Flow Resistance Prediction Performance of Neural Network Model Depending on

Reynolds Number Preprocessing* ₖ⼧㤇1, ṫ䡚㤇1;
1Chonnam

National University

ἷὖ㠦㍲ ㌳䞲 㥶☯ 㩖䟃㦚 㿪㩫䞮⓪ ộ㦖 䟃Ὃ,
䝢⧲䔎, ㍶ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㔲㓺䎲㦚 ㍺Ἒ䞮₆ 㥚䟊
䞚㑮㩗㧎 ὒ㩫㧊Ⳇ, 㥶☯ 㩖䟃㦖 Ⱎ㺆Ἒ㑮, ἷὖ㦮
㰖⯚, 㥶㼊㦮 ㌗䌲⨟㦚 䐋䟊 Ἒ㌆䞶 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊 㭧
Ⱎ㺆Ἒ㑮⓪ 㥶㼊㦮 㩦㎇㠦 㦮䞲 Ⱎ㺆 㩖䟃  㧊㹾

vectors measured by the two-frame PTV algorithm are insufficient. In this study, the DL-SRU is improved to enhance the
localization performance. In addition, the two-frame PTV
algorithm was replaced with a new deep-learning based PIV
which was optimized for ultrasound images to get densely
distributed velocity vectors. Thus, the overall deep learning
networks are robust to ultrasound images. As a result, the
proposed DL-SRU can provide more accurate and improved
results than before.

㥶☯ὒ ṯ㦖 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㠦 㦮䟊 ἆ㩫♮Ⳇ, ἷὖ㦮
㰖⯚,
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⼖㑮✺㦚 䐋䟊 䚲䡚 Ṗ⓻䞮┺ἶ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞┺. 䔏䧞,

Large-Eddy Simulation Modeling of Wall-Bounded
Turbulence using Deep Reinforcement Learning*

㥶㼊㦮 ὖ㎇⩻ὒ 㩦㎇⩻㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗╖㩗㧎 䋂₆⯒

ₖ㭖䡗1, ₖ䣾㰚1, ₖ㰖㡆1, 㧊㺓䤞1; 1Yonsei University

⋮䌖⌊⓪ Re㦮 ἓ㤆 䂋⮮ 㥶☯㠦㍲ 101-103㦮 䋂₆⯒
⽊㧊⋮, ⋲⮮ 㥶☯㦮 ἓ㤆 106₢㰖 㯳Ṗ䞮Ợ ♮Ⳇ

Recently, for the purpose of precise subgrid-scale(SGS)

㥶☯ ㌗䌲㠦 ➆⧒ ㌗╏䞲 䋂₆㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ ⽊㧎┺.

modeling of large-eddy simulation, supervised deep learning
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approaches using high-fidelity direct numerical simulation
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䞯㔋㦚 㥚䞮㡂 Log transformation㦚 䢲㣿䞲 ◆㧊䎆
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data have been tested. However, its performance has not met
the expectation and in practice such data are generally not
available. To overcome these limitations, we applied a deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm to SGS modeling of
wall-bounded turbulence, which has not been yet investigated. Using only limited target statistics including the mean
viscous and Reynolds stresses, we trained the DRL model
that produces the SGS stress from the local resolved velocity
gradient information. As a result, in various environments

₆⻫㧊

our DRL could develop SGS models that can predict the

㌂㣿♲ 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ ⳾◎㦖 ὒ㏢ 㩗䞿㧊 ㌳䞲 ộ㠦

statistics perfectly consistent with those of filtered DNS. In
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䟊, Log transformation ₆⻫㦖 Re㦮 䋂₆⯒ Ṧ㏢㔲䅲
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Optimized deep learning-based ultrasound speckle
image velocimetry for super-resolution PIV measurement* HYO SEUNG LEE1, SANG JOON LEE1;

the presentation, we will show various results including the
effect of the model form, physical constraints, and characteristics of the trained model.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(2017R1E1A1A0307028 2)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Prediction and control of 2D decaying turbulence
using generative adversarial networks* Jiyeon Kim1,

1

Junhyuk Kim1, Changhoon Lee1; 1Yonsei University

of Science and Technology (POSTECH)

Recently, various cases of applying machine learning (ML)

A deep learning-based super resolution ultrasound (DL-SRU)
was introduced to localize positions of red blood cells
(RBCs) from ultrasound B-mode images. A two-frame particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) algorithm is applied to the
output images of DL-SRU for accurate measurement of
whole velocity field information. However, the prediction
accuracy of DL-SRU is decreased in the regions where
speckle signals are overlapped and the number of velocity

to fundamental studies to understand the dynamic behavior

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Pohang University

of turbulence and turbulence control have been attempted.
Most of the existing methods regarding turbulence dynamics
prediction are based on reduced-order modeling (ROM)
methods

to

solve

the

difficulties

caused

by

the

high-dimensionality of turbulence, but they have certain

shortcomings such as losing non-linear transients and mul-
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ti-scale phenomena inherent in the data. Deep convolutional
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well known for their capability of reflecting spatial infor-
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mation by utilizing convolutional neural networks (CNN)
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and containing statistical properties through the adversarial
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training to the discriminator. On the other hand, various
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studies applying ML to flow control for various tasks such as
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drag reduction of turbulent channel flow have been conduct-
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ed for a long time, showing successful control results. To the
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best of our knowledge, however, there is almost no example
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of applying ML to flow control for a more general purpose
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of the fundamental study. Thus, we tried to develop a predic-
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tion model using GAN that predicts the evolution of turbu-
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lence with high accuracy by reflecting both spatial infor-
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mation and statistical characteristics and to present a control
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model which enables turbulence control for some specific
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purposes using this high-accuracy prediction model as a
surrogate model. As a result, our prediction model showed
cient) and statistically (e.g., enstrophy spectra) very high
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accuracy in the prediction of 2D decaying turbulence. Also,

䡚㡞㏪2,

our control model was able to generate disturbances that

2

spatially (e.g., mean squared error and correlation coeffi-

allow the time-evolution of the flow field to be in a direction
that fits the objective function. In this presentation, we will
present examples of model performance evaluation from
various angles related to prediction and control results according to various targets, including the above prediction and
control results.
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Penetration of a vortex ring bubble through an
oil-water interface* ⶎ㦖㎇1, ㏷⹒䢎1, 㾲㔏䢎1,
1 1
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㡆ῂ✺㠦㍲ 㩫䢪䐋 ⌊ 㥶☯ ㍳㦚 㥚䟊 㹾㣿䞲
Ὃ₆㡆⪏

㑮䘟㦮

㡃

䙂⓪

䦷㹿㦚

㧒䂮䞾㦚

䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

㰞⨟㩚╂㦚

㑮䞮⓪

ἶ⩺䞲

㧊⯒

䐋䟊

Ṗ㓺㑮㏷㧻ὒ
䦷㹿ὒ

㑮㏷ⶎ㩲㠦㍲⓪

ṯ㦖

Ὃ₆㡆⪏

㍳⻫⽊┺ 㑮㏷ὒ 㰞⨟㩚╂㠦 ╖䞲 㰗㩧⳾㌂Ṗ ▪

㩗䞿䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 䕢ὒ㔲Ṛ 䟻㌗⯒ 㥚䟊 ἶ⩺䞲

Ṗ㌗㤦㧦⪲ Ṳ㦮 Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

6Ṗ㰖 ⌊ 䡫㌗㦚 㰖┞⓪ 㩫䢪⳾✞㠦 ╖䞲 䟊㍳㦚
䐋䟊 䘟Ⳋ㌗ 㩫䢪⳾✞㦖 㾲╖㎇⓻╖゚ 㟓 83~97%㦮
㎇⓻㦚 Ṗ㰞 㑮 㧞㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㰖㤦(No.
UD200013GD)㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞲
㡆ῂ㧊Ⳇ
㧊㠦
Ṧ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺.

䘦㐚 ⬾䝚 ⰻ☯ 䧞䔎 䕢㧊䝚㦮 䚲Ⳋ Ṳ㰞㦚 䐋䞲
㡊 ㎇⓻  ⌊ῂ㎇ 䟻㌗ 㡆ῂ* ₖ㰖㡆1, 㩫㎇㣿1;
1

Chosun University

Pulsating heat pipe (PHP)⓪ ㌞⪲㤊 㥶䡫㦮 㡊 ㌆
㧻䂮㧊Ⳇ, ⌊㠦 wick㧊 㠜⓪ Ṛ┾䞲 ῂ㫆⪲ ⳾㎎ὖ
㞫⩻㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㥶☯㦚 ㌳㎇㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㠊 Ⱔ㦖

Development of 3-D Thermal Hydraulics Analysis
Technology for SMRs* 㧊㔏㭖1, 㥺䞲㡗1 ; 1Korea

ὖ㕂㦚 ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ PHP㦮 㨂⬢⪲ 㭒⪲

Atomic Energy Research Institue

㰖㏣㎇㧊

㤦㧦⩻ ₆㑶 ㍶㰚ῃ㦚 㭧㕂㦒⪲ ㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲
(SMR: Small Modular Reactor) Ṳ㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ
䢲䧞

㰚䟟㭧㧊┺.

㩚⩻㦚

㌳㌆䞮⓪

㤦㧦⪲⪲

䚲㭖㍺Ἒ㧎䠞Ṗ⯒

䣣✳䞲

300We

㏢䡫㤦㧦⪲⓪

㩫㦮䞮Ⳇ,

㧊䞮㦮

ῃ⌊㠦㍲⓪

SMARTṖ

㧞┺.

㏢䡫㤦㧦⪲⓪ ゚㌗Ἒ䣣ῂ㡃 (EPZ: Emergency Planning
Zone)㧊 ₆㫊 ╖䡫㤦㩚ὒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡂
┺㟧䞲

(Passive)

䞒☯

ⰺ㤆

㞞㩚Ἒ䐋㦚

㧧㦒Ⳇ,

䢲㣿䞮₆㠦

ἶ㥶㞞㩚☚ (Inherent safety)Ṗ ⏨㦖 㧻㩦㦚 㰖┢┺.
㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲⓪

䞒☯㞞㩚Ἒ䐋ὒ

ṯ㦖

㩖㥶⨟

㧦㡆╖⮮ 䡚㌗㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 ⏎㕂㠦㍲㦮 㥶☯ 㞞㩫
䔏㎇㧊

㫊㨂䞮Ⳇ,

ῂ㫆ⶒ㧊⋮

㧒㼊䡫

㤦㧦⪲㦮

(Load

䞮㿪㫛

follow)

⽋㧷䞲

⌊

㤊㩚ὒ

ṯ㦖

Ṗ⼖㿲⩻㫆Ị㠦 ╖䞲 ῃ 㢖⮮ 䡚㌗㦚 䙂䞾䞮⓪
┺㟧䞲 3㹾㤦 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㧊 ⋮䌖⋶ 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲
㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲㦮 3㹾㤦 㡊㑮⩻ 㩫⹖䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊
3㹾㤦

2㌗㥶☯

㡊㑮⩻

䟊㍳

䆪✲㧎

CUPID⯒

䢲㣿䞮㡖┺. ㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊 ┺㟧䞲
㤦㧦⪲ ₆₆ (component)㠦 ╖䞲 ⳾◎Ⱇ㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
䟊㍳㠦

㌂㣿♲

₆₆⳾◎㦖

䗢䝚⳾◎,

⺎ぢ⳾◎,

Ṗ㞫₆ ⳾◎㧊 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ⏎㕂ὒ 㯳₆㌳₆⓪ 㑮䂮
㡊㤦㦒⪲ Ṛ㭒䞮㡖┺. 3㹾㤦㦮 㤦㧦⪲ 䡫㌗ὒ 㑮⪲
䡫㌗㦮 㤦㧦⪲⏎㕂 (reactor core)㦚 䟊㍳䞶 㑮 㧞ἶ,
㩚⏎㕂 䟊㍳㠦 ╖䞲 Ἒ㌆䣾㥾㎇㦚 ⏨㧊₆ 㥚䞲 㩚㣿
ỿ㧦㌳㎇₆

(mesh

㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪

㧊㢖

₆₆⳾◎㦚

㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

ṯ㦖

㧦㼊

CUPID

㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲㦮
㑮⪲㓺䅖㧒

generator)⯒

3㹾㤦

Ṳ♲

䆪✲㠦
㩚⏎㕂

(subchannel)
㡂⩂

Ṳ䞮㡖┺.

㤊㩚㫆Ịὒ

⽎

ỿ㧦Ἒ㢖
㩗㣿䞮㡂㍲

(full

㩫㌗㌗䌲
㌂ἶ㫆Ị㠦

㌂㣿♮⓪

㔺Ⰲ䆮

㤾㧊䗒㢖

⥆㠊⋲

ῂⰂ⽊┺

㞢⬾⹎ⓚ㦚

ἓ㩲㎇

㌂㣿䞮Ⳇ,


㧧☯

㥶㼊⪲⓪ ⶒ (Al-water)㦚 ㌂㣿䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. ἶ㡾㠦㍲
㞢⬾⹎ⓚὒ ⶒ㦖 䢪䞯 㦧㦚 㧒㦒䋺Ⳇ, 㧊 㦧㦮
㌳㎇ⶒ⪲ 㑮㌆䢪 㞢⬾⹎ⓚὒ ゚㦧㿫㎇ 㑮㏢ Ṗ㓺Ṗ
㌳䞲┺. 㑮㏢ Ṗ㓺⓪ Al-water PHP㦮 ⌊ 㥶☯㦚
䟊䞮㡂

㎇⓻㦚

㩖䞮㔲䋺Ⳇ,

Ṗ㓺Ṗ

㌳䞮Ⳋ

⌊

ἶ㧻㦚

㽞⧮䞲┺.

㧊⩂䞲

㧒㩫

㥶☯㧊

㧊㌗㦮

㞢⬾⹎ⓚὒ

㑮㏢
PHP㦮

㩫㰖♮㠊
ⶒ㦮

䢪䞯

㦧㦚 㰖䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂, 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㑮㌆䢪
㞢⬾⹎ⓚ㦚 ⹎Ⰲ ㌳㎇䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲-⋮⏎ 㔳
䚲Ⳋ Ṳ㰞㦚 PHP 㺚⍦ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 䚲Ⳋ Ṳ㰞
䤚 㩧㽟 ṗ 䁷㩫, scanning electron microscope  energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy㦚 䐋䟊㍲ 㽞䂲㑮㎇㦒⪲
䚲Ⳋ 㩬㦢㎇㧊 Ṳ㰞 ♮㠞㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⶒ㦚 㟓
55% 㭒㧛䞮ἶ Ṳ㰞 㩚䤚 PHP㦮 㡊 ㎇⓻  㥶☯㦚
゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. Original PHP ⽊┺ 䚲Ⳋ Ṳ㰞 ♲ PHP㠦㍲
▪ Ⱔ㦖 㯳㧊 㧒㠊⋮Ⳇ, 㡊 㩖䟃㦖 ▪ ⌄㞚㪢┺.
⡦䞲, original PHP㦮 ἓ㤆 㑮㏢ Ṗ㓺⪲ 㧎䞮㡂 ⽋
㔺䠮

㰚䟟

㔲,

㡊

㩖䟃㧊

㯳Ṗ䞮Ⳇ,

dry-out㧊

㌳䞮⓪ 㧚Ἒ 㡊 㥶㏣㧊 ⌄㞚㰚┺. 㧊㠦 䟊 䚲Ⳋ
Ṳ㰞 ♲ PHP⓪ ⽋ 㔺䠮 䤚㠦☚ 㡊 㩖䟃  㧚Ἒ
㡊 㥶㏣ 㫆Ị㧊 ⳾⚦ 㥶㰖Ṗ ♮㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲
㩲㞞䞮⓪ 䚲Ⳋ Ṳ㰞 ⻫㦖 Al-water PHP㦮 ㎇⓻㈦Ⱒ
㞚┞⧒ ⌊ῂ㎇☚ 䟻㌗㠦 ₆㡂䞶 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲
₆╖♲┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2020 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
(NRF-2020R1C1C1004344)

core)
䟊㍳㦚
╖䞲

Ỗ䏶⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㹾䤚 ㏢䡫⳾✞䡫㤦㧦⪲㦮 3㹾㤦

㑮䘟㩗㧎 㑮Ⰲ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 䐋䞲 䞮ῂ㠦㍲㦮 㡃⮮
㩲㠊 䣾ὒ 䌦ῂ* ㏦㍳⹒1, 䢿㰚䢮1; 1Seoul National
University

䞮㻲㠦㍲㦮
䞮ῂ㠦㍲⓪

㧒㩗㧎
㫆㍳㠦

┾䟻

㦮䞲

䦦⯚ὒ⓪

㡃⮮Ṗ

╂Ⰲ

㌳䞮⓪◆,

⁎

䣾ὒṖ ㌗⮮₢㰖 㧊㠊㰖Ⳋ 䂮ⳛ㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦚 ⋒䂶 㑮
㧞㠊 㧊⯒ 㩲㠊䞶 䞚㣪Ṗ 㧞┺. ╖䚲㩗㦒⪲ 䞮ῂ㠦
㥚䂮䞲 ⽊Ṗ 㧊⩂䞲 㡃䞶㦚 䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㧊⓪ ㌗⮮㢖
䞮⮮㦮 ㌳䌲Ἒ ┾㩞㦚 㟒₆䞶 ㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒ 㾲⁒
㩫㠦㍲

䞮ῂ㠦

㥚䂮䞲

㡂⩂

⽊㦮

䟊㼊⯒

ἆ㩫䞮Ⳋ㍲ ⽊㢖 ゚㔍䞲 䣾ὒ⯒ ⌒ 㑮 㧞⓪ ╖㞞㧊
Ⱎ⩾♮㠊㟒 䞲┺. ⁎ ╖㞞㦒⪲ 㧊⻞ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⽊㢖
ṯ㦖 㑮㰗㰗㧎 ῂ㫆ⶒ㧊 㞚┢ 㑮䘟㩗 㑮Ⰲ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮
㍺Ἒ⯒ 䐋䟊 䂮ⳛ㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦚 ⋒䂮㰖 㞠㦒Ⳋ㍲ Ṗ㧻
䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲

䞮ῂ㠦㍲㦮

㡃⮮⯒

㩲㠊䞶

㑮

㧞⓪

ῂ㫆ⶒ㠦 ╖䟊 ἶ㺆䟊⽊㞮┺. ₆⽎㩗㧎 㞚㧊❪㠊⓪
㕂㧻㦮

䕦Ⱏ㠦㍲

ἶ㞞䟞⓪◆,

䕦Ⱏ㦖

₆䞮䞯㩗

ῂ㫆⯒ 䐋䟊 䡞⮮㠦 䔏㩫䞲 䟻㎇㦚 㡂䞮Ⳋ㍲
㡃⮮⯒ 㰖䞮⓪ 㡃䞶㦚 䞲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䔏㩫 ṗ☚⯒
㧊⬾⓪ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 䞮㻲㠦 ㍺䂮䞮㡂 㡃⮮⯒ 䐋㩲䞶 㑮
㧞┺⓪ Ṗ㍺㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㧊㠦 ╖䞲 㔺䠮㦖 㔺㩲
䞮㻲

′⳾㠦㍲⓪

䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚

㑮䟟䞮₆

㧊㣿䞮㡂

㠊⪋₆

Ṗ㌗

➢ⶎ㠦

䞮ῂ㦮

CFD

⳾◎Ⱇ㦚

㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. ㌗㌂㦮 ⻫䂯  ἓἚ 㫆Ị ㍺㩫 ❇㦚
䐋䞲 㩗㩞䞲 ⳾◎㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡂 㔺㩲 ⳾㔋㦚 ῂ䡚䞲 䤚,
㟝㦖 䕦 䡫䌲㦮 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ 䞮ῂ ṫ㠦
㍺䂮䞲┺. ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮 ṗ☚, Ṳ㑮, Ṛỿ ❇㦮 㡂⩂ Ṗ㰖
㫆Ị㦚 ⼖䢪㔲䅲ṖⳆ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 㰚䟟䞲 䤚 㧊㠦
╖䞲 㑮Ⰲ䞯㩗 䡚㌗㦚 ㍳䞲┺. 㧊 ➢, 㩫䟻ὒ
㡃䟻㦮 㥶⨟ 㹾㧊⪲ 㩲㠊 䣾ὒ⯒ 㩫⨟䢪䞮㡂 㥶⨟
㹾㧊Ṗ Ṗ㧻 䋂Ợ ⋮䌖⋮⓪ ⽋䞿㩗㧎 㑮Ⰲ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦮
㫆Ị㦚 ἆ㩫䞲┺.
* 㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶 㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ 㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚 (No.2020R1A2B5B01002249)

㎎㎮: ゚Ⓤ䎊/㥶㼊㥺䢲
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15

㞷㼊⁞㏣ 㞷㩗  㞷㼊-㞷㼊⁞㏣ 㠦Ⲗ㎮㦖 㥶㡆䞲
㩚㧦䣢⪲,
Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲㺚⍦,
㤾㠊⩂な
❪㧊㓺,
䢪䞯㽟ⰺ ❇㦚 㥚䞲 㹾㎎╖ ⶒ㰞⪲ 㭒⳿ἶ 㧞┺.
Ὃ₆㭧㠦 ⏎㿲♲ Ṟ⮾Ἒ 㞷㼊⁞㏣㦖
㏣☚⪲ 㟝㦖
(0.5-3 nm) 䚲Ⳋ ㌆䢪Ⱏ㦚 ㌳㎇䞮Ⳋ㍲ ゚Ⓤ䎊 㥶㼊㦮
䔏㎇㦚 ⽊㧊Ợ ♮⓪◆, 㭒⼖ 㞷㼊㦮 ⶒⰂ䢪䞯㩗
䔏㎇㧊 㞷㼊⁞㏣㦮 ἚⳊῂ㫆㢖 ⁎ Ệ☯㠦 ⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊 㡆ῂ♲ Ṗ 㩗┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㽞ἶ㏣ 䃊Ⲫ⧒⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 ┺㟧䞲 㞷㼊 䢮ἓ ㏣㠦㍲
㞷㼊⁞㏣ 㞷㩗㦮 pinch-off 㟧㌗㦚 䁷㩫䟞┺. 㭒⼖
㞷㼊㦮 㣿㫊㌆㏢⨟㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 㞷㼊⁞㏣ 䖂▮䔎
㞷㩗㦮 㧊㕂⮶㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. ⶒ,
⁖Ⰲ㎎⪺, 㠦䕎⩢ ⁖Ⰲ䆲 ❇ 㣿㫊 ㌆㏢⨟㧊 ⌄㦖
䢮ἓ㦮 㞷㼊⁞㏣ 㞷㩗㦖 pinch-off 㧊䤚 㥚㞚⧮⪲
㰚☯䟞┺.
Pinch-off
㰖㩦㠦㍲⓪
⩞㧒Ⰲ-䝢⧮䏶
㞞㩫㎇㠦 㦮䞲 satellite 㞷㩗㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. 㣿䟊♲
㌆㏢㦮 ⴆ㥾㧊  î í >PROPRO@ 㧊㌗㧎
ἓ㤆㠦⓪ 㞷㼊⁞㏣㧊 ἶ㼊㢖 ṯ㦖 Ệ☯㦚 ⽊㡖┺.
㞷㼊⁞㏣ neck 㰖㩦㠦㍲⓪ Ⱏ㦮 ⊳㧊 ⊠㠊㪎
⋮㢪ἶ, ⩞㧒Ⰲ-䝢⧮䏶 㞞㩫㎇㠦 㦮䞲 satellite
㞷㩗㦖 ㌳㎇♮㰖 㞠㞮┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䡚㌗㦚 ㍺ⳛ䞮₆
㥚䟊 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ 㞷㼊⁞㏣-㥶₆㣿ⰺ 㠦Ⲗ㎮㦮 Energy
Dispersive X-ray (EDAX) 㓺䗯䔎⩒㦚 ㍳䟞┺. 㧊⯒
䌫㦒⪲ 䌚㏢/Ṟ⮾ὒ 䌚㏢/㌆㏢ 㤦㧦⨟゚ ⳾⚦
㣿ⰺ㦮 㣿㫊 ㌆㏢ ⴆ㥾㦮 㯳Ṗ㠦 ➆⧒ Ṧ㏢䞮⓪
⣲⪍䞲 ἓ䟻㎇㦚 ⽊㧚㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⶊ⁏㎇ ⶒ㰞㦖
㌆䢪Ⱏὒ 㟓䞲 ◆⯊㓺 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 䞮㰖Ⱒ, ⁏㎇
ⶒ㰞㠦 ゚䟊 ⏨㦖 䌚㏢/Ṟ⮾  䌚㏢/㌆㏢ 㤦㧦⨟゚⯒
⋮䌖⌞┺. 㧊⓪ 㞷㼊⁞㏣-㞢䅖㧎 㠦Ⲗ㎮ 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲
⋮䌖⋮⓪ ⏨㦖 䌚㏢ ゚㥾㦖 㿪Ṗ㩗㧎 㥶₆㣿ⰺ
䦷㹿㦚 㥚䟊 Ṗ㧻 㭧㣪䞲 㣪㧎㧊 䚲Ⳋ ㌆䢪 㩫☚㧚㦚
⽊㡂㭒㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㥶₆㣿ⰺṖ 䦷㹿♲
㞷㼊⁞㏣㦮 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ἶ㼊 ㌗䌲⪲ ⁒㌂䞲 䤚, 㞷㼊⁞㏣
䚲Ⳋ Ⱏ 㥚㠦㍲㦮 ⶒ, ⁖Ⰲ㎎⪺, ❪㣪㡺✲Ⲫ䌚㦮
㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮㡂 㞷㼊⁞㏣㦮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 䦷㹿♲
㥶₆㣿ⰺ㦮
㣿㫊㌆㏢⨟ὒ
䚲Ⳋ㦮
ⶊ⁏㎇
䚲Ⳋ㠦⍞㰖Ṗ ⪲⁎䞾㑮㩗 ὖἚ⯒ ➆⯎┺⓪ ộ㦚
ἂ䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾ Ṳ㧎 ₆㽞 㭧ἂ㡆ῂ
(NRF-2021R1A2C2007835)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞ἶ,
䟊╏ 㡆ῂ 㭒㩲⓪ Journal of Colloid and Interface Science
㠦
㿲䕦♮㠞㔋┞┺
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2022.04.037.)
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Studies on the Interfacial Tension of Liquid Metal-Fluid Systems* ⮮Ṗゞ1, ₖ䡫㑮1; 1Department of

Permeability and mobility of non-Newtonian fluids
for flows in porous media based on the energy dissipation rate and its application to porous
㡺㡗㍳1,
nanocarbon
architectures* 㧻䡲ἓ1,

Mechanical Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of Sci-

䢿㤇⪂2; 1䞲ῃ㨂⬢㡆ῂ㤦, 2ἓ㌗ῃⰓ╖䞯ᾦ

ence and Technology

In this work, we propose a novel method to quantify flows of

inelastic non-Newtonian fluids in porous media based on the
energy dissipation rate. Unlike the permeability of a Newtonian fluid with the Darcy’s law, the mobility of a
non-Newtonian fluid shows complicated behaviors due to
non-separable effects of the geometry and rheology. We
suggest an energy dissipation-based flow characterization
method for this problem, employing the two flow numbers,
i.e. the energy dissipation rate coefficient and the effective
shear rate coefficient, which appear to depend nearly on the
porous architecture only. New expressions for the permeability and mobility of non-Newtonian fluids were derived for
model porous media with the lubrication theory. We show
that the mobility of a non-Newtonian fluid for a given porous
media can be factored into the permeability of a Newtonian
fluid and the effective viscosity from the energy dissipation
rate. The proposed quantification method was validated
through example problems of flows in two-dimensional (2D)
transverse fibrous porous media (quadratic and hexagonal)
and regularly packed beds with spheres (faced-centered cubic and body-centered cubic) using numerical simulations.
This approach can be also applied to identify for flows in
practical complex porous media such as the porous nanocarbon aerogels, membranes, and separators for Li-ion batteries.
This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (Grant No. NRF-2019R1A2C1003974, No.
NRF-2019R1A2C1
00375312
and
NRF-2020M3D1A208162522), and the Research Fund of
the Korea Institute of Materials Science (KIMS) (No.
PNK8350) and the National Research Council of Science &
Technology (NST) grant by the Korea government (MSIT)
(No. CAP21041-000).

Quantification of flows in the metering section of a
single screw extruder based on energy dissipation
rate* Xuesi Gao1, Byung Min Lee1 and Wook Ryol
Hwang1; School of Mechanical Engineering, Gyeongsang
National University
Abstract: In this work, a novel approach is proposed in quantifying the effective viscosity, effective shear rate, and
pumping characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids in the flow
within the metering section of the single screw extruder.
Splitting the flow of a single screw extruder into a purely
pressure-driven contribution and a purely rotational one, we
have investigated flow characteristics of the continuous flow
system within the metering section. Four flow numbers are
employed (i.e., the coefficient of effective shear rate and the
coefficient of energy dissipation for driven-flow; the coefficient of effective shear rate and the coefficient of energy
dissipation for the rotational flow), which are found dependent only on flow geometries, independent of rheological
behaviors of a fluid. We apply the present quantification
method with the four flow numbers to flows in a single
screw extruder with various viscosity models (Newtonian,
power-law, Carreau, and Herschel-Bulkley model) to show

its accuracy and feasibility in predicting flow rate, torque and
pressure drop as well as in estimating the viscosity behavior
for the process monitoring.
This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (Grant No. NRF-2019R1A2C1003974).

Lubricant-infused anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
surface for sustainable drag reduction* JAEYEUNG
YUN1, SANG JOON LEE1; 1Pohang University of Science
and Technology (POSTECH)
Lubricant infused surface (LIS) was introduced a decade ago.
It has shown good performance in many applications, including anti-icing, anti-biofouling and drag reduction. In
these applications, lubricants are placed between working
fluids and solid surface. When the impregnated lubricant is
depleted, the surface structures work as roughness and increase frictional resistance. Therefore, sustainable maintenance of lubricants of LIS surface is important, especially
when the LIS is exposed to harsh marine condition for
long-term operation. In this study, an LIS made of anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO) is proposed to withstand harsh condition without loss of infused lubricants. A two-step anodization method was employed to form an anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) layer on aluminum substrate. The AAO layer is
composed of array of nanocavities with a diameter of tens
nanometers and a height of about several micrometers. The
viscosity of the infused lubricant is 12.4 cSt at 20°C. A spin
coater was used to establish a harsh condition on the
AAO-based LIS with increasing rotation speed to 3500 rpm.
With increasing rotation speed of the spin coater, we checked
the depletion of the lubricants impregnated in the LIS surface
by monitoring its wettability. As a result, the AAO-based
nanostructure with high aspect ratio was found to maintain
the infused lubricant sustainably under a harsh condition.
The proposed lubricant-infused AAO surface would have a
strong potential in engineering applications which require
sustainable drag reduction.
* This work was supported by a National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean Government (MSIP) (No. 2019M3C1B7025088).

Development of a lubricant-swollen polymer for
sustainable slippery surface* Gyudo Park1, Sang Joon
Lee1; 1Pohang University of Science & Technology
A water-repellent surface developed inspired by nature has
been usefully utilized in various engineering fields such as
drag reduction and anti-fouling. As a typical water-repellent
surface, lubricant-infused surface (LIS) has received large
attention due to its superior durability at high pressure and its
immiscible properties for various organic liquids. However,
the lubricant impregnated in the LIS is easily depleted by
shear-induced stress, which should be solved to apply it to

real industrial environments. In this study, we propose a new
liquid-swollen polymer in which oil molecules are captured
in a polymeric network. The developed surface has a thin
lubricating layer, which rapidly removes droplets or ice from
the surface. Even after the lubricating layer is depleted by
external physical stimuli, the developed surface has a
self-replenishment function that continuously forms an oil
layer. After exposure to strong centrifugal force under 4000
rpm rotation condition, the developed surface maintains a
low sliding angle value of less than 1 degree. In addition,
after exposure to high-pressure and high-speed shear flow of
1.2 bar and 11 m/s, the conventional surface completely lost
its slippery properties, while the developed surface maintained a low sliding angle without deterioration in performance. These results indicate that the proposed surface has
effective oil management ability to efficiently use the absorbed oil even after lubricant depletion. The proposed new
liquid-swollen polymer would provide innovative and practical performance in various fields such as drag reduction,
anti-icing, anti-fouling, and self-cleaning.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation (NRF) of Korea Grant funded by the Korean Government (MSIP) (No. 2019M3C1B7025088).
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㩫䢫☚⯒ Ṗ㰖Ⳇ, 㧊⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䡫㌗ 㾲㩗㍺Ἒ 㔲

Data-driven turbulence modeling for subsonic and
supersonic axisymmetric base flows* 䠞㍲㡆1,

Ἒ㌆ ゚㣿 㩞Ṧ㠦 㿿䧞 䣾ὒ㩗㧎 ộ㦒⪲ ⋮䌖⌂┺.

㥺㡞㰖1, 㩫⹒㨂1, 㰖㏪⁒1, 㧊㔏㑮2; 1Gwangju Institute
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of Science and Technology, 2Inha University
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⽊㩫䟃㦚 䞮⓪ ⻫㦒⪲ Ṳ㍶㧊 㔲☚♲┺. Ṳ㍶
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ὒ㩫㦖 䋂Ợ 䞚✲ 㩚ὒ ₆Ἒ 䞯㔋 ⚦ Ṗ㰖 ┾Ἒ⪲

㧞㠞㰖Ⱒ,

䁷㩫㧊

㧊⬾㠊㰚┺. 䞚✲ 㩚 ὒ㩫㦖 㔺䠮Ṩὒ ⳾◎ 㡞䁷

䞚㣪䞮┺⓪ ┾㩦㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㔺㣿㎇㧊 ⟾㠊㰖⓪ ⶎ㩲Ṗ

Ṩ㦮 㹾㧊⯒ 㾲㏢䢪䞮☚⪳ 䞮⓪ ⽊㩫䟃㦚 ῂ䞮⓪

㔺Ⰶ▪

䤚⮮㦮

㏣☚

❇㦮

㧞┺. 㧊⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺Ⰶ▪

㾲㩗䢪 ὒ㩫㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆㩖Ⳋ㦮 㞫⩻䙂

䤚⮮ ㏣☚ 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䟊 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ⼓㞫⩻㦚

㹾㧊Ṗ 㾲㏢Ṗ ♮☚⪳ 㾲㩗䢪Ṗ 㰚䟟♲┺. ₆Ἒ 䞯㔋

㧛⩻㦒⪲ 䞮⓪ ╖䃃㎇ ₆ 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦚 ῂ㎇䞮㡖┺.

ὒ㩫㠦㍲⓪

㧊 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䤚⮮㦮 䔏㩫 㰖㩦 ㏣☚㠦

㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦚

䞚✲
䐋䟊

㩚㠦㍲
䞯㔋♲┺.

ῂ䞲
㧊➢

⽊㩫䟃㧊
㥶☯䡚㌗㦚

䐋䟊

⋮䌖⌒ 㑮 㧞⓪ 㥶☯䔏㎇✺㧊 ㌂㣿♮Ⳇ, 㧊㠦 ➆⧒

㔺Ⰶ▪ 㭒㥚 㥶☯㦚 㩲㠊䞮㡖┺. ἶ⩺♲ ⩞㧊⏖㯞

䞯㔋䞮㰖 㞠㦖 㥶☯ ㌗䢿㠦㍲☚ 㩗㩞䞲 ⽊㩫䟃 䙂

㑮⓪ 㧦㥶 㥶☯ ㏣☚㢖 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㰗ἓ㦚 ₆㭖㦒⪲

䣣✳㧊 Ṗ⓻䞮┺. 䞚✲ 㩚ὒ ₆Ἒ 䞯㔋 ₆⻫㦚

゚⪖䞮⓪

㔺Ⰶ▪

䚲Ⳋ㦮

㌂/䦷㧛

Ṗ㰚㦚

㩫㦮䞮㡖㦚 ➢ 100ὒ 3900㧊Ⳇ ṗṗ 䂋⮮㢖 ⋲⮮

䐋䞲 ⳾◎ 㑮㩫㦖 䤚⮮ 㡗㡃㦮 ⋲⮮ 㩦☚Ṗ Ṧ㏢䞮㡂

㡗㡃㠦 䟊╏♲┺. ⋲⮮ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊 dynamic

㨂㑲䢮 㡗㡃㧊 ₎㠊㰖⓪ 䟻㦒⪲ 㰚䟟♮㠞┺. 㧊㠦

global subgrid-scale ⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞲 large eddy simula-

➆⧒

tion㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ 㩲㞞䞮⓪ ╖䃃㎇

㞫⩻䙂Ṗ 㔺䠮Ṩ㠦 ⁒㩧䞮Ợ 㡞䁷♮㠞┺.

₆ 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦖 㡞䁷♲ 㤦䡫 㔺Ⰶ▪ 㭒㥚 ㏣☚㦮
㌗䞮 Ⳋ╖䃃㎇(planar-symmetry)㦚 ⽊㧻䞮Ⳇ, 㔶ἓⰳ
䞯㔋㠦 䞚㣪䞲 ◆㧊䎆㟧㦚 䣣₆㩗㦒⪲ 㭚㧒 ㈦Ⱒ
㞚┞⧒ 㡞䁷 ㎇⓻☚ 㤆㑮䞮┺. 䞯㔋♲ 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ゚⪖ ♮ⲏ㧚 㩲㠊⯒ 㑮䟟䞲 ἆὒ, 䂋⮮ 

䞯㔋䞮㰖

㞠㦖

㥶☯

㌗䢿㠦㍲☚

₆㩖Ⳋ㦮

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ◆㧊䎆₆ 㥶☯ ⳾◎Ⱇ 䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲ 㥚㌂㠛㼃ὒ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㦢.

㎎㎮: 㧎Ὃ㰖⓻ CFD 2

㑮ỿ䡚㌗㦖
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㩲 9 䚲㧻

㦧㿫㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㦧㿫㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㑮ỿ䡚㌗㦖

㫢㧻: 㾲㎇㧚(ὧ㭒ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦)

⁎

ⶒὒ
㌳

䞒䟊㦮

㯳₆Ṗ
㤦㧎㦖

ṫ☚Ṗ

☯㔲㠦

䦦⯊⓪

ὖ㠦㍲

┺㟧䞮┺.

㯳₆㦮

ỿ䞲

䔏䧞

㕂䞮Ⳇ,

ὖ㦮

㹢⁎⩂㰦,

㰖㰖㦮 䕢㏦㦚 㟒₆䞮㡂 㩚 㔲㓺䎲㦮 㡊㡃䞯㩗
䣾㥾  㞞㩫㎇㦚 Ṧ㏢㔲䋾┺. ➢ⶎ㠦 㦧㿫㦒⪲ 㧎䞲

Preliminary Study on CFD Simulation for Sloshing
Loads in a Rectangular Tank using POD-LSTM*

㑮ỿ䡚㌗㦚 㢚䢪㔲䋺⓪ ộ㦖 㡊㡃䞯㩗 㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲

ₖ㨂㤦1,

1Pusan

㯳₆ὖ㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 㑮ỿ䡚㌗ 㢚䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 㞞㦒⪲

Gwangju Institute of Science and

㾲㩗 㤊䟟 㫆Ị㦚 䌦㌟䞮⓪ Actor-Critic ṫ䢪䞯㔋

㩫㣿╖1,

㩫㏢ⳛ1,

National University,

2

㫛㻲1,

㾲㎇㧚2;

Technology

䡫䌲⪲,

′䂯䞲
㞷㼊

Ệ☯㦚

㑮㏷㧊

⽊㧊⓪

䞚㣪䞲

ὖ㎇䕢㦮

┺㟧䞲

䞲

㟒㠦㍲

☯㡃䞯㩗㧎 ⶎ㩲⯒ 㟒₆䞲┺. 䔏䧞, 㔂⪲㕇 䞮㭧㦚
㡞䁷䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㭒⪲ 䐋Ἒ㩗 ㍳㠦 ₆䞲 㔺䠮
㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮㠞㦒⋮, 㾲⁒㠦⓪ 㑮䂮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㠦
㦮䞲

㡆ῂṖ

㔲☚♮ἶ

㧞┺.

䞮㰖Ⱒ

ⶊ㧧㥚䞮ἶ

゚㍶䡫㩗㧎 䔏㎇㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 㔂⪲㕇㦮 䡚㌗㦚 㑮䂮
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦒⪲

䟊㍳䞮₆㠦⓪

㡂㩚䧞

Ⱔ㦖

Ἒ㌆
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㡆ῂⰢ㧊

㰚䟟♮ἶ

㧞⓪

㑮㭖㧊┺.
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⽎

㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔂⪲㕇㠦 ╖䞲 CFD 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦮 㡞䁷
䣾㥾㎇

㯳╖⯒

㥚䟊,

CFD

㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㠦

◆㧊䎆

㍳㩗 Ⲫ䌖 ⳾◎㧊 ἆ䞿♲ 䝚⩞㧚㤢䋂⯒ 㩲㞞䞲┺.
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㭧㣪䞲
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⽎

㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪

㔺㩲

㞢ἶⰂ㯮㦚 㩲㞞䞲┺. Actor-Critic 㞢ἶⰂ㯮㦖 ㌗䌲Ṗ

㔂⪲㕇 䡚㌗㦖  㩗㨂♲ ⌊㥶☯㧊 㣎⩻㠦 㦮䟊
⧲►䞮ἶ

ⰺ㤆

㰗ᾦ

Orthogonal

䟊(Proper

Decomposition,

POD)⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㩚㼊 㥶☯㧻㦚 basis functionὒ time
coefficients⪲

䟊䞮㡖┺.

RNN(Recurrent
LSTM(Long

Neural

Short-Term

⡦䞲,

㡞䁷

⳾◎⪲

䞲

㫛⮮㧎

Network)㦮
Memory)⯒

㌂㣿䞮㡂

CFD

Ἒ㌆㧊 ㍶䟟♮㰖 㞠㦖 㔲Ṛ㠦㍲㦮 time coefficient se-

㭒㠊㪢㦚 ➢ 䟟☯㦚 ἆ㩫䞮⓪ Actor㢖 ㌗䌲㦮 Ṗ䂮⯒
䘟Ṗ䞮⓪

Critic㦒⪲

⋮⒮ἶ,

ṫ䢪䞯㔋㦖

CFDṖ

㑮䟟♮⓪ 䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 䟟☯㠦 ╖䞲 ⽊㌗㦖 ⶒ⪶ ㌗䌲⯒
䞒✲⺇ 䞾㦒⪲㖾 ⽊㌗㦚 㾲╖䢪䞮₆ 㥚䞲 䟻㦒⪲
㧧☯䞲┺.

⽎

㡆ῂ㠦㍲

㾲㩗䢪

♶

ⰺṲ⼖㑮⓪

⌟ṗ㑮㦮 㥶⨟ὒ 㡾☚㧊┺. CFD 䟊㍳㦒⪲ ὖ⌊㠦㍲
䁷㩫䞲 㾲╖㞫⩻㦚 ⳿㩗 䞾㑮⪲ 䢲㣿䞮㡖┺. 㧊 ⳿㩗
䞾㑮⓪

ṫ䢪䞯㔋

㞢ἶⰂ㯮㠦

㦮䟊

ⰺṲ⼖㑮⯒

㫆㩫䞮㡂 㾲㩗䢪♮Ⳇ ㏦㔺 䞾㑮Ṗ 㑮⪊♶ ➢₢㰖
⽋♲┺. ṫ䢪䞯㔋㦮 㾲㩗䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 㥚㦮 ὒ㩫㦖
㞫⩻ ㏦㔺㧊 㑮⪊䞶 ➢₢㰖 ⽋♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, 㟓 2,000䣢
⽋䞮㡖㦚 ➢ 㑮⪊䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
㾲㫛㩗㦒⪲ 㠑㠊㰚 㤊䟟㫆Ị㠦㍲ ὖ䁷♲ ὖ⌊ 㾲╖
㞫⩻㦖

₆㫊

㤊䟟

㫆Ịὒ

㩖Ṧ♮㠞㦒Ⳇ,

㦧㿫㦒⪲

ộ㦚

㑮

㧞㠞┺.

⽎

⳾◎㦖

┺㟧䞲

䢫㧎䞶

ṫ䢪䞯㔋

㧎䞲

゚ᾦ䟊

10%⪲

㑮ỿ䡚㌗㧊

㢚䢪♲

㡆ῂ㠦㍲

㩲㞞䞲

㌆㠛䡚㧻㠦㍲

㾲㩗䢪

₆⻫㦒⪲ 䢲㣿♶ ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖♲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㩚⩻Ὃ㌂
㩚⩻㡆ῂ㤦㦮
㰖㤦(R18XA06-67)ὒ,
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
₆㽞㡆ῂ㌂㠛(NRF-2020R1F1A1069853)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚
㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

ries⯒ 㡞䁷䞮ἶ, ┺㔲 basis functionὒ ἆ䞿䞮㡂 Full
Order

Model

㥶☯㧻㦚

㨂Ị䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,

㧊⯒

₆㩖

㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ Ṩὒ㦮 ゚ᾦ ὒ㩫㦚 䐋䟊 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲
㩲㞞䞲 䝚⩞㧚㤢䋂㦮 㡞䁷 䣾㥾㎇㦚 䕦┾䞮㡖┺.

Improvement of a RANS Model for Prediction of
Separated Flows Using the Field Inversion and
Machine Learning Approach * 㥺㡞㰖1, 䠞㍲㡆1,
㩫⹒㨂1 㰖㏪⁒1 㧊㔏㑮2; 1Gwangju Institute of Science

Reinforcement Learning-Based Approach for Optimizing Operating Condition to Prevent Condensation-Induced Water Hammers* ₖⶎ䢎1, Pham Quy
Duc Thinh1, Tran Minh Tam1, 㾲㌗䠢1; 1Kyungpook University

and Technology, 2Inha University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆㫊 RANS ⳾◎ 㔳㠦 ⽊㩫䟃㦚
㿪Ṗ 䞮⓪ ⻫㦒⪲ Ⰲ 㥶☯ 㡞䁷⩻ 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䞲
⳾◎

Ṳ㍶㦚

㔲☚䞮㡖┺.

⳾◎

㔳㠦

㿪Ṗ♮⓪

⽊㩫䟃㦖

䞚✲

㩚ὒ

₆Ἒ䞯㔋

ὒ㩫㦚

䐋䟊

㠑㠊㰚┺. Ⲓ㩖 䞚✲ 㩚 ὒ㩫㦚 䐋䟊 㔺䠮㦮 䘟‶
㥶☯㧻 㩫⽊㢖 RANS 䟊㦮 㹾㧊⯒ 㾲㏢䢪 䞮☚⪳
䞮⓪ 㾲㩗㦮 ⽊㩫䟃 䙂⯒ 㠑⓪┺. 㠑㠊㰚 㾲㩗㦮
⽊㩫䟃 䙂⓪ RANS 䟊⪲䎆 㠑㦖 㥶☯ 䔏㎇ὒ
䞾℮ 㧎Ὃ 㔶ἓⰳ 䞯㔋㠦 ㌂㣿♲┺. ➆⧒㍲ 䞯㔋♲
㧎Ὃ 㔶ἓⰳ ⳾◎㦖 Ṳ㍶䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ 㥶☯ ㌗䢿㠦
╖䞲 㾲㩗㦮 ⽊㩫䟃 䙂⯒ 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦⓪ ╖䚲㩗㧎 Ⰲ 㥶☯ 䅖㧊㓺⪲ 㧋䡫 㭒㥚㦮
Ⰲ 㥶☯㦚 ┺⭂┺. S809 㧋䡫㦮 ┺㟧䞲 㦢ṗ
㥶☯㦚 䞯㔋㠦 ㌂㣿䞲 䤚, 䞯㔋㠦 ㌂㣿䞮㰖 㞠㦖
㦢ṗ 㥶☯㦚 㡞䁷䞲┺. ⡦䞲 㧋䡫 㭒㥚㦮 Ⰲ
㥶☯ὒ⓪ ┺⯎
₆㩖

䡫㌗

ỿ䞲 Ⰲ 㥶☯㠦 䟊╏䞮⓪ 㿫╖䃃
◆㧊䎆⯒

⳾◎㦮

䞯㔋ὒ

㡞䁷㠦

㌂㣿䞾㦒⪲㖾 䡫㌗ ⼖ἓ㦮 ⳾◎ ṫỊ㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞲┺.
⡦䞲

⳾◎㦮

㡞䁷⩻㦚

䞯㔋㠦

㌂㣿䞲

䔏㎇

ὋṚ(feature space) 㹾㤦㠦㍲ Ⳋ⹖䧞 ㍳䞲┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ◆㧊䎆 ₆ 㥶☯ ⳾◎Ⱇ 䔏䢪㡆ῂ㔺
䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 㧒䢮㦒⪲ 㥚㌂㠛㼃ὒ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㦢.

Data-driven CFD simulation of bubbly flows with
and without boiling * ṫ㎇㤦1, 㩫䢎ᾦ1, 㧊㭖䢎2,
ₖ㩫㤆3, ₖ☯㭒4, 䡫⹒2;

1㍲ṫ╖䞯ᾦ,

2㍲㤎╖䞯ᾦ,

3

㍲㤎ὒ䞯₆㑶╖䞯ᾦ, 4⁞㡺Ὃὒ╖䞯ᾦ

₆䙂 㥶☯㦮 jmk 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㠦 ㌂㣿♮⓪ Eulerian-Eulerian ⳾◎㦖 㔲㓺䎲 ⌊ ṗ ㌗㦮 㥶☯㦚 㡞䁷䞮
⓪◆ ⰺ㤆 䣾㥾㩗㧊┺. 䟋㕂 㣪㏢⪲㍲ ₆䙂 䋂₆ ⳾
◎㦖 㥶☯㦚 㡞䁷䞮ἶ 㧊䟊䞮⓪ ◆ 㭧㣪䞲 㡃䞶㦚 䞲
┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ₆䙂㢖 ⋲⮮㦮 ⽋㧷䞲 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦖 㡂㩚䧞
㿿䧞 䕢㞛♮㰖 㞠㞚 ₆䙂 䋂₆⯒ 㩫䢫䞮Ợ 㡞䁷䞮
⓪ ộ㦖 㠊⩺㤊 ὒ㩲Ṗ ♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㦮 ⳿㩗㦖
₆Ἒ 䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㧊㌗ 㥶☯ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 㥚䞲
₆䙂 䋂₆㦮 ⽊┺ 㩫䢫䞮ἶ 㔶⬆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⳾◎㦚
Ṳ䞮ἶ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㠦 㩗㣿䞮⓪ ộ㧊┺. 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ
㦚 䢲㣿䞶 ἓ㤆, ⹎Ⰲ 㩫㦮♲ ⳾◎, Ṗ㩫, ㌂㩚 㰖㔳
❇㧊 䞚㣪 㠜┺⓪ 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䔏㰫㦖 ₆䙂
䋂₆ ⳾◎Ⱇ㠦㍲ ⽋㧷䞮ἶ ゚㍶䡫㩗㧎 ㌗ὖὖἚ⯒ ⳾
㌂䞮⓪◆ ☚㤖㧊 ♲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆Ἒ 䞯㔋㦚
㥚䞲 ◆㧊䎆㧊㓺⯒ ⶎ䠢ὒ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ 㑮䟟♲ ⼚
☚㦮 㔺䠮G ἆὒ⯒G 㧊㣿䟊G ῂ㿫䟞┺UG 㧊㠦G ₆䞮㡂G
TG jmk 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚G 㑮䟟䟞┺. ₆䙂 㥶☯
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ ἆὒ⯒ 㔺䠮 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞾㦒⪲㖾 Ṳ♲
₆䙂 䋂₆ ⳾◎G G TG jmk 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮G ₆

⻫㦚 䘟Ṗ䟞┺.
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A Numerical Simulation on Thrombosis in Centrifugal Blood Pumps* Jongrak Choi1, Jongwon Shin1,
Nahmkeon Hur1; 1Sogang University
Thrombosis is a symptom in which blood clot generates
within blood vessels and causes serious complications such
as slow blood flow, excessive clotting, and damage to blood
vessels. In the present study, the thrombosis was studied
numerically using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) by
shear stress and biochemical perspectives. The biochemical
interaction model was used considering seven species that
platelets, enzymes, and agonist were modeled the source
terms based on the scalar transport equations. To verify the
thrombosis phenomenon, the suitable chemical reaction rates
were selected by comparing the result with experiment and
simulation results in the 2D channel. The amount of activated platelets and the distribution of activated platelets were
obtained with verification model in the FDA benchmark
blood pump, BP 80 blood pump, and CAPIOX blood pump
quantitatively. The numerical study can be help to the blood
pump designer that designer can be check the weak damage
point of the design in advance.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIT) (No. 2020R1F1A1069607).

Patient-specific tissue demand-based synthetic tree
generation and simulated perfusion* ₖ䡚㰚 1,
㧊㔏⹒ 1, 㧊㧎䚲 1; 1Korea Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology
Biological tissues receive oxygen and nutrients from blood
vessels by developing an indispensable supply and demand
relationship with the vessels. As this relationship affects the
viability and functions of the tissues and blood vessels, we
can develop realistic blood flow simulation methods by implementing the relationships of the tissues and arteries. We
implemented a synthetic tree generation algorithm by considering the interactions between the biological tissues and
blood vessels. The synthetic trees originate from the arteries
segmented using medical image data and extend to small
networks of vessels to satisfy the metabolic demand of the
supplied tissues. Further, the algorithm is optimized to be

executed in parallel to expedite the simulated perfusion process. The generated synthetic trees are used to simulate blood
perfusion in the tissues by performing multiscale blood flow
and Darcy flow simulations. The proposed methods were
applied to idealized models with different tree resolutions
and metabolic demands for validation. The methods demonstrated realistic synthetic trees were generated with less
computational expense. The methods were then applied to
two patient-specific geometries to demonstrate the capabilities of them. We applied the methods to generate synthetic
trees of coronary arteries for the left and right ventricles. We
also applied them to cerebrovascular arteries with the left
and right pial surfaces. We will demonstrate how the synthetic tree generation and simulated perfusion methods can
be used to estimate blood perfusion and risk of ischemia for
the tissue of interest.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃὒ䞯₆㑶㤦 (G04210001, N11220036),
KISTI
(KSC-2021-CRE-0494),
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶㰚䦻㤦
(N02220071,
2022
㌆㠛䡗㔶㧎㨂㎇㧻㰖㤦㌂㠛)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Post-TAVI hemodynamics characterization of aortic sinus using particle image velocimetry* ṫ㰖䤞 1,
ῂ䡚㩫 2, 㟧☯䡚 2, 䞮䢎㰚 1; 1Kangwon National University, 2Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of
Medicine.
There are multiple options of prosthetic valve for treatment
of aortic stenosis (AS) such as mechanical valve versus bioprosthetic valve, and surgical aortic valve replacement
(SAVR) versus transcatheter valve implantation (TAVI).
Recent investigation found reduced leaflet motion and
thrombosis in a subgroup of patients with TAVI. Although
this finding raised a concern about possible stroke and heart
attack from TAVI, the mechanism of this phenomena and
possible factors affecting the thrombosis has not been clarified yet. This study aimed to investigate the post-TAVI hemodynamics in the aortic sinus region. The effect of various
factors including native leaflet length, size of the TAVI valve,
and sinus diameter on the sinus flow was investigated. The
results of the study showed that TAVI resulted in relatively
lower velocity at the sinus compared to that of SAVR. This is
mostly caused by the native leaflet and skirt of the TAVI
valve. The native leaflet length covering more than 75% of
TAVI valve significantly increased the flow stasis and particle residence in the aortic sinus. Also, larger sinus diameter
corresponded to the larger stasis area at the same length of
native leaflet. The effect of deployment depth was not significant compared to native leaflet length and sinus diameter.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮

㰖㤦㦚

㞚

High-throughput measurement of blood flow in
zebrafish embryos using an agarose mounting
chamber* ₖ㭧ἓ 1, Jakir Hossain Imran1, Li-Kun Phng2;
1Kookmin

University, 2RIKEN BDR

Currently, the process of using zebrafish for investigating
vascular development requires much hands-on time on setting up adult zebrafish for mating, collecting eggs, removing
unfertilized eggs and selecting embryos with specific fluorescence-based transgene expression. As a single female
zebrafish can lay hundreds of eggs and many fish are used on
a single day, a researcher spends many hours handling hundreds to thousands of zebrafish embryos before (s)he performs imaging experiments and analysis. The automation of
zebrafish handling will enable researchers to focus more on
science and data analysis by eliminating labor-intensive and
time-consuming process. Furthermore, automation will allow
less skilled technicians and students who do not have much
prior experience to obtain results. New sample chambers
were fabricated using molds made by 3D printing to reduce
time and labor for loading and mounting of many embryos in
the fluidic channels. We have built and tested a
semi-automated high-throughput (HT) flow imaging system
consisting of a novel sample imaging chamber that mounts
~100 zebrafish embryos at a time, a robotic XY-stage scanning over 50 x 50 mm2 area, and a high-performance
sCMOS camera with over 100 fps at 2048 x 2048 pixels full
resolution. Open-source microscopy softwares, Micro-Manager and ImageJ, were used to control the devices
and analyze the images semi automatically. We used the
linear motion tracker for particle tracking velocimetry (PTV)
analysis and optimized parameters to extract reliable trajectories of red blood cells (RBCs) flowing through the blood
vessels. High-throughput measurement of blood flow speed
with many embryos enabled us to obtain more statistically
meaningful results at each developmental stage. Speed of the
flowing RBCs exhibits a wide range of magnitude and frequency in various types of the blood vessel during development from 1 dpf to 6 dpf. Combining with morphological
information about blood vessel network, we can estimate the
shear stress distribution in the blood vessels over an entire
embryo during its vascular development.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㰖㤦(NRF-2019R1A2C2088973)㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㞚

⋮㧤 㧤ⰻ㦮 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 ἶ㺆* Sungdo Hong1,
Keunhwan Park1; 1Gachon University
⋮㧤㦮 㧤ⰻ㦖 㔳ⶒ㦮 ὧ䞿㎇㦒⪲ ㌳㎇♲ 㠦⍞㰖㦮
㑮㏷㦚 㽟㰚䞮㡂 ㌳ⶒ ⌊㦮 㧻ỆⰂ 䐋㔶ὒ ㈢Ⰲ,
ὒ㧒 ❇㦮 ゚ὧ䞿㎇ ₆ὖ㦮 ㎇㧻㦚 Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䞲┺.
㧤ⰻ㦖 㧤㦮 㩗㩞䞲 ΐ䧮㦚 㩲Ὃ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ㅞ╖
㡃䞶㦚 䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧤ⰻ㦮 䕾䎊㦖 ⰺ㤆 ⽋㧷䞮Ⳇ,
ῂ㫆㩗㧎 ┺㟧㎇㦖 ⳾䢎䞮┺. 㧊 㡆ῂ㠦㍲, 㤆Ⰲ⓪

⋮㧤 㭧㞯㠦 㧞⓪ 㭧㞯 㧤ⰻ㦮 䔏㰫㦚 㫆㌂䞲┺.
㭧㞯 㧤ⰻ㦖 㧤 ⊳㠦㍲⓪ ⋶䃊⫃ἶ 㧤㦮 ☯
㦒⪲ Ṟ㑮⪳ 㩦㩦 ⚦ℒ㤢㰖⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ
㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㭧㞯 㧤ⰻ㦚 㥶㼊㡃䞯㩗 䔏㰫ὒ
㨂⬢㡃䞯㩗 䔏㰫㦒⪲ ⋮㠊 㡆ῂ䞮ἶ 㧊⪶㦚
Ṳ䞲┺. 㤆Ⰲ⓪ 30 mm (Poncirus tripoliata (L.) Raf.)
䎆 ڒڋڎ ٻmm( ٻAesculus turbinata Blume)₢㰖┺ ٻ㟧䞲ٻ
㍲㔳㰖㢖 ٻ㧤 ٻ䋂₆⯒⋮ ٻ䌖⌊⓪ ڒڏڌ ٻ㫛㦮 ٻ㭧㞯 ٻ㧤ⰻٻ
ῂ㫆⯒ٻ䁷㩫䞲┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㧤ⰻ㧊ٻ㫛㠦ٻỎ㼦ٻὋ䐋㩗㧎ٻ
䔏㎇㦚 ٻὋ㥶䞮ἶ ٻ㧞ἶ ٻ㭧㞯 ٻ㧤ⰻ㦮⳾ ٻ㟧㧊 ٻ㤆ⰂṖٻ
Ṳ䞲ٻ㧊⪶㦚⯊➆ٻἶٻ㧞┺⓪ٻộ㦚⽊ٻ㡂㭖┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ
㞞㩫㩗㧎 ٻ₆Ἒ㩗 ٻ㰖㰖 ٻ䞮㠦㍲ ٻ╏ ٻ㑮㏷㦚 ٻ㾲╖䢪 ٻ䞶ٻ
㑮ٻ㧞ἶٻṗٻ㫛㦮ٻ㧤⳾ٻ㟧㠦ٻ⧒➆ٻ㭧㞯ٻ㧤ⰻ㧊ٻ㾲㩗㦮ٻ
⚦℮⯒ ٻṖ㰖Ⳇ⚦ٻℒ㤢㰖⓪゚ ٻ㥾㦮ٻ㡞䁷㦚ٻ㧤ⰻٻⳊ┾ ٻ
㰗ἓ㧊ٻ㥚䂮⼖ٻ䢪㠦ٻ⯎➆ٻ䞾㑮⪲㍲ٻ㥶㼊ٻ㩖䟃ὒٻ䠞㣿ٻ
Ṗ⓻䞲 ٻ㭧⩻ ٻ䞮㭧㦮◎⳾ ٻ㦚 ٻ䢫Ⱃ䞲┺ ٻډ㧊 ٻ㾲㩗ٻ
⳾◎㦖 ٻ㠦⍞㰖ٻ㾲㏢䢪㢖 ٻ㧒䂮䞮⓪ٻ㭧㞯ٻ㧤ⰻ⳾ٻ㟧㦮ٻ
ⶒⰂ⻫ ٻ䂯㦚 ٻ㡞䁷䞮㡂 ٻڇ㑮㏷ ٻ㩚㥚⓪ ٻ㧤⊳ ٻ㠦㍲ٻ
㭧㣪䞮Ⳇ ٻ₆Ἒ㩗 ٻ㰖㰖⩻㦖 ٻ㧤㦮 ٻ₆㩖㠦ٻ▪ ٻ
㭧㣪䞾㦚ٻ㔲㌂䞲┺ٻډ
*⽎
㡆ῂ
㎇ὒ⓪
㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚
(No. 2020R1F1A1074390).
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4D flow MRI hemodynamic evaluation of myocardial infarction-induced porcine heart* ㎇䢎 1,
ῢ⹒㎇ 2, 䠞䡫′ 1;
㤎㌆╖䞯ᾦ

1

╖ῂἓ㻾┾㦮⬢㌆㠛㰚䦻㨂┾,

2

Myocardial infraction (MI) is one of the leading causes of
death, accounting for between 34% and 42% of population-based mortality rate. AMI is known to induce left ventricle (LV) hemodynamic changes, including abnormal vortex flow and reduced kinetic energy. In addition, mitral valve
regurgitation can occur after acute MI, leading to arrhythmia,
edema, and dyspnea. Although acute MI-induced flow
changes have been extensively investigated, the hemodynamic changes at developing stages remain unclear. In this
study, we investigate stepwise flow characteristics of in vivo
MI-induced porcine heart. In addition, temporal segmentation of porcine heart is used to reveal the effect of fluid
structure interaction in LV compared with stationary segmentation. Briefly, we introduce an ex vivo porcine heart
phantom model for analyzing regional flow characteristics in
LV. This study would be helpful for understanding
MI-induced flow changes at developing stages in patients. In

addition, the developed ex vivo analysis system might be
utilized for analyzing flow changes in various types of
MI-induced hemodynamic abnormalities.
*This research was supported by National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIP) (NRF-2021R1C1C1003481).

Ex vivo 4D flow MRI assessment of porcine aortic
valves with normal and bicuspid aortic valve models* ῢ⹒㎇ 1, ㎇䢎 2, 䠞䡫′ 2, 1 㤎㌆╖䞯ᾦ,
2 ╖ῂἓ㻾┾㦮⬢㌆㠛㰚䦻㨂┾

Aortic stenosis (AS) is 3rd common cardiovascular disease,
which occurs when calcium accumulates in the valve as it
ages and the valve hardens. The type of AS is divided into
tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) stenosis and bicuspid aortic
valve (BAV) stenosis depending on the shape of the valve.
Many researchers have investigated to reveal the correlation
between morphological structure of valve and AS development. However, the correlation is still unclear due to the
limitation of current diagnostic techniques used in clinical
practice. In this study, we provide an ex vivo AV phantom
models-based flow system for analyzing the effect of morphological structure of AV on hemodynamic characteristics
of valve’s wake flow. Normal TAV and BAV models were
fabricated, and the 3D velocity information was obtained by
using 4D flow magnetic resonance imaging technique. Regarding the flow generated in the back stream, the peak velocity in the normal TAV model was 1.1 cm/s and the stroke
volume was 10.12 mL. In the BAV model, the peak velocity
was 1.4 cm/s and the stroke volume was 9.40 mL. The stroke
volume of BAV model was smaller than that of the normal
TAV model while jet flow had the high peak velocity. This is
attributed to the morphological structure of BAV model. This
study will be further investigated by comparing hemodynamic features in AS patients. In addition, it would be helpful for understanding AS development in patients based on
the flow characteristics of valve’s wake flow and the structure of valves using ex vivo analysis system.
*This research was supported by National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIP) (NRF-2021R1C1C1003481).

Airflow and Pressure Distributions in Asthmatics
with Fixed Airway Obstruction* 㦧㥂∎㠋䤯 1,
ₖ㏢Ⰲ 2, 㺚⁞㭒 2, 㰚Ὃ㣿 2, 㾲㌗䠢 1, 1 Kyungpook
National University, 2 Jeonbuk National University Hospital
Asthma is a heterogeneous and chronic inflammatory disease
that affects the large and small airways. Fixed airway obstruction (FAO) is one of various mechanisms contributing to
severe asthma. To date, most studies of airflow limitation or
obstruction in asthmatic patients have been analyzed based
on functional and structural variables in which many physi-

cians find it hard to see significant differences. With the help
of recent computational and CT scanning development, the
quantitative computed tomography becomes a useful tool to
derive more detailed lung structures and then construct a
whole lung model which could reflect realistically pulmonary airflow behaviors such as flow structure, lung hysteresis,
and pressure distribution. In this study, two sets of the QCT
images at inspiration and expiration of asthmatic patients
with (group A) and without (group B) FAO were gathered. A
one-dimensional (1D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model for airway resistance and lung compliance was employed to examine the pressure distribution and the hysteresis between the pressure and tidal volume (Vtidal) in the
central and terminal airways for two mentioned groups. For
the sake of seeing significant differences, we selected 10
representative patients with the lowest %predicted values of
FEV1 and FVC in Group A, and 20 subjects with the highest %predicted values of FEV1 and FVC in Group B for the
CFD analysis. The CFD results indicated that the narrowed
airways of Group A with obstructive disease caused a greater
pressure drops and work-load during breathing. The CFD
results also revealed a decrease in lung function consistent
with the PFT information. Through 1D CFD model, the airway geometry reflecting the subject-specific diameter is
generated, and the airway resistance and fluid dynamic
characteristics in regional airway could be evaluated.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
(NRF-2020R1F1A1069853)㦮 㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
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Flow Characteristics and Inhaled Particle Deposition in a Tracheostomized Lung Airway* Tran Minh
Tam1, Huh Sungchul Huh2, Sanghun Kim3, Xinguang Cui4,
Sanghun Choi1; 1Kyungpook National University, 1Pusan
National University Yangsan Hospital, 1Pusan National University Hospital, 1Huazhong University of Science and
Technology
Tracheostomy is a surgical procedure widely used in treatments of airway-related diseases, or breathing difficulty that
require long-term mechanical ventilation. However, a number of complications that likely to occur upon performing
tracheostomy. In this study, we employed computational
fluid dynamics method as a non-invasive and efficient approach fro observing the following consequences of tracheostomy. The subject-specific airway which was obtained
from computed tomography images was combined with and
artificial geometry of tracheostomy tube and an idealized
upper airway to compare the characteristics of airflow and
inhaled particle deposition. The tracheostomy tube induced a
jet flow, causing high wall shear stress and viscous dissipation, which potentially damage epithelial cells on tracheal
surface. Particle deposition on surface of central airway was
increased in tracheostomized airway, being correlated with
the intense turbulence therein. Pressure drop and airflow
resistance were also higher for tracheostomized case during

both inspiration and expiration, which implied for greater
work of breathing.
*This study was conducted with support from the National
Research Foundation of Korea (NRF-2020R1F1A1069853)
funded by the Ministry of Science and ICT (MIST), and
supported by Research institute for Convergence of biomedical science and technology, Pusan National University
Yangsan Hospital (20-2021-007). Computational resources
were supported by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI) (KSC-2021-CRE-0065).

Airflow and Pressure Distribution in Cement Dust
Exposed Subjects vs. Normal Subjects via Computational Fluid Dynamics* 㩫′䢎 1, Nguyen Quoc
Hung1, 㾲㌗䠢 1; 1Kyungpook National University
⹎㎎Ⲓ㰖㠦 㰖㏣㩗㦒⪲ ⏎㿲♲ ㌂⧢㦖 䘦 ₆⓻
㩖䞮⯒ ἀỢ ♲┺. 㔲Ⲯ䔎 Ὃ㧻 㧎⁒ 4 km 㧊⌊㠦
Ệ㭒䞮⓪ ╖㌗㦖 㔲Ⲯ䔎 㰚㠦 ⏎㿲♮㠊 ₆ὖ㰖
ῂ㫆㢖 䘦 ₆⓻㠦 㧊㌗㧊 ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪
㔲Ⲯ䔎 㰚㠦 ⏎㿲♲ ╖㌗㧦㢖 ⏎㿲♮㰖 㞠㦖
㧒㧎㦚 ㍶㩫䞮㡂 ₆ὖ㰖 ῂ㫆㢖 䘦₆⓻⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
㥶☯  㞫⩻㧻 䔏㎇㦮 ⼖䢪⯒ ㍳䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺. 䘦
₆⓻ Ỗ㌂㢖 䅊䜾䎆 ┾䂋㾂㡗(CT)㦚 㑮䟟䞲 㰚
⏎㿲 䢮㧦㢖 㧒㧎 㧦⬢⓪ ṗṗ ṫ㤦╖䞯ᾦ⼧㤦ὒ
㩚╖䞯ᾦ⼧㤦㠦㍲ 㩲Ὃ 㞮㦒Ⳇ, ṗ 㰧┾㠦㍲
3 ⳛ㝿 ㍶㩫䟊 㡆ῂ⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 㔲Ⲯ䔎 㰚
⏎㿲 ╖㌗㧦㦮 ἓ㤆 㼁 CT 㾂㡗 㧊䤚 3 ⎚ ⛺㠦
CT ⯒ 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ 㾂㡗䞮㡂 ゚ᾦ ㍳䞮㡖┺. CT
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Visceral perfusion and impact of different cannulation methods on aortic dissection: Comparison of
4D Flow MRI experiment and FSI simulation*
Gyu-Han Lee1, Woon Heo2, Youngjin Lee1, Tae-Hoon Kim2,
Suk-Won Song2, Hojin Ha1; 1Kangwon National University,
2Gangnam Severance Hospital
Aortic dissection (AD) is a situation initiated by an intimal
tear in the aortic wall. Hemodynamics in AD is closely associated with the risk of aortic aneurysm, coarctation, rupture,
hypertension, and malperfusion. Altered blood flow in patients with AD can lead to severe complications such as visceral malperfusion. In this study, we aimed to investigate the
effect of cannulation flow on hemodynamics in patients with
AD using four-dimensional flow magnetic resonance imaging (4D flow MRI) experiment and fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) simulation. We developed a specific-idealized AD
model including intimal tear on descending thoracic aorta.
Two different cannulation methods were tested: 1) Axillary
cannulation (AC) only through the brachiocephalic trunk,
and 2) combined axillary and femoral cannulation (AFC)
through the brachiocephalic trunk and the right common iliac
artery. In AC, the true lumen collapsed in both 4D flow MRI
and FSI, and the collapse of true lumen occurred more significantly in the 4D flow MRI experiment. The pressure
difference between true lumen and false lumen was confirmed via FSI, and this pressure difference collapses the true
lumen, disturbing blood flow to the celiac and superior mesenteric arteries. However, in the AFC, the pressure levels
between the two lumens were similar, no collapse occurred,
and the visceral flow was increased compared to that in the
AC. Lastly, the collapse of true lumen was affected by the
cannulation flow rate and also stiffness of the intimal flap.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
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Meniscus formed on thin film structures* ₖ㧒⚦ 1;
1Konkuk

University
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Capillary rise with evaporation in an open channel*
ₖ㩫䌳 1, 㩫㡆㑮 2, ₖ䢎㡗 1; 1Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Seoul National University, 2 School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University
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A computational fluid dynamics study for development of dynamic control on a needle-free jet injection system* Abdul Mohizin1, ₖ㭧ἓ 1; 1Kookmin University
A high-speed microjet generated by a needle-free jet injector
(NFJI) can penetrate the skin barrier and deliver required
quantity of drug to a targeted layer in the skin matrix. An
NFJI system accomplishes this by transforming the pressure
inside the injection chamber into high speed microjet by the
aid of a micronozzle. At present, majority of the commercially available NFJI devices uses mechanically powered
methods to create the pressure inside the injection chamber.
Even though these systems can create the necessary energy
to penetrate and deliver the drug to a targeted layer, they
have a critical drawback; which is the dynamic control of the
injected drug. Electrically actuated mechanism is needed for
achieving dynamic control, but at present the challenges
associated with electrically actuated systems to generate high
velocity microjets limit its applicability. A novel system is

proposed in the present study, which utilizes the energy associated with a mechanically NFJI actuated system and possesses the ability of an electrical system for dynamic control.
Dynamic control in the present system is achieved by dynamic nozzle geometry control by an electrically actuated
control-pin. In an NFJI system, the propelled jet characteristics is a function of the nozzle diameter and therefore by
having dynamic nozzle diameter control can create the required dynamic control for injection. Herein, a computational fluid dynamics model is presented which shows the feasibility of such a system. The presented model confirmed the
versatility of the proposed system to produce varying injections profiles and can be utilized in creating an effective
injection device for deeper and shallow penetration applications
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㡆ῂ㧚(NRF-2019R1A2C2088973).
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Residue-free acoustofluidic manipulation of microparticles via re-moval of microchannel anechoic
corner* Muhammad Soban Khan,1 Jinsoo Park1; 1Chonnam
National University
Microchannel anechoic corner (MAC), a region with weak
acoustic waves intensity, is formed in a rectangular microchannel of cross-type acoustofluidic devices, where travelling surface acoustic waves (TSAWs) propagating perpendicular to the flow direction refract into the microchannel at
a Rayleigh angle. Due to the absence of a strong acoustic
field within the MAC, the microparticles flowing adjacent to
the microchannel wall remain unaffected by a direct
TSAW-induced acoustic radiation force (ARF). Moreover, an
acoustic steaming flow (ASF) vortex produced within the
MAC pulls the particles further into the corner and away
from the direct ARF influence. Therefore, a residue of particles continues to flow past the TSAWs without intended
deflection, causing a decrease in microparticle recovery rate.
In this work, we introduce a cross-type acoustofluidic device
composed of a half-circular microchannel, fabricated through
a thermal reflow of a positive photoresist mold, to overcome
the limitations associated with rectangular microchannels,
prone to the MAC formation. We investigated the effect of
different microchannel cross-sectional shapes with varying
contact angles on the microparticle deflection in a continues
flow and found three distinct regimes of particle deflection.
By systematically removing the MAC out of the microchannel cross-section, we achieved a residue-free microparticle
deflection via TSAW-induced ARF inside a half-circular
microchannel. The proposed method was applied to efficient
fluorescent coating of the microparticles without any residue
particles left undeflected in the MAC.
*㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
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Acoustofluidic separation of microscale droplets by
surface acoustic wave-induced acoustic radiation
force* Mushtaq Ali and Jinsoo Park1; 1Chonnam National
University
In droplet-based microfluidic platforms, precise separation of
droplets of different kinds is a fundamental unit operation in
numerous applications including cell sorting, single-cell
analysis, and high-throughput screening. A variety of droplet
sorting methods have been proposed, in which droplets of
single kind are translocated. However, there has been less
effort in developing techniques to separate multiple kinds of
droplets, especially of the same droplet volume. Most previous droplet sorting or separation methods require fluorescent,
magnetic, or electrical labeling on target droplets and largely
depend on upstream detection of the droplets, and
on-demand application of external force fields. The need for
label-free, detection-free, and continuous microfluidic separation of droplets based on their intrinsic properties is still
unmet. In this study, we propose an acoustofluidic method to
separate microscale droplets of different kinds using travelling surface acoustic wave (SAW)-induced acoustic radiation
force (ARF). When droplets composed of two immiscible
fluids are exposed to a SAW-induced acoustic field, the
droplets experience the SAW-induced ARF due to inhomogeneous wave scattering off the droplets due to acoustic impedance contrast across the droplet interface. The proposed
cross-type acoustofluidic device, where the SAWs propagate
in the perpendicular direction to the flow, composed of a
slanted-finger interdigital transducer patterned on a piezoelectric substrate and a polydimethylsiloxane microchannel.
For extensive investigation on ARF acting on both cylindrical and spherical droplets, we first performed a set of droplet
sorting experiments under varying conditions of acoustic
impedance of the dispersed phase fluid, droplet velocity, and
SAW amplitude. Besides, for better insight into the underlying physics, a new dimensionless number of ARD was introduced and designated, which is defined as the ratio of ARF to
the drag force acting on the droplets. The experimental results were comparatively analyzed using a ray acoustics approach for theoretical estimation of ARF acting on the droplets and found to be in good agreement with the ray acoustic
model. Based on the findings, we demonstrated that microscale droplets of the same volume but different acoustic
impedance or velocity can be separated under continuous
application of the SAW-induced acoustic field in a label-free
and detection-free manner. Insomuch as on-chip, precise
separation of multiple kinds of droplets within a microfluidic
chip is critical in many droplet microfluidic applications, the
proposed acoustofluidic approach will provide new prospects
for microscale droplet separation.

*㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
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Performance evaluation study of an integrated microfluidic system developed for monitoring paWLHQW¶V LPPXQLW\ Jakir Hossain Imran1, ₖ㭧ἓ 1;
1Kookmin

University

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), a part of the retrovirus family, works as the causative agent of Immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). HIV invades different immune
cells, such as CD4+ T cells and monocytes, causing a reduction of the number of CD4+ T cells below its critical threshold, and the loss of cell-mediated immunity. Therefore, the
human body gets continuously more prone to opportunistic
infections and cancer. Deployment of point-of-care device
for screening or self-monitoring applications is an effective
approach of combating infectious diseases. However, developing an automated microfluidic immunity testing device,
typically requires a difficult and time-consuming robotic
fluid handling approach, which is both costly and impracticable. In this study, we have demonstrated an integrated
microfluidic system where sample loading, sample mixing
and sample scanning can be done automatically. A 3D printed sample cartridge module was designed, where 40 μl of
blood sample can be collected to perform the immunity test.
In this system, sample mixing was carried out by bidirectional motor rotation which agitates the sample in a chaotic
manner, that provides a rapid mixing of antibody with blood
sample and enhances the antibody-antigen reaction efficiency compared with the conventional diffusion based mixing
method. A wide-field fluorescence imagining system was
also developed to have a large field of view so that a large
area of the sample cartridge can be scanned to have an accurate cell counting. Herein we have done a feasibility study of
our integrated system to evaluate the sample mixing performance and cell counting accuracy with wide field of view
optical imaging system. The developed integrated system can
provide a rapid sample mixing with a reasonable accuracy of
cell counting performance for monitoring patient’s immunity.
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Acoustic streaming-driven mixing in a vertical-type
acousto-microfluidic device* 㹾⻪㍳ 1, 㰚㑮 1*;

1

Chonnam National University, Department of mechanical
engineering

In microfluidics, homogeneous sample mixing in microchannel is essential to perform various applications including
biochemical assays and nanoparticle synthesis. The inherent
limitation of the quiescent flow conditions at low Reynolds
number, however, causes mixing challenges in the microchannel. In this research, we present rapid and efficient microfluidic mixing by introducing a vertical-type ultrasound-induced method. A straight interdigital transducer
(IDT) is placed beneath the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
microfluidic channel, so that ultrasound energy is directly
transferred to the flow in microchannel inducing acoustic
streaming flow (ASF). Here the proposed platform takes
advantage of high ultrasound electrical power efficiency
because of few attenuation losses by other substrates. We
numerically simulated the ASF by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) using COMSOL Multiphysics and experimentally visualized crosse section-view of fluid stream via
prism embedded in microchannel. We believe the proposed
vertical-type ultrasound-induced microfluidic mixing platform can be utilized for a various of applications in microfluidics field.
*This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIT) (No. 2020R1A5A8018367), a grant of the Korea
Health Technology R&D Project through the Korea Health
Industry Development In-stitute (KHIDI), funded by the
Ministry of Health & Welfare, Re-public of Korea (grant
number: HI19C0642), and Nanomedical Devices Development Project of NNFC (CSM2101M001).

Shape-based separation of microparticles using
viscoelastic inertial microfluidic* 㩚䡚㤆1, 㰚㑮1;
1

Chonnam National University
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Modeling of Inertial-induced Microfluidic Flow
Switch in the Form of Interlocking Modular Block*
ṫ☯䧂, ṫ䡚㤇; Chonnam National University
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Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲ 㥶㼊㦮 Ⰲ, 䧂㍳, 䢒䞿, 㦧 ❇㦮 㧒㩗
㑮䟟㧊
Ṗ⓻䞮┺.
❪㓺䋂
䝢⨁䙒㦚
䢲㣿䞲
⹎㎎㥶㼊㦮 㩲㠊⓪ 䣢㩚㠦 㦮䞲 㤦㕂⩻㈦Ⱒ 㞚┞⧒,
ἓ䟻 Ệ☯㠦 ➆⯎ 䆪Ⰲ㢂Ⰲ 䧮  䣢㩚Ṗ㏣㠦
㦮䞲 㡺㧒⩂ 䧮㦒⪲ ῂ㎇♮⓪ ὖ㎇⩻㠦 㦮䟊 㰖⺆⯒
⓪┺. 㾲⁒ 3 㹾㤦 㩲㫆₆㑶㦮 ╂ὒ ▪㠊,
⹎㎎㥶㼊㺚⍦㦚 㰗Ṛ㩧㩗㦒⪲ 㩲㫆♮⓪◆☚ 䢲㣿♮ἶ
㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲ ⹎㎎㥶㼊⯒ 㩲㫆䞮⓪ ⻫㦖
⹎㎎㥶㼊⯒ ⳾✞䢪 䞮⓪ 㔳㦒⪲ 3 㹾㤦㦮 ⽋㧷䞲
ῂ㫆㦮 㺚⍦ 䡫㎇㧊 Ṗ⓻䟊㪢┺. ❪㓺䋂 䝢⨁䙒
㌗㠦㍲ ⹎㎎㥶㼊㦮 Ệ☯㦖 ὖ㎇㠦 㦮䞲 㑮☯㩗
㩲㠊⯒ 䐋䟊 㑮䟟♮⸖⪲ 㺚⍦ 䡫㌗㍺Ἒ㣪㏢㦮 ㍳㧊
✲㔲 䞚㣪䞮┺. 䔏䧞, ❪㓺䋂 ῂ㫆㌗㠦㍲ 3 㹾㤦
ῂ㫆㦮 ⹎㎎㥶㼊 㺚⍦ῂ㫆⓪ 㥶㼊㦮 ⹖☚㠦 ➆⯎
䔏㎇ὒ 㡆Ἒ䞮㡂 㭧⩻㠦 㦮䞲 㥶㼊 Ệ☯ 㡗䟻㦚
ἶ⩺䞾㦒⪲㍲, ┺㟧䞲 㥶㼊 㩲㠊 Ṗ⓻㎇㦚 ⽊㡂㭚 㑮
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⹎㎎㥶㼊㺚⍦㦮 ῂ㫆㦮 䡫㎇
䔏㎇㠦 ➆⧒ 䣢㩚 ὖ㎇㠦 㦮䞲 Ệ☯㦚 㩲㠊䞶 㑮
㧞⓪ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㩲㔲♲ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦖 㥶㼊
Ệ☯ 㓺㥚䂮⪲㍲ 䔏㩫 䣢㩚㏣☚ 㧊㌗ Ợ ♶ ἓ㤆
㥶㼊Ṗ 㧊☯䞮⓪ 䔏㎇㦒⪲, 㺚⍦㦮 ῂ㫆⓪ ❪㓺䋂 㿫
₆㭖 ἓ 䟻㦒⪲ 㺚⍦㦚 䡫㎇䞮㡂 ❪㓺䋂㦮 Ⳋὒ

㧊⬾⓪ ṗ☚㠦 ➆⯎ 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ⳾✞䢪♲
⹎㎎㥶㼊 㺚⍦ῂ㫆㠦㍲ 㥶㼊Ṗ ⓪ 㭧⩻㦚 䋂₆⯒
➆⯎ Ệ☯㦚 㩫⹖䞮Ợ 㩲㠊䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚
㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. ἆὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㩲㔲♲ ⹎㎎㥶㼊 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦚
䐋䟊  ȝ/ 䞒㦮 ⶒ㦚 㩲㠊䞮₆ 㥚䟊 䡫㎇♲ ῂ㫆
ṗ☚㦮
⻪㥚⓪
50°㠦㍲
80°₢㰖
10°┾㥚⪲
㩲㠊♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, 㧊➢ 㥶㼊Ṗ Ệ☯䞮⓪ ◆㠦 㣪ῂ♮⓪
䣢㩚ṗ㏣☚⓪ 㟓 300 rpm 㠦㍲ 1,200 rpm ₢㰖
⼖䢪㔲䆆┺.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶) 㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 㩫⽊䐋㔶㌆㠛㰚䦻㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㠦⍞㰖 AI 㦋䞿 㡆ῂṲ ㌂㠛㧚(No. S0253-22-1003).

䢞 ῂ㫆⯒ Ṭ⓪ 㑮 䚲Ⳋ㥚㠦㍲ 㤊☯䞮⓪
ⶒ㤎 Ệ☯ 㡆ῂ* ₖ䡫㤦 1, ₖ㦮㰚 1, ₖ㩫䡚 1;
1Seoul

National University of Science and Technology

⼥ 㧤㧊⋮ ⋮゚㦮 ⋶Ṳ㠦㍲ ὖ䁷䞶 㑮 㧞⓪
䢞(Groove) ῂ㫆⯒ Ṗ㰚 㑮 䚲Ⳋ㦖 㥶㼊 㤎㦚
䔏㩫 䟻㦒⪲ 㧊㏷㔲䋺Ệ⋮, 䚲Ⳋ ῂ㫆㠦 ⹎㎎ 㥶㼊
㤎㦚 㩗䂋㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㠊 Ὃ䞯㩗㦒⪲ 㡆ῂ䞶 Ṗ䂮Ṗ
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䢞 ῂ㫆⯒ Ṭ⓪ 㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲
㧊☯䞮⓪ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 㩧㽟㍶ ☯㡃䞯ὒ 䚲Ⳋ ῂ㫆
㌗┾㠦 㩗䂋♮⓪ ⹎㎎ 㥶㼊 㤎 䡫㎇ ὒ㩫㦚 㽞ἶ㏣
㧊⹎㰫㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮㦚 㥚䟊 ㌗㣿
CO2 ⩞㧊㩖 ṖὋ₆⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 ⰺ⊞䞲 PDMS 䚲Ⳋ
㥚㠦 䢞 ῂ㫆㦮 ⍞゚㢖 ῂ㫆 Ṛ㦮 Ṛỿ㧊 ㍲⪲ ┺⯎
㑮 䚲Ⳋ✺㦚 㭖゚䞮㡖┺. ῂ㫆㦮 䞲 㭒₆㠦㍲ 䢞
ῂ㫆 ㌗┾㦮 ⍞゚Ṗ 㹾㰖䞮⓪ ゚㥾㧎 Solid fraction 㦚
0.4, 0.5, 0.6 㦒⪲ ṗṗ ⼖䢪㔲䆆┺. ἓ㌂ṗ 㫆㩞㧊
Ṗ⓻䞲 Ệ䂮╖㠦 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ㍺䂮䞲 ⛺ 㞷㩗 ㌳ 㧻䂮⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 䞒Ṗ ṗṗ   ȝO 㧎 㥶㼊
㤎㦚 㩗䂋㔲䅲 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ➆⧒ ῂ⯊Ợ 䞮㡖┺.
䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㧊㏷♮⓪ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 Ệ☯㦖 㽞ἶ㏣
䃊Ⲫ⧒㢖 㑮䗒ⰺ䋂⪲ ⩢㯞⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 1 䞓㎖╏ ȝP 㦮
ὋṚ䟊⓻ὒ
0.1ms
┾㥚㦮
㔲Ṛ䟊⓻㦒⪲
ὖ䁷䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮 ἆὒ, Solid fraction 㧊 0.5 㧊㌗㧎
䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲⓪ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 䤚⹎ ⊞㧊 䚲Ⳋ ῂ㫆㠦㍲
䕢┾♮₆ 㩚 ῂ㫆⯒ ➆⧒ ⹎⊚⩂㰖⓪ ὒ㩫㦚 ⽊㡖┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ, Solid fraction 㧊 0.5 ⹎Ⱒ㧎 ἓ㤆 ῂ㫆 㥚㠦㍲
⹎⊚⩂㰦㦮 ὒ㩫㦚 Ệ䂮㰖 㞠㞚 ῂ㫆 ⍞゚㢖 ☯❇䞲
䋂₆㦮 ⹎㎎㤎㦚 㩗䂋㔲䋺⓪ ộ㦒⪲ ὖ䁷♮㠞┺.
㩗䂋♲ ⹎㎎ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 䋂₆⓪ 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ἓ㌂ṗ, Solid
fraction, ῂ㫆㦮 ⍞゚, 㽞₆ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 䞒㠦
⹒Ṧ䞮Ợ
⼖䢪䞮⓪
ộ㦒⪲
ὖ䁷♮㠞┺.
⡦䞲,
ⶊ㹾㤦䢪⯒ 䐋䟊 㡞䁷♲ 㧊⪶㔳ὒ 㔺䠮 ἆὒṖ
䞿♮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊
㑮㕃㠦㍲ 㑮⺇ Ⱎ㧊䋂⪶ 䋂₆㦮 ‶㧒䞲 㥶㼊 㤎㦚
䚲Ⳋ㦮 ₆䞮䞯㩗 䔏㰫ὒ 䋂₆⯒ 䐋䟊 㩗䂋䞶 㑮
㧞㦢㦚 ⽊㡖┺. 㧊⩂䞲 ₆㽞 㡆ῂ⓪ 䟻䤚 㥶㼊

㤎㠦 䙂䞾♲ 㧛㧦⯒ Ⰲ䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㡆ῂ㠦 㦧㣿♶
㑮 㧞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2020 ⎚☚ 㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No. 2020R1C1C1005588).

Large-scale Production of Amphiphilic Magnetic
Janus Particle with 3D Printed Parallelized Microfluidic Device for Oil Remediation* 㔶㎇䤞 1,
㫆㎇㑮 1, ₖ䡲㩫 2, 㧊㰚₆ 1; 1School of Mechanical Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University
2School of Mechanical Engineering, Korea University
Janus Particles (JPs) based on droplet microfluidics has been
widely investigated in recent years. The anisotropic shape
and two or more phases possessed in a single particle make
them special. Specially, in case of amphiphilic Janus particle,
they can be adsorbed to the water/oil interface and stabilize it.
Therefore, they have great potential for oil recovery and
remediation. However, complicated processes and slow production rate of conventional microfluidic devices prevent the
transition of JPs to the practical applications over laboratory
environment. To solve this problem, we fabricate 3D printed
parallelized microfluidic droplet generator and produce Amphiphilic Magnetic Janus Particle (AMJPs). This device has
10 droplet generation junctions and can be multiplexed
thanks to its modularized connectors. This allowed us to
boost the production rate 10 to 40 times higher than a single
device, while maintaining the size dispersity. Then, we prove
that AMJPs can be adsorbed to oil-water interface and form
stable Pickering emulsions. Finally, we investigated the ability of AMJPs to form o/w Pickering emulsion regardless of
oil type, viscosity, water pH and ion concentration. It is expected that AMJPs would be an effective, eco-friend and
versatile remediation material for oil adsorption and recovery.
*This work was supported by Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696), the Ministry of Science,
ICT & Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568) and the
Bio & Medical Technology Development Program of the
National Research Foundation (NRF) & funded by the Korean government (MSIT) (No. NRF-2021M3A9I4021220).
㎎㎮: ⋮⏎/Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲㥶☯ 3
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 09:00 – 10:15
㩲 10 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: 㡺㭖䢎(䞲㟧╖䞯ᾦ)

3D motion analysis of particulate matter on hairy
plant leaves using digital in-line holographic mi-

croscopy*

JIHWAN KIM1, SANG JOON LEE1;
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Pohang University
of Science and Technology (POSTECH)

1

Airborne particulate matter (PM) is a global environmental
issue. PM removal effects of various plant species have been
widely studied. For example, the plant leaves with high trichome density and thick wax layers exhibit good PM removal efficiency. However, most of the previous studies are
based on the statistical analysis of the amount of PM deposition on the plant leaves. Therefore, the mechanism of PM
removal effects by various plants has not been investigated
enough. In this study, a digital in-line holographic microscopy technique was adopted to analyze the 3D motions of
PMs on hairy plant leaves. The leaves of Perilla frutescens
and Capsicum annuum were used as test samples. Thereafter,
the surface properties of two plant species were investigated
to understand the PM removal mechanism of hairy structures
on plant leaves. As a result, the settling motion of PMs on
plant leaves was found to be affected by the surface charge
density and hairiness of leaves.

䡚㌗㧊
ὖ䁷♮㠞┺.
Ⳋ㠦,
60wt%
⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ
㑮㣿㞷䎆
petal
bouncing
䡚㌗㧊
㌂⧒㰖Ⳇ
㩧㽟㔲Ṛ㧊 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ἓ䟻㦚 䢫㧎䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. Petal
bouncing 䣾ὒṖ ὖ䁷♮⓪ Weber 㑮㦮 䙂⯒
䢫㧎䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 㠦⍞㰖 ‶䡫㠦 ₆䞮㡂 㧊⪶㔳㦚
㥶☚䞮㡂 㔺䠮ἆὒ㢖 ㍳䞲 ἆὒ 㡺㹾 ⻪㥚
10%⌊㠦㍲ 㧊⪶㔳ὒ 㔺䠮 ἆὒṖ 㧒䂮䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞶
㑮 㧞㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 ⁎Ṛ 㡆ῂṖ ⹎㰚䞮㡖▮
䢞 ῂ㫆⯒ Ṗ㰖⓪ 㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㿿☢䞮⓪ 㩦㎇ 㥶㼊
㤎㦮 Ệ☯㠦 ὖ䞲 ⶒⰂ㩗 䡚㌗㦚 ㍳䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
䟻䤚 䢞 ῂ㫆⯒ Ṗ㰚 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ㍺Ἒ㠦 ☚㤖㦚 㭚
ộ㦒⪲ ₆╖䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2020 ⎚☚ 㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No.2020R1C1C1005588).

㩖゚㣿 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫₆ Ṳ* 䞲⼚ 1, ₖ㩫䡚 2;
1,2
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㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㿿☢䞮⓪ 㩦㎇ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮
㩧㽟㔲Ṛ Ṧ㏢* 㺓䤞 1, #ₖ㩫䡚 2, 1,2 Seoul National
University of Science and Technology
㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㥶㼊 㤎㧊 㿿☢䞶 ἓ㤆 ⶒ㤎㦖
䗒㰦, 㑮㿫, ♮䓦㦮 Ệ☯㦚 ⽊㧎┺. 㧊➢, ⶒ㤎㧊
䚲Ⳋ㠦 㿿☢䞲 䤚 ♮䓖㠊 㡺⯊₆ 㩚₢㰖 ⶒ㤎ὒ
䚲Ⳋ㌂㧊 ㌗䢎 㧧㣿㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰖⓪ 㔲Ṛ㦚 㩧㽟
㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ 㩫㦮䞲┺. 㾲⁒ 㡆ῂ㠦 ➆⯊Ⳋ 㽞㑮
䚲Ⳋ㠦 Ệ㔲㩗 䋂₆(>0.1mm)㦮 ῂ㫆⯒ ㌳㎇㔲䋺Ợ
♮Ⳋ 㥶㼊 㤎㧊 䖓㺓 㧊䤚 㑮㿫 ὒ㩫㦚 Ệ䂮㰖
㞠ἶ ♮䓖㠊 㢂⧒ 㩧㽟㔲Ṛ㧊 80%₢㰖 Ṧ㏢♮⓪
ộ㦒⪲ 䡖㪢┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䢞(groove) ῂ㫆⯒
䙂䞾䞲 㽞㑮 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㩦㎇㦚 ╂Ⰲ䞲 㥶㼊 㤎㦚
㿿☢㔲䅲 㩧㽟 㔲Ṛ㦚 䁷㩫䞮ἶ 㥶㼊 㤎㦮 Ệ☯㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. ⹎㎎ ῂ㫆⯒ 䙂䞾䞲 䚲Ⳋ㦖 3D printing 㦚
䐋䟊 㩲㧧䞮ἶ 㑮 䆪䕛㦚 㿪Ṗ⪲ 㰚䟟䞮㡂 㽞㑮
䚲Ⳋ㦚 㢚㎇䞮㡖┺. ㌂┺Ⰲ↊ 䡫䌲㦮 ┾Ⳋ㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪
䢞 ῂ㫆㦮 ㌗┾ ⍞゚⓪ ȝP 䞮┾ ⍞゚⓪ ȝP
ῂ㫆㦮 ⏨㧊⓪ ȝP 䢞 ῂ㫆Ṛ㦮 Ṛỿ㦖
ȝP 㧊┺. 㔺䠮 㥶㼊⪲⓪ ⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ 㑮㣿㞷㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㑲㑮
ⶒ䎆
80wt%
⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ
㑮㣿㞷₢㰖 10wt% Ṛỿ㦒⪲ ⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ㦮 㟧㦚
㯳Ṗ㔲䅲 㽳 9 Ṗ㰖 㣿㞷㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 㰗ἓ 㟓 2.8 ±
0.2 mm 㦮 㥶㼊 㤎㦚 㩲㧧♲ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 㿿☢㔲䆆㦒Ⳇ,
㥶㼊㤎㦮 ☯㩗 Ệ☯㦖 㔲Ṛ 䟊⓻ 0.1ms,
ὋṚ䟊⓻
25 煱 m/pixel
㫆Ị㦒⪲
㽞ἶ㏣
䃊Ⲫ⧒(Phantom VEO-E 310L)⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 㾂㡗䞮㡖┺.
⋯䞮 㔺䠮㦚 㰚䟟䞲 ἆὒ 0 ~ 50wt% ⁖Ⰲ㎎Ⰶ
㑮㣿㞷 Ș ō 6 mPa·s, Oh ō 0.018)㦖 ⰺ⊞䞲 䚲Ⳋ㠦
゚䟊 㩧㽟㔲Ṛ㧊 㟓 59% Ṧ㏢䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, petal bouncing

㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ(static contact angle)㦖 ⶒ㤎㧊 ἶ㼊
䚲Ⳋὒ 㩧㽟䞮㡂 㥶㼊, ἶ㼊, ₆㼊 Ṛ 3 ㌗㦮 ἚⳊ㧊
䡫㎇♮㠞㦚 ➢ 㥶㼊 ⌊㠦㍲ 䁷㩫♲ ṗ☚㧊┺.
䚲Ⳋ㧊 㢚⼓䞮Ợ 䘎䘟䞮ἶ ⰺ⊞䞲 ἓ㤆㠦 䁷㩫♲
㩧㽟ṗ㦚 equilibrium contact angle ⪲ 㩫㦮䞶 㑮 㧞㦒⋮
㔺㌳䢲㠦㍲ 㩧䞮⓪ ╖㦮 䚲Ⳋ㦖 Ệ䂶₆Ṗ 㧞₆
➢ⶎ㠦 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ㦒⪲ 䚲Ⳋ㦮 䔏㎇㦚 䘟Ṗ䟊㟒 䞲┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 3D 䝚Ⰶ䎆㢖 ㌗㣿 CO2 ⩞㧊㩖
ṖὋ₆⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 sessile drop method ₆㦮 㩖゚㣿
ἶ䣾㥾 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫₆⯒ Ṳ䞮ἶ, ┺㟧䞲
㑮㎇㦚 Ṗ㰖⓪ 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮ἶ
䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺. Ṳ♲ 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫₆⓪ 㔲Ⰶ㰖
䗢䝚(syringe pump), ὧ䞯, 㡗㌗, 㓺䎢㧊㰖  㞷㩗
㌳₆⪲ ῂ㎇♮㠞┺. 㔲Ⰶ㰖 䗢䝚⓪ 㓺䎳 ⳾䎆⪲
㧧☯䞮Ⳇ, 㞷㩗㦮 䞒 ⼖䢪⯒ 㩫⹖䞮Ợ 㫆㩞䞮₆
㥚䟊 㩲㧧♮㠞┺. 㡗㌗㠦㍲⓪ ἶṖ㦮 㡗㌗ 㧻䂮
╖㔶 㓺Ⱎ䔎䙆 䃊Ⲫ⧒⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㡗㌗㦮 ὋṚ
䟊⓻ 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䞮㡂 㓺Ⱎ䔎䙆㣿 㩧㌂ ⩢㯞⯒
㩗㣿䟞┺. Ṳ 㧻゚㦮 ㎇⓻㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㑮
㓺䝚⩞㧊 NeverWet 㦒⪲ 䆪䕛䞲 㽞㑮 (Superhydrophobic) 䚲Ⳋ, 㔺Ⰲ䆮ὒ ἓ䢪㩲㦮 䢒䞿 ゚㥾㦚 ╂Ⰲ䞲
㎎ 㫛⮮㦮 PDMS 䚲Ⳋ(5:1, 10:1, 20:1), 㞚䋂Ⰺὒ 㥶Ⰲ
䚲Ⳋ㦚 ㌂㣿䟊 㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮ἶ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫㦚 㥚䞲 㾲㩗㦮 㥶⨟㦚 ㍶㩫䞮₆
㥚䟊 aȝOPLQ 㦮 㥶⨟㦒⪲ PDMS(10:1) 䚲Ⳋ㦮
㩫㩗 㩚㰚  䤚㰚 㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞲 ἆὒ 㩫㩗 㩚㰚
㩧㽟ṗ㦖 㥶⨟㠦 ὖἚ㠜㧊 㧒㩫 Ṩ㠦 㑮⪊䞮⋮, 㩫㩗
䤚㰚 㩧㽟ṗ㦮 ἓ㤆 㥶⨟㠦 ➆⯎ 䁷㩫 Ṩ㦮 ⼖䢪Ṗ
㧞⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ➆⧒㍲ 㥶⨟㦚 ȝOPLQ 㦒⪲
㍺㩫䞮㡂 ⳾✶ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 ╖䞲 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮ἶ,
⁎ ἆὒ⯒ ἶṖ㦮 㽞ἶ㏣ 䃊Ⲫ⧒㢖 ⩢㯞⯒ 㧊㣿䟊

ῂ㿫䞲 㩫㩗㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫 㧻゚㦮 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
⁎ ἆὒ, 㾲╖ 㡺㹾 10% 㧊⌊㠦㍲ ㌗╏䧞 㧒䂮䞲
ἆὒ⯒ 㠑㦚 㑮 㧞㠞㦒Ⳇ, ⶎ䠢ὒ ゚ᾦ䞲 ἆὒ ⡦䞲
㌗╏䧞 㧒䂮䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊
Ṳ♲ 㩧㽟ṗ 䁷㩫 㧻゚⓪ ㏢′⳾ ᾦ㥷₆ὖ 
㡆ῂ㔺㠦㍲ ἓ㩲㩗㦒⪲ 㩲㧧䞮㡂 䢲㣿䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2020 ⎚☚ 㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No. 2020R1C1C1005588).

Investigation of the effect of pH and surfactant on
nanobubbles properties* 㧊㰚㍳ 1, Ritesh Prakash2,
㧊㰚₆ 1,2; 1School of Mechanical Engineering,
Sungkyunkwan University, 2Institute of Quantum Biophysics,
Sungkyunkwan University
Nanobubble (NB) is well-known not only for its various
applications but also, for its incredible stability in bulk solutions. For example, in pure water, NB can exist more than
two months. Yet, few studies were conducted about NB’s
characteristics in various media. In this study, we generated
the NBs in acidic solutions, basic solutions, and solutions
with cationic, anionic, and non-ionic surfactants. Then, the
properties (Zeta potential, average diameter, concentration,
and bubble size distribution) of NBs were investigated by
using NTA and ELS instruments. Thereafter, changes in average diameter and concentration of the NBs over time were
observed to analyze the long-term stability of the NBs in
various media. Finally, DLVO theory was applied to interpret
the stability of the NBs. This work will contribute to the
progress of the NBs research.

desalination technology that uses as interfacial solar steam
generation. Evaporation occurs at the interface when the
hydrogel membrane is in contact with saltwater under sunlight radiation, and water is drawn up by capillary force. For
measurement, we used solar simulator to irradiate AM1.5G
spectra and measured pressure drop to check the permeability,
Therefore, as the permeability increases, the anisotropic hydrogel membrane could maximize the water transport rate
and salt ions in seawater are deionized due to the inherent
characteristics of hydrogel. This can keep water content inside of hydrogel, and reject salt accmulation. These
results imply to enhance solar desalination performances and
keep operation in long-term. Through this utilization, the
anisotropic hydrogel as a membrane can be used for ISSG
seawater desalination technology functionalized with water
transport and salt rejection.

㎎㎮: ⋮⏎/Ⱎ㧊䋂⪲㥶☯ 4
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 10:20 – 11:20
㩲 10 䚲㧻
㫢㧻: ₖ㩫䡚(㍲㤎ὒ䞯₆㑶╖䞯ᾦ)

Investigation of contact line motion of EGaIn with
surface oxide* Sangyun Jung1, Jongwon Lee1, Sejin Choi1,
Wonjung Kim1; 1Sogang University

*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩫(ᾦ㥷)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
₆㽞㡆ῂ㌂㠛㧚
(No.
NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696).
⡦䞲,
⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㩫(⹎⧮㺓㫆)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No. 2020R1A2C3010568). ⽎
ἆὒⶒ㦖 䢮ἓ㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ䢮ἓ㌆㠛₆㑶㤦㦮
㌳䌲⳾ ₆ 䢮ἓ㡺㡒ὖⰂ ₆㑶Ṳ㌂㠛㦮 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㡆ῂ♮㠞㦢. (2019002790003).

Eutectic gallium-indium (EGaIn) are attracting growing attention in various engineering fields thanks to their combined
properties of fluidity and high electrical conductivity. EGaIn
has an oxide skin in the atmosphere with nanometer thickness, and the oxide skin results in unique interfacial behaviors. Although the oxide skin is a key factor for controlling
the motions of EGaIn at a microscale, the interfacial physics
of EGaIn has been little explored. Here, we present the results of investigation of the contact angle of EGaIn with the
oxide skin. Our experiments show that while the equilibrium
and static receding contact angles cannot be defined, a specific static advancing contact angle is observed in EGaIn
motion. We then develop a mathematical model for the static
advancing contact angle of EGaIn. Our study provides new
insights into the manufacturing techniques of EGaIn.

Anisotropic alginate hydrogel functionalized with
fast water transport and anti-salt fouling effect*

*This work was supported by a grant of the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of
Science and ICT (grant no. 2021R1A2C2011279), Republic
of Korea.

㧚䡫㤆 1, 㧊㌗㭖 1; 1Pohang University of Science and
Technology
A hydrogel is a polymer-crosslinked semisolid structure.
More than 90% of the structure is made up of water, and the
polymer skeleton is interconnected. This adjustable building
block comes in a wide range of porosity. The unidirectional
channel in an isotropic hydrogel dramatically enhances mass
transfer and allows for a variety of applications. The anisotropic hydrogel can be utilized as a membrane in a seawater

Multi-stimuli responsive tip-growing liquid robot
based on polymer precipitation* 㺂㰚 1, 䞮㫛䡚 1,
㧊䟊⪏ 2, ⁒䢮 3, ㍶㩫㥺 2, ₖ䢎㡗 1; 1Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Seoul National University,
2
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Seoul
National University, 3Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Gachon University
Equipped with the ability to sense and respond to external
stimuli, living organisms adapt to the surrounding environments. Implementing this adaptability will greatly enhance
the functionality of an artificial system. Inspired by tip
growth schemes of pollen tubes and fungal hyphae, we
demonstrate a multi-stimuli-responsive tip-growing liquid
robot that can grow while sensing and responding to multiple
external stimuli. We provide a theoretical framework to predict the size and the velocity of growing precipitates, and
demonstrate its capability of sensing the directions of gravity,
mechanical contact, and light. Exploiting the embedded
physical intelligence of sensing and responding to external
stimuli, our growing robot achieves multiple tasks including
printing 3D structures in a confined space, bypassing mechanical obstacles, and shielded transport of liquids within
water.
*This work was supported by National Research Foundation
of Korea (Grant Nos. 2018052541, 2021M3F7A1017476)..

❪㓺䋂䂿⌊㦮 㺚⍦  㺪⻚㠦㍲㦮 ⹏㕇 ㎇⓻
㾲㩗䢪* 㧊㰖䡫 1, 㧊㌞⽚ 1, 㧊⹒₆ 2, ₖ䡲㩫 3,
㧊㰚₆ 1; 1Sungkyunkwan University, 2Korea Institute of
Science and Technology, 3Korea University
⹎㎎㥶㼊 䂿㠦㍲㦮 䢒䞿㦖 㧊㡺 ㌮䝢 㭖゚ὒ㩫㠦
㧞㠊 䞚㑮㩗㧚. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䣢㩚䞮⓪ ❪㓺䋂䂿㦮
㺚⍦ὒ 㺪⻚ ⌊㦮 㥶☯㦮 䢒䞿Ệ☯㦚 㔺䠮ὒ
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㦚 䐋䟊 䢒䞿䣾㥾㦚 ㍳䞮㡖㦢. Ⲓ㩖
䣢㩚䞮⓪ ❪㓺䋂䂿 ⌊ 㺪⻚㠦㍲㦮 㥶☯ 䢒䞿㦚
㍳䞾.
❪㓺䋂䂿
䣢㩚㏣☚㠦
Ṧ㏣ὒ
Ṗ㏣㦚
㭒₆㩗㦒⪲ Ṗ䞮Ⳋ ṗṖ㏣☚㢖 ゚⪖䞮⓪ 㡺㧒⩂ 䧮㧊
㌳䞾. 㡺㧒⩂ 䧮㠦 㦮䟊㍲ 㺪⻚ ⌊㠦㍲ 䣢㩚䞮⓪
㥶㼊㦮 䦦⯚㧊 ㌳䞮ἶ 㧊⪲䎆 䢒䞿㧊 ㌳♾.
㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ㌒ṗ䕢 䡫䌲㦮 䣢㩚㫆Ị㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖ἶ,
㾲╖ 䣢㩚㏣☚⯒ 1000 rpm 㠦㍲ 3000 rpm ₢㰖
⼖ἓ䞮㡖㦚 ➢㦮 䢒䞿 䣾㥾ὒ, 䣢㩚 㭒₆⯒ 1, 2, 3,
6 㽞⪲ 䞮㡖㦚 ➢㦮 䢒䞿 䣾㥾㦚 ㍳䞾. 㾲╖
䣢㩚㏣☚Ṗ 㢂⧒Ṧ㠦 ➆⧒ 㡺㧒⩂ 䧮㧊 䄺㪎
䣢㩚䞮⓪ 㥶㼊㦮 㥶☯㦮 ㏣☚Ṗ ㌗㔏䞮ἶ, 䢒䞿
䣾㥾㧊 ㌗㔏䞮㡖㦢. ⡦䞲 䣢㩚 㭒₆Ṗ 㢂⧒Ṧ㠦 ➆⧒
㡒⬢, ゚㡒⬢ 㣿㞷㧊 ⰴ╕⓪ ἚⳊ㦮 ⍩㧊Ṗ ⍩㠊㪎
䢒䞿
䣾㥾㧊
㌗㔏䞮㡖㦢.
┺㦢㦒⪲
䣢㩚䞮⓪
❪㓺䋂䂿 ⌊ 㺚⍦㠦㍲㦮 㥶☯ 䢒䞿㦚 ㍳䞾. 㧒㩫䞲
䣢㩚㏣☚ 㫆Ị㠦㍲, ㍲⪲ ┺⯎ ⏣☚㦮 ⚦ Ṗ㰖
㥶㼊Ṗ 㤦㕂⩻ὒ 䆪Ⰲ㢂Ⰲ 䧮㠦 㦮䟊㍲ 㺚⍦㦚
㰖⋮Ṧ㠦 ➆⧒ 䢒䞿㧊 㧊⬾㠊㰦. 䣢㩚㏣☚㢖 㺚⍦
┾Ⳋ㦮
㫛䣷゚㠦
➆⯎
䢒䞿䣾㥾㦚
㍳䞾.
䣢㩚㏣☚Ṗ ⏨㞚㰦㠦 ➆⧒ 䆪Ⰲ㢂Ⰲ 䧮㧊 䄺㪎 ⏨㦖
䢒䞿䣾㥾㦚 ⽊㡖ἶ, 㺚⍦ ┾Ⳋ㦮 㫛䣷゚⓪ 0.5 㠦㍲
2 ⪲ 䄺㰞㑮⪳ ⏨㦖 䢒䞿䣾㥾㦚 ⽊㧚.

*This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF2021R1A6A1A03039696) and the Ministry of Science,
ICT & Future Planning (NRF2020R1A2C3010568) and was
supported by a grant of the Korea Health Technology R&D
Project through the Korea Health Industry Development
Institute (KHIDI), funded by the Ministry of Health & Welfare, Republic of Korea (HI20C0629).

Designing Durable Lubricant Infused Surfaces:
From Understanding of Fluids and Nanostructures* 㡺㭖䢎 1; 1Hanyang University
䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㥶㼊㦮 㩬㦢㎇(wettability)ὒ 㞷㩗㦮 㥶☯㎇
(mobility)⯒ 㯳Ṗ㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♲ 
㧞┺. LIS (Lubricant Infused Surface) ⡦⓪ SLIPS (Slippery Lubricant Infused Porous Surface)⪲ Ⰲ⓪ 㥺䢲㩲
㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦖 ⋮⏎ ῂ㫆㼊⯒ Ṭ⓪ 䚲Ⳋ㠦 Ὃ⁏㠦
㔺Ⰲ䆮 㡺㧒 ❇ὒ ṯ㦖 㥺䢲㩲⯒ 㭒㧛䞲 ộ㧊┺.
㥺䢲㩲 㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦖 㥺䢲㩲㢖 ṯ㧊 ⰺ㤆 ⰺ⊚⩓ἶ
‶㧒䞲 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ 㞷㩗㧊 䚲Ⳋὒ ἚⳊ㦚 䡫㎇䞮Ợ
䞾㦒⪲㖾 ⰺ㤆 ⌄㦖 㩧㽟ṗ 㧊⩻ (contact angle hysteresis)㢖 ⏨㦖 㥶☯㎇㦚 Ṭ☚⪳ 䞲┺. 䔏䧞, 㥺䢲㩲
㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦖 ⶒ㦚 㩲㣎䞮ἶ ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞⓪
╖㦮 㥶₆ 㣿㩲 (㠦䌚㢂, 㞚㎎䏺  䌚䢪㑮㏢
Ἒ㡊)✺㧊 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲ ⏨㦖 㥶☯㎇㦚 ṬỢ 䞮⓪ 㧻㩦㧊
㧞┺. 㧊⓪ ╖㦮 㑮 䆪䕛㠦 ㌂㣿♮⓪ 㩖䚲Ⳋ
㠦⍞㰖 䆪䕛㦮 䚲Ⳋ 㠦⍞㰖Ṗ ~30 mJ/m2 㧎◆, ⶒ㦚
㩲㣎䞮ἶ ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞⓪ ╖㦮 㥶₆ 㣿㩲
(㠦䌚㢂, 㞚㎎䏺  䌚䢪㑮㏢ Ἒ㡊)✺㦮 䚲Ⳋ 㧻⩻㧊
゚㔍䞲 㑮㭖㧊₆ ➢ⶎ㧊┺. ⁎⩂⋮, ⶒ㧊 㞚┢ 㥶㼊⯒
㌂㣿䞶
ἓ㤆
㌗╖㩗㦒⪲
㥺䢲㩲㢖㦮
䢒䢪㎇(miscibility)㠦 ➆⧒ ⋮⏎ ῂ㫆㼊㠦 㭒㧛䞲
㥺䢲㩲Ṗ ▪㤇 ゾⰂ ⺆㿲♮⓪ ⶎ㩲㩦㧊 ㌳䞶 㑮
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㥺䢲㩲㢖 㧧☯ 㥶㼊㦮 㫛⮮㠦
➆⯎ ⶒ㰞㦮 䢒䢪㎇㦚 㔲䠮䞮ἶ, ⁎⪲ 㧎䞲 㥺䢲㩲
㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ⺆㿲䡚㌗㠦 ╖䞲 㔺䠮㩗㧎 㡆ῂ⯒
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 㥶㼊㦮 㫛⮮㠦 ➆⧒ 㥶㼊㢖
㥺䢲㩲㦮 ἚⳊ㠦㍲ 䡫㎇♮⓪ 䋊⪲䌏(cloaking) 䡚㌗㦮
㌳ὒ ⁎ 㡗䟻㦚 䕢㞛䞮ἶ㧦 䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⯒
䐋䟊 㥺䢲㩲 㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦮 ⌊ῂ㎇㠦 㡗䟻㦚 㭚 㑮
㧞⓪ 㧧☯㥶㼊㢖 㥺䢲㩲, ⋮⏎ῂ㫆㼊 ❇㠦 ╖䞲
䕢⧒⹎䎆㠦 ╖䞲 ₆㽞㩗 㰖㔳㦚 㿫㩗䞮㡂 ▪㤇
⌊ῂ㎇㧊 䟻㌗♲ 㥺䢲㩲 㭒㧛 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ㍺Ἒ䞮ἶ
㩲㧧䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ ⻫㦚 㺔㦚 㑮 㧞㦚 ộ㦒⪲
䕦┾♲┺.

㎎㎮: ゚Ⓤ䎊/㥶㼊㥺䢲
6 㤪 24 㧒 ⁞㣪㧒 14:30 – 15:30

㩲 10 䚲㧻

1 Pusan

㫢㧻: 㧊㰚₆(㎇‶ὖ╖䞯ᾦ)

Fluid flow around a cylinder is a fundamental problem in
fluid mechanics, which continues to be addressed in theoretical problems and industrial processes. One of the most important subjects in this problem is the drag reduction in
non-Newtonian fluids, which is reported in many papers.
However, Xiong et al. presented a drag enhancement in some
regimes of an Oldroyd-B fluid, which was reported in some
other researches. But most of these studies were related to
dilute polymer solutions. In this study, PTT model is used to
study the effect of viscoelasticity on drag variations in the
flow around a circular cylinder in different elasticity numbers and at a high concentration ratio.

㠦⍞㰖 ㏢㌆⮶ ₆㦮 㥶☯㩫⨟䢪 ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞲
㧊㹾㩚㰖 㔂⩂Ⰲ ᾦ㣿 㧊㿫 㓺䋂⮮ 㥶☯
⳾◎Ⱇ  ㍺Ἒ₆⻫* 㧊⼧⹒ 1, Ṗ㡺㒦㝆 1, ₖ䞲㎇ 2,
䢿㤇⪂ 1; 1 ἓ㌗ῃⰓ╖䞯ᾦ ₆ἚὋ䞯,
₆㑶㡆ῂ㏢

2

㥺㎇㠦䝚㠪㝾

₆㫊㦮 㧊㹾㩚㰖 㩲㫆Ὃ㩫㦖 㭒⪲ Ὃ㧦㩚 ⹏㍲⯒
㧊㣿䞲 ⺆䂮㔳 ⹏㕇 Ὃ㩫㧊㠞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㩚₆㧦☯㹾
㔲㧻㦮 䢫╖⪲ 㧊㹾㩚㰖 㑮㣪Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒
⺆䂮㔳 ⹏㕇 Ὃ㩫㦮 ㌳㌆⨟ 䞲Ἒ㢖 㔂⩂Ⰲ 䛞㰞 䘎㹾
❇㦮 ⶎ㩲㩦㧊 ㌳䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧊㠦 ⏨㦖 ㌳㌆⨟㦚
Ṗ㰖ἶ 㰖㏣㩗㧎 䛞㰞 䘟ṖṖ Ṗ⓻䞮Ⳇ 㤦⬢㦮 㩫⨟
Ὃ 㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲 㧊㿫 㓺䋂⮮ ⹏㍲⯒ ₆㦒⪲ 䞮⓪
㡆㏣㔳 ⹏㕇 ₆㑶 Ṳ㧊 㣪ῂ♮㠞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㧊㥶⪲
㓺䋂⮮ ⳾✞㦮 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 䣢㩚㑮㢖 ⺆㞫,
䏶㿲⨟Ṛ㦮 ὖἚ㧎 ⺆㞫䏶㿲 䔏㎇㦚 䕢㞛䞮⓪ ộ㧊
㭧㣪䟊㪢┺. ₆㫊㦮 㓺䋂⮮ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ ⺆㞫䏶㿲
䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ [1]⓪ 䏶㿲⨟ὒ ⺆㞫㦚 ⶊ㹾㤦㑮⪲
⋮䌖⌊㠊 ⁎ ὖἚ⯒ 㡆ῂ䞮㡖⓪◆ ゚Ⓤ䎊 㥶㼊㦮
㥶☯㠦㍲ 㥶㼊㦮 ㎇㰞㠦 ➆⧒ ⽋㧷䞲 ὖἚ⯒ ⽊㡂,
㥶㼊㦮 㥶⼖ⶒ㎇㠦 ╖䟊 㧒㩗㦒⪲ 䏶㿲⨟ 
⺆㞫㦮 ㌗ὖὖἚ⯒ 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㠜㠞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㠦⍞㰖 ㏢㌆⮶ ₆㦮 㥶☯㩫⨟䢪 ₆⻫ [2]㦚 㩗㣿䟊
┺㟧䞲 㥶㼊 ⳾◎㠦㍲ 㓺䋂⮮ ⳾✞㦮 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎
⺆㞫䏶㿲 䔏㎇ὒ 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 䞮⓪ ⺆㞫ὒ 䏶䋂㦮
㡞䁷㦚
㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺.
㧊
₆⻫㦖
䂋⮮㡗㡃㠦㍲
㣎㠦㍲ Ṗ䟊㰚 ☯⩻㧊 㔲㓺䎲 ⌊㠦㍲ 㩦㎇㠦
㥚䟊 ㏢㌆♮⓪ 㠦⍞㰖 ‶䡫㦚 ₆㦒⪲ 䞲┺.
㥶䣾㩦☚⓪
㥶䣾㩚┾⮶㠦
╖䞲
䞾㑮㧊Ⳇ,
㥶䣾㩚┾⮶㦖 䘟‶㥶㏣ὒ 䔏㎇₎㧊㦮 ゚⪲ ⋮䌖⌒ 㑮
㧞⓪ ở⽊₆ 㩚┾⮶ὒ 㥶㼊㦮 㥶⼖ⶒ㎇㠦 ⶊὖ䞮ἶ
㥶☯㧻㦮 ₆䞮䞯㩗 䔏㎇㠦Ⱒ 㦮㫊䞮⓪ 2 Ṳ㦮
㥶☯㌗㑮㠦 㦮䟊 ἆ㩫♲┺.
[1] Klemens Kohlgrr ber, Co-rotating Twin-Screw Extruders,
2008
[2] H. K. Jang and W. R. Hwang, J. Non-Newton. Fluid
Mech., 253 (2018), 7-15
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟ṖὖⰂ㤦㦮
㌆㠛₆㑶䡗㔶㌂㠛
(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:
202105760002)ὒ
ῃṖὒ䞯₆㑶㡆ῂ䣢㦮
㺓㦮䡫㡆ῂ㌂㠛(ὒ㩲⻞䢎:
202110750001)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

National University, 2 University of Ulsan

* This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant, which is funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) (No. 2021R1A2C2012469).

Drag reduction of fatty acid amide (FAA)-based
oleogel surface under shear flows* Ali Zain Hameed1,
Sang Joon Lee1*; 1Pohang University of Science and Technology
Skin-friction drag of marine vehicles accounts for 60-80% of
its
operational expenses. Thus, marine voyages have
made a demand upon sustainable surface for frictional drag
reduction of marine vehicles. Nepenthes pitcher-inspired
liquid-infused surface (LIS) was introduced a decade ago as
a potential solution to this long thriving problem. However,
the highly turbulent flows of the ocean make LIS difficult to
come up with the shear-stable drag-reducing requirement,
because the lubricant impregnated in LIS is prone to depletion under shear flow conditions. In a previous study of our
group, the anti-biofouling
potential of erucamide-PDMS
composite (EPC) oleogel surface was demonstrated. However, the EPC oleogel showed unstable slippery performance
under shear flows. In this study, the EPC surface is
modified by incorporating inorganic nanomaterials called anti-blocking agents to reduce the surface depletion of
erucamide molecules. The surface is further modified with
silica nano-composite coating to induce a capillary effect
for adhering to the lubricant film. The resultant oleogel surface exhibits excellent surface wettability, strong retention of
lubricant film, and a stable drag reduction performance under
highly shear flow conditions.
*This research was supported by the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean
government (MSIT) [NRF-2019M3C1B7025088].

A new nature-inspired slippery surface for sustainable turbulent drag reduction* Haenyeok Kim1, Sang
Variation of Drag Coefficient under the Viscoelastic
Effects in Steady Flow Regime* Ali Minaeian1, Farshid
Goudarzian1, Seokjin Park1, Dong Kim2, Kyung Chun Kim 1;

Joon Lee1; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Pohang
University of Science and Technology, Pohang, Korea

Reducing the hydrodynamic friction drag on marine vehicles can bring large benefits in both environmental and economic manner. Liquid repelling surface technologies, such as
lubricant-infused surface (LIS) and superhydrophobic surface (SHS), are the promising candidates to achieve this goal.
However, conventional liquid repelling surfaces suffer from
losing its low-friction ability by external forces including
flow-induced shear forces. When LIS and SHS are exposed
to high speed flow, they lost their entrapped lubricant and air
plastron, respectively. Improving the robustness of the entrapped fluids against the external shearing flow is essentially needed to realize a sustainable drag reduction in real turbulent environment. In this study, we fabricated a marine
creature-inspired low-friction surface containing lubricant
infused-micro spherical cavities. The unique structures inspired from the mucus retaining strategy of the marine creatures can hold the infused lubricant effectively under harsh
flow condition. As a result, the new nature-inspired surface
achieved a large drag reduction rate in turbulent flow condition which is similar to that for cruising marine vessel.
* This research was supported by National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIT) [NRF-2019M3C1B7025088].
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Parameteric study on vortex core growth using rotor free-wake method* ┺㤊 1, ₖ㺓㭒 1, 㑮䡫 1;
1Konkuk

University

⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ⪲䎆 䤚⮮⯒ ⳾㌂䞮⓪ 㧦㥶 䤚⮮ ₆⻫㦮
㭒㣪 䕢⧒⹎䎆㧎 vortex core eddy viscosity coefficient Ṗ
⪲䎆㦮 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
㧦㥶 䤚⮮ ₆⻫㦖 vortex Ṛ㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦚 ἶ⩺䞶 㑮
㧞⓪ Ṛ┾䞲 wake ⳾◎㧊┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 䡫㌗ 䕢⧒⹎䎆,
䟊㍳ ⳾◎ 䕢⧒⹎䎆㠦 ➆⯎ 㡗䟻㧊 ⰺ㤆 䋂┺.
➆⧒㍲ 㭒㣪 䕢⧒⹎䎆㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Leishman ❇㧊 㩲㞞䞲 core growth
⳾◎㔳㦮 vortex core growth parameter(eddy turbulence
viscosity coefficient)⯒ 㭒㣪 䕢⧒⹎䎆⪲ ㍶㩫䞮㡖ἶ,
䟊╏ 䕢⧒⹎䎆Ṗ 㩲㧦Ⰲ ゚䟟䞮⓪ Caradonna & Tung
rotor 㦮 Ὃ⩻ ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧊➢
な⩞㧊✲㦮 Ὃ⩻ 䞮㭧㦖 ₙ㣪㏢㧊⪶㦚 㧊㣿䟊
Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 䕢⧒⹎䎆 Ṩ㧊 ⍞ⶊ 㧧㦒Ⳋ 㢖⮮
䢫㌆㦚 㧮 㡞䁷䞮㰖 ⴑ䞮⸖⪲ 㓺䖂 ₎㧊㠦 ➆⯎ 㿪⩻
Ἒ㑮⓪ 㔺䠮 ἆὒ⽊┺ ⌄┺. Ἒ㑮Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳ 㢖⮮
䢫㌆㦚 ▪ ṫ䞮Ợ 㡞䁷䞮⸖⪲ な⩞㧊✲㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪
㟧⩻㦖 㯳Ṗ䞲┺.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2022 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚(No.2021R1A5A1031868).

Triple decomposition on wake flow of circular cylinder* 㧊ὖ䢎 1, 䢿㰚䢮 1; 1Seoul National University
Reynolds decomposition is a statistical methodology for
turbulence analysis, which decomposes hydrodynamic variables, typically velocity, into an average component and a
fluctuation component. If an obstacle exists in the flow,
however, there are large eddies in the flow and a coherent
structure is developed, which is distinct from the turbulent

fluctuations. In this case, Reynolds decomposition regard the
wave component of coherent structure as the turbulent fluctuation, which results in overestimation of turbulence intensity. As an alternative to this, a triple decomposition method
that decomposes a variable into an average component, a
wave component, and a fluctuation component has been
proposed. The triple decomposition has been used in various
studies as it makes it possible to extract coherent structures
in the flow. The present work aims to extract the coherent
structure from the cylinder wake and analyze the properties
of the coherent structures. For this objective, we measured
two-component velocity fields of cylinder wake on horizontal plane using particle image velocimetry (PIV). Then we
applied triple decomposition to extract the coherent structure
using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), which is one
of the widely used methodologies for triple decomposition.
As a result, the coherent structure was observed at the first
two modes, in the form of wake propagating like a wave. We
postulated this component as the wave component of triple
decomposition, and it was confirmed that the natural frequency of the cylinder wake is well conserved in that component. In order to see the energy budget of coherent structure, we derived the energy equation with triple decomposition and compared several significant components of energy
equation.
*㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚
(No.2020R1A2B5B01002249).

OpenFoam 㦚
㧊㣿䞲 ┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞
⌊
㌗⼖䢪ⶒ㰞㦮 㣿䟊 䔏㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㑮䂮䟊㍳
㑮ῢ 1, ㏦₆䠢 1, 1Sogang University
㌗⼖䢪ⶒ㰞 (Phase-change material; PCM)㦖 ⏨㦖
㌗⼖䢪 㧶㡊㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㠦⍞㰖⯒ 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ 㩖㧻,
㿲䞮⓪ ⶒ㰞⪲ 㡊 ᾦ䢮₆, 㡊㠦⍞㰖 㩖㧻 㔲㓺䎲
(Thermal energy system; TES) ❇㦮 ┺㟧䞲 ㌆㠛㟒㠦
䢲㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 㑲㑮䞲 PCM 㦖 ⌄㦖
㡊㩚☚☚⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌗⼖䢪 䣾㥾㧊 ⌄ἶ, 㞷㼊⪲ ㌗⼖䢪
㔲 㑮♮⓪ ⶎ㩲Ṗ 㧞㠊 PCM 㦖 ㌂㣿㧊 㩲䞲♮㠊
㢪┺. 㾲⁒㠦 㧊⩆ ⶎ㩲㩦㦚 ⁏⽋䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⏨㦖
㡊㩚☚☚⯒ Ṭ⓪ ┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞ὒ PCM 㦚 ἆ䞿䞮㡂
PCM 㦮 䣾㥾ὒ 㞞㩫㎇㦚 ⏨㧊⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䞮Ợ
㰚䟟 㭧㧊┺. ⁎⩂⋮ 㧧㦖 㓺䅖㧒㠦㍲ 㧒㠊⋮⓪
PCM 㦮 ㌗⼖䢪 䡚㌗㦚 㔺䠮Ⱒ㦒⪲ 㡞䁷䞮⓪ ộ㦖
㠊⩺㤆Ⳇ, ┺Ὃ㎇ ⰺ㰞 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⯎ pore-scale

㑮䂮䟊㍳㦖 ⹎䦷䞲 㔺㩫㧊┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪,
OpenFoam 㥶☯㏪⻚ ⧒㧊ぢ⩂Ⰲ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ┺Ὃ㎇
ⰺ㰞 ⌊ PCM 㦮 㣿䟊㠦 ╖䞲 pore-scale 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) ⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂
PCM 㦮 ἶ㼊㌗ὒ 㞷㼊㌗㦮 ἓἚⳊ㦚 㿪㩗䞮㡖ἶ, Lee
⳾◎㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ㌗⼖䢪 㟧㦚 ἆ㩫䞮㡖┺. ┺Ὃ㎇
ⰺ㰞㦮 ῂ㫆㠦 ➆⯎ 㣿䟊 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮₆ 㥚䟊
Ὃ⁏⮶, Ὃ⁏ 䋂₆㠦 ➆⯎ Ἒ㌆㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺

Study on effect of supplied negative pressure for
residual vibration in piezoelectric inkjet printing*
㾲㭖䡗 1, ₖ㌆ 1, ㏦☯₆ 1 ἶ䞲㍲ 1; 1 ㎇‶ὖ╖䞯ᾦ
䝢⩟㍲な ❪㓺䝢⩞㧊 ❇ 㧎㐚㩚㧦 Ὃ㩫₆㑶㦮 ╂㠦
➆⧒ 㞫㩚㏢㧦⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 㧟䋂㪅 䝚Ⰶ䕛 ₆㑶㧊
䢲䞮Ợ 㡆ῂ♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧟䋂㪅 䝚Ⰶ䕛 ₆㑶㦖 ₆䕦
㥚㠦 ⹎⨟㦮 㧟䋂 㞷㩗㦚 䏶㿲㔲䋺⓪ ₆㑶⪲, 㨂⬢㦮
⌃゚⯒ 㭚㧊ἶ Ὃ㩫㦚 ┾㑲䢪㔲䋾┺⓪ 㧻㩦㦚 Ṗ㰖ἶ
㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 䏶㿲 䤚 Ⲫ┞㓺䄺㓺㦮 㧪㡂 㰚☯㧊
┺㦢 䏶㿲㠦 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮Ợ ♮㠊 ‶㧒䞲 㞷㩗㦚 ⏨㦖
㭒䕢㑮⪲ 䏶㿲㔲䋺₆ 㠊⪋┺⓪ ┾㩦㧊 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ṗ㔲䢪 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊 㧟䋂 Ὃ
㞫⩻㦚
㦢㞫㦒⪲ 㩲㠊䞮㡂 䏶㿲 䤚 㧪㡂 㞫⩻㦚 Ṧ㐶㔲䋺ἶ,
Ⲫ┞㓺䄺㓺 㧪㡂 㰚☯ 㰖㏣ 㔲Ṛ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞾㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 䚲Ⳋ㧻⩻, 㩦☚ ❇ 㧟䋂㦮 ⶒ㎇㦒⪲
㧊⬾㠊㰚 ⶊ㹾㤦 㑮㧎 Z 㑮㠦 ➆⧒ Ὃ
㞫⩻㧊
Ⲫ┞㓺䄺㓺 㧪㡂 㰚☯㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡂,
䏶㿲 ‶㧒㎇㦚 䟻㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧟䋂 ⶒ㎇ ⻪㥚⯒
㩲㔲䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 䐋䟊 Ὃ
㞫⩻ 㩲㠊㠦 ➆⯎
Ⲫ┞㓺䄺㓺 㧪㡂 㰚☯ 㰖㏣ 㔲Ṛ Ṧ㏢ 䣾ὒ⯒
䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧪㡂 㰚☯ 㰖㏣ 㔲Ṛ㧊 Ṧ㏢䞲 Ⱒ䋒
䏶㿲 㭒䕢㑮 䟻㌗㦚 ₆╖䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚☚ ㌆㠛 䐋㌗ 㧦㤦 
₆㑶 䘟Ṗ ὖⰂ㤦(KEIT)ὒ ㌆㠛 䐋㌗ 㧦㤦
㩚ⶎ 㧎⩻ ṫ䢪 ㌂㠛’㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ ㌆㠛
㰚䦻㤦(KIAT)㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺(20010464, P0017120).

㌆㠛
‘㌆㠛
₆㑶
㞚

Development of artificial*cardiovascular system
using spray nozzle 㧊㡗㰚 1, 䞮䢎㰚 1; 1Kangwon National University
⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ₆㫊㠦 ῂ㫆㩗 㧎Ὃ 㕂䡞ὖ 㩲㧧㠦⓪ dipping, casting 㔳㦒⪲ 㰚䟟♮㠞㦒⋮ 㔺Ⰲ䆮㦮
ἓ䢪䔏㎇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 㩲㧧 㔲 㔺Ⰲ䆮㦮 ⏨㦖 ㏦㔺⮶㧊
㌳䞮₆㠦 spray 㔳㦚 䐋䟊 㤦䞮⓪ 㠦
㔺Ⰲ䆮㧊 ㌂Ṗ ♮⓪ 㔲㓺䎲㦚 㡆ῂ  Ṳ䞮㡖┺.
㓺䝚⩞㧊 ⏎㯦(KAU-AL-07_FFKM)㦖 atom air, cylinder
air, liquid_A, B 㽳 4 Ṗ㰖㦮 Ὃ ⧒㧎㦒⪲ ῂ㎇♮㠊

㧞┺. Atom air ⧒㧎㦖 Ὃ ♮⓪ liquid ⧒㧎㦚 micro
┾㥚⪲ ⏎㯦 䕗㠦㍲ ㌂♲┺. Cylinder air ⓪ ㌂㦮
Ṗ☯  㭧㰖  ⏎㯦 ⊳┾㠦 ἓ䢪♲ 㔺Ⰲ䆮 micro
particle 㦚 㩲Ệ䞲┺. Liquid_A, B ⧒㧎㦖 㧊㞷䡫
㔺Ⰲ䆮(SORTA-ClearTM12)㦖 㭒㩲㢖 ἓ䢪㩲 ṗṗ㦮
Ṗ㞫䍇䋂㠦㍲ 1:1 ⺆䞿㧊 ♮☚⪳ Ὃ ♮㠊 ⏎㯦
⌊㠦㍲ 䢒䞿♮㠊 ㌂♲┺. Air controller ⓪
Ṗ㞫䍇䋂㦮 㞫⩻ὒ ㌂ ⏎㯦㦮 atom, cylinder 㦮 air
pressure ⯒ 㩲㠊䞲┺. ▫䔎 ⌊㦮 ㍺䂮♲ ❪⓪
㿫㧊☯㦚 Arduino ⯒ 㩲㠊䞮㡂 x, y, z 㿫ὒ 䣢㩚㿫㦚
㩲㠊䞲┺. PVA ⪲ 㩲㧧♲ 䡞ὖ ⳾◎㠦 㔺Ⰲ䆮㦚
㌂䞮㡂 㢚㩚 ἓ䢪䤚 PBS 㣿㞷㦒⪲ ⌊ PVA ⳾◎㦚
㣿䟊㔲䅲 㔺Ⰲ䆮 䡞ὖ ⳾◎㧊 㢚㎇♲┺. 㢚㎇♲
㔺Ⰲ䆮
╖☯ⰻ
䡞ὖ㦖
ⰻ☯䗢䝚㢖
㡆ἆ䞮㡂
䡞⮮㡃䞯㩗 䔏㎇㦚 Ṗ㔲䢪䞲┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2021 ⎚ 㭧㏢₆㠛₆㑶㩫⽊ 㰚䦻㤦㠦㍲
㡆ῂ 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (G21S290603002).

Quantification of Abnormal Coronary based on
Probabilistic Deep Learning from Physiological and
Geometrical Features of Stenotic Lesion* Nghia
Nguyen-Ho1, Kwan Yong Lee2, Sang-Wook Lee1;
of Ulsan, 2The Catholic University of Korea

1University

We introduce a deep learning approach to rapidly assess the
quality of coronary lesion: clinical information is fed into
fully connected neural networks (FcNN), and simultaneously,
convolution neural networks are applied to extract geometrical characteristics from angiography images of the coronary,
then, these features are connected to regress fractional flow
reserve (FFR) - a gold standard index for detecting myocardial ischemia. In this work, we employed a powerful probabilistic principle: the maximum likelihood (MaxLike) to
perform regression for FFR. By defining the normal and the
beta distribution for the FFR values, we tuned the parameters
of the regression model for which the likelihood to estimate
the ground truth FFR values. The proposed model was tested
on 764 patient data with 5-fold cross-validation and evaluated in terms of mean square error (MSE) and negative likelihood (NLL) to find the appropriate distribution for FFR. The
shape of the beta distribution can variate between positive to
negative skewness distribution, whereas the shape of the
normal distribution is a fixed symmetrical distribution. Results showed that compared to the normal distribution, the
beta distribution is more suitable, from a probabilistic point
of view, to observe real FFR values. The confusion matrix,
which reports the performance of the model to estimate critical FFR values (lower than 0.8), showed that the accuracy
by the beta distribution is similar to the normal distribution,
84% and 85%, respectively. However, the R2 score obtained
by the beta distribution is higher than the normal distribution
(0.33 and 0.26, respectively).
*This research was supported by Basic Science Research

Program funded by the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) (2020R1C1C1010316 and 2020R1I1A3066617

㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㦚G 䐋䞲G 㩚ᾦ䐋☯ⰻ⮮G ⌊G 㢖⮮G
ῂ㫆G G ⌄㦖G ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻G 㡗㡃G Ṛ㦮G ὖἚ㎇G
㍳* ῃ㥺䡗 1, ῢ䌲䢎 1, ⶎ㎇✳ 1, 䢿㰚㥾 1, ₖ☯⹒ 1,
⺆㡗㡺 2; 1Pusan National University, 2Department of Neurosurgery, Kangbuk Samsung Hospital
㩚ᾦ䐋☯ⰻ⮮⓪ ₆ ␢☯ⰻ⮮ 䔏㎇㌗ 䡫㌗ 
㥶☯ 䦦⯚㧊 ⽋㧷䞮㡂 䕢㡊 㥚䠮㧊 䋂┺. 䔏䧞 䡞ὖ
⼓㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ ⌄㦖 ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻㦖 ⌊䞒㎎䙂⯒
㏦㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 ☯ⰻ⮮ 䕢㡊㠦 㡗䟻㦚
⹎䂮⓪
㭒㣪
㧎㧦㧊┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㩚ᾦ䐋☯ⰻ⮮ ⌊ 㢖⮮
ῂ㫆㢖 ⌄㦖 ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻ 㡗㡃 Ṛ㦮 ὖἚ㎇㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 䡞㞷㦖 Newtonian fluid, 䡞ὖ㦖 rigid
body ⪲ Ṗ㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ 㩚╖␢☯ⰻ 㧛ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⰻ☯㎇
ἓἚ 㫆Ị㦚 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, 㧛ῂ 㦮 㾲╖ 
䘟‶ Reynolds number ⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡂 䂋⮮⪲ 䡞⮮㥶☯㦚
㑮䂮⳾㌂䞮㡖┺. ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻㦮 䙂⯒ ⋮䌖⌎ histogram 㦚 䐋䟊 ⌄㦖 ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻㦮 ἓἚṨ㦚 local minimum 㧎 0.4 Pa ⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. 䡞⮮ ㏣☚Ṗ Ṗ㧻 ザ⯎
㰖㩦㧎 systolic peak 㠦㍲ ⌄㦖 ⼓㩚┾㦧⩻㧊 䡫㎇♮⓪
ὒ㩫㦚 ☯ⰻ⮮ ⌊ 㢖⮮ ῂ㫆㢖 㡆ὖ 㰖㠊
㍺ⳛ䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
䔏䧞
⌄㦖
⼓㩚┾㦧⩻
㡗㡃㦖
☯ⰻ⮮㦮 䡫㌗䞯㩗 䔏㰫㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞲 㢖⮮㠦
㦮䟊 䡫㎇♮Ⳇ 䟊╏ 㢖⮮㢖 㩲䔎 㥶☯㦒⪲ 㧎䟊
㌳䞲 㢖⮮Ṗ 㿿☢䞲 ejection 㡗㡃㠦 ⡦䞲
䡫㎇♲┺⓪ ộ㦚 ἂ䞮㡖┺.
* This work was partly supported by Institute of Information
& communications Technology Planning & Evaluation
(IITP) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No.
2020-0-00228) and a grant from the National Research
Foundation of Korea (No. 2020R1F1A1048537).

Analysis of 3D orientation of red blood cells using
digital in-line holographic microscopy*
YOUNGDO KIM1, SANG JOON LEE1; 1Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Pohang University of Science and
Technology (POSTECH)
Conventional methods for measuring 3D orientation of red
blood cells (RBCs) require expensive experimental setup and
complicated analysis procedures. To overcome these limitations, we developed an image-based measurement method to
measure 3D location and orientation of a single RBC by
using digital in-line holographic microscopy (DIHM) and
deep learning algorithm. DIHM has been widely utilized to
investigate 3D dynamic motions of biological cells. RBCs

were immobilized in a solidified polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) after formaldehyde fixation. Thereafter, the prepared PDMS-trapped RBC sample was fixed on a translation
and rotational stage to precisely control the 3D location and
orientation of the RBC samples. DIHM technique was utilized to acquire holograms of the PDMS-trapped RBCs according to various orientation angles. The acquired holograms of RBCs and their corresponding orientation angles
were then used to train a deep learning algorithm. As a result,
the orientational information of each single RBC can be
speedily predicted from the recorded hologram without complicated post-image processing routines. The proposed
measurement technique would be utilized for real-time dynamic analysis of 3D irregular motion of biconcave-shaped
RBCs flowing through a conduit.

Improvement of the air-conditioning characteristics
after septoplasty* Younji Kim1, Yong Gi Jung2, Yang Na1;
1

Dept. of Mechanical Eng., Konkuk University, 2Dept. of
Otolaryngology: Head and Neck Surgery, Samsung Medical
Center, Sungkyunkwan University., School of Medicine
Nasal airway obstruction (NAO) is a commonly observed
disorder in patients with nasal septal deviation. When the
degree of deviation is severe, a surgical procedure, septoturbinoplasty, is considered to correct this defect. Since the
nasal surgery involves an anatomical change, prediction of
physiological outcome of the surgery would be important.
The present study is to identify physiologically important
objective variables that are associated with the improvement
of the subjective patency. Changes in airflow and
air-conditioning characteristics as well as in the nasal obstruction symptom evaluation scale were investigated preand post-operatively. Correlations between the objective
variables obtained from numerical simulations and the patient-reported subjective symptoms were also investigated.
Improvement in patient’s subjective perception was found to
be well-correlated with the improvement in unilateral nasal
resistance and the surface heat flux in the more obstructed
side defined pre-operatively. Also, the region from the posterior to the vestibule to the choanae was important in terms of
surface heat flux. The present results suggest that the objective measure that is associated with the subjective patency is
multi-factorial.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
NRF-2020R1A2C1005128)

゚䟟 ṧ䕦 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䞲 㧦☯䢪 䝚⪲㎎㓺
1,
1,
1;
ῂ㿫*
ṫ䧂㩫
㾲㨂䤞
㧊䞯⹒
1 䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦

䞲ῃ䟃Ὃ㤆㭒㡆ῂ㤦㠦㍲⓪ 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂
゚䟟ṧ䕦 㥶☯䙂 䟊㍳ ₆㑶㦚 Ṳ䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㥶☯

䟊㍳㦮 㩫䢫☚ 䟻㌗㦚 㥚䞲 ゚ᾦ ◆㧊䎆 䢫⽊⯒ 㥚䟊
㔺㩲 䞾㍶㦮 㥶☯ ㏣☚ 䁷㩫, 㿫㏢ ⳾◎㠦 ╖䞲 䛣☯
㔲䠮☚ ⼧䟟䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔲䠮 ⡦⓪
䟊㍳ 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⧒ ㍺㩫䞲 䟊㍳ ⼖㑮✺㦚 㧛⩻Ṩ㦒⪲
㌂㣿䞮㡂 ㌗㣿 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 STAR- CCM+⯒ 㧊㣿, ỿ㧦
㌳㎇䎆 䟊㍳ ἆὒ 㿲⩻₢㰖 ⳾✶ 㩞㹾⯒ 㧦☯㦒⪲
㑮䟟䞮⓪ 䝚⩞㧚㤺㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡖┺. 䝚⩞㧚㤺㦖 䡫㌗
ῂ㿫, ỿ㧦 ㌳㎇, 䟊㍳, 䤚㻮Ⰲ ὒ㩫㦒⪲ ῂ♮Ⳇ,
㍶䌳㠦 ➆⧒ 㧊⯒ ὒ㩫㦮 㫆䞿㦒⪲ 㑮䟟䞲┺. 㧦☯䢪
䝚⪲㎎㓺⯒ 㥚䟊 ㍺㩫䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䡫㌗ 䕢⧒⹎䎆⓪
㧛⩻ 䃦✲ 䕢㧒, ₆㭖 㫢䚲Ṩ, 䞾㩫㦮 䢖㑮㍶, 㓺䅖㧒
䕢⧒⹎䎆, 䞾㩫㦮 㧦㎎ṗ㧊 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ỿ㧦 䕢⧒⹎䎆⓪
ῂ䣣㠦 ➆⯎ ỿ㧦 䋂₆, 㩦㎇ ỿ㧦䂋 Ṳ㑮 ❇㧊 㧞┺.
䟊㍳ 㫆Ị 䕢⧒⹎䎆⓪ ╖₆ 㫆Ị, 䛣䟻ὒ 䛣㏣,
䟊㟧ἓἚ䂋 ὖ⩾ Ṩ✺, ⋲⮮☚ ❇㦚 ㍺㩫䞶 㑮
㧞㦒Ⳇ, 䟊㍳ ㏪⻚ 䕢⧒⹎䎆⪲⓪ Steady/Unsteady, segregated/coupled solver, ⋲⮮ ⳾◎ 㫛⮮, iteration 䣵㑮,
゚㩫㌗ 㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦮 ἓ㤆㠦⓪ sub-iteration 䣵㑮, 㔲Ṛ
Ṛỿ, 䟊㍳ 䤚 ㌂㣿䞶 ◆㧊䎆 㔲Ṛ⯒ ㍺㩫䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
䤚㻮Ⰲ 䕢⧒⹎䎆⪲⓪ ㏣☚⯒ 㿲⩻䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䘟Ⳋ,
㍶, 㩦㠦 ╖䞲 㫢䚲Ṩ㦚 ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳ 㧦☯䢪
䝚⩞㧚㤺㦖 STAR-CCM+ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 MACRO 㠎㠊㧎
JAVA ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㧦☯䢪 㓺䋂Ⱃ䔎⯒ Ⱒ✺㠞㦒Ⳇ,
㌂㣿㧦Ṗ 㤦䞮⓪ ₆⓻㦚 ㍶䌳䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳ 䘎Ⰲ㎇㦚
㩲Ὃ䞶 ㈦Ⱒ㞚┞⧒, 䟊㍳㦮 㧒ὖ㎇㦚 㩲Ὃ䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㥚㌆㠛₆㑶㰖㤦㎒䎆⪲䎆 㡆ῂ゚⯒
㰖㤦㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (Ἒ㟓⻞䢎 UC200007D).

Limiting strategy of alignment constraint in
GC-LSM in 2D flow* ㍲㰖㢚 1, 㧊㌗㤆 1, 䞲┺ゞ 1,
䠞㰚㡗 2, ₖ′䢣 1; 1Seoul University, 2Agency for Defense
Development
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ GC-LSM 㠦㍲ ῂ䟊㰚 ⶊỿ㧦 Ἒ㑮Ṗ
㩫⪂ Ἒ㑮㢖 ゚ᾦ䟞㦚 ➢ ὒ☚䞮Ợ 㡺㹾⯒ ⽊㧊⓪
⽋㧷䞲 㰞㩦 䙂Ἒ㠦㍲ 㾲╖䞲 㩫⪂㔲䋺₆ 㥚䞲
scheme 㦚 Ṳ䞮㡖┺. ₆㫊㦮 GC-LSM 㦮 ⳿㩗䞾㑮㠦
ⶊỿ㧦 Ἒ㑮㢖 㩫⪂ Ἒ㑮㦮 㣎㩗 Ṩ㦮 L2 norm 㦚
㿪Ṗ䞮㡂 㾲㏢䢪䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ₆㫊㦮 ⳿㩗䞾㑮㢖 㿪Ṗ♲
⳿㩗䞾㑮㠦 ṗṗ㦮 Ṗ㭧䂮 䞾㑮⯒ ὒ䞮㡂 skewness 㢖 curvature Ṗ ⰺ㤆 䋆 㰞㩦 䙂Ἒ㠦 ╖䟊
㿪Ṗ♲ ⳿㩗䞾㑮Ṗ 㾲㏢䢪♮☚⪳ 䞮㡖┺. Ṳ♮㠊㰚
⻫㦚 ₆㫊㦮 GC-LSM ὒ LSM ₆⻫㠦 ゚䟊 ▪ 㫡㦖
ἆὒ⯒ ⽊㧊⓪㰖 䢫㧎䞮₆ 㥚䟊 NACA airfoil ❇㦚
䐋䟊 ゚ᾦ䟊 ⽊㞮┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2022 ⎚ ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲
ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF-2017R
1A5A1015311)

Wake analysis of tidal turbine using a large water
circulation channel* 㩫㎎㰚 1, ⶎ㎇⹒ 1, 㧻㧎㎇ 1,
2
1
,
ₖ㰖䤞
;
㧊䧂⻪
2
䞲ῃ㑮⩻㤦㧦⩻ 㭧㞯㡆ῂ㤦

1

䞲ῃ䟊㟧ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦,

⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ╖䡫 䣢⮮㑮㫆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㻲㧊
㡗㡃ὒ ⋲⮮ 㡗㡃㠦㍲㦮 䎆ゞ 䔏㎇㦮 㹾㧊⯒
ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺. 䎆ゞ 䤚⮮⓪ 㧛㧦 㡗㌗ 㥶㏣(particle image
velocimetry,
PIV)⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂
Ṗ㔲䢪䞮㡂
䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. 㥶㏣㦮 䔏㰫㠦 ➆⧒ 㻲㧊 㡗㡃ὒ ⋲⮮
㡗㡃㠦㍲㦮 䎆ゞ 䔏㎇㦮 㹾㧊⯒ ὖ㺆䞮㡖ἶ 㧊⯒
PIV ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 Ṗ㔲䢪䞮㡖┺. ⋲⮮㡗㡃㠦㍲ ⽊┺
㻲㧊㡗㡃㠦㍲ 䤚⮮㦮 䣢⽋㧊 ⚦✲⩂㰖Ợ ⋮䌖⌂㦒Ⳇ
㧊⓪ 㟓 14~20D ⁒㠦㍲ 㧊⬾㠊 㪢㦢㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㑮⩻㤦㧦⩻ 㭧㞯㡆ῂ㤦 㰖㤦㠦 㦮䟊
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-Based Wind Farm
Control Method for Maximum Energy Production*
ₖ㺓㤇1, ₖ䌲㢚1, ㏷㩫䢮1, 㥶☯䡚1;

1

Pohang University

of Science and Technology
䛣⩻┾㰖㦮 㡆Ṛ 㩚⩻ ㌳㌆⨟㦖 䛣⩻㩚₆㦮 wake
㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 ㏦㔺㠦 㡗䟻㦚 䋂Ợ ⓪┺. 㧊⯒
㭚㧊₆ 㥚䞲 ⻫㦒⪲ yaw  pitch ṗ☚ 㩲㠊Ṗ
䣾ὒ㩗㧎 ⻫㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ 䛣⩻┾㰖
㌳㌆ 㩚⩻ 㾲╖䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 yaw ṗ☚ 㩲㠊⓪
䛣⩻㩚₆ wake ✺㦮 ㌗䢎㧧㣿㦒⪲ ⶊ㻯 ⽋㧷䞮Ⳇ,
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ ⼖䢪䞮⓪ 䛣䢿㦚 ➆⧒ 㩲㠊䟊㟒 䞲┺⓪
㠊⩺㤖㧊 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䛣⩻┾㰖 ㌳㌆ 㩚⩻
㾲╖䢪⯒ 㥚䟊 ṫ䢪䞯㔋㦚 ㌂㣿䞲 㔺㔲Ṛ 㾲㩗 㩲㠊
₆㑶㦚 㩲㞞䞲┺. ṫ䢪䞯㔋㦖 㾲㩗䢪  㩲㠊
ⶎ㩲㠦㍲ 㫡㦖 ㎇⓻㦚 ⽊㧎┺ἶ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞㦒Ⳇ,
㔺㔲Ṛ㦒⪲ ⼖䢪䞮⓪ ⧢㠦 ╖㦧䞮㡂 ザ⯊Ợ
㩲㠊Ṩ㦚 㺔㦚 㑮 㧞┺. ἶ㹾㤦㦮 ⽋㧷䞲 action
space 㠦㍲ 䣾㥾㩗㦒⪲ 䞯㔋㦚 㰚䟟䞮₆ 㥚䟊 Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) ₆㦮 ṫ䢪䞯㔋
⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䟞┺. 㥚 ṫ䢪䞯㔋 ⍺䔎㤢䋂⯒ 㔺䠮
䢮ἓ㠦㍲ 䞯㔋 䤚 greedy 㩲㠊 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 䘟‶
㌳㌆ 㩚⩻  㞞㩚㎇㦮 䟻㌗㦚 ㍳䟞┺. 㔺䠮㦖
100 Ṳ㦮 䅊䜾䎆 䖂㦒⪲ 㧊⬾㠊㰚 programmable 䛣☯
⌊㠦㍲ ἓἚ䂋 㥶☯㦚 ㌳㎇䞮ἶ pitch 㢖 yaw 㩲㠊Ṗ
Ṳ⼚㩗㦒⪲ Ṗ⓻䞲 ⳾䡫 䛣⩻㩚₆⪲ ῂ㎇♲ ⳾䡫
䛣⩻┾㰖⯒ ㌂㣿䟊 㑮䟟䟞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㭧ἂ㡆ῂὒ㩲(NRF-2021R1A2C2092146)㢖
㌒㎇⹎⧮₆㑶㥷㎇㌂㠛
ὒ㩲(SRFC-TB1703–51)㦮
㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂ㧛┞┺.

ῃ⌊㌆ ⰺⰓ ㍳䌚䣢 㨂䢲㣿㦮 ⶎ㩲㩦 䟊ἆ㦚
㥚䞲 㔲Ⲯ䔎 ㏢㎇⪲ 㡆㏢㦧 䟊㍳* ㏷⹒㩫 1,
㺂 1㧻㰖㤦 1⮮ἓ⹎ 2㧊ῂ䣢 2ₖ㤆䌲 2㡺㎎㻲 1;
Ὃ㭒╖䞯ᾦ 䢮ἓὋ䞯ὒ, 2 Ὃ㭒╖䞯ᾦ ₆ἚὋ䞯㩚Ὃ

1

㔲Ⲯ䔎 ㏢㎇Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ 㡆⬢㢖 㡒䞾㥶 㤦⬢ ㏣
㡒㏢㦮 䥮⪲ ㌳㎇♮⓪ 㩖㦋㩦 䢪䞿ⶒ㰞⪲ 㧎䟊
㟒₆♮⓪
䆪䕛
ⶎ㩲⯒
䟊ἆ䞮₆㥚䟊
㡒㏢㧊䕾㓺(CBS, chlorine bypass system)Ṗ 㣪ῂ♮ἶ
㧞┺. 䔏䧞 㾲⁒ ῃ⌊ 㔲Ⲯ䔎 㠛Ἒ⓪ 㔲Ⲯ䔎 㤦⬢⪲
㌂㣿㭧㧎 㑮㧛㌆ ㍳䌚䣢 ╖㼊㩲⪲ ῃ⌊㌆ ⰺⰓ
㍳䌚䣢⯒ ㌂㣿䞮⩺䞮ἶ㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ ῃ⌊㌆ ⰺⰓ
㍳䌚䣢⓪ ┺ ⁒㻮㠦 ⰺⰓ㰖⯒ ⚦ἶ㧞㠊 䟊㑮㦮
㡗䟻㦒⪲ ⰺⰓ ㍳䌚䣢㠦 ┺⨟㦮 㡒㧊 䞾㥶♮₆
➢ⶎ㠦 㧊⪲ 㧎䞲 ㏢㎇Ὃ㩫㌗㦮 ⶎ㩲 䟊ἆ㦚 㥚䟊
CBS Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ῃ⌊㌆ ⰺⰓ㍳䌚䣢
㨂䢲㣿㔲 ㌳䞮⓪ ⶎ㩲㩦㦚 䟊ἆ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 CFD
㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊 ANSYS 2021R2 ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㔲Ⲯ䔎
㏢㎇⪲ ⌊㦮 ⹎㡆䌚㦮 㡆㏢㦧㦚 ὖ㺆䞮㡖┺.
*㌂㌂:
㧊
⏒ⶎ㦖
㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㦮
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟ṖὖⰂ㤦
㏢㨂䛞₆㑶Ṳ(20010140)㦒⪲ 㰖㤦♮㠞㔋┞┺.

⁏䂲㑮㎇ 㯳㢖 ㎖⭆⪲㡺㓺 ⋮⏎㥶㼊⯒
䢲㣿䞲 㧊㌗䘦㐚㡊㌂㧊䗖㦮 㡊 㩚╂㎇⓻ὒ
㥶☯㞞㩫㎇㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ* ㍲㎇㤦 1, 㧊㺂䧂 1,

ῂⰂὖὒ
㧒
ῂⰂὖ㦚
゚ᾦ䟞㦚
➢,
゚❇㡊㩚╂Ἒ㑮(Boiling Heat Transfer Coefficient,
BHTC)Ṗ 䚲ⳊṲ㰞ὖ㦮 ⳾✶ 㥚䂮(㌗-㭧-䞮)㠦㍲
Ṳ㍶♮㠞㦢㦚 㞢 㑮 㧞┺. 㧊 ἆὒ⓪ FR=0.25, 0.5,
0.75 㦮 ⳾✶ ἓ㤆㠦 ☯㧒䞮Ợ ὖ䁷♮㠞┺. ⡦䞲,
゚❇ὒ 㯳㧊 䞾℮ ㌳䞶 ộ㦒⪲ 㡞㌗♮⓪
㥚䂮㠦㍲ 㧛⩻ 㩚⩻㧊 㯳Ṗ䞾㠦 ➆⧒ 㡾☚ ⼖☯㧊
Ṧ㏢䞮㡖₆ ➢ⶎ㠦 䚲ⳊṲ㰞♲ TPCT 㦮 㞞㩫㎇㧊
Ṳ㍶♮㠞㦢㦚 ㍺ⳛ䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺. 㑲㑮 ゚❇  㑲㑮
㯳 㡗㡃㠦㍲ 㡾☚ ⼖☯㦖 㩚㩗㦒⪲ Ṧ㏢䟞┺.
⁎⩂⋮ 300~400[W] ⻪㥚㠦㍲⓪ Ṗ㧊㩖 䡚㌗(Gesyer
effect)㦒⪲ 㡾☚ ⼖☯㧊 䄺㪢┺. 䚲ⳊṲ㰞♲ ὖ㠦㍲
ⶒὒ CNF ⯒ 㧧☯㥶㼊⪲ 䞲 ⚦ 㔺䠮㦚 ゚ᾦ䞮Ⳋ,
㧛⩻ 㩚⩻㠦 ➆⯎ BHTC 㦮 㩚㼊㩗㧎 ἓ䟻㦖 ⶒ㦚
㧧☯㥶㼊⪲ ㌂㣿䟞㦚 ➢㦮 ἓ䟻㦚 ➆⧦┺. ⡦䞲,
㧧☯㥶㼊Ṗ CNF 㧒 ➢, 㧛⩻ 㩚⩻㧊 100~300[W] 㧎
⻪㥚㠦㍲ BHTC Ṗ Ṳ㍶♾㦚 ὖ㺆䟞┺. ⁎⩂⋮
㞞㩫㎇㦮 ὖ㩦㠦㍲ ⽊Ⳋ CNF ⯒ ㌂㣿䞶 ἓ㤆, 㧛⩻
㩚⩻㧊 400~800[W]㧎 ῂṚ㠦㍲ ⶒ㦚 ㌂㣿䞶 ➢⽊┺
㑲㑮゚❇㡗㡃㦮 㡾☚ ⼖☯㧊 ▪ 䄺㰖⓪ ộ㦚 ὖ㺆䞶
㑮
㧞㠞┺.
㧊⓪
㧛⩻
㩚⩻㧊
㯳Ṗ䞶㑮⪳
䚲ⳊṲ㰞⽊┺ CNF 㦮 㡗䟻㧊 䄺㰖₆ ➢ⶎ㧊┺.
ἆ⪶㩗㦒⪲ ṗ ῃ BHTC ⯒ ゚ᾦ䟞㦚 ➢,
䚲ⳊṲ㰞ὖὒ CNF 㦮 㫆䞿㧊 㡊㩚╂ 䁷Ⳋ㠦㍲
㩚㩗㦒⪲ 㤆㑮䞲 䣾㥾㦚 ⽊㡖┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, CNF ⯒
㧧☯㥶㼊⪲ ㌂㣿䟞㦚 ➢ ⶒ㦚 ㌂㣿䟞㦚 ➢⽊┺ 㧛⩻
㩚⩻㧊 ⏨㦖 ῂṚ㠦㍲ 㡾☚ ⼖☯㧊 ▪ 䄺㰖⓪ 䔏㰫㦚
ὖ㺆䟞┺.

㧊ῢ㡗 1; 1Handong Global University
₆㑶㦮 ╂㠦 ➆⧒ ₆Ἒ  㩚㧦 ₆₆㦮 ㎇⓻㧊
䟻㌗♮㠞ἶ, ☯㔲㠦 ₆₆㦮 ㏢䡫䢪 㩚㠦 ➆⧒
䣾ὒ㩗㧎 㡊 ὖⰂṖ Ṗ㧻 㭧㣪䞲 ὒ㩲 㭧 䞮⋮Ṗ
♮㠞┺. 㡊 ὖⰂ⯒ 㥚䟊 㧊㌗䘦㐚㡊㌂㧊䗖(Two-phase
Closed Thermosyphon, TPCT)⓪ ῂ㫆Ṗ Ṛ┾䞮ἶ 㡊
㩖䟃㧊 ⌄ἶ 䣾㥾㧊 ⏨㦒Ⳇ 㩲㫆 ゚㣿㧊 㩖⪊䞮㡂
┺㟧䞲 㟒㠦㍲ ⍦Ⰲ ㌂㣿♮ἶ 㧞┺. TPCT ⓪
'䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚'⧒ἶ Ⰲ⓪ 㧒㫛㦮 㡊㩚╂ 㧻䂮⪲,
䘦㐚♲
㺚⍦㠦
㧧☯㥶㼊⯒
╊ἶ
㧞㦒Ⳇ
㥚䋂Ⰲ㓺(wickless) ῂ㫆⯒ Ṭἶ 㧞┺. ➆⧒㍲ TPCT 㦮
䞲Ἒ 㤦㧎  㡊㩚╂ ㎇⓻ 䟻㌗㠦 ╖䞲 Ⱔ㦖 㡆ῂṖ
㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ⡦䞲 㡊 㩚╂ 䣾㥾ὒ 㧚Ἒ 㡊 㥶㏣㦖
㧧☯ 㥶㼊⪲ ⋮⏎ 㥶㼊⯒ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ TPCT 㠦㍲
Ṳ㍶♮㠞┺. ㍶䟟 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㯳₆㠦 㽞䂲㑮㎇
⌊ 䚲Ⳋ㦚 㩗㣿䞮ἶ 㧧☯ 㥶㼊⪲ ㎖⭆⪲㡺㓺 ⋮⏎
㥶㼊(Cellulose Nanofiber, CNF)⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 TPCT 㦮 㡊
㩚╂ ㎇⓻㧊 䟻㌗♮㠞㦢㦚 ὖ㺆䟞┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪
㽞䂲㑮㎇ 㯳₆㢖 CNF ⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 TPCT 㔺䠮㦚 䐋䟊
㯳₆㦮 㥶☯ 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⯎ ῃ 㡊㩚╂ Ἒ㑮㢖
TPCT 㦮 㥶☯ 㞞㩫㎇㦚 㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺. 䚲ⳊṲ㰞♲

CFD ⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 䒂Ⰲ ⏎㯦 㞫⩻䍃 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎
1;
㞫⩻
䁷㩫
㡺㹾
゚ᾦ*
㧊Ὃ䧂
1 䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚₆㑶㤦

ῃ⌊ 㤦㧦⩻㩚㏢㠦㍲ 䒂Ⰲ ⏎㯦㦖 ┺⯎ 㹾㞫㔳
㥶⨟Ἒ㠦 ゚䟊 㥶㧛 㥶☯ 䡫䌲㠦 ▲ ⹒Ṧ䞮ἶ 㞫⩻
㏦㔺㧊 㩗㠊 㭒 㑮 㥶⨟ 䁷㩫㦚 㥚䟊 Ⱔ㧊 ㌂㣿♮ἶ
㧞┺. 㩚⩻㌆㠛₆㑶₆㭖 (KEPIC) MPT-19.2 㠦㍲⓪
㧊⩂䞲 䒂Ⰲ ⏎㯦㦮 㥶⨟ 䁷㩫㠦 ㌂㣿♮⓪
㞫⩻䍃㠦 ╖䞲 ῢ㧻 䍃 㰗ἓ  ₎㧊⯒ 㩲㔲䞮ἶ
㧞┺.
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㌗㣿
㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯
㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊㧎 ANSYS CFX R19.1 㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂
㩫㌗(steady), ゚㞫㿫㎇, ⋲⮮, ┾㌗ 㥶☯ 㫆Ị䞮㠦㍲
┺⯎ 䡫㌗㦮 㞫⩻䍃㧊 㧻㹿♲ 䒂Ⰲ ⏎㯦 ⌊
㥶☯㦚 䟊㍳䞮㡖ἶ, 㞫⩻䍃 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㞫⩻ 䁷㩫
㡺㹾⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ㌗₆㢖 ṯ㦖 㡆ῂ ἆὒ⓪ 䒂Ⰲ
⳿㠦 ㍺䂮♲ 㩖㞫䍃㠦㍲ ㌳䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㧊ⶒ㰞
䂾㩗(䕢㤎Ⱇ)㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㥶⨟ 䁷㩫 䢫☚ 㯳Ṗ 
㩚₆㿲⩻ Ṧ㏢ 䘟Ṗ ❇㦚 㥚䞲 ₆㽞 㧦⬢⪲ 䢲㣿
Ṗ⓻䞶 ộ㦒⪲ 䕦┾♲┺.
*⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㥚㤦䣢㦮

㨂㤦㦒⪲

䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞲
㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㡆ῂ㌂㠛㦮 㡆ῂἆὒ㧛┞┺(No. 1805007).

Flomaster ⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 ỿⰂ⺎ぢ ╁䧮㠦 ➆⯎
⽊㫆 㑮Ἒ䐋 Ệ☯ 䟊㍳* 㧊Ὃ䧂 1, 㾲㫛㧎 2;
1

䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚₆㑶㤦, 2 䝢⪲㤆Ⱎ㓺䎆䆪Ⰲ㞚

⽊㫆 㑮Ἒ䐋㦖 ㏢䡫 䕢┾ 㤦㧦⪲⌟ṗ㨂 ㌗㔺㌂ἶ⯒
䙂䞾䞲 ゚㌗㔲 㭒 㑮Ἒ䐋㦚 㧊㣿䞶 㑮 㠜⓪ ἓ㤆㠦,
1 㹾 Ἒ䐋㦮 㡊㦚 㩲Ệ䞮₆ 㥚䞲
㑮⯒ Ὃ 䞮⓪
㡃䞶㦚 䞮⓪ Ἒ䐋㦒⪲㍲ ╖䚲㩗㧎 Ṗ☯㭧㔲䠮 ὖ⩾
Ἒ䐋㧊┺. ⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚㠦㍲ 㯳₆㌳₆⪲ ⌟ṗ㑮⯒
㭒㧛䞮⓪ 㭒 㥶⪲㠦⓪ 䃦゚䎢㧊䕛 䒂ⰂṖ ㍺䂮♮㠊
ὒ☚䞲 ⽊㫆 㑮 㥶⨟㦮 Ὃ 㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 㞛㡗䟻㦚
㾲㏢䢪䞮⓪ ₆⓻㦚 㑮䟟䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㌗㣿
1 㹾㤦 Ἒ䐋䟊㍳䆪✲㧎 Flomaster ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚
㤊㩚㔲
ỿⰂ⺎ぢ
╁䧮㠦
➆⯎
⽊㫆 㑮Ἒ䐋 Ệ☯㦚 䟊㍳䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊
⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚⓪
ῂ☯㔳(⳾䎆ῂ☯,
䎆ゞῂ☯)㠦
㌗ὖ㠜㧊 ☯㧒䞲 ㎇⓻ἷ㍶㦚, ỿⰂ⺎ぢ⓪ ⺎ぢ 㡊Ⱂ
ṗ☚㠦 ➆⯎ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮⯒ 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 䎆ゞῂ☯
⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚 1 ╖ 㤊㩚㭧 ỿⰂ⺎ぢ B Ṗ 㢚㩚
㡊Ⱂ㌗䌲㠦㍲ 㽞╏ 10% ╁䧮㠦 ➆⯎ ⽊㫆 㑮Ἒ䐋
Ệ☯㦚 䟊㍳䞲 ἆὒ, 㯳₆㌳₆ 㞫⩻㧊 Ṧ㏢䞶㑮⪳
䃦゚䎢㧊䕛 䒂Ⰲ 㩚,䤚┾㦮 㞫⩻㹾Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮Ợ
♮ἶ 䃦゚䎢㧊䕛 䒂Ⰲ 䐋ὒ 㥶⨟☚ 㡆☯♮㠊
䄺㰦㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. 㯳₆㌳₆ 㞫⩻㧊 0 psig 㧎
ἓ㤆㠦⓪ 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮ 㥶☯㧊 ㌳䞮㡖┺. 䞲䘎,
⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚 2 ╖ 㤊㩚㭧 ỿⰂ⺎ぢ A, B Ṗ ☯㔲㠦
㢚㩚
㡊Ⱂ㌗䌲㠦㍲
㽞╏
10%
╁䧮㠦
➆⯎
⽊㫆 㑮Ἒ䐋 Ệ☯㦚 䟊㍳䞲 ἆὒ, 㯳₆㌳₆
㞫⩻㧊 0 psig 㧎 ἓ㤆㠦 ⽊㫆 㑮䗢䝚 1 ╖ 㤊㩚
ἓ㤆㢖 㥶㌂䞮Ợ 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮ 㥶☯㧊 ㌳䞮㡖┺.
┺Ⱒ 䃦゚䎢㧊㎮ 㼊㩗㧊 ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ 䋆 Ṩ㦚
⋮䌖⌊㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㥚㤦䣢㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞲
㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㡆ῂ㌂㠛㦮 㡆ῂἆὒ㧛┞┺(No. 1805007).

Analysis of newly designed silencer to reduce exhaust noise in pneumatic artificial muscles*
Minhyeong Ahn1, Seung Yeol Lee3, Jihoon Kim1, Dongjun
Shin3, Jaiyoung Ryu1,2; 1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chung-Ang University, 2Department of Intelligent
Energy and Industry, Chung-Ang University, 2Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Yonsei University
Pneumatic artificial muscles are safe actuators and have advantages such as high load-to-weight ratio variable installa-

tion possibilities, but large operating noises due to compressed air occur. Due to the nature of the actuator used for
rehabilitation or activity assistance, loud noise causes various
problems. Therefore, it is important to control exhaust noise
caused by compressed air, and in this study, a newly designed silencer with an air slit is being studied. The air slits
are designed to bio-mimick the respiration method of shark
gills. The experiment was conducted to analyze the noise
according to the geometric parameters and inner foam material by the pressure drop from the initial pressure of the air
compressor of 7 bar to the final pressure of 4 bar. Exhaust
noise was measured at three angles at a distance of 0.8 m
from the noise source. When the shark gill bio-mimick silencer was installed, the noise was reduced by about 22dB
compared to the state without anything installed, which is a
level that the actuator can be used in everyday life without
any inconvenience caused by noise.

㧊⹎㰖 䝚⪲㎎㕇 ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞲 Ṧ㞫゚❇ ⶊ䁷㩫*,
㹾䡚㤆, ṫ☯䡚, 㧊䡚㺓; Kyungnam University
ⶊ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲ 㩖/ἶ㏣ 㡃ὧ 㧊⹎㰫㦚 䀾✳䞮ἶ 㧊⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⶊ㦮 㡊₆ῂ㠦 ╖䞲 㩫㎇㩗 ὖ㺆㦚
㑮䟟䞮Ệ⋮, 䘟‶ 㧊⹎㰖⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ㌂ṗ㧊⋮
䂾䒂₎㧊⯒ 䁷㩫䞲┺. 㧊➢ white image ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂
 ‶㧒䞲 㫆ⳛ㦮 㡗䟻㦚 ⽊㌗䞮₆☚ 䞮ἶ, ⳛ㞪゚⯒
䟻㌗㔲䋺Ệ⋮, ⺆ἓ㦚 㩲Ệ䞮㡂 㩚ἓ㦚 ⚦✲⩂㰖Ợ
⽊㧊Ợ 䞮⓪ 㧊㰚䢪 ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞲┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㧊⹎㰖⯒ ㌂㣿䞮ἶ㧦 䞮⓪ ⳿㩗㠦 ➆⧒ 䤚㻮Ⰲ⯒
䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㡂⩂ ₆⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮ἶ ⁎ ἆὒ⯒ ゚ᾦ䞮⓪
㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. Ṧ㞫゚❇ ⶊ⯒ 䡫㎇䞮₆㥚䟊
㌂㞫⩻㦚 2bar ~ 5bar ⪲ ⼖ἓ䞮Ⳇ ṗ 㞫⩻㫆Ị㠦㍲
㌂㡾☚⯒ 㾲╖ 160ଇ₢㰖G 㢂⩺㭒㠞┺U 㧊⹎㰖⯒
㠑₆ 㥚䟊 Long-distance microscope, ἶ㏣䃊Ⲫ⧒㢖
䎛㓺䎦 ⧾䝚⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 Field of View ⯒ ⚦Ṗ㰖⪲
䞮㡖┺. 㞷㭒㢖 㭒⼖㦮 ⹎㎎ 㧛㧦 㩫㎇㩗㦒⪲
ὖ㺆䞮₆ 㥚䞲 FoV1 ὒ 㩚㼊㩗㧎 䡫䌲㢖 ㌂ṗ,
䂾䒂 ₎㧊 䁷㩫㦚 㥚䞲 FoV2 ⯒ ㍺㩫䞮㡖┺. ⳛ㞪゚
ṫ䢪⯒ 㥚䟊㍲ 䧞㓺䏶⁎⧾ 䘟䌚䢪⋮ Contrast Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization(CLAHE)⯒ 㩗㣿䞮㡖ἶ,
㧊㰚䢪⯒ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ Otsu 㦮 ⻫㧊⋮ ⚦Ṳ 㧊㌗㦮
ⶎ䎇Ṩ㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㧊㰚䢪䞮⓪ multi-Otsu ⻫㦚
㩗㣿䞮㡂 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. 㧊㰚䢪 ♲ 㑲Ṛ 㧊⹎㰖⯒
䘟‶䞲 㧊䤚, ἓἚ⯒ 㺔㞚 ㌂ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ⯒
䐋䟊
ὒ㡊☚
⼖䢪㠦
➆⯎
Ṧ㞫゚❇
㡊₆ῂ⯒ ὖ㺆䞶 㑮 㧞㠞ἶ, ㌂ 㞫⩻ὒ 㡾☚㠦
➆⯎ ㌂ṗ㦚 䁷㩫䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃ₆㑶䛞㰞㤦㦮 ㌆䡗㔶䋊⩂㓺䎆
㰖㤦㌂㠛(DCL2020L)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

┺㭧 㽞㩦 ₆⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞲 3 㹾㤦 㞷㩗 㨂Ị㠦
ὖ䞲 㡆ῂ* 㧻☯′ 1, 㩫㰖䢣 1, ㏦☯₆ 1; ἶ䞲㍲ 1,
1

Sungkyunkwan University

㞷㩗㦮 㽞㩦 䘟Ⳋ㦚 ╂Ⰲ䞮㡂 㾂㡗㦚 䞲 㧊⹎㰖㠦
╖䟊 㽞㩦 䘟Ⳋ㠦 ╖䞲 㞷㩗㦮 䔏㰫 䡫㌗㦚 㺔㞚⌊ἶ,
⁎ 䔏㰫 䡫㌗㦚 ⼖㑮⪲ 䞮⓪ 䞾㑮⯒ Ⱒ✺ 㑮 㧞┺.
䔏㰫 䡫㌗㦖 㽞㩦 䘟Ⳋ㠦 㟝Ợ 䡫㎇♮⓪ 䢮 ῂ㫆Ṗ
╖䚲㩗㧊Ⳇ, 㧊 䢮 ῂ㫆㦮 ₎㧊, ⍞゚, ⁎Ⰲἶ 㥚䂮
⼖㑮⯒ 㧊㣿䞮Ⳋ 3 㹾㤦 ⏨㧊㠦 ╖䞲 㩫⽊⯒ 䢫⽊䞶
㑮 㧞┺. 㞷㩗 㾂㡗㦖 ┺㟧䞲 䞒, ⺆㥾, 㽞㩦ỆⰂ㠦
➆⧒ 䡚⹎ἓ㦚 䐋䟊 㰚䟟♲┺. 㾂㡗♲ 㧊⹎㰖⓪ ⼖㑮
㩫⽊⯒ 䚲䡚䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㩗㩞䞲 㧊⹎㰖 䝚⪲㎎㕇
ὒ㩫㦚 䐋䟊 input 㦒⪲ ⼖䢮♲┺. ⼖㑮 㩫⽊㠦 ➆⯎
䞾㑮⓪ CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) 㔲㓺䎲
ῂ㫆⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 ㌳㎇♲┺. CNN 㦖 㧊⹎㰖㦮 䔏㰫㦚
◆㧊䎆 䡫䌲⪲ Ⱒ✺㠊⌊ἶ, ⁎ 㾲㫛 ◆㧊䎆㦮 䡫䌲㠦
➆⧒ 㧊⹎㰖⯒ ⮮ 䢏㦖 䣢‖㔲䅲㭒⓪ 䅊䜾䎆 ゚㩚
₆⻫ 㭧 䞮⋮㧊┺. 㾲㩗䢪㔲䋾 CNN ῂ㫆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂
㽞㩦 䘟Ⳋ㠦 ➆⯎ 㧊⹎㰖⪲䎆 䔏㰫 㧊⹎㰖Ṗ
㌳㎇♮ἶ, 㧊 ㌳㎇♲ 㧊⹎㰖⪲䎆 㞷㩗 㩫⽊✺㧊
☚㿲♮Ⳇ ◆㧊䎆 䡫䌲⪲ 㩖㧻♲┺. 㧊 ◆㧊䎆✺㦚
䣢‖㔲䅲 䞒⯒ 䢮㌆䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䞾㑮⯒ ㌳㎇䞶 㑮
㧞ἶ, ⼖㑮㠦 ➆⯎ 䞾㑮 Ṩ㦚 ⹎Ⰲ 㞢ἶ 㧞⓪ 㞷㩗㦮
䞒 㩫⽊㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡂 䘟Ṗ⯒ 㰚䟟䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ⯒ 䐋䟊 ┺㭧 㽞㩦㠦 ➆⯎ 㞷㩗㦮 䞒 㨂Ị
⻫㦚 㩲㞞䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, CNN 㦚 䢲㣿䞲 䅊䜾䎆 ゚㩚
₆⻫㦚 ☚㧛䞮㡂 㩫䢫☚⯒ 䟻㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾ 㭧ἂ 㡆ῂ㧦 ὒ㩲㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF–2019R1A2C2003176)

Experimental investigation of flexible structures on
the flow in the curved and tapered channel*
㧊䡚㰚 1, ㎇䧂㭧 1, 䞮䢎㰚 2, 䞲㤇 1; 1Soonchunhyang
University, 2Kangwon National University
㑲䢮₆ 㰞䢮㦖 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒㦮 㭒㣪䞲 ㌂ⰳ 㤦㧎㧊Ⳇ, ⁎
㭧 㕂㧻 㰞䢮㦖 㑲䢮₆ 㰞䢮㠦㍲ 䋆 ゚㭧㦚 㹾㰖䞮ἶ
㧞㦒⸖⪲ 㕂㧻㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ ┺㟧䞲 㑲䢮₆ 㰞䢮㦚
㡆ῂ䞮⓪
ộ㦖
㔲 䞮ἶ
㭧㣪䞮┺.
㕂㧻㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ ┺㟧䞲 䡞⮮㡃䞯㩗 ⶎ㩲 㭧 䕦Ⱏ ⁒㻮㠦㍲
⋮䌖⋮⓪ 䡞㞷 㥶☯㦚 䟊㍳䞮⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 㔺䠮㩗 ⻫
 㑮䂮䟊㍳₆⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 Ⱔ㧊 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺.
⁎㭧 ╖☯ⰻ 䕦Ⱏ ₻㴓㠦 㥚䂮䞲 sinus 㦮 㡃䞶㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂṖ 㑮䟟♮ἶ 㧞⓪◆, ⰻ☯ 㥶☯ 㫆Ị
䞮㠦㍲ 䕦Ⱏ㦮 Ṳ䘦⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㥶☯㧊 sinus
⁒㻮㠦㍲㦮 㥶☯㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊㍲⓪ 㞚㰗
ⳛ䢫䞮Ợ 䡖㰖㰖 㞠㞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⰻ☯ 㥶☯
㫆Ị 䞮㠦㍲ 䕦Ⱏ㦮 Ṳ䘦⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳䞮⓪ 㥶☯㧊
sinus 㭒⼖ 䡞㞷㦮 䦦⯚㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䟊

䡖⌊ἶ㧦 䞲┺. Sinus Ṗ 㧞⓪ ἓ㤆㢖 㠜⓪ ἓ㤆㦮
㥶☯㠦 㠊⟺ 㹾㧊Ṗ 㧞⓪㰖 㞢㞚⽊₆ 㥚䟊 㺚⍦
䡫㌗㦚 㧎㼊 sinus 䡫㌗㦚 㺎ἶ䞮㡂 curved type ὒ
tapered type 㦒⪲ 㩲㧧䞮㡖┺. 㕂㧻 䕦Ⱏ㦚 ⳾䞲
㥶㡆䞲 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦖 PDMS ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㩲㧧䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
leaflet 㦮 ⚦℮㢖 PDMS 㦮 curing agent ゚㥾㦚 ┺⯊Ợ
䞮㡂 leaflet 㦮 䌚㎇☚⯒ ⼖ἓ䞮㡖┺. 㥶㡆䞲 ῂ㫆ⶒ㦖
㺚⍦ 䡫㌗㧊 ⼖䞮₆ 㔲㧧䞮⓪ Ὁ 㟧㴓㠦 䞮⋮㝿 Ⱎ㭒
⽊☚⪳ ㍺䂮䞮㡂, 㺚⍦㦚 Ⱏ⓪ 䕦Ⱏ㦮 䡫䌲⯒
⳾㌂䞮☚⪳ 䞮㡖┺. PIV ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㥶㡆䞲
ῂ㫆ⶒ 㭒⼖㦮 㥶☯㦚 Ἒ䁷䞮ἶ, 㥶㡆䞲 ῂ㫆ⶒ㧊
㥶☯㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ╖䞲 ㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 䔏䧞
ⰻ☯ 㥶☯㦚 ㌳㔲䅲 㑮㿫₆㢖 㧊㢚₆㠦 䕦Ⱏ㦮
Ṳ䘦Ṗ sinus Ṗ 㫊㨂䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㢖 㫊㨂䞮㰖 㞠⓪
ἓ㤆㦮
㥶☯㠦
⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㠦
╖䞲
㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ ἆὒ⓪ 䟻䤚 㧎Ὃ 㕂㧻㦮 䕦Ⱏ
㍺Ἒ⋮ TAVI ㍺Ἒ㠦 㩗⁏㩗㦒⪲ 䢲㣿♶ 㑮 㧞㦚
ộ㦒⪲ ⽊㧎┺.

Experimental Study on the Effect of Velocity Distribution by Accelerating Surface Flow in a Circulating Water Channel ⶎ㎇⹒ 1, 㩫㎎㰚 1, 㧻㧎㎇ 1,
ₖ䦻㺂 1, ₖ㰖䤞 1; 1 䞲ῃ䟊㟧ὒ䞯₆㑶㤦
⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
╖䡫
䣢⮮㑮㫆㠦㍲
䟟♮⓪
ἓἚ䂋㠦㍲㦮 ㏣☚ Ṧ㏢⯒ 㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮ἶ,
㧊⯒ ⽊㢚䞮₆ 㥚䞲 䚲Ⳋ⮮ Ṗ㏣㧻䂮㠦 ╖䞲 䣾ὒ⯒
㌊䘊⽊㞮┺. 䚲Ⳋ⮮ Ṗ㏣㧻䂮Ṗ ☯㧧䞮⓪ ἓ㤆
㩲䕢䕦 ⁒㻮㠦㍲⓪ ㍺㩫 㥶㏣⽊┺ 5~10% ㌗䟻♲
㥶㏣㦮 䙂⯒ ⽊㧊Ⳇ, 㩲䕢䕦㠦㍲ Ⲗ㠊㰞㑮⪳
㥶㏣㧊 㩦㹾 Ṧ㏢♮Ⳇ 㤦䞮⓪ 㥶㏣㠦 ☚╂䞮⓪
ἓ䟻㦚 ⽊㡖┺. ➆⧒㍲ 䣢⮮㑮㫆㠦㍲⓪ 㑮Ⳋ ⁒㻮㦮
㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞶 ἓ㤆 㫆Ịὒ 㥚䂮㠦 ➆⧒ ἓἚ䂋㦒⪲
㧎䞲 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㡂 㯳㏣㦮 ゚㥾 㫆㩞䞶 䞚㣪Ṗ
㧞㦢㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
䟻䤚
㑮㰗ὒ
㑮䘟䟻㦮
㧛㌂㥶㏣㦚
㧛㧦㡗㌗㥶㏣Ἒ
❇㦒⪲
Ἒ䁷䞮㡂
❇䙂㦮 䣾ὒ⯒ 䢫㧎䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.

Analysis of the Unsteadiness of Shock-Induced
Boundary-Layer
Separation
by
Utilizing
1
High-Speed Schlieren Images* ㏦⽊㡆 , ₖ㺂䢎1,
㌗䤞1, 㧊 㡊2;

1Korea

Aerospace University;

2Korea

Aerospace University, corresponding author
ἶ㏣ ゚䟟㼊㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 㿿ỿ䕢Ṗ ゚䟟㼊 ⼓Ⳋ㠦
䡫㎇♲ ἓἚ䂋ὒ ㌗䢎㧧㣿䞶 ➢ ṫ䞲 Ⰲ㥶☯
䡚㌗㧊 㥶☚♶ 㑮 㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㧊⩂䞲 㿿ỿ䕢㢖
Ⰲ㥶☯㦮
゚㩫㌗㩗(unsteady)
Ệ☯㦖
゚䟟㼊
㍺Ἒ㠦㍲ ⰺ㤆 㭧㣪䞲 ὖ㕂㦮 ╖㌗㧊 ♲┺. ➆⧒㍲

㡺⨁☯㞞 ┺㟧䞲 䁷㩫₆⻫㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 䟊╏ 㥶☯㦮
゚㩫㌗㎇ 䔏㎇㦚 ′ⳛ䞮⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮㠊 㢪┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ἶ㏣ 䃊Ⲫ⧒㠦㍲ 㠑㠊㰚 㓦Ⰲ⩢ 㡗㌗㦚
㻮Ⰲ䞮㡂 䟊╏ 㥶☯㦮 ゚㩫㌗㎇㦚 ὖ㺆䞮⓪ ⻫㧊
㔲☚♮㠞┺. 㥶☯Ṗ㔲䢪 ἆὒ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮⓪ 㧊⩂䞲
㔺䠮㩗 㩧⁒㦖 ⁎ ₆⻫㧊 ὖ㺆 ╖㌗ 㥶☯㠦
゚䂾㧛㩗(nonintrusive) 㧊⧒⓪ 㩦㠦㍲ 䋆 㧻㩦㧊 㧞┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ⱎ䞮㑮 2.4 㧎 㽞㦢㏣ 䛣☯ 㔲䠮㠦㍲
㌳䞮⓪ 㧛㌂㿿ỿ䕢㢖 ㌂㿿ỿ䕢㦮 㔲Ṛ㠦 ➆⯎
㥚䂮⼖䢪⯒ 㓦Ⰲ⩢ 㡗㌗(㌮䝢Ⱇ㏣☚ 39,000 fps, 128*72
䞓㎖㑮)㦒⪲ 㿪㩗䞮㡖┺(shock tracking). ┺㟧䞲 ἓἚ䂋
㩲㠊㧻䂮 ㍺䂮㥶ⶊ㢖 㩲㠊㞫⩻ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ 㿿ỿ䕢㦮
㰚☯ῂ㫆⯒ 㩫⨟㩗㦒⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂 㿿ỿ䕢
㥚䂮◆㧊䎆㦮 Auto-correlation, Cross-correlation ❇
䐋Ἒ䞯㩗 ㍳₆⻫㧊 㦧㣿♮㠞┺. ⁎⩞㧊 㓺䅖㧒㦮
㓦Ⰲ⩢
㡗㌗㦚
㧊㰚䢪䞮⓪
ὒ㩫㠦㍲
Ṧ☚㧚ἚṨ(threshold)
㍺㩫ὒ
䞚䎆Ⱇ㦮
㧦☯䢪
㞢ἶⰂ㯮㧊 㩗㣿♮㠞┺. 㰗㍶㔳㦒⪲ 䣢‖♲ 㿿ỿ䕢
㥚䂮㦮 y-㩞䘎㦮 㓺䗯䔎⩒ ㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂 㿿ỿ䕢㦮
㰚☯㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞮㡖┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㦮 ἆὒ ἓἚ䂋 㩲㠊Ṗ
㩗㣿♮㰖 㞠㦖 㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪ 㟓 8-9 kHz ⻪㥚㦮
㰚☯㑮⯒ Ṭ⓪ 㧛㌂㿿ỿ䕢㢖 ㌂㿿ỿ䕢㦮 ῂ㫆Ṗ
䢫㧎♮㠞ἶ, 㽞㦢㏣ ㏢䡫 㥶㼊㰚☯₆⯒ 㧊㣿䞮⓪
ἓἚ䂋 㩲㠊 㫆Ị㠦㍲⓪ ㌂㿿ỿ䕢Ṗ 㥶㼊㰚☯₆㦮
㰚☯㩲䔎㢖 㥶㌂䞲 㰚☯䔏㎇㦚 ⽊㧊ἶ 㧞㦢㧊
䢫㧎♮㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
(No.
2021R1F1A106016911)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Study of the Relationship of Nondimensional Parameters
Associated with the Flow Characteristics of the Supersonic Fluidic Oscillator* 㧚㺚䢮1, ㌗䤞1, 㧊 㡊1;
1Korea

Aerospace University

⌊
ῂ☯⋮
㿪Ṗ
☯⩻
㠜㧊
㽞㦢㏣
㰚☯㩲䔎(sweeping
jet)⯒
Ⱒ✺㠊
⌊⓪
㽞㦢㏣
㥶㼊㰚☯₆(fluidic oscillator)㦮 㧧☯ 䔏㎇㠦 ὖ䞲
㔺䠮㩗 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮㠞┺. ╏䟊₆ὖ㠦㍲ 㑮䟟♲
ὒỆ 㡆ῂ㢖 䟊㣎ⶎ䠢 㫆㌂⯒ 䐋䞮㡂 㥶㼊㰚☯₆㦮
㰚☯㩲䔎 䔏㎇ὒ ὖἚ♲ 㭒㣪 ⰺṲ⼖㑮⯒ ㍶䌳䞮ἶ
䟊╏ ⰺṲ⼖㑮⪲ ῂ㎇♲ 㭒㣪 ⶊ㹾㤦㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞲 䤚
㰚☯㩲䔎㦮 䔏㎇ὒ 䟊╏ ⶊ㹾㤦㑮✺㦮 㡆ὖ㎇㦚
㍳䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䞮㡂 ₆䞮䞯㩗 ㌗㌂㫆Ị㦚
Ⱒ㫇䞮⓪ ┺㟧䞲 䋂₆㦮 㥶㼊㰚☯₆Ṗ 㩲㧧♮㠊
㞚㦢㏣㠦㍲
㽞㦢㏣
㧧☯㠦
㧊⯊⓪
⻪㥚㠦㍲
㥶㼊㰚☯₆ 㩲䔎㦮 㰚☯䔏㎇㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. 㩲䔎㦮
㰚☯㑮⓪ 㰚☯₆Ṗ ㍺䂮♲ ⶊ䟻㓺 ⌊㠦㍲ 䁷㩫♲
㦢㞫◆㧊䎆㦮 㭒䕢㑮 ㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂 䘟Ṗ♮㠞┺.
㥶㼊㰚☯₆
㰚☯䔏㎇ὒ
ὖἚ♲
ⶊ㹾㤦㑮✺㦮

䘟Ṗ㠦㍲ Ṗ㧻 㭧㣪䞲 ╖䚲₎㧊㢖 ╖䚲㏣☚㦮 㢂⯎
ἆ㩫㦚 㥚䞮㡂 㰚☯₆ ⌊㥶☯㦮 ┺㟧䞲 ₎㧊㢖
㏣☚Ṗ ㍶䌳♮㠊 ⁎➢Ⱎ┺ ⼖䢪䞮⓪ ⶊ㹾㤦㑮✺㦮
㡆ὖ㎇㧊
㍳♮㠞┺.
㥶㼊㰚☯₆
㰚☯㩲䔎Ṗ
㽞㦢㏣㦒⪲ ὒ㏢䖓㺓 ♮㠊☚ 㥶㼊㰚☯₆ ⌊ 㥶☯㦖
⳾⚦ 㞚㦢㏣㦚 ⽊㡖㦒⋮ 㧊➢ ⌊㥶☯㦮 Ⱎ䞮㑮⓪
㰚☯㩲䔎㦮 㰚☯㑮㠦 䋆 㡗䟻㦚 㭒ἶ 㧞㦢㧊
䢫㧎♮㠞┺. ⡦䞲 㥶㼊㰚☯₆ ⌊ 㧛ῂ⏎㯦ὒ
㿲ῂ⏎㯦 ㌂㧊㦮 ỆⰂṖ 㰚☯₆㦮 㾲╖㰚☯㑮㢖 ⰺ㤆
⹖㩧䞲 㡆ὖ㎇㧊 㧞㦢㧊 ὖ㺆♮㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
(No.
2021R1F1A106016911)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Unsteadiness of the Characteristics of the Fluidic-Oscillator Control of Shock-Induced Boundary-Layer
Separation* 㩫⻪ṫ 1, ₖ㺂䢎 1, ㌗䤞 1 㧊 㡊 2 1Korea
Aerospace University, 2Korea Aerospace University, corresponding author
㽞㦢㏣ 㥶☯㠦㍲ ἓ㌂㿿ỿ䕢㠦 㦮䞮㡂 ㌳♮⓪ ⋲⮮
ἓἚ䂋 Ⰲ㥶☯ 㩲㠊㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮㠞┺.
㿿ỿ䕢Ṗ ἓἚ䂋ὒ ㌗䢎㧧㣿䞶 ➢ ἓἚ䂋 Ⰲ䡚㌗ὒ
䞾℮ ṫ䞲 ゚㩫㌗ (unsteady) 㥶☯㧊 䡫㎇♲┺. 㧊➢
⋮䌖⋮⓪ ⏨㦖 㞫⩻㎃☯㦖 㠪㰚 ῂ㫆ⶒ㠦 㕂ṗ䞲
㡃䞯㩗 ⡦⓪ 㡊㩗 䞮㭧㦚 ㌳㔲䋺Ⳇ, ὒỆ䎆 㧊⯒
㩲㠊䞮₆
㥚䞲
┺㟧䞲
⓻☯㩗
⡦⓪
䞒☯㩗
㩲㠊₆⻫㧊 ㌂㣿♮㠊 㢪┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⰂỆ䛞
㩚㠦 ㍺䂮♲ ㏢䡫 㽞㦢㏣ 㥶㼊㰚☯₆Ṗ 䤚
Ⰲ㥶☯㦮
゚㩫㌗
䔏㎇㠦
⹎䂮⓪
㡗䟻㎇㧊
㔺䠮㩗㦒⪲ ὖ㺆♮㠞┺. Ⱎ䞮㑮 2.4 㧎 䏶㿲䡫 㽞㦢㏣
䛣☯ 㔲䠮 ㌗┾㠦 ㍺䂮♲ 㙦₆㠦㍲ ㌳♲
ἓ㌂㿿ỿ䕢Ṗ 㔲䠮 䞮┾ ἓἚ䂋ὒ ㌗䢎㧧㣿䞮㡂
ṫ䞲
Ⰲ㥶☯㦚
㌳㔲䌂
➢,
㥶㼊㰚☯₆㦮
㩲㠊䣾ὒ⯒
ὖ㺆䞮₆
㥚䞮㡂
⍺
Ṳ㦮
ἶ㏣㞫⩻䁷㩫㎒㍲
(Kulites)Ṗ
Ⰲ㥶☯
䞮┾㠦
㍺䂮♮㠞┺. ὒỆ 㩚䐋㩗㧎 㩲㠊₆⻫㦚 䙂䞾䞲
┺㟧䞲 㩲㠊㧻䂮 㩗㣿  㩲㠊㞫⩻ 㫆Ị㠦㍲,
ἶ㏣㞫⩻䁷㩫
㔶䢎㦮
Auto-correlation,
Cross-correlation 㦚 ゚⫅䞲 䐋Ἒ䞯㩗 㔶䢎㻮Ⰲ
㍳₆⻫㧊 㩗㣿♮㠊 ⁎ ἆὒṖ ㍲⪲ ゚ᾦ♮㠞┺.
㥶㼊㰚☯₆
⌊
䞒✲⺇
㥶⪲㠦㍲
䣣✳♲
ἶ㏣㞫⩻㔶䢎㦮
㭒䕢㑮
㍳ἆὒ
㥶㼊㰚☯₆
㿲ῂ㠦㍲ 㿲♮⓪ 㰚☯㩲䔎㦮 㭒䕢㑮⓪ Ὃ 㞫⩻
㯳Ṗ㢖 ㌗ὖ㠜㧊 㟓 3 kHz ⪲ ⋮䌖⌂ἶ, 㧊⩂䞲
㰚☯㩲䔎⓪ 㥶㼊㰚☯₆ 䤚 ⰂỆ䛞㦮 㰚☯䔏㎇㠦
㩗㰖 㞠㦖 㡗䟻㦚 㭒ἶ 㧞㦢㧊 䢫㧎♮㠞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾
(No.
2021R1F1A106016911)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.

Airflow Control in Dairy Cattle Building for Gaseous Material Reduction 㫆㤆㡗, ṫ䡚㤇; Chonnam
National University
ῃ⌊ 㤆㌂㦮 䢮₆ 㔲㓺䎲㦖 Ṳ䡫 㤆㌂ 䡫䌲⯒
䢲㣿䞲 㧦㡆 䢮₆ 㔳㦚 㭒⪲ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ㏢㦮
㌳㔳䢲☯㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ Ⲫ䌚(NH3), 㞪⳾┞㞚(NH4),
㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢(CO2) ❇㦮 Ṗ㓺 ㌗ 㥶䟊ⶒ㰞㦚 㣎⪲
⺆㿲䞲┺. 㧦㡆䢮₆ 㔳㦖 㧦㡆䛣㠦 ₆䞲 䢮₆
㔳㦒⪲ 㤆㌂㦮 㥚䂮  㣎 䢮ἓ㠦 㦮䟊
㿿䞮ἶ ′䂯㩗㧎 䢮₆⨟㦚 㩲Ὃ䞾㦒⪲㍲ 㤆㌂
⌊㦮 Ṗ㓺 ㌗ 㥶䟊ⶒ㰞 㩖Ṧ  㩖⏣☚ 㥶㰖㠦
㠊⩺㤖㧊 㧞┺. 㧊⓪ 䖂 ❇㦮 㧻䂮⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㥶⨟㦚 ㌳㔲䅲 㧦㡆 䢮₆⪲ 㩲Ệ䞮㰖 ⴑ䞲 㥶䟊
ⶒ㰞㦚 ⺆㿲䞮⓪ ₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㔳㦚 䐋䟊 ⽊㢚䞶 㑮
㧞┺. ╖㦮 ῃ⌊ 㤆㌂㠦㍲⓪ 㧊⩂䞲 ₆Ἒ 䢮₆
㔳㦚 䢮₆ ⳿㩗㧊 㞚┢ ἶ㡾 ┺㔋䞲 㡂⯚㻶㠦 ㏢㦮
㼊㡾㦚 㥶㰖䞮⓪◆ 䞲㩫㩗㦒⪲ ㌂㣿䞮ἶ 㧞┺. ⡦䞲
₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㧻䂮⯒ 㤆㌂ ⌊ 䢮₆⯒ 㥚䟊
㌂㣿䞮▪⧒☚ 㫇䞲 䢮₆⨟㦚 ⽊㢚䞮⓪ 㩗㩞䞲
㥚䂮Ṗ 㞚┢ 㧚㦮㦮 㥚䂮㠦 ㍺䂮䞮Ệ⋮ ⌊㦮
䔏㎇ὒ 㣎 䢮ἓ ⼖㑮⯒ ἶ⩺䞮㰖 㞠㦖 㧧☯㦖 㣎
䢮ἓ㩗 ⼖㑮 ❇㠦 㦮䟊 䢮₆ ㎇⓻ 㩖䞮⪲ 㧊㠊㰞 㑮
㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㤆㌂ 䔏㎇㧊 ἶ⩺♲ 㥶☯㩲㠊⯒
䐋䞲 㾲㩗 ₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㔲㓺䎲 Ṳ㦚 㥚䟊 ῃ⌊ 㤆㌂
䚲㭖䡫 ⳾◎㦚 ㍺㩫䞮㡂 ₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㧻䂮⯒ 㧊㣿䞲
㾲㩗 Ὃ㫆 㫆Ịὒ 㤆㌂ ⌊½㣎 䔏㎇ ⼖㑮Ṗ ₆Ἒ
䢮₆ ㎇⓻㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻ὒ ㍳䞮⓪ 㡆ῂ⯒
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ῃ⌊ 㤆㌂㦮 䚲㭖䡫 ⳾◎㦚 ㍺㩫 䤚
⳾◎Ⱇ䞮ἶ 㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊 㤆㌂ ⌊ ㍺䂮♮⓪
₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㧻䂮㦮 Ṳ㑮, ṗ☚㦮 ⼖䢪㠦 ╖䞲
㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢
㩖Ṧ
㩫☚㠦
╖䞲
゚ᾦ
㍳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲 㤆㌂ 䚲㭖䡫 ⳾◎㠦 ╖䟊
㩫㡾㌗䌲㢖 16 䟻㦮 㧦㡆䛣㧊 㫊㨂䞮⓪ 䢮ἓ㦚
⳾㌂䞮㡂 㣎 䢮ἓ ⼖㑮 ㏣ ₆Ἒ 䢮₆ 㧧☯ 㔲
㧊㌆䢪䌚㏢ 㩖Ṧ 㩫☚⯒ 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.

Deep reinforcement learning for active flow control
using plasma actuators Paraskovia Kolesova1, Mustafa Z.
Yousif1, Hee-Chang Lim1; 1Pusan National University
Numerical simulation of the flow around a square cylinder
controlled by plasma actuators is studied with the aim to
investigate the effect of plasma actuators on two-dimensional
vortex shedding on the wake, which would finally achieve
the drag reduction around the body. Regarding this issue,
there have been two primary methods to control the flow,
namely, passive and active control. This study focuses on the
plasma actuator, one of the active flow control methods. The
principle of the work of plasma actuators is to use the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) between two electrodes operated by high alternative AC voltage as an input to the elec-

trodes. In terms of modeling DBD, we used a simplified
Suzen model (2007) to capture the ionization effects of the
plasma actuators due to relative simplicity and ability to
mimic the time-averaged effects of a DBD actuator on the
ambient fluid. The Reynolds number based on the freestream
velocity and the cylinder diameter is ReD = 100. DNS (Direct
Numerical Simulation) is performed to simulate the flow
around the body and the open-source finite volume code
OpenFOAM-6.0x is utilized for the simulation. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has shown a promising outcome
in terms of the active control of two-dimensional square
cylinder flow using two small jets. Unlike the traditional
supervised and unsupervised methods, deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) considers an agent that tries to learn through
the feedback of a reward function. The control strategy in
this study is based on regulating the amplitude of the supplied AC voltage to the plasma actuators, hence the body
force can be regulated and affect the flow. It can be observed
that the current DRL model would be able to impose the
optimum excitation amplitude of AC voltage, which can
reduce the drag coefficient by a factor of 94% and eliminate
the lift force on the flow completely.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2021 ⎚☚㩫 (㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚
(20214000000140,
㼃㩫㠦⍞㰖㦋䞿㩚㦋䞿╖䞯㤦). 㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 ⡦䞲
2019 ⎚☚ 㩫 (⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ
㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
2019R1I1A3A01058576).

A Study on the Novel Characteristic Parameter for
Prediction of Air-Driven Fan Efficiency* 㔶㣿㤆 1,
㟧㎇㰚 1; 1Intelligent Mechatronics Research Center, Korea
Electronics Technology Institute
㥶㼊₆Ἒ㦮 㧧☯ 䣾㥾㦚 䙂䞾䞲 ┺㟧䞲 㤊㩚 䔏㎇㦖
㥶⨟  㞫⩻ 㩫⽊㠦 ₆㽞䞮㡂 Ἒ㌆♮Ệ⋮ 㡞䁷♲┺.
⁎⩂⋮ 㧧☯ 䞮 㫆Ị㠦 ➆⧒ 㥶㼊₆Ἒ㦮 䔏㎇㧊
⼖䢪䞮⸖⪲, ὖ⩾ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮(Flow coefficient)㢖
㞫⩻Ἒ㑮(Pressure
coefficient)㦮
ὖἚ⯒
㫆ⰳ䞾㦒⪲㖾 ╖㌗ 㥶㼊₆Ἒ 㩚 㤊㩚 㡗㡃㠦 ╖䞲
㔲㓺䎲 䔏㎇㦚 ┾㧒䢪䞮ἶ㧦 ⏎⩻䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ
㡂㩚䧞 㞫㿫㎇ 㧧☯ 㥶㼊㠦 ╖䞲 㧧☯ 䔏㎇ 㡆ῂ⓪
㫇䞲 㔺㩫㧎 , ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ㏷䛣₆㦮 㧧☯
䣾㥾 㡞䁷㦚 㥚䞲 ㌞⪲㤊 䔏㎇ 䕢⧒⹎䎆㠦 ╖䟊
㍳䞮ἶ 㩲㞞䞮ἶ㧦 䞲┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㦢. (No.20212020800261)

㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㢖
㰖㤦㦒⪲

A Study on the Blower's Performance Map based

on

Modified

㔶㣿㤆1,

Characteristic

㟧㎇㰚1; 1Korea

Curves*

⋾㰖㑮1,

Electronics Technology Institute

㧒㩗㦒⪲ ㏷䛣₆ 䔏㎇ 㧎㧦㦮 ἓ㤆 㧚㦮㦮 㥶⨟
Q 㠦 ╖䟊 䔏㩫䞲 䔏㎇ ἷ㍶㦚 ⽊㧊⋮ 㔺㩲 㤊㩚
㌗䢿㠦㍲ 䁷㩫♲ ◆㧊䎆⯒ 䐋䟊 䔏㎇ 㧎㧦 Ṛ
ὖἚ㎇㦚 ☚㿲䞮⓪ ộ㦖 㓓㰖 㞠┺. 㰖⋲ 㡆ῂ[1]㠦㍲,
㏷䛣₆ 䔏㎇ ⱋ 㡞䁷㠦 㧞㠊 㰖ῂ 䐋Ἒ䞯 ₆㦮
䋂Ⰲₛ(Kriging) ╖Ⰲ ⳾◎ ῂ㎇ 㞞㦚 ἶ㺆䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㩲䞲♲ ἷ㍶ 㑮⪲ 㧎䞲 㡞䁷 䞲Ἒ⯒ ⽊㢚䞶 䞚㣪㎇㦚
㩲㞞䞮㡖┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㩚㡃 ㌗㦮 㡞䁷
㩫䢫☚ Ṳ㍶㦚 㥚䟊 ㏷䛣₆ 䔏㎇ ἷ㍶㦮 㥶㼊 㡃䞯㩗
㌗㌂ 䔏㎇㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ⌊㌓(Interpolation)䡫 㡞䁷 ⳾◎㦚
ἶ㞞䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ ἶ☚䢪♲ ㏷䛣₆ 䔏㎇ ⱋ
ῂ㎇ 㞞㦚 㩲㔲䞮ἶ ⁎ ㎇⓻㦚 䘟Ṗ䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KETEP)㦮
㑮䟟♮㠞㦢. (No.20212020800261)

㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㢖
㰖㤦㦒⪲

[1] 㔶㣿㤆, 㟧㎇㰚, 2021, “╖Ⰲ⳾◎ ₆㦮 ㏷䛣₆
䔏㎇ ⱋ ῂ㎇ 㞞 㡆ῂ”, 䞲ῃ㥶㼊₆Ἒ䞯䣢 ☯Ἒ
䞯㑶╖䣢 ⏒ⶎ㰧

Computational Fluid Dynamics Validation of Inverted-type Cross-Flow Turbine SANGWOO HAM1,
HOJIN HA1; 1Kangwon National University
Most previous studies carried out the computational fluid
dynamics based parametric study to improve the cross-flow
turbine efficiency. They compared the real turbine's best
efficiency point with several geometrical variations. However, micro hydraulic power(less than 100kW) with a low
head(less than 10m) needs full-ranged turbine performance
validation, not only the best efficiency caused by the energy
source's flexibility. For that reason, in this study, the
full-ranged performance validation of the cross-flow turbine
was performed by steady state analysis with ANSYS CFX.
The turbine's original geometry was a 20kW class inverted-cross flow turbine developed in 2021 with Our research
team. And it was simplified to quasi-2d to save computing
power, and it was constructed with four parts, Nozzle, Ring,
Runner, and Housing. The number of total elements was
237,904, and desired Y^+ was 5. The CFD analysis parameters were 0 to 14m/s of nozzle inlet velocity(same as 0 to
10m head) and 0 to 250RPM turbine runner rotational speed.
For the full-ranged turbine characteristic chart, we divide
low and ultra-low head sections, and find out the 20kW point
and best efficiency points with every head. Based on these
results, we discuss the optimal drive plan between the ultra-low head(less than 3m), 6m low head, with 10m low head
point.

The influence of inlet flow direction on the internal
flow characteristics in an axial-flow pump* Duc Anh
Nguyen1, 2, Sang-Bum Ma2, Sung Kim2 and Jin-Hyuk Kim1, 2;
1Convergence Manufacturing System Engineering (Green Process and Energy System Engineering), University of Science &
Technology, 217, Gajeong-ro, Yuseong-gu, Deajeon, 34113, Republic of Korea, 2 Carbon Neutral Technology R&D Department,
Korea Institute of Industrial Technology, 89 Yangdaegiro-gil,
Ipjang-myeon, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, Chungcheongnam-do,
31056, Republic of Korea
An axial-flow pump is a type of pump belonging to the
group of kinetic pumps, which play an important role in
agriculture, irrigation, water supply and drainage in factories,
urban areas, etc., with the ability to create large flow at high
efficiency. In fact, the inlet flow greatly affects the hydraulic
performance of the pump such as vortex, cavitation, direction
of the flow, etc. However, simulation often ignores the direction of the inlet flow, which leads to differences in simulation
and experimental results. Therefore, in this study, the inlet
flow directions are investigated in detail for the axial-flow
pump to evaluate their influence on the hydraulic performance. Numerical simulations were performed using the
three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and a shear stress transport reattachment modification
turbulence model. The structure of the grid was modeled on a
hexahedral mesh with a small y+ value at all walls. In this
study, five inlet flow directions are investigated carefully at
design point as well as off-design point (0%, 5%, 10%, 15%,
and 30% pre-swirl). Internal flow characteristics including
contours and streamline are specifically assessed and analyzed. Based on hydraulic performance curves, the pressure
head does not change much among cases. At design point,
the highest performance is achieved at 5% pre-swirl and the
efficiency mainly changes at high flow rate conditions.
This work was supported by Korea Institute of Energy
Technology Evaluation and Planning (KETEP) grant funded
by the Korea government (MOTIE) (2021202080026A, Development of Variable Operating Technology for Medium
and Large Size Pump)

Ⲏ㔶⩂┳ὒG Ὃ㩫⳾◎㦚G ⽋䞿䞲G Ṗ㓺䎆ゞG
㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮㠦G ╖䞲G 㡆ῂ* 㫆㨂⹒ 1, ㏦₆䠢 1,
⧒㤆䡚 2, 㾲㧎′ 2;1Sogang University, 2KEPCO Research
Institute
䌚㏢㭧Ⱃ 㩫㺛㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 ㍳䌚㩚 Ṧ㿫 䞚㣪㎇ὒ
䞾℮ 㼃㩫㡆⬢㧎 㞷䢪㻲㡆Ṗ㓺 㩚㣿 Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㠦
╖䞲 ὖ㕂㧊 ἶ㫆♮ἶ 㧞┺. Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 䣾㥾 ㌗㔏ὒ
㞞㩫㩗㧎 㤊㩚㦚 ☚⳾䞮₆ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮
㤊㩚ὒ㩫㦚 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮䞮⓪ ⳾◎㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㩚㣿
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦖 㞫㿫₆, 㡆㏢₆, 䎆ゞ, 㩚₆ ⁎Ⰲἶ
㩲㠊 ⺎ぢ ❇㦮 䅊䙂⍢䔎Ṗ ⽋㧷䞮ἶ ┺㟧䞮Ợ
㡆ἆ♮㠊 㧞㠊 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ ⳾◎㦚 㑮㧧㠛 䆪❿㦒⪲

Ṳ䞮⓪ ộ㦖 ⰺ㤆 ゚䣾㥾㩗㧊┺. Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦚 㥚䞲
GUI ₆㦮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 䒊㧊 㧊⹎ Ṳ♮㠊 㧞㦒⋮,
╖ 㣎ῃ㩲䛞㦒⪲ ⪲㡊䕆 㩞Ṧ㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪
ῃ㌆䢪Ṗ 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㧊⩂䞲 GUI ₆㦮 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮
䒊㦖
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮
❪㰖䎎
䔎㥞
Ṳ㦚
㥚䞲
㽞₆⻚㩚㦒⪲ 䢲㣿♶ 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮ 䒊⪲㍲ Ὃ䞯 ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊⪲ Ⱔ㧊
㌂㣿䞮ἶ 㧞⓪ Matlab 㦮 Simulink 㦮 GUI 㢖 Netlist
₆⓻㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲,
㤊㩚◆㧊䎆
₆
₆Ἒ䞯㔋㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ⰺṲ⼖㑮⯒ 㠑㠊㍲ ⺎ぢ㦮
㫆㧧㠦 ➆⯎ Ṗ㓺䎆ゞ㦮 㥶⨟, 㞫⩻, 㡾☚㢖 㿲⩻㦚
㔺㔲Ṛ 㔲⸂⩞㧊㎮䞮⓪ ⳾◎㦚 Ṳ䞮ἶ ⳾◎㦮
㩫䢫☚⯒ 䟻㌗㔲䆆┺.

Artificial Neural Network for predicting airfoil
shape Sketch* 㧊㔏䤞 1, ₖ⽊⧒ 1, 㧊㩫䤞 1, 㥺⹒ 1;
1

Korea Maritime and Ocean University

㧋䡫㦖 㥶㍶䡫 䡫㌗㦚 Ṗ㰖Ⳇ, Ὃ⩻㦚 ㌳㔲䋾┺.
㧋䡫㦮 㥭Ⳋὒ 㞚⨁Ⳋ㦮 䡫㌗ 㹾㧊⪲ 㧎䟊㍲ 㞫⩻
㹾Ṗ ㌳䞲┺. 㧊⩂䞲 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇㦚 㧊㣿䞮₆ 㥚䞮㡂
䎆ゞ な⩞㧊✲, 䟃Ὃ₆ ⋶Ṳ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 Ὃ䞯
㞶䝢Ⰲ䅖㧊㎮㠦㍲ 㧋䡫㧊 ㌂㣿♲┺. 㾲㩗䢪♲ 㧋䡫
䡫㌗㦚 㺔₆ 㥚䟊 ┺㟧䞲 㟒㠦㍲ 㡆ῂṖ 䢲䧞
㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧎Ὃ㔶ἓⰳ㦖 㧛⩻㦒⪲䎆 Ṩ㦚
Ἒ㌆䞮⓪ Ⓤ⩆ 㔲㓺䎲㦮 ㌗䢎 㡆ἆ⪲ 䚲䡚♮Ⳇ,
㩗㦧㎇㧊 㧞㠊 䕾䎊 㧎㔳ὒ ṯ㦖 ₆Ἒ䞯㔋㦚 㑮䟟䞶
㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㧋䡫㦚 㓺䅖䂮㢖 㧊⹎㰖㠦㍲
㿪㿲䞮ἶ, 㧊✺㦮 ₆䞮䞯㩗 䔏㎇㦚 䕢㞛䞲┺. 䕢㞛♲
₆䞮䞯㩗 䔏㎇㦚 ₆㦒⪲ ὋṲ♲ 㧋䡫㦮 Ὃ⩻ 䔏㎇
㩫⽊✺㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂 ⮮ ⳾◎ 㔶ἓⰳ㦚 ῂ㎇䞲┺.
ῂ㎇♲ 㔶ἓⰳὒ 㧊⹎㰖㠦㍲ 㿪㿲䞲 㧋䡫㦮 ₆䞮䞯㩗
䔏㎇㦒⪲䎆 㾲㩗䢪♲ 䡫㌗㦚 㡞䁷䞶 㑮 㧞┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺ (No. 2021R1F1A1053438).

㞚

Thermo-Magnetic Flow Characteristics with Different Arrangements of Permanent Magnets
Yun-Seok Choi1, Yong-Han Shin1, Hyun-Su Kang1, and
Youn-Jea Kim2; 1 Graduate School of Mechanical Engineering,
Sungkyunkwan
univer
sity
2 School of Mechanical Engineering, Sungkyunkwan university
㩚㧦₆₆Ṗ ㏢䡫䢪♾㠦 ➆⧒, 㩲䞲♲ 㡗㡃 ⌊㦮
䛞㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ 㡊 ⶎ㩲⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮⩺⓪ Ⱔ㦖
㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮ἶ 㧞┺. ₆㫊㠦⓪ Ὃ⌟㔳, 㑮⌟㔳ὒ
ṯ㦖 ⌟ṗ 㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ⶎ㩲⯒ 䟊ἆ䞮㡖┺.
䞮㰖Ⱒ, 㩚㧦₆₆ ⌊㠦 ῃ㏢ 㰖㩦㦮 㡊 ⶎ㩲⯒
䟊ἆ䞮⓪◆ 䞲ἚṖ 㧞┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪

㧦㎇⋮⏎㥶㼊⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㡊 ㎇⓻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䋺⓪
㡆ῂ⯒ 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㧦㎇⋮⏎㥶㼊⧖ ⶒ ⡦⓪ ₆⯚㦚
₆㩖㥶㼊⪲ 䞮Ⳇ, ⁎ 㞞㠦 5~10 nm 䋂₆㦮 㧦㎇⋮⏎
㧛㧦Ṗ 䙂䞾♮㠊 㧞⓪ 䆲⪲㧊✲㎇ 㥶㼊㧊┺. 㧊
㥶㼊⓪ ṫ㧦㎇㼊 ㎇㰞㦚 ⦶ἶ 㧞㠊 㣎㠦 㧦₆㧻㧊
㫊㨂䞶 ἓ㤆, 㢖⮮Ṗ 䡫㎇䞮Ợ ♲┺. 㧊⪲ 㧎䟊, 㥶☯
䡫㌗㠦 ⼖䢪⯒ 㭒Ợ ♮Ⳇ, ╖⮮ 䡚㌗㦚 㽟㰚㔲䌂 㑮
㧞┺. ⡦䞲, 㥶☯㧻 ⌊㠦 㠦⍞㰖 ᾦ䢮㦚 㟒₆䞾㦒⪲㖾
㡊䢫㌆ὒ 㡊㩚╂ ㎇⓻㦚 䟻㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞┺. 㥶☯
㩲㠊  㡊㩚╂ ㎇⓻㦚 㩲ἶ㔲䌂 㑮 㧞⓪
㧦㎇⋮⏎㥶㼊⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㔺䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㣎
㧦₆㧻㦚 㧎Ṗ䞮₆ 㥚䟊 ⍺㡺❪⸊ 㡗ῂ㧦㍳㦚
㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. ㍺Ἒ ⼖㑮⪲⓪ ⚦ 㡗ῂ㧦㍳㦮 ⺆㡊⪲
㍺㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㧦㎇⋮⏎㥶㼊 ⌊ 4 㰖㩦㠦㍲㦮 㡾☚⪲
㡊㧦₆㥶☯ 䔏㎇㦚 ἶ㺆䞮㡖┺. 㧦㍳ ⺆㡊㠦 ➆⯎
㔺䠮㦖 㽳 9 䣢 㑮䟟䞮㡖⓪◆, 㡊㩚╂ ㎇⓻㧊 㾲╖㧎
ἓ㤆㢖 㾲㏢㧎 ἓ㤆 ㌂㧊㠦 㟓 2.8% 㡾☚ 㹾㧊Ṗ
㧞㦢㦚 㑮䂮㩗㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
* 㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 㩫 (ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No.
NRF-2021R1A2C1010499).

Microfluidic fabrication technique for development
of 2D and 3D PDMS Patters* Thapa Mukesh1, Ryong
Sung1, Yun Seok Heo1; 1Keimyung University
Microfluidics in modern biomedicine can be a more potent
tool for cell culture and various organoid formation. However, all these applications are still restraining because of surface and structural limitation. Development and validation of
a good 3D and 2D spaces inside PDMS based patterned creates structural topology and grooves for cellular attachment.
This would improve the efficiency of basic cell culture and
organoid formation inside Polydimethylsiloxane-microfluidic
chips. A short length PDMS-PDMS chip with six long obstacles were prepared and different combinational (flowrate,
time, concentration) TBAF based wet etching was conducted.
Similarly, 3D single cell culture platforms were prepared
using easy double layer fabrication technique where liquid
silicon layer was spread over a rectangular patterned solid
PDMS chip followed by forceful overlaying of liquid only
enough to create a concave groove inside already established
rectangular pattern. The pattern is ready after heat bath in
incubator at 80°c for 20 minutes. The overall etching-rate in
our designs for completion of reaction was relative with previously conducted etching parameters. Etching method generates a good culturable wave pattern from provided channel
to facilitate possible biological cell culture and diagnosis
platform. We generate a proper cell culturable wave pattern
with crisp semi-circular-groove using wet etching and a
concave 3-dimensional cavity base chip with help of PDMS
secondary wafer system.
*This

research

was

supported

by

grants

(2020R1F1A1066348, and 2021R1A4A1032207) from the
National Research Foundation (NRF) funded by the Korea
government (MSIT) and a grant (HR18C0012) from the
Korea Health Technology R&D Project through the Korea
Health Industry Development Institute (KHIDI) funded by
the Ministry of Health & Welfare, Republic of Korea.

Ợ㧊䔎 㔲㓺䎲㠦 ➆⧒ 㥶☯㿿㩚 Ệ☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺.
⽋ 㭒㫆 㧧㠛㠦 ➆⯎ ⁞䡫㦮 㡾☚⼖䢪⯒ 㡞䁷䞮₆
㥚䟊 ㌂㧊䋊䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ ⁞䡫㦮 㿫㡊㥚⯒
㡞䁷䞲┺. ㌂㧊䋊 䟊㍳㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆♲ ⁞䡫 㡾☚⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 㡊㥶☯  㦧ἶ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

Micro-pattern surface morphology changes with
controlling polymer porous evaporation* ⶎ㭖ἓ 1,

Numerical analysis of rotor blade cooling performance for Off-The-Ground mobility* ₖ⋾䤞 1,

ṫ₆䢎 1 㫆╖䡚 2, ⼖☚㡗 1; 1Sungkyunkwan University,
Gyeongsang Nation University

2

In recent years, solution-based printer fabrication techniques
and industries have grown significantly. Printing techniques
have been employed for high-resolution electronics and display applications due to their advantages of low cost,
large-area fabrication, and extensive fabrication adaptability.
With the rise of quantum dots in displays, research on solution-based high-resolution quantum dot printing has exploded. Using electrohydrodynamic jet printing, we created
high-resolution, flexible, and very transparent perovskite-polymer composite designs. We could make polymer
composite inks to encapsulate the perovskite quantum dot to
boost its stability and finer pattern morphologies because
electrohydrodynamic jet printing could eject more high viscosity inks than traditional inkjet printing. Our perovskite-polymer patterning printing techniques, we believe,
might be broadly utilized to display applications.

㟧㎇㰚 1; 1Korea Electronics Technology Institute
㾲⁒ ☚㔲㦮 Ệ╖䢪㠦 ➆⧒ 䂲䢮ἓ, 㧦㥾㭒䟟
⳾アⰂ䕆 ❇ 㔶Ṳ⎦ ᾦ䐋㑮┾㦮 㡆ῂṖ 㰚䟟♮ἶ
㧞┺. OTG (Off-The-Ground) ⳾アⰂ䕆⓪ 㩚㧦₆⩻㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ㌗䞮⓪ ゚㩧㽟㔳 㤊㏷㑮┾㦒⪲ 㔶Ṳ⎦
㽞⁒ỆⰂ
㧊☯㑮┾㧊┺.
⳾✞
⌊㦮
⳾䎆㦮
㩚㧦₆⩻㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ῂⰂ䕦 㥚⯒ ㌗䞮⓪ 㔳㧊₆
➢ⶎ㠦 ㌗ ⳾✞ὒ ῂⰂ䕦㠦㍲ 㡊㧊 ㌳䞮Ợ ♮Ⳇ,
㧊⩂䞲 㡊㦖 㧦㍳㦮 㧦㎇㦚 ⟾㠊⥾Ⰲἶ ⳾✞㦮
㎇⓻㦚 㩖䞮㔲䋺⓪ ❇ 㩫㩗㧎 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺.
➆⧒㍲ ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ⳾✞㦮 ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㦚 Ṳ㍶䞮₆ 㥚䟊
䣢㩚㧦㠦 㧻㹿♲ な⩞㧊✲ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㦚
㞢㞚⽊₆ 㥚䟊 3D Steady Reynold-Averaged Navier-stokes 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. ┾㑲䢪♲ 䡫㌗㦚 䐋䟊
な⩞㧊✲ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ ㏷䛣 ㎇⓻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
⁎㠦 ➆⧒ 㡊 ㎇⓻㦚 Ṳ㍶䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ㌆㧦㢖 䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KEIT)㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㦢. (No. 20013372)

ἶ㞫 ┺㧊䃦㓺䕛 㭒㫆⯒ 㥚䞲 ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ 㾲㩗
1;
㍺Ἒ㢖
㌂㧊䋊
䟊㍳
㡆ῂ*
㾲㡗㕂
1 䞲ῃ㌳㌆₆㑶㡆ῂ㏢

㭒㫆⓪ ⁞㏣㨂⬢⯒ Ṗ㡊䞮㡂 㞷㼊⪲ Ⱒ✺㠊 㧒㩫䞲
䔖(㭒䡫)㠦 ἶ 㦧ἶ㔲䅲 㩲䛞㦚 Ⱒ✲⓪ ṖὋ
⻫㧊┺. 㭒㫆Ὃ㩫㦖 䋂Ợ ㌂䡫㭒㫆, ⁞䡫㭒㫆,
┺㧊䃦㓺䕛 㭒㫆⪲ ⋮⒮⓪◆ 㧊 㭧 ┺㧊䃦㓺䕛
㭒㫆⻫㦖 㣿䌫㦚 ἶ㡾㠦㍲ 㞫㧛䟊㍲ 䂮㑮㩫⹖☚Ṗ
⏨ἶ 䚲Ⳋ㧊 ₾⊭䞮Ⳇ ┾㔲Ṛ ⌊ ╖⨟ ㌳㌆ Ṗ⓻䞲
⻫㧊┺. ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ(Shot Sleeve)⓪ ἶ㞫 ┺㧊䃦㓺䕛
㭒㫆㠦㍲ ㌂㣿♮⓪ 㧻䂮⪲㍲ ⁞䡫㠦 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ 䞿⁞
㣿䌫㦚 㭒㧛䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㤦䐋 䡫㌗㦒⪲ ♮㠊㧞┺.
䝢⩆㩖(Plunger)⯒
Ṗ㏣䞮㡂
㣿䌫㦚
⁞䡫㠦
㭒㧛䞮⓪◆, 㧊 ➢ 䝢⩆㩖㦮 Ṗ㏣ 㫆Ị, 㩖㏣/ἶ㏣
㧊☯ỆⰂ ❇㦚 ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ㦮 Ὃ㩫 㫆Ị㧊⧒ἶ 䞲┺.
ἶ㞫 ┺㧊䃦㓺䕛 㭒㫆⻫㠦㍲ 㭒⪲ ㌳䞮⓪ ⨟㦖
₆䙂 ἆ䞾ὒ 䚲Ⳋ ἆ䞾㧊┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪ CFD ⯒
䢲㣿䞮㡂 ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ 㾲㩗㍺Ἒ㢖 ㌂㧊䋊 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊㍲
㭒ⶒ㦮 ἆ䞾㦚 㾲㏢䢪䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㾲㩗 Ὃ㩫 㫆Ị㦚
㍺Ἒ䞮㡖┺. 㧊⯒ 㥚䟊 㭒㫆 ㌗㣿 䟊㍳ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎
Z-Cast Pro ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. Ⲓ㩖 ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ 㡊㥶☯
䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊㍲ ㍍㔂Ⰲぢ㦮 㾲㩗 Ὃ㩫 㫆Ị㦚 㺔ἶ

Study on the Topology Optimization through
Structural Variable Analysis of Permanent Magnet
Motor Cooling Channel* 㫆㣿㤆 1, 㟧㎇㰚 1,
㔶㣿㤆 1; 1Korea Electronics Technology Institute
䌚㏢ ′㩲 ṫ䢪㠦 ➆⯎ ₆㫊 䢪㍳㡆⬢ 㔲㓺䎲㠦㍲
䂲䢮ἓ 㔲㓺䎲㦒⪲㦮 㩚䢮㧊 Ṗ㏣䢪♾㠦 ➆⧒ 㩚☯䢪
㩚䢮㧊 䢲䞮Ⳇ 㑮㣪 㯳Ṗ⪲ 㧎䞲 ἶ㿲⩻, ἶ䣾㥾,
㏢䡫䢪㦮 ἶ㎇⓻ 㩚☯₆ Ṳ㧊 ἓ㨗㩗㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮ἶ
㧞⓪ 㔺㩫㧊┺. 㡗ῂ㧦㍳ 㩚☯₆⓪ ┺㟧䞲 ㏦㔺㧊
㡊⪲ 㩚䢮♮㠊 ㌳䞮ἶ 㧊⩂䞲 㡊㠦 㦮䟊 䣾㥾㧊
㩖䞮♮⸖⪲ ἶ㎇⓻䢪⯒ 㥚䞲 䣾ὒ㩗㧎 ⌟ṗ 㔲㓺䎲
Ṳ㦖 䞚㑮㩗㧎 ㌗䢿㧊┺. ⌟ṗ 㔳㦒⪲ Ὃ⨃㔳,
㑮⌟㔳, 㥶⌟㔳 ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㡊㩚╂ ⰺ㼊㢖 ὖ⩾ 䡫㌗
ῂ㫆㦮 ㍺Ἒ ⼖㑮㠦 ╖䞲 㾲㩗䢪 㡆ῂ✺㧊 㰚䟟♲ 
㧞㰖Ⱒ, 㡊 ㎇⓻ὒ ⌟ṗ 㥶⪲ ㍺Ἒ 㰖䚲㢖㦮 䔏㎇
ὖἚ㠦 ╖䞲 ㌗㎎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㫇䞮┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪
㡗ῂ㧦㍳ 㩚☯₆Ṗ 㧒㩗㦒⪲ 㰖┢ ⽋㧷䞲 㔲㓺䎲
ῂ㎇㠦㍲ 㡺⓪ 䟊㍳ 䞮⯒ ⌄㿪₆ 㥚䟊 ⌟ṗ 㥶⪲Ṗ
ῂ㎇♮㠊 㧞⓪ 䠞ぢ(HUB)㢖 ⌟ṗ㑮(COOLANT)Ⱒ㦚
䙂䞾䞲 㿫㏢ ⳾◎⪲ Ἒ⯒ Ṛ㏢䢪䞮㡂 䟊㍳ 㡆ῂ⯒

㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. 㩚☯₆ 䠞ぢ(HUB) ⌊ ⌟ṗ 㥶⪲㦮
ῂ㫆 ⼖㑮 ㌮䝢Ⱇ㦚 䐋䟊 ⼖㑮 㿪㿲㦚 䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ
㌮䝢Ⱇ ◆㧊䎆⯒ 䐋䟊 ⌟ṗ ㎇⓻㠦 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂮⓪
⼖㑮 䔏㎇㦚 ㍳䞮㡂 㾲㩗䢪 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㥚䞲 㭒㣪 ㎇⓻
㰖䚲⯒ ㍶⼚, 㩲㔲䞮㡖┺.

㰖㡃䔏䢪㌆㠛㥷㎇+(R&D)-㰖㡃㭒⩻㌆㠛㥷㎇㦮 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㑮䟟䞲 㡆ῂὒ㩲㧛┞┺. (ὒ㩲⻞䢎 : S3083058)

*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦(KEIT)㦮
(No. 20013372)

㥶☯䟊㍳* 㩚㭖䢎 1, ₖⳛ㭖 2, 㧊㡆㤦

㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦㢖
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㦢.

㾲⁒ 㑮㏢㿿㩚㏢㦮 䢫㿿㠦 ➆⧒ 㑮㏢㦮 㞞㩫㩗㧎
㥶⨟ 㩚╂ὒ 㩲㠊㠦 䞚㣪⪲䞲 䛞Ṳ㧊 㔲 䞮┺.
┞✺ ⺎ぢ⓪ 㩗㦖 㥶⨟ ⌊㠦㍲☚ ㎂㎎䞲 㥶⨟㫆㩞㧊
Ṗ⓻䞮┺⓪ 㩦㠦㍲ 㧊⩂䞲 㣪ῂ㫆Ị㦚 㿿㫇㔲䌂 㑮
㧞⓪ ⺎ぢ㧊┺. ┞✺ ⺎ぢ㦮 䛞 㭧 stem 㦖 ⺎ぢ㦮
㥶⨟㫆㩞 ⓻⩻ὒ ⺎ぢ 䞮⯒ ἆ㩫䞮⓪ 㡃䞶㦚 䞲┺.
㧊㠦 ➆⧒, ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ stem 㦮 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
㑮㏢ 㿿㩚㏢㣿 ┞✺ ⺎ぢ㦮 ㎇⓻䘟Ṗ⯒ CFD ⯒
㧊㣿䞮㡂 㔺㔲䞮㡖┺. ṗ 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮
㌆㿲㠦 㧞㠊㍲⓪ 㼃㑮(詿莤)⯒ ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞮ἶ KS B
2101 㠦 ➆⧒ ⳾◎Ⱇ䞮㡂 㑮䂮䟊㍳㦚 㔺㔲䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲 㑮㏢ ₆㼊⯒ ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞲 ἓ㤆㠦⓪ SAE
J2601 㠦 ➆⧒ 㑮㏢㿿㩚㏢㠦㍲㦮 㾲╖㥶⨟ 㫆Ị 60g/s
䞮㠦㍲㦮 㹾㞫㦚 Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. ⁎ ἆὒ stem 㦮 ₎㧊Ṗ
11mm 㧒 ➢㠦⓪ 䙃㧊 11.5mm, ₎㧊Ṗ 10mm ⁎Ⰲἶ
12mm 㧒 ➢㠦⓪ 䙃㧊 11mm 㧒 ➢ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮Ṗ Ṗ㧻
⏨Ợ ㌆㿲♮㠞┺. Ἒ㌆♲ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮㦮 Ṩ㦖 ₎㧊
11mm, 䙃 11.5mm 㦮 ἓ㤆 0.86, ₎㧊 10mm, 䙃
11mm 㦮 ἓ㤆 0.91 ⁎Ⰲἶ ₎㧊 12mm, 䙃 11mm 㦮
ἓ㤆 1.04 㧊┺. 㑮㏢₆㼊 60g/s ⌊㠦㍲☚ ṗ ₎㧊㠦
╖䟊㍲ 㹾㞫㧊 Ṗ㧻 ⌄㦖 ἓ㤆⓪ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮Ṗ Ṗ㧻
⏨Ợ ㌆㿲♲ 䙃㦮 ₎㧊㢖 ṯ㞮┺. Ἒ㌆♲ 㹾㞫㦮
Ṩ㦖 ₎㧊 11mm, 䙃 11.5mm 㦮 ἓ㤆 150.93kPa, ₎㧊
10mm, 䙃 11mm 㦮 ἓ㤆 144.53kPa ⁎Ⰲἶ ₎㧊
12mm, 䙃 11mm 㦮 ἓ㤆 119.73kPa 㧊┺. 㧒㩗㦒⪲
stem 㦮 䋂₆Ṗ 㧧㦚㑮⪳ 㥶㼊㠦 Ṗ䟊㰖⓪ 䞮Ṗ
㭚㠊✺㠊 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮Ṗ ⏨㞚㰞 ộ㦒⪲ 㡞㌗䞶 㑮
㧞㦒⋮, 㔺㩲⪲⓪ 㑲䢮 㡗㡃(circulation)㧊 stem 
㭒㥚㠦 䡫㎇♶ ἓ㤆 㔺㩲 stem 㦮 䋂₆⽊┺ ▪ ⏨㦖
䞮Ṗ 㥶㼊㠦 Ṗ䟊㪎 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮⓪ ⌄㞚㰖ἶ 㹾㞫㦖
⏨㞚㰖⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 䢫㧎♮㠞┺. 㿪Ṗ㩗㦒⪲ ṗ stem
䡫㌗㦮 㡊Ⱂ☚㠦 ➆⯎ 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮 ㎇⓻ἷ㍶㦚 䐋䟊
㥶⨟㩲㠊 Ṗ⓻ ⻪㥚⯒ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
⽎

㡆ῂ⓪

㑲⽋

4,

1ൽ䕢㧊㓺,

₆Ἒ㍺ἚὋ䞯ὒ, 3ἓ╖䞯ᾦ

㑮㏢㿿㩚㏢㣿 ┞✺ ⺎ぢ Stem 䡫㌗ ⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎
㎇⓻䘟Ṗ* 㨂䡚 1,Zaho Hongwu1, 䠞㨂㤦 1, 㩫㭖䢮 2,
1
ἓ╖䞯ᾦ ╖䞯㤦
ₖ⹒ἓ 2, 㧊㡆㤦 3;
2
₆Ἒ㍺ἚὋ䞯ὒ
㔶䢪䞮㧊䎣(㭒) 3 ἓ╖䞯ᾦ
₆ἚὋ䞯

*

䆪㞞┺ 䣾ὒ⯒ 㩗㣿䞲 䣢㩚⪺ 䚲Ⳋ 㼃㩫㧻䂮

䞲ῃ㌆㠛₆㑶㰚䦻㤦㦮

2

3,

ἓ╖䞯ᾦ

₆ἚὋ䞯,

㻲ⳛ㔳

1

╖䞯㤦

4 䞒㓺䆪

䞚⯚/䆪䕛, ㎂㥶/㩲㰖  㻶ṫ ㌆㠛㦮 ㍶㨂/䕦㨂 ❇㦚
ṖὋ䞮₆ 㥚䞲 㡂⩂ Ὃ㩫㠦㍲ 䣢㩚⪺㦚 ㌂㣿䞮ἶ
㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䣢㩚⪺㦖 ┺㟧䞲 㡾☚㦮 䆪䕛㏢㨂㢖
㩧㽟䞮ἶ 䞚㡆㩗㦒⪲ 㡺㡒ⶒ㰞㧊 㹿♮Ợ ♮Ⳇ 㧊⓪
䛞㰞ἆ䞾ὒ 㰗ἆ♮⓪ ⶎ㩲㧊┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䣢㩚⪺㦮
䚲Ⳋ㼃㩫㦚 㥚䞮㡂 䣢㩚⪺㦚 ⁗㠊㭒⓪ な⩞㧊✲⯒
㧻㹿䞮㡂 㡺㡒ⶒ㰞㦚 㩲Ệ䞮⓪ 㔳㦚 ㌂㣿䞮⓪◆ 㧊
ἓ㤆 㰚㧊 ゚㌆䞮㡂 㩲䛞㧊 㨂㡺㡒♮Ệ⋮, Ὃ㧻
㧧㠛㧦㦮 䘦 㰞䢮 ❇ 㧎ⳛ㌂ἶ⪲ 㧊㠊㰞 Ṗ⓻㎇㧊
㧞┺. 㧊㠦 㩲䔎  䆪㞞┺ 䣾ὒ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂
な⩞㧊✲㠦 㦮䟊 ゚㌆♮⓪ 㰚㦚 䦷㧛㧻䂮⪲
⳾㞚㭒⓪ 䡫䌲㦮 䣢㩚⪺ 䚲Ⳋ 㼃㩫㧻䂮⯒ Ṳ䞮㡖ἶ
㥶☯ 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䞮㡂 ⁎ ㎇⓻㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.

Study on Analysis of Thermal Fluid and Experiment for Industrial Inverter* SUNG-DAE KIM1,
YONGJIN KANG2, JAE SEOP RYU1, CHAE YOON BAE3,
YOUNG GEUN KIM4; 1LS ELECTRIC, Advanced Technology Team, 2LS ELECTRIC, Automation Solution R&D
Center, 3LS ELECTRIC, Head of New Growth Development
R&D Unit, 4LS ELECTRIC, R&D Group (CTO)
An Inverter is an electric device which changes direct current
(DC) to alternating current (AC) and controls a speed of an
electric motor by varying a voltage and frequency. Due to the
heat generated by the inverter, a life of a capacitor can be
reduced and a malfunction of a power semiconductor device
can occur. In this study, numerical analysis and experiment
were performed to analyze the thermal flow in the inverter
for a 45kW class IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor), a
diode, etc. and the results were compared. In addition, the
optimum design was verified using the heat sink optimization tools since the heat sink size of the inverter is determined by the thermal load of the power semiconductor device which is located at the heat sink base.

Swirl 䣾ὒ⯒ ἶ⩺䞲 㞚䋂䧞䎆 䟊㍳㣿 䝚⪲⁎⧾
Ṳ㍶ 㡆ῂ* 㫆㡞⧧ 1, ⺇㰚㏪ 2, ₖ′䢣 1,3; 1Dept. of.
Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National University, 2Dept. of.
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National University, 3Institute of Advanced Aerospace Technology, Seoul
National University

㞚䋂䧞䎆(Arc heater)⓪ 䛣☯㦮 ἶ㡾, ἶ㞫㦮 ἶ㠪䌞䞒
㩖₆㫆 㥶☯㦚 ㌳㎇䞮⓪ 㧻䂮㧊┺. ₆㫊 㞚䋂䧞䎆⯒
䟊㍳䞮₆ 㥚䞲 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦖 㿫╖䃃 Navier-stokes equation 㦚 㰖⺆㩫㔳㦒⪲ 䞮Ⳇ, 㞚䋂䧞䎆㦮 ἶ㡾
䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䞲 㭚 Ṗ㡊, ⽋㌂ ⳾◎㧊 㠦⍞㰖
㩫㔳㦮 ㌳㎇䟃㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆䞲┺. 㑮䂮 ₆⻫㦒⪲
AUSMPW+, TVD Limiter, 㭧㞯 㹾⻫, LU-SGS method ⯒ ㌂㣿䞲┺. 㥶☚ἆ䞿 䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ (Inductively Coupled Plasma) 䧞䎆⓪ 㞚䋂䧞䎆㦮 䞲 㫛⮮⪲ Ṗ⚶ὖ
㭒㥚㦮 㥶☚ 䆪㧒⪲䎆 ㌳䞮⓪ 㧦₆㧻㠦 㦮䟊
䣢㩚 䟻㦮 㩚₆㧻㦚 㥶☚䞮㡂 Ṗ⚶ὖ ⌊㦮
䝢⧒㯞Ⱎ⯒ Ṗ㏣㔲䅲 㭚 Ṗ㡊㧊 ㌳䞮☚⪳ ἶ㞞♲
㧻䂮㧊┺. ➆⧒㍲ ICP 䧞䎆㦮 䟊㍳㦚 㥚䟊㍲⓪
㩚㧦₆㧻㦒⪲ 㧎䞲 䣢㩚䟻 㤊☯ὒ ⪲⩢䁶 䧮,
㠦⍞㰖 ㌳㎇䟃㦚 ἶ⩺䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 䢫㧻
 ⶒⰂ ⳾◎㦮 㩗㣿㦚 䞚㣪⪲ 䞲┺. ➆⧒㍲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ₆㫊 䟊㍳ 䝚⪲⁎⧾㦮 㰖⺆㩫㔳㠦
䣢㩚䟻 㤊☯⨟ ⽊㫊 㩫㔳㦚 㿪Ṗ䞮ἶ, Ỗ㯳㦚
㥚䞲 㥶☯䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺. 㰗㍶ 䕢㧊䝚 ⌊㠦
swirling flow ⶎ㩲⯒ ㍶㩫䞮㡂 䟊㍳  Ỗ㯳㦚
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 㥚㌂㠛㼃ὒ ῃὒ䞯㡆ῂ㏢(Ἒ㟓⻞䢎
UG200064GD)㦮 㡆ῂ゚ 㰖㤦㠦 㦮䞲 㡆ῂ ἆὒ㧚.

Grid Convergence Index study for turbulent rod
bundle simulations using spectral element method
Khanh-Hoan Nguyen1, Kyoungsik Chang1; 1University of
Ulsan
Rod bundle is an essential component of nuclear power
plants because it is of major importance in the cooling systems of reactors. In the numerical simulation, the cost of
Large Eddy Simulation of full-length rod bundle simulation
is generally too high. While LES of a small section of a single rod is usually affordable. This study presents a small
section of the single-rod simulation with a P/D of 1.24 and
takes advantage of the periodic conditions to reduce the
length of the rod. The Nek5000 code is based on the spectral
element method, developed by Paul Fischer et.al (2008), to
use for LES simulations. To quantify uncertainty in the numerical results, the grid convergence index (GCI) estimation
is investigated with two modified methods from Roache’s
GCI method (1998) including modification of Roache’s GCI
method (Mod. – ASME) in the ASME V&V 20 – 2009
guideline (ASME 2009) and modified method of least square
method (SLS – GCI) based on the least square GCI method
by Eça and Hoekstra (2006). Three mesh arrangements are
employed to estimate the GCI value for validation. In the
GCI estimation, it is found that the SLS – GCI method is
confirmed when the error index from SLS – GCI estimation
is two times less than that of the Mod. – ASME estimation.
The numerical results suggested the fine mesh arrangement
in this study is in good agreement with the reference results.

㩚㌆㥶☯䟊㍳㦚 㧊㣿䞲 ▫䔎 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 䡫㌗
⼖䢪㠦 ➆⯎ ㎇⓻ 㡞䁷 㞞㰖㍶ 1, 㧻ἓ㔳 1, ₖỊ䢣 2,
㕂䢎㭖

3

;

3Kyungwoon

1

University of Ulsan,
University

2

Ninano Company,

㾲⁒✺㠊 ✲⪶㦖 4 㹾 ㌆㠛 㔲╖㦮 ┺㟧䞲 ₆㑶
䡗㔶㠦 㦮䟊 㩗㣿 ⻪㥚Ṗ 㩦㹾 䢫╖♮ἶ 㧞┺. 䔏䧞
ἶ㭧⨟, ╖䡫 ✲⪶㦒⪲ ⮮♮⓪ ㌆㠛㣿 ✲⪶㦖 㧚ⶊ
䞮㭧ὒ ゚䟟㔲Ṛ㧊 ㏢䡫 ✲⪶㠦 ゚䟊 䋂₆ ➢ⶎ㠦
Ⱔ㦖 ὖ㕂㧊 㰧㭧♮⓪ 㿪㎎㧊┺. ⁎⩂⋮ ㏢䡫 ✲⪶㠦
゚䟊 ἶ㭧⨟, ╖䡫 ✲⪶㦖 䝚⪲䗶⩂㢖 ⳾䎆⯒
䙂䞾䞮⓪ 㿪㰚₆㦮 ㎇⓻㧊 ✲⪶㦮 ㎇⓻ὒ 䣾㥾㦚
ἆ㩫䞮⓪ 㭧㣪䞲 ₆㑶㧊┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ✲⪶㦮
䘟‶ 㤊㣿ἶ☚㢖 䣢㩚㠦 ⰴ㿪㠊 ㍺Ἒ♲ ἶ㩫 䞒䂮
䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 䡫㌗㠦 ➆⯎ 㿪⩻  䏶䋂 䔏㎇㦚
㍳䞮ἶ 㾲㩗㦮 䡫㌗㦚 ἶ㞞䞮㡖┺.
MIT 㠦㍲ Ṳ♲ ▫䕆✲ 䖂 ㍺Ἒ 䆪✲㧎
DFDC(Ducted Fan Design Code)⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ₆㫊
䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮 Ὃ⩻ ◆㧊䎆⯒ ㌆㿲䞮㡖ἶ, 㧊㰖㞞
㾲㩗䢪 ₆⻫ὒ 䕢⧒⹎䎆 㓺䎆❪⯒ 䐋䟊 䆪✲ ₎㧊 
゚䔖Ⱂ ṗ㦚 㾲㩗䢪䞮㡖┺. ゚䔖Ⱂ ṗ㦚 ⼖䢪㔲䆆㦚
➢㦮 䝚⪲䗶⩂ 㿪⩻  䏶䋂 㯳Ṗ㥾㧊 䆪✲ ₎㧊⯒
⼖䢪㔲䆆㦚 ➢⽊┺ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ ộ㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
㧒㩫 ゚䔖Ⱂ ṗ 㧊㌗㠦㍲⓪ ⰂṖ ㌳䞮㡂 㿪⩻ὒ
䏶䋂㦮
⼖䢪Ṗ
㠜㦢㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
⡦䞲
㩚㌆㥶☯䟊㍳ ₆⻫㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 ㍺Ἒ♲ 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮
㎇⓻ὒ 䣾㥾㦚 ゚ᾦ Ỗ㯳䞮㡖┺.
✲⪶㦮G 㧚ⶊG 䞮㭧㦚G 㯳Ṗ㔲䋺₆G 㥚䞮㡂G 䝚⪲䗶⩂㦮G
な⩞㧊✲G Ṳ㑮SG ゚䔖ⰒG ṗSG 䆪✲₎㧊⯒G ⼖䢪㔲䅲ṖⳆG
㩚㌆㥶☯䟊㍳G ₆⻫㦚G 㧊㣿䞮㡂G 䕢⧒⹎䎆G 㓺䎆❪⯒G
㑮䟟䞮㡖┺UG

A study on the flow characteristics by the configuration of cooling channel installed in driving motor* ₖ䌲䤞 1; 1KorensEM
₆㫊 䢪㍳㡆⬢⯒ 㧊㣿䞲 䢮ἓ㡺㡒㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 䂲䢮ἓ
㧦☯㹾⪲ 㞢⩺㪎 㧞⓪ 㩚₆㧦☯㹾㠦 ╖䞲 ὖ㕂㧊
⋶⪲ 㯳╖♮ἶ 㧞┺. 㧊⩆ 㩚₆㧦☯㹾㦮 ῂ☯㠦
㧞㠊㍲ 䟋㕂㩗㧎 㡃䞶㦚 䞮⓪ ῂ☯㣿 㩚₆ ⳾䎆⓪
㩚₆㩗 㩖䟃 ㏦㔺(☯ ㏦(copper Loss)  㻶 ㏦(iron
loss) ❇)㠦 㦮䟊 䞚㡆㩗㦒⪲ 㡊㧊 ㌳䞮⓪◆, ㌳♲
㡊㦚 䣾ὒ㩗㦒⪲ ⌟ṗ㔲䋺⓪ ₆㑶㦖 ⳾䎆㦮 ㎇⓻ 
㑮ⳛ㠦 ㌗╏䞲 㡗䟻㦚 ⹎䂲┺. ➆⧒㍲, ⳾䎆 ⌟ṗ㦚
㥚䞲 ⌟ṗ 㺚⍦㦮 㾲㩗 ㍺Ἒ⓪ ⳾䎆 ㍺Ἒ㠦 㧞㠊㍲
䟋㕂 ₆㑶 㭧㦮 䞮⋮⧒ἶ 䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪
⌟ṗ 㺚⍦㦮 㾲㩗 ㍺Ἒ⯒ 㥚䞲 ₆㽞㡆ῂ⪲ ῂ☯㣿
⳾䎆㦮 ⌟ṗ㦚 㥚䟊 ἶ㩫㧦㠦 ㍺䂮♲ 3 Ṗ㰖(Case 1, 2
and 3)㦮 ┺⯎ ⌟ṗ 㺚⍦ 䡫㌗㦚 䐋䞲 ⌟ṗ 㡺㧒㦮

㥶☯ 䔏㎇㦚 CFD ⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 㩫㎇㩗㦒⪲ 䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
⳾䎆 ⌊ ⌟ṗ 㡺㧒㦮 Ệ☯㦚 㥚䟊 ₆㼊-㞷㼊 ┺㌗
㥶☯ 䟊㍳ ⻫㦮 䞮⋮㧎 Volume of Fluid(VOF)⻫㧊
㌂㣿♮㠞㦒Ⳇ, 䟊㍳㦮 ┾㑲䢪⯒ 㥚䟊 ⳾䎆㦮 䣢㩚㦚
⺆㩲䞲 ⌟ṗ 㺚⍦㦚 䐋䞲 㡺㧒㦮 Ệ☯ Ⱒ㦚
ἶ⩺䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊
ἶ㩫㧦⯒ 㾲㫛㩗㦒⪲
䐋ὒ䞮⓪ ⌟ṗ 㡺㧒㦮 㥶㏣, ⌟ṗ 㺚⍦㦮 䡫㌗, ῢ㍶
⊳┾㦮 㰗㩧㩗㧎 ⌟ṗ  ⌟ṗ 䢖㦮 㥚䂮㠦 ➆⧒
⳾䎆 ⌟ṗ 䔏㎇㠦 䋆 㹾Ṗ 㧞㦢㦚 㩫㎇㩗㦒⪲
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺. ⡦䞲, 䢫㧎♲ 3 Ṗ㰖 ⌟ṗ 㺚⍦㠦
╖䟊㍲⓪ ῢ㍶ ⊳┾㦚 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲ ⌟ṗ䞮⓪ 㔳㧎
Case 3 㧊 ⳾䎆 ⌟ṗ㠦 Ṗ㧻 䣾ὒ㩗㧚㦚 䟊㍳㦚 䐋䟊
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㌆㠛䐋㌆㧦㤦
㌆㠛₆㑶䘟ṖὖⰂ㤦(KEIT)
㡆ῂ゚
㰖㤦㠦
㡆ῂ㧚(No.20017446).


㦮䞲

Longitudinal Changes of Airflow and Pressure Distributions in Cement Dust-Exposed Subjects using
1D Computational Fluid Dynamics Model* 䢣㡞㭒 1,
㦧㥂∎㠋䤯 1, 㾲㌗䠢 1; 1Kyungpook National University
㧻₆Ṛ 㔲Ⲯ䔎 㰚㠦 ⏎㿲♲ 䢮ἓ㦒⪲ 㧎䟊,
₆ὖ㰖㦮 ῂ㫆㩗㧎 ⼖䡫㦒⪲ 䘦 ₆⓻㧊 㩖䞮♶ 㑮
㧞㦒Ⳇ, 㩫⨟㩗 Computed tomography(CT)₆㑶㦚
䢲㣿䞮㡂 㧒㧎㠦 ゚䟊 ₆ὖ㰖㦮 㑮㿫, ₆ὖ㰖 ⚦℮
㯳Ṗ ❇㦮 ῂ㫆 ⼖䡫㧊 ⋮䌖⋲┺⓪ 㡆ῂṖ 㾲⁒
㑮䟟♮㠞┺[1]. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔲Ⲯ䔎 Ὃ㧻 㧎⁒㠦
Ệ㭒䞮㡂, 㧻₆Ṛ 㰚㠦 ⏎㿲♲ ╖㌗㦚 㿪㩗䞮ἶ
1 㹾㤦 㩚㌆㥶☯䟊㍳(1D-CFD)[2] ⳾䡫㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㥶☯ 䔏㎇ὒ 㞫⩻㧻㦚 ゚ᾦ㍳䞮㡖┺. 䞒㔺䠮㧦
10 ⳛ ╖㌗㦒⪲ ₆㭖 ⎚☚㢖, 3 ⎚ 䤚 ⚦ 㹾⪖ 㔲䟟䞲
䘦 ₆⓻ Ỗ㌂㢖 CT 㧊⹎㰖⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡖┺. CT 㠦
⋮䌖⋮㰖 㞠㦖 ₆ὖ㰖⓪ 䢫⮶㩗㧎 ⻫㦚 䢲㣿䞮㡂
㩚㼊㩗㧎 䘦 ⳾◎㦚 ῂ㿫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, 㡆㏣ 㩫㔳,
゚㞫㿫㎇ 㠦⍞㰖 㩫㔳㦚 1 㹾㤦㦮 䡫䌲⪲ 㩗㣿䞮㡂,
㥶☯ 䔏㎇ὒ 㞫⩻㧻㦚 ☚㿲䞮㡖┺. 3 ⎚ 䤚
䞒㔺䠮㧦⓪ ₆☚Ṗ 㫗㞚㰖Ⳋ㍲, 䢎䦷 㭧 㞫⩻ ṫ䞮Ṗ
䄺㪢ἶ, 䦟ṫ 㞫⩻(Pp) ╖゚ 1 䣢 䢎䦷⨟(Vtada) 㧊⩻
ἷ㍶㦚 䐋䟊 䢎䦷 㭧 ₆☚ 㩖䟃ὒ 㧧㠛 䞮Ṗ
䄺㪢㦢㦚 䢫㧎 䞶 㑮 㧞┺. 䘦 ₆⓻ Ỗ㌂(PFT)㢖
㧒䂮䞮⓪ 䘦 ₆⓻㧊 㩖䞮♲ ἆὒ⯒ ⽊㡂㭒㠞㦒Ⳇ, 1D
CFD ⳾◎㦚 䐋䟊 PFT ⪲ 䘟Ṗ䞶 㑮 㠜㠞▮ ₆☚
㩖䟃㠦 ╖䞲 䘦㦮 ῂ㫆㩗㧎 䔏㰫ὒ 㥶㼊 㡃䞯 䔏㎇㦚
䘟Ṗ䞶 㑮 㧞㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾(NRF-2020R1F1A1069853) 
䢮ἓ 䢮ἓ₆㑶㤦(RE2018001360004)㦮 㨂㩫 㰖㤦㦚
㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺.
[1] Kim T, Cho HB, Kim WJ, Lee CH, Chae KJ, Choi SH,

Lee KE, Bak SH, Kwon SO, Jin GY, Choi J, Park EK, Lin
CL, Choi S, “Quantitative CT-based Structural Alterations of
Segmental Airways in Cement Dust-Exposed Subjects”,
Respiratory Research 2020.
[2] Choi S, Yoon S, Jeon J, Zou C, Choi J, Tawhai MH,
Hoffman EA, Delvadia R, Babiskin A, Walenga R, Lin CL.
“1D network simulations for evaluating regional flow and
pressure distributions in healthy and asthmatic human
lungs.” Journal of Applied Physiology 2019.

HF ⩞㧊▪, GPS ⦆Ṳ⯒ 䢲㣿䞲 㡆㞞⳾◎㦮 䚲䂋
䟊⮮䘟Ṗ* ₖ☯䡚 1, 䢿㰚䢮 1; 1Seoul National University
㰖㡃㑲䢮⳾䡫(regional circulation ocean model)㦖 䟊㞞,
䟊㟧, 㑮Ⰲ ❇ ┺㟧䞲 㟒㠦㍲ Ὃ䞯㩗㧎 ⳿㩗㦒⪲
⍦Ⰲ 㧊㣿♮㠊 㢪┺. 㔺㩲 䡚㧻㦚 ╖㌗㦒⪲ 䞲
㑮䂮⳾㦮ἆὒ㦮
㔶⬆☚⓪
䟊╏
䡚㧻㠦
╖䞲
ὖ䁷◆㧊䎆⯒ 䐋䟊 䟻㌗㔲䌂 㑮 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, Ⱔ㦖
ἓ㤆 䡚㧻 㧦⬢⓪ 㫇䞮Ⳇ 㤦䞮⓪ 㩫☚㦮 㩫䢫☚⯒
㠑₆㠦 㿿䞲 ἓ㤆Ṗ ╖㧊┺. ῃ⌊㦮 㡆㞞
㧎⁒㠦㍲☚ 㑮Ⱔ㦖 䡚㧻ὖ䁷㏢Ṗ 㤊㣿♮ἶ 㧞㰖Ⱒ,
㑮㥚㢖 㥶⨟ὒ ṯ㧊 䋆 ′⳾㦮 㧦⬢Ⱒ㦚 㿫㩗䞮ἶ
㧞⓪◆ ⁎䂮ἶ 㧞㦒Ⳇ, ὖ䁷㏢㦮 㑮⓪ 㫇䞲
㔺㩫㧊┺. 㧊⩂䞲 䋆 ′⳾㦮 㧦⬢⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 3 㹾㤦
㑮Ⰲ☯㡃䞯 ⳾䡫㦚 㤊㣿/㍳/䘟Ṗ䞮⓪◆⓪ 䞲ἚṖ
㧞┺. 㧊⩂䞲 㧊㓞⯒ ⽊㢚䞮ἶ㧦 ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪
HF ⩞㧊▪㢖 GPS ⦆Ṳ⯒ 䢲㣿䞮㡂 䚲䂋 䟊⮮㠦 ╖䞲
㎎⹖䞲 㩫⽊⯒ 㑮㰧䞮ἶ, 㧊⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂 3 㹾㤦
㡆㞞⳾䡫㦮 ἆὒ⯒ 䘟Ṗ䞮⓪ 䝚⩞㧚㤣㦚 㩲㞞䞮㡖┺.
HF ⩞㧊▪⓪ ぢ⧮⁎ ㌆⧖㦚 㧊㣿䞮㡂 䚲䂋 䟊⮮㦮
☚䝢⪲ 䣾ὒ⯒ ㌆㩫䞮⸖⪲㖾 䚲䂋 㧎⁒ 䟊⮮㦮
㤖㰗㧚㦚 䁷㩫䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲ 㑮㕃㠦㍲ 㑮⺇ km2 㠦
䟊╏䞮⓪ 㡗㡃㦮 2 㹾㤦 䚲䂋㥶㏣ 䙂⯒ ㌗㎎䧞
㩲Ὃ䞲┺. ⡦䞲 GPS ⦆Ṳ⯒ 䐋䟊 ⧒⁎⧧㯂 Ṳ⎦㠦
⁒Ệ䞮㡂 䚲Ⳋ㠦㍲䎆 0~3m ㌂㧊 䟊⮮㠦 ὖ䞲
㎎⹖䞲 䦦⯚ 㩫⽊⯒ 䀾✳䞶 㑮 㧞┺. ⚦ ⻫㠦
㦮䞮㡂 䀾✳䞲 䚲䂋 䦦⯚㦮 㔲Ἒ㡊 㧦⬢㠦 㾲╖䞲
㧒䂮䞮☚⪳ ⰺṲ⼖㑮 㿪㩫㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖ἶ, ⁎ ἆὒ
䡚㧻㌗䢿㦚 㧮 㡗䞲 3 㹾㤦 㑮Ⰲ☯㡃䞯 ⳾䡫
ἆὒ⯒ 㠑㠞┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 2021 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (No.2020R1A2B5B01002249).

Analysis of behavior of respiratory droplet according to room temperature using CFD* 㩫㰖䢣 1,
ₖ㍶㤇 1, ㏦☯₆ 1, ἶ䞲㍲ 1; 1Sungkyunkwan University
COVID-19 㢖 ṯ㧊 ₆䂾, 㨂㺚₆ ❇㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 Ὃ₆

㭧㦒⪲ ⺆㿲♮⓪ 䢎䦷₆ ゚Ⱖ㧊 Ṧ㡒㦮 㭒♲ 㤦㧎㧊
♮⓪ Ṧ㡒⼧㦮 㩚䕢㎇㦖 㔺⌊ 䢮₆ ㍺゚㦮 Ṗ☯
㫆Ịὒ ▪㠊 㡾☚, 㔋☚㢖 ṯ㧊 Ἒ㩞㠦 ➆⧒
⼖䞮⓪ 㣪㏢㠦 㡗䟻㦚 ⓪┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 㔺⌊
㡾☚㠦 ➆⯎ ゚Ⱖ㦮 Ệ☯㦚 ㍳䞮㡖┺. ṫ㦮㔺 㔺⌊
㡾☚⓪ 5 ႏ㠦㍲ 30 ႏ₢㰖 ⻪㥚⪲ ㍺㩫䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ,
ANSYS FLUENT 㦮 Discrete Phase Model (DPM)㦚
㧊㣿䞮㡂 ṫ㦮㧦㦮 ₆䂾㦒⪲䎆 ㌳䞮⓪ ゚Ⱖ㦮
Ệ☯㦚 㰗㩧㩗㦒⪲ Ἒ㌆䞮㡖┺. 㔺⌊ 㡾☚㠦 ➆⯎
゚㌆, 䂾㹿 ゚Ⱖ㦮 㑮, ゚㌆ 㭧㧎 ゚Ⱖ㦮 ゚㌆ ỆⰂ
 㔺㩲 㩚㡒㎇㦚 Ṗ㰞 㑮 㧞⓪ 㥶䣾 ゚Ⱖ㦮 㑮⯒
㍳䞮㡖┺. 㔺⌊ 㡾☚Ṗ ⏨㦚㑮⪳ ㌳䞲 ゚Ⱖ㧊
ザ⯊Ợ 㯳䞾㦒⪲ 㧎䟊 ㌳㤦 㭒⼖ 㡗㡃㠦㍲Ⱒ
゚㌆䞮⓪
゚Ⱖ㦮
゚㥾㧊
⏨㞮㦒Ⳇ,
㞟㞚㧞⓪
䞯㌳✺㠦 䂾㹿䞲 ゚Ⱖ㦮 㑮☚ Ṧ㏢䞮⓪ ộ㦚
䢫㧎䞮㡖┺.
*⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㭧ἂ 㡆ῂ㧦 ὒ㩲㦮
㰖㤦㦒⪲ 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺. (NRF–2019R1A2C2003176)

Immersed
Boundary
Method
⯒
䢲㣿䞲
㼊䋂⺎ぢ㦮 ㎇⓻ 䟊㍳* ⺆㭖䢎 1, ₖ⹒㻶 2, 㺚㧻⻪ 2;
1

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety, 2Ajou University

㤦㧦⩻㩚㏢ 㤊㡗㧦⓪ 㞞㩚ὖ⩾ 䗢䝚  ⺎ぢ㦮
㞞㩚₆⓻㦮 㑮䟟⓻⩻㦚 䢫㧎䞮ἶ ㎇⓻ ⼖䢪⯒
Ṧ㔲䞮⓪ ⻫㦒⪲ Ṗ☯㭧㔲䠮(In-Service Test)⯒
㑮䟟䞮ἶ 㧞┺. 㼊䋂 ⺎ぢ⓪ Ṗ☯㭧㔲䠮 ╖㌗㧊 ♮⓪
⺎ぢ 㥶䡫 㭧 䞮⋮㧊┺. 㼊䋂 ⺎ぢ⓪ 䞲 䟻㦒⪲Ⱒ
㥶㼊⯒ 䦦⯊☚⪳ ₆⓻䞮㡂 㥶㼊Ṗ 㡃⮮㔲 㧦☯㦒⪲
╁䧞Ợ ♲┺. 䔏䧞 㓺㥯 㼊䋂⺎ぢ(Swing Check
Valve)㦮 ἓ㤆 Ṗ㧻 ⍦Ⰲ 㝆㧊⓪ 㥶䡫㦮 ⺎ぢ⪲ ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ 䟊╏ ⺎ぢ㠦 ╖䞲 㔲䠮㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖ἶ, ⁎
ἆὒ⯒ Immersed Boundary Method ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂
㩚㌆㥶㼊䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞲 ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺. ⽎
㡆ῂ㠦㍲ ㌂㣿♲ 㩚㌆㥶㼊㡃䞯 ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊⓪ ANSYS
CFX R19 㧊Ⳇ, 䟊╏ ㏢䝚䔎㤾㠊⯒ 㧊㣿䞮㡂
㩫㌗(steady), ゚㞫㿫㎇, ⋲⮮, ┾㌗ 㥶☯ 㫆Ị䞮㠦㍲
㼊䋂 ⺎ぢ 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.
*⽎
㡆ῂ⓪
㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㥚㤦䣢㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㨂┾㦮
㰖㤦㦚
㞚
㑮䟟䞲
㤦㧦⩻㞞㩚㡆ῂ㌂㠛㦮 㡆ῂἆὒ㧛┞┺(No. 1805007).

Modification of the overset library in OpenFOAM
to use Actuator Model* ₖ䌲㤆 1; 1Seoul Digital University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ ⪲䎆 䟊㍳㦮 䞲 ⻫㧎 Actuator Model 㦚 ㌂㣿䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳ ₆㫊㦮 OpenFOAM ⌊㦮
overset library ⯒ 㑮㩫䞮㡂 ⪲䎆㦮 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮㡖┺.

Actuator Model 㦚 ㌂㣿䞲 ⪲䎆 䟊㍳㦖 body-fitted
ỿ㧦⯒ ㌂㣿䞮⓪ CFD 䟊㍳㠦 ゚䟟 Ἒ㌆ 㧦㤦㦚
㩞㟓䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 䔏㰫㧊 㧞┺. 䞮㰖Ⱒ, Actuator
Model 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ┺㭧 ⪲䎆⯒ 䟊㍳䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㠦⓪
₆㫊㦮 CFD ₆⻫ὒ Ⱎ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲ ỿ㧦 ㌳㎇㠦
㠊⩺㤖㧊 㫊㨂䞲┺.
㧊⓪ actuator Model 㔳㦮
ἓ㤆㠦☚ ⪲䎆㦮 㡗㡃㦚 cylinder type 㦒⪲ ỿ㧦⯒
㌳㎇䞮㡂㟒 䞮Ⳇ, ┺㭧 ⪲䎆㦮 ἓ㤆㠦⓪ ▪ Ⱔ㦖
cylinder type 㦮 ỿ㧦✺㧊 ㌂㣿♮₆ ➢ⶎ㧊┺. 㧊⩆
㧊㥶⪲ Actuator Model 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮⓪ ἓ㤆㠦☚ 㭧㻿
ỿ㧦 㔳ὒ ṯ㧊 ┺䂋 ῂ㫆㦮 ỿ㧦 䡫㔳㦮 ㌂㣿㧊
䞚㣪䞮┺.
₆㫊㦮 OpenFOAM 㦮 㭧㻿 ỿ㧦 㔳㦮 ἓ㤆㠦⓪
ⶒ㼊㦮 䚲Ⳋ㦚 ₆㭖㦒⪲ hole ὒ ⌊㌓ ㎖㦚 ἆ㩫䞮₆
➢ⶎ㠦 actuator model ὒ ṯ㧊 ⶒ㼊 䚲Ⳋ㠦 ╖䞲
㩫⽊Ṗ 㠜⓪ ἓ㤆㠦⓪ 㩫㌗㩗㧎 䟊㍳ 㑮䟟㧊
㧊⬾㠊㰖㰖 㞠⓪┺. ⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ actuator model 㧊
㩗㣿♮⓪ ⪲䎆 㡗㡃㦮 ㎖㦚 hole ⪲ 㧎㔳䞶 㑮 㧞☚⪳
₆㫊㦮 㭧㻿 ỿ㧦 ⧒㧊ぢ⩂Ⰲ⯒ 㑮㩫䞮㡖┺. 㑮㩫♲
㭧㻿ỿ㧦 ⧒㧊ぢ⩂Ⰲ⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 㩲㧦Ⰲ ゚䟟䞮⓪
⪲䎆㦮 䟊㍳㦚 㑮䟟䞮ἶ ┾㧒 ỿ㧦 ῂ㫆⯒ ㌂㣿䞲
⪲䎆 䟊㍳ ἆὒ㢖 ゚ᾦ䞮㡖┺.
* 㧊 ㎇ὒ⓪ 2020 ⎚☚ 㩫(ὒ䞯₆㑶㩫⽊䐋㔶)㦮
㨂㤦㦒⪲ 䞲ῃ㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲
㡆ῂ㧚(No.2020R1G1A1099616)

Ṧ㞫゚❇ 䡚㌗ ὖ䁷  㥶⨟Ἒ㑮 䁷㩫㦚 㥚䞲
㔺䠮㧻䂮㦮 ㍺Ἒ㢖 㩲㧧* ṫ☯䡚1, 㹾䡚㤆1,
㧊䡚㺓1; 1 Kyungnam University
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ Ṧ㞫゚❇ ⶊ⯒ 㔺䡚䞮㡂 㥶⨟Ἒ㑮⯒
䁷㩫䞮ἶ 㡂⩂ ὧ䞯 䁷㩫 ⻫㦚 㩗㣿䞮₆ 㥚䞲
㔺䠮㧻䂮⯒ ㍺Ἒ  㩲㧧䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮㧻䂮⓪ ㌂,
㰚Ὃ, Ṗ㡊, Ṗ㔲䢪, 䁷㩫 㽳 5 Ṳ 㦒⪲
⋮㠞┺. ἶ㡾㥶㼊⯒ ㌂䞮₆ 㥚䟊 㞢⬾⹎ⓚ
㨂㰞㦮 㧎㩳䎆㢖 ⏎㯦(L: 4.2mm, D: 0.5mm, L/D: 8.4)㦚
㩲㧧䞮㡖┺. Ṧ㞫゚❇ 䡚㌗㦚 㰖⺆䞮⓪ ộ㦒⪲
㞢⩺㰚 ὒ㡊☚(Rp)⯒ 㯳Ṗ㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 㰚Ὃ㺪⻚⯒
㍺Ἒ  㩲㧧䞮㡂 ╖₆㞫⩻㦚 0.3bar ₢㰖 ⌄㿪⓪
䞲䘎, ㌂㡾☚⯒ 㯳Ṗ㔲䋺₆ 㥚䟊 Ⲫ㧎䧞䎆㢖
⺊✲䧞䎆⯒ ㌂㣿䞮㡂 ⳿䚲 ㌂㡾☚㧎 160°C ₢㰖
㯳Ṗ㔲䆆┺. ⺊✲䧞䎆㦮 㣿⨟㦖 㧎㩳䎆 ⌊, 㣎 ╖⮮
㡊㩚╂ Ἒ㑮⯒ ☚㿲䞮㡂 㡊 ㌳㎇㧊 㧞⓪ ῂṚὒ 㠜⓪
ῂṚ㦮 䔏㑮䟊⯒ 䌫㦒⪲ 330W ⪲ ἆ㩫䞮㡖┺. 㺪⻚
⼓Ⳋ㡾☚⯒
㯳Ṗ㔲䋺₆
㥚䟊㍲
䞮┾㠦
䃊䔎Ⰲ㰖䧞䎆 9 Ṳ⯒ ㍺䂮䞮㡖┺. Ṧ㞫゚❇ ⶊ㦮
㡃ὧ㧊⹎㰫, PDPA ❇ ὧ䞯㦚 㧊㣿䞲 䁷㩫ἆὒ⯒ 㠑₆
㥚䟊 㰚Ὃ㺪⻚㠦 4 Ṳ㦮 Ṗ㔲㺓(50mm*160mm 3 Ṳ,
110mm*160mm 1 Ṳ)㦚 ㍺䂮䞮㡖┺. 㰚Ὃ㺪⻚㢖 㧎㩳䎆

㌗┾㠦 㞫⩻㎒㍲  k-type 㡊㩚╖⯒ 㧻㹿䞮㡂 㰚Ὃ☚,
㧎㩳䎆 ⌊㞫⩻, ㌂㡾☚⯒ 䁷㩫䞮㡖ἶ, 㣿㩗㔳
㥶⨟Ἒ⯒ ㍺䂮䞮㡂 㥶⨟㦚 Ἒ䁷䞮㡖┺. 㔺䠮◆㧊䎆⓪
Labview S/W ⯒ 㧊㣿䟊 㽞╏ 1 Ṳ㦮 ◆㧊䎆⯒ PC ⪲
㧓㠊✲⪎┺.
* ⽎ 㡆ῂ⓪ ῃ₆㑶䛞㰞㤦㦮 ㌆䡗㔶䋊⩂㓺䎆
㰖㤦㌂㠛(DCL2020L)㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♮㠞㔋┞┺

A deep learning approach to generate turbulent
inflow
conditions
for
simulating
spatially-developing turbulent boundary layers* Meng
Zhang1, Linqi Yu1, Mustafa Z. Yousif 1, Hee-Chang Lim1;
School of Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University

1

The generation of turbulent inflow conditions is an important
factor in simulating spatially-developing turbulent boundary
layers (TBLs), considering its effect on the accuracy of the
simulations and computational cost. In addition, it is also a
challenging topic due to the need for the time-dependent
turbulent inflow data to be accurately described. Many relatively traditional methods for generating turbulent inflow
conditions, such as recycling-rescaling method, synthetic
turbulent inflow generation methods and proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) method, have limitations like high
computational cost. So, many scholars have turned their
attention to the field of Deep learning. Though recent studies
on the generation of turbulent inflow conditions using
deep-learning models have shown promising results, most of
these models are more suitable to be as inflow for fully developed TBLs. This study proposes a newly-developed
deep-learning-based method to generate turbulent-inflow
conditions for simulating spatially-developing TBLs. The
deep learning model (DLM) used in this study is a combination of two architectures: the first one is the Transformer ,which is utilized to predict the temporal evolution of extremely coarse velocity fields obtained by selecting distributed points at various sections along the streamwise direction
of a spatially-developing TBLs flow obtained through direct
numerical simulation (DNS). The second one is
MS-ESRGAN, which is utilized to perform a super-resolution reconstruction of the velocity fields for all the
sections that are predicted by the Transformer model, which
makes the final output has the same resolution of the DNS
data. The model shows a remarkable ability to predict the
instantaneous velocity fields with detailed fluctuations and
reproduce the turbulence statistics, spatial and temporal correlations, and spectra with commendable accuracy compared
with the DNS results. Furthermore, the model exhibits a
reasonable accuracy for predicting velocity fields that are not
used in the training process, which means the model can
generate the turbulent inflow conditions for the flow at
Reynolds numbers that are not necessarily used in the training of the model. This work paves the way to the utilization
of synthetic-inflow generators for large-scale turbulence

simulations using deep learning, with significant promise in
terms of computational savings.
*㧊 ⏒ⶎ㦖 2021 ⎚☚㩫 (㌆㠛䐋㌗㧦㤦)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ㠦⍞㰖₆㑶䘟Ṗ㤦㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (2
0214000000140, 㼃㩫㠦⍞㰖㦋䞿㩚㦋䞿╖䞯㤦). 㧊 ⏒
ⶎ㦖 ⡦䞲 2019 ⎚☚ 㩫 (⹎⧮㺓㫆ὒ䞯)㦮 㨂㤦㦒⪲
䞲ῃ 㡆ῂ㨂┾㦮 㰖㤦㦚 㞚 㑮䟟♲ 㡆ῂ㧚 (No. 2019R
1I1A3A01058576).

A study on the effect of high temperature conditions
ₖ㩫䌲1,
on
natural
frequency
change*
䞮㩫㤛1,㫛′1; 1Changwon National University
Ṗ㓺 䎆ゞ㦮 㡆⬢Ṗ LNG 㠦㍲ 㑮㏢ 㡆⬢⪲ 㩚䢮㧊
㧊⬾㠊㰖ἶ 㧞┺. 㑮㏢⓪ LNG ╖゚ 6 ⺆㦮 䢪㡒 䢫㌆
㏣☚㢖 3 ⺆㦮 㡊⨟㦚 Ṗ㰚┺. Ṗ㓺 䎆ゞ㦮 ㎇⓻㧊
⏨㞚㰖Ⳋ㍲ ῂ☯ ㏣☚Ṗ 㯳Ṗ䞮⓪ Ⱒ䋒 㰚☯ ⶎ㩲
⡦䞲 ㌳䞮ἶ 㧊⓪ Ὃ㰚ὒ 㰚☯ 䞒⪲㠦 㦮䞲
㑮ⳛ㩖䞮㢖 ㌂㣿 㥚䠮㎇㦚 㟒₆䞲┺. 㡆㏢ 㔲
㌳䞮⓪ ἶ㡾 㫆Ị㠦㍲㦮 ㌗ ⼖䢪㢖 ⁎㠦 ➆⯎
ῂ㫆㠦 ⹎䂮⓪ 㡗䟻㠦 ὖ䞲 㡆ῂṖ 䞚㣪䞮┺. 㧊㠦
⽎ ⏒ⶎ㠦㍲⓪ Ṗ㓺 䎆ゞ ῂ☯ 㔲 ⌊㠦㍲ ㌗㡾ὒ
ἶ㡾 㫆Ị㠦㍲ ἶ㥶㰚☯㑮Ṗ 㠊⠑Ợ ⼖䢪䞮⓪㰖㠦
╖䞲 㡆ῂ⯒ 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺.
㩚㌆䟊㍳䝚⪲⁎⧾㧎 Ansys 㠦㍲ Steady State Thermal,
Static Structural, Modal 䟊㍳ 㔲㓺䎲㦚 ⽋䞿䞮㡂
㧊㣿䞮㡖㦒Ⳇ, ㏢㨂⓪ 㧒㩗㧎 㨂⬢㧎 Structure
Steel 㦚 ㌂㣿䞮㡖┺. 㧊⓪ 䎆ゞ㠦 ㌂㣿䞮⓪ 㨂⬢㦮
ⶒ㎇㦚 䢫㧎䞮㰖 ⴑ䟊 㩗㣿䞲 ㏢㨂⪲ 㿪䤚 䌖 ㏢㨂⪲
㿪Ṗ 䟊㍳ 㰚䟟 㡞㩫㧊┺. ῂ㏣ 㫆Ị㦒⪲ ☯⩻ 㩚╂
ὒ 㠊Ⱇ 㰖㰖㠦 䣢㩚㦚 㩲㣎䞲 㧦㥶☚⯒
ῂ㏣䞮㡖ἶ, 䞮㭧 㫆Ị㦒⪲ ⌊ 㞫⩻ 3MPa 㦚 㿫
䟻㦒⪲ 㩗㣿䞮㡖┺. 1 㹾㩗㦒⪲ ㌗㡾 㫆Ị㧎
23ଇ㠦㍲ 100, 500, 1000, 4000, 7000, 10000, 15000 rpm
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㡆㏢₆㠦㍲ ㌳䞮⓪ ἶ㡾 㫆Ị㧎 800ଇ⯒ 㩗㣿䞮㡂
䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮㡖┺. 䟊㍳ ἆὒ ἶ㥶㭒䕢㑮⓪ 㰞⨟㦚
Ṗ㰚 ⶒ㼊⪲ ⽎┺Ⳋ ṫ㎇㠦 ゚⪖䞮ἶ 㰞⨟㠦
゚⪖䞮⓪ 䔏㎇㠦 ➆⧒ 㰞⨟ Ṧ㏢ ⽊┺ ṫ㎇ Ṧ㏢
゚㥾㧊 ▪ ⏨㞚 ἶ㡾 800ଇ⽊┺ ㌗㡾 23ଇ㠦㍲
㭒䕢㑮Ṗ ▪ ⏨Ợ ㌳䞾㦚 䢫㧎䞮㡖ἶ, 䣢㩚㏣☚㠦
╖䞲 Campbell Diagram 㦮 Critical Speed ⯒ 䢫㧎䞲 ἆὒ
ῂ☯ 㫆Ị ⻪㥚 㞞㠦 ㌳䞮㡖┺. 㧊⓪ 㿪䤚 ┺⯎
㏢㨂⯒ 㧊㣿䟊㍲ 䟊㍳㦚 㰚䟟䞮ἶ ⁎㠦 ➆⯎ 㹾㧊⯒
゚ᾦ䟊 Critical Speed Ṗ ῂ☯ 㫆Ị ⻪㥚 㞞㠦
㌳䞲┺Ⳋ 䣢䞒㍺Ἒ 㞞㧊 䞚㣪䞮┺⓪ ộ㦚
㦮⹎䞲┺.
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䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚 ㌓㧛㣿 㕂Ὃ ṖὋ㣿 BTA ✲Ⰺ
ぢ⩞㧊㰫 ㏪▪㦮 㩧㽟ṗὒ 㩧䞿ṫ☚㦮 ὖἚ㎇
ῂⳛ㠦 ╖䞲 㡆ῂ 㧊㑲₎ 1, ㏦㰚㡺 2, 䞮ὧ㧒 2,
ῂ⽎䦪 3; 1Department of Materials Convergence and System
Engineering, Changwon National University, Changwon,
Gyeongnam, 51140, Republic of Korea, 2vito INC,
Bongam-dong, Masanhoewon-gu, Gyeongnam, 51340, Republic of Korea, 3School of Materials Science and Engineering, Changwon National University, Changwon, Gyeongnam,
641-773, Republic of Korea
⋲㣿 ⽊㧒⩂㠦⓪ ザ⯎㔲Ṛ ⌊⪲ 㡾㑮Ὃ 㧊
Ṗ⓻䞮Ợ 䕢㧊䝚 ⌊㠦 㰖㏣㩗㧎 㡊 㑮㏷㧊 Ṗ⓻䞲
㥶㼊Ṗ ⌊㠦 㧞ἶ, 㡊㩚☚☚Ṗ ⏨㦖 㨂㰞⪲
㧊⬾㠊㰚 䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚⯒ ㍺䂮䞮㡂 ῂ☯䞲┺.
䧞䔎䕢㧊䝚㦮 ἓ㤆 㟝ἶ ₊ 䡫䌲⪲ ⽊㧒⩂ ⌊㠦
㿿㰚㧊 Ⱔ㧊 ♮㠊㧞㦚㑮⪳ 㡊䣾㥾㧊 ⏨㞚㰖Ⳇ, 㟝㦖
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㕂ὋṖὋ✲Ⰺ㧎 BTA ✲Ⰺ㧊 ㌂㣿♮⓪ ộ㧊 ῢ㧻♲┺.
BTA ✲Ⰺ㦮 ἓ㤆 ἓ☚Ṗ ㌗╖㩗㦒⪲ ⌄㰖Ⱒ 㑮ⳛ㧊
₊ 䌚㏢ṫ㦒⪲ Ⱒ✶ ❪㠦, ἶἓ☚㧊Ⳇ ⌊Ⱎ⳾㎇㧊
㤆㤪䞲 㽞ἓ䞿⁞㦚 㹿䞮㡂 㩲㧧䞮⓪ ✲Ⰺ⪲㍲
Ị✲Ⰺ㠦 ゚䟊 ㌂㧊㯞 㩲㟓㧊 ➆⯊㰖Ⱒ 䂿⺆㿲㧊
㤦䢲䞮ἶ 㑮ⳛ㧊 ₎Ⳇ 㩞㌃㦮 䛞㰞㧊 㟧䢎䞲 ộ㧊
䔏㰫㧊┺.
⽎ 㡆ῂ㠦㍲⓪ BTA ✲Ⰺ 㩲㧧 㔲 㽞ἓ䞿⁞ὒ ❪㦮
㩧䞿 㔲 ㌂㣿♮⓪ ₆⻫㧎 ぢ⩞㧊㰫㠦㍲ 㣿Ṗ㨂㢖
⳾㨂Ṛ 㩬㦢㎇㦚 䁷㩫䞶 㑮 㧞⓪ 㰖䚲㧎 㩧㽟ṗ㦚
䁷㩫䞮ἶ, 㣿Ṗ㨂Ⱎ┺㦮 㧎㧻㩧䞿ṫ☚⯒ 䁷㩫䟊
゚ᾦ䞾㦒⪲㍲ ㏪▪-⳾㨂Ṛ 㩬㦢㎇ὒ 㩧䞿ṫ☚㦮
㌗ὖὖἚ⯒ 㡆ῂ䞮㡖┺.

good the anti-oxidative thermal corrosion performance, it has
been developed as the preferred material for turbines blades
for aero-engines and gas turbine. Directional solidification of
turbine blade can greatly improve mechanical properties
compared to the conventional casting.
In this study, we characterized the microstructures and mechanical properties of 58Ni-14Cr superalloy gas turbine
blade processed by directional solidification. Various analytical methods, such as optical microscope, scanning electron
microscope and transmission electron microscope are used to
investigate the microstructure evolution (carbide, dendritic
structure, eutectic phase) in the different position of blade.
Further, Vickers hardness test and creep test are used to
evaluate the strength.

Analysis and control of oxide film of high carbon
steel shots for shot peening* MINSUK LEE1, KEESAM
SHIN1; 1Changwon National University
Carbon steel is recognized as a versatile material widely used
due to its easy processing and low cost. Among them, high
carbon steel is a required as a material for the structure engineering in industry because it includes properties of high
strength and hardness and resistance to wear, and moderate
ductility to tolerate being deformed. In this study, Water
atomization, water/air cooling after quenching and tempering
processes are performed sequentially have been performed
on high carbon steel shots and various colors appear on surface film of them. This study presents oxidation on the surface of high carbon steel shots for shot peening and colors
and types of iron oxide. The film formed on the surface was
observed and analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).

Investigation of the microstructure evolution of
IN738LC upon ultrasonic shot peening* SIJIA LIU,
KEESAM SHIN; Changwon National University
IN738LC is a cast Ni-base superalloy designed for applications in power generation. Laser peening can increase resistance to cracking and fatigue [1].

Microstructure Evolution of the 58Ni-14Cr Superalloy Gas Turbine Blade Manufactured by Directional Solidification Liming Xu1, Jine sung Jung2, Yeon

However, the evolution of Jc/dislocation interaction and how
it can affect the mechanical properties (microhardness) upon
peening is still not well understood.

kwan Kang2 and Keesam Shin1; 1School of Materials Science
and Engineering, Changwon National University, Changwon
51140, Korea, 2KEPCO Research Institute, Korea Electric
Power Corporation, Munji-ro, Yusung-Gu, Daejeon 34056,
Korea

In this study, we analyze the microstructure of IN738LC
after ultrasonic shot peening (USP). USP effect was compared under various peening times from 20 min to 70 min.

Nickel-based superalloys have good high-temperature
strength, plasticity properties and fracture toughness. Besides,
due to its excellent creep resistance, fatigue properties, and

The microstructure was investigated using optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron
microscopy. Results showed the increase of microhardness
of the near-surface region and dislocation induced by plastic

deformation, which appears to be a critical factor in the
strengthening of the alloy. The shot peening time was determined and optimized according to the microstructural evolution observed.
[1] Zhou, L., & He, W. (2021). Gradient Microstructure in
Laser Shock Peened Materials. Springer Singapore.
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Prof. Hyoungjin Kim

Prof. Bok Jik Lee
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(Kyung Hee University, Korea)
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About Venue (Jeju Shinhwa World)
Ignite your inspiration at Jeju Shinhwa World, an entertainment
haven in a scenic travel destination. Experience ideally located
hotel accommodations on Jeju Island within steps of Jeju Shinhwa
World and near the Jungmun Tourism Complex, the International
Convention Center, Shinhwa Water Park, and Shinhwa Theme Park.
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